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THE ELECTROI.AGNETIC WAVE PROPAGATION PANEL SPECIAIJSTS MEEING

"ELEC~hOPAGNiiTICS OF THE SEA"

The growing interest and increased activity in exploiting ocean res.;urces promotes this
Specialists' Meeting for the dissemination exchange .and integration of experimental and theoretical
findings as well as formulating cooperation fov problems remaining unsolved.

Underwater Electromagnetic Propagation has experienced a rebirth with increated acti1vity
bene3th the oceans. Two portions of the electromagnetic spectrum fill the gap previously occupied
by acoustics VLFIELF and optics. This resulted from their :ormson characteristic oi propagation
along air-sea transmission paths. Optics gives high resolution at shoict range. VLF offers low
information rates at long ranges.

Typical optics applications for both military and crw'mrcial utilization are identification,
recognition and salvage. VLP/ELF offers extensive coainvlication possibilities aM~ underwater remfote
control. Bottom mapping fiom the air with coherent rad,.-tion showa promise.

' ~ The Program has beer, di'-'ia~lly between radio and optics as follows#

- SESSION I VL/aLFRadiation and Propagation in Sea,

SESSION II VLF,'ELF Electromagnetic Noise.

SESSjON III Air Sea Interface and Scatter?

SESSION IV W~D of the Ceanq

SESSION V Round Tabl.,-epem -o~tr=

SESSIG. VI Optical Properties of Sea Wlater

SESSION VII Imagpry.

SESSION VIII Rese'irch Program in Optical Oceanography.

SESSION IX Rii'nd Table, open forum.



Allocution do BiarveA'.u

do
Mobnsieur louis PAGOW-~T

Ing6nieur gfn6ral de Ir classe ue I'Arrnent
chef du groupe T6l0cawaications du Scrv.ce Tachnlque des Constructions at Armnes Navales

- Amiral,

- Messieurs !so Prisid~ntm dt; Is, y"26aute r~union,

- Noadamem,. Msieurs.

Je voudraja tout 14'ab,,rd a' awmociei- a Monsieur 1. Professour CURIEN pour Yoms souhaiter ia
bWen 4c at pour remorcior le "Comit6 do Propagation do l'Onde reenwrm'agn~tique" d'avoir organis* is

.ro r~union sur 1. thame do "1'Electrwagnitiseo do I& Mer". Jo vYiudrais igalament souligner spran
N. le V.A. d'OtGRADY combion co thaml at actual at important, non aeule;2et du point de vue do I&
Riecherche Sniontifique, main encore powr tout cfs qui norne loxploration dos oc~ans ot I'exploiation
do lourm lme'iuo rich..... potentiollos, at aush bion entondu pour lea applications ailitt~ires.

Do tout temps lea militai:om m* mont intfrss~s au milieu marir. . oat & poine util. do
rappeler & cot 6gard Us part prgpondrant. prise ar 1.a officiers et lea inger-leurs des Marineis
Nationlem des diff~rents pays done lxploration des profondourm. Pour m'en %onir aux *rangain lea plus
connum du grand public, je citerai :au d~but du mianxo, Gustavo ZWd et Labout, it aujourd'hui Ci: uteau,
Willmaet Hcuot. Grin. k toum cort piouniers, oat Rt6 mim au poiW. des matfiriols permettant do vivre, do so
dhiplacer ot do travailler sous l'oau, waIgrE le froid, I. manque dlair ot Is terribl-t prers5 = des pro-
fcndeurs. Aujourd'hui, lapparitiofl des forcos mou-maines ao dissuasion aupmente encore, at dama des
proportions conaid~rablom, llimportance militairo du milieu narin. En tent 9'.o repr~mentant d.1 Ministare
dlEtat chargE do In Defnse Nationals, ja no puin done quo mo r~jouir do voir l& prfsent. r~union consa-
ar~e I 116tude de lun des probl.Zm*4 lee plus important. conuornant no milieu : 41 savoir so,, coenportemont
vis4-is des ondos 6loctrmagntiquim.

Lea ozyrossions "monde du ai~llnce" ou "monade sanesmoail", utilis~e pour populanissr l e milieu
twrin, ifluatrent l'isolement dane loqieL so trouvent plongfm blea hommem qui. explorent an milieu pourtmnt
si proche ; et Iton no pout a'orpk1cher do mesunor I. controat. avon 1s situation des nosmonautos, qui
jusque our Ina lune, rostent on wontsat 6troit avon leurs bases et dont lex moindres oStoesmont muivis a
la t~livision. Ep faut, lea ondes Slact.romagntiquos so propagosat toutes fort me! dama la mer, no qul ox-
plique quo lin applications, bion q!Aimportantos, on soiena. relativement limitfies ; elbas font appel ag-
n~ralasont, moit aux tras bassos f'L~quencos, soit qazx friquences du spectre, visible. L'ozamen du prosram-
mo do la priptento r~union montro qjue bs, plupart des aujoe qui y seront, traitm se rattachent a l'un ou
b'autre de no, daux g ran ds domainom.

motLeamondqx tras longues out & I& fois Ia prc-,ri~tE de so propagor tram loin mt trim r~gulS are-

temps atla marines mibitairos lee ont bargmment util..soas pour transmettro des ordros I lours sous-
manins onpiong~e. JMais des progra irortants ont 6tt risli~m au nouns des derniao anages tant our 1e
plan thorique notameont en no qui nonearne is m~nanisse de is propagation ot Io r~lo do Ua counhe, D do
l'ionosphare, quo sunr 1. plan pratique notamoint, en no qui concern. la tochaologie des systames d'Emussion
at do r~ception. La profondeur do p~n~tration depend dot diffirento facteura, notmmot do U& salinitt- d
lloau at do Is, friquenco plus cette derniar*oaet faible, plus la pin~tration oat profonde. Nahoeub-
sont, malgrE lingftiositE des techninians, il nW& pa it* possible X no jour do produiro It rayonnoment
sans faire appel a dos antennem dont boee dimensions deviennont vita prohibitives loraque l& fr~quonco.de-
viont trm basso ; ussi Is profondeur do p~nitration rete-t-ele toujours foible.

En no qui concern. lea ondos du alactre visible, il y a offectivement propagation done l'sau.
do mor, mais collo-ci oat contrarif* par deux -,h~wanex distinct. labsorption ot la diffusion.
L'abaorption d~pend des proprigtm du ilie% et Is fr~quence ; *ble eat done selective ; no gout a& oci
des comprises entre 4.700O ot 5.300 angstroom (blou-vort) qui me propagent le mieux. La diffusion est due
I Ia rifloxion do I l biire sun lea parti~ulm en suspension , elbe et 1.'ennemi principal do tot;7 In
systamoa de vision soup-marino i Eclaineoet z-onstaint. Aujourd'hui, lee technique* laswa apportee. danm
no domain. des perspectives do program nozs'~d~ables grin. Isa possibibit6 d'obtenir 'as faisaeaux
ccoh~rents puishants, 6troits at nodulta en ioVZlsaion.

Outre co. doux $rands dogaine, des recherche*smont en cours dc.Ls diff~rents pas sun un can-
tain nombro do problane., parmi losquels jo eiterai

-Wietude des e ~isitos d~s. & la r~flexion des ondes our lameor.

- L'Etude des liaisons ontro points situm au voiminage do L- limite do sprtion do Us nor at
d'un autra milieu, cles"-&-dir. pras do U& surface ou pram di fond.

- L' Etude dos liaisons az.tr-' points profondfaent immerg~m, par propagation direct.

L'importanno do tou'as con Etudes to conduit, on conclusion, a nonstater quo UA pr~santo rfu-
aion arrive an moment opportun, a colui o4l so manifest* do fagon parrticulirment pressant* e 1.bosom de
tranamettre los message& ot Is lImaro sousn leau et o4l Is* waics n~iossairm nammonnent Stre prbts.
Jo muis persuadE ausai quo loa nonbroux organismes qiri en France s'intiressent & l'Etudo du .l'ie maria
oj Al'Etuds, des ondos 6loctromtfa.L&iques appricient b*enboix qui a iti fait de Paris pour la tenue do

cotto riunion. Nul doute quo los discissions moient anim6os at qu'elles pr~paront los solutions aux pro-
blamos qui me pr~sontent at coci, pour be plus grand int~rlt do nos ;4ys. Cleat on alme ter-ps us convic-to at 1e voeu quo Jo formula, au moment oil stouvre cotto r~union sun b'6elctromwgntim C.r !a mor.V



Iwn'owcrION

La r6union non classififie de~ spicialistes scientifiquas sur l"'Elecromagnitisme de In Mer" eat
unit suite a't symnpouiumn AGARD our lea cmmunications en detssoua do I& surface "Subsurfsce Cimunications"
(AGARD Conference Proceedings N0 20), tenu i~ Paris en 19'46, dont let sujot trm vaste donnaift au Sol con-
tinental Ia place pr~pondirante. Il a paru logique do d~volopper I* nam sujet en le particuliuriaant a
I& mor, en ltitandant i 1' ensffble du spectre ot plus jin~k~fs m 4 V 1 tude do tout phinoane ilectro-
magnitique intfiressant lit milieu marin. Partout se inaif'ate un intirtt iraiaant, pour la mer, do~it oat
pwat dir- qu'elle eat i'n bien essuentiel qui participe i 'entretizt du mouvement eat ie Is. vie. tJi, bien
jusque ii presque ignor6, dont l'usage uu lteAploitatica~ pose de nombreux probl~mes qui restent, p,,ur
le~ moment, sans solution.

Sur i.e plan militc~ire, Monsieur le Vice-amir~Al 0'Grady a souligni dants son allocution d'ouverture,
limportanco de Ia d6tection, de ltidentification et de I& localisation des tous-marins au-dali des

possio'ilitir acoustiques.

LA reunion tde speciaistas de 11lectromagnitiase do Is mer avait pour but do revoir let risultats
acqzuis, do constater lexistence de thiories giniralement ou partiellement applicables, de d6gager les
tout derniers progras et de discuter la possibilitfi dlitudes futures.

L< programme des r~unionsa distingui le domains radisilectrique itt notamunt lea bandes EUF et TBF,
qui perrettent lea communications i faible taux. d'ineormation mais i grande port~e cwec une pinit.-ation
sous-mar. 'a, du domaine optique infra-rouge ett visible, qui perm ~t & courts distance de hautes riaolu-
tions et dana lequol ltemploi du laser offre de nouvelies perspectives.

11 eat clamr quit la surface de I& mor ou l'interface Air/M,r eat vi aujet d*6tudes important dans
l'6tendue du spectre. En rndio, lit ray'onnement, la paiopagation & .A surface et lit franchissement de la
aurfaco- conditionnent lit4 communications a distanca. En opt' rue, lit franchisseasent do la surface condi-
tionne l'observation stua-marine et Is, photographic airi anne du ('nd.

11 aurait kt6 postiible de grouper lea communicatiozis on cvn..quence. J'oai eatimi prifirable do ron-
sidirer lit milieu marin lans son ensemble, sans orienter pair-44Z.iretaent la exposis et lea discussions
sur unit limite, n~me si pratiquerient cc mont. lea problamea relatifa .. cette limitst queit 2on connait -.e
mieux.

P'une maniart sgnfirale, les cuommunicatiz~as quii out 4if pntisenties, sont pour la plupart des ituder
orientiea vera l'snapict analytique ett physiqu~e des questions traitees plus quo vera l'aspect technolo-
gique des systames itt der, appereila.

Deux tables rontdas ont 4t6 constitufies, dont let locteur trouvera les comptas-rondus au papiar 26
pour lit domain. radio itt au papier 1t7 pour lit domains optique.

11 eat certain quo ces cosptes-rendus ecrits nit peuvent donmer qu'une idie tras mediocre d'une &a-
tiviti cssentieflement orale oit ia spon~aniit6 itt !a liberti d'oxpression sont niccssaires. Si lea par-
ticipants aux tables rondes, dont beaucoup peuvent Itre dos observatours, omt pu libroent oxposcr l'ob-
jet die laura prioccupation-i Tai %t'ont pas nicessairmemt rapport it unit comaunicatioa d'auteur Ott si
les auteurs ont pu librement discuter sur los points ddlicats des affairos qui lea occupant, lea tables
rondos ont Wt utiles. Ainsi, sun lit aujot do l'dlectronagndtisme do la mor, des opticiens ont Pu dis-
cuter aYec des radic~lectriciens,

Au coura do la. tablc rond2 tu domaine radioilectrique, ZL laquelle nalheureuoint nassistait aucut
ocdanographe, on a discut6 & pv4- 'os do preaque toutes lea communications.

11 cat trtiz regrettable qua~ :(o.z.ur le professcir C0121, emptche, n'ait pu prisenttr en sdanct as
communication sur "?Iagnetohydro4iniic wave phenomena in sea vater" (paper 25). qui auralt cans doute
fait l1objct do discussions intirescantes.

La table ronde d'optique ocianographislue fut tr~s animit. Au cours dcs discussions, on stest efforc6
de o~zager des iWas fondamentales conce-nant cetto discipline r6cente . J'en ai garde itimpreanion qu'il
V a encore besucoup aL fai~e. TIi einblc qL'il V ait un problame dinstrumentation. (Ctuel appoareoIago it
.luollit technique faut-il ddfir'r pour rendrc los mesurom significativ"m en rue d'une application diter-
,iinge 2), Loasapdcialistes de loptio~e dana !-,, milieux turbidese it eabsorbants conme lleau, de mer, avtc
ou sans franchissonent d'une .%-acet, mont pou Trxnbreux,

Cepondant, l'6eldiremer.t t,, Ia visibilite dana l'eau, la photographic sous-masrine constituent des
domaines d'titudits dont l'importance oat ividente.

11 eat souhnitable quit lea recherches dans cam domaines so-eint encourawies itt quit, dana lea prochai-
nes annies, on orcanise sun ce s'tjet unit "Le--ture 3erie" cit lAG/iU, aYec l'approbation du Ccait6d te
Propagation des Ondes Electromagnitiques.

Pierre HALLEi
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-~i NTiZODUV ION

The Scientific Specialists' meeting on "Electromagnetics of the Sea", Wich was unclassified,
is a follow-up of the AGARD Symposium on "Sub-Sutface Communicaions" (AGAai Conference Proceedings
No. 20), heid 'n Paris in 1966, i, d of the great interest shown in this subject by the European
Continent. It teemed logical, Therefore, to develop the same subject, giving particular attention
t, the sea and e(tending it to the whole spectrum, particularly to the study of electromagnetic
phenomera in the sea atmosphere. Interest in the sea is increasing every-here, particularly with
regard o the b~nefits provided by the sea in sustaining life--a benefit which, until now, has been
almost ignored. The use or exploitation of the sea, however, has presented many problems which,
for the time being, remain unsolved.

Vice-Admiral O'Grady, in his opening remarks concerning tfe military viewpoint, pointed out the
ilfvortbnce of detection, identification, and localization of undersea craft beyond present acoustical
capabilities.

The primary purpose of the Electronics of the Sea meeting was to review results already obtained,
to see the existence of the generally or partially applicable theories, to sort out the latest progress,
and to discuss the possibilities of future studies. The program illustrated the possibilities of
radioelectric field, particularly for the EBF and TBF bands, which allow feeble information rate
communications but which have long-distance, undersea penetiation; and of the infra-red and visible
optic field, which permits short-distance high resolutions and in which the laser offers new uses
and prospectives.

It was made clear that the surface of the sea or the interface of Air/Sea is an important
subject in the studies of the spectrum. In radio, the radiation and propagation to the surface
and the penetration through the surface are determining comnunications distances. In optics, this
penetration through the surface is limiting under-sea observation and aerial photography of the sea
bottom, It may av been possible to group the cownunications but it was thought preferable
vo consider the sea environment as a whole without orienting the presentation- and discussions,
This was done even though practical problems exist and limits are known. Generally, the presentations
are oriented to the analytic and physic aspects of the questions treated rather than to th'!
technologica. aSoect of the systems or apparatus.

Two round-tgbles tiere arranged for the Radio field (see paper 26) and the Optic field
(see paper 47). These papers illustrate only briefly the activity in these areas. Although responses
were essentially oral, this spontaneous and free expression is necessary. Most of the participants
at the round-tabje discussions were observers and they showed preoccupations which were not
necessarily relative to the authors' presentations. The authors could also discuss freely the delicate
points and matters of great concern to themselves; the Opticians could discuss "Electromagnetics
of the Sea" with the Radic-electricians. Thus the round-tables proved to be very useful.

During the round-table on "Radio-electricalfields", to which unfortunately no oceanographer
* attended, xho discussions followed the paper presentations. It was regretted that Prof. Cohn could

not attend this round-table as his paper (N . 25, "Magnetohydrodynamic ave Ph,-omena in Sea Water")
ceated :onsiderable interest and much discussion would have resulted.

The "Oceanographic-Optical" round-table was very lively with the sorting out of fundamental
ideas in this very new discipline. The impression was gained that there is much to be accomplished
in this area. It appears the problem is instrumentation ,- which apparatus and which technique
might be selected - to give significant values to a determined application, The specialists of
optics in the "turbide and absorbent" fields such as sea water, either or through the surface,
appear to be very few. Nevertheless, the lighting and visibility in water and the under-sea
photography - both constitute fields of studies where the importance was very evident.

It is desirable that the research in these fields be further encouraged and that quite possibly
an AGARD Lecture Series could be organized on this subject upon the recommendations of the
"Electromagnetic Wave Propagation" Panel of AGARD.

Pierre HALLEY
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!NOTB AM[=IEX
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1E QENTRB DIRTUDES THBORIQUTS DE LA DETECTIO? NT DES COM2*l.JICATIOKS

Le CETHEDSO (sigle ddsienant 10 Centre d'Etudes Th4oriqueo do l~a D4tectioi et-don COnMM_
ntications) eat un Centre do Recherches ddpendant du I4inistbre d'Etat chargd do la W~ron-
so Nationals en Francs * T1 a participd activoment aui symposium AGARD "Subsurface comina-
nicationsO (Paris 1966) et & l~a rdunion do spdcialistes scientifiques "Electromagnotios
of the sea" . Aussi. pensons noun quo le lecteur sera intiress6 par quelques informations
stir co centre

Le CETHEDEC, dirig6 par le professeur M~aurice Ecuix, travaille en liaison trba- 4troite
avec des professeurs et chercheurs do 1'Universit49 e qui. liii permot d'aborder-au ni-
veati scientifique le.plus 6lev6 la !,robl~mes thdorique3 do son programme . 11 a tin tri-
ple r~le:

-a) assurer tine formation sciontifique de nivoati eleW' h des chercheurs qui s destinent
4 lV tude de problbmes li4s hi la d4tectilon ot aux communications*

-b) effectuer des travaux do recherche fonda~mentale orientdo vera l~a ddtection-ot -los
communications

-ac) assurer tine liaison avec des s6rsinaires, des confdrences at des publications dune
part ontre tous lea chercheurs do sa sp~cialitd, d'autre part ontre con chercheurn et lea
in.[ kieurs utilisateurs

Dans ce but, l~e CETIEDEC rdunit sous tine m~ne direction des 4lbves, des cherchoura at in
service do documentation et do publications

Lat forimation scientifique oat assur6e t
d'unc part par ltonsei~nement du Troisibme cycle do l~a Pacultd des Sciences do Paris don-
n6 par 10 Laboratoire do Rocherchos do 11ath6matiques Statistiques dui proftsiewi POITT,
et tine option~ particulibre intitul~o Thdorie Probabilisto des Signax d. 1'Informatio-n et
do la RUgulation, qui comports on plus des cotirs sp~ciaux stir la Thiorie doisPoa-
tion ; cet ensoigiement eat donnt. & des 4tudiantsaon fin dldtudes supdrieuros ; w
d'autre part par des journdee ou des semaines d14tudes soit do synth 00-#utbit-d'xpomdo
do r~suitate qui stadressont hk des ing~nieurs oti chorours profosaio naia-.

Liea travaux do recherche proprertent dits dui CBTHEDSO sloffeotuent dans Us cadrw do growi-
pes d'4tudes, actuellemont aui nombre do cinq :
I 1 Groupo Support Physique du Signal (Propagation)

-2) Groupe Th~orie du Signal
-3) Groupe Codes Correctoura d'Erreurs
-4 Groups Tests non-Paramdtriques

- Groupe des ?4thodes do Calcul (Analyso at I,44thodes Numriques)

Cartaines recherches sent men.ges en liaison avoc le DUparzement Math~matique do 2a Pacul-
t4 des Sciences do Rouien, 1* Laboratoire d'Astrophysiquo do U~ Paculti dvs Sciences do
Pa~ris, la Paeultd des Sciences do Nice

(Quelques liaisons avoc des chercheurs europ~ons (allemando, italiens, hoilandaia) at axo4-
ricains vont Atre d~veloppdes ot renforceas dana tin avenir imu~diat afin d' dviter la dis-
persion des efforts

Le CET1{EDEC stefforce do d~velopper lea liaisons avec tous lee cherchours qui slint~res-
sent & l~a recherche thdorique rela- ive aux sciences do la ddteetion at dos comnicatioins,
soit parc. qu'ils effectuent des recherches dans cos branches# soit paree Wile]. disiront
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SCWWRE

Les d~chargen produtes par lea 6clairs seblen. constituer la, principale source de radiations
dana le doa~sine des frquences extr~sment basces ;lea variations temporelles des couranta typiques
permettent .!e determiner le moment dipo .,ire effectif des sources et la forme des ondes 6mises. On
rattache lea statistiques portant cur l'.amplitude dune source I coene portant sur le bruit atmosph6-
rique.

Apr~s avoir 6tudi6 lea representations fondamentales des champs, on calcule lea caractgria~iques
de propagation pour un certain nombre do zn)d~les d' ionosphare stratifi;6s et aniectropes. Lea modales
coniques Ce Ia basso ionosphare doivent 6gahoment comportor dea ions aux altitudes infirieures a la
couche D. Pendcnnt la. nuit, los andes ,'enL%,rent au-dessus de ha. couche D. et les param~tres de propa-
gation du conducteur dlondea terre-ionosph(.:e d~pendent de la structitre d~taiflte de l'ionosphare
en-dossous de la, couche F. Les mod~hes individuels, de conception avanc~e pour lionosph~re, ne sont
pas reprisentatifs d'une propagation des wndes globales ou sur une longue distance, mais la. moyennn
des paramatres de propagation 6tablis pour un certain nousbre do g6om~tries de propagation eat com-.
parable aux paramatres obtenus a partir d'un. modahe ionosphirique isotrope corrospondant aux neures
de ha nui.t.

Les r6sonancea se produisant dana he sens terre-ionosphare peuvent 6tre analysies en une gio-
m~trie symfitrique qui convient pour expliquer Les frdquencea do riaonance, lea facteurs Q, lea
spectres do puissance, les variations diurnes dc puissance, et les ch,.ngements de frdquences de r6-
sonance observ~s.

Los modes divisis rdsultant des diff~rences entre himisphare normaux do jour et do nizit aont
d'une amplitu~e n~gligeable.

Au large, Les champs r6v~lent urn affaiblisment exponentiel au fur et a meaure quo ha profon-
dour a'accrott, mais au voisinago du littoral, ila tendent i nouveau i augmenter & proximiti do Ia.
surface sous-m&rine.

Lea vagues provoquent des fluctuations do signaux pour une station riceptrice inmerghe. Loraque
lea vagues sont importantes et lea fr~quences 6levees, les fluctuations de signaux correspondent aux
changement do profondetur imrsidiatement au-dcsaus de l'antenne r~ceptrice.

Dana le cas do pezites vaguos et do frdquencos plus faibles, ce sont lea caractiristiquos do
surface d'une zone d~fjnie aitu~e Bu-dessus de ha station r~ceptrice qui diterminent lea fluctuations
de signaux.
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ELF PkOPAGATION

Janis Galejs
SYLVANIA ELECTRONIC SYSTE1S

77 "A" Street, Needham Heights, Massachusetto 02194

StIUMM.RYI

Lightning discharges appear as principal sources of radiation in the ELF range; time variations of
typical currents determine the effective dipole ooment of sour-es and the shape of the radiated waveforms.
Amplitude statistics of A source are related to the statistics of atmosoheric noise.

After reviewing the fundamental field representations propagation characteristics are calculated
for a number of stratified and anisotropic model ionospheres. Tapered models of the lower ionosphere
should include also ions at altitudes below the D-layer. During nighttime waves penetrate above the
D-layer, and propagation parameters of the earth-to-ionosphere wave guide are dependent on the detailed
ionospheric structure below the F-layer. The individual models advanced for the ionosphere are not
representative of long distance or global wave propagation, but the average of the propagation parameters
derived for a number of propagation geometries is comparable to the parameters deduced from an isotropic
nighttime ionosphere model.

The resonances of the earth to !onosphere can be analyzed in a symmetrical geometry, which is
adequate for explaining observed resonance frequencies, Q-factors, power spectra, diurnal variations of
power, and changes of resonance frequencies. The split modes that result from differences between normal
day and night hemispheres are of negligible amplitudes.

In an open ocean fields exhibit an exponential decay with increasing depth, but in the vicinity of
the shore line the fields tend again to increase in the vicinity of the bottom surface. Waves cause
signal fluctuations in a submerged reception. For large waves and the higher frequencies the signal
fluctuates corresponding to the changes of the instantaneous depth above the receiving antenna. For small
waves and lower frequencies the signal fluctuations are deter ined by surface characteristics in a finite
area above the receiver.

I. INTRODUCTION

1 2 3
ELF propagation has been the subject for surveys by OaleJs , Gendrin , and Fellman , which provide

also a detailed historical account of the various developments.

This paper will attempt to illustrate the different problem areas and will mention only several
of the many relevant investigations. Emphasis will be on results of theoretical studies; experimental
data will be quoted to support the various theoretical findings. After reviewing the sources of ETY
radiation and the fundamentals of field representations in the spherical shell between the earth and the
ionosphere, some discussion will be devoted to long range propagation and to Schumann resonances. The
air-to-sea interface and signal fluctuations below a wavy sea will be also treated.

2. SOURCES

Lightning discharges appear as effective sources of radiation in the VLF and ELF ranges of frequency.
In the lower ELF range, the Schumann resonances of the earth-to-ionosphere cavity are excited almost
exclusively by lightning discharges. In the ELF and VLF range, atmospherics associated with individual
lightning discharges are found to propagate to large distances, and they provide convenient means for
estimating the effective parameters of wave propagation. In communication systems, the radio signal must
exceed the background noise provided by atmospherics; the noise statistics are also significant for
determining the error rates of various communication channels.

Th4 detailed structure of individual lightning discharges has been described in survey papers by
Schonland 

, 
llornerS, Jones

6
, and electric near field measurements of Kittagawa and Brook

7 
illustrate

various processes of a typical lightning discharge.

Based on a numbex of measurements, probabilities of stroke current distributions have been estimated
by McCann 8 , Malan9 , Wagner 1 O , and Muller-Hillebrand1 1 . The median current of the first return stroke is
shown to be in the range of 15 to 25 kA with no measurement data available for currents exceeding 200 kA.
The time variations of typical current waveforms investigated by Bruce-Colde I -

, Hepburn13, Williams1 4
,

Berger
15 

are illustrated in Figure 1. The return stroke model of Bruce and Goldel, which provides
significant radiation only for frequencies in the VLF range, can be supplemented by a .odel for corona
currerts between the leader sheath and the return channel in the first stroke1 . Additional radiation is
observed from so-called K-rhanges that are caused by the inhomogeneous .harge distribution in the clouds.
They are observed as small rapid field fluctuations, and the model of K-changes by Arnold and Pierce

17 
are

shown also in Figure 1.

Together with estimated velocity variations of the current waveforms, the data of Figure I are
ujed for calculating the effective dipole moments of lightning discharges Ii Figure 2. The combination
of the return stroke by Bruce and Goldel

2 and of the zorona current moels of Raol 6 gives dipole moments
comparable to those of Hepburn1 3 over tne frequencies of the ELF and VLF range. However, thtqe estimates
of ELF radiation are lower than in the work of Pierce

18 that are based on estimated gross timc %ariations
of the moments in a lightning discharge. Pierce

19 
suggests a modification of the K-pulse wavform by

additional more gradually decaying terms. The total charge of the modified K-pulse is increased 4 times
and the spectral dipole moment would be increased sixfold for rLY in Figure 2.
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Using standard propagation formulas it is possible to compute the atmospherics spectra and also
waveforms at various distances from the source. The waveforms of Figure 3 have been computed by Jones 20

for a distance of 4000 km using the dipole moment of Williams 14 shown in Figure 2 or by assuming an impulse
type source which exhibits a constant spectral dipole moment. The bandwidth of the waveform is limited
by a 30 c/s or 3 c/s low pass filter. Such waveforms have been observed by Hepburn 1 3 or Hfughes 2 l. Wait 2 2

shows that a gaussian pulse propagated through the antipode undergoes a change in its shape; tile latter
pulse is proportional to the time derivative of the original waveform. Less drastic are the changes noted
by Jones 2u, but there appear to be no experimental observations of individual pulses propagated through
the antipode.

A superpositio', of incvidual atmospherics of various amplitudes received from different distances
gives rise to the atmospheric noise. The noise spectra measured by Maxwell23 and Mikhay~ova2 4 are
indicated in Figure 4 followint Ishida25 . The spectral measurements of Maxwell23 can be explained using
theoretical propagation models .

The amplitude statistics of the received noise can be related to the amplitude statistics of
lightning discharges 26.2 7 . For a received noise that is caused by the activity of a single thunderstorm
center the probability distribution is calculated in Figure 5 by assuming that n atmospherics overlap
during the integration time of the receiver, where the scale factor 01 is proportional to this integration
time and inversely proportional to the median field strength of the received signal. In the log log
versus log scale used for graphing the results, the exponential distribution of n - I has a slope of (-I)
for r small, the Rayleigh distribution of n large and r small han a slope of (-2). The decay of the
curves becomes more gradual for r large. Although curves similar to the one indicated by dashed lines
have been reported in some ELF measurements2 8 most measurements show AD, which arc inversely proportional
to the squared dmplitudes for larger signals29,30. The dynamic range of the calculated noise can be
increased by considering the contributions by sources at several distances. Figure 6 shows the effects
of adding more frequent waveforms received from nearby sources, The calculated curves of Figure 6 -mpare
with the measured probability distributions of Watt and Maxwell

29
. Alteenately, one may also consider

lower amplitude radJa' ion processes of the lightning discharge of a single thunderstorm -'nter
2 7

.

The atmospheric noise may be also charecterized by the distribution of intervals between noise

bursts. Such measurements have been reported by Watt and Maxwell
2 9 

and Farstadt
28

.

Manmade sources are relatively ineffective radiators in the ELF range. The characteristics of
transmissions reported by Dunn et a1

32
, Gutton

33 
and Gage et a1

34 
are summarized in Table 1. Horizontal

wire antennas appear to be favored, but the transmission range is very limited for the lowest frequencies.

3. FIELD REPRESENTATIONS

ELF fields in a spherical shell can be discussed by idealizing ground surface and also the
ionospheric boundary of the wave guide as homogeneous isotropic conductors. In the ELF range, TE modes
do not propagate and the propagating T1: n = 0 (or T12M) mode contains only Er, Eg, and 110 field components
for azimuthally symmetric (vertical electric dipole) excitation in an isotropic environment.

The ELF fields can be represented by a series of zonal harmonics. After expressiag the radial
functions in a Taylor series and neglecting the height variations of the fields, the radial electric
fields Er excited by a vertical electric dipole of moment Ids are expressed as

lids n(n + 1)(2n + 1) p (coa O) (1)

r uoha n n(n+ 1) -v(v + )

where

v(v + 1) - (koaS)
2 
- (koa)2 i + (2)

and A = Z /n is the normalized surface impedance of the ionosphere for TM field components, a is the
radiuS of the earth and h is the height of the ionospheric boundary. The impedance of the ground
surface A is much smaller than A e, and the ground can be approximated by a perfect conductor for purposes
of calculiting the propagation parameter v. The approximation (1) is valid only for nh < a, and it will
become inaccurate for large values of n. The exponential approximation of the radial functLions

35 
shows

that the terms of the sum should become proportional to n
2

Pn (cos C) for n > k0a, and further manipula-
tions of the summation are necessary to increase its rate of convergence.

More convenient for numerical work is the residue series representation of the fields which
contains only one propagating terms for frequencies in the ELF range. It can be shown that

E od sin yr P(_cos 0) -____Idss (IS) 1 , 5 
exp (ikoSaG) (3)

r 4x ha 2  si r V2h Vak -in 0

where the last dporoximation is obtained by substituting the assymptotLic expansion for L.egendre function
P (-cos 0). The parameter v is obtained from (2) asv

v - -0.5 + i0.25 + (koaS)2 k0aS - 0.5 (4)

The latter approximation introduces an approximately 10 percent error in v for frequencies near the
fundamental Schumann resonance; however, the error becomes small at higher frequencies. The Legendre
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function of (3) can be also expressed as a summation 
of Legendre polynomials, which gives

Lids v(v + P (cos ) + I
r 4wc ha 2  

n=O n nA(n + ) - v(v + 1)

For frequencies where Re v approaches an integer value n, the resonant terms of equation (5) are approxi-
mately the same as in (I). However, the total field that is represtnted by (1) will generally differ
from (5), where all the terms of the summation represent only one propagating wave-guide mode.

The horizontal magnetic field component H. can be obtained from the approximate form of (3) as

It t Er/(qS) (6)

Using Legendre polynomials 11, is expressed as

Ida 2n + I d (7)
S4a-ah n n(n + I) - i,(v + 1) d7 Pn cos )

There is only one rapidly convergent I1H representation (7) which corresponds to two different E
expressions (1) and (3). r

In the actual earth-to-ionosphere wavegulde the surface properties will vary along the direction
of wave propagation and the guide boundaries will be stratified and anisotropic, The simple field
expressions derived for homogeneous boundaries may still be used provided that the surface impedance of
the ionospheric boundary accounts for the stratification and the possible existence of TE field components,
which arise in the guide from ionospheric anisotropy. 1loever, the gradual variations of boundary
characteristics are ignored in this approach.

More complete field expressions containing also the various height-gain functions are listed by
Galejs

35
,
3 6 

for sources of horizontal and vertical electric dipoles.

4. PROPAGATION MODELS

The wave propagation in the spherical shell is characterized by the phase velocity vph and the

attenuation rate at, which are related to the propagation parameters S of (2) by

vph = c/Re S (8)

a - 0.02895 L; In S

where c is the free space velocity of electromagnetic waves and a is defined in decibels per 1000 km. The
propagation parameters are illustrated for a number of ionosphere %lodels.

The calculations for a sharply bounded homogeneous and isotropic .onosphere mcdel do not account
properly for phase velocity and attenuation rate variations over the ELF range. The stratifications of
the lower ionosphere may be represented most simply by an exponentially varying conductivity. This
Idealization approximates the observed daytirre characteristics. The nighttime attenuation rate is lower,
and it appears as too low for frequencies in the Schumann resonance range'.

The observed differences between the general East-to-West (EW) and West-to-East (WE) directions of
propagation can be modeled most simply with a purely horizontal static magnetic field37, bur these
directional effects can be accounted more accurately by allowing for the finite dip angle of the eomagnetic
field. Significant differences between EW and WE directions of propagation are noted when the geomagnetic
field is within 300 from the horizontal direction, but these differences are not necessarily the largest
for a purely horizontal magnetic field

38
. The radial geomagnetic field component facilitates wave

penetration in the nighttime ionosphere; and the nighttime attenuation rates are higher for frequencies

in the Schumann resonance range, even when ignoring the presence of ions below the D-region.

Inclusion of ions increases the attenuation rates for th lower frequencies in Figure 7, and the
static magnetic field affects the daytime data to a lesser degree than the nighttime data when t-e
attenuation rates of the isotropic model (Bo  0 0) are significantly lower. The Isotropic nighttime
ionosphere model yields propagation parameters in Figure 7 that are comparable to the average of Taylor's
measurement data

3
9 that were obtained by observing atmospheric waveforms in a transpacific geometry.

The experimental Re S and or figures are lower than in calculations, except for frequencies loss than 40 c/s,
where Taylor expects his data to becone less accurate. The attenuation rates of 400 c/s measurement made

by Dunn et a1
32 

over a 3000 Ion propagation path between California and New York are also indicated in

Figure 7. The daytime actenuatiun rate is approximated by the calculations for the anlsotropic model,
but the nighttime attenuation rate is represented more closely by the isotropic model. :.e incluelon
of a static magnetic field should provide more realisti- propatatior. parameters, but it increases the
difference between calculations and nighttime measurements. The tagnetic field increases the attenuation

rate, which may signify wave penetration above the upper boundary of the present nIghttime model, where
the ionosphere has been assumed to be homogeneous in the vertical (or radial) direction and where the
presence of an increase of electron density near the F-layer has been ignored.
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The effects of the F-layer will be investigated using several idealized electron density profiles.
It is frequently assumed that the electron density which is of the order of 103 cm"3 at an altitude near
100 la is gradually increased in the height range betwee. 100 and 200 ki; a more rapid increase is observed
near the bottom side of the F-layer, where Ne exceeds 10 following lianson,4 0 Prince and Bostick,4 2 . Such
electron density data are further idealized by the profiles A and B of Figure 8. For altitudes between
100 and 200 lIn, the electron density varies from experiment to experiment; and it is in the range from 300
to 50 00 Wm-3 jollo~ing Wakai, 4 3 and Maeda 4 1 . An E-layer peak that is reported near 100 len with densities
of 3000 to 10 cm- in the review of Maeda 4 l is approximated by the profile C of Figure 8, which follows
profile B at altitudes above 120 km. The profile D considered in conjunction with the elcctron density
curve C represents lower densities than the profile B in the altitude range from 120 to (h., - Ah)km.

The simplest sharply bounded and homogeneous F-layer model profile A of Figure 8 overemphasizes
the effects of standing waves between D and F-layers, the characteristics of which are determined by
the propagating magneto-ionic mode. There appear absorption peaks and phase velocity changes, the
occurrence of which depends on electron density, boundary height of the F-layer, and the radial component
of the static magnetic field; but in long distance or global propagation the conditions for absorption
peaks may be satisfied only locally. More refined models include ions above 100 lm, a gradual electron
density buildup at the bottom side of the F-layer, and a residual nighttime E-layer; these factors tend
to decrease but do not eliminate the standing-wave effects in a given ionosphere model, as may be seen
from the data shown in Figure 9 for ionosphere models C and CD. It has not been possible to advance a
,',ngle ionospheric model which produces gradually varying propagation parameters comparable to the ones
::btainablo from models of the lower ionosphere. The average of the calculated propsgation parameters
tenda to approximate the propagation parameters of the isotropic nighttime ionosphere model, and not the
parameteis of the lower ionosphere model with a radial static magnetic field. Nighttime models of an
an! Jotropic lower ionosphere may give excessive attenuation rates; and such simplified ionosphere models
i.da1d be carefully justified by comparisons with available experimental date.

The propagation parameters of the daytime model of the lower ionosphere with a radial geomagnetic
field and of the isotropic nighttime ionosphere of Figure 7 are indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 10.
The isotropic nighttime model was shown in Figure 9 to approximate an average of propgation parameters
derived for more elaborate models which corsider ionospheric anisotropy and reflections from the F-layer.
In the frequency range of Schumann resonances the average of propagation parameters of the theoretical
curves approximates the data of Chapman et al ; Taylor3  does not consider his transpacific measurements
accurate for frequencies less than 40 c/s, and for higher frequencies there is a reasonable agreement
between the theoretical curves and the data of Taylor39, the 400 c/s California to New York measurements
of Dunn et a1 3 2 , and the atmospherics measurements of Chapman et a144 . The measurements of Jean et a14
made on a mixed day and nighttime path are intermediate between the day and nighttime measurements
shown in Figure 10. The estimated propagatioa parameters of Jones4 6 , who does not distinguish between
day and nighttime conditions, are intermediate between those of the present anisotropic day and isotropic
nighttime models shown in Figure 10. The propagation parameters are affected by the selection of ion
models of the lower ionosphere. An increase of ion density and/or a decrease of the ion-neutral collision
frequency vin may lead to day and nighttime models47 which exhibit C % I db/1000 len for f - 30 c/s. If
adopted for the analysis of global propagation phenomena, such ionosphere models would produce a rather
high damping of Schumann resonances.

Field47 Propagation under perturbed conditions is discussed by Crain and Booker 4 8 , Johler and Berry4 9 , or
. The conductivity of the lower ionosphere is determined principally by ions and ions will

affect the characteristics of radio wave propagation under perturbed conditiono and/or for the lower
frequencies, but there are uncertainties in parameters that characterize the ion contributions to the
total conductivity. The measurement data shown in Figures 8-18 and 8-20 of Valley 50 indicate that for
moderate northern latitudes and for altitude range of 20 to 28 km, the small ion concentration is near
2500 cm"3 and the atmospheric conductivity i is 2 to 5 x 10-12 mho/m with variations vp to t40 percent.
Such conductivity figures can be reproduced in calculations if the ion collision frejuenciea Vin exceed
the neutral particle of collision frequency vnn and if molecular weights MW exceed MW - 29 of the
typical lower atmosphere ions. For unperturbed and slightly perturbed ionospheru profiles, the phase
velocity is practically unaffected by the presence of ions; but there is some increase in the attenuation
rate a. The propagation parameters are shown to depend on the choice of MW and vin figures by Galejs 5 l.

5. SCHMAN N RESONANCES

The electromagnetic osci!lations in the spherical shell between the earth and ionosphere that are
due to azimuthal waves are frequently described as Schumann52 resonances. These oscillations are excited
by naturally occurring lightning discharges and are manifested by increased spectral field amplitudes
near 8, 14, z0 c/s and higher frequencies. At these frequencies the wavelengths are large, and the
resonances are affected by ionospheric parameters averaged over comparable distances. The essential
characteristics of the resonances can be explained even by assuming a perfect symmetry of tile cavity, and
the elwentary field representations of Section 3 can be used to calculate resonance frequencies and
cavity quality (q) factors end noise spectra.

There is a close agreement between measured and calculated resonance trequencies, but certain
ambiguities are associated with an interpretation of Q-factors. The half-power width of resonance curves
Is affected by the presence of adjacent reconances and of near field noise, which may lead to low experi-
mental Q estimates. A close agreement with measured power spectra may be obtained with Q figures which
are higher than the usually accepted experimental values. When used in conjunction with estiriated source
distributions, simLlar theo'rutical models are also useful for explaining diurnal changes of power levels
and differences of noise levels observed at various lo-a:ions on the globel.

The nonsvretrical :,tnlcturc of the earth-tu- onosphcre cavity has been analyzed numerically with
a network analog of the varying surface inpedances5- ,by ,,erturbation techniques54, 55 or by a direct
stawtion of the series of zonal harmonics, which ari...s for i but no a variations of the fields 5 6 . In
a uniform or "-syrmetrical cavity, the fields are expressed using Legendre polynomials P (cos ;) whiie
nonsynuretrical cavicies cjn support additionally the so-called split modes characterizedby Legendre
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functions Pit (cos -) with m < n. The various mode amplitudes of such a field representatien are
determined from a solution of linear equations the number of which increases quadratically vith the number
of modes h > n. The solution of the large number of lHnear equations is avoided by r.strieting N to two.
In a geometry which distinguishes only between day and night hemispheres, the amplitudes of these
additional split modes appear to be negligible under normal day and nighttime conditions.

The diurnal frequency variations differ when observing vertical electric or horizontal oasnatic
field components. The fundamental resonance frequency of the magnetic field is smoothly varying. Thte
frequency variations of the electric field appear discontinuous near the null of the fields when the
equatorial point source is separated from the observation point by 9D0 in longitude, but the magnitude
of these frequency changes is decreased for sources spread out in the asimuthal direction. The diurnal
frequency variations reported by Balser and Wagner57 and Nelson 54 are shown in Figure '1. The complete
observed frequency variation can be explained by noting that the peak activity of local thunderstorms,
which occurs in late afternoon over land, is shifted to nighttime for sources over the Pacific Ocean.
A similar difference in the peak activity of thunderstorms can be seen from the data of Maxwell and Stone

58 ,
Solovyev 59 and Whipple 60 plotted in Figure 12.

In agreement with Madden and Thompson 53 or Nelson54 , the frequency s~fts of resonance frequencies
ure explained by the interaction of adjacent resonance modes. Bliokh et al proposed a mechanism where
the difference in the response of day and nighttime hemispheres to an eccentric geomagnetic field caused
frequency changes for a single mode. For such frequency changes, it is necessary that the nighttime
phase velocity is decreased with an increaced radial component of the geomagnetic field; but in multi-
layer ionosphere models, which consider F-layer reflections, there can be also an increase of phase
velocity following Figure 9.

6. AIR-TO-SEA INTERFACE

The subsurface fields near the air-to-sea interface wil oe discussed only at large distances
from the source, where the fields of the airspace can be adequately represented by a single propagating
waveguide mode as in (3) and (6). The subsurface fields will be described in a cartesian (x,y,z)
coordinate system, where the x-axis is in the direction of wave propagation above the interface, y-axis
is transverse and horizontal, and the vertical z-axis is oriented upwards. These x,y,z coordinates
correspond to the 0, €, r coordinates of the spherical system used in Section 3. The magnetic fields
of the lossy half-space 1z < o) will be of the torm

If =10 exp (ik° Sx - ik z) (9)
y y 0 z

with no field variations in the y-direction. The continuity of the It field representations (6) and
(7) for z - 0 shows that

0 Ids i S (10)
y 21 i asin

Also the E and E components of the field can be written in the form (9) asx z

E .= E° exp (ik S - ik z) (II)

with j = x or z. Substitution of (9) and (11) in Maxwell's eqeatons shows that

(kS) 2 + k2  k2 ( + I
z o r 0

where ' is the relative lelectric constant and is the conductivity of the medium. For sea water
- 80r,  4 mho/m and /txo > lO for f < 720 c/s. S is of t-P order of unity and can be neglected

ii, (13); the wave nniber kz of wave propagatilon in the vertical direction is then the same as for a plane
wave in a homgeneous medium. Although the -ave propagatev in the x-direction above the interface, the
wave propagates downward in the lossy medium for z < 0.

The assumption of a ho-ogeneous semi-infinite lossy medium neglectz salinity changes with ineras-
ing depth. ?ronounced conductivity variations have been observee in Lhe shallow waters near Denmark,
where the lower conductivity Baltic water may be found on top of higher conductivity water of the North
Sea following .4roc.-Nannestad6l.

the exponential decrease of field intensity indicated in (9) and (1l1 is not necessartily observed
with increasing depth near the short line. Soderberg 6 2 hag observed the natural ELF noise in the 8 to
60 c/s ranve ,off the coast of BaJi California at depths from 30 to 300 meters. The rmeasured noise levels
are compared with cs lclations for a semi-infinite conducting mcdiutm in Figure 13. fhe decay of the

botton is approached. Thii incr(,jrc of the ambient electric field is apparently caused by energy conducted
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from the shore along the ocean bott.n. Sodcrberg 6 2 
has also related the depth of the minimum noise

value to the electric properties of the ocean bottom and to the distance from the shore.

Spence et a1
63 

have studied the 2lectromagnetic fields in the !an resulting from ground wave
excitation over land. They present an approximate treatment cf a twL imensional geometry and indicate
the relative contributions to the noise field in ocean by energy pronagated from above the surface and
from below the ocean bottom.

7. EFFECTS OF WAVE MOTION

Wave motion of the ocean surface will cause same fluctuations of the subsurface fields.

Wait 6
14 considers a uniform plane wave in free space traveling in a direction parallel to the mean

(plane) boundary of the conuucting dielectric. The interface is taken to be a sinusoidal wave form with
ui amplitude much smaller than the period, with the magnitudes of both being much less than the free
bpace wavelength. The fields in a reference plane through the wave troughs are computed by assuming

that field penetration at any point along the conductor is the same as for a planar surface, which is
depicted in the computational model A of Figure IA,. The subsurface fields are then related to the fields
in the reference plane. In this approach subsurface fields do not exceed the surface fields of a planar
interface. In the limit of large wavelength L fields below the surface will depend on the instantaneous
depth below tle wave.

Winter
65 

prcsents an elaborate statistical analysis of surface roughness described by a gaussian
distribution, but he assumes that the durface fields at a given time on the wavy surface are the same as
in an unperturbed geometry. This implies that the tangential electric field components on the wavy
surface are essentially determined by the projection of the nearly vertical unperturbed fields. The
tanger.tial fields below the sloping part of the wave may be stror.gr than for a flat sea where the
tangential field component is related to the normal component by the boundary condition

Etan/Enorm V --

In this formulation the undersea fields become very weak for long waves when the maximum slope is
decreased and there is no indication that the subsurface fields depend on the instantaneous depth in the
,imit of large L.

Lerner and Max
6 6 

find a solution to the field problem above the sea surface on the assumption
that the sea surface is perfectly conducting to the extent that the E-field is everywhere normal to the
surfaze and that the water waves make the sea surface a trochoidal cylinder, the cross section of which
is indicated in Figure 15. Then (dropping the assumption that sea water is a perfect conductor) they
relate he subsurface fields .o the fields and their normal derivatives at tile sea surface. For under-
water measurements made a few tens of feet below the troughs of the waves, the field variations due to
one- or two-foot sea waves are averaged out. Figure 15 indicates slight field differences for EM wave
propagation in directions perpendicular (UL) and parallel (I I ) to the wave crests, but the variations are
small relative to the changes in nominal field strength that corresponds to the instantaneous antenna
depth and is indicated by dashed lines. For storm waves the phase and amplitude of the underwater .ield
varies with instantaneous depth, which is illustrated for waves of D = 25 ft. in Figure 15. These
theoretical predictions have been confirmed experimentally in the VIF range.

Wetzel
67 

has considered IN field fluctuations in submerged reception by postulating that the
electric fields are normal to the wavy boundary. lie distinguishes between big wave theory, when signal
fluctuations are related to the instantaneous observer depth, aii -,11 wave theory, where 'he spectrum
of signal fluctuations corresponds to the spectrum of ocear, waves, but with an added high frequency cut-
off. The small wave theory is valid for k D << I where k is the wave number of sea and D is the wave
heigl.t. 'Jith k_ z - , the small wave theory applies to larger wave heights D (or greater wind speeds)
at the lower frequencies of the ELF range.
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TABLE

ELF Sources.

AUTHOR FREQUENCY ANTENNA LOCATION DISTANCE

c/s km

Dunn et al 400 107 kin power CaLif. - N.Y. 3000

119641 line

GuLton 40 1.2 km submerged So. France 40

1 1966] insul. wire

Gage et al. 5.4 35 km insul wire AnLarctica 18

(19681 on ice

_ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _...__ _._ _
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SOMMAIRE

Pour les appl.cations aux syst~mes de radio -navigation et de communications. i1 est
sothait~tble de disposer d'une thdurie d'ensemble relative AL la propagation des andes electromagnd&
tiques le long d'une tv'ajectoire mixte, A la fois terrestre et aquatique. Nous nous efforyons dans
cet expos,4, de formuler ure dquation g~ndrale intdgrale, tenant compte A la fois des contrastes de
conductivad& et des caract~ristiques topographiques du littoral. Nous 6tudions dgdlement l'influence
d'une plage en pente et d'xine ;,rofondeur dleau variable. Des perfectionnements approprids de cette
tht&t.ie nous per mettcnt d'dstudiei en outre la rdflexion et la r~fraction d'une onde se propageant sur
le 1. doral selon unv trajectoire oblique. Nous examinons enfin la forme du rayonnement d'une
dtttne L isde au sol AL proximrtd du littoral. du point de vue de ltdmission optimale dt ondes dlespace
Ahaute fr~squence.
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PROPAGATION OF VLF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES
ACROSS LAND/SEA BOUNDARIES

James R. Wait
ESSA Research Laboratories. Boulder. Colo-ado 80302. U. S. A.

ABSTRACT

We consider a twko-dimensional model of propagation of radio waves in the earth-ionosphere wave-
guide across a land/sea boundary. The surface impedance of the outer wall is uniform but there is a
discontinuity in the surface impedance for the lower wall. Following a Wiener-Hopf procedure, the
dual integral equations for the problem are solved exactly. Various linting forms of the solution are
discussed. In particular, it is .,town that the exact expression for the mode conversion coefficient is
closely related in form to the result obtained Li Kirchhoff theory. The numerical results show that a
land/sea boundary may cause excessive conversion of energy from the dominant tv the higher modes.
The resulting interference pattern can have seiious consequences in VLF phase navigation systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Wiener-Hopf technique has been used extensively to examinde wave propagation in non-uniform
structures. The scope of the method has been the subject of two notable extbooks! , Z One of the
earliest applications was carried out by Heins and Feshbach 3 who were Interested in acoustic wave
scattering i ducts with non-uniform walls. The application of the method to water waves in channels of
non-uniform depth has been considered by Heins 4 and Keller and Weitz . An interesting problem in
electromagnetic s involving diffraction by an imperfectly conducting sheet was treated by Senior 6 using
an elegant adaptation of the factorization method.

Recently, the Wiener-Hopf technique and related factorization methods have been applied to a host
of electromagnetic problems involving boundaries with discontinuities in the surface impedance. Many
of these are described by Weinstein Z who has contributed extensively in this field. Propagation of radio
waves across a coast line was treated by Clemmow 7 and Bazer and Karp 8 for a flat-earth model, and by
Thompson9 and ChanglO for a curved-earth model. The coast line problem has also been treated by
integral equation methods where approximate solutions are obtained by relatively simple iterative pro-
cedures [e.g., Feinbergll, Wait12, 131 These latter approaches are closely related to the Kirchhoff
method as pointed out only very recently. 14

In the present paper, we wish to consider wave propagation in the earth-ionosphere waveguide which
has a uniform upper boundary and a sectionally uniform lower boundary. To facilitate the solution, tie
problem is made two-dimensional by adopting a cylindrical model excited by a uniform magnetic line
source in the axial direction. Thus, in effect, we are considering azimuthal propagation in the
cylindrical cavity. Unlike earlier discussions [i.e., Wait ! 5 , Changl 0 ], we formulate the problem in
terms of cylindrical wave functions so the final results are applicable to an unrestricted range of the
parameters.

A special objective of the present work is to cast the exact solution into a form which can be easil
compared with the corresponding Kirchhoff result. Actually, the latter can be derived directly from
orthogonality considerations. Finally, some illustrative numerical results are presented. Also, we
consider the approximate extension of the theory to any number of homogeneous sections.

Z. BASIC FORMULATION FOR UNIFORM BOUNDARIES

In order to introduce the notation and to fa,_ilitate the analysis, we consider first the fields of a mag-
netic line source located in a concentric cylindrical cavity with uniform boundaries. The solution is
cast in the form of a contour integral which is particularly suitable for treating the mixed-path problem
by a factorization techniquo,.

To be specific, we choose a cylindrical coordinate system (r, 0, z) with the z axis parallel to the
cylindrical structure being considered. The inner and outer surfaces of the cavity are then defined by
r - a and r = b, respectively. A uniform magnetic line sour'ce of strength K is located within the
cavity at r- r o and 0 = 0 where a < ro e b . The direct or primary magnetic field at (r, 0) of the
line source has only a z component HP . For an implied time factor exp (i Wt), it is given by

Hp - KH (2 ) (k R) (I)
7, 0

where R [r' + rl - 2r r cos 01 i , k = Zr/avelength) and where H ( 2 ) is a Hankel function of
0 0the second kind of order zero.

NOTE - A longer versin f this paper with complete mathematical details will be made available in
the open literature.
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We now construct an expression for the total field H, within the cavity which behaves like (I) as
R - 0 and, at the same time, it satisfies appropriate boundary conditions on the cavity walls. In this
connection, we assume that the angential electric field E0 is proportional to H z at both walls. Thus,

E0 -- Z i H at r = a and E0 - ZH at r =b ()

where ZI and Z., by definition, are surface impedances. Because the fields do not vary in the z
direction we know from Maxwell's equations that, within the cavity, E 0 = iTjob Hz/ x where x =kr
and where TI, lZ=0r ohms. Thus, the boundary conditions (2) are equivalent to

H,/x= iAI Hi where 4, = Z/0, and ]HX = -i A.H1 where A.i z= A °z x=ka o Z~x=kb 10

The appropriate form of the solution, for r < r0 is easily found to be

H + [H()( k r) + Sv H ('(k r°)][H(1 )(kr) + 1 R, H()(k r)] e -Zliq dv (3)
Kv v":: T.:[l- 1 Rs]

H(1) (ka) - i A H( l ) (ka)
where R V V (4)

Slv H(Z)I(ka) i A, H(2)(ka)
v v

HlZ)I(kb) + i A. H(2)(kb)
and S - V i ( 5)

v H( 1) (kb) + i A. H (l) (kb)
V i V

[The primes over the Hankel function indicate differentiation with respect to the indicated argument. 3
The form of (3), valid for r > r o , is obtained b 7 merely exchanging r and r o where they occur in (3).

3. RESIDUE SERIES FOR UNIFORM BOUNDARIES

While (3) is an exact solution for the cylindrical cavity with uniform walls, it is not useful for calcu-
lation. A more convenient form is obtained by deforming the contour about the singularities of the inte-
grand. For the problem specified, these are poles at v = + rn where vm (m = 1, Z, 3.... ) ate the
solutions of

1- R S = 0 (6)

which appear in the fourth quadrant of the complex v plane. We retain only the contribution for q = 0
Thus, we obtain

H Am e'i vm o [ H(Z) (kr) + S H (kr)J (7)

m m m m

w here [H( ) (k r + S () ( 1 r R v

A = iK m 0 -m o m (8)m [I-R ]S

m
"v m ' 1!RS

where [ R V S L 'VL I v S
m m V= vm

The neglected terms (i. e., non-zero values of q) correspond to waves which have encircled the
cylinder at least once.

4. FORMULATION FOR MIXED-PATH PROBLEM

We now turn out attention to the mixed-path problem depicted in Fig. la. Here, the surface im-
pedance of the lower boundary at r = a of the cylindrical cavity is sectionally uniform. For 0 - 0
the surface impedance is Z. but, for 0> 00, the surface impedance is Zz . On the other hand, te
surface impedance at the up 1 .:r boundary is Z i and, as before, it is uniform for ali 0.

For the posed mixed-path problem, we assume that the resultant magnetic field H' can be written
z

H' = H + t H (9)
z z z

where H. is the field for a fully uniform situation (i. e. , Z2 = Z, ) while H is the modification
resulting from the change of the surface impedance from Z, to ZZ for 0> 0 . From (3), we can
readily deduce that
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+ |rH( )(kr ) + S H -iv
H k K [ 0 v v (k0)J dv (10)
z]~ i,, ka .J (Z.) SJ 1, (2)-

r ~ RSj[H (ka) - i A1 H 2 (k a)]

where the Wronskian relation

H( 1 )(x) H( 2 )(x) - H(Z)(x) H ( 1 (x) = -4 i/( x) (11)
v v ( H V

has been used.

We now construct an integral representation for 6H which, first of all, satisfies the required
boundary condition at r = b . A suitable form for 6H is

H ~()[i 2) (k r) + S H~l(k r
6-LIZ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r amIVJve-V00)z f k a I R -7 z  eH( 2) .- , HdZ)(12)

z~ i'k v]J v vi

which certainly fulfills the condition

Si x =Hx=kr = kb

The function B(v) is yet to be determined and the other factors in (12) are introduced for later con-
venience. Also, for simplicity in (12) and in what follows, we use the following convention, for Hankel
functions of argument ka

H (ka) = H (14)
v v

The boundary condition on the total field H' is now automatically satisfied at r = b since bothz
HZ and 6I z satisfy (13). The more difficult case is for the lower boundary at r a. Here, we must
have

6 H'/ax = i A1 H' for 9< 0
z z 0

= iA 2 HI for 0>0 (15)
z 0

But we know that
Hz/H x = i A H for all 9. (16)

Therefore, a compact statement for the boundary condition at r = a is

- i A,)= Hzj 0 for 0< 0 (17)[(T87- =ka 0

.H. for .>, 0 (18)
x=ka 0

Using the integral representations (13) and (14), the boundary conditions in the form given by (17)
and (18) readily yield +

e (v) eiv( "8 ) dv = 0 , for 0 < 0 (11)

0
F F(v)(v) e v_( d v =i(Gve d , for 9> 0 (20)

where .: (l)n

Fly R( -M -i), HZ
F() L 2 vv [- , ' - (ZH1)v) - ( )(2),

rR S IH i~,~~(1L Lv vi

and (2) (-)
H (kr) + S H (k(r)

[I - ( 2RS H() 1 M

in (21) and (22) above, R V and S are defined by (4) and (5). respectively, while ,R , in (21) is

defined by
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(il )' _ iA H(1)
HO - IA.,

R ( )  (23)
V V

where, in keeping with our conention, the arguments of the Hankel functions are ka unless otherwise
indicated.

In order to reduce the dual integral equations (19) and (20) to simpler form, we introduce the inte-
gral representation +Wo

S(v) = 5(v, ;) d9 (24)
-co

and then assume that the order of integration may be inverted.

Then, (19) and (20) are equivalent to the pair

;) eV ([i(o-) dv = 0 for 8<8 (25)
0

and +

Fly) P(v, V) e' v V d v = i(A, - A,) G(V) e for 8 > 0 (26)

5. SOLUTION BY FACTORIZATION METHOD

We now follow the standard Wiener-Hopf technique (e. g., Noble )and obtain a solution for S (v,)
by introducing the factorization + -l/F(v) M+(v)N N(v) .(27)

Here, the function M +(v) is regular except for poles in the finite part of the complex v plane and has
neither zeroes nor poles in the upper half plane. The function N-(v) is also regular except for poles
in the finite part of the complex v plane bu it has neither zeroes nor poles in the lower half plane.
Without difficulty, we can also show that M-(v) and N-(v) are bounded at infinity in the upper and
lower half planes, respectively.

With the above conditions in mind, we can now write the formal solution as

8iv, ) (AZ e &I -i oo M+(v) N ;)

under the provision that the contour of integration in (25) and (26) be indented above the pole at v = .
This result fer 8(v, V) is confirmed by closing the contour in (25) and (26) in the upper and lower half
planes, respectively, and making use of Jordan's Lemma and Cauchy's theorem. Using (24), we see
that +C

8(V) - ,,- ) M+ (v) E- '_j G(9) (V ieo d9 (9)
- C

where the integration is indented below the pole at v = r . A series representation for 3 (v) can be
obtained by noting that since % > 0, the contour can be closed in the lower - half plane. Then contri-
butions at the residues of the poles at 0 = v yield

N H (k)+ ( I o
) iAz-AM+(v) m m m m iV (30)- "" 6(2)'. (2 e , o(0

i m lRv v :L v v
m I in m

When this result is inserted into (12) we have a solution for 1H z

By making use of (27), we obtain the folowing explicit re-ult
+M - , (2) (I)~N (v) F (k r) + 7 (k r)

z = rka _ N- I1-,R v S .1 (v - v
iN in
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X L 11R m ( k ]m Z)m -iv(8 1 m) dI. . (31)

m m m m

6. REDUCTION OF THE SOLUTION

The integral solution written in the form given by (31) is particularly convenient for evaluating the
field when 9 > 00 . In this case, we close the con'.our in the lower half plane and sum the residues at
the poles. There are tmo sets of these. First of ai., we have the pole at v = vr . The residue contri-
bution from this set (summed over m) is identical to -H. where Hz is given by (7). To establish
this equivalence, we lase the following easily proved relation:

[(- (H()' - i 4, H(Z))] = - 4 HA' -Al) (3Z)
K ) vv v=v ffka 1 R (-i Al H

m m v v
m m

Here, we have made repeated use of the definition of IR given by (4) and the pole condition
R S :1.

1 v i,
m m

In view of the preceding development, we find that the sum of the residues at the second set of
poles at v =i yield directly the expression for H + 6 H z or H, , Thus, after some reordering of

.n ~~z z hs fe om ereigo
the terms we find that, for 0 > 8 o 1

HI A e- i v m / T e H + S H (k r) (33)z m n.m Ln Inn a

m n

where A is given by (8), and

v +iL, Nv) H + S HM

T i(A &z ) n n m V mn, m [l4 34
nmm ti N- (") [1 R~ S n1'[H(Z)- i A,1(" 2 1 n d in I-tn  " I n

w h ere r -'

L n n Iv =

n

and jL are solutions of
n I- R S = 0S v

in the lower half v plane.

In order to discuss the result for (34), we define the wave function Z (k r) byV

Z (kr) = HM (kr) + S H( 1) (kr) , (36)

which also holds for v =v m and v = -.n. Then, we can write (34) in the fully equivalent form

V m + t n  N '(v l ) (A " A 
2) Z m lk a)

T = i vn m (37)
n,'(I {ni-rz, (ka) - i Z (ka)

n 8v L vv=
n

The physical interpretation of (33) is that modes of order m incident on the coast line at 0 0
are converted to modes of oxder n . Thus, T is a mode conversion coefficient. I In fact. it
may be shown that n, 

T :Q T (38)
n m n m nm

In order to obtain an expression for the secondary field 6 Hz scattered back toward the souirce, we
would return to the contour integral representation (12). For 0 < 80 , we would close the contour in
the upper half plane and then sum the residues at the enclosed poles at v = -v .P
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where (, - A (k) (39)n, m 'L n Z A
V =11

whe re n

- I

+ I L n N ' ( v ) , + n + V l + -
Q m n m s (40)

n N( n)  + -M (+
s s

Here, we have made use of the infinite product theorem in order to decompose N-(v ) and N_(j.
The function On, m can be approximated by unity in many cases of practical interesT. In fact, tis
corresponds physically to using a Kirchhoff approach in order to estimate the forward mode con-
version at the land/sea boundary.

7. AIRY FUNCTION FORM OF THE SOLUTIONS

The solutions obtained here for th" ieldz of the magnetic line source in the cylindrical cavity can
be cast in a form suitable for numerical work if the Airy function representations for the Hankel
functions are employed. These may be written as follows:

H(1)(x) -(O (Z/x) i WZ(i) , (41) H(Z)(x) -: (i/ir)(2/x)w () , (4Z)
V V

where r = (v - x) (Z/x)i and w, (T) and w2 (T) are Airy functions. t These representations are valid
provided x >> 1 and Iv-xj << :tZ/3 which means that the low-order modes of greatest physical
interest are adequately described. Also, to within the same approximation, the derivatives of the
Hankel functions may be approximated by the derivatives of the Airy functions. Thus,

Hiltx) I - (i/) (Z/x)Z/3 wl (T) (43) HP)i(x) a! - (i0/) (Zx)2/3 wl (T) (44)
1' V

We are now in the position to express the final result for Hi or H + 6H_ in a form which is
z zfamiliar in the development of VLF propagation theory for the earth-ionosphere waveguide. Thus, we

write for the uniform waveguide
H ='I (45)

z a

and for the non-uniform waveguide

H' H W' (46)Z z

where ZKH 2 ) ka ]  2K e'ika4

H = ZK H [ka63 - . (47)

Here, H is a reference field which is numerically equal to the field of the magnetic line source of7.

strength K located on the surface of a flat perfecc conductor at a linear distance ka8 . Then, if the
fields are normalized in this manner, W and W1 are the "attenuation functions" which are applicable
to the earth-ionosphere waveguide in spherical geometry 15.

In order to proceed, we introduce some of the appropriate naturalized parameters such as
x n(ka/) *, x = (ka/2)Z- , yo y [2/(ka)] k(b-a)., y = [Z/(ka)] k(r-a), j=[Z/(ka)] k(r ° - a),

q, -i(ka/Z) Ai , qz = -i(ka/Z)P A, and q -i(ka/2) Ai I The meaning of these parameters is
illustrated in Fig. lb.

Omitting numerous details of a straightforward nature, we can write down the expressions of the
attenuation functions mentioned above.

W e - o(ix) e-i A exp(-ixt )l (y) (48)
YOm m m y

m = I, Z, 3....

and for 6>
0

' :' " ~~-i f/4 " (1) tx -xt )  p

W y L Y (i) e A m m m
m

These are related to the mote conventional Airy functions defined by Miller 16 as follows:
IWl. (TIT -- [B i (T<) t i AiI(7)]
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× ( exp -i(X-x) tZ) (Z)j G ()(Y) (49)nm -X o n - ln n ,

n
where

nm y 0 m An t()- t (2) n, m
m n

Here, t and t( Z) are solutions of the mode equations
m n

A(r) B(O) (i") 1 (51) and A(ir) B(Z)(T) = J (52)

respectively. Here, w' (7 y) + q, w (r - y
A(T) 0 o i w  o

y0) + qi w 2 (r - yo)  
(53)

and

Br" 2~) - 1 w(T) - q 1 , 2 wZ2 (7) (54)B wi (r) - w ( )

We also note that in terms of the previous notation,

V- ka + (ka/Z)i t (l) (55) and 2- ka + (ka/Z)i t ( Z)
Sk +(5 (56)

The "excitation functions" occurring in (48), (49), and (50) are defined as follows:

()-1 (7 1--1
m f [ (t('), qi) , (57) an  [ n (58)

where q)[w -t) - q wz (t)

f(t,q) t - qZ - (w i(t-y)+qiw2 (t-y)] (59)

Also, the "height-gain" functions occurring above are defined by

y(1)) + A("t~ 1  W2 I (

m W+ ()-, A(t(l) t )

ltm, MI \1mJ m..,

and

w r t
(
Z 

)  A 
( 2 ) '  ( Z ) "

(7) ny) + A (tn 2 )w1(t( 2 )) (61)

P + A

8. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

A key parameter in this study is the mode converbion coefficient defined by (50). It involves the
infinite product function Qn, m given by (40). In the discussion which follows, we can sec On, m
equal to unity.

In order to discuss a concrete example, we consider transmission at a frequency of 20 kHz from
a land surface (with a conductivity (t = 10-2, I0- or 10" 4 mhos/meter and a relative dielectric
constant K, = 15) to a sea surface (with a conductivity az = 4 mhos/meter and a relative dielectric
constant K 2 = 80). The ionosphere conductivity parameter c r - 2 X 105 and the reflecting height
h =b -a = 70 km are representative of daytime condition. 1 5 Numerical values of the attenuation rates,
phase velocities and excitation factors along with the conversion coefficients are given in an earlier re-
port.17 Here, we will merely indicate a sample of the results in graphical form.

The magnitude of the conversion coefficient 9nm is plotted in Fig. 2 for a typical case. Not
surprisingly, the conversion coefficient becomes more marked as the conductivity contrast betwern
land and sea is increased. The corresponding frequency dependence of the conversion coefficient is
illustrated in Fig. 3 for a fixed set of the parameters. From this, it appears that the mode conerbion
is generally stronger for the higher frequencies.
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9. FINAL REMARKS

In our discussions, we have been conbidering e-plcIttly a t,,-sectiun path. However, in principle.
there ib no difficulty in extending the present theory to z, nilti--.ction path. For example, we n-gt.
consider the four-section path depicted in Fig. 4 which is a generalization of the -ituatice -hown in
Fig. lb. The surface impedance parameters are q, , .1z, q, and q4 ah in'2icated. while the di-.tances
of the three boundaries from terminal A are described by the parameters x , , *Z . and x 3 . On the
assumption that all reflections can be neglected, th', two-setion solution may be applied in succession
to each separation boundary. Thus. without difficulty, we find that the ic',ultara attenuatior, function at
terminal B is given by

y m a \ m, L n.m n
m n

p q

which i., an obvious generalization of (49). Here, ( j )  for j 1 ,, 3, is the mode conversion co-• " n nm
efficient for the jth separation boundary and is given by

), q " q j+ l (63)

n,m 0) f (t (j+l) q 1 t0) . + )
L tm qj/', n ' qj+L)J ( - n .

where f(t, q) is defined by (59).

A mixed path of any number of sections can be treated by cascading the two-section results in the
manner indicated above. The summations in (62) may each be truncated after oaly a few terms if the
distance increments x, , x2 - x, , x3 - xz , and x - x. are all of the order of one or larger. Thus,
the method works well when the individual sections are not too short.

The ionospheric model we have chosen is very rudimentary. While it is adequate for the present
purpose, we call attention to recent VLF mode calculations for homogeneous earth but with very re-
alistic D-region rofiles I e. g. , Galejs 181. It is believed that such model calcula~ioas can be readily
extended to include land/sea boundary effects using the method in the presert paper.
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Cot exposd traitc do la propagation des ondes acoustiques ou 6lectromagn~tiques A
travers la mer. Cette derni're est considdr(de cornrne un milieu conducteur d'ondes, do contenu
nc . homog~ne, -ux :ronti~res non lisses Qt non c.aques. La parni sup~ricure est constitu~o par la
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surfaces intermddiaires planes.
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SUMMARY

Chit paper concerns the propagation of acoustic or electromagnetic waves in the sea. The
latter is considered as an inhomogeneously-filled waveguide with rough non-opaque frontiers.
The top wavoguide wall is the air-water interface considered to be a plane surface on which is
suprimposed a stationary wavy perturbation due to air and sea currents. The bottom wall is also
a plane surface with an appropriate perturbation designed to Simulate the uneveness of the earth's
crust. The inhomogeneity of the sea is taken into account by considering the waveguide to be filled
with a numter of horizontal piecewise homogeneous layers separated by flat or perturbed inter-
faces which are mutually parallel to each other in the mean. A homogeneous plane wave propagates
towards the sea in the air which is considered as a homogeneous medium extending upwards towards
infinity. Similarly, the earth's crus' is treated as a homogeneous medium extending downwards
toward infinity. The interaction of the wave field at each interface is examined by a perturbation
method bazed on the assumptions that the spatial frejuency spectrum of the irterface profiles
have a high spatial frequency cutoff and that the smallest spatial period of the interface profiles
is large compared to the wavelength in air of the incident monochromatic wave. Numerical results
pertaining to the extent of diffraction effects are given for a model of the sea consisting of a

homogeneously-filled waveguide with periodically rough walls.

1. INTRODUCTION

Among the many factors which can affect the propagation of acoustic or electromagnetic waves
in or above the sea are the sea surface and bottom roughnesses and the temperature-pressure-salinity
inhomogeneity of the water. Wait (i) and others have already treated the problem of propagation
in and above an inhomogeneous medium which is considered as being composed of a number of horizontal
piecewise homo3oneous layers separated by flat mutually parallel interfaces. On the other hand,
Beckmann (2) and others have treated the problem of the propagation of waves in the presence of one

rough interface separating two homogeneous media. However, the Wait model does not account for
interface roughness and the Beckmann model neglects either the top or bottom rough interface and
the effects of inhomogeneities of the media.

Th theoretical considerations which follow offer the first opportunity to study the inter-
actin of an acoustic or electromagnetic wave field witi a rather complete model of the sea which

takes into account interface roughnesses Pt well as inhomogeneities in the water medium.

2. PHYSICAL MODEL

The air, the water, and the earth's crust are considered to be linear, isotropic, time-invar-
iant media describable b:, a set of scalar physical constants which are the complex indices of
refraction, the electrical parameters Or, L, AL (electromagnetic case) and/or the densities
(acoustic case). The air and earth's crust are homogeneous media of infinite extent in the horizontal
(XOY) plane and of half-infinite extent in the vertical (Z) direction. (Fig. 1) The complex indices
of refraction of these two media are denoted by NI and N. I respectively; these parameters, as well
as the other pertinent electrical of acoustical parameters for the two media in question, are inde-
pendent of the x,y or z coordinates. The sea is considered to be composed of a number (L- i) of
piecwise homogeneous horizontal layers whose complex indices of refraction N ,N1,..., and other
pertinent electrical or acoustical parameters are independent of x,y and z. Theainterfaces of this
structure are infinite cylindrical surfaces whose generators are parallel to the y axis and whose
generating curves Ck(X,z), k.1,2,...,L are described by the equations

2.1 Ck(x,z)z zafk(x) Yx , k-1,2,...,L

with f ,...,tU single-valued continaous fuctions of x for all x. In addition, the interfaces
are, on the avaerage, flat mutuall parallel horizontal planos which means z-(fk(x))AVg describe
a set of planes parallel to the XOY plane (Fig. 2).

A plane homogeeous monocoromatic wave propagates in air towards the sea such that its
propagation vector Ko liz. in the XUZ plane. In view of the linear, homogeneous, isotropic nature
of the media, and in view of the geometry cf the interfaces and of the plane incident wave, the
total wave field pocsesses cylindrical Symmetry, with y the Ignorable coordinate.
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3. STATEMENT OF THE BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM

Consider a monochromatic weve field which we shall designate by the vector (x,z,t) in the
electromagnetic case and by the scalar 9(xtzt) in the acoustic case. We shall assume that te
temporal variation of this field is of tie form exp-iw t with t the angular frequency. Let Fz)
and F(xz) denote the spatial parts of j and g respectively; in the electromagnetic case, F will
represent either the transverse electric (TE) field

or the transverse magnetic (TM) field

32 F (Y11) zz x, ) (0oVI u I)O

whereas in the acoustic case, F will represent the product of the density e(x,z) and the velocity
potential 1#

The incident field is described by

where

3.5 it4 afT/A

is the wavenumber in air, ? the wavelength in air, and 00 the angle of incidence in the XOZ plane
measured from the positive z axis.

We shall identify u(x,z) with the functions uju 2,...,uL+1 in the plane domains Sl S2,..'PSL+1
defined by,

a FCx )1 ;'I ""N ) *P I<3

The integer k is equal to 1 in air, 2 in the first water layer, 3 in the second water layer,..., t
L in the last water layer, and L+1 in the earth's crust, wheras fk,kwl-2,..,L are the successive
interface profile functions and uk the total wave field in the k-th medium.

The physics of the boundary value problem is embodied in the following partial differential
equations and constraints which permit the unique determination of uk, k-1,2,.v.,L4$1

3.7 VkI Vok j A continuous for (CI)eG S K it 4,t) .0. L.*1

. K t t K +,I-k constant in So

3.10 V Xf 0- Uft~j (x,f it) -0 1.~ ,i, .L
3.11 44Ij~cxjk -k# Px ~ l ,;k J
where

4 acoustic case ( -density-constant in

: TE case (,K-magnetic permeability-constant in S.

AK 'M Case

.2 3 A-constant such that

(ar--i ) E U4(x,;)-Uo.(,V)-A o.(x,-A)J o(r-' ) ; r % fitr -7%

3.13 ( r-i UKtt s x.d.)a; 2-.o J 19 1,3 , '+
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4. GREEN IS FUNCTION FIELD REPRESENTATIONS

It has been shown elsewhere (3) that the field can be rigorously represented by the follcwing
expression

where 4 ,)U#C(1(1f K zi 4, , L+1

4.2 1U I b I ( o.i -Kroneoker delta),
"1k 

( :
KlIn is the operator

4-34.3 . (', ';,s (i ' /IL'PJ - . ',')

and G1 is the Green's function

4.4 0 (XfY,+ )" % _ (H* -Henkel function)

In (3) it was also shown that the 2L unknown functions

4.KV(x} ) QK (, C( X))  ; 1) 2J. .. # L

are solutions of one of four sets of 2L coupled integral or integrodifferen tial eluations. Straight-
forward numerical techniques can be employed (4) (at least in the case of periodic interface profile
functions) to solve these equations but such an approach is both costly and cumbersome (in addition
to 'aeing difficult to generalize to aperiodic interface profile functions). The approach that will
be used here is to Search for approximate solutions to the integral equations by means of a per-
turbation techninue.

5. PLANE WAVE FIELD REPRESENTATIONS

By replacing G, in 4.1 by its plane wave integral representation

it can be shown that, within the domains S defined a followas

5.2 :> £ (fit )rfA ; ,Xs3..,

1f.MD. 01 mo >s

the field can be expressed by

Vicq f T($) ipkJ(?K CS) -WftCS)i.&iIIS
whes

5.4, r i): A 4.A/wll .
5-5 WKWs

and

5.6 ft d. Xi

R (a) and T k(s) are the am;iitudes of the reflected and transmitted plane waves in the domain St
thece reduce, in the case in which all the interfaces are flat (in which case S'-Sk) to the wel-
known result

r(s- s.)5.7 j r"csv1 {rJ
with i 0sin , T constants; and t=the Dirac distribution. Eq. 5.7 expresses the fact that the
field reducen to the incident wave plus one specularly reflected plane wave in S , to one refract-
ed plane wave plus one reflected plane wave in each of the dome*ins S.,S .*..,L anl to one refracted
plane wave in S L 16 In a . other cases, that is, when the interfaces ar rough surfaces, the fields
iin the domains Sw must be expresse4 a conlnuous infinite -pectra of plane waves.

ke
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it is R'(3) which ic of partioular interest i us here, I slW I for IV1114 1 I rep-

resentirg the scattering diagram of reflected flux in air. To determine this function, we will have

to evio.uate u,(x) and v,(x) which are,of course, related to uk(x), vW(x), k-2,fo.,L.

It the aeci
=a cas, in which all the profile fuctions fk are periodic in x

5.8 j ; 1 Cy Ma ,2..,

such that

5-9 fk (W4 410 4 ("A)
with A such that

5.10 AM1 dMf M K  1 , k integers,

the continuous spectrum of 5.3 reduces to the discrete spectrum

5.11 riyws + I

with

S so+ I nr,/Jq6 ( grating formula (5))

5.12 WI

Eq. 5-.11 was obtained for the first time (for L11) by Lord Rayleigh (5).

6 * FUNDAMENTAL HYPOTHESES

In the following, we shall assume, when considering the case of periodic interface profile

functions, that 5.11 is a valid represei.tation of the t.otl fields throughout and in each of the

domains S (that in, not only in the subdomains SO). It turns out (6) that even though this is not

strictly true, 5.11 and 4.1 are equivalent representations throughout Sk in the asymptotic sense

to be defined later on.
Secondly, 5.11 will be used to obtain approximate expressions for uk(x),vk(x) in the cae of

periodic interface profiles and it will be assumed thatthese expressions are fundamentally the amwe

whether the interface profiles are periodic or aperiodic functions of x. This hypothesis can be

justified a posteriori by applying to 5.3, which is valid for aperiodic profiles, the same pertur-

bation t echninue as will be applied to 5.11.
It is necessary, as concerns the use of the perturbation methud with 5.11, to add additional

constraints to the functions f. As the latter are periodic functions of x in the case considered,

they can be exparded in the Pourier asries

.1 %%O(yA)A+ (A Sl 2r!, -period off

First of all, we shall assume that fk h a high spatial frequenoy cutoff; this means that

6.2 A,= for 1 k

The spatial period of the Lk-th harmonic is

6 o3 p,, = K/t

and our second assumption will be that

6.4 FK >> X ; k r 1,2) ...,

But, 6 v &/s , 6.4 is equivleit to

6.5 A >> HkL" .

or, in other words,
.4

,'.6 0 '4Cz I itLt A

O will be chosen as the perturbation parameter in the following analysis.
In order to conferm as muon a possible with the r55imptions made in the periodic prcfile

zsse, we shall assume, in the aperiodic profile case, that the Fourier spectrum of f k# 1k.,...,L

contains no spatial frenuenciee higher than j= A-
1  

, which means that

67 4 ffA1
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where, as before, it is assumed that

6 .8 vC=1
A

7. FORMAL SOLUTION OF THE PERIODIC PROFILE PROBLEM

Let us substitute 5.11 into 3.10-3.11, multiply 3.10 and 3.11 by

respectively, and integrate the resulting equations over one period A * These operations lead to
the following linear system of equations

7,1 s . " 4, n#1

AS-S ,

which is e4,uivalent to the matrix enuation of order 2LQO

where

7.4 r- a. -" " I I ; L : V,.+.. ; own #,2 ,

2..4 O "ts s

[7/"F3" [ ',A

/-gT,,-b I t ,.,j '* t j )7.7 %*1  A
which i fenu iv lentt the matrix whatoeemn t of re 2 , o r ~ ayn rmOt . n

L ..L 0

7.4 L2.a44~ ,
7.1 /EL:A1 4 L- Wi

4 - U L

£., signifies the vector who elements are C,, for m varying from 0 to .*
It will be noticed that EL is a partitioned nypermatrix whose four subuatrices are them-

aelves hypertsatrices of infinite order such that t~e order of . xcs 2L@@ . More interesting is
the act,vell-known to those familiar with thin-film analysis in optics (7), that EL is expres-
sible in terms of L- . This suggests that tt-" solution IF& , for I. interfaces, can be obtained
by an iterative process from the solutions er.,, U1. .  f.. ,- for 1,2,...,L-1 interfaces. This
is seen more clearly from the following analysis. The solution of 7.3 is formally
7.12 L - 2
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where is the inverse of t which can be written as

If 4 1z F::; - 1 - - )

and where, by the rules for the Inversion of a four-fold partitioned matrix,
* Ej4 EL.4.t

7.14 4 . 14 L.t

& Ll -ec,tt $, :

1ZL,41 : .4 + 1H"I,:,

This result shows the relation between (E- and
Unfortunately ,it is not possible to proceed any further with this analysis--analysis which

should have led to the actual solution of the problem-- since it is not possible to invert even

Vl in closed form.

8. PERTURBATION SOLUTION

With C the perturbation parameter, let us expand s , IFL and C, n series of povers-

of C
e L Cot

. L ts I (A)

The index 1, in these expressions, denotes the order of perturbation. By inserting 8.1 into 7.3,
and by comparing powers of C, we obtain

8.2 L L

F. - t, IFL,

to)
This defines a useful recourrence relation provided that can be inverted in closed form.
However kl*e is expressible an

vith 4t*)J

8.5 If 4 44'(01 WOj ) ~

0
¢) (D , ,LL (0)-

u.6 LL o ; :~ 1&)

L141
+ "

IF LI. 
e 

]
'_ J
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.7

4

8.109

Therefore the inversion of IL follows the some rules A that of and dependa on the possi-
biliy o invrtig Ft inclosed form. It turns out that

Closed-form expressions for Z, P, P ,11 then follow by the iterative analysis described In
7.14.

The general result of all these operations is that the l-th perturbation order coefficients of
B C nd aqAre expressible "s the Fourier integrals

FS r r
8.1 A ~ fA. ~ (Ic~~tji~ ; KS 4,1 .,.. 11.+

where, for three or less interfaces (L it 3) and to the zeroth order of perturbation (8)t

i~e) -i it's

The case of two or one interfaces can be deduced from the preceding relations by posing OR3  j~

or CA%%6 SC.4 respectively.

9. NUMERICAL EAPE

In Figs. 3 and 4 we have plotted I8'I ,io.#the zeroth perturbation order flux in the
zeroth (specular) Zrating order in air, as a function of the incident angle 46 . The upper set of
curves, in each case# refer to the situation in which the two interfaces are perfectly fl..t, ies.,A

9.1 t -E
whereas the lower curveo refer to the case of two rough periodic in-terfacea, ie.,

9.2 . ~ x
L COW) r E + ht 0 o$ f



In both oases, the sea is considered to be a homogeneous medium whose complex index of refraction
is N2, and the incident field is either a TE or TM electromagnetic wave whose wavelength in air

is A. The pertinent paameters are given in the table below,

Sig°; Pig.4

h 0.1 M O.1.

h2  0.25 a 0.2'. a

5.0 m 5.0 m

10.0 M 10.0 a

N 1.0 1.0

N2  12.9+9.3 i 9.045*1.32o i

N 1.533+0.59 i 1.41u+u.33x1O i

E 300 • 3Oo 0

X 1 • 0.1 m

It turns outthat at the chosen wavelengths, the absorption of the water (related to the

imainary part of the refractive index) is so large that the refracted w-ves in the water ares
for all practical purposes, completely attenuated before they reach the bottoms this Means that
nothing is reflected from the bottom so that the incident wave is "blind" to the earth's crust.
However, the rouRhness of the air-sda interface makes itself felt, since there is a large differ-

once in specularly reflected flux with respect to the flat interface for practically all angles

of incidence up to near grazing incidence.

10. APPROXIMATIONS FOR THE INTERFACE FIELDS

Approximations for u(x) and i (x) can be obtained from 5.11 b- the use of a straightforward

perturbation technique wh ch employl the previously-obtained expreasions AM and A
t  ) . Let us

illustrate this procedure for u.,(x). From 5.11 we have

,o. 1jV{) = ,()q -k,=o,,x r= '. pi,,.. + .[uA2 tN,(tl: iV -MWlr, (sfl .

By expanding all functions that depend on C in series of powers of C, we obtain the relation

(1 L ) - (I 4 C(-1 -

10.2 If;~ wv) .' IJrb m. 5I I MAKl "4.ML r) ft S .ifl

With

10.3 Vj-NCUlJJr4Wf(

10.4 U ;C1 [~(cee ww ~ )J
and with B'Al t3 , AI' t  as given in 8.12.

The nuantities of interest, u (x),vl (x), obtained in this sanner, to tne zeroth order of

perturbation, are of the form

10.5 Ui(g, - [ f t r"4)(*) ,

whereofor example, in the cose of two interfaces,

qfI r0. 7A)(Ajt4 3 ) + (4j4It ey)C tkaWI.(;t- ft
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Eqs. 10.5-10.6 constitute the so-called horizontal-pla.ne-o.yuical-optics approximation for the

interface fields. Ueckmann (2) has previously obtained an equivalent expresauion for one inter-

face only (t.ke &,.8 in 10.7).

11. 4PERIODIC INTERFACE PROFILES

After iden fyin we twth V (ao) insertingu () and vO)(x) into the perturbation

expansions odtf in R with we (a) ndinerinn
11.1 R"05's)(s1 t f" r's'(x) ,. f 4 (S0-S) dir

A similar procedure can be used for th2 other reflection and transmission functions to all orders
of perturbation by using the v,'1i), V 'Qx) obtained from the periodic interface profile perturba-

tion analysis.

12. CONCLUSIONS

The theory outlined in this paper is applicable to any rough-interface stratified medium

provided that the smallest spatial period of the spectrum of the interface pro
4 

.le functions is
large compared to the wavelength of the incident field in air. The results are valid for both

periodic and aperiodic rough surfaces and t. ey can be used to evaluate the influence of the air-
water and water-earth interface rouhnessea as well am the influence of inhomogeneities of the
sea on the signal sent into the sea fron the air.

Tshe perturbation method explains the origin of the oft-used physical optics approximation

and shows how this approximation can be improved lu,8,9). It can be shown (u) that the pertur-
bation expansions of uk(x) aund vk(x) are asymptotic series for C-,o and they are the same

asymptotic series one obtains by application of the perturbation method to the rigorous Green's

function representations of the fields ; this explains why it was permissible to use the plane
wave field representations in the perturbation analysis.

Finally, the physical optics approxiration has been obtained for an arbitrary number of

rough interfaces whereas only the single interface physical optics approximation has until now

been given in the litterature.
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Introduction

Cet article eat une revue ae Is litterature dana laquelle nous nous sommes e±'forcia d'6tre

le plus complet possible. Le rayronnement des sources ilectromagzi~tiques placees dana des milieux

absorbents ne constitue en effet que l'une des rubriquea de ba, biblio)graphie que nous donnons et

qui contient 4.24 r~firences d'articles. Ce nombre de publications qui n'eat certainement peas comn-

plet et qui ne comprend pas (a part queiques una) les auteurs des pays de l'Est, mesure 1bxmpor-

tence des efforts qui ont 6t consacr~s deyuis le dibut du 20ime sikcle i is comprihension des

rn6eanismes qui r~gissent be propagation des ondes 6lectrornegn~tiques dans le aol et dans b& mner.

*,,traitons & part lea travaux expdrimentaux et lea travaux thioriques et dana chaque rubrique,

lee r.~f~rences sont clasages par ordre chronologique.
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L' Stude du aonotionnteont des apparoils de tfilgommunication radiotlectriquo loreque 1 '&ctttour ou

1. r6oopteur (ou lea deux) sont plc6s au main dtun milieu absorbent a deji fait l'ob,'at de tr~s nom-

brousas 4tudes th6oriques at exp6rimontales.

L'une des motivations de ce recherckos a St 1e dfiir d'6tabi2ir des comunications avec Ics sous-

oain n plong6e. On trouve our ce problime des ;,blicatinnh anterieur:s i 1520 (H6f. (1) i (5)).

Maio los rooherchas our I& propagation des ondes radioilectriques a travorm lee milieux abmorbants

ont 6 stimul6ea par beaucoup d'autres pasuibilit~a d'applications qu'il est intcrcssunt de citer.

Date le doaine de la prompection g~ophysique, lee publications sant inncer.brables. A ltepoque oux
SCHLWA8EiGER et STEFA'JESCU (Rif. (6) a (12))diveloppaient leurs m~tbrides de prompectioa onl cnty nrt A
r~u ou a tr~s basso fr~quence, d'autres chorcheurs, tn particulier EVE et KEYS(l3). proprsaient d~ l'uti-

lisa. .a d'ondes do frfiquences relativemont Slevem La periade qui s'6tend de 1930 j!squh la seconde

guerre oondialo a vu parattre un assez grand nambre de travawn concornant des procedes 61ectri-,uese .t ra..
diafilectrLquts de prospoction giopkh'sique (Rif. (11) & (25)). la melme p~riade a vui i e develcppr des pr's-
ctedes do preoepoction utilisant des courants impulsifa (Rif~. (26) i (29)), maim ces prjc.es n'ont Pans ell

d'avonir A couse des difficultds d'interpr~tation. Touter. ce:- m6thodes elcc-Orzma~nctiques do prospectior.

giopbysique sont d~crites et discutfies dptnv le livre de HEIi.AW1 paru ea 1963')

Parall;.lement au -ifive3~ppcment des procidis do prospection Siaphysique, quo certains de lours prolco-

tcurs* t421 quo BARRET (Rif. (30) i& (32)) pritendaiont faire fonctionnor jusqu'a des prol'ondeurs interditos

Wa la tb~orie, de n..-ireux exp~riinontateiirs ant cherchi a 6tablir par des mesures directos effectu6es
done des carri~wos, dans des mines, doe des cavernom, ou dons des forages, lea lois physiques 4ie la pro-

pagation des .3ndes glectromagngtiques & travers le so].* Lea premi~ros exp~rierlces sembl.ont avoir it6

(mites prLSLEV, FREOM et ZELLERS du U.S. Bureau of Pines (3)on 1928, puis en 1929 et 1930 par EVE,
KEYS et LEE dans lee grottee du YAmoui.h au Kentuckv' (Rif. (35) i (37)). Corn exp6rimentateurs furent suivis
par beaucoup d'sutros (Rif. (38) & (6.;*) parmi lesquels nous n~iterons FRITSCH 'R6f. (614) ii (67))l qui a

oboerY6 dam dos mines do potase des portges dft 14 k Ia' 3,5 MHz, et PITCHETT (6o' qui mesura & l'aido
d'&itettours et rk~epteurs desuendus done des forages l'att~nuation dans le sal d'une onde do 1652 Kcon.

Apas la seconde guaerre rmndile, 1e dfiveloppernent des armos nuoliaires a obligfi lea paster de cari-
aaz.* 'ent militaire A s'onterror. Cetto n~cessit6 a proy-4m uno recrudescence des travaux & le faim

th&riquaes et oxpfrimentaux: dont le but fitait do dfrelopper dps nioyens do til~coomunicat ions radioilec-
triques ontro des stations enterrges am asuerghs.

Certains le ces travaux ant commenci i Ctre publi45s & partir .1e ±,0

En FRANCE lt~quipe du Professeur GA LLARD a effectu6 en collabora:..ion avoc l'Institut Xnaedu
Pftrole. et on partie pour le compto do la D.R.M.E. do nombroux travaux: oxp~rimeniaux (Rif. %6)

(89)). Coux-ci corcernont : a propagation d'ondes basso fri-quenco (100 Hz & 20 kliz) & travors les rochem
vertklaloment entro une station a la surface du aol ot uno galerie do mino (carriare do gypse) situic &

8U a. do profondeur (Rif. (68) a (72)), et & 520 m. dans une houill-ire (78) ; rp.tonetodu

stations souterrainos en utilisant mm guide d'onde giologique (80) es*r, lirecte do la vessre dou

propagation d'mn groupe d'andes ontro deux stations souterrains-s (Rif. (73) a (76)); la propagaition i

travers lea rookies d'impulaions 6lctroagn~tiques bx rees (14is) (REf. (81) a (814)) ;la propagation par

ondes do surface (7)* La plupart de cem travaux oxpdrinentaux ant it6 risumes en 1966 au Congr~s do
l'A.G.A.R.D. (7) I:As ort conduit & la rfialistion d'apparoils pratiques do t~licommunication i travers

le sal (Rif. (85) & (89)).

En FRANCE 6galement. il taut parlor des essais do GUTTON (90) qui a itudii en nor et sur terre I"~
proMajition d'wxe once do surface & 140 Hz. Enfin beaucoup de travaux qui ant it6 ol'toctuis par des orga-

nismes hi-litaires ou par des sociitgs industriell-s n'ont pas 6t6 pL;5lios (Travaux do 31z, C.G.G. * de la
S.E.R.E.B., de Ua C.S.F., etc...)

*Direction dez Fechorchos et Moyens d'Essaim



Aux U.S.A. lea travaux expirimentaux conceria±t Ia propulation radioglectriqie i nz-Pi 0% e14

zrer ont St6 trio nombrezx d-spuis 1960. L'ampleur de cc& travaux a iti rivilta on 1963 pw.i PusirG sphial

di I.E.E.E. Transactions on Antennas and Propagation Wtf par J.R. WAIT (156) . Depuis, le 1 ane Syinpoaiasw

de llAvionica Panel de 1'AGARD qui s'est tenu a PARIS cr. ANvril 1966 a permis de raire is point (1'0 Le
*-ecteazr trouvera 'tans ce-. docunent3 de nombreuser rif~rei,ce.. M~le, oiit itg ricemment mises i jour par'

.I.R. WAIT dana le Chap~tr,.4 du livre "Antenna 11heary' publi6 per R.E. COLLIN4 et F.j. ZUCKER

'gs r~x~rences quo nous donnon.z no sont rou'urs extruit dea travau axpir..mntaux an6ricains. 1l taut

'tear .e a.ioe deOE(,C e DACrII. 9 de C.K.H, TSAC et J.T. dE StTTENCOURT (0,12
.110 i113 et 115 a118) qui ant itudi6 I&. propagation dlondes de surface imiscs par des dip~ies placiz dens

den forages ; et de A.W. GUY et G. riASSIEPMAN f98,, 99 10 & 10T) qui ant particuirement ktndi6 les -f -

seaux. danternnes. Llarticle do AMES, FRAZIER et uP.I:GE(1~ contient de nombreunes r~firences. J. GP (.0

a itudi6 le ray'azrneit, en haute fr~quence (l a 160 MHz) c.antennes enterr6es a foible profandetr. IEifin

F.SODERSERG( 121. 122) & bard d'wie "aaucoupe plongeante" dui type divelappi por 1e Comandant COUSTEAV a

mesurg dons la mer ltnest des andes 61ectromagn6tiques naturelles jusqu'& 300 a de profondeur.

ftrni lea travaux effectu~s en ITALIE, naus citerona ceux de E. CORTI, G. FRANCESCHETTI et G. LATIMIRAL
concertmnt des easais d'antennea spiod l2 )

&,fi5, il .t int6resaant de cnnb-.te:. que la propagati(on des ondes ilectrmagnitiqhues al travers le sal

et i tra~vers la Per commern.;e & avoir des ipplications civileb impartantes. Nteament dawn lea techniquezz de
(89 - 124), - iede ans opis epxole sous-mainas' .-.oie tlic n aca-

forage ,pour Ia t~l6ce: d e ansd utsd t-a tcm

tions de survie done lea mines( 8 ., .~25)

En FRANCE lea 6tuden de propagation ant donni naissance & des mithodes dlanalyane des gisements de pfi-

trole (127%. et i des procidis dt ditection dev cavitis souterraines utiti6s en gfinie civil (ref. (128) i

(131)).

Let tra-aux th~oriques sont 6galieet tris ncmbreux. Hous lea avans classis dana phusiours rubriques

D'abord ncun dannons la haste des livrea a-Axquels lea cutoura se rffrent le plaza sauvent ou daus lesquels

des cbapTtres saent consacr~a au problame dui rayannement ilectrwak~ique dans lea milieux absorbents

(Rif. (132) i (161)). Ensuite noun passons en revue lea publications consawries aui rayonnement des ant~nes

placies eu tei-A d'un milieu condu.cteur suppogg bomoaane et infini et a Is. propagation des andes filectroma-

guftiq'.es dan. ces milieux (Rif. (162) i (200)).

Ces 6tu,:sea d~butent en 1947 avft, lea publications do TAI (162, 163) qui & itudii le rtynnnent du di-

p8le 616mentaire au sein d'wa mil-eu fonducteur homa.gane et infini. Il a le prami~r montr la necessith de

placer le dip8l- el lint~rieur d'une ephe;e i~olente pour pouvoir calculer son impidance d'entr5e. )-e di

le thiorique le plus simple 6tant alora llantenne biconiqtae'do faible ouverture. Puis wn 1952 WAIT"1~

calcule !a puissance raayonnie par un dip~ae magnitique plac6 au c re C'wne sphire isolanw, ei.'nr~p d'wi

milieu conducteur infini. Apparaissent ensuite drns la. littirataire lea travaux de KING(173, 1-1k) qui ituriie

encore le dip~le, pus HARRISON, GOOCH, WU, DVESCHAMPS(172, 175, 176) entrepronnent l'6tude d'sntu zen dont

los dimeniions no sent plus petites via-a-via de la lorguvuw dlonde. Les tbauclea circ%.'eirea nues at S.o-

lies sont Itobjet de nombreuses, itudes de Ia part do WAz(lfl, 18T),pi do WU, CHEN, IZUKA, KRA7CM.IAN,
KING, HARRISON gt TINGLEY (srf. (177Wl(841, (189), (190), (193), (198)).GALEJS (192) slintieose plus perticu-

iroment au fonctionnonient en haute friquence. Enfin lea antonnes do forse aph~rofdale sont itudices par

WAIT(1 68 , 197) et par CORI, FRANCESCHETTI et LATAIRAL on ITALIE(199). Fin FRANCE £1 fcut citer let public..-

tions de BLACHZER (9)sur lea antennes de r~ception et do GABILLAR(1 85) qui en 1963 rontre comment lea
variations. avec la fr~quence dni la conductivit6 et do -a. constante diilectrique du milieu abooriant vont

infhuer our- la Pinfitration Jes andes qui sly propagent. !,e papier de 8LJRRas(194) eat consacri A la yropa-

gott..)r. -'n mill -. absrbar' d-l"es planes di-composies de~ type *11.1 et TE.

Pus .4oun abardans lea travaux consacr~s 6 l'6tude plus dilicate do as propagation dea uwdes dnnn lox

milieux inhomogine2. rvain trauvans dlabord en 1902 1e travsil do LEVI-CIVITA(2l sur le rcyonnewent d'un

fil do langucur infinie posE sur un plan canducteur arbitrairement grand, pus en 1909 1& publication his-

rtrique de SOMERFLLP (202) qui 1e premier a indiqui I& ithade correcta do r~solution dui probl~me dui rayon-

nement dtun d:.p8le vertical plac6 & surface du sol. Ce proVbl ", qui a iti obscurci par une erreur do
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aigo* dam. It calcul initia dt SOWARFELD, a it6 6tudi6 ;ar d'a-Atres eutears (Rff (003)i (w1)), JEYL en

parti-ulte (23, et a re~u une solution claire at difinitive 4ie I& part de NORTON (Rif. (no6) 1 (20,4)).

1e p$nuano de 1'inductior mutuelle ti-4re des c~bles tilfiphoniques pomi- Sur 1. Sol ou suspon~ub !'
faiblo hauteiar, do-vait sAciter dana lea laborfttoiros dos Bou Sy~.tem let tra-.ux d: CAMPELL (213)

CAUW(24, 131 * OSmLR(21 6 0 218) ;RIORDAN at SUNE(2l7). Nous avor.5 classi avoc ces 6tudes qui so gout

dfirouloa do 1930 £19240 1, tra - um pl.us rficont do %41T ot WJRSS consacrm au coaqp1aae do dip~lf. aspa6.

tiquas placla w.-dessus du Sol ou -.s~ A c% aurfaca %~.Ri (220) & (2224))L co travaux avuient pour motive-

tior. l'4tude do prockh~ do prospecti -a g6ophysique.

IA rubrique suivante de notro bibliograrhie et consacrie a," Ct-edes i dipSlesaot antennes iloctrim

ciuea at apntiques p3.afis au-dtos du 4ol ,.Rif. (225) & (256)). L'intbrl des auteurs;as 1'4lt t\Ade de

1'influonce d'aane 6ventuoll& stratification du Sol Sur le rayronaement aluwaph6x...'ie do ca sources. Cette
sairi* do publications d6bute en 1946 avoc col.. do WOLF( 2') at on y ronarque particulirement V i-Apor-

tant* contribution do J. (JAIT.

Les 30 derniares r~ffrencag do cette rubrique sont des comuziicationa prisentfies I I& Coafference

"Enwirouontal effects or antenas performances" tenue Al B0WD (Colorado) on juillot 1969. Elies; trai-

toint aurtout du problame du calcul do limpdsnce -A 4u, rayrnament, d'atonuea ou do syatanes; d'antenros

V.L.F.

Yous abordons ent in let publications conarfes 41 l'anslys. A12 fonctionaoment des antennos subinorgies

ou enterries dans w% doai-miliou conducteur. Cette s6rie d'Gtudaa a lftatg on 1951 par It trevail du
MO~(2B)puis en 1953 on trouve lea contribr.iovn do LIE puis do WAIT et CAMBELL' 2 1),
11 autencreciter lea papiors deo WHEELER' 2 65  -266- 269 272);doKk deMOEa

BLAIR 2 8 ) , d'ANVERSOP79) ; do SAI*ISTER( 292, 2942. ;, 297) ;ot on FRWiIE coux do ROSIN etPOINCELOT
(22,295) et do GAZILARp(293.

ft 1966 10 3.ivre do WWjS(291l1 faiasit, Is point sat, le rrobi'io du rayounefont. d'un diplo en prisence
41un dwi-milieu, conductour.

Fznfin dana los pulblications do NIEWDS ot FMCK (280 28 3) ; SIVAPRASAD et KwSG2 86  , GHOgE( 28 8 )

.{W ot g4SSE~yTAN287q 105 10 et rAL S13 , on aborde lltude du toactionnownont on haute friquenco

des antonnos imsergies ou enterries et on abandonne lea antcnn s imples your a' intfirossor sau risaux de
dip'olos r6sonnts enouis & foible profondmr dana 1e aol ou dana U. nor.

Le rubriquo auiemto do notro bibliograpio eat conose~4o sau 6yateaes do t~licomunicationa ontro

to..inautc aubmrgia ou souterrains * Nous abordona ici lee appli':ations do tous lea travaux thforiques at,

eip~riaztwAu cons@cris & i& propagation radiotlectrique dana lea aioiux absorbents. Noua trourc ia d'abord
en 191..1 IS publication fondsontalo do UOOE(302) contituait as tbaUe do Doctorat con&..rfif; %u om

nicationa Radio entre saua-uafiz, iumorghs puis an 1960 Is travail -Io GOSE(303 ett consacr4 41 ±' siauion

VI? & longue distance & partir duno anuerne horizontal. plar6e~ dana mie station aouttrraine.

1^ Voe ;ibiliti 4e tizer peitio do I& r6sistivit6 probablement tras ileyfio des roches du socla crie-
t - pcar y Piasr des tflkcovnicatio- % & l'6cholle mondiale a fait l11objet do nabreues inveatiga6-

tonSat doIs. peat 'WriLeipalement dr~ MIEELER(3 4) ; HARMON(305) , BWgOWS(30T, 310) ;WAIT(311, 323, 324.,
32); A'oir ot siooS(312.

Plusieura pcpitour asn su,'i. (nif. (318) 4 (322))ont itii pr6stn%6saon .9(6 i Craffronco de

10A.0,A.R.D. consacris- sa "Sub-,3urtace comnirationa".

Lee travaux do AMES, ha BETMWOURT et TSAO,, FRAZIER ot 0RANGEW31 . ' (36 at WO a (11))got con-
saerie & Is propagation danx -its couches sidimentaires gnoing profonde., on tirant parti. du contrato do
conductivit6 Satre une couch. riitante At des 6pontes conduttrices. CVest cc aujwt quo trient 6pemoct

lea publications do WI~(33 ot do GABIL-LARD at LMC;AE0' 331, p2.)

lee publications do PURRANJ0 8' 0 30) at "IX11T gout & noui'oou orioattes verg lea t6licansincs-
OAn avoc: los soua..azins imrg~s. Efain HALLEV(315. 316) trait* dax cot. oa l'aiision dostiuho aui save-

mariU proviont non plus d'uz%* stat ion VU.? situie an surface, as 4'un stttllite do tilicamni cation



ioYlusljt iL tr,.% hauq t'G. Lorin Joe publicatiors du~ GALLARP, FON~TAINE et DFWU 37 328, 330,

~ ~ , traitent die 19op'4iation dox liaisons VLF obtonues i veartir ci'une station imettrict

souterrainoo

Mous abordons onfin It partie de I& iittrature consarie aux propr,,ltis 6l'ectroagntiquos de I&

mrO et des rochet ot aux a~t!hodes do mouure de 3p'. conduct- vW~ en au-ar- .t en profo-d-r. I& lji:t u,_

autours conce an X924. .i:c (rMANTER ( 6 at no,%: trouvona i partir de 1953 lea pu riicationz iwu I& ;-i

thode unitcstellurique do mesure de !a rtsitvit6 -sea couches profondes, pr*aiwip&±e.nent leac travaux d%;
CAGV1AO(342) at d# pAT3) Eni 1963-64., rioua !rwnuinc leg trasux de iUE(30 consacris i li'vaiua-

t.ao de rnirlk parte d tre de couche s p rAe mzzrece cur de bruT,V1U at FRZER3

V~LF.(PblitirjGeMAXEL ( f (1.11.) de cur, 'Wi&t. an 1 6i it aCc-n dwi- dipe A.G..RDan
onz~ aouce e v:isorato ce ujeoat6nt ?w56 mi i co0c59)t). u e IS tWIT4r (.5

(.I&) r ulinf iono do nrebi crepis eat~d donsiao 16tddlprtion du Ala~ a~'ton e mic-
liex .aEqu dba..a lo '--ide ikcx asorbeuegtu. crc~eiiusf nyrmru ~tu e oti
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1.4. Mfeu4c dbtete deA pamltau dlewwrsagnU.quu du hol ou de Za meAr et e.xpdience6 dean nUion0f
Uecomagn~ue it tuvu e L Aot et La mo~t.

1.4.1. r4avoax p ex.mettaux eL4AAE pat. odte l.m.'noLtoique : 1925 a 1954

31. L.C. IZEIXY Experiment in underground comunication through earth strata
H.B. FRIEM-. Dept. of Comerce, Bur. of Mines, Tech. Paper, p. 433, 1928
D.H. ZELLD S

35. A.S. EVE The penetration of rock by electromagnetic waves at audio frequency
D.A. KEYS Proc. I.P.E., Vol. 17, p. 2072, Nov. 1929
FW. LEE

36. A.S. EVE Penetration of rocks by electromagnetic waves
D.A. KEYS Nature, Vol. 12, n° 31189 p. 178-179, 1929
F.W. LEE

37. A.S. EVE Absorption of electromagnecic induction and radiation by rocks
Amer. Inst. of Mining and et. Eng. Tech. Pub., Vol. 316, 1930 and
Vol. 97, p. 160-168, 1932

38. A.R. PETROVSKY R. SKARIATIN, A SEL?NPV B.NV DOfTAVALOV. L. KLpEIWIANN
Uer die ondoetrischen Arbeiten des Institutes fur die anevandte Geophysik
Arbeiten des J.A.G., p. 45-69, 1930 (in russian)

39. J.A. RATCLIFFE The electrical properties of the soil at radio frequencies
F.W.G. WHITE Phil. Hag., Vol. 7, 10, no 65, p. 667-680, 1930

40. J.W. JOYCE Electromagnetic absorption by rocks with some experimental obeervationstaken

at Mamoth Cave in Kentucky
Bur. of Hines, Tech, Paper, 497, 1931

1. R.L. SMITH-ROSE The electrical properties of eat-water for alternating currents
Proc. Poy. Soc., A, Vol. 143, p. 135-14C, 1933

42. R.L. SMT.-RCCE rlectrical neasur-ents on soil with alteriative currents
J. Inst. Elec. knErs, LONDONI, Vol. 75, p. 221-237, 1934

43. R.L. GYITH-ROSE The electrical properties of toil at frequencies up to 100 megacycles per
second
Proc. Phys. Soc., Vol. 17, p. 923, 1935

41. J.N. 1flU4Y Unterlagen der geoelektrischer Aufschliessungsnethoden
Beitr. Ang. Geophys., Vol. 5, p.32, 1935

45. S.0. BIMALENDU Direct determination of the electric constants of soil at radio-frequency

S.R. XASTGrI .Phil. Mag., (7), Vol. 22, n
° 
116, p. 265-273, 1936

46. D. DOBORzYma Uber den Radioe-pfang in der ojcov-I1len (in polish)
Przegled. Radjotechn., no 7-8, 1936

17. D. DODORZYNSKI Experienteller Beitrag z=z Problem des unterirdischen itundfunkmpfanges
Hochfrequerztechn. u. E.47, IZ, 1936

48. D. DOBORZYNSKI Uber dan Problem der Radiokomxunikation in Bercverken (in polish)
Przegladu-Gornisco-Huntniczego, 1937

49. S.R. IKAux'IR Direct determination of the electr. constants of soil at ultra high radi7

M.K. CHARKRAVARTY frequencies - Phil. Hag., (7),.Vol. 25, p.793, 1938

50. S.S. BANERJEE Dielectric constant and conductivity of soil at high radio frequencies
R.D. JOSHI Phil. :tag. (7), Vol. 25, n* 172, p. 1025-1033, 1938

51. J.L. ALBFT V.V. vIG.L;. and P.A. RYAI;;
Investi.ation of the phase structure of the clectroarns etic field and tie
velocity or radio-waves. J. Phys. U.S.3.R., Vol. 4, n

0
12 . p. 11-13. 9L;
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52. D. SILVENAN Note on the transmission of radio waves through the earth
D. SHEFrIT Geophysics, Vol. 7, p. 406-413, 1942

539 B.F. HOWELL Some effects of geologic structure on radio reception
Geophysics, Vol. 8, p. 165-176, 194

54. E.P. TpOUON The attenuation of piano electromognetic waves in sea-water
S.J. RAFF U.S.N.O.L., Memo, n 8936, Jan. 1947

55. T.L. WADLEY Underground communication by radio in Cold mines on the vitwaterstrand
South African Council for Sci. and In. Res., Rept. T.R.L.3., Nov. 1946

56. A. PIIROVSKY Der orate Versuch uber die Fortpflanzung Hertzscher Wellen durch eig
gefrorenen Boden (in russian)
Trudy Inst. ertlotovendenija Imeni, V.A. Obrucheva, 5

57. ZLW. FELEGY Applicability of radio to emergency mine ccmmunications
E.J. COGOGHALL U.S. Bur. of Mines, Rept. R. 1.42 94, May 1948

58. R.I.B. 1:0OPER The attenuation of ultra-high frequency electromagnetic radiation by rocks
Proc. Physa Soc., Vo3. 61, p. 40-47, p. 482-4836 1948

39. O.C. HAYCOCK E.C, MADSEN, S.. HURST
Propagation of electromagnetic waves in the earth
Geophysics, Vol. 14, n° 2, p. 162-171, Apr. 1949

60. W.C. PRITC Attenuation of radio frequency waves through the earth
Geophysics, Vol. 17, n° 2. p. 193-217, 1952

61. -. A. BAY$ Study of the propagation of electromagnetic waves through lithologic
formations. Quart.Prog. Rept., Signal Corps Project. n°26, 1823O 3952

62. LW. P,.Y Underground radio communication ix lake Superior District Mines
Mining Engng., Vol. 5, p. 518-521, 1953

63. McOGDE . Propagation of radio frequency energy through the earth
Go~rCoicso Vol. 19, n 3, p. 459-477, 19r14

1.4.1. T.aux de Fk;'.%.

64. V. FRITSCH kitrk g m Studiu der Ausbreitung elektrcmagnetischer
''eri) unttrirdisc~ez 1oh~rmumen

Hoefrect~ztechn, u.E. ?ol. 39, n0 4. p. 136-139, 1932

65. V. FRITSCN I& swzvrento delle e.e ertziait attraverso i conduttori geologici
Geofizica pura appl., Vol. 4. n*' 1, r*. 15-37, 19142

66. V. FRITSCH Beitrlgc mr 1kuwgeologLe V11. Anubreitugbertzschr Wellen in geologischen
Leitern
Beitr. angew. Vol. 11, 0~ 2, ~ 6-~9 94

67. V. FRITSCH Propagation of ra.3i'4equency electromgnet.t WdA in &gvlogic&1 conductors
Nat. Bur. Stands. i.. , Vol. 67D, nc e, p. 6i-78, 191;3

1.4.3. Tk~~Aua~ vgA&,wvtax Jrmxcai poat~ieuu fc

68. R. DwsAJID Proepection 4lectro .sAn ttude expirimentale .1959
0. NOBEL Rapport 1.F.P.. no 3983, I00

69. R. GAnamD R. DENAJESP Y. 1ORINEAU
Prospectien tlectroaftnetique. Etude 1' la prop gt,*g des ondes .lectror,&.
tiques danm le 8ol. Rapport I.F.P., n 456 1961

TO. R. DESIANDES Prospection ilectrovagnitique. ise au a u ler .*:.v. 1962
Rapuirt i.F.P., 1.- 7061, 1962

71. It. GABILAIRD R.6au-ats et interpretation des expiriences de 1tp-saaticn d'cx dt ile-trc-*-
gnhtiques effectuies - TRIEL en Mai et Juin 196u. :port t.F.P., n 11117,196'

72. R. GABILLARD Rapport, trimestriel d'activit. Contrat D.R.M.E. 19- .
Rappor. 1.F.P., n° i6o, 19605

73. R. GABILLARD M~thodo de mesure de la vitesse de propagation des onde ' -r.oanitiqces
dans le sol c appareillage pour sa nise en oeuvre
Brevet I.F.P., n° 10593, 1965

71. J.P. Wus -tude et rialilation d'un appareillage permettant la mesure de Ia i de
propagation d'Ane onde 61ectromagnitique dans le sol.
Thise C.N.A.M., LILLE, 1965

75. J. FONTAINE Contribution i l'tude thforique et expirimentale de Ia vitese de propagation
des ondes 6lectromagantiques dans le sol. These 3 ze Cycle, LILLE, 166

76. R. GABILLARD Mesure directe de la vitesse de propagation des ondes i1ectromagnitiqucs en
milieu giologique
Samaine d'6tudes du CEHIEDEC (VAIS-les-AINS - 28 ju'n - 3 juillet 1965)
Publi6 dan la Revue du CETHIEEC. n° 8. p. 119-145. 4ime tr. 1966

77. R. GABILLARD Comunications a travers le sol
AGARD Conf. Proc. no 20, Sub-surface Conmnications, p. 355-386, 1966

T8. R. GABILLAJJ Comte rendu succinL des expiriences de propagation d'ondee i1ectrom nitiquef.
effectuies dens la fosse de Vieux Condi des Houillires du Nord- Pas-de-Cal-ci
(8p.) Contrat D.H.Z. n0196-6 1 - Rapport I.R.E.L 66-002 Xar3 ;5



79. R. MAILLARD Exp6riences de propagation dlondoz glectrom otilqucs effect-- -a FE
ta de Vaucluse.
Contrat D.Rd4.E. no 196-64 - Rapport I.H.E.L, 66,oo4 - Ayr. 1i-

80. R. WAILLARD R. DESBRANDSAF. LOUAG and J. FONTAINE
Zxprimental1 and heoretica.l stuyo eectromagnetic prop ,siDon ir a
geological waveguide
!.E.E. Conf. on HF, LF and VLF Radio Propagation, LONDON,
Nov. 196T, Conf. Publ. no 36, p. 320-325

81. R. GABILLARD J. 4ABCUNT and P. DESBANDES
Experimental and thecreticastudy of the propagation of electrmagrnetic
pulses of short duration through the earth I.E.E. Canf. on -T LF and V1,
Radio Propagation, WONDOI4, Nov. 1967, Conf. Pubi. no~ 36, p. 326-33o

82. R. GABILLARD Compte-rendu auccint des exp6riemces de propagation d'impulsions Slectrama-
graftiques effectuges dana Ia rouse de Vieux-Condi des Houill~res du Nord
Pa-de-Calas Contrat D,R.H.E. no 201-65 - Rilpport I.R.E.L. 6T-102,
rhy. 1967, 6 p.

83. R. MAILLARD Etude exp~rimentale et th~orique de I& propagation d'une izpu-lsion ilcctro-
J. MARCHAXZ magnitiquae brive dana le sol

Cotrat D.P.H.E. n0 201-65, Rapport I.R.E.L. 67-107, Juin 1967, 24 p.

84. J. J4ARCHANT Etude expirimentsle et thiorique de Is propagation d'wae irpulsion ilectro-
magaitique, breve dans le sole Thase Doteur-Ingiieur, LILLE, Juillet 1967

85. R. GAILLARD D6mnstration de transmission d'ordres par ondes C-lectromagp~tiques se pro-
pageant a travers le sol - TAVERNY - 11 mars 1967 - Contrat D.R.M.E.
no 173-66. Rapport 1.R.E.L. 67-lo4, mars 1967, 4 p.

86. R. GAPiLLARD D6monstration de V6l comunicettion t6lex par andes 6lectromaga6tiques se pro-
pageant i travers le zol.TAVE1U"L - Octobre 1967 - Contrat 1J.H.Z!.F.
no 173-66. Rapport I.P.E.L. 67-111, Oct. 1967, 7 p.

87. R. cAEILLABD l1thode de repirage et de tilkcomunications de survie -.u ie servict pour
J.P. DUBJS mineurs et srfilologues et appareillage pour an. mise en 'o.zvre

Brevet frangais no 1.553.455, PV; no 139.0o61, Fey. 1968

88. P. MAILLARD Etude de la transmission des ondes ilec'romrgn~tiquTes erxcre terminaux sou-
terrains - Contrat D.R.M.E. no 173 - 66.
Rapport I.P.EL. 69-001, Janv. 1969, 52 p.

89. Ch. CLARISSE Concept-on et r6alisation pratique dun systZ~e de -.rar aission dtinforr~ations
al travers le sol. Application aux t&i-*r~csurcs p.,tr,'e
Tht~se Docteur-Irngenieur, LILLE, juillet 1969

90. H. GUTTON Propagation des friquences tr~s basses. Compte.; _ L d'exp6riences de trans-
mission & 40 Hzi. AGARD - Conf. Proc. no 20 Su'-surrace communications.
p. 109-_L24, 1966.

1.4.4. Thavdux exptMbnentax postfWeuu a 196o e66edisd aux U.S.A.
91. E.J. KIM=PICSEH Ground constant zessuremen1t using a section of balanced two-wire transmission

line
I.R.E. Traps. on Ant. and Prop., Vol. AM-, p*30 7 -31-2, M!ay 1960

92. R.N. GROSE The radiator to medium coupling in an underground comm~unication system
Proc. Itil. Elec. Coat., p. 279-282, .1960

93. R.N. GROSE The long range sub-surface comuication oyster.
Proc. VIth IRE ratl. Comaun. Symp,, p. 110-120, 1960

94,. G,5. SARAN Field atrenght measurements in fresh water
Go HELD J. Hess MBS, Vol. 64D), p. 4 35- 4 37,S#V.-Oct. 1960

95. M.B. I0RAICWAN Basic experimental studies of the magnetic field from electromagnetic sources
immersed in a semi-infinite conducting medium
J. Res. NBS, Vol. 614), p. 2 1 -25, Jan.Feb. 1960

96. T*C. LAMER ~ N.E. LIUAPRE, A.P. 2TOGRYN
Laoatorf simulation of VLF Propagation and un~derground antenna performance

1961 IRE WESCON Convention, Los Angeles, Calif., paper 31(1, Aug. 1961

97, G.J. NANCON Radio wave propagation through the earth's rock strata--& new medium of com-
munication - IRE Globecom Convention Record, p. 31-34, 1961

' r. A.V. GUY Experimental data on buriee' antenas
Boeing Aircraft Co, Seattle, Wash. Preliminary Rept., D2-111.90

99. A,.W. CAYDesign criteria for buried antennas
G. HASSERJIAN Boeing Aircraft Co, Seattle, Wash., _re1im"nezry Rept., D2-77C0, jaav. 1961

100. IC. IIZJKA Apparatus for the study of the properties of antennas ir a conducting =edjum
R.W.P. ICING Cruft tab., Harvard U., Cambridge, Mass. Sci, Rep.. NO 1, '-ay 1961

101. J.T. de BEITENC0URT Studies in deep strata comm-urication - Comm-unications and data processing
R.A. SUTCLIFFE operation. The Raytheon Cto. :orwood, Mass., Contrat r.0 Ani9 (6o1.)-8359,

Oct. 1962 (Final rept. for U.S. Air force Caepridge Res. Lab.)

102. J.T. de BE,1T;C(RT Resistivity investigation on Cape Cod
Geoscience Inc., Natick, M1-ass. U.S. Air Force Rept. GAF 13-26. Aug. 1962
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103. K. IIZUKA An experimental study of the insulated dipole antenna immersed in a nonducting
medium. Gorion Mckay Lab. Sci. Rept.3, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, 1962

1O. K. IIZUKA An experimental study of the half-wave dipole antenna inmersed in a strati-
R.W,.'. KING fied conducting medium

IRE Trans. Antenna Prop., Vol. AP-lO, p. 393-399, 1962

105. A.W. GUY Design criteria for buried antennas
G. HASSERJIAN Boeing Airplane Co, Doc. D2-7760, 1961

106. A.W. GUY Impedance properties of large subsurface antenna arrays,I.EE.E. Trans.
G. HASSERJIAN Antennas Propas., Vol. AP-11, p. 232-240 May 1963

107. G. HASSERJIAN Low-frequency subsurface antennas
A.W. GUY I.E.E.E. Trans. Anten. Prop., Vol. AP-Il, p. 225-231, May, 1963

108. W.E. BLAIR Experimental verification of dipole radiation in a conductiag half-space
I.E.E.E. Trans. Anten. Prop., Vol. AP-lI, no 3, p. 269-275, May 1963

109. K. IIZUKA An experimental study of the insulated dipole antenna immersed in a conduc-
ting medium. I.E.E.E. Trans. Anten. Prop., Vol.AP-l,p.518-532, Sept.lQ63

110. J. CAROLAN Radio waves in rock near overburden rock interface. I.E.E.E. Trans. Anten.
J.T. de BEENCOURT Prop., Vol. AP-lI, p. 336-338, May 1963

111. J.T. do BETTENCOURT Rock electrical characteristics deduced from depth attenuation rates
J.W. FRAZIER (in drill holes). X.E.E.E. Trans. Anten. Prop., Vol. AP-11, no 3, p.358-3 63

May 1963
112. C.K.H. TSAO Conductivity measurements in dissipative media with electrically short probes

J.T. de BETTENCOURT Sci. Rept. n06, Raytheon Co, Equipment Div., CADPO, Contrat AF19(628)-2362
Aug. 196

113. C.K.H. TSAO Subsurface radio transmission tests in Cheyenne Mountain
Soi. Rept. n 0 7, Raytheon Co, Equipment Div., CADPO,
Contrat AF19(628)-2362, Feb. 1965

u4. AMES L.A. J.W. FRAZIER. A.S. ORANGE
Review of the earth mode commu.ication program at Air Force Cambridge
Res. Lab. - Paper presented at NATO, 12th AGARD SyMp., PARI3-FRANCE Apr.1966

125. C.K.H. TSAO Subsurface radio propagation experiments
J.T. de BETTENCOU11T NATO, 12th AGARD Syp., PARIS, FRANCE, Apr. 1966

Subsurface communications Conf. Proc. nO 20, p. 471-490, 1966

116. J.T. de BETTENCOURT Review of radio propagation below the earth's surface
Paper presented at LRSI XVth General Assembly, Com.2, MUNICH, GER4ANY,
Sept. 1966

117. C.K.H. TSAO Measurement of phase constant for rock propagated signals
J.T. de BETTENCOURT I.E.E.E. Trans. on Comm. Tech., Vol. COM-15, n°4, Aug. 1967

118. C.K.H. TSAO Subsurface radio communication
J.T. de BEDTENCOURT I.EE. Conf. on MF, LF and VLF Radio propagation,

LONDON, Nov. 1967, I.E.E. Conf. Pabl. no 36, p. 313-319
119. R.M. WUNDT New results on buried antennas for use at medium and high frequencies

Northeast Electron. Res. and Engng Meetg (NERE4) BOSTON, Mass., Nov. 1964

120. J. GALEJS Impedance and radiation efficiency of buried dipole type and loop antennas
AGARD Conf. Proc. n020, Sub-surface Communications, p. 629- 657, 1966

121. E. SODERBERG ELF Measurements in the sea off the Baja California Coast.Paper presented
at 47th Annual Meetg, AGU, Wash.D.C., 19-22 Apr. 1966

122. E. SOiF Undersea ELF measurements of the horizontal electromagnetic field to depths
of 300 meters
AGARD Conf. Proc., no 20, Sub-surface Communications. 1966, p. 453-170

7.5. R96&tt.,ez A.. ptemn4ia et app&Zcwtion6 divue6
123. E. CORTi. . FRACESCITffI. G. LATMIRAL

Oblate spheroidal antennas for conducting media
URSI Symp. on electromagnetic waves, STRERA, June 1968. Paper no 93,
session 5

124. J.C. GOSSELIn Transmission des paramztres de fond par ondes i1ectrcmagnitiques guidges le
long du train de tiges. Rapport I.F.P., no 17812, F~v. 1970

125. Committee on Mine Mine rescue and Survival
rescue and survival Interim Rept. of the Comittee on Mine Rescue and survival techniques.
techniques National Aced. of Engng (2101 Constitution Avenue, Wash.D.C. 2018),Nov.1969

126. P. CoRIiLLE Phase measurements of electromagnetic field components . Conf. on Environmen-
tal effects on antenna performance ESSA, BOULDER, July 1969, 6p.

127. R. *ABILLARD F. LOUAGE et R. DESBRANDES
Proc do prospection des terrains situfs autour d'un forage
Brevet frangais de I'I.F.P., PV nzi56.220, Juin 1968

128. R. GABTLLARD Procid6 de dtection des cavit6s souterraines ot appareillage pour sa mise en
J.Po DUBUS oeuvre. Brevet frengais n°1.510.996, FV n° 18795 Nord, Dec. 1966
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129. J.P. DUBUS Recherche thiorique et exprimentale des possibilitfs d'adaptation de cer-
taines mthodes do prospection 6lectromagngtique i la d6tection des cavitis
souterraines. Thise 3ame Cycle, LILLE, Oct. 1968

130. R. GABILLARD J.P. DU3JS F. LUAGE
F 1etromagnetique pour la d6tection des carri~res souterraines.
Simulation sur une cuve Clectrolytique HF Onde Electrique, no 503,
p. 3-8, F6v. 1969

131. M. CAUTEPA Contribution a l16tude et & la r6alisation d'un appareillage ilectronique
permettant le repirage syst zatiquc de cavit6s souterraines i faible pro-
fondeur. D.E.A., LILLE, Juillet 1969

2. ETUDES THEORIQUES

2.1. Lim e~ t num~/w Ap&~.ux de 4a±v.hu

132. O. HEAVISIDE Electrical papers. Vol. I and 2, Macmillan. Co, LONDON, ENGLAND, 1892
133. 0. HEAVISIDE Electromagnetic theory

Vol.I., The Electrician Printing and Publishing Co, LONDON, ENGLAND), 1893
134. 0. HEAVISIDE Electromagnetic theory. Vols. 2 and 3., Ernest Benn, Ltd, England, 1922
135. J.C. MAXWELL A treatise on electricity and magnetism. Clarendon Press, OXFORD, 1893

136. N.W. McLACHLAN Bessel functions for engineers. Clarendon Press. OXFORD, 1934
137. J.A. STRATTON Electromagnetic theory. McGRAW-HILL Book Co Inc., New York, N.Y., 1941
138. S.A. SCHELKUNOFF Electromagnetic waves. D. Van Nostrand Co, Inc., 1943

139. E.T. WHITTAKE A course of modern analysis. 4th ed., Cambridge University Press,
G.N. WATSON LONDON, 1944

140. G.N. WATSON A treatise on the theory of Bessel functions
2d ed., Cambridge University Press, LONDON, 1944

141. R.V. CHURCHILL Modern operational mathematics in Engineering
Tables of Laplace Transforms, Mc Graw-Hil! Co, NEW YORK, 1944

142. R.W.P. KING Electromagnetic Engineering
Mc Gray-Hill Book Co, New York, N.Y., Vol. I., 1945

143. E. JARINKE Tables of functions
F. DDE 4th ed, Dover Publ., Inc., New York, 1945

144. C.A. HEILAND Geophysical exploration. Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs., N.J., 1946

1145. HARVARD Univ. Tables of the generalized exponential-integral functions
Ann. Ccuputation Lab., Vol. 21, 1949

146. E.D. SUNDE Earth conduction effects in transmission systems
D.VAN NOSTRAND Co, Inc. Princeton, N.J., 1949

14T. E.C. JORDAN Electromagnetic waves and radiating systems
Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, N.Y., 1950

118. S.A. SCHELJWNOFF Advanced antenna theory. J. WILEY, New York, 1952
149. S.A.SCHELIMOFF Anternas theory and practice

H.T. FRIIS J. WILEY, New York, 1952
150. R.W.P. KING The theory of linear antennas. Harvard Univ. Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1956

151. L.M. BRDHOVSKIKH Waves in layered media. Academic Press, New York, 1960
152. R.F. HARRINGTON Time-Harmonic electromagnetic fields. Mc Graw Hill Co, New York, 1961

153. H. JASIK Antenna Engineering handbook. Mc Graw Hill Co, New York, 1961
154. Y.L. LUKE Integrals of Bessel functions. Mc Gray Hill Co, New York, 1962

155. J.R. WAIT Electromagnetic waves in stratified media. Pergamon Press, New York, 1962
156. J.R. WAIT May 1963 issue of I.E.E.E. Trans. .Antennas Propagation

Vol.AP-1. n°3 devoted to electromagnetic waves in the earth

157. A. BANOS Jr. Dipole radiation in the presence of a conducting half-space
Pergamon Press, New York 1966

158. AGARD Conf. Sub-Surface Comunications
Selected papers from the 12th Symposium of tne Avionics Panel of AGARD
held in PARIS, FRANCE on 25-29 April 1966 AGARD Proc. n020, 1966

159. M. BOUIX Lea discontinuit6sdu rayonnament 6lectronagn6tique. DUNOD, PARIS, 1966
160. J. GALEJS Antennas in inhomogeneous media. Pergamon Press, New York, 1968

161. R.E. COLLIN Antenna theory
F.J. ZUCKE (ed.) Vol. I and II, Mc Oraw Hill Co, New York, 1969

2.2. Antemue et ptopaa~n da n tot ieu eonduett homogbte e~t .~i~in
162. C.T. TAI Radiation of a hertzian dipole immersed in a dissipative medium

Cruft Lab., Harvard Univ., Cambridge, Mass. Rept. nOTR21, Oct. 1947
163. C.T. TAI On radiation and radiating systems in the presence of a dissipative medium

Cruft Lab. Harvard Univ., Cambridge, Mass. Rept n0TR77, May 1949
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164.. ..R. WAIT Electromagnetic radiation in the earth (a theoretical investigation)
Univ. of TORONTO, 1-69o 1950

165. J.R. WAIT A note on dipole radiation in a conducting medium
Geophysics, Vol. 17, p. 978-979, Oct. 1952

A66. J.R. WAIT Electromagnetic fields of current-carrying wires in a conducting medium
Can. J. Phys., Vol. 30, p. 512-523, Sept. 1952

16T- J.H. WAIT The magnetic dipole antenna immersed in a conducting medium
Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 4.0, p. 12441-124.5, Oct. 1952

168. J.R. WAIT The receiving loop with a hollow prolate spheroidal core
Can. J. Tech., Vol. 31, p. 132-139, June 1953

169. J.E. STORER Impedance of thin-wire loop antennas
Trans. AZEE, Vol. 75 (Communication and Electronics) p. 606-619, Nov. 1956

170. S. ADACHI Studies of large circular loop antennas
Y. MUSHIAKE Sci. Rep. Res. Inst. Tohoku Univ. S6r. B (Elec.Conm.) Vol. 9, p.79, n02, 1957

171. J.R. WAIT Insulated loop antenna immersed in a conducting medium
J. Res. NBS, Vol. 59, p. 133-137, Aug. 1957

172. R*W.Po KING Half-wave cylindrical antenna in a dimuipati' e medium ; current and impedance
C.Wo HARRISON J. Res. =E, Vol. 64.D, p. 365-380, July-Auz,. 1960

173. RoW.P. KINM Dipoles in dissipative media
Cruft Lab. Harvard Ifniv. , Carbridge, Hass., T±echi. flpt.no 336, Feb. -, 1961
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PLAN

1. Dipole glectrique plac6 au main d'un milieu conducteur homogine et infuni

2, Dip~le zsagntique dana un milieu conducteur honog~e at infuni

3. Impidance d'wie antenne plac6e dans un milieu conducteur homoane et infini

4. Antenne 6lectrique horizontale plac~e dana un demi-ailieu conducteur

5. Progris et recherches & e±'fectuer concennant, lea antennes 6mettrices enterries

6. Annexe

7. Fig~ures.

INTRODUCTION

Cat article de mise a.u point est consacre it vn expos6 didactique du fonctionnament des antennes pla-
c~es dana des milieux absorbants. Nous dtudiona d'abord le cam des milieux homoganes d'6tendue infinie.
Puis ensuite le cam oil l'espace offert iL la propagation des ondes eat form6 de plusiurs milieux homoga-
nees mpar~m par dam plans. Ce cas constitue l'idialiaation th6orique I& plum fiddle du milieu hfitirogane
form6 par Ia mar ou un terrain atratifi6 surmont6 par ltatmosphare. Nous abandonnons dans cette partie
l'ordre hiatorique dam travaux: des auteura au b~n~fice de la clart6 d'expoaition.

1. DIPOLE ELECTRIQUE PLACE AUJ SHIN DIUN M'ILILU CMNUCTEJR IOGENL Fr INFINI

I.I. Champ cAtdd peAt un UX&nent de~ cou~wit

"L'llment de courant" qui untervient dana la, th~orie clasaique des antennem comea il~ment differen-
tial. eat un morceau de fil iaol& de longueur dt parcouru par un courant uniforme I. Dana un milieu con-
ducteur, il eat possible de branchar lea deux extr~mit6s du fil aur dam "prises de masse"~ d'admittance
6lectrique non nulle. Si a longueur eat petite par rapport & Is longueur d'onde, il pourra alarm Stre
parcouru d'una extramit6 a ltautre par un courant uniforme. Il eat ainsi possible dana un milieu cuaiduc-
tour de r6alimer physiquement un "616ment de courant" :IdtC.

Cette antenna 616mentair; produit dons tout l'aapace un potential de Hartz 6lectnique donni par I&
formula (vain Rdf. (185), (293), (200)):

IV e-yr
1rv~-,+jT-wc r(1)

r eat la distance joignant dana le systc'me da coordonn~es sph6riquea de la figure 1. le point d'obaerva-
tion P & l'origune oil se trouve plac6 1'6l6ment de courant orient6 muivant l'axe polaire oz.

a eat Ia conductivit6 et c la constrnte di~lectrique du milieu et le courant I eat harmonique dui type

I I e'wt (2)

1 0 tant une constante.

Las composantes Eat Hdu chamip 6lectromagn6tique au point P mont obtenuem 4 partir dui potential de
Hertz par lea formulas (voir R6f. (200), (293))

Em -y H + grad div r, (3)

At = (a+jaic) rot H. (4,)

L'application de cam formulas conduit aux expressions suivantca pour lea composantem non nulles dui
chap

E0 a IdZ sine ( + yr + y2r2,- (5)

2mo=+juc) T I+ 3e 6

Ea-Idf- cse (1 +yr)e-yr(6r 22 a+j.r -
r



52Dana ces formls Yw et le facteur de propagation raii i & ar~quence et aux constantes 6lactroma-
ga~tiques du milieu par:

Y2 . _-mw2 + jwma (8)

ii fitnt U& permgabilit6 magn6tique du milieu.

Les deux "prises de masse " de ltiliment de courant pauvent itre considiries comme dflC source ot un
puita irijectant et drainant le courant I done le milieu conducteur, Corn deux "p8 les" enpacis de I& distan-
ce dL constituent donc un dip8le 6lectrique.

D'apras la formula (8) y eat nul pour 1. courant continu (w a 0). En ±'aisent wi a 0 dons lea formulas
(5) & (7) on retrouvo effoctivement lee composantes du champ 6lectriquo et magn6tique cr66 par un dip8le
aliment6 en courant continu dons wi milieu conducteur

aIdt sine ()Iod dL 10

0 r (10

H o 0d sine
0 r

Dana Isa suite de notre 6tude nous allona surtout nous int~gresser i linfluence de la fr6quence. CWest
pourquoi noua allona d6finir des paraatres figaux aux rapportos des intensitin des ccapoaantes du chap a
la fr6quence angulaire w aux intensit6s de cam memes composantem en courant contiau

Ce. 0e-w 1 (1 + ,r+ 2 r 2 )e-yr (12)
* e 10 +j ILE

0

a 1----a (1 + yri-er (13)
0 a

h4 a H 3(1U+ yr a -y (114)

1.2. Notion de tquenee caactf~itique et de tongueu4 ca~a t que du m.L conductem (Voir Rfif.
(185)

Nous voyons apparaltre dama lea formulas (12)et (13) la variable

8 WC (15)
Cette variable pout aussi es'6crire

LII (16) avoc (IT)

f eat tan paramatre dont U& dimension physaique eat calle d~n frfiqumnce et qui no dfipend qua des carac-
tdristiques a at c du milieu conducteur.
Nous appellerona donc f c ia galqLutnce w4extELAh.qu dut mitieu.
0 est ainsi umo 60itce Ae~tWVe 6galo au rapport do la frfiquence du courant alimontant 1e dip8lo &
fr6quence caractfiristique du milieu entourant cc dip8le. B oat aussi le rapport du courant do d6placement
au courant do conduction dons le milieu et la&6da4quence waact~iatique eat la frfiquence pour laqua1 1 . 1.
courant do d~placement devient 6gal au courant do conduction.

Ia fr~quence interviont encore done le facteur de propagation y ot ii convient do 1xprimer en fonc-
tion da B. D'spras (8) noun avins en choisissant Ua ditermination positive du radical

Y- 17 MOi- 77 (18

at puisque w 0.

Y 2V.jBl +J07 (19)

avec Lc

oc at tan paramatre qui, tout cozuza f , na dipend quo den caractgriatiques c, c, at Pa du milieu conduc-
teur . Sea dimensions physiques 6tant 8elles d'une longucur nous i'appellorona £onguewt c4a4ctd~jU~t4*e d"
Mitie".

Y Peut aunsi a'&icrire y U (a + jb) (21)
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a"cC

aa (20(/ +s 2 - a) )1/2 (22)

b - (28(/T + 132 ] 0)l (23)

1.3. VoJa~dtionm de L' temaitl du chmnp dettom nitique en 6oncetiOn de ta W~quence

Appelona di~tance teLttie le rapport:

nous voyons que lea formules (12) i (1ii) peuvent s'exprimor en fonction uniquement des deux variables sans
dimensions physiques 0 et x.

Noun avona (voir R~f. (185))

e* 1-- l+ (a + b)x + x2 SO - ) e( + jb )x (25)

Cr a I- ( + ibx e"- +j~ (26)

hu (l 1 (a + jb)x] e-( + jb)x (27)

less figures (2), (3) et (4i) montrent pour plusieurs valeurs de x, lea variations en fonction do B des
modules de e,, e et hq ~aons id~rons par exemple le r6seau des courbes de IeeI* Noma voyors que Ise qui
eat supgrieur k I pourle faibles valeurs de B diminue rapidement loraque B se rapproche de l'uniG6. Maim
loraque 8 devient plus grand que 1, loe I augments et peout atteindre pour lea valeurs de B assez 6levhes des
valeurs plus grandes que 1.

Ceci signifie quo 1e milieu conducteur, qui maiss S0ssez bien traverser par le courant continu.
devient opaque lorsque ia fr~quence des ondes augmonte et ae rapprocho do la frquence caract6riatique.
Mai6, au-detLa de La tgquexce c attW~tique, touque te couke-it de ddptacement tlenpo,%te 61L4 te cot±kant
de con~duction, te mZLieu conducteuA tedeuvLent tAanapakent.

Ce regain de transparence d~u milieu absorbant i fr6quonce tram 6levge eat un phinomane connu :un-
feuulle d'aluminium qui eat un obstacle infranchissablo aux ondois byperfr~quences. me laisse facilenent
traverser par des rayrons X ;, lleau de ner dana laquelle des ondies de 20 kHz mont d6~i affaiblim de 55 dB
apris tan parcours de 11 r ae laisse traverser par la, lumiare du jour jusquti des profondeurs mupirieuresa100 m

Or lea rayons X tout comme is lmiare sont des ondes ilectromsagn~tiques ob6ismant aux 6quations de
Maxwell et ne diffirant. des ondes do Is gmmte radio que par leur fr~quence.

Si noun examinons l'n des courbes do ia figure (2)nous voyons quo lee I eat supgrieur & 1 dana deux
domain.. de fr~quences:

- pour B compris entrt 0 etB
- pour B bup~rieur & IM.

A coin deux domines corrtipondent deux fenitres possibles pour lea t6l~comaunications & travers le
milieu conducteur : 'n en tasme fr6quence ;l'autre en tr~s haute frfiquence.

Lea frontl~rom B et Bde cem. deux fenitres d6pendent do la distance relative x. La figure (5) mon-
tre lea deux fonction!B 1x et 0 14xW dont Ie calcul est d6taill6 en annoxe.

1.4. Etude pa cuZL~e de &x 6enitae de tummZiaon ba64e 6Adquence

La fronti~te Bm do ia fen~tre do transmission basse fr~quence corrospond i is valour no=3.16 do is
distance relative na * r/6 definie dans l'annexe. Ello dipend donc a la fois do ia fr~quence et do is dim-
tance.

La buande pa460.nte a 3 dB disponible pour tine liaison do distance r donnge i travors le milieu con-
ducteur correspond, ello, a i& valeur n n 3,85. Pour cette valeur do 11 variable n on a en effet
1e - 0,707 correapondant a 1l'affaiblisenent do 3 decibels. L'allure do Is bande passante est cello do
is fonction F(nm) repr~sent6e figuro (6).

Nous avons avec tu n a4r1- 2

Af ~ . . 1 .3.75 16
2 2 10Hz (28)

IA bando paasanto est g6n6ralenent impos6e par la nature des t6l~communications quo V'on dfisire 6t&-
blir & travers le milieu conducteur (t-4l6phone ; t6l~type ;t6lcommande ;etc ... ).

Pour two bando peasante Af donn6e is cU4Lance max~na rM & laquollo is liaison pourra itre 6tablieatravers le milieu conducteur gero
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nc 1 l.91s.t0L3  (29)

Mb.e si l'on so contonte dtune band. passanto 6M tr~s petite, la distance maximum possible rM pour
la liaison sera dfittrminfie par ia n~cesitt d'obteniroi la r~ception un rapport signal/bruit suffiman.
L'analyse de cotte condition a 6ti faite par MAILLARD et CTARISSE (R~f. (88) et (89)) dana le cas d'wne
transmission tfilftype &travert un masmif calcaire. D'une maniare gini-rale rM sera donn~e & partir de I&
formula (9) par rHr1 IdI1/3 )

'a Se Imax (0

Dana ',e rapport (.)Io eat le courant maximum alimu.ntant Is dip8le de longusur dt et Eeat le
e max

plus petit signal exploitable par le r~copteur. Ioa valour maximum do cc rapport d~pend de la technologie
do construction des appareils utilise et de l'intensitg des bruits parasites perturbt.nt ia riception.
Pratiquomont et avec la technologie actuelle, on no peut guaro dipasser pour ce rapport la valour:

(Y'-) 10o Ap'2(1
Noun avona done approximativement:

IrM -I 4,3.102(o)-l/
3m (32)

1.5. ExenrpteA

Noun allons illustrer lea considfirations qui prdcadent avec trois examples :1 'cau de mar un ter-
rain sidiientaire de r~sistivitfi moyenno ; un massif calcaire de r~sistivitfi 6Eev~e

1.5.1. Eau de meA

Lea paramatros gletromagnfitiquos do lloau do mar sont

Puu aoC w8O 0 cca 4mo/m

Lea f'oraulea (17) ct (20) noun donnent donc

f a900 MHz Le - ,4 cm

En basse frigencc La portee maximum donnfie par (32) est r,,w70 r, mais la bands passcinte disponi-
blon a citte distanco quo : Af -lHz.
la distance maximum a laquelle umo liaison phonic do 3 kHz do bandc passante pout Stre fitablic cat (for-
mule (29)) :rM 2 18 M.

Ph aut frqueceon pourrait croiro quo la fcngtre do transmission cat inex-gloitablt. Bn effet,
selmn 9C elsuc (x a 21), la formua (15.1 )140=e d~ji : OM 5,75.10 . rL f 4*.ance do
l'onde correspondante i cette valour do 0 eat f w 5,2.10 Hz :c'est do ia luiare jauno.

04% une tm~pe j4une inme~gEe be unit dwo t meinA a ane cf~anae bien Aupd'ewe a ?I CM.

Ccci signifie quo l'hypothaso qui assimilo !a m-r a un milieu homogkre do conductiviti conatante
deviant faunae au-doli d'unc cortaino frEluence (-,oir W~. (185)). Eh particulier, aux friquoncos opti-
quos, 1'eau do mar ne suit plum I& loi d Ohm.

1.5.2. Te.wd~i Wimuetaaie moyen

Conaidirona dos galerios de mine (figure (7)) situies dans un terrain do paramatres filoctromagnfitiquos:

Uuo UUO U0CM 0Coa=2.16-2 mh/

Cos caractiriatiques mont par example celles do sable argilcux satur6 d'oau dous.

Nous avons : fc 36 mHz L0 - 80cam

Les caractiristiques basso friquence sont:

rm- 1,6 km Af af73 Hz

rm . 250 m 4. f a3 ki

Va hat ksec 10 m do la source (z - 12,5) noun avona 8M a2,314.102 et I& frfiquenco corres-
pond at f 6,4 Hz.

Dana cc cam la th~orie oat contredite par i'oxp~rience en sens inverse du cam do 1'eau de mar -deA ondeA
de mcda4 de 3,6 cm de tonquewm d'onde ne taeen pca 10 m de Aat dAgiteux. La faute an est cotto
foi$ Aux bandes d'absorption difiloctrique do l'argile qui augmentent la conductiviti apparente on tras
haute fr~quence (voir W~E. (185)).

1.5.3. Mui W4caibte
On reucontre, en particulier dana le Sud de la France, des masifs calcaires dont Vodr do grandeur



do* parasre. flectromwn6kiquea eat:5-

U N 0C c 5 E0  a 21 mho/

Nout avons dent ce can:

fc=720 kz Lic a.60m

eas poam ,'Lit6a de transmission 6lectromagn~tique a traverr un tel milieu sont excolfntea.

En bas*o fr~wuenco noun obtenons r14 - 7,5 k. * At a 330 HL.

rm a2,5n I= 4f a3 kz

]hhat isq~c la n~tre d6 transmission aomble parfaitement utilihable. En effet iL 480 m do la.
soure %X a J)on trouve Sm - U et la. friquence corronpondmnte de 7,9 MHz ent done a sgsinie des orAc:a
courta..

Or, biem qu'Il notre connaiaaance i'exp6rience n'ait pan 6tfi faite, Is propagation d'onds do catte
fr~que aur une tele distance dana le calcaire Waist invvaiaemblabie. 11 y a touteois lieu de porter
&L l'sctit do Is. thtorie lea observations de FRISCH (Rfif. (67)).

1.6. Pos6Z&WU dlutil.aJ~n de ta denitte de taamnnmj4ion haute 644quence

I& th6orie qui isontre is. romontie en haute fr6quence de llintensit6 den coq~osantes E6 et H du
champ d'un dip8ie 6lectrique re~u I une distance donniene peut pa tre auspect6e. Il faudirait pgur 'ea
adwettre la non vaiidit6 des Squationn de Maxwell.

Main let courbee des figures (2) 1L (34) irnpliquetit train bypothseo dont ii y a lieu de virifier in
vaiidit6 en haute frfiquence:

1. La longueur dt du diptle rente petite vis-a-vis de la iongueur d'onde
2. Lea paamitros 6lectrcaagnfitiquea a, i. et c sont des constantes indfipendenten de is. friquence
3. Le moment 6ioctrique du dip8le ldt eat maintonu constant dana toute ia. gains de friquences explo..

r~e.

La condition 1 eat is. pius facile &L satisfe~re, car on pout toujoura diminuer is. iongueur du dip~le
main ii faut augmentor In courant en proportion et on pout so trouver dane limposibilitg de satiafaire
ia condition 3.

Noun avons &ttribufi Ia. non satisfaction de In. condition 2. lea diacordaces entre lea privisions
thfioriques et lee constatations exp6rimentales concernant Is. propagation de is, lumiiire donea smer et des
ondes radar dent is terre. 11 eat 6vident qu'une 6tude do ie pfinftration des ondes do fr6quence* glovie
dane lea milieux absorbents eat indisiociable d'une fitude den variations do a, u et c en fonction do is,
fr6quence. Con variations nont li6esa 1%i nature microp3-ysiquc des mcanismes d'asorption. Ellea dipen-
dent do is, structure mol6culsire et crintt~iiine du milieu et du r~le des d~fautn et des impuret6s qu'il
renferme.

Le respect do is condition 3 d~pend do la puissance do i'Smetteur dont on dispose. La puissance
n6cessaire pour alimenter un dip8le awec un courant I eat proportionnelie & so r6sistanne d-entr~e. Pour
savoir si ls condition 3 pout Itre satisfaite, ii taut donc au prialable deiuerminer comment varie ia r6-
siatance d'entrie du dip8le dans a isghame do fr6quence intreos6e.

2. DIPOLE MAGNETIQUJE DAN$ UiN MILIEU COhiVUCTEUR HOMOGENE ET INFINI

2.1. Champ cad paa u wiotp6e magn~que.

Le dip~3le magn~tique 6idmentaire eat conitltui par une boucle de surface dS parcourue par un courant I

I! produit dans tout l'espacc un potentiel. do Hertz maen6tique donni par is formule (voir 116f. (293).
(200))

jt=IaS e0y (33)

dS eat orientfi suivant l'axe de is boucle,
y eat le factour de iw.apagation du milieu donn6 par (8) et le courant I est du type (2)1.
Les composantes E et I du champ 6lectromagnetique au point de: riception P mont obtenuea par lee formules
bien connues

E . - jw~u rot To (334)
Al a .Y2 + grad divii (35)

L'application de ces fornules conduit alora aux. expressions suivantes pour les composantes non nulles
dui champ.

li Id siO( + yr + y 2r 2 )-yr (36)
r

If IdS cosO (1 + yr)e yr (7
r .

E -ii'vId', sin nO

* r2 (I + yr)cer (38)
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En courant continu (w y a 0) coo formula me reduihent i.

H 1 dS ine(39)

10 dS come (140)

E 40 0 (1i)

Pour 6tudier l'influence de la frdcquence, nous difinirona lea rapports

h NH e 2  +Y r2,,.r (142)
e

0

hr *j (1 + Yr)er (143)

e 0 u -2jB~xj + yr)e-yX (1414)

2.2. VaAigLJ0n de 'i.a n4.td &La clmp e~n don.'J'n dzc ta 6nodquoe~n

Cosme done le cam dui dip~le isotrique le produit yr s~tut s'ecrire

yr = x(a + jb) (145)
a et b 6tant dorm~sen fonction de 0 par (22) et (23).

Lea courbes des figures (10) et (11) montrent lea variations des modules lb0 I et Ise, 1 on
fonction de la variable "frdquence relatiie B" et du paramatre "distance relative x".

Les courbes de lb.8 monkrent l'existence de deux feeetres die transmission. k'une en basso friquence
pour" B enapris entre 0 et B ; l'autre en haute fr~quence pour a supirieur &B .Loraque B eat trm
petit lea deux expressions 112) et (142) deviennent identiques. I en risulte qud

Bm -B'. (146)
Pir contre, pour x constait lb0  augisente en hajte fr~quence proportionnellement 3. 02 Il en risulte

que IM eat plus petit que 0 M . Lrt figure (5) donne BM en fonction dc x.

3. IMlPEDANCE VIUNE WMENM4E PLACUi DANS UN M1ILIEU CONVUCTR IIOMOGENE ET INF!NI

3 .1 VD16inition de. La ' 4.Lhtance d'enbie"

Biem que lea r~sultats que nous allons donner as rapportent uniquement aux, dip8lea, lea difinitions
sont valables pour une antonne quelconque.

La "r6sistance de rayonnement' d'une antenne eat difinie par

R r (147)
I eat le courant dui g~nirateur alimentant l'antenne et W eat I'integrale dui vecteur de Poynting sur touts
la surface d'urne sphe're de ray'on r entourant l'antenne.r

Dane le caa d'un milieu non absorbant la dininution de 1'intersaiti dui champ avec la distance eat due
seulament 3. It~panouissement de loide. L'6nergie 6mise dens in angle solids d~termini me conserve, et
pour r assez grand W eat une constante ind~pendante dui ray'on de I& sph~re.

Wai dana un milieu conducteur, chaque coquille sphdrique traverahi par l'onde liii prilave une par-
tie de son 6nergie. W diminue donc constamment loraque r sugnente. I LaiAtoteeLn~ de Aajofnnent dfifinie
par (147) eat alors uni fonction d~croissante de r qui n'a, plus aucune utilit.

Pratiquement le milieu absorbent n'occupe pas tout l'espace, car il faint bien au minimum y creumer
une petite cavitg pour y placer ltantsnne. Ceci eat 6vident pour une antenne enterr~e, et, dana le cam
de la mer, Ia caviti 6pouae exactement le volume de l'antenne recouverte de son isolant.

Supposans donc l'antenne plac~e au Centre d'une cavite sphirique de ray'on a. Appelons 11. 1a
pcL66aice .njectle -1i Prntra dztns If. riliou ab ,fjrbant :1tr-vers lt inroi do cette ct.viti. 10-i l'on y
ajoute la puissance W perdue par effet joule dans l'antenne ell-i&ne (fils conducteurs et primes de
terre iventuelles), o 0 obtient Ia puissance totals d~ibitie par le gdnerateur.

Par dfifinition J& )tAiAtice d'eaz'ue de l'antsnne sera

R e 1 0(148)
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3. 2. Catmt d ctLa pt&Wanes ijectEe Wi

Le calcul de W. a'effoctue an inposant la continuit6 des composantes tangentielles flu champ Sloctro-
flugn~tique do part et d'autre do la paroi do la cavit6. Ces co.nditions aux limites permettent do relier
lee composantes do 1'onde progressive qui a'Eloigne de la caviti & travors le milieu absorbant, aux comn-
posantes do ltonde otationnaire qui exists dons is, cavite. on peut ainai exprimer le champ dana le milieu
abuorbant en fonction du courant de 1 'antenne.

Ce calcul, a fit6 fait pa TAX (Voir Rif. (162) - (163)) pour un dipSle 6lectrique qu'il assimile i
une antenne biconique de faible ouvertlire p1'-c~e dans une cavli sphdrique (voir figure()) Pour 1. di-
pfile rzgn~tique ce calcul. a 6t6 fait par WA17D (Voir Rif. (l67)-(17l)-(18T)-(2OO)).

La. figure (9 )repr~sente iane boucle de rs,:'on di & l'int6ri."i do I& cavite spherique. On Is suppose
pacourue par un courant I uniforme. Dana s5)n travail do 1957, (Rif. (171))t WAIT r~soud le problime en
d~composant en harmoniques aph~riques le poatentiel vecteur roduit Wa Is boucle. Cetto analyse reprise
dana une publication plus r~cento (RET(187)) conduit & .une formule rigoureuse pour is puissance injec-
t~e dana le milieu absorbant:

(IS (w) (,3+jwc) 1 +~ (49)4]

Lo premier terme n~glig6 do ls serie itant de l'ordre do grandeur do (duo)
Four un dip~le 616mentaire (dip - 1) ls partie rielle do W. qui correspond i 1'Energie active four-

nio par le gfinfrateur au milieu environnant eat :

W. - (Iis)2  (50)

Ce r~sultat &uppose seulement ls condition

c~e qui~ nl~eswite que te Ava on opd ct a eat 4oit tou jou46 beaucoap p.6 6 petit qu~e La tonguewt d'onde
dame L'L~ofant qui~ ta con6tiue.

L'expresaion (50) do W. avait d~j& !t6 obtenue par WAIT en 1952 par une approche mathmatiqvte diff6-
rents (Voir Rif. (167)). Dalis cette publication WAIT montre, igalement quo lea composantes du champ danm
le milieu absorbant entourant la cavitfi sont encore donnfies par les expressions (36) a (38) sous r~serve
quo lVon y remplace le moment 143 flu dip8le magn~tique par 10 moment Equivalent,

(Ids) 0  Id 3 (52)

.I 3 + 3vo + Y p (2

Cette expression suppose Egalement las validit6 do (51).
Nous avons ensuite cc r~sultat remarquable:

Lexpke&ion (50) de. W., cateutle, itigoulv~waaement en. tenan~t compte deitCcde. 4d6tec.eu4 deA paiw0c6
de tLa aau.U euL .dentique * & ()
WV (aitant simplament l'int~grale sur uno sphare do rayon s) do la partie r~elle flu vecteur de Poynting

im * R(E *)r (53)

Heeat I& quantit6 complexo conjugu~e do e donn6 sinsi quo E par les expressions (36) ot (38) qui 'it
6uppohen~t nuttement L'exitence d'une cavitl danA &e miteu entouuont te dipt.

L'effet de Ia. cavit6 so manifesto seulement par 1e tormo correctif (52) main celul-ci tend vers I
si Yo' eat tras petit.

3.3. Va..v.iaJiou d ctLa ytdhhance injectde en donction detLa dtlquexce

Wr(0 oat reli6 au vecteur do Poynting par:

Wr () -2102 fJt 1(p) ainedO (54)
0

En pronant pour P(p) l'expression Pm donn~e par (53) pour 1e dip~le magnfitique et l'expression P0
donn~e pour 1e dip~ie filectrique par.

P . R (E0H ')r - o (55)

(E, ktant i1'expression (5) ot H, la quantiti complexe conjugue do l'expression (7)).

Nous obtenons:

Pou/L t dip~Le magnttqcut

w 'do) Y- (ex )(56)r 12: 0 0
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a ec m a o 9 bx 0 2 X 0  0 f2 x. &' +b 2))]5T

T3 0 +4 3=x0 + x0
2 (a 2 _ b2)J ) ~ 2 +abx 01)

a et b 6tant lee fonctiona do 0 (22) at (23).

et X. - 1- (58)

avec

PBcm( +. ax - ObX0 )(l + &X0 + X0 
2(a2  b2 )+ bx0 (1 + 20.% . + ax) tk -2ax ()

P e(Sx 01 -( 0 0 1 + 4Mi. 0 (o

Cos forzules no sent valablem quo si l'bypothase (51) rosts v~rriige ce qui inplique la condition:

A 6tant la longuour d'ondo dama l& cavitS et c 6tant l& constante diilectrique relative du milieu abuor-
bat par rapport & 1'iaolant de I& cavitg.r

Si V'on admet quo I& condition (51) eat encore satiufaite pour

0 (-l A (62)

0 no dev..a pas d6pasuor vera lea hautes fr6quences la valour

10-1 " -
al a r (631

Coci implique, ai l'on d~sire pouvoir utiliser lea formuldas (56) et (59) a des fr~quences corros-
pondant & lafenttre do transmission haute fr6quence. d'avoir x. auffisament petit, c'est-i-dire
d'avoir

0"- L c(64~)

La figure (12) montre lea variations on fonction do 0 dos rapporta

3a3  2 wr(P)m (5

et

we a12sup3  wr(0)e (66)

Pour B tra petit et pour 6 tra grand, lea fornulea (56) (57) et (59) (60) ao aimplifient. Nous
avons

Pour Is dip~le magn~tique

v3 ma(28x0) 
2  pour 0 < (67)

v - (20Bx) 2 (1+22 pour 0 -l (68)

Pour Je diR81. ilectrigue

weal pour 0 - (69)

V e n0 2 pour 0 - (70)

Si V'on remplace dens f67) B et x0 par leura valoura, on trouve

V a W2 P2 tc (71)

et en portent cette valour do w. dana (65) on obtient

w (0) * wu (1dB)2  pour 8 1 (72)

on retrouve bien ainsi l'expresaion (50) de I& puisaance injectie W.i donn~par le calcul do WAIT.

Pour Ie dipole ilectrique la valour (69) de v0. port~e dans (66) noun donne

W(P) a 1 3. (Idt ) 2  pour 6~ (73)

Cette valour do I& puissance i njectfie par It I.pSle 4lectrique corncide elle ausai avec ian r6sultat
donn6 par WAIT (fornule (24.-30) de I& Rif. (200)).
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3.4. ExempteAh

Roprenons l1exemple du massif calcairo dui § 1.5.3. Si nous creusons done 1e0 calcaire une cavit6
sphirique de I m do rayon pour y placer nos antennes, nous aurons :x 0 =l16.102 et la valcur de B a. no
pas dipasser pour rester dana 1e domaine de validit6 de nos formulos, sera d'aprUn (63) : 0 a* 6,7.
UUWa7tion de t4 6en&Ae de~ tAan nihaon bwei 6dCquence

Suppomons quo noun disirions ktablir 9 travers le calcaire une liaison 6lectromagnitique avoc une
autre cavit6 situie i 600 m. Cette distance de propagation correspond i Isa valour x a 10 du paramatre
d.i6tuice ketLative et la figure (5) noun donne pour cette valour de x :8 R 5 .10 2* Noun disposona donc
d'une fonitre basso fr~quence ouvorte entre 0 et 36 kJ~z. A cette friquenfe, 1'intensit6 du champ 6lectro-
magn6tiM-!e sera Is m~mo quo si noun alimentions lea dip~les en courant continu. Lea formulas (9) et, (39)
noun donnent, alors respectivement. dane les can des deux types de dipoles lea moments n~cessaires pour
obtonir un champ donn6a 600 m. Pour avoir E, n 1 viV/m ou H8 - 1 uA/m il nous faudra, avoir

Soit Idt a 0,55 A.m (dip6le 6lectrique)

boit Id4 w 2,T.103 Am2  (dip8le magn~tique)

A l'aide des formules (65) (66) (67) et (69) ou en utilisant la figure (12) noun obtenona alors la
puissance inject~e W. : 40 Watts pour 1e dip~le Slectrique ot seulanent 3 Watts pour le dip8le magn~tique.

Main 10 g~n~rateur alimentant les dip~les n'aura, pam seulemont i fournir Isa puissance W. ,il liii fam-
dra ausa.& fournir Ia puissance dissip~e en chaleur dane lea prison do terr- du dip8le 6lectrique et dano
Io fil du dip8lo magn6tiquo.

Supposons los prison do terre constituies par des hiiphiree do cuivre do 10 cm do rayon ev contact
avec le calcaire sir touto leur surface. La rgsistance filectrique do chacune d'elle sera do 8 Uf, soit am
total R, a 36 kfl. Come nous diaposone pour 10 dip6le filectrique d'mne longuour dt - 2 ms, il suf fira d'y
fea jeer un courant do 225 mA. La puixsance perdue danm les prison do terre sera alors W 0 800 Watts.

En basso friquence le, r~sistance d'entr~e du dip8le 6lectrique eat donc pratiquoment cello de ses
prises do terre et son rendement 6missif eat tres mauvais,

Examinona miintenant le can dii dip~le magn6tique. Dann une cavit die 1 r- de rayon., il I-eut avoir u.,.e
surface de 2,7 ii . Avec 100 spires et un courant do 10 Arpe'rcs noun obtenons alors le moment necessaire.

La r~alisation tochnologique do cc dip~le r6aultera d'un conmpromis ontre le poids, l'encombromont et
le souci d'oitevir uno faible risiatance 6lectrique. Le r~sultat eat pour collo-ci mm ordre de grandeur
do 10 11. La puissance perdue dana le fil dii dipSle eat alora W 0w1 kW.

Ainsi, bion que 1e dip8le msgntique aemble plus avautageux dii point do vie imissif (3 W seuloment
sont nbcessairos au lieu do 4.0 W), il eat en difinitive momns intiressant que le dip~le 6lectrique. Un
autro d6savantage dui dip8le magn~tique eat la, valour ilevge do I& Portie r~active do son ir-pidance. Un
simple examen den~ formulas (5) (7) et (36) (38), permet do s rendre compte qu'au voininage des dip~les
( r 4 0), ler. 'xsposantes glectriques et magn~tiques dii champ sont en phase pour Ie dip~ie 6lectrique et
en quadrature pour I. dip8le mapnitique. Ceci explique la diffirence dos formules donnant. 1'inergie ini-
ject-. dana le milieu absorbent par ces doux types do dipoles 10l dip~le magnfitique dissipe moins d'&iner-
gic dons son voisinage issis il faut lii fournir iano 6nergie reactive importanto. Il en riuulte une partie
selfique filev~e do son imp~dance d'entr~e qui crge dos surtonsions ponant, pour a& misc en oeuvre des pro-
blimes technologiques d~licats.
UUWation de ta 6enttAe de twa~nn.tiaon haut~e duLqLeitce

A la limite 13 M" 6,7 donnge par (63) correspond la, fr6quonce : f - 4.,8 MHz.

Supposons quo noun disirions fitablir & cette friqiience une liaison 6lectrcaiagnitiqueousr une distance
do 360 mis travers le calcaire. Noun avens i cette distance x = 6. Lea limites infdrieures den fentrea de
transmission haute fr~quelce sont dones par lea courbes do la figure (5). Pour x - 6 noun avons 8,, a 2,6
(dip8le 6lectriqio) et B = 1,15 (dip~le magnitique). La friquence do 4.,8 MHz eat donc situie i I'Tntirieur
des fer.tres do transmisvion haute fr~quence des deux types de dip~les.

Pour a a 6,T et x a 6, los courbes den figures (2) et (10) noun donnont 1:0 JeJ 2,6 et 1he1 - 16,5.
L'intensitfi du champ 41 la, distance r sera:

He *h IdS pour le dipol.e magnfitique

Xdt
E8 0o e-s 7 pour le dip~le 6lectriqie

Ongxtrait do ces formsules lea moments djpolairea nicessaires pour obtonir a 360 is un champ vAgn6tiqme
He 10- A/is et un champ filectrique E. a 2.0 V/m

IdS a 5A.m 2  Idt - 4,5.102 A.m

La rialisation do moments dipolaires do cotto intennit6 on haute fr6quen.e oat possible (aurtout pour
le dip8le 6lectrique). Le calcul des puissances injecties dons le aol au moyen do Is, fip3We (12) et dta
formules (65) et (66) noun donne 18 Watts pour 1e dip~le magn~tique et seulement 2,8.10 ' Watt pour 1e
dip8le glectrique.

Ces chiff'res semblent indiquer quo VUUation de ta gwime deu ondeh cowiA 6 eA44 poaaibte pouA
At&WeA AuA de cou~ta di.tanice deA tUconnunication6 a Uaweut deu miUeux 4taveinent peu corduc-
.temL4U.

Maim cette possibilizi n'existe en fait quo pour des milieux qui conservent jusqui des fr~quence.
do quelquea MHz une conductiviti apparonto tras faible.
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4. ANTENNE ELECTRIQUE HORIZONTALE PLACEE DANS UN VENT-MILIEU CONVUCTEUR

4. 1. Pkieipe du LJ~aon a gkaiide diance at-want deA dZi$LeA eae.'td ou bwvtqU.

L'fitude prkckonte nous a imontri qu'un dip8lo 6lectrique ou magn6tique plac:6 dans un milieu cocriuc-
tour rayownait dams ce milieu une Snergie 6lectromagnitique dicelable .jusqu'a queiques centaines do ma-
tree. Cleat Is, conductiviti 6lectrique du milieu qui ddtermine lea port~es poasibles et lea gammes de
fr6quences pormines. Ce type de t6l6conmlunication a travers lea roches presente un int6rit evident pour
l'xmduatrje miniare.

Il permet en particulier la r6alisation de liaisons de aecoura utilisables en cas de catastrophes.
Maim ii no prisent* pins dln pour lea marina qui mont surtout d~sireux d'entrer en co~unication
arec des sous-marina iruorg~a & pluhieurs milliers de 1dlomdtres de leur base.

La propagation d~n onde 61ectromagnitique sur tine tel-o distance ne pout se faire qula travers un
milieu prhmentazit tine conductiviti nulle. La fornule (20) montre ea effet quo Luns ce cas la longueur
car-ctiristique eat infinie. Il flint donc niceasairanent pour r~aliser des liaisons a grande distance
faire appol. a la propagation dana ltatmosph~re dtune onde i1ectrcasagnitique.

La figure (13) montre qu'un dip~le ilectrique enterr6 oti Irnergi a tine profondeur n'oxcidant pas Ua
portie r permise i travera le aol ou k travers la mer, cr6e au-dosaus de lui 9 la surface du sol. ou de
la mor, Lne nappe de courant. Celle-ci agit comaie une antenne qui donne naissance & une ondo qui 8e pro-
page dana ltatmosphare. Cette ondo, en se r6fractant a travers l'interface air-mor au air-aol, pout
atteindre a tine gziande distance tin ricepteur situ6 dana un sous-marin ou dans tine ga1'~rie de mine.

IL figure (13) montre aussi que le dip8le doit Stro 1'orizonta.1. En effet, si il eat vertical
(fig. 13.b.), il donne naissane en surface a deux nappes de courant de sena oppos62 qui ne peuvent en-
gendrer qu'un rsa'onnement quadrupolaire de faible port6e.

4.2. Impo.~Iance de La tit~twtu~e contac~ge aiL 4aonnem~en~t du dip~5e Uetque hotizontat ptae 4ouA La
4Ade.

La fthoi d I aisyae math~matique divelopp6e on (1926) par SOMMCRFCLV (Ref. (201,)) et en (1937) par
NORTON (Rif. (207) pour 1'6tudo du ray'onnement de l1antenne C-lcctrique horizontale placiee au-dessus du
sol, a 6tt6 adapthe en (1951) par MOORE (Ref. (302)) au cas d'un dip~le horizontal immerg6. Cette itude a
it6i en (1953) reprise et am6lior6o dans divers cam d'approximation par LIEN (Ref. %259)) ; ANOS et
WESLEY (Rif. (263)) ,WAIT (R6f. (262)) , AlT et CARIPSELL (Rif. (260)) ; nouveau WAIT en (1961)
(Rif. (277)), puim de tras nombreux auteurs dont lea cravaux mont cites daiss Ia rubrique 2.4. de notre
bibliographic.

En 1966 le livre de BANOS (RCdf. (157)) donnait la somuo do ces travaux qui mont d'un niveai math6ma-

En raison pricisgnent do ses applications inportantes (en particulier pour les liaisons avec les
sous-carina en plong~e) 1e rna'onnement des antcnnes horizontales souterrainos ou sous-marines a oto
tellement 6tiAi6 qutil semble impossible d'apporter ii cotte c6tude une contribution originale. Nous noun
contenterona donc de donnor quelques formules pratiquem et de citor des exemples nus6riques ompruntes aux
thiaes de Doctorat do FONTAINE (R6f. (333)) et VEGAUQUE (111f. 335)).

4.3. Zonu. d'appotxmoation

La figure (14) nontre le syst~no do coordonn~es cylindriques utilis6. Le dip~le 6lectrique horizon-
tal (debi) eat dirigfi suivant ox et plac6 i la profondour h. La surface du sol cofncide avec le plan
(Xby).

Lea composantes E et A du champ 6loctromagnitiquo mont encore donn~el par lea formules (3) et (4).
Miis le potentiel. de Hertz quo nous 6crirons ffi dans le sol ou la mor et fl 2 dans l'atmosphare posside
dana chacun de con deuy milieux deux composantes:

{fla et 112z dans 1 'atmoaph~re (4

o~x t 111z dans le demi-milieu conducteur

Le opressmions do ces eczoposantos sont donnees par des fornulea que V'on trouvera damn les Rtif.
(333) et (157) et qui s'exrimcnt en fonction des int~grales clssiquesdo SOMMERFELO.

Pour simplifier la, forme rnathimatique des risultats et rondre plus facilos los applications nuncri-
ques WAIT (Rif. (277)) et BANOS (R6f. (157)) ont introduit trois distances caract6ristiques RA, H B et R
telles quo

IYI RAI a 1 '(RI-1 In C, (75)

yl t2 m.ont reapectivement les foctours do propagation des doux milieux : *

=l-Vw( + 35c1 ) (76)

et ,. p o s e 
2( 

8

on SuPpose quo .n2  1 (cc qui revient ht llhypothZs c~ ol - c), et quc Ia distance r do 'a liaison
-It mup~rieire a plusicurs 1ongrcurs d'o.&de dans le sol : oit IylrI - 1. Enfin la sosne a'des profon-
deurs du r~ceptour et do 1'6metteur eat bion inflirietire at r.

2 on pooe :u I. U2 a ; C2 "



En explicitant lea constantes do propagation, on oitiont

R 1/2.10~ (79)

B 27 3.0(80)

On d6finit alor. ainsi quatre zones d'appraxiration

- zone zrd's basses fr&1uences r< ,/-0

- zone procr~e 5.( r < HR 15

- -- no .ntvrr.iaire ' '

- =,nt asyriptotique r > 5R c
NZoti ovans reprdsent6i our is figure (15) s Ip~s do coo uliff~rentes zones pour tin exelple con-

cret oa Ia conductivit6 du sol est 0 1 .33.10"aho/m.

Si nous choisiaona pour fixer les Wdes tine friquence de 1 kliz, Ia zone tr~s basses fr~quences
correspond a tine distance r <5 3o., Ia zone proche a 3 km r < 10 1= et Ia zone interaediaire h r > 10 4n.
Par contre a 50 kliz on est en zone interzsddiaire entre 200 = et 20 km.

Les formules expriat les composantes du chaw~p ad point de r~iception sont diff~rentes dana cbacune
des zones deapproximation. Ellba sont donn~es, dana les r6f6rencen (157) et (333)1.

4.4. Opt,-ntzon dea £Za~Zona en "zone int~crnda.L~e"

La figure (16) montre tine exploitation nurn~riqtie do ces formules. On s'est l'ix6 Is distance do Ia
liaison :r a15 km ; tr2 ois valeurs do Ia conductivit6 01 du sal et, deux val .a 5 00 m et a -200 a
de l& some des profandeurs de l'6retteur et dui reopteur. On rerarque l'e~c .. ent raccordement des for-
mules de Ia zone TB? et do cellos do Ia zone intera,~diaire.

Pour recevair le maximum do chap los antennes d'emissian daivent trc parall~les. Ziais lour direc-
tion commune pout Itre parall~1e oti perpendictilaire a la droite jaignant itimetteur aui riceptour. Le champ
requ dans le premier cas sera not6 E il est repr~isent6 stir is figure (16) par lea courbes en trait plein.
Los courbos pointill~es mantrent les'~ariations de EjI correspondant & Is seconde orientation des antennes.

En T.B.F. on a toujours El 2E / * Mlis ati-dela d'une certaine fr~quence f crE //devieat auperiour

* GABI LLARO FOAfl ktUGAUQUC (J16f. (328), (332), (333)), ant =ontr6 que Isa fr~quonce f cr ta 4 t

independante de Ia canductivitg du sal et 6tait donn~ie par .'a faratile tr~a simple

~cr 2r5~= ~ lz(2

C itant Ia vitesse do la lumi~re.

Cette formudie perm.et pour une liaison de distance et do fr~querce do'niede pr~voir l'oriontation
optimum des antennes.

Les courbes de Ia figure (16) montrent aussi quo pour tine liaison donn6e :(r et. a fix~es) K,,paspar tin m~aximum pour tine fr6qtience f do Ia bande V.L.F. Les =i-mes auteurs 06ef. (330), (332), (i3)), at
montr6 que cette fr~qtionce no d6penfltx pas do Is distance r mais uniquement do a ot cl. On a avec tine
tris bonne approximation:

I- op 2 4-0,12 (63)

//Paur fopt petit ;tre sup~riour ou inf~rieur a L j pour f 0. Lea aboaqvpa de !a figure (17) perm-ettent

do calculer en fanction de aIet de apour lea deu7 distance r - 5 k t r - 2* =_le rapport:

8=E// pour f fopt (84)

E pour f 0

Si V'on obtient 8 1 on a int6rat a effectuer !a liaison stir Ia fr6quence f ot !ta adapter !a dis-
position parall~le des antennos.p

Dceaple:

Pour fixer les idges consid6rans tin massif calcaire do canduc..ivit6 a, - 3.3.10- 4 ho/a(ess=v
3000 Qm) qui correspond a tin exeaple reel et cherckons le chap, produit on'surfaze A 15 )-m par %.-inct
tour entsr6 a 500 m dana 1e cabcairc (a, 500).

Stir Ia figure (17) noun troivons 6 2,9 ot la fi -ure (16) nous donne pour f - 0 Eel 2.3-10~ 0 /.
figure (16) est normai.S~e pour tin monont electrique TaZ 1 du dip~bo irnetteur. Supposons quo no; s puis-
sions r~aliser (:e qui ost technologiqumont facile) dC 100 = et I -25 A. Nous aurons en surface a
15 km

E 1 .7 A/

La frkuence d'6mtission sera donnee par (63)

r Cap f L8,5 k*,.-
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(Pour cette mt&.e liaison, la fr~quence fc% donn6e par (82) est 7,6 kliz, at ia figure (15) montre
que is liaison se situe en zone "interm6diaire)

4.5. Nag~mtiie de Payonnerncnt du~ astennc4 toflquC

L'axemple pr&cdent de liasonji a quelques dizaines de kilomi~tres trouve des applications dans cer-
tains problames mi-litaires particuaiers et on protection civile, Main pour int6resscr les marina ii faut
pouvoir r~aiiier a partir d'un 6motteur enterr6 des port..us de :.usiours iil.:ers de ki ztres. Four
cela on est a=en6 9 augmenter le moment 6lectrique de lantenne an aumiL .. r lo;.gueur (ce qui no con-
sor~me %)ratiqument pas de puissance). On obtient alors une antenna longue le long de laquelle le courant
n'est pus uniforme. On a alors a r6soudre plusieurs problames

- L16tude de la distribution du courant le long de l'nntenne

- La dtermination de l'imp6dance d'entr6e de l'antenne at de son efficacit6 de rayonnement

- Le trac6 des diagramies de rayornneient dans le plan horizontal at dans le plan vertical.

Le diapsmme de rayonnenen-6 dans le plan vertical eat particulirement important a connattre car ii
d6termine lnai~~ dont l'antenne va exciter le guide d'ondes Terre-Ionosphere an lequel la port 6 es
envi~ag~es de plus~. ura milliers de kilomatres ne sernient pas possible$.

Les r~sultats que nous allons donner ont ete obtenus par VEGAL1CUE (R6f. (335)) (Cui a exploit6 num&-
riquement lea formults de BAMJS (Rfif. (157))

Dana le plan horizontal le diagrazme de rayonnezlent dtune antenna longue a6pend de !a zone d'oppro-
ximation dans laquelle se situe ln liaison. La figure (18) montre ce dingramna dana le ens dVune 6isision
tras bar'se fr~quence :f -300 Hz. On retrouve le fait qu'en T.BF. Ej - 2E (lnntenne de r~ception eat
SuppOb4'e toujoura orientge dana !a direction de la composanta horizontale d champ 6lectrique), La fig.vre
(19) montre le m~ze diagrn~'me dans le cas de l'approximntion dis Is "zone intermcidiaire" : f 30 kIlz. Le
diap-amme possade una forme trees voiaine de calui de l'approxirmation de In "zone T.B.F." rmais on rermnrque
qu'i2. a pivot6 de w/2 par rapport a In direction do l'antanne. La fait qua V'on ait une antenna resonnan-
te en A/4s diminue .seulement l'i-tensit6 dt, champ (courbe (2)) sans modifier In forma, qui eat 6emblable
ceile du diagrammie de ra'onnement du dip~le (courba (1)).

En "zone asmtotique" In composante Ej deviant tr~s faible at dans le plan horizontal le lIiagr a
a !a forme d~u 8.

La figu.'e (20) montre dana le plan vertical los diagraeries des composantes E at E du champ 6lectri-
que at le champ r~sultant E. Cas diagrammes sont obtenus dans l t approximation asymptotque en supposant
le point de r~ceptirn situ6 a 500 km do l'antenne. Catta hypothhae fait abstraction de l'ionosph~re. Noun
voyona que si cette Louche n'existalt pas toute l'6ncrgie 6mise par l'antenne horizontale sernit rsyonn6e
Vera le haut at se pordrait dans l'eapace. DEGAUQ1JE inontre (R6f. (335)) qua l'6nergie rayonn6e le long de
I& surface du~ aol dana In petite couronne sph~rique correspondtnt & e0 0 <wf2 est n~gligeable par rap-
port & 1'6nergie rayonn6e dana in calotte sph6rique 0 < e < 0 m. Ainsi, sans l'ionosph~re qui r6-
fl~chit 1'6nergie 6mise Vera le haut at l'obliga 9 se cnnaliser le long de la surface terreatre des liai-
sons a grande distance ne semnient pas possibles en utilisant una antenna horizontale enterr~e.

4.6. "Impgdancez" et "Aendenlenta" de t'antenne hotizotate entevde

S3i l'on assimile lio-.osphare a un r6flecteur parfait, l'6nergie totale rayonn6e a grande distance
danu le guide terre-ionosph~re sera la mame qua celle rayonnge dana in calotte aph6riqua 0 < 0 < 0 *On

dispose ainsi d'lin moyei, commsode pour calculer In r6sistance de rayonnem-ent.

VEGAUQUE (R~f. (335))a d6termin6 la puissance W r ayonn~e dana catte calotta sph6rique en calculant
aur a surface 11int~grale du vecteur de Poynting. Puisque Ilon se trouva dams Ilatmoaphare (milieu non
absorbant), or. trouva pour W une valeur limite loraque r-. Il deviant ainsi possible de d~finir pour
l'antenne enterrke une "r6sistance de rayonnement" par In formula

w
R r _ (85)

1
2

En s-.:,oaont le courant I constant ce qui correspond nu can de l'tannae 6lectriquement courte, on
obtient:

H r a9.8.10725 t2 f3 01 e-2h/6  (86)

teat in longueur de l'antenne, a In conductivit6 du terrain danm lequel ella at entarr6e & in profon-
deur h et 6 ia tonqueLwt de pbifttion : ra01/2

Latnehorizontale enterr6a eat constitu6e par un fii do diarkre d place , dans une gailerxe qua
nouu assimi-leronq 4 un tunnel cylindrique de diwa.tre D. Le fii doit C8tre reli6 iL chacyet axtr~m.Lt6 a une
prise do terresi~aongueur do la galoria n'est pas suffisante pour obtenir une resonance deantene
Wesml eat assimilable A un coaxial dont in gamne scrait un ntuvais --,ducteur.

La puissance W. injact6e dana la sol par ce type d'anteri.- so calcule -n int6grant le vecteur de
Poynting sur touta In. surface des parois de In galerie. La fie6 .,a (21) inonlre le principe do cette int6-
gration.

IA puissance inject6e W.. donna naissance A une oxide qui so propage dana le aol, at qui, si in gale-
ria n'ast pan trop profonda, area a in surface I& Pappe do courant qui engendro !0 rayonnement ntmosph6-
.. ue de l'antcnne. On difinit le u4emenlt .tad~atc de !'antenna comma la rapport

0- =r_ (87)

La calcul de W. eat reintivemont classiquc at figure en particuliar dans lei, iyrs de STRATTON
0R6f. (1.37)) et GALtJS (R6f. (160)) qui 6tudient le 'cns du conducteur cylindrique isol6 plac6 dans un mi-
lieu absorbant d'6tendue infinie.
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L'analyae de Ilinfiuence de l'interface air-aol eat L.oins clamaique. Eile a 6t eiffectU6 par GUY et
HASsERJTAMRf. (106)) et par WHEELER (R6f. (272)). Nl3e a 6t6 reprise par PEGAUQUE dans a& these (n6f.
(335)). Ce calcui relativement long et complexe conduit & un rgaultut remarquablement simple. Sous riser-
ve qua a& profondeur h soit 6gale ou supfirieure a is longucur de pfintration 6, ltantenne p ut 9tre assi-
mii6e a une ligne de transmission plac6e dana un milieu conducteur infini. GHOSE ( fif. (92) mon-r6 qua
cette ligne posadait alora une imp6dance s6rie par unit6 de longueur

+e a w Log(l,59 6) (88)

Cette formule eat valable aoua lea deux conditions

D - 6 (89) Log(1.59 -1) > 5 (90)

Si I& longueur t de i'antanne cat petite par rapport i la longueur d'onde, ls puissance W.i inject~e
dans le aol eat alors donnge par1

w i Ri 1(91)

avec Ri * (2

Ainsi W. ne d6pend, ni de la profondeur de l'antenne, ni de sea dimensions g6om~triques, ni de is
conductivit6 du terrain.

Mais une antenna 6lectriquement courte doit n~cessairement Stre branchfie i sa extramit6s aur des
prises de terra. le g~n~rateur doit donc en plus de W. fournir I& puissance Wd0 qui eat diaaip~e en pure
perte dans lea prises de terre et, dans le fil de lantennc. On a

(wo + R ) 1 93)%to p

R6tsnt la r~sibtance par unit6 de longueur du conducteur central at R is r~siatance des prises
de terre.

Nous appellerons 4endement putope de ltantenne, le rapport OJ -u-l (94')
1 0j+w

La randament global cat alors le produit 0 O r PP (95)

at D'::::s (86:e(9:) nous avons r . 1_18ef e-2h/6 (96)

0-9,8.10-25 2 f3 a 1 e -2/6 (9)
A' + R0 )Z +R

L'imp~dance d'entr6e eat

Z e *Re + jx e (98)

avec { ' eu.r+ Ro)t+ R (99)
Xe " 0~~g5 p)(10

Co. d'wie antenne kLdonnante ealflg1 10

Si is longueur de l'antenna n'eat plus petite vis-i-vis de ia longueur d'onde il eat possible de
isisser son extr~mit6 en circuLt ouvert at ainai d'6iiminer Is prise de terre. La th6oric clasaique des
lignes donna alora pour l'impg.-nce d'entr6e

RMonanwce en X/4

Z;-R + jx, (101)
avec

T~~L +R V +R'p (102)

e ig() 1P (103)

Rd~onane en X12

e e a
avec

15r2 1 Z ls

R e + 0 Z"(105)

(90) sont vgrifi6es.
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*, eat 1. 6ctem~ de 4ditenUament figal au rapport do la, vitoase de propagation des oxides dana ltatmoapha-

re i !a vitesse de propagation v le long de 1'antenne.

On a : v 1g.(1596) 1/2 (107)

I& puissance injectiedans le aol par une antenne riaonrxante eat donnee par la formule (91) dans la-
quelle il faut remplacorr pa-r l'int~grale

I f 1  (t)2 dt (108)
0

A cette modification pra, lea formules donnant, lea rendements de l'antenne courte sont valables pour
l'antenne riaonnante.

E66i~cZUt d'une antenne eflteAde
On pout se faire une Wde do llficct d'une antenne horizontale enterr~e en compur~tnt scs pur,%,r-

rmancee h celles d'une antenne verticale afrienno. Cette comparaison eat donnde par le rapport F de leurs
reoista.ces de ray'onnesxent.

La r6aiutance dc rayonnerncnt du demi-doublet de Hertz vertical poad a la surface du aol eat

v 7) (109)
H fitant la. hauteur do la nappe do fila conatituant la, capacit6 terminals et X. la longuour d'onde dana
l~ir On a donc:

-t 2h/6 (o

V H
Cette formule eat valable pour wie antenne 61ectriquement courte.

Consid~rons par exe~ple une antenne do 2 km enterr~e la, prqfondeur hi - 200 m dana un terrain do
conductivit6 a a 3,3.107 mho/m. La. formule (110) donne F 2.10-' pour une frdquonce de 18 kHz si V'on
compare cotte antenne & une antenne verticale do 300 mx. do haut.

4.1. ChanW pwduZt il g/ande diatane
IL dfitormination do 1'intensit6i des composantea du champ filectromagn6tique produit a. queiques ii-

hoers do kiloatres do 1'antenne fimettrice nficeaaite le calcul do la, propagation dama 1e guide Terre-
Ionoapb~re. L'6tude th~orique do ce type do propagation a fait ltobjet depuis le travail original do
WATSON (Rif. (399)) en 1919 do publications quo lour tras grand nombre noua emp~che do citer intfirale-
ment. Noun donnona cepondant dans la, partie complfimentaire do notre bibliographie quelquea riif6rences
(if&. (399) k (412)).

VEGAUQUE (Rif. (335)) a calculi le champ produit par une antenne 6lectrique horizontalo entorrae pour
des distances do 500 1 3000 km. Il utilise la. thgorie dexs modes do WAIT (Rif. (4~0 5 )) dana l1approximation
do la terre plate ot d'une ionosph~re homogane. Cette hy'pothaae eat valablo pour lea fr~quencea inf~rieu-
res & 20 k~lz qu'il envisage.

I& figure (22) moptre Ia com~posante verticale E i la, surface du aol pour la fr~quence 18 kflz. La
courbe oat aimilaire & cello obtenue avec une antonni agrienne vorticale. La, 'igure (23) mratre pour
I distances lea varitiona do Ez en fonction de la fr~quence.

11 eat intfiressant do constater quo des champs do lexrdre do grandeur do 1 PV/m sont obtenue avec un
dispositif imetteur relativement. modeste :Antenna do 2 km enterr~e a 200 mx dans wi massif' calcairo ou
granitique do conductiviti a w 3,3.10- mho/m. Lo courant nicessaire et la puissance du g~n&,atoiar sont
de l'ordro do 100 A et 100 kW.

Un sous-warin en plougge no dispose quo do l'onde qui sls r~fract~e dena la, mor ot qui a'attfinue
exponentieflement, on fonction do Ia profondeur. LA figure (24i) montre qu'au, voiainage do Ia surface le
champ magn6tique do londe qui p~n~tre dans la, mor eat le mime quo celui de l'onde a6rienne, tandis quo
la. conposante E du champ 6lectrique dena la mor eat beaucoup plus petite quo la. compoaante E dana l'air.
Une antenne sonlible .u champ magnitique sera doxic pr~fdrable & une antenna senaible au champzelectrique.

La faisabiliti d'uno liaison avec un aoua-carin en plongdo d6pend aussi du bruit parasite a la rg-
ception. Le choix des fr~quencea do transmission optimum doit 6tre fait en tenant compte do la. rdparti-
tion spectrale du bruit dana la, bande V.L.F. (Voir MAXJJELL (Rif. (414~)) et BROCK NANNESTAD (Rif. 4i13)).

5. PROGRES ET RECHERCHES A EFFECTUER CONCEP.NANT LE.S ANTENNES EMETTR ICES ENTERREES
La longue antenna horizontale enterrde parallt-lement & la, surface du aol conatitue le procd classi-

quo d'imisaion A partir d'une station souterraine. Il y a maintenant 19 annees quo lea bases de l16tude
thiorique do cc dispositif ont Wti 6tabliea par MOORE (Rif. (302)).

Il faut probableient rechercher dana le tr~ia petit nombro de r6alisations pratiques de ce type d'e-
metteur (et dana le fait quo lea r~alisations existantea n'ont donn6 lieu qu'& des dtddea classifieca),
l'explication du peu do progr~s apparenta accomplia depuia le m~moire original do IMOORE. N16annmins certai-
nos 6tudec sont ausceptibles do faire 6volue- cette technique d'6m15sion.

5.1. 1n~tuente de La 6t~aUi.Uon et. du neZe6 du etain

Une antenne immergde pout itro considdrde cosmc 6tant, plaede dane un dexii-nilieu conducteur infini.
La raison on eat la, bonne homog~n6it6 de la, conductivitti de l'eau de nor et sa valeur ilevde qui provoque
l'absorption totale des ondes avant qu'elcs aiunt atteint -I foni "le la ner. e n eat dirffre~mcnt d~r,
antonnes enterrdco, car l'dpaisseur des scratificrtiona du terrain pout atre petite par rapport a Ia !on-
gueur do P~nitration des oxides dans le sol.

Le cas d'une couche peu cond' ctrice et dd6paisaour D .. 6 ourmontant un demi-miliou infini. fortt~ent
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conducteur a 6t6 particuliarement ctudi , A cause probaUlement do l'importance des applications prati-
ques. Un dip~le plac6 dans cotte coucho r4;t en effet dans l'environnenent physique qui eat~ celui dtun
6metteur, au milieu de la jungle, ou enterre dans la couche de glace qui recouvre les r6g'ionz polaires,

L'excitation d'une onde latdrale par un dipale place dans cette couche do conductivite intermediaire
a 6t6 6tudi6eper TA'tIR et FILSCP4 (ii6f. (415)) ; TAYLOR (Ref. (h16)) .SACHS et wYATT (aer. (41l7));
BURROW CR61'. (4l8));STAIMN et TAP(1R Ci, f. (41l9)) ; TA'AIR et B3IGGS (Ref. (4~21)) ; t par WAIT 0R6f. (155),
(244I), (329)).

Le r6sultat le plus int6ressant do ces investigations oct qu'il existe un angle optimum de l'incli-
naison du dipole qui assure le rsyonnonent maximum dons x-ne direction donnde. L~a figure (25) extraite de
l'article de TAJMIR CR61'. (420)) montre les divers modes de propagation ontre un 6etteur et un recepteur
plac6s dans une for~t.

La figure (26) fait comprerdre intuitivement la ruison physique pour laquelle ii existe une inchi-
naison pr6f6rentie.Lle du dip~le 6metteur pour l'oxcitation d'un mode deternine du guide "terre-iono-
sph -re". Ici les lois de Iloptique viennent en aide ii ia comprdhonsion dos phenomanes. Wnfin, WAIT a mon-
tr' CR61'. (329)) que si le dip~he 6tait plaC6 tor't on bas do !a couche de faible conductivite, Ia dispo-
sition verticale red-.venait pr6f6rable. Les figures (27 a et b) montrent l'tvidence physique de co re-
sultat math6matique. En effet si lVon fait tendre vers zero la conductivite do Ia premi~re couche d'opais-
seur H, on se retrouve dans 1e cas de la figure (27 a),qui est colui do l'aiitenne verticale placee a Ia
surface du aol.

Ces r6sultats conduisent a penser quo l'antenne horizontale nlest peut 6tre pas la meilleure solu-
tion pour la r6alisation des stations soutorraines destin6es a cormmuniquer avec lea sous-omarins. En ef1'et,
les massifs calcaires do faible conductivite od il eat favorable do placer ces stations surmontent assez
souvent des terrains s6dimentaires tras 6pais et tras conducteurs. L'6paisseur de calcaire n'etant quo
de 1000 a 2000 m, on est exacteinent plac6 dans 10 cas do structure do la figure (27 b.). 11 y aurait
alors lieu de comparer l'efccacit6 et le prix do revient d'une antonnc horizontale a celui d~n antenne
verticale plac6e dans un forage atteignant le terrain conducteur sous-jacent. Il serait possible d'y pla-
cer une excellente prise do terre (Voir figure (28)).

Enfin le relief de Isa surface du terrain situ6 au-dessus do l'antenne n'ost certainement pans sans
influence cur son reyonneisent. Nous savons en effet quo ce sont les nappes do courant qui circulon~t a la
surface du aol qui produisent 1e royonnement atmosph6riquo do l'antenne.

L'influence du relief du terrain a et6 tra 6tudi6e en ce qui concerne la propagation des ondes
courtes et ha r6fledon des ordes radar 06fr. (422) ; (23)), mais & notre connaissance il n'oxiste pans
encore do publications consacr6es a l'influence du relief sur 1e reyonnement des antennes souterraines.
Il n'est certainemont pas sans importance quo celle-ci soit surmontee d'une montagno ou d'une plaino.
Nous pensons quo do telles 6tudes 6videmmont difficiles a entreprondre nathdmatiquement, devraient atre
effectu6es au momns sur maquettes (Vuir Rnt'. (424) ; (320)).

A cette influence du relief s'ajoute lleffet des changemonta de terrains le long du parcours de
l'ondo. Ces changements sont das soit il une variation do l'altitude do l'ionosph~re (passage du jour a
Is. nuit), soit a la travers6e d'uno ligne do c~tes (passage do la terre a la mer), L'effet do cos fac-
teurs a 6t6 particuli~rement bien Atudi6. Cc sujet eat celui do la cormmunicaticni du Professour W~AIT it la
Session I. do la pr~sonte conf6rencc.

5.2. Utit&ation deA onda couA~te6

Nous avons vu qu'il existait pour la propagation des ondes a .. avers le,. rocl.es la possi'.iLitC- d'une
fenitre de transmission haute fr~quenco. Ii n'est donc pas impossx-ile d~bei un rayornemont d'ondes
courtes dans l'atmosphare A partir d'antennes souterraines. Pratiquemont lantenne no doit pas itro on-
terr6o i une profondour d~possant beaucoup la longuour caract~riatique L du terrain. Coci exclut la mar
(Lc - 1,4, cm) des milieux au sein desquols cette technique serait possibie. 2!ais pour certaines roches,
aurtout si ellba sont situ6es dans des rdgions dsertiques, Lc pout atteindre et depasser une containe
de mhtros. 11 serait alors possible d'onterrer 2'6metteur a une profondeur lui apportant une protection
efficace,

Los 6tudes a conduiro pour 6vo.luer la faisabilit6 d'un tel projet seraient ilanalyse des variations
des param~tros a et c do la roche dana lea bandes d'ondes courtes. I! faudrait 6galement reprendre touto
l'6tude du rayonnemont des antennos souterr.ines en abandonnant I 'hypoth~ise a '- wc.

GALEJS 0R6f. (290), (120)) a aontr6 quo dans co cas la mthode du calcul do IOOPE assimilant ltan-
tenne immerg6e a uno ligne coaxiale n'Atait plus valable, et quo Ia superiorite du dip~le 6lectrique ho-
rizontal our d'autrea types dtantonnes n'6tait plus 6vidonte.

GALEJS 06ft. (120)) a donnA des r~sultats a la fois thdoriques et exp~rimentaux concornant 10 type
d'antenne repr6sent6 figure (21 b.). Cette antenne pout atre assimih6e h une cavit6 cylindrique couple
au milieu extiieur pa une fente circulaire. Enterrde & une profondeur do 1 m dans un terrain ayant une
conductivit6 a %2.10- mho/m et une constante didlectrique c a 10 c cette antenno rsyonne plus effica-
cement qu'u1 dip8le horizontal dana ha bando do fr~quenco 2 h6 30 Iffz.

Los caract~ristiques du terrain do couverture calcul6es h ltaide des formules (17) at (20) sont
f- 36 k~fz et Lc C 80 cm. A 30 MHz, l'antenno travaillait donc avec x = 1,25 et 6 - 0,83.

La courbe do Ia figure (2) no s'applique 6videinnent pins au typo d'antenne etudi6 par GALEJS. Idais si
V'on suppose que chaque 6l6ment do surface do la fente circulairo so comporte coame un dip~le infinitesi-
mal, on voit quo pour x inf~rieur a 2, ilintensit6 du champ 6lectrique so maintient constanto dana touto
la partie basso fr~quenco et commence juste a augmenter A 0 - 0,83. Ccci cat en accord avec le resultat
rapport6 par GALEJS.

Des antonnes do ce typo enterr~esaA tr~a faiblo profondeur ont do nombreusos applications militaires
et civi~es (antennoc de piste d'oaroport par oxemple).

;.3. Rd.scoux d'4rtennu.
Nous; concluerons cette revue des antennes enterredes en donnant quelques references concernant lea

raeaux d'antonnes enterrdco. GUY et I'ASSLRjlAP4(R6f. (106)) ; GHfOSE (Rief. (288)) et d'autros autears
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(Rfif. (286)), ont 6tudi6 des projets de stations d16mission fouteranes formtees de plutieurs antennes
horizontales diapos~es parall~enent. Si ces antennel sont enterr~es pras de las urface et s6parees d'une
distance sup6rieure a is longueur de p~nitration 6 elles n'ont pratiquement pas, dinfluence les unen sur
lea sutres. 14ais comme 6 eat beaucoup plus petit que Is longueur d'onde dans l'air * elles rayonnent a
grande distance cwinie une antenne unique parcourue par un courant I xn i. n 6tant le nombre des antennes
et i le courant dana chacune d'elles. Si w cst Ia puissance niccssaire a chaque antenine, l'ensemble du
r~seau conasme une puissance W a nv, Pour obtenir le mrie rsa'onrement avec une seule antenne, la puis-
sance perque dana lea prises de terre augmentant avec le carr6 du courant, il fauurait une puissance
6gale & n v.

A puissance de g6rateur figale, un r~seau de n antennes pci-et done de gagner un facteur n sur
lintensitfi du champ rsyornng.

Il eat certain que la conception dc stations 6mettrices destin~es a la com~munication avec: len noun-
marina doit a 'inspirer de cette technique den riseaux.

ANNEXE

Ca&cut de ta 6oncton Bam (x)
L'examen de la figure (2) montre qu'il y a deux valeurs de la variable 6 pour laquelle Jeol 1

B m 1< (1)-I ott > 1 -

Oetant petit, l'expression (21) de y pout se simiplifier. Nrous avons on offet si 3 ont n6gligeable de-

vant 1 :a xb = (20) 1 /2  (3)-I

et par suite: Y (1 + j)! (4)-

avec :6 J 2(5-

427-

6 eat un nouveau paraznatre qui d6pend i Is. fois des caract6ristiques w et a du milieu conducteur et de Ia
friquence. Sea dimensions physiques sont celles dtune longueur et on l'appelle ta ZongueuA de pkn~w.tijn.
L'int~rlt de ce paramitre eat que si nous d~finissons une nouvelle distance relative par:

(6)-I

ii devient possible dtexprimer le.1 en fonction de la seule variable ni. Noun. avons:

leel - F (n) -((U + n)2 + n 2 (1 + 2nl)2) 12e-n (7-I

La figure (C) montre Is. fonction F(n), 6gale h I pour n = 0 elie croft et passe par un wAximun 6g,±la1,4,5 pour ni - 1,62. Elie d6crott ensuite et est a nouveau egale i 1 pour ni a o 3,16.

Nous aurona dona !el1 - 1 pour x no., soit, en tenant compte de 1'expression (5) de 6 pour

a (8)-I

La formule( 8 )-In'est fividemmient valable que pour x > 10 car ii faut que llin~galit6 (1-I reste as-
tisa'ite. Pour x < 10 nous avons extrait Bm d'une resolution num~rique de l'iquation obtenue en faisant
dama (25) Ise0I a 1

Catmtu de ta 6onct*-ion 8 MWx

Si 6 eat beaucoup plus grand que 1 noun avons

a %a (9)-I b a28 (10)-1

et par suite :yr - x(l + j28) (11)-i

En portant cette valeur de yr dana ls forinule (12) et en tenant compto de (2)-1 noun avons

I 0o1 a(1xq + (482X2 -1)2]1/ ex(1-

cette formule se simplifie si noun avons :2 Bx 1 (13)-I

En remplagant dans cette in~galit6 L c et 8 par leurn valeurs (15) ct (20) cello-ci devient

r > - - A~ (l11)-I

A 6tsnt is longueur d'onde dans un milieu non absorbant de perrniabilitt. L et de constanto div~lectr'ique c.

Si (14,)-1 eat natisfait noun obtenons alorn en faisant, dans (12)-1, je. ja 1

Cette formule commence h Etre valable pour x > 7. Pour x <7, nouz avorns extrait it., Wajne resolution
num~±-ique de l'6quation obtenue en faisant dans (12)-1 jefi
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METHODE 12l CALCUL MOATE DEE LA REPARTITION DES
COUIVANTS SUR UNE A1NTEN1NE

par L. BOUIX t MLE,
CETHEDEC

En utilisant la ddfinition des eources dleotromagn~tiques ponctuelles donn4e par
l'autcur dans son livre 'Iles discontinuitds du rayonnement 6leotromagn~tique", on trouve
une 6quationint6grale vectorielle pour la d6termination exacte des couranta sur une an-
tenne f onne d tuan conduc teur de f orme quelconq-ue portant une ligne de sources. on appli-
que cette rn6thode Ai une antenne de r~volution dpais.;e quelconque alimentde par urie fen-
te ; l'tsquation intdgrale est alors scalaire. Une mdthode numdrique eat donn~e dana le
cas do l'antenne cylindriquc dpaiLae avec des bouts plats ou sphdriques.

Ltint6rdt de cette r~aolution eat qu'elle a'6tend h des problbmes trba divers
de propagation dans des milieux stratifida et avec des corditions aux limites vari~es.

ACCUMkTf METHOD FCR COVFUTING TME CURRENT DISTRI-
BIJTION ON All AINTENIE&

Based on the definition of the pinp~oint electromagnetic sources as given by the
authairin this book entitled : "Discontinuities in rlectromagnetio Radiations", an
inte._;,l vectorial e ,uation is derived for the accurate determination of currents on
an antenna consisting of a waveguide of any shape, bearing a line of sources. This
maethod is applied to any thick axi.symetrical antenna supplied through a slot ; then,
the .ntegral equation is of the scalar type. A numerical method is given for the case
of the thick cylindrical antenna with flat or spherical ends.

The advantage of this solution lies in the fact that it can be extended to very
different propagation problems in stratified media with various boundary conditions.

iWous nous proposons de calcuJler lea courants sur une antenne parfaitement conduc-
trice connaisaant lea sou~rces pour une fr6quence donxide WJ(271).

On utilisora lea notations des r~f6rencea [1) et [2 j, .appe.lees bribveinent ici
clsapa 6lectrique et ma~n6tique ; A, I : sources magn6tique et 6lectrique;

Epa pczrnittivit di6lectrijube, poxanabilit6 magntitique, conductivitd ; systbme
d uint-s liES Giorgi nonialis6.

Los 6vqations de Naxwell at6crivent

(1) rot +~ iwiH=t; rot H-(Jwe+a)E J

ot on on (d6duit lea 6-qu1ationo aux divcrdSences

(2) diLv(iwV"f~) = div Y_ ; div [(iwe+O)E ) ji
et 3ent Ljuposae conj3tanto d.an-, tout l'es 1 ace ;a sera oupposd infini dana un milieu par-
faiterent condueteur, nul en dehors._.Si S eat une surface cui s~pare un milieu condAuc-
teur de l'espace non conch--cteur, si A~ est le veoteur unitaire de la llormsale h S orien-
t~e vera le milieu non conducteur et Ai I dtuigne la densit6 ouperficielle do courant
.;ur S, on a

(3) 1* = tt

c ant le chamip ma~ln6tiite dani3 le miilieu non conducteur aur S (dans le milieu conduc-
teur T 9 Hsont nuls). Si p eat la tdensitt, juperficielle de charge 6lectrique sur S, on
a encore []

(4) p = i/(iwe) 'n_' = div I
on -noaera dens ce ',ui suitI

3i on 'Iimire E entre 3tle deu:Y ro~ations de LYax%.ell (1), on a It6quation en H
(6) rot rot H - kc2 -0 = ro- + iwd'

flonsid'rons ',)ainienunt une surface r6guliLere idiale Z partageant I'espace R3 en
deovx do:,aines D et DI P~t en cha ,ue point 11' de Z conside~rons le vecteur unItaire n" do
la no.!,a.e orientde ver3 le domai-ne D ; ;;,oit I une ahscisae port~e sur ce-te nor'ale

0. 9/0 ..



6 2 On d aigne par T et U' le fon tion s oaractt~ristique de domainee D et D (si
1r tD, al rs Uj p) 1,I U'(P) = 0 ; S P BDO, olors U[(P) = O u() I).Si §Het 1_' d4dignent la fonction vectorielle H dans D etID', on voit.'h partir do
(6) et des formules d'analyse veotorielle [1], [2), ue le champ-6e:Al b H dane D et ba
zdro dans DO satisfait ha 1'&:uation de Helmpholtz a second inembre.

"(U) + k2 UgJ) - [2('0 1 + H div n] 8(0) +~ iHT16(1) + rot

+ie + (iw )1' rad div Y~
cela Sgfiprexeme, que, si le "support" dec sources VLT, J*eat dans DO, la distri-

bution portde par la surface E annule exactem.ent llfe de ces sources du c8td D' de E
et que pour calculer le champ du c~t6 D), on peut remplacer lea sources par la distribu-
tion ourZ)

Soit alors V une solution arbitraire de l'&(juation de Helmholtz aoalaire

(8) AV + k2V .-4%6 (6 dietribution de Dirac de l'origine).
A ohaque solution V do (a), on voit, en forinant la diff6rence des prodtits do

convolution V x A (UR) - Am A -I 0
et en tenant de 1'dgalitd 6 *(UH) .=* que 1'on peut tirer do (7) et (8)

M~I-.1 V * [24~/61 + HHdiv A"] 6 (1) + iH'6'(j)

(9) 49
+ V 0 [rot J + iwEI: +g (iwi)F1 grad di.v 'Y].

or, h a fonction r~gulibre prbs, si lee coordonndes cart6sennes orthogonales
dui point At I sent x, y, z, la solution generale do (8) eat dormde par&

(10) V =[aexy (-ikar) + p exp (ikr)]/r

avec r = [x 2 +y2 +z2 3 1/2.

Done si P k 3, ME Z, ol inaintenant r d~signe Ia distunce Pb' si on d6signe alors
V par V(P,Yi) et si irl se rapportent au point 11 CZ, la relation't9) deviaent

+V x(rot J -eA. E + (iwg)Y 1 grad div fllI.

Si on avait fait ain calcul analogue pout 1e doaino D10 on aurait en d6signant par
f( a t gL)lee discontinuitgo do et de 81~ sur Z, soit t

=-[l/(4i%)Ifj [VP,L) g(y) - f()VpM/ld

(13) + 2V w[zLot j + iwEY +(icapiF 1 grad div 142].

on a d4montrd ha la r4f 1 [2] que loraque P traverse la surfaceZ au point MA de D'
Veo~e *o0 renier termo du deuxieme membre subit une disoontinuitg do (1/2 f(M 07

et done quo l'on pout dcrire, en 6tudiant la limite de l'expression (13) loreque P
tend vera soit du c6 D, soit dui o8t6 D'

(13) H-60A ) + fia 0  -[/2i)mevL 0 .;

+ 4V mrot J +iwe + (iwpiF 1 grad div M

ott f et 9ont lee valeurs des relations (12)
Cette rela.io vec orielle. conatitue trois relations oalaires entre lea douze

cosipoaantec de H, li'/al.

2.B:0DBLB, D-&, 'ANTE
Conciddrons une antenne conutitu6e par tine surface m6tallique fermde partag6e en

deux coqu.illea par une fente. On pourra :n faire une antenne en plagant une ligne do
sources au:- la fente. Lee mcdbles de lignee do sources sent trL-s vari6s et ii pout 6tre
assez ddlicat do lea d4crire dane le c g6ndral, nous en prkciseroiks trois types
au N* 3. Si nous prenons la surface parfai teaoent corductricoe sauf cur la fente cosine
surface E, on devra 4crire, _rue, 6ataL' peot-Otre aur la fente, le champ dlectrique
eat~ noxmal ha 3, soit:

(1) A rot H = nA rAt H ' 0 sur S.1.
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ce qui suf fit bh assurer que Is divergence est nulle partout,

on obtient ainsi neuf relations relatives h treize inconnues que sont lee douse
oomposantes d~jh envisagdes et le ,jpp ,r , Pcde la relation (10). Iais on sait J
quo (14) et (15) entralnent que - 1.H 0. Jl reste done settlemient onze inconnues.
Pour lee d4terminer il fauire. 6crixre une condition de lommerfeld pour le milieu ex-
tdrieur D. (Cola stex rime [1 I uniquement au moyen de 4 et 64/61 sur Ia surface Z), as
qUi fournirsuno dixi me relation, Quant h la onzibme, si la fente eat cofstitude par une
ligne de sources actives, on iorirs que la puia.jance active qui traverse la fente est
nuJlles

Si la Lente eat raccord4e h une lidne de tranomisuion unixiode, raocord6e elle-ndbje
bune source et adaptde 4 cetto source, le tout enti~rement uJitud a Itinte~rieur du do-

maine Dt les dquations sent ul peu difl'Crentes. lea~ inoonnuos sont lee cinq composantes
ext~rieures h Z, Ie rapport /a et le taux a 'onde statiornnaire svr la ligne de trans-
mission. On av-ra trois 6quatione de type (13) avec HI 0 ;-bH/61 = 0 dewx 6quations
du type (14), une du type (15) et une relation de Somrqerfeld A ltintdricur.

3. ANTEWNE DE REVOLUTION
Pour une anterine de rfsvolution aliment~e par des sources de type 6lectrique hL

syrntrie de r~volution plac6e suivant une fente perc~e le long d 'un parallbde, le pro-
blbme as simplifie si on impip (le plus aux courants d 'Ctve lon, itudiraux et aux sources
d'Ctre dlectriques quivant le.9 m~ridiennes. le on~eulei innomittes qui resternt sent a etb)
lea compooantes dlu chainp magn~~tiqize ext~rieur nuivo.uit lea paralloles, Lonction feulenlent
de llabscis le longc de la ni~ridienne, c) le nxp. ort P/a, et on nta-quune nettle 46'11a-
tion inte-rale suivant la mu'ridienne -rovenant de );-, relation (13).

4. aru -g
Lorsque I *on fal t -An dilveloprernent du champ rayonn par uine ;-ni -wre suivant une suite

do champs orthogonaitx (ainsi L.. ROBI:N a 6tudid le rayonnemrent d'une antenne sph6roJdale
dan unexpse u UI~DO (ente dEtides T) oriqlles de lat Det~totion e' dles Corwinica-

tions)). Le probl~iie est pluu simple, cur on oait a priori qv'on o]tjiendra tin champ.
6lectro;aagnktique et on nta pan !bescin de pr~cioicr tror l nattume de la4 source. I1ais
pour le problbme gdnral touteu lea I'rtliautiona prJi es ici sord t'tiles. 11 faut encore
reyrarquer quoe lea divere fornes de siources 3i,-es b une mite witeitne vopt pout-C tre
conduire a des rayonnuieentu a.isos diffslrents.

[1] !,'. BOUIX "tLes dincontinuit~a du rayonnement t6lectroma~n~tiqve" Dunod 1966 PARIS.
[2) M. BOUJIX - Determuination d'une solution (lee 6quations de M~axwell harFioniques exte-

rieure h une surface. Application au rayonnonient d'une antenne m~tallique. Revue du
OETHEDEC 1968-.4 NO 16,

C3) M. BOUIX "Fonction g'do6rali-s4e ou distribution". 11auson 1964.
[4) GUU~FANJD et CHILOV - Tomne 1 "Les distritutione' Dunod 1970 ]'ARIS.0
[5J HORMLANDER "Partial differential operators" Spring~er Verlag 1964.
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S(R4.AIRL

Danz un ricont ouvrage de Franceschetti (19C9), 2.e comnportement d'une vaste caterorie dtantennes
iinmergges dana ian milieu conducteur a dt6 etudi6 sous l'ena~ie & Isa fois thborique et exp6rimental. Pour
ces diverses antennes (sphiriques$ en forme d'eliipses allongfiec ou aplaties, rectanguiaires), on a cal-
cul4 Ia conductance d'entrie G et la hauteur effective hi pour le cas statique limitatif oa w a 0, on a
obtenu:

G a aa~ + (Da/s) h a
(D 1+C in (Da/J

a 6tant i& conductivitfi du milieu externe, "a" une dimension typique de l'antennc, s is largeur de 1im-
tervafle d'excitation, it A, 11, C e*t des Aonstantc:, connue.e

La question qui se pose est la suivartc dans quelle rncsure 1i' s rtisuitats ast *ucs peuvent-ils
Itre q'j;liqu6s --u c..s dynami-juu ?

Consid6rons ian cas particulier, celui d'une antenne sph~rique de rayon a. Pour ltadawission d'entree
Ynous avons obtenu :

Y = G + j B a 2(a + jwic)(i + In (a/13s + SE) *(2)

oi E eat une s6rie i convergence rapide.

Dana le cam oii coo et r-o, nous diduisona de (2) que lea risultats statiques de (1) sont pratique-
macnt valables, pouwvu. quo a < 6/5 , 6 = 1(2wuo wep4 ontant I& pinitration de l'owlo. En outre, on

peut rendre B 6gali a siro sur une tris large bonde ai V'on choiuit corroctement a et a. Dana cc cas, It

torme iogarithmique a'applique il la fois i& G et & B, loraque a w 0, ii a'applique acuiesment & B.

En cc qui concerne h, ii nlest pas facile de ccmnparer les cas statique et dynsmique loraquton se
rf~re aux champs. Cependant, reportons nous au pseudopotentiel. a (Scheikunoff, 1952 6wait, 1966), de
fagon quoa

x Va *(3)
r rsine-

Ainsi, pour r n , oun avona, pour le terme bipolaire

,I law(O+jwc) $in 6[eZ+ijk) exp [j (14)

oii I* hauteur dynamique effective hA montre une d6pendance logarinmique i 1' 6gard do I& largeur de
l'intervalle et staaaimiie a h loraque a-c6/5.

Nous obtenons, par exeinpie, i& peartir de (3) et (14)

qui eat le m~me E, quo pour ian bipaie 6imentaire de hauteur h d.

L'ansjyse qui pr~cade peut Itre 6tendue h d'autres types d'antennca, couvrant ainsi une vaste cat.6-
gorie d'antennes 4 nua ou isoi6es.

L'un des r6suitats important$ de ces travaux, que nous n'avons pas trouv6 dana lea ouvrages publi6s,
eat l1analyao do la d~pendance dc Y et de h i lgard de i& largeur dc i'intervalle i la fois dans le
cas diasipatif et non dissipatif. Nous avons tigalement dimontrc 1' importance et Vapplicabilii des re-
sultats etatiquos.
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ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE THICKNESS OF EXCITATION GAP ON ANPENNA PERFORMANCE

0. Franceschetti
Dept. of El. Eng., Via Claudio 21, 80125 Napoli, Italy

and
Istituto niversitario Navale, Via Acton 38, 80133 Napoli, Italy

SUMMARY

The input admittance and the effective height of a spherical antenna in a lossless or conducting en-
vironment is computed. The antenna is assumed to be excited by means of a voltage applied to a small equle
torial gap.

The explicit dependence of the antenna's parameters on the excitation gap thickness is found and di-
scussed. Analytical expressions and graphs of the above parameters are shown. It is found that an approach
in the zero-frequency limit should be very useful for these studies.

For the situation of both antennas,or of one of them, submerged or buried, the radio-linx equation is
computed. The optimum frequency which maximizes the ratio between the received and the tranLmitted power
is found. The influence of the excitation gap thickness on the radio-link is demonstrated.

1. STATE4ENT OF THE PROBLEM AND DISCUSSION OF PRINCIPAL ,ESULTS.

In a recent work (1) the behaviour of a large class of antennas (spherical, oblate and prolate sphe-
roiial, strip antennas) immersed in a conducting medium was studied, in the limiting case of zero frequen
cy excitation. By using special summation techniques on the series solution for the input conductance G,
it was nossible to extract the dependence of G on the excitation gap thickness; the remaining series tur-
ned out to be fairly rapidily convergent. The input conductance G and the effective height h both turned
out to be dependent on the log of the gap thickness, as well as on the other dimensions of the antenna.

It should be interesting to enquire to what extent the Ltatic results could be applied in the dynami
cal case; or, more generally, to what extent the summation techniques adopted in the static could be ap-
plied in the dynamical case. This would be very useful for antennas not only in a conductive but also in
a lossless environment. As a matter of fact, for this last case, fairly rapidily convergent series for the
input susceptance should be obtained.

In order to make an initial approach to this problem, a spherical antenna was considered. The anten-
na (fig.i) was assumed to be excited with a constant voltae along a small equatorial gap; the time depen
dence of the applied voltage was assumed to be of type exp4 t]; the external medium was assumed to be i-
sotropic, homogeneous, of permittivity c, permeability j, and conductivity 0; and the general solution
for the input admittance y and effective heights hn of the dipolar (nal) and multipolar terms of radiation
was found.

Although the solution obtained is valid in general, emphasis was placed, in the discussion of results
on an antenna in a highly conductive medium such that C>>wc.

It is believed that the results of this study can be enlarged to cover the more complex case of a
spherical antenna in a layered environment, or immersed in a magnetized cold or warm plasma (2). more ge-
nerally, it is believed that the main results are valid for all other antennas, apart from analytical com-
plexities of the related study.

As far as the input admittance Y of the antenna is concerned, it was expressed as the sum of three
terms, save a multiplicative factor; the first term shows explicitily the dependence of Y on the gap thick
ness; the second term is frequency independent, and in the form of a series whose convergence is of the
type 1/n2 , n being the summation index; the third term is frequency dependent and in the form of a series
whose convergence is of the type (ka/n)

3 for IkaI>n, "a" being the radius of the antenna and k
2u-jwp(a

+jwe). The first two terms are exactly those that would be obtained by using a purely static approach (1);
and this point emphasizes the usefulness of such a study in the zero-frequency limit, provided that Ikal<
<1. The dependence of the gap thickness is on the input conductance G, when o>>wc (lossy case); on the
contrary, it is on the input susceptance B when cuo (lossless case). A fairly interesting result for the
lossy case is that B is negative (inductive), and can be exactly compensated in the range IkaI<<l by
means of a lumped capacitance. Therefore the antenna can be made to have a very flat response within a
wide band.

As far as the effective height h of the dipolar ,.-m of radiation is concerned, it was computed for
both the lossless and the lossy case. As the frequency is made to approach zero, the value of the effect-i
ve height goes into that very value which would be computed by means of a static approach.

The dynamical behaviour of the field is conveniently described by a pseudopotential (3). In order to
get the components of the field in the dynamical, or in the static case, different expansions for each
term of the pseudopotential should be made in general. However, it is shown how to get expressions for
the field, valid over all the frequency range, by a singe suitable asymptotic expansion for the pseudopo-
tential.

For the computation of a radio link in practical situations of buried or submerged antennas,two cases
are of latereat (4): both the antennas are buried or submerged (up-over-and-down mechanism of propagation),
or a single antenna is buried or submerged, and the other is upon the earth surface (up-and-over mechanism
of propagation). The system equation for the radio link can be obtained by substituting for the buried or
submerged antennas equivalent elementary dipoles of momentum I h, I being the input current of he antenna.
It is thus possible to compute the very frequency for which the ratio between the received and the trans-
mitted power reaches its maximum value. For the up-over-and-down case, it is found that optimum condition
are obtained provided that (h 1 + h ) = 46, h1 and h2 being the depths of the antennas, and 6 the skin depth
of the wave (inversely proportionsy to the square root of the frequency). For the up-and-over case the op-
timum conditions are reached provided that h - 76.

In both cases the received power is reduced if the gap thickness decreases. This fact suggests the use
of insulating layers protruding from the gap in order to enhance the behaviour of the radio link. The dimen
sions of such layers can be optimized experimentally.

The work reported herein was sponsored by the Italian Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, under the Con-
tract 115.063 5.O3748.
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2. COMPITATION OF THE INPUT ALIITTANCE.

2.1. Formal solution to the problem.

Lot us consider the spherical antenna of fig.l, imersed in a homogeneous infinite medium of conducti
vity 0, permittivity c and permeability u, which is excited by a constant voltage V along a small gap 2sm
n2am.

The electromagnetic field relative to this antenna is described by the following components, with re-
ference to a spherical system of coordinates (r,e,4), centered on the centre of the antenna (5):

E ; En 2tn / _ P - n il
r n(O+Jw) r 3 12  gin a a2e

*r, P 1-(n) [(2,_l H(2) (kr) _ kr Hi(2) ()
"I 1 (o- c r-3 2 2n1/2 2,-3/2 j (1)

R.. ( 2) (r

H. r1 t r 1 /2  2n-1 /2

aP1 being the associate Legendre polinomial, .42) the Hankel functions of second kind, and n equal to cosO.
The coefficient t, of the series expansion for the field are such a to satisfy the boundary conditions

at ra, and are therefore given by:

(O+jw) 1/2 4n-1 V (no -.1 a1
tm I

n a 2))3 / 2  - (0) ) /k) , 2 (.n-P.)(sin . . .  (2

vhere no - cos(w/2-a) = sin a.

7he input admittance Y of the antenna can be obtained from Eq,(l) and (2) as follows:

2wa H(&,o) a 4n-1 p1- (n) (fo
y - a aojwc) Cosa E n(ka) 22-1 I nl ) dn ,(3)

V 1n 2n(2n-l) 2  sin' no n

where:

1- 2Sn(ka)u kaE 1 3( 2) (ka)

2n-3/2(

It should be noted that the complex pover radiated by the antenna is riven by:

P do 1 d+ , , )H(a,, )2wasin a 2waN(aj) Y* IV12 (4)

vhere the equality is valid in the limiting case of a very small gap.
By taking into account top properties of the Legendre polonoxial (6), we obtain up to first-order

terms in no:

P 1 n1 (nn) (f, 2n-l [,l2 2 - 1 (no-1
;j;iA4 10 l an Wnnl)2f2 - - 1.n. ) - (---2n-l) no . 5

For n fixed, and no sufficiently small, we get:

P'2n1 (n0 ) (no p1  (n) an 42[p~r(O)] 2 ()
sin n 0 2n-1 

(n)

while, for no fixed and n sufficiently large, we get .

P 'n.l(no ) n o P1  (n) dn - sin 14 n sin 1  (7)

sin-' no 10  sin"1 no

Therefore the series of Eq.(3) can be recast in the following form:

Y a Wa(o+j*C) 2n( °n-1) [p(o)] 2 a (ka) + %, 1 sin 14n 8a-1 n (8)
(1n (2n1)2 n +ln  2n 2  sin no

N being a (yet unspecified) suitable number, such that for n<N the asymptotic expression of Eq.(6) could
be used; on the contrary for n>N the asymptotic expression of Eq.(7) should be appropriate, together with
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the limiting value of (4nl)/2n(2r,-l)2  1/2n.
Adding and subtracting a sam suitable quantity in Eq.(8) we get:

N 2n(14n-1) p(0)2 1 S sin 4n 
1 s i

Y a~w)E 2 ([k(o) - - +
in (2,,) 2n n sin sin )

0 sin [4n sin-  o
+ ____jWC EIs Ii no](9+ ia(o+jw) n 2n n2  sin-1 no

In the first summation the terms (sin x)/x can be put equal to x, since n<N. Furthermore we have,for
n even moderately large:

1

an(ka) 2 1 l [p (o)] 2 4 . 10
o - 0.35 ( -)

n

It is seen that the general term of the summation behaves as 1/n2, therefore rendering the summation
fairly rapidly convergent. It follows that this summation can be converted into a series letting N-.

The second series can be totaled exactly (7). After some rearrangement, we get:

Y - 2ra (a+juc) I + n (2nil) _n (0 )] 2 _} + tn a +
n((n-)2

-. ojc in (Inl) [ (o]
+ 2wa (u+jwS) n - ( n(ka)-i] = 2la(o+jw¢) y (ii)

The normalized input admittance y consists essentially of three parts.
The first part, comprising the first two terms inside the first large bracket, is independent of both

the frequency and the geometry of the antenna. This part can be totaled and is found to be equal to 0.85.
The second part, comprising the last term inside the first large bracket, is only dependent on the length
of the excitation gap normalized to the radius of the antenna. The third part is only dependent on the pa-
rameter kax This last series is fairly rapidly convergent, since its general term behaves, for n large,as
(ka)2/(2n)j, provided that Ikat<2n.

2.2. The lossy case.

When the antenna is immersed in a conductive medium, such that a>wc, we have from Eq.(l0):

y . 0+ 25a (0.85 + £n £... n1) ZPon(o)] 2 [Sn(ka) .1x) (11)
% (2n-1)

where kax(1-j)a/6, 6 being the skin depth of the wave.
Examination of Eq.(11) shows that the input conductance G of the antenna is dependent on the gap thick

ness, while the input susceptance is not affected by this factor. The input conductance at zero frequency,
say Ge, is exactly the same as that obtained by solving the otatic problem (1) directly.

A series expansion of Eq.(ll) in the neighbourhood of kao, up to terms of order (ka) 3 included,leads
to the following resulti:

wGo- 3 B(--3=oao(t)[- 3(0)2 wa . (12)

The input susceptance of the antenna is inductive, and less than 2oas/10, provided that a<6/3. The in
put conductance is exactly that computed in the static case. These results emphasize the importance of sta
tic computation for the study of problems of this kind.

It should be remarked that the inductive susceptance B, which increases liuearly with the frequency,
can be exactly compensated by leans of a s unt lumped capacitance of value Cu3(oa) 2 ua/4 in the range
Ikal<<l. For a-lm, ux1.256. 10- F/m, 0-10 "  Sievens/m (soil), we get C=300pF; for 0=5 (sea water), we get
C=75uF; in all cases very reasonable values. it follows that the spherical antenna can be Aade to have a
very flat response over a very wide band.

The graphs of the normalized conductance guG/2,oa and suaceptance b=B/2naa are represented in fig.2
as a function of the ratio a/6, up to values a/6-..

2.3. The lossless case.

When the antenna is immersed in a lossless medium, we have from Eq.(10):

4, 12  a 08 I a n On-l) [p2n ()] 2 (13)2 [+.- 1 n (2n-1)2 ()

X being the wavelength, and ; the intrinsic impdance in the external medium.
Examination of Eq.(13) shows that the input conductance G of the antenna is independent of the gap

thickness, while the input susceptance is affected by this factor.
A series expansion of Eq,(13) in thv neighbourhood of 2fl/Ao, leads to the following result:
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S-- B [0.85 + Tn + 6 2  - . (li)

The results of Eq. (l) are in fairly good agreement with some experimental measurements on satellite
antennas (5).

3. COMPUTATION OF THE EFFECTIVE HEIGHT.

3.1. Formal solution to the problem.

For the considered problem, the electromagnetic field can be derived from a pseudo potential A as
follows:

r /1A n(r,e)

where:

E _-L VA , _- - A (16)

r - "2

i.e.
1r l A / aA 04.jwc

r = E r D o- -  A , (17)
r r 2 nr TrX

being the unit vector along the * coordinate, end H# being given by the third relation of Eq.(1).
The general term of the series expansion for A can be put in the following form:

I 2nl (ka)2nl 1 n)
A j C 21 R(4) (kr) , (18)

vhere:

(  )  . (-12n ( (1H(9)R n l( r - l n 2 n -1 / 2 ' T ' € • (1 9

R() is the spherical Bessel function of order 2n-l, I is the input current of the antenna, and:2n-1

h j 27, (ka) 2(4n-l ___)1 (20)
(ka)2 n-1/ 2 H(2) (ka) 3(2n1)2  I2nO)2n-1/2",3 ') Y "(O

In order to understand the metpng of h2n-l , let us first consider the case nal.
Expanding asymptotically kr Rn.1 (kr) for kr-o,stopping at terms of order 1/kr includedVe get from

Eq.(18):

Ah, +1 7 5 sine exp[-jkrj [+ 11.(21)

and consequently for E,:

Ee sine exp[-jkr] U + 1_ (22)4r rP 3r

i.e. exactly the field of an elementary electric dipole of effective height h1 . Expression (22) is valid
even in the zero frequency limiting case ko.(r)

In the general case, the asymptotic expansion for kr RM NO must be performed up '. terms of order
(i/kr)2n'l included.

It should be remarked that h2,l assumes the following value in the zero frequency limiting case:

3a2( 14n-l)1
h -i2 (o)2 [1.3.-5.. (4n-3)] (23)2n-l 2 2n 3 (2n-l)

yo being the limiting value of (11) for k-o.

3.2. The lossy case.

Let us asaume, as in Sect.2.2., 0>>wc and let us consider the case n-l (dipolar term).



The effective height is dependent on the gap tUicknes via the factor y in the denominator of (20).
Therefore the effective height decreases as the gap thickness decreases, and consequently also the radia-
ted power, as will be shown in Sect.4.

A series expansion of Eq.(20) in the neighbourhood of ka+o, up to terms of order (ka) 2 included,
leads to the following result "(a

hi (24)
2 go L In& + 2.68

The value of hi for kaso is exactly that computed in the static case (1). These results emphasize the
importance of static computation for the study of problem of this kind.

The graphs of the normalized effective height 2hl/3a are reported in fig.3 as a function of the ratio
a/6, up to values a/ 6 u2.

3.3. The lossless case.

Also in this case, it is evident from Eq.(20) that the effective height hI is dependent on the gap
thickness. However, this does not necessarily means that the radiated power is reduced when the gap thick-
ness is decreased, as will be shown in Sect.4. This apparent contradiction is related to the fact that on-
ly the input suscepteance, and not the input conductance, is dependent on the gap thickness.

A series expansion of Eq.(20) in the neighbourhood of (ka)+o, up to terms of order (ka)2 included,
leads to the following result :

h 3a 1Il n-2.z 21 (25)23 o.85+~ Ln- - 2 j (.:) (
0n + 2.78

4. COMPUTATION OF THE RADIO LINK.

4i.. Formal solution to the problem.

Let us now compute the radio link equation between two matched sperical antennas, oriented for the
maximum received field, and let us use subscript T and R for transmitting and receiving antennas respecti
vely. The transmitted power PT is given by:

P . GT IvT12 _ 7 I , (26)

V being the voltage applied to the shunt of the antenna input admittance YT and the matching susceptance
-B 7 .

The electric field at the receiving antenna, say E% , will be given by:

E7  o K IT h , (27)

K being a suitable constant depending on the radio-link type and geometry and hT the effective height h1
of the transmitting antenna (the dipolar term of radiation is assumed to be the -ominant one).

The induced current at the input terminals of the receiving antenna is given by:
IR= ET hR ,R (28)

and consequently the received power by:

2 IIGR12 (29)PR = 2 G R

From Eq.(26), through (29), we get:

- i. Ih7 Y7I1
2  IhR 1'

I = I12  'T 'R (30)
PT GT 

R

The radio-link parameter a can be computed for the spherical antenna via Eq.(20). Thus:

, 912 2 aI 2 l exp[jkaJ 1 (3)
1CIll+jka - (ka) 2  G

It is noted that the dependence of a on the gap thickness is only related to the eventual dependence
of G on this same parameter. This is what happens in the lossy case, but not in th: lossless case. There-
fore a decreases in the gap thickness lowers the efficiency of the radio-link in the lossy case and does
not lover the efficiency in the lossless case, provided tflat the antennas are matched.

For the lossy case, tne graph of the radio link lVaramemet a is given in tig.I as a function of the
ratio a/6.

4.2. The up-over-and-down radio-link.

For this case the constant K can be computed for tne intermediate range as follows (i):
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hIK C2 4 1 r d1+d2 ] (32)

where o a V/ji7E and dl d are the depths of the two antennas respectively.
Note that the value kaF 0 2 

= (0a)2 is frequency independent; the frequency dependence of the remai-
ning term is of order Ik&|2 .

When this dependence can be neglected, it is easy to get the optimum frequency which maximizes the
ratio PR/PT, by differentiating Eq.(30) with respect to 1/6.

The condition is the following one:

di + d2 . 46 (33)

4.3. The up-and-over radio-link.

For this case the constant K can be computed for the intermediate range as follows:

IKil -I 2 r 2 1 exp 6 (34)

d being the depth of the submerged or buried antenna.
In order to compute the optimum frequency of the radio link, we must compute the value of a for the

antenna in air. Assuming this antenna to be an elementary dipole, we have that Y is proportional to U ,
while G is $nversely proportional to the square of w. It follows that a is proportional to w4, and there-
fore to 1/6. By taking this factor into account, we get the new condition which replaces that of Eq.(33):

d - 76
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~ 2S

Fig.l A sketch view of the pherical antenna excited by a constant volta-
ge V at its equatorial gap.

1.0

.51.0 1.5 2.0

b

P'ig.2 -Graphs of the gap independent part normalized corductance gl=G/2wa
and susceptance b~j/2vaa, as a function of the ratio a/6 (antenna's
radius on the skin depth of the wave). The effective noimalized con-
ductance g is obtained by adaing to g' the "tgap term" (in !-.4/2ff2 Oa.
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Fig.3 -Giaphs of the module and of the phase (in degrees) of the normalized
modified affective height (of the dipolar term of radiation) h'=(2hly)/
/(3ay') as a function of the ratio a/6 (antenna's radius on the skin
depth of the wave). The effective height hl can be easily computed
when the ratio y'/y is known. This in turn is given by (g+jb)/(g+jb),
and can be easily obtained by using the graphs of fig.l, cnce the gap
of the antenna has been chosen.
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F'g.4 -Graph of the modified link parameter a'.=sg'/g as a function of the
ratio a/0 (Ptntenna's radius on the skin depth). The radio link a can
be easily computed when the ratio g/g' is known. This in turn car. be
easily obtained by using the graph of fig.1, once the gap of the an-
tenna has been chsen.
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RPSUMIE

On se propose de schh~atiser la ddtection 6!ectromagn6tique d'un obstacle dans un mil~eu
absorbant At partir d'une source ponctuelle du type dip~le magn~tique comae 4metteur. et d'an
rdcepteur ponctuel dui m~me type dont l axec est situ4 dans le plan de symetric du premier, do
fagon a recevoir un champ riul en milieu inddfini; la pri~sence d'un obstacle repr~sentd par
un plan conducteur ind~fini produit un champ non niil. Ce sch~ma trop .simple qui correspondrait
A une puissance infinie issue de l'e'metteur est modifi4 par lintroduction d'un milieu non
absorbant entourant 1 dmetteur et limit6 par tine sph~re. ce qui permet de faire tin calcul
complet, g~ndrallsable A toute autre source ponctuelle. ot & tout milieu absorbant homoghne
et isotrope.

SUMMARY

It is planned to schematize the electromagnetic detection of an absorbing mediun. from
a pinpoint source, like a magnetic dipole. as a sender, and a pinpoint receiver of the
same type, with its axis in the symmetry plane of the former, so as to receive a zero
field in an undefined medium; the presence of an obstacle represented by an undefineo
conducting plane creates a zero field. This excessively simple diagram, which would
correspond to an Infinite power Issuing from the sender Is modified by the introduction
of a non-absorbing medium surrou~nding the sendcr and limited by a sphere, which makes it
possible to perform a complete calculation, likely to be extended to any ither pinpoint
source, or to any homogeneous and isotropic absorbing medium.



CALCUL EN MILIEU ABSORBANT OF CHAMP REFLECHIE
PAR liNE SURFACE METALLIQUE

M.Bouix et L.T.Bach

1. ENONCE DU PROBLEME

Nous nous proposons d'dtudier les conditions de !a ddtection 4lectromagndtique d'un objet m~tallique plongd
dans un milieu absorbant par un dispositif constitu6 d'un syst~me emetteur agissant comae un doublet magn~tique
qui, plac4 seul dans le milieu absorbant supposd ind6fini produirait dana un plan Q perpendicuilaire au doublet
un champ magndtiQue transversal nul. La prdsence d' un obstacle modifie la rdpartition du champ 6lectromagndtique
dans le milieu et crde un champ longitudinal non nul dans le plan Q , champ que IVon peut iaettre en 4vidence
par un systame de rdception ddtectant ie champ longitudinal en un point de cet axe; pour que le syat~me permette
la d~tection d'to- obstacle, l'6metteur et le r~cepteur doivent Wte construita en respectant soigneusement lea
symdtries requises par le Principe du procdd6. Nous sch~matiserons encore davantage le probl~me en SUPPOSant

1. que 1' obstacle A ddtecter eat constitud par un plan parfaitement conducteur (sous Ia rdserve cju'il ait
une grande 4p-iaseur par rapport h X ou qu' il aoit conducteur parfait, sinon ii faudrait tenir compte
du milieu qui eat derritre et de l'onde diffuse)

2. que l'dmetteur eat rdduit A une source ponctuelle.

2. ETUDE DE LENERGIE ELECTROMAGNETIQUE PRODUITE PAR UN DOUBLET MNAGNETIQUE
EN MILIEU ABSORBANT

Un doublet megn4tiquo d' axe Oz fonctionnant avec une pulsation w dana un milieu de conatantes caract6-
ristiques c , u, a , produit un enaap dlectromagndtique dont lea composantes e~n coordonndea sphdriques sont
donndes par (Rdf.l, page 71).

Er =Ee H Y 0

T r r)A-77(1+ jj -eikr sine,

2i / l i

Ile, = - e1ikr sin9

foraules dana lesquelles on a

k =-1 c 40(w 6 t c,) 112 Re(k) > 0 Re (,n) >0.
i ,"

La Puissance active qui sort d' une sph~re S de rayon f centr~e sur le doublet est donnde par le flux de
la partle rdelle du vecteur de Poynting A travers cette sph~re soit:

fRe~rAl 9AHW' sin&' d' *

On a ici:,

ReiLIiKAH'* I(4e(g) + i Im(9)' *, 'Re(-10 - i Tw(if)l

.,Re(9)ARe(ffB + Kr()AmI)

Le signe "A" veut dir2: prod~it vectorie,
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I c -4- et -Re[ -12AP] 1[R i(E,)Re (1, + Im(E,,)Im(H0)] On a alors:

Valmoy. sur S de 4-1(-E PI,9
3 !

A2 41 He (I (I-ir e+ik*r j2
3 1kk-P Vk k*r k"r/e

A2 - a77 k)Ref~-F 21m(k) +kl - - 1+IRe~k) -Im(k)l
3 1ktV L Ikl'2r Ik4r klr

A2 477. mk)R n(7 + . l (v, 21m(k)

-~~~~~~~~ Re (k)r Re <-[e(m +II~vk)-I

+ - [Re2(k) + Im2(k) -Re',k) + Im2 (k) -21 Re(k)Im(k)J LI r3

A2 L7'e2 I~kr) If Fe(1 2rm(k) Im(k) I1 M(1 F2 Re (k) Im (k) Re( k)1

477e 1mk) Re(77)lm(k) +Ilm(r,)Re(k) 21m(k)[(Re(7))Im(') +I(7)Re(k)] 2Re(1)Im()
3 Jkl' IW Jkilr +IIr

2  
- ki2r +Re(17)

Or Im k eat toujours ndgat if, on a

/ iCi +0)

SIi t est r~e1. on a donc 1k rdel ltone

1k =~ k - Ij m(1k) =0 =2(ke 7lm k + Re kIm 17)

On voit alora que la puissance active 1. traverse la sph~re s'exprime par

W 2L. Imkr Re 7 r 21m ki
Yr ~ L klrJ(2-2)

Si k nWest pas rdel. c'est-&-dire si c7 ; 0 , 1Vexpression dp W contient un terme en 1/r et devient
donc infiniment grande lorsque le rayon de la sph~re tend vers zdro. Donec le champ 110 6crit ne pourrait
Otre engendr4 que par une source ponctuelle de puissance infinie. En fait cood n' est pas physique, sans entrer
dans des considdrations trop compliqudes, disons simplemant qu' un dmetteur est toujours placd dens un comparti-
ipent sdpar6 du milieu absorbant par tine certaine surface. Pour trouvar lea ordras de grandeur on supposera qua
cette s'irface eat 1' une des sph~res S ,que la puissance active qui en sort eat la puissance de 1' 4mettaur, et
que la Jistribution du champ dhectromagndtique sur cette surface est celia de champ & syadtrie sphdriQue 1101 1

Si /-t dtait complexe, on aurait trouvd un terme en UPpour W ,mais he amm raisonnamant, parmet d' dviter
ha difficultd de la source ponctuelle en milieu absorbant.

3. CALCUL Or L'EFFET W'OBSTACI.E CONS? ITUE PAR UN PLAN
INDEPIN! PARFAITEMENT CONDUCTEUR

Considdrons (fig.3 1) un gmetteur plac4 A 1'origine do rep~re orthonorm4 Oxyz de la figure 2.1 assimilable
i on doublet magntique situd en 0 orient4 suivant Oz placd dans un milieu non absorbant liaitd par une
sph~re de rayon a rentrde h V, oririne: cot dmetteur 4met & la frdquence f = w/(277) one puissance tella qua
Ia puissance active qol sort do Ia sph~rre do rayon a soit 6gale & W0 . La milieu extdrieur & las ph~re eat
le milien do constantes caractdristiques 6 , k,, . En 1' absence de tout obstacle le champ glectroaragndtiqua
& l'extdrieur do Ia sph~re est le champ sphdrique des formulas (2-1). le coefficient A dtant ddtermind &
partir do la formula (2-2) par

wV : A2 41e2( Imk) a L21 (3-1)

Le ch~amp 61ectromagzndtlque dens le plan x~y est tel quo fir O(car cos 0) ;il en est ainsi au point
R de I'axc Ox tel quo OR d
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Si Von Introduit maintena3.. tin obstacle reprdsentd par tin plan P intinisent conducteur, situd i In dis-
tance p de l'origine. i1 superpose au champ prdcddent tin champ de a~me structure produit par un doublet
magndtique symdtrique de 1'origino par rapport i P , mais dont Ia puissance eat multiplide par le facteur
d'attenuation e2p link .Le dispositif do rdception devra mettre en dvidonce Ia composante de ce deuxibme
champ suivant Ox .C' eat cette ceaposante quo nous allons calculer.

Pour cela, il taut dcrire par rapport aui rep~re Oxyz les cosposantes du champ image symdtrique du champ
incident par rapport aui plan P

Remarquons, afin do simplifier le calcul. que, puisque les 4quations du Maxwell sont lindaires, on peut
F ddcomposer tin doublet magndtique placd ouivant tin axe en Ia somme de deux oti plusleura doublets magn~tiqties

dont 11 eat Ia rdsultante (Cf. torm.3. 12. 17 Rdf. 1) et le champ du doublet Initial eat In aomae des Champs deg
composantes.

Or si tin doublet magn~tique eat parallble & un plan conducteur. Ia nulliti de In coaposante du champ magndtique
dana le plan normal au doublet en son Centre sera conserv6e par In presence du plan conducteur.

Donc si, en prdsence du plan conducteur. on ddcompose tin doublet magndtiqie en tin doublet parall~le au plan
et en tin doublet perpendiculaire aui prdci~dent et sitiO dana lo plan passant par le doublet initial et perpen-
diculaire aui plan conducteur. c' eat aetilement cette detixi~me composante qui pourra fournir tine valour non nulls
au champ iaagndtiqtie ddtectd par 1e dispositif r~cepteur.

Anasi, nous 4tddierons seulement Ia disposition suivante: 1e doublet magn4tiqtie dtant plaC6 suivant Oxz on
meatire Is composante du champ magndtique suivant Ox en tin point R do Ox tel que OR =d .Le plan P
sera ddtermind par l' angle 0C quo fait le vecteur unitaire 16 do as normale avec Oz et par an distance p
& l'origine; si H eat 1e pied de Ia normalo & P issue do 0 . on orientera u dana tin Sons tel quo
OH p > 0

Si 0' eat 1' image do 0 par rapport 4 P los coordonn4es do 0' serort:

X0=2p sinC a Y0  0 Z0  2p CosCa

Le champ dlectromagndtiqie image sora rapport4 & tin repbre direct d'onigine 0' , do vecteurs unitairos i
3 'lids aux voctours unitairos T , T , V du repbre du 0 par

T - I 2i sin a T+T' 0 iU- V 2U Cos a

Or on a:

U= T sin Oc+ vCoa

Donca:

T' (1- 2 sin'c~l - 2r' sin a cos CA

7' =-X (3-2)

' -2 sin OL cos CAT + (I1 2 Cos' ca)V

Si r' , 0' ,p'sont lea coordonrndoa sphdriques d'un point M de l'espace assocides au repire de 0'
ellos aeront liges aux coordonndes du rep~re do 0 .soit sphdriqties r . 6 , salt cartdaiennea x y z
par des relations tirdes do

FTO = 70 '+OM 2piu+OfN

ce qui donne:

r'ETf' sin 0' cos (P' + T' sin 0' sin rp~' + V' cos ')=-2p(Tf sin oc + CO coa) 4 Tx + _'y + t

co qui donne en tenant compto de (3-2)

r'[(l -2 Sin,2rj)sin 0' coa 'P' + 2 sin a~ cos C( co3 0')T + r'([-2 sin a cos sin 6'cos T' + (1- 2 cosa)coX O'JW -

-r' sin 0'in ,' 1 (-2p in C(+ x)T + j 4(-2p Cosa + z)f

Or on a' intdresso seuloaont k tin point do Ox par lequel y tz =0
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On a done lea relatione d' identification

r'[( -2 sin2 Oain 9' cos rp' -~ sin'ca cos ']=-2p sin a~ + x

r' sin 0' sin cPI = o

r'f-sin 20L sin 0' cos cp' + (I -2 cos 2cA)cos 9'1 = -2p cos OC

Corme sin 0' nWest p'as identiquement nul sur Ox *c' est Qu on aura sin 0' = 0 , soit en choisissant une
bonne origine des arcs

il reate:

r'[( -2 sin2a~sin 9'-sin 2a cos 0'3 -2p sin a~ + x

r'(-sin 2a~ sin 9' + (1 -2 coa2cc)cos 6') -2p cos OL

On tire de ces deux relations rl caa9' et r' sir.9' par lea forsules de rdsolution des 6quations lindaires,
ce Qui donne:

r' cos 01 = -2P cos C+ xsin 20L
(3-3)

r' sin 0' =-(2p sin O.+ x cs 2C

et ii en rdsulte:

r' [4p' - 4px sin oL + x21 1/ (32

il eat a reaiarquer que c'-co quand p-co

Si on affecte d' accents lea chaops provenant du doublet image, Ie champ suivant Ox eat
IVf!+ 01

avec:

ai 0'incoscp +T' sin 0' sinqV + 'cos'

Vcos 0' cos q)' + Y' cos 0' sin (P' - sin 0'

soit en tenant compte de (3-2) et de =p 0

7' [(1- 2 sin2(X)sin '-sin 2o cos 0')T + [-sin 20( sin 9'+ (1 -2 COS 20C)COS '

91' (cos 9'(1- 2 sin2ca) + ain2a1 sin 01]T + [-sin'O cos 0' -sin 0'(1 -2 cos 200Jk

Pour avoir la composante do I' suivant V axe des x , ii suffit de garder lea tenses en i on a:

HI H, U - 2 sinOC)sin 9'-sin 2a cos 0'1 + Menca 0'( -2 sii,2c( + sin 2(A sin 9')

Il suffit de remplacer dana cette expression cos 9' sirp' r' par leurs valeurs tirdes de (3-3) et
(3-4) Pour avoir H., connaissant p .x et c1

Remarquons que, si cc r/2 , alors Ht 0

4. CAS PARTICULIER

Afim de ddterriner lea ordres de grandeur nous traiterona le cas o6z le plan P eat parallble & Ox , soit
0( 0. On a lors:

r12  =(4p'z . CosO~-2 sin9' ~ 0

Done en tenant compte de V att4nuation due A !'absorption en 6i et ,' on a A wtir des formules (2-1)

lea composantes en coordonnees sphdriquea (r'. 9 q ') d'un champ glcectromagn~tique 1' i' requ.

ErI = Ep,, I~ 0



kr' sinrOf

Ho A - (1 1 e-ikr' I Of

kr' ikr' i 71r')

La puissance dirigde st'ivant 1'axe Ox eat W rRe(T.F') c est-i-dire: W k ReT( P'Nt et nous
obtenons:

ja2'' e2 ( ik) r' / NI ik
I in Of0' 1+ - 1 - Cos W'T. +
2 I1 4r' 3  Tk' ? r. I )kfk r'/

+ r'1k12 ( k* i sin 1.F

avec 6.9') =con 6' (T.iV') sin O'

On obt lent finalersent:

A2  e2Ile(k)r' F 2Iis(k)1

W/= - w/1 ? sin391 Re(k) [ 2r-J ,] avec

V'attdnuation entre Ia puissance recue et Ia puissance 4mise tirie de (2-2) eat donc:

10 Log - d~cibels

avec

w 3 ax3cojxRe(k) IkI2 r' -21m(k)

1 87t r'kI 2 Re(7)) IkI 2a-21mCL) eXP[21(k)(r'-a))

expression dana laquelle on dolt tenir compte de:

r'=(4P 2+x2)/i?

CONCLUSION

Les foriaules itabliea ci-dessus permettent de calculer la puissance arrivant sur une, antenne de riception
lorsqu' on connaft la puissance d' diission, et In disposition de l obstacle par rapport i 1'hwetteur et au
rkepteur.

Ces forwiles de principe sont gdndralisables A des dispositifa riels plus coinpliquds.
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SON4AIRE

L'suteur de cot exposfi 6tudie plusieurs aspects de la propagation des ondes a tras basse friquence.
Lee milieux do propagation uont constitufis par des 6tendues marines, des il8ts de glace flottant sur
Ia mer, at des glaces mprisonnies i itint~rieur des terrain. Ce choix de milieux donne des risultats
anormaux csr .ii correspond dui caractiriatiques physaiques de l'Arctique ou de l'Antarctique. Cen risul-
tats anoxuu sont obtonus en raison de la pr6sence de trajectoires mxtes, de modes d~ne de surface,
do caract6rimtiques inhirentes & la glace fottante, at des effete de ceo milieux sur la rl~eeawr i tr~s
baa.. frdquence. On trouve, en passant de la mor i la glace flottante i sa surface (et vice-versa), des
trajectoires de propagation mxtes.

Lea modes d'ondes do surface &o retrouvent dans la glace flottante en raison de 11ndc de r~fra.~-
tion infrieur de IAL Clace, mais cam modes sont beameoup, plus foibles quo cciii des glaces plus 6paisses
(Oroenland et Antarctique) du fait de la longuour d'ondes considfrable des ondes a tras bases rr6quence.
Les caractiristiques des glaces on milieu marin dependent de leur Age, des poches dleau salle quelles
renfernent et du volume d'au L'auteur 6tudie des r~seaux ccmpc!!fs de trois a cinq ilfments situes en
terrain arctique (Slace ou touzidra) et decrit lea variations de famne de leur rayuanment suivant lee
paramatram dui milieu coa uls se trouvent .Ces paraziatres, qui varient avec le temps, sont la temp6rature
de is glace, son 6paisseur, et son cortenu en eau, salie ou non.

Les rhsultate relatifs aux antennas et a ila propagation el tras basse friquence sont itendus au
spectre des micro-ondes (mais non aui fr~quences intermidiaires) en ce qui concorne lea ondes de surface
cii les "ducts" troposph~riques. les ph~nomanes de relaxation dane lleau do mar (par contraste avoc lea
ph~nomines de rel-asion do la glace marine aui tram basses fr~quences), a t les effets sur los reaeaux
en phate.

Ces r6sultats mont ainsi fitendus parce qu'ils peuvent Stre appliquia aux deux regions. ijn pout eg-66
lement les utiliser & des fins de diagnostic pour la glace marine at les milieux de propwg.tion.
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SURFACE WAVE PROPAGATION FROM

VLF ARRAYS IN POLAR SEAS

Albert W. Biggs
University of Kansas

Lawrence, Kansas 66044 U.S.A.

SUMMARY

This paper describes VLF surface wave propagation over open ocean, sea ice, and glacier ice

path seriments. These propagation path segments provide mixed path effects in the Arctic, where ice

depths range from those in new sea ice to that of the Greenland ice cap. The ice layers introduce

surface waves to complement mixed path propagation. Some of the parameters ilclude frequency, ice

depth, and distribution of brine pockets, ice spheroids, water content, density, and temperature in

the ice. Antenna pattern distoition of a linear array of horizontal dipoles illustrates the dependence of

the radiation field as well as propagation loss on these parameters. Extension of VLF results to higher

frequencies is made for related phenomena.

1. INTRODUCTION.

Analyses of radio wave propagation in polar regions are useful when the models simulate the

actual terrain. Although the subsequent discussion relates to the Arctic, the sea ice, the Greenland

ice cap, and snow covered tundra have their counterparts in Antarctica. In come cases, Greenland

can be represented as a homogeneous medium (1) of ice with low electrical conductivity. A more

realistic model of Arctic terrain is a two layer medium, especially with sea ice. The upper layer of

sea or glacier ice above a lower layer of sea water, rock, slightly frozen soil, or fresh water describes

much of the polar terrain. The remaining terrain is sea water, either in open stretches of ocean or in

leads (openings in the ice) in sea ice.
The source is a horizontal electric dipole on the surface of the ice. At very low frequencies

(VLF), 3 to 30 kHz, the ice would be glacier ice in Greenland. At high frequencies (HF), 300 kHz to

3 MHz, sea ice would be adequate if it was more than five meters in depth (at the higher end of the

HF spectrum). The advantages of horizontal over vertical dipo!js are in antenna efficiencies and
input impedances. With increasing conductivity, vertical dipoles are better, but with decreasing

conductivity, horizontal dipoles are better (1). Another advantage with either dipole is the ability

to formulate radiation fields for any linear antenna or array by superposition of fields from one dipole

element.
Both sky and ground waves are present, but only the ground wave Is considered in order to

illustrate surface wave and mixed path phenomena in the Arctic. Although horizontal and vertical

polarizations may be present, the high attenuation of the horizontally polarized wave removes it from

the ground wave mode. The high conductivity of the sea water paths support the vertically polarized

ground wave and severely attenuate the horizontally polarized ground wave. This phenomena

suggests the use of horizontal dipole transmitting and receiving antennas on ice islands in the ocean.

2. SEA AND GLACIER ICE.

The major forms of ice in the Arctic Ocean are sea an! glacier ice, differing in their origin in

the sea and on land, respectively. The electrical properties of glacier ice (fresh water ice) arf,

empirical formulations (2), predicted from simple theories of dielectric relaxation. They yield a

complex dielectric constant
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= + A. (

where the values for co, Co, and r for different temperatures 'T are

T ('C) co  coo (seconds)

- 0.1 91.5 3.1 2.2x 10-5

-10.8 95.0 3.08 6.0 x 10-5

-20.9 97.4 3.1 1.64x 10-
4

-32.0 100 3 5.7 x l0 4

-44.7 104 3.1 2.52 x 10-3

-56.8 114 3.1 1.2 x 10-2

-65.8 133 3.1 4.5 x 10-2

The important characteristics of VLF are the dependences on both temperature and frequency.

Sea ice has many forms (3). Although the Arctic Ocean may appear to be open water (in some

places) in early autumn, the surface appears oily because of the formation of ice crystals. As this

"-razll ice" increases, it forms into large areas of 'sludge". The sludge can reach a four to six

inch thickness overnight, and will form a smooth "ice field" over a foot in thickness.

In the spring, ice fields reach a thickness of five to six feet, but become rough and broken

from actions of tides, winds, and currents. Pressures from these forces buckle the ice field and

long "pressure ridges" are formed. "Rafted floes" result from the action of one piece slidina over

another. Release of pressure may break the ice fields into floes ',th '1 .% as" of opeit weter betweeu

them. Shore locked ice is called "fast ice". These "ice sheets" and "ice islands", up to 200 square
miles in area, do have some conductivity (lossy dielectrics) because of entrapped brine pockets formed

during the ice growth.

The usual physicdl properties of sea ice come from the growth of ice In the presence of salty

sea water. At equilibrium at a given temperature, pure (fresh water) ice co-exists with brine of a

specified composition. Salinity profiles show that sea ice is very .ialty when it first forms, the

salinity of a given segment of ice gradually decruases with time, and the vertical salinity profile at

any given time has a characteristic "C" shape.
The brine pockets in sea ice have their corollary in ice crystal spheroids in glacier snow or

lightly packed ice. These mixtures of heterogenectis particles (including water) produce changes in

dielectric properties and, at microwave frequencies, create volume scatter phenomena.

Sea ice is dynamic in motion. A path over an ice island and an open lead on one day will see
a new lead (opening in the ice) and a closed lead on the next day. Lack of information on Arctic

sea ice is from relative inaccessibility and severo weather. One estimate for ice cover (4) in

February is shown in Figure 1.

3. GROUND WAVE PROPAGATION.

The vertically polarized field intensity found with a modified saddle point method (5), is

= = -' . ((2) e ,..

where F(x ) is the ground wave attenuation function

F (A o(3)
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and x is the Sommerfeld distance,

2. /.(4)

In equations (2) and (4), the dipole mor.v.nt is Idl, ko is the free space wave number, n, is the
refractive index of the ice, # is the azimuth angle measured from the dipole axis, R it, the distaiiu
from the antenna source. and V is a depth narameter

____________I'D) (5)

where the depth D and wave number kI for ice appear. Since k,2 Js -iauh gre;Wir t.an k1 , he
approximation follows. With the relationsnip for K1

where c, and c' appear in equation (1), the relaxation phenmr.na in ice at \n F produces wide changes
with temperature and frequency.

The ir.fluence of M on F(xo) is seen in Figures 2 and 3 where the magnitude and phase of F(p)
are dcscribed. The numerical dista.e p is used as the independent variable. The positive angle:i
are. the phases of p for ground wave pi-cpagation over homogeneous earth, identical with nonvcnticna
ground wave curves. The negative angles are ground wave propagation over layered earth. The curve
for -900 is a ground wave over lossless ice above infinitely cond,cting sea water, increasing with the
square root of distance. When F(p) is divided by the distance, the :urve for -90" is a ground wavc
proportional to :he inverse aquare root of distance. The increase In intensity can be compared with
waves in free Jpace, where F(p) is unity. Curves above unit7 are waves with less attenuation than
those in fice space. A decrease in F(p, 13 found for incieasing positive phases of p. The asymptotic
F(p) varies .nversely with p except at -900. Fluctuations In the magnitude of r(p) have been observed
by King (6) in similar studies. As the phase approaches -900, the fluctuations iind asymptotic
beharior in F(p) occur at larger values of p.

The phase of F(p) is presented in Figure 3 as a functiona of the magnitude and phase of p. In
homogeneous earth, where the phase of p varies frcrr, 00 to +900, the phase of F(p) increases
monotonically to an asymptoti- value when the magnitude of p exceeds 10.0. In layered terrain,
represented by phase ,,ariations from 00 to -900. the phz-;e o F(p) reaches a maximum value a:.J then
exhibits moderate oscillations before smuothinq c.,-4 an asymptotic ¢,1Ke. The fluctuations in the
phase of F(p) coincide with those in the mo: a .ndng nagnitide of F(p). If the magnitude and phase
of F(p) are desired for a phase of p in the ncgtive range, these curves canr.Nt bu interpolated for
intermediate points.

4. MIXED PATH EFFECTS.

A vertically polarized ground wave over homogeneous ice attenuates at a rate dedcribed by the
ground wave attenuation function for the ice (7) until it reaches the boundary of an adjecent ocean.
At the shoreline, it increases as a "recovery effect" for a short distance and ther attenuates at a
rate described by the ground wave attentuation function for the sea. If the wave originates at sea,
then it expiriences a "dropoff effect" after passing the shorelile to the ice. The dropoff effect is a
decrease it field intensity for a shurt distanco followed by attentuation determined by the ground
wave attenuation function for the ice.

Wh.an the homogeneoits ice corresponds to Greenlbnd, the mixed path descrtbed may be
satisfactory. When the ice is not homogeneous, bgit is an upper layer of sea ice above a lower
layer of sea water, brine, or highly (relatively with respect to the ice layer) conductinj soil, ,non
the dropoff effect may clange to a recovery effect, create no change at all, or oscillate !n both
amplitude and phase. The instabilities in amplitude aaod phase in the ground wave result from the
surface wave 93nerated in a stratified nedium where the upper layer has a lower refractive index than
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that of the lower laver. These tnstabilities are frequently c.-w; v *ed in l.e Arctic, at high
frequencies (HF1 where sea ice is encountered almost continuously tnrough the year. Communication
instabilities have been encuu:tered in the Arctic Ocean at HF (8) and in the vicinity of Point Barrow,
Alaska at medium frequencies (0) (9).

Vhen one path (sea water) has a large refractive index, p will be less than unity for the entire
mixed path. In the left side of Figura 4, p2 for saa is much ness than 1.0, and P for ice is greater
than 2. 1. The dronoff and recovery effects & ppeai in the upper and lower parts of the curves.

5. RESULTS.

1he influertc: ;T laye," depth is seen in Figure 5, where the maqnitud f F(p) appears for a
variable layer of soil wittn 0. 0301 mhos per meter (m/m) above a layer of su.- with 0.1 m/r. The
frequency of 10.0 kHz, for this and subsequent examples, has a wavelength of 30 kn, and the depth
and diztance are in units of Xof the free space wavelength. For example, a depth of 0.0037 % 0 is
111 meters (m). A distance of 100 X0 is 3000 km. In the HF range, X. is 300 in for 1.0 MHz, and
the depth drops to 1.11 m. Although these depths are large at VLF, thei drop to practcal values at
rising frequencies. Even at 30 kHz, the above depth dropo to 37 m.

In Figure 6, F(-) is given for an upper layer of ice at -0.1' C above sea water at .. 0 m/n. A
change c emrerature to -20.90 C appears in Figure 7. In figure 8, the depth is fixed at 0.0267 Xo
for different lc temperatures abov- sea water.

loomogeneous ice is presented An Figure 9 as part of a mixud path ior a ground wave. The ice
has a te!.,,erature of -20.91 C. Since the refractive index of see water is high at VLF, ; is less than
unity in the mixd path distance and F(p) is a horizontal line equal to 1.0 for sea water pat'.s. The
lowest curve is Figure 9 is for homogeneous ice paths.

Initial path lengths of 4, 10, 40, 100 xos over ice are followed with the balance over sea
water. The recovery effects for the ice to sea paths are heavy lines superposed on the F(p) curve
for the ice part of the path. The dropoff effects are presented for initial path lengths of 4, 10, 40,
100 k0ls over sea with the balance over ice. The curves for each path are horizontal along the
"sea" curve until the boundary is reacha' . Their pattern over the remaining ice is shown in dashed
lines.

The influence of stratification is shown in Figure 10. The curve for F(p) is for ice with a depth
of 1000 meters or 0.04 ko" The lower layer is sea water. The horizontal line at F(p) equal to 1.0
represents sea water as it did for the homogeneous ice and sea path. The curve for the layer of ice
is different from the curve for homogeneous ice in four aspects. It exceeds the free space attenuation
of inverse distance at F(p) equal to "nity for several wavelengths, an increase in F(p) is obse,,ied near
the source, tiuctuations are enccuntered with increasing distance, and hiqher attenuations than
inverse distance squared are present. These differences re';A!t in mixed path effects in variable
forms. The same ice to sea paths are f * -)wed as in the homogencoub .".,. curves. Instead of recovery
effects, dropoff effects are found in tne curves for 4 and 10 's. The recovery effects are founi in
the ice to sea paths when the distance over ice was large enough for F(11 f,) be m1%ch smaller ti...,,
unity. The increase in the recovery effect with distance is 1.3t found in the same sequence as that
for homogeneous ice. The asymptotic curves are following the l(p) curve for layered ice, but are
located on both sides of it. The phase associated with the mixed .ath are shown in Figures 11 and i2.
Figure 11 is a parametric set of phase lags for paths from homogeneous ice to sea water with distances
of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 x0es on the ice. Figure 12 :s similar except for strdtification
effect,. The anomalous phase effect is evident in Figure 12 for the layered path segment.

S. VLF ARRAYS.

In the development of a linear array, the variables in each element are the amplitude and phase
of the radiated fields with respect to the remaining elements. Modulating the amplitude or/and the
phase creates a pattern with desired characteristics. When the elements are horizontal electric
dipoles on ice at VLF, the space of a few miles will be suificient to cause distortion because of
non-uniform temperature conditions, sinking of elements into the ice (causing a phase shift), or
physical changes ir the terrat.,. The major consideration in VI arrays is the impact of the environ-
ment on the pattern.
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7. CCINCLUSIONS.

Mixed path and surface wave propngation in Arctic terrain creak3 anc,.,alies in measuremen~ts

if these phenomena are n't considered. The neglect of sky wate modes would be more critical as
distance from the source increa.cs. As indicated in the paper, the transition region between propaga-

tion puths was 'ssu.-nad to be abrupt. A linear transition from the conductivity and dielectric constant

of one path to tho::e of the next path would be more relevant. Also, P line3r transLte)n between layers

ifould also be more relevant.
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SOMMAIRE

Lee recherches en :iause avalent pour objectif essentiel la mise aui point d'une m~thode
simple et raisonnable permettant de d~terminer la zone sous-mariaie susceptible d'etre couverte par
tine station radio dmettant dans le domalne des basses et trbs basses frdquences. Nous avors eu
recours & cette m~thode pour choisir l'emplacement et la frdquence optima d'une station qul fonctio'r-
neralt dans tine zone d~finie entourant la SuOde.

Nous avons utilisO comme base de calculs, une carte indiquant la r6partition de la
salinitd des eaux entourant Ia Subde. L'intensitd de champ des ondes de surface en fonction de la
fr~quence et de la distance a W calculde A l'aide de m~thodes classiques. Des corrections ont Ot
faites pour tenir compte de l'influence de l'interf~rence des ondes d'espnce. Nous avons 4galement
tenu compte des variations diurnes et saisonni~r 'es intervenant dans la position du minimum principal.
L'intenwitd de champ n~cessaire, aui niveati de la mer, & la reception A tine certaine profondeur a 0
d~terminde en considdran. AL la fois les bruits thermiques et atmosphdriques.

Sur la base de ces donndes, nous procddons A des calculs tju dchantillons pour ddterini-
ner la somme de puissance 6mise qui eat requise en fonction de la, fr~quence pour plusietirs camrbi-
naisons d'emplacement d'dmetteur et de r~cepteur. Nous montrons en outre comment tine hauteur
maxiinale fixe d'antenne influence les r(Scultats.

Nous 6tudions enfin certalnes in4thodes simples, semi-graphiques, Permettant de
determiner lea diverses profondeurs de r~ception pour l1ensemble de la zone cconsiddrde.
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SOME RESULTS IN CONNECTION WITH A SEARCH FOR MAXIMUM UNDERWATER
LF/VLF COVERAGE

Rune Lindquist
Research Institute of National Defence,

FOA 346

S-104 50 Stockholm, Sweden

SUMMARY

The main objective of this investigation has been to find a reasonable simple method of determining the
underwater coverage from a radiostation in the LF/VLF range. The sea water attenuation is computed froo
a map showing the distribution of salinity in the waters surrounding Sweden. The ground wave field strength
as a function of frequency and distance has been computed by classical methods. Corrections have been ad-
ded to take account of the influence of sky wave interference. The field strength required at sea level
tG permit reception at a certain depth has been 4etermined by considering both thermal and atmospheric
noiee.

The use of the method is demonstratea in a search for optinum choice of frequency for a station serving
a specified area around Sweden. It is further shown how a fixed maximum antenna height will influence the
results. Finally, we discuss some simple seid-graphical methods for determining the various reception
depths in the whole area.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with computations of the coverage of an LF-transmitter intended for under-water communi-
cations. Rigorous computations can be made with a computer program and a detailed knowledge of all the
physical parameters. However, many times this method is too sophisticated, it is ofter quite satisfactory
to obtain the final results with an accuracy of a few decibels. For those cases ;ill the methods discussed
in this paper be sufficient.

As an example, we will carry through a computation of the required radiated power at the best choice of
frequency for a transmitter placed at a hypothetical fi'ed location in Sweden. Further is specified which
area around Sweden it is supposed to cover and to what depth communication should be possible. Some data
are given stating the sensitivity and noise-factor of the receiver and its ferrite-antenna.

The minimum field strength required for communication is ultimately determined by noise. Depending on the
type of modulation used, one requires a certain signti/noisevalue in order to have a specified reliability
in the communication system. We have chosen to determine the field strength that is equal to the noise
power in the same bandwidth as the minimum required field strength. This wday the user can afterwards compute
the transmitted power that is required for the actual choice of modulation-system.

Two types of noise have been considered, thermal noise at the receiver input and atmospheric noise at
sea level above the receiver. The latter is frequency dependent and elso depending on time of day and season.
The former is only frequency dependent.

2. FIELD STRENGTH REQUIRED TO OVERCOME THE THERMAL NOISE

Wave propagation from the transmitter to the receiver under water takes place along the surface to a point
immediately above the receiver. From there it goes vertically down through the water to the receiver. It
is therefore natural to start by computing the field strength at sea level which is required in order to
obtain a signal level at the receiver input equal to the thermal noise.

The propagation path is shown in fig 41-1. We assume that the receiving antenna is a rod of ferrite material.

The electromagnetic field at the antenna will then induce a voltage, V(z), at the input of the receiver

V(z) - h ' E(z) (41-I)

where

h a effective antenna length in meters
E(z) a electric wave field at receiving antenna

2w . N . A . f rod

3 10

where

N = number of 2turns
A - area in m
f a frequency in Hz

Prod a relative permeability of rod material

In air we have

E w 120 n . H (41-3)
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where

H a magnetic field strength.

The magnetic field is continuous when passing through the boundary between air %nd water. We can there-

fore write the following expression, valid for a ferrite antenna both above and below the boundary

V(z) - 120 n . h . H(z) (14-b)

The signal power, P(z), available from the antenna at a certain depth, z, is

P(z) • 4 R(41-5)

where R a resistive part of antenna impedance.

From Eq (41-4) and (41-5) we get
P~)=1201r h2

120n .4 .E .H . A(z) (41-6)
P~) I R0 0

where E and H = electric and magnetic field components in air at the boundary0 0

A(z) - attenuation function for the field in water

-47 ". 1 .z . /1 Of (41-7)
A(z) - e

where

z a depth in m below sea level
f a frequency i Hz
o a conductivity of water, in S/m.

Let P be the thermal noise power at the receiver input in the chosen bandwidth. The penetration depth
is th given by

P(z) a Ptn (41-8)

or from Eq (41-6)

2/R Ptn
E ('41-9)o h / A(z)

Knowing the values of R and P for the actual receiver installation it is easy to compute the required
field strength at the surfacenE , for communication to a certain depth, z, as a function of frequency and
the conductivity of the sea wateP.

Some results are given in Table 41-1. They applyto a typical receiver with a bandwidth of 200 Hz and give
the required field strength for communication to a depth of 10 meters. The values are also shovn in Fig
41-2.

Table 41-1. Required field strength, Eo, at sea level for communication (signal = thermal noise) to a
depth of 10 meters as a function of salinity, conductivity and frequency. Receiver bandwidth is 200 Hz.

Salinjty Conductivity Frequency Req. field strength, E ,
at 10 C S/M kHz at sea level in d3Il O/m

o/oo 25 23,9

4,0 0,5 50 23,9
100 31,3

25 32,1
8,1 1 50 35,6

100 47,4

25 43,6
16,8 2 50 51,4

100 69,4

25 59,4
36,5 4 50 73,4

100 101,5
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3. FIELD STRENGTH REQUIRED TO OVERCOME THE ATMOSPHERIC NOISE

It is a vellknown fact that the atmospheric noise is depending on location, -ime of day and seacor. The
world distribution of the at, ospheric noise and its variations can be found in CCIR Repurt 322 [41-1).
As the geographic area which is of interest in this investigation is rather small, wt. have assumed that
the noise is constant within this area. Inspection of the variations in noise field strength with time
of day and season showed that it would be sufficient to consider three cases. They are June day, November
day and June night. With the use of Ref [41-11 we found the noise values as a function of frequency %nd
corrected them to give the upper decile values. Some samples are given in Table 41-2.

Table 41-2. Atmospheric noise field strength not exceeded during 90% of the ti,.c.

Freq. Atmospheric noise field strength, bandwidth 200 Hz
k H z d / 1 PV / m

June Nov.

15 57,5 45,5 48,5
30 50,5 39,0 4,3,5
60 43.5 29,5 38,0

The atmospheric noise during night hours shows very small variations with the season. The noise values
are also shown in Fig 41-2.

4. COMPUTATION OF THE TRANSMITTED POWER REQUIRED FOR A SPECIFIED CIRCUIT

4.I Method of calculation

Suppose ire want to compute the transmitted power that is required in order to produce a signal equal to
the thermal or atmospheric noise at a certain depth and at a certain distance from the transmitter. The
method for doing this computation is rather straighforward. First, using the information given in a pre-
ceeding chapter, we compute the equivalent field intensity, E , required at the surface, to give a signal
equal to the noise at *he input of the receiver. Then, using ?he information on atmospheric noise, we
compute the equivalent field intensity of the atmospheric noise, E , at the surface of the sea and as a
function of season and time of day. Whichever is highest, E , or En, determines the required field inten-
sity from the transmitter. Using conventional methods we then can compute -he field strength at this point
from a transmitter with an output power of say 1 kW. This time we have to take account of both ground- and
sky-wave propagation. The resulting field is compared with the required, the difference given the required
actual transmitted power.

4.2 Computing the required field strengths E and En

In order to rcompute E at a certain receiver location, we must have knowledge of the salinity of the water
in this area. The salinity of the water tround Sweden varies within wide limits, from 2N on the extreme
westcoaat to 2%# in the northern part of the Gulf of Botnia. Further, there nre local variations and also
variations dith the time of year. The salinity has also a 6eneral tendency of increasing with the depth.
The electrical conductivity as a function of salinity isw also temperature-d'pendent. By using all the infor-
mation we could get from primarily coast guard stations, l.ght-houses and weather-stations we have drawn
a map showing the approximate distribution of salinity in the waters around Sweden.

This map has been converted into a map showing the distribution of the values of slectrical conductivity,
Fig 41-3. At this point, wc have assumed that the surface temperature has been 10 C. We know thut tempera-
ture is decreasinr, with depth but we have assumed that this will be compensatea by the increase in salinity.
We have c"L, -_ d the values given in Fig 41-3 as becing constant both with time of day and time of year.
For a more precise determination it is always possible to add correction terms to take care of the yearly
fluctuations. The map of the electrical conductivity in Fig 41-3 is the basis for all computationo of the
attenuatico of the electrolzagnetic waves in the sea water.

The atmospheric noise-field has on the other hand a very pronounced dependence on the time of day and
year. A study of these variations showed that it was necessary to make the computations !or Lhz.ee diffe-
rent cases, local noon in June, local noon in November and for nigh' conditiona. Anoth.r reason for making
the computations for three different time intervals, is that the received field strr..,th also is depending
on time of day and year. Typical values of the strength of the atmospheric noise field are shown in Table
41-2. In Fig 41-4 curves are presented which show the atmospheric noise amplitudes as a fumction of fre-
quency for three different seasons.

4.3 Computing the received field strength, Em , at sea 1 vel.

The principal component of the received field at these .comparatively short distances is determined by the
ground wave. The field strength of thegro,dI wave as a function of conductivity, frequency and distance
can easily be found in the literature [41-2j. We have used this material to draw curves showing the field
strength as a function of distance for various frequencies in the band 15 - 60 k?z. All .te curves are
drawn for o = 4 S/n. Some of the paths are along grciw' with mucn lesser conductivity, however for the co.-
para.ively short distances involved the error when using o 4 1 instead of the aetal conductivity is rath.r



small. When dealing with longer paths, it is necessary to gG tn thi. trouble of taking full account of the
influence of the various conductivitics. A sample of ground vave field streneth &o a function of distance
is shown in Fig 41-5. It is a3sumed that the radiated pover is 1 kW. We also assume that the ground wave
is independent of time of day and year.

We have also taken account of the influence of the sky wave eompoz:nt. Te amplitude of this component
is strongly influenced by time of day, time of year and freqvency. 'There is of course also to be expected
variations in the field strength in connection with magnetic storms or Pimilar phenomena, these cases have
not been considered, A study of the variations at different times and .3easons shows that we will cover the
extreme cases if we make calculations of the sky wave field as a function of distance and frequency for the
same time periods as used for the atmospheric noise fields.

A very suitable method for predicting the sky wave field strengths is published by Belrose [hl-3), this
method will also be published in an up-..ated version it. a report from CCIR, IWP VI/5. A sample of the com-
puted sky wave field strength as a function of distance is also shown in Fig 41-'.

At the receiving point, sky wave and ground wave will add vectorially. We have here considered the static
case, i.e. only used the phase difference between the ground wave and sky wave which is due to different
geome'rical path lengths. A sample of the resulting combined field is also shown in Fig 41-5. However, this
curve will not be very suitable in the practical case. Dae to several factors, for examp le turbulence in the
ionosphere, the phase of the sky wave will be continuously shifting in a random manner arounI the geometrical
value. It is then better to compute a factor with which the field strength of the ground wave should be re-
duced in order to compensate for the influence of the sky wave.

This factor will be depending on the required percentage of time the resulting field strength should be
exceeded. We have choosen to set this limit at 9C % of the time, The factor is determined by the ratio of the
amplitudes of the ground wave and the sky wave. The reduction factor in dB an a function of this ratio is
shown in Fig 41-6. As uan be seen from Fig 41-6, the ground wave can be reduced up to 10 dB. This happens
within the region where the amplitudes of th. ground avw and the zky wave are of the same order of magni-
tude, this ie often r .ferred to as the chief minimum. Theo-"tically, the field strength would be reduced
to zero, however due to the instabilities in the phase o" the sky wave we discusced before, this will hap-
pen only momentarily. Beyond this region the sky wave w-tl dominat6. In order to avoid the resulting se-
vere fading conditions in that region, we have limited the service area of the tranrmitter to slightly
beyond the chief minimum. An example of the iorrected ground wave field strength, E m, as a function of
distance and at different times of the year is given in Fig 41-7.

4.4. Computation of the op..imum frequency when covering a certain area.

As a hypothetical case we have asbaaed that we want to place a transmitter at the location marked )n the
map shown in Fig 41-8. The transmitter shall be able to furnish a received signal equal to the noise level
at the receiver within an area where the outermost points are marked A, B and C. The reception depth is
assumed to be 10 meters.

From the preceeding infcrma',ion we can first determine the conductivity of the sea water at the different
receiving points and also the distance from the transmitter. We find frcm the map in Fig 41-3

Receiving point Conductivty S/m Distance, transm.-receiver, km

A 3,2 200
B 1,0 140
C 0,8 500

We can then determine the values of E 0 , E and E for each of the three receiving points at a number of
frequencies within the frequer.cy band of nterest. This has to be repeated for the three different times
we discu sed before, i.e. June day, November day and June night. For each frequency end for all three
receiving points we compare the received field intensity at sea level from a transmitter of I kW with the
highest required field intensity, determined by Eo or E . This gives the required trans.sitter power. The
highest of the thio'e values for A, B or C will be the resulting required transmitter power for that par-
ticular frequency in order to cover the intended area. An examyle of this calculation for a frequency of
25 kHz and on a June day is shown in Table 41-3.

Table 41-3. Calculation of E_, En, E and the resulting required transmitter power in dB/1 kW for a June
day and on a frequency of 25 ifz.
eceiving point E d/1 tV/m En dB/1 PV/m E dB/1 PV/m Req. increase in Result.increase

transm. power in transm, power

dts.'lkW dB/1 kW

J A 514,0 52,0 61,5 - 7,5
B 32,0 52,0 51,0 + 1,0 + 5,5
C 29,0 52,0 46,5 + 5,5

In Fig 41-9 ie shown the resulting required increase in transmitter power above 1 kW for the three different
times of the year as a function of frequency. In order to be able to communicate with a reliability of
90 % during the whole year we have to choose the worst case for each frequency.
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The resulting cuive is also shor- in Fig 41-9. From that curve we can see that a suitable frequency ba,:1
would be from 29 kHz to 45 kHz wAth an optimum, around 35 kHz. This can seem to be a surprisingly high
frequency, however, one must recall that we have orly required a rather modest penetration depth, 10 meters.
At the optimum frequency we would need a radiated nower of about 1,0 kW(-0,5 dB/lkW) in order to produce
a signal equal to or greater than the noise at the receiver input. To this we have to add power equal to
the required signal/noise ratio.

4.5 Influence of a roealistic trancmitting antenna.

In the preceeding paragraph we ,iave considered the care of an ideal transmitting antenna, i.e. we have spt
the radiated power equal to utput power of the trat., nitter. In practical applications one has also to take
account of the efficiency o" thv t.ransmitting antent.a. In our hypothetical c:se we have decided that a
r;.alistic practical solution would be tn use an autenna of the top-loaded type with an height of 200 mtters.
The theoretical efficiency of this antenna coy"p,%red to an isotropic rad.ator can easily be ccmputed, the
result as a function of ,'requency is given in Fig 41-10.

We have now to correct the re.ouiting curve given in rig 41-9 in or:ur to obtain the corrected curve of
requ" 1 increase -n transmitter output power as a function of trequency. This new curve is also shown in
Fig 9. From this new curve we see that the recommended frequeny arge now is from 32 to 52 kHz with
an oltimum around 40 kHz. At the optimum we will need about 10 kW(g,5 uB/1 kW) in order to have a signal
equal to the noisc at the receiver input.

5. A METHOD FOR MAKING MAYS SHOWING THE MAXIMUM DEPTH OF RECEPTION WITH A GIVEN RADIATED POWER

5.1 Determining the geographical distributio, o; F

We have earlier shown that the maximum depth of reception is a function of the thermal noise at the recei-
ver input and the attenuation in the sea water. Witb a knowledg, of these parameters we can compute the
field strength, E , that is required immediately above the sea-air interface in order to produce a signal
equal to the ther&al noise for a specifiad depth of penetration in the Lea water. We repeat Eq (I41-9),

2 /R Ptn
E t

0 h -1 iz)

This can be written as

Eo  Et .B (41-i0)

where

Et =
h

end

B-
/ A(z)

E is the field strength required at the receiver input, it is depending on the technical characteristics
the receiver and its antenna and includes also the polarization losses at the air-sea boundary. it .s

frequency deptndent, in Fig 41-11 we have shown Et as a function of frequency for the receiver we speci-
fied earlier ir the paper. Et is here expressed in dB/ 1 mV/m.

If we express E0 , Et and B in dB we can write

Z -E t + B (4-11

where now B will be the total attenuation in dB to the specified depth, z meters. As shown in Eq (41-7),
B is a function of depth, frequency and conductivity. This relationship is shown in Fig 41-12 for a few
typical frequencies and assuming a penetraiion depth of 18 meters.

Using Fig h4-.a, 41-i afd 41-12 it is now -asy to construct a new map showing E at a ":-'cified frequecy
and with a penetration do-?th of 18 meters. We have choosen to draw the rip for R frequency of 50 kHz, tiis
choice is of course quite arbitrarily. The r-esult is shown in Fig 41-15.

The relationship represexted by Fid 41-15 can be written as

E6(50 kHz) a B(1O kHz) + Et (5' kHz) (41-12)

with all parameters expressed in dP

Eo(50 kHz) a required field strength at sea level and at 50 kHz, expressed in diB/1 pV/m

B(50 kHz) • total attenuation to 18 meters depth in dB.

E t(50 kHz) = equivalent field etrength required at the reck-ver input in dB/ isV/m
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It is now easy to convert the mz.p in Fig 41-15 to an arbitrary Zrequency. We can write the general expr
sion

Eo(f k =z) B(fkz) + t (f kfz) (41-13)

We choose oe of the lines oni the map, representing a constant value of E With the aid o! Fig 4-11 and
Eq (41-12) we can determine the corresponding val.ue ol" tio total attenuation to 18 meters depth and at
50 kHz, B(50 kHz). This number is then converted with the aid of figur 41-12 into the new value of E (f kHz)
valid for the frequency f kHz. By adding the new value of Et(f kHz) froa Fig 41-11 one finally gets the new
value of E0 , now valid for the frequency f kHz. in this manner the whole map can be redrawn for any fre-
quency.

5.2 Deter..i.ning the coverage from a specified transmitter.

We now have maps showing the required field intensity at sea lcvel. If we want to find the coverage from
a specified transmitter, we have to consider the worst condition for the wave propagation, i.e. night con-
ditions. Following the method outlined earlier in this paper we can compute the expected field strength,
Em, as a Iun.Lion of distance, using the actual rad'.ated power. On a transparent paper we draw circles
corresponding to different values of :eceived field intensities, the distance scale used must be exactly
the same as for the map. This overlay is placed with its center above the transmitting station on the map.
By marking all the points where the received and required field strengthitare equal, we get contour lines
showing the coverage for a penetration depth of 18 neters (as used in this example).

This method car also be used to locate the best position for maximum coverage frow & new station. By sli-
ding the verlay over the map it it very easy by a cut and try - method to find the best position for the
transmitter.

5.2. Limitations of the method.

The reasoning above is based on the fact that the thermal nr e is determining the required field strength.
As was shown earlier we have also to consider the atmospheric noise. It is therefore necessary to check
afterwards if the atmospoeric noise has been dominting in sorte L.eas. In those cases the radiated power
has to be modified acco-Aingly.

5.3. Leterminirg the position of an arbitrexily choosen depth of penetration.

It is often of interest to fini the position of an arbitrarily choosen penetration depth, b meters. This
can be done with the aid of Fig 41-14. Here .e have computed E0 as a function of B , where B is the atte-
nuation in dB/meter and with the f1equency as parameter. E is, as before, the fiefd strengtW required at
sea level in order to produce a signal in the receiver input eoual to the thermal noise level and at a
reception depth of 18 meters. From Fig 41-14 we can determine the value of B that corresponds to an arbi-
trarily chosen value cf E0 . If we now want to find a place where reception depth only is b meters, this
point is determined by the requirement that the field strength at sea level, Ec,b, shal. be

Eo,b aEo,18 - (18 - b) . B

The practical procedure is that one uses the same transparent paper wits circles corresponding to diffe-
rent received field strengths as vs mentioned in an earlier paragraph. One selects a line of constant
E 0,16, follows this line until ;c- crosses a field strength circle with the required new field strength,
E o' This because the validity of Eq (41-14) is based on the fact that the conductivity is kept constant.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this paper haf. been to outliie some methods for making fast and still quite accurate com-
putations of transmitter coverage in connection with underwater communications. We nave only quoted a
few applications, the use -f the methods can easily be expanded to eover a lot more applications.
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Fi~g 8 Ma showing the suggested posit ion of the transmitter and diso three rect.,,Ing 07.
A, B an! C. which a2termine tne outer area of expect(i coverage
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DISCUSSION ON THE PAPERS PRESENTED IN SESSION I
(VLF/ELF Propagation in the Sea)

Discussion on paper 1 : "ELF Propagation", by J. GALEJS.

Dr. R.D. HOLLAND : I asked for the radiated power levels for the slide
Burn 400 Hz 3000 kas
Gutton 40 40 k)
Gage 5.4 15 k)

Dr. J. GALEJS : I do not recall the power level of the 400 Hz transmission. Gutton used
a 40 KVA generating system. Gage apply about 12 kW to the antenna and estimate that 500 W
are transmitted on the fundamental frequency of a pulse excited antenna.

Dr. Albert BIGGS : Were the works by Gage in 1968 in Antarctica published ?
Where were the results ?

Dr. J. GALEJS : Journal of Geophysical Research 1968, Vol. 73 no 13, pp. 4416-4420.

Dr. A. ESSMANN : L'orateur a d~crit l'effet de la houle sur l'amplitude du champ dans
l'eau. En pratique cet effat n'apparait de fagon significative que pour les trbs petites
profondeuru d'immersion. A 10 m. de profrndeur et auy fr~quences de quelques centaines
de Hz l'effet est h peine observable.

Dr. J. GALEJS : In figure 15 there is a 35 dB change in the signal level at f = 20 kc/s
as the instantaneous depth of observation point below the waves is changed from 25 to
50 ft. Such fluctuations of the signal level have been also experimentally verified at
VLF. However the corresponding signal changes would be smaller at ELF.

Dr. A. WIRGIN : What do you mean by the reference plane approximation ?

Dr. J. GALEJS : Fields in an assumed referenoe plane through the troughs of a sinusoidal
wave are computed by assuming that field penetration through the wavy surface is the
same as for a flat surface.
Fields of deeper depths are then expressed in terms of the fields in this reference plane.

Discussion on paper 2 : "Propagation of VLF electromagnetio waves across land : sea boun-
daries", by JR."WAIT.

Dr. FRANCESCHETTI : What about the accuracy of radio-aids to navigation as LORAN C, due
to the problems you have spoken about ?

Dr. J.R. WAIT : The same method may be applied to this case but at the Loran-C frequency
(ie OO kHz) it is more convenient to treat the ground wave and sky waves separately.
The Wiener-Hopf analysis for ground wave propagation over a multiple mixed-path on a
curved earth is described in a forthcoming paper in the journal of Mathematical physics.
It confirms the previo*.sly employed integral equation methods referenced in this (Agard)
Paper.

1

Dr. T. SWIFT : The next to the last slide showing mole conversion (1/02)2 indicates that
(2,1) conversion curves are monotonically increasing. What asymptotic value do they reach
as a2 0

Dr. J.R. WAIT : About 0.835689 Maybe.

Dr. D.D. CROMBIE : Is the behavioLv of the mode conversion coefficient with oblique
propagation across the coastline the same as for an oblique path through a day/night
transition, when the angle of the path across the boundary varies.

Dr. J.R. WAIT : Yes more or less. Coast-lineshowever, are more abrupt than sunrise and
sunset boundary lines in the ionosphere where VLF radio waves are reflected.
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Dr. D.E. BARRICK : Would Dr. Wait please comment on two variations of the coast-line
problem, estimating the seriousness of these effects and also mentioning previous work
if it is available :

1) a straight coastline oblique to the propagation path, and
2 a curved coastline

Dr. J.R. WAIT : Oblique propagation across a coast-line has been treated theoretically
by B. Peinberg in the USSR and the author in a series of papers in NBS Journal of
Research (Radio Propagation) 1963, 1964 and 1965. Curved coast-lines have nov been
treated explicitly as far as I am aware. But a general formulation and many literature
references are given in J.R. Wait "Electromagnetic Surfaces Waves" Advencer in Radio
Research, Vol. I, 157-217 Aoademio Press, London 1964.

Discussion or. paper 3 : "Propagation of acoustic or electromagnetic waves in an
inhomogeneous TEAT e medium with rough frontiers"by M.F. Verhaeghe and A. Wirgin.

Dr. J.R. WAIT : Please explain the applicability of your results to the attenuation
of grazing wave propagation of H.P. Radio waves over the rough sea!

Dr. A. WIRGIN : An excitation field radiated from some physical soutrce density can be
represented as a plane wave spectrum containing both homogeneous and inhomogeneous
waves. Our analysis is based on determining the response to one of these plane (homo-
geneous) waves ; since Maxwell's equations are linear, the response of the sea to the
source distribution will be the sum of the resionses to the individual plane homoge-
neous and inhomogaieous plane waves that appear in the source spectrum. For instanoqe
we showed that the zeroth order approximation of the field on the air-water interface
for a plane homogeneous wave of incident angle ei was

u ° ) (X, e)-[ + r1 (o) (X, sin ei)J exp ik(X sin .- f(X) con eQ

v1c) (x. ) [ - ri(° ) (X. sin e J ik, con 8i exp ik1 (X sin ei - f ) W cos ei)

If the source spectrum is of the form

U 0 (x, fl) - A (s) o. i - f ] dr.

at the air/water interface, then we have by the superposition principle

'(( -. (S) 1[+ ro (X.S) 1xpik1 -SX _V_2I dS

v(°) - A (S) ikl V sL -r ( ) (X. S) e p ik X V _2 dS

-where 6 n sin 0 for itI < 1

Note that for an incident plane wave (the case treated in our paper)

A (S) - 9 (S - sin e.)

and we fall back onto our original expression.

For a line scarce localized at (Xo, Z C) above the air/water interface

Uo (X, fl) *H*X ) [k (X- Xo, 5l- Zo )J (H(i) *Hankl function)o oi

exo __-x o_ -  2 (fl_ - Zo

- /i-
2



whereupon

A (s) ex -ik (SX - / S Z.)

and +(e) r (+ i+r ( ° ) (XS)l

SMx exp ik, [S(X - X) - /.1 - - Z 0 d

V(O) 1(o)

1z M 'V' .. " (x, s) I cAp ik~l  SXX)_Vj8 f O]

of course we now have to cope with the problem of performing the S - integrals r (XS)
being a non-analytic function ), but this is a classical problem of integration in the
complex plane with which Dr. Wait is very familiar. Thus our approach can be generalized
to take into acount the physical sources which generate ground waves.

Dr. E. BARRICK : In your perturbation development was it necessary to assume the surface
height small compared to a radio wavelength in free space ?

Dr. A. WIRGIN : The perturbation method used here is based only on thi assunpton that the
lowest spatial periods of the spectrum of the interface profile functions are of an order
of magnitude greater than the wavelength . However if the surface heights are of the or-
der or greater than the wavelength it might become necessary to take into account many
terms in the perturbation series (ineonvenient) or the series might cease to have any
sense . In fact it seemp probable that limiting the perturbation series to its first
terms only is justifiedinly in the case when the surface slopes are rather small . But
by keeping the second term of the perturbation series which is equivalent to the inclined
plane physical optics approxi.mation, the restrictions on the slopes probably become less
severe , It should be pointed out that a perturbation solution has been obtai'.ed by M.F.
Verhaeghe (Optica Acta, to appear,) based on the fact that he surface heigh-s are an or-
der of magnitude less than the wavelength .

Dr. G. FRANCESCHETTI : I should like to have more informations about the definition of
the reflection coefficient .

Dr. A. WIRGIN : We represent the field in air above the plane Z - (fl)max as a spectrum
of plane waves both homogeneous and inhomogeneous . This spectrm is discrete in the pe-
riodic irregularity case and continious in the aperiodic irregularity case . The graphs
pertain to a sandwich with periodic walls . Thus the refleo:. diffraction field in air
is composed of a series of plane waves (or grating orders) one of whinh corresponds to
the specularly reflected wave from the plane (fl)average . The amplitude of this wave
is the amplitude reflection coefficient and the modulus zquared of this amplitude norma-
lized with respect to the intensity of the incident plane wave is the intensity reflec-
tion coefficient which is 1t%. ordinate in our graphs Is

Discussion on paper 4 : Payannement des sources electromagndtiques plac4es dans des mi-

lie ux absorbant7-, DWle Prof. R. GABILLARD .

C.F. P. HALLEY : Dans la r4ception sous-marine, est-il plus intdrescant pour atteindre

une r4ception h grande profondeur d'utiliser un capteur magndtique plut8t qu'un capteur

4lectrique ?

Pr. R. GABILLARD : L'imp4dance E/H de l'onde dane !'atmosphbre est de 377 ohms P. Dans la
mer l'imp~dance de l'cnde rdfract4e est de l'ordre du dixibme d'ohm . On a done int4r~t

& capter la composante H qui est bien plus intense que la composante E . Bien entendu

ceci n'est vrai que si le bruit propre de l'antenne ou du rdcepteur intervient . Si le

bruit provient entibrement de l'atmosphbre on aura le mime rapport S/B en captant le

champ H, quen captant le champ E .

Prof. M. BOUIX : Le rapport des composantes 4lectrique et magndtique est le mtme pour le

bruit que pour le signal h la mgme fr~quence

Pr. R. GABILLARD : C'est exact, mais seulement dans la mesure oa le bruit provient entib-

rement &e i'atmosphbre . Si le bruit de l'antenne intervient on a int4rtt h capter le
champ magn4tique qui est bien plus intense . I! faut aussi tenir compte des possibilits

technologiques de construction de l'antenne * Une antenne Olectriaue formde d'un trbs

long fil tird en remorque par le sous-marin peut en d~finitive avoir des performances
meilleures qu'une antenne magndtique utilisant des barreaux de ferrite .
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:)r. A. ESSAIIN : Dane le crs de r4ception dans l'eala par di?81e 4lectrique ou magn6tique
lea bruits ne sont pas sp6cialement )roduits par lveau, mais cr 4s par le sous-marin lul-
mtme . Ce sont lea bruits des couran a de corrosion et lea pertes du r6seau du bord .

Prof. R. GABILLARD : Il est certain que le sous-marin engendre par son fonctionnement
propre (et en particulier par lea coiLrants de cerrosion qu'il envoie dans la mer) un
bruit important . La seule solution semble Otre d'41loigner lea antenues du sous-marin en
lea -rainant au bout d'une remorque .

Discussion on par 6 : "M4thode exacte de calcul de la distribution de courant sur une
antenne" , par -TihX

Prof. EL SELZER : Par des r4seaux d'antennes pourrait-on gagner en directivit4 ?

Prof. M. BOUIX : Certainement, par un phnombne de groupement en r~seau . Mon but est de
faire un calou-1 de forme d'antenne, avec un but d4termin4 h l'avance . On peut sans doute
augmenter la directivit4, sans augnenter lea dimensions de l'antenne . Mais, on aura une
imp4dance qui ne sera certariement pas la meilleure

Discussion on paper 7 : "On the influence of the thickness of excitation gap on antenna
performance" , boy-U.RANCESCHETTI .

Dr. J. WAIT : Are induced polarization effects important at the metal-fluid interface in
the actual E.L.F. appli,.ations in the sea ?

Prof. G. FRANCESCHETTI : The induced polarization effects, as well as contact resistance
effects, are very important . For this reason we have switched from 1 Kc/s to 10 Kc/s the
operating frequency in laboratory experiments .

Dr. J. GALEJS i Could you clarify the assumptions used in deriving the optimum transmitter
and receiver depth and frequency or skin-depth ?

Prof. G. FRANCESCHETTI : For a fixed frequency , i.e. skin depth, the optimum ratio PPPT
is obviously obtained for di + = U . However for a fixed depth di + d2 , it exists an
optimum frequency, i.e. an optimum skin depth for which PR/PT is maximized

Dr. A. ESSMANH : Vous avez mentionn4 que ]l'iaenne devait 9tre courts en comparaison de
la profondeur de p4n4tratin . Mais pour leas pplict.tions pratiques dans l'eau de mer i2
fa'at r~aliser une anterne ausst grande que possible . Si l'antenne est trop petite il est
impossible de trouver do l'4nergie rayonnde k l'ext4rieur .

Prof. G. FRANCESCHETTI : The assumption of the antenna's dimension small with respect to
the skin depth was made only for finding simple optimization conditions . However, in the
general case, these optimization conditions can always be obtained, eventually numerical-
ly starting from the results reported in the printed version of the paper .

Discussion on paper : "Surface wave propagation from VLF arrays in polar seas", by A.W.
BIGGS .

Dr. J. WAIT : a) Please explain why you can use the Millington theory for the present
application. b) Can you justify neglect of elevation changes at the coast line .

Dr. BIGGS : a) It has been supported by analytical work of Clemov Bremmer, and Wait
Some variations occur due to mathematical approximation .

b) Ve must assume flat interfaces with elevation changes, the path variables
change .

Discussion on paper 10 "Some results in connection with a search for maximum underwater
LF/V7LF coverage- Dyr. LINDQUIST .

Dr. J.R. WAIT : Does the inhomogeneous ground-sea condition affect the calculation ?

Dr. LII.DQUIST : Yes, if you want an exact determination of the field strength . However,
we are only dealing with comparatively short distances . The results will be accurate
within a f,w dB even when neglecting the effects :f land-sea boundaries
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SOMMAIRE

L'autour dicrit I& rdaiiation d'uno antonno-bobino doutinde X 1'onrogistremont do parasites
atmosphiriquo. I trAs basse fr~quence. On a calculi lea lois d'4chelle do co type de bobino
elles ont rgvdlg quo 10 rapport signal/bruit augment. 00mn0 la puissance 3/2 du diambtre pour une
section transverse donnio du bobinagra. On a donc fabriqug une bobino do vinyl do 2 in do diambtro,
comportant 40 000 tours do fii N* 32. La bobino prdsjnte uno inductance de 6 600 Hy, une frdquenco
do rdsonance naturelle (avoc ma rdaistanco do capaciti ripartie) de 74 Hx et uno rdsistance on cou-
rant continu do 12 120 k A . Pour 4viter Is. formation do signaux parasitos dan. Is, bobbIe souln
l'influence den vibrations mict.niques do cotto bobine dans 1e champ rnagnitique naturel terrestre,
on a construit un montage anti-choc aupportant l'oaaiou. La frdquonc,, do risonance du tore du eye-.
t~me do support absorbant lon choca de I& bobino pourrait 6tro amend. en dommoum do~ 2 Hz et,
par consiquont, on doasoirn de Ia portio de transmissgion. Des talonnagoa offectuis 1. laido
d'une bobine himilairo, et dos calcula ont montric quo V'on pout obtonir une sensibiits do 9 V
Pour I A/rn.
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HIGHLY SENSITIVE ANTENNA COIL AND BAI.L ANTENNA FOR ELF-ATOMSPHERICS
H.L.Koenig

Eiektrophysikalischee Inetitut der Technischen Hochschule Muenchen
8 Muenchen 2, Arcisstr. 21, Germany

SUMMARY

Construction of an antenna-coil for the reception of ELF (Extremely Low
Frequency)-atmospherics is described.The scaling laws of such a coil were calculated
and showed that the signal to noise ratio increases with the 3/2 power of the diameter
for a given winding cross section. The construction of a vinyl coil form of 2 m
diameter which is wound with 40 oo turns of 32 wire is described. The coil has an
inductance of 66oo Hy, a natural resonance frequency (with its distributed capacitance)
of 74 Hz and a d.c. resistance of 12o k&1 . To avoid parasitic signals in the coil
due to mechanical vibrations of the coil in the natural magnetic field of the earth,
a shock mount (torsional resonance frequency below 2 Hz) to support the axle was
developed. Calibrations and calculations showed that a sensitivity of 9 V per 1 1 /m
can be obtained.

For the reception of the electric field component of ELF-signals a ball antenna
was constructed. This is advantageous because, due to the long wave length of the
signals,the antenna signal depends only on the capacitance between the antenna and
free space. As a protection against bad weather conditions the outside conducting
layer of the antenna is surrounded by an insulation material. In order to ruduce the
noise produced by ionized rain drops a distance of 5 cm between the outside
insulation material and the conducting layer of the antenna itself was provided.

During recent years natural electromagnetic signals of extremely low frequency
(ELF-signals) nave been atudied by several investigators. Experiments have shown that
such signals appear in connection with electromagnetic waves of similar frequency.
As shown by the calculations of SCHUMANN (I) (Schumannreaonnce) these waves are
reinforced by the resonant properties of the earth's spherical ionosphere. First of
all the existence of ELF-signals was demonstrated by measurements of the electric
component as well s of the magnetic component (2,3). Simultaneous measurements of
electric and magnetic fields (3) have shown that the signals are produced by electro-
magnetic waves, since the E/H-ratio (characteristic impedance) equals that of electro-
magnetic waves propagating in air.

Present objects of the investigation (see also ref. (4)) are the identification
of ELF--noise sources, the identification of the pertinent propagation phenomena, and
the identification of other processes which determine properties of ELF noise such
as diurnal and seasonal variation of its amplitude and frequency spectrum. The work
is carried on in cooperation with Dr. CH. Polk and Dr. H. Etzold at the Department of
Electrical Engineering of the University of Rhode Island in Kingston, R. I. USA. The
experimental data obtained at field stations in Germany and USA are to be analyzed
and published (5) in the USA.

Possible applications of the observation and analysis of ELF-noise (6) which
have become apparent in the course of this work are (a) the possibility of continous-
ly locating the position of the major thunderstorm regions on the surface of the
earth, (b) "early warning" prediction (three to twenty hours in advance) of some types
of solar proton events and associated major ionospneric disturbances and (c) identifi-
cation of changes in theeffective conductivit profile (i. e. electron and ion
density and collision frequency profile) over large regions of the lower ionosphere.

In order to increase the quality of the ELF-recordings special H- and
E-antennas were constructed.

1. ANTELNA CuIL FOR H-MEASURENTS

First calculations (7) showed that the signal to noise ratio of an ironless
coil (for H-field measurements) increases with the 3/2 power of the coil diameter d
for a given winding cross section Aw

Us  3/2

N7= C1 d (1)

or increases proportionaiv with d for a given total copper weight Gcu

U S
UW C 2 d GCu (2)

The noise vcltage Uq is assumed to be produced by thermkal processes in the copper
wire.

Fcr technical reasons a diameter of 2 meters was chosen for the coil. From
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consideration of the noise of the preamplifier connected with the coil 4o oo turns
of+32 wire (o,2 mm 0 ) were wound on a vinyl coil form resembling a spoked wheel.
This insulating material was used to avoid shorted turns by the total wheel or parts
of it (2 spokes and a part of the circumference). The coil has an inductance of
66oo Hy, a natural resonance frequency (due to its distributed capacitance) of 74 Hz,
a Q = lo.5 and a d.c. resistance of 12o kSL.

To avoid parasitic signals in the coil due to mechanical vibrations of the coil
in the natural magnetic field of the earth, a shock moant supporting the axle was
developed. The mechanical resonance frequency of the coil/shock mount system could
be brought below 2 Hz and therefore below the transmission range. The total weight of
the coil is 153 kp including 69 kp copper wire.

Calibrations snd calculations showed a sensitivity of 9 V per I A/m (= o.o125
Gau6 or 125or in air) at 8 Hz. At this frequency a magnetic flux density of 1.25 mr
induces in the coil a voltage of 91V . This is to be compared with o.31AV thermial
noise of 40 Hz bandwidth produced in the copper wire.

Therefore, the noise level in the signal to noise ratio of the total measuring
apparatus is (in practice) determined only by the input noise of the preamplifier.

2. BALL-ANTENNA FOR E-MEASUREMENTS.

For the reception of the vertical electric field a ball antenna was
constructed (8).

Due to the wave length of the order of 40 000 km of the recorded signals, only
the capacitance between the antenna and the free space Jn connection with the antenna-
load (capacitance and resistance antenna ground) determines the signal level on the
antenna.

Replacing a horizontal long wire antenna by a ball antenna offers several
advantages.

a) The antenna can be mounted at a single point (e.g. a mast) and does not need
two mounting points separated from each other by a relatively large distance.

b) The capacitance of a ball system to free space can easily be made of the same
order as that of the relatively long and thick antenna wire otherwise necessary.

c) The high impedance preamplifier connected inside te spaere is well protected
and weather proof.

d) Ion motion is particularly pronounced within the first two meters above ground.
By mounting the antenna which is electrically isolated from ground at a height of
lo meters spurious signals due to ion motion are largely eliminated.

e) Furthermore the capacitance to ground of a relatively small sphere (radius
a o.meter) is rather insensitive to small changes in height h, since
(for a/h71/lo)

C = 2T. a (2 + a/h). (3)

Consequently C and the received field intensity should not be affected by motion or
bending of the supporting mast during heavy winds.

f) The dielectric coating surrounding the antenny system at a distance of .o5 moter
acts as a "radome". Thus the antenna may be usable even during moderate precipitation.

g) The dielectric coating may increase tb antenna capacitance.

vcc

8A T2 T3

R GL R1 T1

/1 M

Vout

M RE

FigAI Ball antenna system
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Due to the high reactance between the antenna and free space tne input impedance
of the preamplifler has to be > 1 G2 . Tbis results in an insulating p:blem in some
parts of the antenna. Therefore the possibility of impedance transformation by an
emitter follower stage is utilized (see fig. 1). Por th~s purpose any material
insulating the antenna (I.M.) is oeparated into two parts by a metal-layer (0.M.)
which is connected with the emitter potential of the input stage (R )

In this way the total input impedance (including conductivity and capacitance
of the insulating material) betdeen antenna (B.A.) and this intermediate layer of
metal (C.M.) is transformed approximally with the current amplification rate defined
for the current amplification between input (TI ) and the emitter of the input stage
CT 3 f R E).

The impedance of the insulation (I.M.) situated between the intermediate layer
of metal (C.M.) and ground is not transformed but is shunted by the emitter resistor
(R ) of the input stage. This resistor ic in the order of several K.2, so that
in ulating problems will never arise.

Normally as input transistor (T ) a PET or MOSFET type is used. Applying the
impedance transformation technique described above this transistor can be protected
against voltage overloading by inserting a small glow discharge lamp (CG.L.) between
antenna (D.A.) and emitter (RE). The glow discharge lamp (G.L.) is followed 1y a
resistive voltage divider (R , R ) which reducns the conducting voltage of the lamp
to the maximum allowed translatoi (T ) input voltage V * The impedances of the gloN
discharge lamp and the voltage divider will bc transfoged to higher values and are
therefore only a negligibly small load for the input. Practical measurements confirmed
the utility of the antex.na.

The work is sponsered by the USAF under Contract AF 61 (o52)-836.
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SUMMARY

During a four week voyage between Hamburg and Guyaquill (Ecuador), in November 1967,
atmospheric radio noise was recorded with a 500 Hz to 5 KHz bandpass receiver.

Diirnal intensity variations recorded, and radio noise spectrum patterns give an overall
idea of Africa and South Armierica Storms.

The data collected also reveal that, below latitude 40* N, the other atmospheric noise

components (whistler, hiss, dawn chorus, etc. ). do not significantly contribute to the average
noise intensity.
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SUR QUEL(QUES OBSERVATIONS DU BRUIT RAflIOELEUI'IQUE
DWNS [A BAMIE T.I.F. FAITES AU COUPS D'UNL CROISIERL WNtS L'ATLAxrIJE'

G. NIATTLRIN
Taunus Observatoriumo 6241 Kleiner Feldberg/i's

On sait, depuis longtempa, que le bruit radio~lectrique atmosph~rique, dans !1 gamme T.B.F., eat d5
essentiellement a l1activiti orageuse de Ilatmosphtre. Il eat bien cornnu 'que cette activite eat concen-
tree, pour une grande part, dana lea zones tropicales d'Asie Orientale, d'Afrique et d'Amerique du Sud.
En iti dana l'h~miaph~re nord, an doit 6galement tenir compte de foyers orageux localiais en Europe
et en Am6rique du Nord. La. contribution des foyers orageux qui se situent au-deasus des oc6ans eat encore
tras inauffiszmment connue, bien mains cannue, certainement, que la. contribution des orages continentaux.

Le bruit radio6lectrique atmosph~rique, qui possada des composantec dana toaute ls. gamma E.B.F. et
T.B.F., eat txne source naturelle importante d'6mission dana le domaine des tras bassea frfiquences at eat,
de cc fait, souvent utilis6 pour l'6tude des conditiona de propagaution de ce type d'ondes au-dessus dui et
dana le milieu main.

D'autre part, puisquc le bruit so pr~sente, pour lea radiacammunicatians utiliant lea tras bassea
frfiquences, comea une forte source de perturbatian, il eat int6ressant de d6finir la repartition tempo-
relle et apatiale de l'activit6 radio atmosph~rique au-dessus des mars.

Au cours d'une a6ria d'obaervations concernant l'activit6 arageuna mondiale, 1'Irnatitut de
M6t6orolagie de l'Universit6 de Francfort/tMain a entrapria, en novembra 1967, de faire enregistrer le
bruit radio~lectrique atmosph~rique, par un cargo qui reliait Harnbourg ai l'Amerique du Bud. Cette croi-
si~re Lut orgsnis6e au coura du mois de novembre, car l'activit6 oragause 6tant faible, i cette 6poques
en Europe et en Am6riqud du Nord, seums lea foyers orageux lacalia6s en Afrique et en Amarique du Sud
pouvaient determiner l'intensit6 et Ia repartition dans le tampa du bruit atmosph~rique le long du tra-
jet.

On recevait lea atmosph~riques au moyen d'un r6cepteur, insta116 aur la passarelle de ravigation
du navire le "Persimmon" et raccard6 it une aartenne verticale de deux m~tres. La gamme de riception se
situait entre 500 Hz at 5 kHz. La dynamilua du r~cepteur 6tait de 80 dB, variable par echelon. Toutes
lea quatre heures (at mime tautes lea deux heures pendant quelques joura) lea atmosph~riquea, repartis
suivant lea diff~rents 6chelons d'6ncrgie, Lurent compt~s chaque Lois pendant une minute, aide d'un
corspteur 6lectronique. En outro, des enregistrements sur rubans magn~tiquee Lurent effectu~s, plusieurs
loia par jour, en vue d'analyaes ult6rieuras concernant la farna des atmosph~riquea.

Comme on le voit sur la figure 1, 13 voyage aller canduisait de Hambourg a Savannah (U.S.A.), en
passant par lea Agores, puis, par le canal de Panama, abautissait & Guyaquil (Eqwateur). La voyage retour
(ligna interrompue cur la figure 1) a'effectuait directenent de Panama, par lea Agores, vera liambourg.

Au cow-a de l'exploitation des enregistrenents, on a pu s~lectianner trois positions tp~cialement
int6ressantes du navire.

l.- Au dgpart de Hambourg, en novembre, la rages d'Afrique pravoquaiant uvn maximum dans l'activit6
des atmosph~riques, au cours des hew-es pr~c~dant minuit.

2.- Dana la zone des Aqores, 6quidistante, en novembre, des foyers oragaux d'Afriqua et d'Amirique du
Sud, on observe alors un d~rouIament diurne 6quilibr6 de 1'activit6 des atmosph~riques.

3.- Dana Ia zone du canal de Panama, lea orages d'AmA-rique du Sud apportent la contribution principsle
a l'activit6 des atmosphariques.

La figure 2 indique lea 6carts par rapport ai la moyanne journali~re du nombre d'impuiaions par msi-
nute, obtenus toutes la deux hew-es, au caurs d'une journi~e, pour la trais positions ci-desaus. in n'
tenu campte, pour 6tablir ces cotrbas, qua des atmosph6riques dint le niveau do champ 6tait sup6rieur au
6gal a 0,1 mV/rn. La cow-be continue montro 1'6volution de Ilactivit6 des atmosph~riques. telle qu'alle
fut obscrv~e an novembre 1967( . !a station de Hambourg-Hallag. Un foible m~aximum dar.x les houre.- suivant
minuit, conocquence des ar-agas d'km6rique du 3ud, ast suivi, au lever du soleil, par une diminution du
taux des atmosph6riques. Pendant toute Ia journ6e, l'affablisemant des andes apport6 par la pr6sence
de Ia basse ionosphere, ezspiLhait la r6ception c'lune portia importante de l'activite orageuse issue
d'Afrique. Ceci expliqua la pr6sence d'un minimum au voisinage de 12 h. G.M.T. Apr~s 10 coucher du saleil,
14 r~ception deviant possible vars 18 h. G.M.T., cc qui pravoque un accroissement rapide du ta,%x des im-
pulsiono at un maxiviun absoli de I'activit6 des atmosph~riques dens 2.es premi~res hewes du soir. Capon-
dait, 1'activit6 orageuse aiminuant, an moyanna. rapidemant. apr~s 18 h. GM.I. c. !a voie da transmission
vera le foyer orageux (laquel cut alors maximal en Am~rique du LOud) se trouvant encore partiellement sous
!'effet du voleil, il y a, yams minuit, un second minimum ralatif dans ilactivite des atmoapheriquas.

On pou't observer tine 6voiution diurne analogue des macurea prises au voltnlnage de l'equateur, repro-
sent,~e, sum 1a figure 2, par une cow-ba discontinue.
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Ls* diagramse 6tant 6tabli on heurpa O.M.T., le premier maximum mo situe ian pou apras minuit. IA
dhcroissance do l'activitfi avon ian minimum vera 12 h G.M.T. correspond ol la d6croissance do l'activit6
oragouse continentale, um pou avant 10 couchor dua soleil. On pout expliquer ainsi Ie maximum secondaire
obserY6 vera 16 h. G.M.T.

L'6volution de 1'activitg des atmosph~riques dans la, zone des Agoras, ant bcaucoup plus riguliare,
ccme Ie montro I& courbe en pointill6 do la figure 2.

Los foyers oragoux d'Afrique et d'Am~riquo du Sud sont aloirs, bien capt6s en moyenne, ce qui, par
suite dua dicalago doe 1e temps des instants d'activit6 maximum de chaque foyer, conduit & uno fivolu-
tion diurno rdguiiare, qui poass3de un faible maximum vera 20 h. O.MT.

Un bilan at~tiatique des nombres dtimpulsions par miaute, cosap~s dans diffirentes plages d'iner-
gia, eat repr~sont6 par lea figures 3 ot 4.

La figure 3 pr~sente ce bilan, 6tabli a partir de mesuros prises dans la. zone des Agora, 1s
2 novembre 196T, & bard du "Persimmon". tine comparaifon de ces mesures avec lea valours journaliires
moyannes aliaultanfies, mesur~es & Hambourg, montre quo cellos-ni peuvent diff6rer de colles-lai dana ian
rapprt do 1 1 IOC et plus, pour lea atmosph6riquea de forte 6nergie. Ces ciff~rencos no sont certaino-
mont pan uniquement Uno Lornsfquence des distances entre foyers orageux: at ricopteur. On pout passer quo
I& pr~sence do la mer, qui fevorise la propagation des ondes, oat une cause auppl6mentaire.

Les mesures enrogiatr~es Io 5 novembre 1967 font apparaltre des diff~rences encore plus importan-
tog (figure 4). Le navire so trouvait alors & la hauteur des Iles Bermudes, ot neptait ainsi une grando
partie dos oragos d'Am~rique du Sud.

La ccupaison des enregiatrenents pri3 our Ie ziaviro, du 2 au 5 novembre, montre uno forte autmen-
tation du teux dea atmosph~riques dans la zone d'intensit6 do champ inf~rieure ou 6gale i 1 mV/rn. Ceci
pourreit Stro une consfiquence do llaifaibliseement do propagation diurne, qui pout, lora do la r~ception
dona la zone des Bermu'ies, diplacor dana une zone dlnest do champ plus foible, lea impulsions crEges
au coura de la pfiriode oragouso maximale do l'apras-midi, on Am~rique dua Bud.

La figure 5 pr~sonte ian bilan des taux dtatmosphiriques, observ~a aux: trois positions aignal~es
prfickement, pendant la, p6riode d'activitfi orageuse principale do 16 h. locale. On a utiliss Ia mayenne
monsuelle do. taux: d'atmoaph~riques pour I& station do Hambourg, et des moyennes do chaqut fois 14 jour.
(pendant los voyages allor et retour) dana les zones dies Agoras et do Iliquateur. Lea courbos obtenues
montront qu'au voisinsce do 1'6quateur, 1s pouvoir do r~solution du r~cepteur eat attoint, avec des i-
tonsitis do champ do 1 mV/n. Il at en outro remarquable quo des fr~quences d'iinpulsions de 100 par mi-
nute aient iti observ~es a 116quateur, avea des intenait~s do champ do 0.1 V/rn. Coxmme il n'y avait~,
aux Agora, e'n novembro 1947?, .I'activiti orageus2, duns la zonu des fortes Intensitis de champ, les im-
pulsions y sont momns fr~quentes qu'aux environs do ilqaer Au-dessous do 1 mV/rn, on obtient des
friquencos nomparables i cellos do la station 6quatoriale, co qui prouve la position favorable des
Agoras pour des esais do surveillance des foyers orageux Africains et Sud Am~ricains.

La courbo do I& station do Hambourg set, i 16 h H.C.E. (houre do 11'urope Centrale) masqu~e par
une absorption encore effiance, intervenpt le long des voies de propagation des atinosph~riques. tine
partie eesentiolle du groupe des orages a1. Lcaina apparalt sous des intensitis inferioures a 0.5 mV/n.

Lea valour. indiqu~ea montront quo llactivit6 orageuse aux onvirons de l'Equateur eat auffisante
pour produiro une intenait6 inoyenne de champ essez forte pour permettre une riceptimnn des atmosph~riquea
aux grandea profondeurs marines.

En vue do 1'observation des foyers orageux d'Afrique at d'Amirique du Sud, une atation de riception
inatall~e aux Agoras semble offrir lee meilleures conditions. En effet, on pout y mesuror des taux d'at-
mosphiriques provenant des doux: foyers d'orage, assez glev~s pour permettre des observations stetisti-
quo.

Ii sora ndcessaire do proc~der a unf Brand nowbre d'autros nesures a bord do navires, pour obtenir
dons cette band* do fr~quence, une vue d'onaemble do 1'activiL6 dos atmosph~riques au-dessus do
1'Atlantique.

* La communication 12B eat associ~e aL la coourication 12A.
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A COMPARISON OF ELF ATMOSPHERIC NOISE SPECTRA
MEASURED ABOVE AND IN THE SEA

Emil F. Soderberg and Manuel Finkle
Navy Underwater Sound Laboratory
New London, Connecticut 06320

SUMMARY

Extremely low frequency (ELF) electromagnetic noise arising from worldwide atmospheric
electrical disturbances was measured at sea, using a ship-mounted whip antenna to sense the
vertical electric fields in air and a towed cable with a widely spaced pair of tandem elec-
trodes to sense the corresponding horizontal electric fields in the sea. The outputs of these
sensors were recorded simultaneously on multichannel magnetic tape as the ship proceeded on
courses of magnetic east and magnetic south. This paper reports some results of these
measurements and illustrates some of the features that characterize ELF electric fields above
and in the sea. Comparison between the spectra of vertical electric fields in air and hori-
zontal electric fields in the sea shows that the omnidirectionality (in azimuth) of the whip
antenna tends to smooth the spectrum whereas the directionality of the electrode pair
enhances the spectrum characteristics of sources located in the direction of the electrode
pair axis.

1. INTRODUCTION

The source of extremely low frequency (ELF) electromagnetic noise in the sea is predominantly of atmospheric
origin. Electromagnetic waves, arising from atmospheric electrical activity in various parts of the world, dissipate a
small amount of energy into the sea as they travel along the ocean surface, thereby producing an ambient electromagnetic
noise background in the sea which decays exponentially with depth below the surface. It is of interest to compare the
electric fields in air as measured with a vertical whip antenna to the resulting electric fields underwater as measured with
a horizontally oriented pair of electrodes.

In air, the total electric field sensed by a whip antenna is the combination of the vertical electric field components
of all the arriving waves. Underwater, however, the resultant electric field sensed by a horizontal electrode pair repre-
sents only a part of the horizc.ital electric fields that are present. Each of these horizontal electric field components is
oriented in the direction of propagation of the wave that created it, and, since the waves traveling along the surface have
arrived from a number of different directions, many of the underwatet horizontal components fall in a direction off-axis
with respect to the electrode pair. The results presented here indicate that the directionality of the electrode pair
provides a means for reducing the electric field contributions from directions normal to the axis of the electrode pair, thus
enhancing the spectrum characteristics of sources lying in the general direction of the axis of the electrode pair. This
feature is of value for such applications as the study of worldwide thunderstorm location through observations of the
Schumann resonances. The ratio 3f the magnitudes of successive peaks of the Schumann resonances may be used to deter-
nine the angular separation between a thunderstorm region and the location of the sensor(I,2).

Previous work has been done on measurements of ELF electric fields over the ocean (3) and ELF electric fields it
the ocean (4, 5), but thedata reported here offer the first opportunity for direct comparison of simultaneous measurements of
electric fields above and in the sea.

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

If we assume that a single vertically polarized wave is incident on the ocean surface at a grazing angle, a pcrtion
of the wave will be refracted into the medium in a direction practically straight downward. Let the incident wave,
traveling in a direction x, have a vertical electric field E = E e -kx and a horizontal magnetic field H = H eikx
where k = wVp o', . The horizontal magnetic field Hz is continuous across the air-sea boundary and therefore relates
the vertical electric field E above the sea to the horizontal electric field E below the surface:y x

E Ex

H =--X =-&,

vhere go and n, are the intrinsic inpedances of air and sea water, respectively. The ratio of the vertical electric
field to the horizontal electric field is then

E .a 1/2 1/2

E "S (ig, ip/(O Jut)) )u O

where ° the electrical conductivity of sea water9  .
a the permittivityof free space = (36i x 10 )
r = the relative permittivity of sea water = t/to = 81 (dimensionless)

p ; Vo - the permeability of free space = 4 x 10-7 henry/meter
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For a > > weo , t may be neglected. For example, if a 4 mhos/meter and frequency f = 100 Hz, the ratio is

0 4" 36w 10 +81 2 106 +81 =2.68x 104 /..±5!

The ratio of the magnitudes of these fields is

E - 0 1/2 f

E
The ratio -7-, where E and E can he the root mean square voltages representing their respective fields , is plotted

E y x

as a functian of -requency in Fig. I for several values of sea water conductivity.

The rate of attenuation of the refracted wove as it progresses downward through the seawater may be expressed as
the reciprocal of the "skin depth" 8 :

1 a (nepers/meter of depth)

where u = 21t x frequency, i = 4w x 10-7 henry/meter, and a = sea water conductivity in mhos/meter. The- attenu-
ation rate a is therefore

a= 0.00199 f 9 f nepers/meter

=0. 0173 j f db/meter (0 neper = 8.686 db).

Figure 2 is a graph of attenuation rate versus frequency for several values of sea water conductivity.

ELF electromagnetic waves which are due to sources that excite the earth-ionosphere cavity ore believed to
propagate mainly in the transverse magnetic mode (i.e., no component of magnetic field radial to the earth), so that at
large distances from the sources only the vertical electric field is significant (6). It is assumed here that the waves sensed
by the whip antenna were vertically polarized and that, consequently, the voltages developed on the whip were truly
representative of the ELF electric fields present. This assumption is encouraged by the absence of local ati..ospheric
electrical activity, so that the sources were presumably far distant from the measurement area.

It is assumed tiot the presence of the ocean bottom has no effect on the fields considered here. The ocean depths
encountered during this particular set of measurements ranged from 2400 to 3000 fathoms (4390 to 5480 meters). A depth
of 2400 fathoms corresponds to thirty "skin depths" at 3 Hz and 303 "skin depths" at 300 Hz, The measurements reported
here are therefore considered to be "open ocean" measurements as opposed to "shallow water" or "near shore"
measurements.

It is assumed that the sea surface was flat. The sea states during these measurements were reasonably low, and it
may be assumed that there were no significant perturbations due to ocean waves.

3. MEASUREMENTS

The measurements were mode in the open ocean at a position of approximately 40*N 65*W, some 300 nautical
miles southeast of the mainland of New England. The oceanographic ship that carried the- instrumentation proceeded
slowly clong magnetic east-west and magnetic noth--south courses while recordings were made of the vertical electric
field in a'r and the horizontal electric field in the sec. A 2-meter whip antenna aboard ship and a to, dem 60-meter
electrode pair towed 255 meters behind the ship were used to measure these respective fields. Figure 3 shows the locations
of the sensors with respect to the ship. The trailing dummy antenna consisted of a transmission line identical to that used
as the lead-in cable from the electrodes, except that it was terminated ir a resistance which simulated the impedance of
the electrode pair. A depressor was used to force the towed line down so that the netially buoyant line would be
maintained in a horizontal attitude at the desied depth. The speed of the ship was varied to adjust the depth of the
depressor and thu, ,e depth of the electrodes. The output of the pressure transducer showed that the line was indeed
maintaining a stable path at the desired depth.

The procedure used was to record ELF noise for u one-half hour peri I while the ship proceeded in one direction,
then to change course 90* and record for another half-hour period in that direction. The ELF noise could not be recorded
in both directions a' once, of course, as would be the case if two ships had been available for towing two separate
electrode pairs, and it was hoped that atmospheric conditions would not change too drastically from one half-hour period
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to the next. Comparison of ELF spectra from the whip antenna (which is omnidirectional and quite independent of the
ship's course) showed that changes did occur, however, but not to much in level as in the shape of the spectrum. For
purposes of thi, report this varioeion with time does not matter when we are mok'.ig a comparison between simultaneously
recorded portions of the ELF noise data.

Some changes o ocean characteristics were encountered. Nansen casts were made periodically during the cruise
to determine the temperature and the salinity of the water at depths of interest for the measurements. Depth profiles of
temperature and electrical conductivity are shown in Fig. 4 for the four Nansen costs closest in time to the measurement
periods reported here. There was a significant change in the depth profile between times 1600 and 1900, with conduc-
tivity values changing from 4.2 to 3.2 mhos/meter, and core must be taken in dealing with tHie data obtained during
t hs time period.

4. INSTRUMENTATION

The instrumentation aboard the ship included four measurement channels and a WWV time channel into a multi -
channel magnetic tape recorder. Two of the measurement channels amplified the outputs of the whip antenna and the
electrode pair. A third channel monitored the amount of noise picked up on the cable of the trailing dummy antenna.
The fourth channel was used to establish a base line for system noise. A resistor terminated the input of this channel right
at the input of the amplifier itself.

The frequency response of the whip channel was 3 db down at 6 Hz and 950 Hz, with a fall-off of 80 db per decade
below 4 Hz. The responses of the remaining three measurement channels were all similar: 3 db down at 40 Hz and 910 Hz,
with a fall-off of 20 db per decade below 20 Hz. All of the following data have been corrected for the frequency
responses of their respective channels.

5. THE DATA

The data selected for presentation consist of samples fhom four time periods (local time):

Starting Time Ship's Course Electrode Depth

1154: 30 magnetic south 22. 8 meters

1207: 00 magnetic east 22. 3 meters

1731: 00 magnetic east 25. 0 meters

1815:40 magnetic south 23. 7 meters

Each of these samples is displr.yed in three ways: as broadband amplitude versus time, as frequency versus tirre, and as
mean square voltage versus fr.queny (spectral density).

Figure 5 shows a 1-minute section of a chart recording of logarithmic amplitude versus time ;or the outputs of f.ur
sensors recorded simultaneously cn the magnetic tape. The output of [he whip antenna is seen to be characterized by a
relatively high level of background hiss which, in this type of presentation, masks ell but the highest impulsive noise
bursts. In contrast, the output of the electrode pa:r is seen to consist mainly of distinguishably sepcrate impulses, a
result of the filtering out of the higher frequency atmospheric hiss by the sea water attenuation. The outputs of the
trailing dummy and of the system noise channel show the constant level that is characteristic of this nearly normally
distributed noise. Figures 6, 7, and 8 are amplitude versus time chart recordings for the other three samples. Part of
the data shown in 'his figure was selected for analysis in the form of sonagrams, which are representations of the noise
frequency spectrum as a function of time, with amplitude being represented by the intensity of the marks on the paper.

Figure 9 shows a set of sonagiams representing simultaneous 22-second samples of the outputs of the four sensors,
analyzed over the frequency range from I to 500 Hz. Many of the ELF bursts are seen to appear simultaneously on both
the whip antenna and electrode pair presentations, as is to be expected. Some bursts that appear on the whip antenna
channel but not on the electrode pair channel are presumed to have arrived from directions approximately normal to the
axis of ine electrodes, i.e. . in a null of the sensitivity pattern of the electrode pair. The background hiss that was
mentioned earlier is clearly visible in the whip antenna sonagram and is noticeably subdued in the electrode pair sonagram.
The horizontal traces in the electrode pair and trailing dummy presentations are power line harmonics from the 60-Hz
ship's power that hove been coupled into the lead-in cables of both channels because oi their proximity to power lines at
some point along the cable way. Although these tonals ore visible in this type of presentation, their relative levels are
low with respect to the ELF noise. Figures 10, I1, and 12 are the sonagroms for the other three samples.

Figure 13 shows the power spectra obtained for the noise outputs from the four sensors for the frequency range of
3 to 300 Hz. Again, these represent simultaneous samples from the four sensors, with the sample length in this case being
152 seconds. The data on each of the four tape channels were re-recorded onto a closed-loop tape for individual anolysis

on a power spectrum analyzer. Each data point represents the mean square ,oltage in a 1. 25-H7 bandwidth averaged over
the 152-second sample period. Each revolution of the closed-loop tape through the analyzer automatically printed out the
result and advanced the analysis frequency by I Hz, tus progressing cycis-by-cycle up to 300 Hz. (The frequency range
of 3 to 25 Hz was analyzed in 1/4-Hz steps, that of 25 t; 15 Hz in 1/2 -Hz steps, and that of 75 to 300 Hz in I-H.z steps).
The curves shown here have been corrected for the fr quency response characteristics of the four measurement systems and
are plotted as a function of the mean square voltage that would have been measured at the terminals of each sensor, as
calculated from the output bock through the gains and responses of each :hannel.
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The system nnise curve establishes the lowest possible spectrum levels obtainable with the amplifiers used here.
The spectrum of the trailing dummy antenna indicates that although il has no sensor with which it can detect underwater
fields, there is a certain amount of noise, presumably ship's electrical noise, that is inductively coupled into the lead -in
cable itself. There is also an indication of a triboelectric effect at the frequencies o; ship vibration (here centered about
32 Hz and 68 Hz). T1at is, the vibrotion of portions of the lead-in cable itself givei rise to frictional -ffects in the cable
which produce voltage at the frequencies of vibration. As large as these triboeiectric voltages appear to be in this
spectrum, they are far below the voltages thut are developed across the electrode pair by the under. ter ELF electric
fields. The spectrum obtained with the electrode pair is at least 15 to 20 db greater than the loirest extraneous system
noise and is therefore satisfactorily uncontaminated by ship noises.

The specta of the vertical electric field in air and ,he horizontal electric field in the sea sensed by the whip
antenna and the electrode pair, respectively, are represented by the two upper curves. The mean square voltage levels
(read from the left4iand ordinate) have been corrected for the effective height (or length) of each sensor and converted to
values of equivalent field strength in rms volts per meter (right-hand ordina;es). The gap in the curve of the whip antenna
spectrum is due to the intentional omission, for clarity, of two large resonance peaks, at 52 Hz and 60 Hz, which would
otherwise dominate the appearance of the spectrum. Both cf these resonances are from 25 to 30 db above the adjacent
spectrum level in all four of the samples. The peak at 52 Hz appears to be caused by a mechanical resonance of the whip
antenna, and that at 60 Hz by the ambient fieid of the ship's 60-Hz power line system. The presence .J these peaks is
shown in the sonagrams (Figs. 9 through 12) but, as with all of the other tonals and resonances arising from system or ship
noise, their effects upon the spectra of inte-est is regligible and may be ignored for the purposes of th's discussion.

6. DISCUSSION

Examination of the instantaneous characteristics of the over-water ELF noise fields sensed by the whip cntenna and
the underwater ELF noise fields sensed by the electrode pair has shown that these fields have essentially the some structure,
thus ensuring that it is valid to make comparisons between them. Further, it was seen that, with the exception of tth.
large peaks at 52 and 60 Hz in the whip antenna spectra (omitted from the curves), the data are otherwise uncontaminated
by system noise or ship noise, so that the noise levels which were measured really do represent the ELF fields above and in
the sea.

In order to determine the total horizontal electric field that would have been sensed by or. omnidirectional (instead
of bi-directionol) antenna at the depths at which the electrode pair was located, the vertical electric field values at five
frequencies were extrapolated down into the sea, with corrections mode for the refraction ratio across the air-sea boundary
and for the attenuation through the sea water. These calculated values are represented by the open circles lying along
the spectra of the electrode pair data. The nominal values of sea water conductivity, using the data of Fig. 4, were
taken to be 4 mhos/meter for the sample periods of Figs. 13 and 14, and 3. 3 mhos/meter for the periods of Figs. 15 and 16.
The calculated values of total horizontal ele:tric field in Figs. 13 and IH bea" a reasonable relationship to the measured
values of the hcrizontal electric field in view of the fact that some of these fields were not sensed by the electrode p-ir.
The measured values in Figs. 15 and 16, however, appear to be some.what high (judging from the calct lated values), which
suggests that during these sample periods the ship may have passed through an eddy of sea water even cdder (thus less
conductive) than that indicated by the "lime 1900" curve of Fig. 4. The results cf these comparisons arot satisfactorily
close, but a more detailed analysis of (he differences must be put off until additional data hove been proessed.

It should be noted here !hot the close agreement between calculated and observed values of the underwater ELF
fields tends to verify the accuracy of calibration of both the whip antenna system and the electrode pair system. That is,
the ELF levels in each mediuri were evaluated independently, each system was calibrated in its own unique way, and tne
results were found to be compatible when compared by means of their theoretical relationships.

A comparison of the shapes of the FLF spectra shows that the most interesting features lie in the region between
10 and 40 Hz. During the sample period represented by Fig. 13 (near local noon), the electrode pair was oriented in a
north-south (magnetic) direction. Three distinctive peaks occur in Pie elect-ode pair spectra at approximately 14, 25,
and 32 Hz, coinciding with the second, fourth, and fifth Schumann resonances. A fourth peck, less distinct, is seen near
21 H7. The whip antenna spectrum does not have any particularly distinctive peaks in this case. The curves of Fig. 14
show the spectra that were obtained approximately 13 minutes later, during which time the electrode pair was oriented in
an eoat-west direction. The vertical electric field spectrum has not changed ignificontly since the previous sample. The
electrode pair, however, is now directed toward sources whose combined spectra produce domirant re onances at approx-
imotely 20, 26, and 32 Hz, corresponding to the third, fourth, end fifth modes.

The curves in Figs. 15 and 16 ,epresent data tclen during late afternoon. In Fig. 15, the vertical electric field
spectruim is shown to hove changed to such an extent that resonances near 14, 25, and 32 Hz hove become dominant. Te
underwater electrode pnir, however, now orientea :n on east.-west direction, does not sense these resonances, which
indicates that the sources of these peacs lie in a southerly (or northerly) direction (;. e., generally normal to the electrode
pair axis). In Fig. 16, data taken 45 minutes later show that the peals in the over-water spectrum sensed by the whip
antenna have disappeared. The electrode pair, oriented in a north -south direcrion, now senses sources having peaks near
the second, third, an- fourth modes, at approximately 14, 20, and 26 Hz, respectively.

These illustrations have beer in-tended to suggest how each of these methods of measri'-g ELF noise may be used to
advantage: the whip antenna pro ides the total level of no;se doe to the vertical electr:c fields over the sea, whereas
the electrode pair system vrov;des s-ire e nancement of the spectra of noise souces lying generally *n the direct'rn of ts
cax 's.
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7. CONCLUSION

Spectra of vertical electric fields above the sea and horizontal el( tr;c fields in the sea have been compared to
illustrate differences that may be used to advantage in the stud) of ELF noise. The vertical electric field, sensed by the
whip antenna, represents tle total level above the sea of rLF noise arriving from distant sources. The un:derwater electrode
pair does not sense the total horizontal electric field in ti.e water becaus, of itf bi-directional sensitivity to the fields,
but this feature may be used to enhance the spectra of ELF noise arrving from thunderstom areas by aligning the ais of
the electrode pair in the direction of the sources of interest.

In studying ELF noise spectra, amplitude versus time chart recordings and frequency versus time -onagrams are of
value in describing the instantanet..,s features of the noise that goes to make up the power spectra.

Future measurements ising two horizontal electrode pairs whose axes are orthogonal ore expected to provide
information on both the total horizonta! electric field in he sea and the directional characteristics at the noise.
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SUMMARY

If we confined ourselves to the simplest basic principles (water masses assumed to be homoge-
neous and completely plasive from the electromagnetic viewpoint ; inactive sea bottoms ; tabular
and coherent external excitation sources ; no discontinuities between continents and oceans, etc. ),
the electromagnetic noise levels that we might expect to find in the oceans could be expressed in a
particularly simple way, in terms of the depth and spectral composition of the incident radiation,
as a direct application of the "skin effect". This way, at frequencies approximating I Hz, we might
expect to find an attenuation of the order of 170 DB at a depth of 5000 m. Such an electromagnetic
"quiet" is likely to stimulate various projects ; it is therefore important to verify it experimentally.
However, we come up against critical practical difficulties which prevent us from obtaining the
final accurate information required. Therefore, direct "in situ" absorption measurements have
been successfully carried out mostly in some fresh water lakes (for instance, by Prof. Deasoulavy
in the lake of Geneva, with the "Mesoscaph").

In this paper, a synthesis is made of the results obtained during successive campaigns on board
the "Archimedes" bathyscaph (from 1964 to 1967), combined with those provided by the complete
recording of a magnetic storm by means of a probe immersed at Som. depth in the bay of Villefran-
che (L. Launay), and taking account of various calculations on the hydromagnetic effects related
to sea kinetics (waves, currents, etc. ). We have found that real conditions may diverge to a large
extent from the theoretical conditions often assumed. Taking into account, as far as possible, the
overall factors involved, we propose likely thresholds for the natural noise levels that should be
expected, in actual fact, in seawater, within the range of eleczromagnetic variations considered.
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NIVEAUX CARACTERISTIQUES D11 BRUIT ELECTRONAGNETIQUE NATUREL DANS
IAGMUF USI E ES 4FNTO DE LA PROF0NDEUR

par
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Institut de Physique du G10bc
de In FacvltO des Sciences de Parts

SOMM4AI

Dan* Is prisent expost nous faisons It synthase des rdsultats de mesures de bruit dlectromagnitique
obtenus au court des campagnes successives effectukes depais 1964 par le bathyacaphe "Archimade", associda
A ceux d'un enregistrenent intdgral d'un orage megndtique alu moyen d'une sonde &nsnergde par 60 mn de fond
done Is bale de Villefranche (L. Launay). Tenant compte fgalement de divers effets hydroinagndtiques lids
i Ia cingtique des mars (vogues, courants, etc.). nous trouvons que lea conditions rdelles peuvent s'Acar-
ter dans de large* metures des conditions de principe souvent postuldes (ne tenant compte que du "skin
effect"). Considdrant, dana toute Ia mesure du possible, 1'ensemble des facteurs en jau, nous proposons
des Gouils probable& pour lea niveaux: de bruit natural qua Von doit s'attendre A trouver rdellesern au
sein des moe dans It gamme des variations flectromagndtiques considdrde.

SUMMARY

In this paper, a synthesis is made of the results concerning electromagnetic measurements oLtained
during successive campaigns on board the "Archimedes" bathyscaph since 1964, combined with those provided
by the complete recording of a magnetic storm by means of a probe immeersed at 60 in depth in the bay of
Villefranche (L. Launay). Taking account of various hydromagnetic effects related to sea kinetics (waves,
currents, etc.), we have found that real conditions may diverge to a large extent from the theoretical
conditions often assumed which take only in consideration the classical akin effect. Taking into account,
as far ab possible, the overall factors involved, we propose likely thresholds for the natural noise
levels that should be expected, in actual fact, in seawater, within the range of electromagnetic variations
considered.

1. INTRODUCTIO1

ILe bruit dlectromagndtique natural au sein des mars n 'eat pats une grandeur dont lat ditermination
pr~cise en fonction de Ia profondeur puiese Itre clairement. exprimide. Si V'on s'en tenait aux conditions
de principe lea plus simple* (masses d'eaux supposdes homog~nes et totalement passives du point de vue
ilectromagndtique; fond& des mere inact ifs; sources dlexcitation externes tabulaires et cohdrentes; absence
de discontinuitds continents-ocians; etc.) lea niveaux de bruit dlectronagndtique natarel qua V'on pouirr.it
s'.Attendre A trouver o'exprimeratent d'une fa~on particulitrement simple par application directe de l'effet
do pcau ('Is;in affect") en tenant compte, avec Ii orofondeur, de la composition spectrale de is radiacion
incidente. W'est ainsi que, aux environs do la frdquence I Hz , on pourrait s'attendre . trouver un affai-
blissement de l'ordre de 170 dB A une profondeur di 5000 m . Un tel "calme 4lectromagndtiquo" dtant
susceptible dvencourager divers projets, a& v~rification expdrimental. cat iiportante. Nous &Ilona essayer
do fare Ia synthtse de diverses etesures qua nous avons faites dons cc sans at des donndes actue lies sur
cette question. Nous serons ainsi conduits a tenir compte d'un nombre plus grand de parambtres it do
phonon~nes plus complexes qua ne It demande Is thforie classique du skin effect.

C'est en 1960, a l'occasion de is soumission de projets concernant la objectifs scientifiques qua
V'on pourrait se donner pour l'utilisation- is pius spdcifique des possibilitds nouvelics qu'allait apportar
Ia mist an service du bathyscaphe "Archimbdda, qua nous nous soasnas intdressds directement AL ccc question's.
On ne s'6tonnera donc pas que nor E~tude expdrimentaic ait dtd conduite d'abord, exclusivement, de 1964 A
1966, au cours de p'.ongdes effectudes avec l'Archim~de. '1316rd la pr~paration - aussi minutieuse qua pos-
sible - qua nous avions faite pour ces cxpfriences, ccci a donnd lieu A un certain nombre de critiques qua
nous classirons commie suit

I* Pourquoi avoir opt6 pour des experiences avec pr~sence mtmc de l'observateur, alors qu'ktant
donnd lea progr~s de l'automatisme lea metures faites A partir du bathyscaphe aursient pu tire conduites,
plus convenablement, A partir de to surface ?

2* Par s seule pr~senca, It bathyscaphe doit pirturber It milieu At explorer.

3' Le caractbre relativement exceptionnel des plongacs doit enptcher des exptriences "sfrieuses"
d'ttre accomplies.

lous nous pcrinettrons de ne rdpondre que bridvement A I& premi~re de ces critiques car - 5iun qu'elle
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Cit trait A une question d'une Imprortance primordiale, sa discussion fait parcie MaFintonant d'un des
aspects let plus classiquer (lea methodes expdrimentali-i de las cience madaen. it nous suffira de rap-
peler, A titre d'exernple, lets diatribes - maintenant bien ddpiaades - entine partLisans des explorations
lunaires par engins habitds et ceux qui eatimatL'nt que des fengins a atffiques feraient. Lut asesi bien.
Tout d~pend de la cat~gorie logique de In m6thode '4tude quo l'on entone appl~quer iA 1'exploration envi-
sagfe ii l' on entend essentiellement vdrifier In validit6. ou prtciser, des idhles dji conques, des
engine autornatiques pourront remplir d'une faqon siatisfaisanco lea missions qui leur seront imparties
mais a'il s'agtt d'aller aui devant de nouvelles conceptions lla prdsence pcrsonnoille d'un abuservateur ou
d'un exp~rirnentateur aere ndceasaire. A cette philosophic g~n~rale relative A in fa.,on de concevoir In
recherche que Von d~sire entreprendre, nous ajouterana une considdration henucoup plus particuliere rela-
tive A notre cas psdcis : une fats admis - inddpendamcent de notre act ivite, propro - 'a misc en place
des campagnes de I'Archimade, le fait de greffer rios experiences sur ces plangdce- n'entrfllnait pour nious
qu'une charge budgdtaire r~duite, aloes que 1.1 mise en place 4o reauros dquivclentea de-atin~es i ttre
faites A partie de Insaurface,aurait ndceasitrd des rsoyens considdrables que notre laboraroire - non s6
cielisg en ocdanographie - n'aurait jamais pu rassemoler.

En ce 4ut concerno la deuxi~me des objections, cello relative aux perturbations appoint~es A '16tat
magn~tique et 6iectromagn~tique du milieu A explorer par 'e bathyscaphp lui-Zm , it eat evident qu'elle
s 'appuit sir des faits ind~niables dant, en premier lieu, iapport die In sphtre dacier co-nstituant
l'habitacle du bathyscaphe. Cette circonatance rendrait, en effet, illuraire tout essai de meaure de la
valcur statique du champ magndtique principal existant uu voisinage de notre engin d'explaration. Une

construite en matdriaux non magndtiques, ou per le d~p!5c du migndtoeiacr eih un paint du fond die la mer
dont on s'dloignerait pendant In durde des mesures. Ces mani~res de faire sont parit lea chases possibles
mats mayennant - tout aui mains pour ta premi~re - des- rdaliastions ondreuses et qui ndcessitersient des
mnes au point compliqudes. Nous ne naus y arraterons p55. car doe telles mesures du champ magndtique sta-
tique n'Etaient pas dana nas projeta. Nous evions, par contre, choisi d'4tudler le "bruit 4lectro.Ugn6-
tique" - donc, des variations magndtiques - (tans des bandes die frdquences A l'knre-rieur desquolles les
perturbations appoint~es par le bathyscaphe no devaient pas Utre prohibitives, rait depuis quelques Hertz
jusque veins 200 Hertz, En fait, naus avant ddcouvert que la sph~re d'acior do l'Archimade provoquait
bien une perturbation importance A I'irt~rieur die cette bande do frdquence ct quo cotte perturbation pou-
vait C-tre tet ganante, mats au fur or _4 meaure de notro e-tude et de In connaiasance plus pr~cise - et
mime teas prdcise - que nous avons pu avotr sur cot effet, naus noua somces rendus capables 'etimtner lea
d~fauts qu'il naus causait. Il sagissait, en effet, d'une variation 6lectromagndtique centree Cur uns
rate spectrale teas dtrotte (ceci, pour tine profondeur dftermiwde-), par exemple, comprise entre 39,5 et
40.5 Hz A une profondeur do l'ordro doe 5000 mitres (plong~es de In campagne de Grece et de celles au
voisinage de Kadbre), ce qui peinmettait de In reconnaltre facilement sur les enregtistrements quand ceux-ci
sont soumia aux mdthodes de l'analyse spectrale. sans qu'elle putase entlcher des signaux de frdquences
diffdrtentes. (Je passe ici 6ur certain& incanv~nients techniques, rels que les saturations des amplifica-
teura d'entrde, que cette raie a pu pravoquer, mats auxquels it a .tA_ passible de parer). ILe problame le
plus ddlicat que nous ayons eu A rdsaudre relativement A! corre rate a ft": d'dtablir avec certitude son
origine :une frdquence de r~sonance propre (oscillations libres) do la aph~re d'acier qul conlftituc
un systeme mdcanique oscillant ayant un coefficient die qualitd 4levtE, ce qut lut permet de prdseate, une
amplitude dioscillations quasi permanente (et mime pseudo constante quand on s'attache A r~aliser une
immobiliti6 aussi complLte que possible do tout l'intdrieur de la sphare) qui se transmet alors a i'eau

-a nmcanisme de couplage m~cano-ragndtique. (Il oat probable que ce type de coupiage se produit dana
lea deux senta de Idgers mouveoents de l'eau - tres faibles courants, tourbillons peut-atre ? - exci-
tent m-6caniquement, et entretiennent, lea vibrations de !as phbre, qui rozransmettent A IPeau - par le
mkanisme indiquff ci-dessus - l'6nergle reitie). Nous cornptona revenir d'une faqon plus prkcise, dans Ia
suite de matre exposd, sur cet effet, mais ajoutona seulement icd que lea analyses apectrales des enre-
gistrementa ant souvent fait apparaltre d'aUtres rates plus ou coins 4traires que nous evang 6galcuent
recannues comme 6tant d'origine artificiolle et causdes par diverses parties du bnthyscaphe. Com pour
la rate vofatne de 40 Hz , ces autres rates tie wnt pas g~nantes une fats leur existence bien reconnue
et "cacalosude".

Des ph~nomaenes perturbateurs d'une nutre nature ront 4t4 ausai mif en~ evidence au coura de nos
plongees, mais ls C-raient relatifs, essenttellement, A des Atrs dynamiques du hathyscaphe :prises
d'immrsion (avec lea incanv~nients que cola comporte pour ia scabllita der. ph~noftnes de polarisatioii
dea Electrodes servant A miesurer les champs clectriques), deacentes do plonsdca., taurbillons ct nuages de
vase bora des arrivies stir Ile fond, etc..* Une perturbation particulire, mats qui n*A pis fte sans Inter~c,
a dtd celle - observde lars doe pbong~es A profondeurs mayennes (2000 A 2500 m)en ilditerrande - causke
par Vagitation microsismique et trarismise par le fond au bhtihscaphe luW~c une faqon gdn~irale. les
diverss perturbations que nous avons evaqudes ant compliqu6 consid-Ir~blement nacre rinavall de ddpouti-
lement et de comprdhension prdalable des ph~nomilrea, elles nous ont farcd i perfectionner nos moyens
d'analyse et 4 rop~ter - lora de plong~es sticcessiveg - !as expiriences or Ileg *esures de contr~le, met&
nous ponsona avoir rdussi maintenant, gr~ce A ce souci de - .tuur. i -5limt,,r ia piupnrt de leurs cons,6-
quences noci-es pour une interpruftattn correcte de nos neaures.

Enfin, quant au dernter type desa critiques quo l'on pou'jstt faire A noss exp~riencee, A savair cue
V'on pouvait difficilaornt inaginer quo des mesures pr~cises pouvaient 8tre 'sites en oeuvre - pour autant
qu'elles n'avaient pas 6td renduos automatiquca - dans lea conditions de s6jour et de contort relative-
merit pr~calre que Van s'attend A trouver dans In sph-Ire-habitacle d'un bathyscaphe, c'est celui auquol
nous pouvons rdpondre de In fasan Ia plus fomm-elle :une tota blen poassa-ur !e fond, Ile bathyscaphe et
as sphare constituent un excellent labaratoire doe physique qui assurent aux ewp~rimentateurs un cslme et
des facilitds de travail ti s remarquablos, la seule limitation venant de ia durde toujours trap courte
- cinq A six heures au maximum - des sfl~ours au fond. En vue d'expdriences furtures, 11 y aurait certatne-
mont un intkrlt majeur A pauvoir sug'renter d'une faton subsrancici Re cette dutrie.

Nous ne nous 4tendrons pas plus avant, tci, sur lea circonstances g 'ntraler doe ces campagnes d~e
plongdes avec l'Archiru~ed. Nous rappeterons staplement lea aDpoques do cen carspagnes et l'ardre do rndu
des profondeurs correspondanres auxquellos se rApportent les msures i osse Ce Porto Rico en 1964,
pour des profandeurs de l'ordre doe 7 et gofo r.etres Mediterranee orientate fau votsinage des c;5tes doe
Grace) en 196J, avec des plonzdos AM 000rttres ; environs doe l'lle di ?'Adire an 1966, sur des fonds
coinpris entre 4000 et 4500 m~tres campagne du Ippn on 19(4 (expvriences, canf des 6 J. JARRY, Chef Cu
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Laboratoire du Bathyscaphe) avec des plongees do 6000 et 9000 matres ; onfii, queiquea mesures (effectudes
dgalement par J. JARRY) ont Pu Atre fattes au coura de cinq plongdea de Ia dernitdre campagne aux Agores,
en 1969, per des fonda atoignant lea 3000 m~tron ; it faut mentionner 46gaement divers eaels, hors camn-
pagnes, en Midterrande, A des protondaurs comprises entre 2000 et 3000 mAtres. Les conditions et les buts
prdcis relatifa it toutes coo plongdes n'4..eient pas stric,,ement unique& (on lee trouvera expoads dans lea
publications parues pzdcddemment, (1), (2), (3), (4) ), mais nous avons toujours eu le souci que chaque
axpidrience nouvelle pormette 6galemant Is vdrification des points lea plus douteux laisads en xuapens par
lee prdc$'iontos. Cleat i ce sujet qu'apparat la critique peut-kre Is plus fondde qua V'on puisse faire
A nos adrien d'essaia succossifs :la difficultd qu'ily a A assurer une bonne continuitd dana le temps de
toutet les *drificationa suggdrdes par lea expiriences qui vionnent de se ddrouler at dont on ddpouille lea
rdsultatt, ou nicessitdea par lea expdriences suivantes, projetdes ; caci, 4tant donnd lea :ontingancea
logiotiquee entratndea par l'usago du bathysaphe.

Nous avons essayd do remidier A cot difficultda, d'abord an ddveloppant lea assais d'appareillagea
ree:ro, au laboratoire, et surtout an privoyant des anragistremants continue A partir de sondes sensiblas
iancrgdes A demeure - biar qu'a faible profondeur seuloment :une soixantaine de matres - dana Ia bate do
Villofranche. Un das buts recherchds Etait, antro eutra, de permettre un rdglag. de I& chatna d'enregis-
trament quand ella alt piusae A son maxt.mum d'amplification, ce qui eat la plupart du temps quelque chose
d'impossible A exdcuter- avec des sondes sanaibles a terra (mme en dehors do locaux de laborstoires) dtant
donnd It reretd des sites non perturbdo, tine mise en oeuvre de ce type a pu Atre faite durant quelquea
semainet an AcOt 1?66 (L. LAUNAY op~rant A partir do In station de gdodynamique tout-marine de Villefranche)
et a donnd de bons rfsultatA du point do vt'e magndtique (evac notarment un anregistrement coraplec de l'orage
magndtique des 29/ 30 Aoftt sur lequel nous revien-Aront); malheurautement, un enregistrement sismique conjugud
eur lequel nout comptions pour Aclaircir certeines ambigultdt, a Ati victime d'incidents do fonctionnement
(d~tirioration eccidentelle d'un des c~bles do raccordersent ayant provoqui un ddfaut d'isolemerit).

En resumE, dtant donnd la difficult4 bien connue des matures 6lectriques (at dlectromagndtiques) en
mar, it ne tuffisaft pat do conire un programme coordonn6, meis unique, d'exp~riencespour avancer evec
quelijue kOrttd dant Ia vale que naus nous Etions tracde. Un ensemble tras vaste at tras vari6 de v~rifica-
tions do toutes rortts 4ratt aujesi Indispensable. Bien quo l'exdcution do cot ensemble ne puisse pas tre
conaird comme terreinA definitiveraent, nous pentons qu'il Ott mjintenant suffitanmment avanck pour quo,
tenant coerpto des couclusions auxquelle it nous a amends, nous soyons i mtkme de faire pert do cot dernia-
ra. Cleat no A quoi nou: shlone nous tmployar maintenant.

2. RAPPEL DES ?ROBLEMES POSES - JSULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX CORRtESPONDANTS

Nout avons bien dcn ddjA, dana l'l'h00UCTlON,:a ligne 8dndralo des recherchos quo nous disirions
suivre,mais le manitre do suivre cetto ligne pour ttro tellement varide dons le choix des faits ou des
hypothieres par losquels nous abordorons d'une fagon tangible not ktildesque notts devona ici lec prdciter.
,.out pourrons los clatter come suit

1' Adwettant quo nous opdrong A det profondeurs tellos qu'aucun signal flectromagndtique percep-
tible no puts#* nout atteindro A partir do In surface, ceci par lea voies directes, ott it. postible de
recevoir tie t-~t tignaux par voio indirecte, - -oisinage fmiddxat des fonds marine ? Dens I'affirmative,
par quol processus co~a to produirait-il or jue:.'i quelles distances ? En dehors do tels signaux, un
nivoaL- de brui.t Ekctromagndtique appr~ciable eat it rayonnd vera le haut par hot fonds marina ?

2' La mar elle-m~ma est-elle, dana son coin propre, gdn4;rarrice do bruit glectr~aragndtiqote, et
rayonne-t-elle dents a4 matse un tel bruit ?

3" Quelio.a sont let sources ot Ic- niveaux do bruit dlectromagndtique engendrds iar i'incerface
mar-air ?

4* Y a-t-11 une rdpartition de nappas do courant Electrique (plus ou moins horizorntalas) au tomn
Jet merseat, dent Ia meaureot cO cu couranra coeiportereient une ccmposanta continue (ou pseudo continue)
imporranto, une tello corsposanre a-r-elle une influence importante - ou toat au moins apprdciable - sur
la distribution do Is Ddclinaison lMagndtique au descut des 6tondues ocdaniques :hypoth~so de SHULEIKIN (5) ?

5' Comment les vwriarions magndtiques (et dIoctromagndtijue3) naturellot venant do i'onvironnomant
spatial de !a Terre, pdn~trent-elles rdellement dens les masses ocdaniques et comment - A des profondeurs
foibles ou moyennost no devant pas ddpasser,dans l'Etat actuel des poacibihitds techniques, 2000 A 3000 m -

peuvent ellot Atre utiliedos pout des sondaqea magndto- :elluriquos du sous-3o1 marin ?

Ne p~avant paa traitor tous ces probldmos, nous nous lirniterons A ceux pov: lesquela nous pensons
quo not efforts ont pu apporter quelque contribution off icace, aussi petite soit elle, or donraent les
conclusions correapondentee.

Bruit rayonrnd par lea fo)nda marina. L'hypothbae fondamentale eal cello suivant laquelle un guide
d'ondes sub-terrestre (couche de haute resistivitd 6lectrique comprise entre deux mnasea conductrices)
cerait capable de permotr ~a propagation d'ondes deiocrcmagridtiques do frdquences extr~mement basses
(au maximum, quelques dizaines ou quelquos centaines do 11,rtz) sur des distances asaca grandes (des cen-
tamnes ou des milliors do kilombtreu.). Bien entondu, ii no suffit pas que ce guide oxiste, encore faut-il
qu'une dmission 6lec..romagndtique (naturelleo u .irtificielle) puisae y pdnitrer. Au poin. do r~ception
(supposd assurE pnr 1e bathyscaphe), il convient ausa'. qua is transmission du guide vera lea couches d'eau
surmenntant le fond, puisse sro faire sans trop dlattdnuation. Cette derni~re condition - bion qu'impdrative
parat cependant la plus facile A remptir :nous aavons quo lea quelques mttres qul sdparent lea sondes
rdceptrlces du niveau du fond c-) a'ost posE le bathy3caphe, (mposent une attdnuation raoddrde pour des
ondes dont la~ frequence no ddpasserait pas une containo de Hertz (tIe l'ordre do 8,6 dR - corrospondant A
ia dite "profonaeur de pdndrration" de 25 ni A 100 H~z , la plus grande partie ae ces 25 m povant atre
consecrde A la traversde de la po:tion des s~diments tr~s imbibde d'eau do mor et qui pr~sente, do ce feit.
. e ccnductivitd di' nmm ordre de grandeur), En fal-, tout ddpendra sur ce point de i'Epalsseur totate
d.-s s~diments de haute cornductivittd et de !a pcofondeur (solt quoelle soit seulement d'uno dlxatne de kilo-
m~tres, goit qu'eile suit plusieurs fois sup4rieure A1 c- chiffre) A laquollo la couche de hzute rdalativit6
paec.jrait au dessous du tond. Indiquons qu'ii 2at arrive un petit notmbre de fola quo le tarhyscaphe se
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pose sur des plaines abysale. A fond rocheux (en dehorm du cam - peu intdressant pour nos etudes et qui
a Ate realist assiet souvent lora de plongdes destindes i des recherche* gdologiques - ok) it a explore et
s'eat post mu fond dt ravine rencontrdm sur lea talus c~tiers at leurs 4boulia), Maim it :at difficile
difre stir de I& continuit# rocheuse d'un tel support car it arrive qua de grandes deltas rocheuses repo-
sent, on fait, aur une couch. mous-jacente de sediments*

En ce qui concerns le guide lui-mime. lea discussions relatives A son existence dventuelle W'ont gutre
progress# depuis 1. Symposium AGARD de 1966 (6). Tout depend des rdsisti-itds maximales previsibles pour
Is couch* interm~disire, car en ce quL concern. lea deux milieux conducteurs qui I& bornent au-dessus et
au-dessout deolle, taur presence n'est plus mise en doute :au-dessus, se trouvent dvidanmment lea couches
addimentsires plum ou moins humides et la mars elles-mmm ; au-dessous, me trouve (coiwne on peut le con-
middrer comme ddfinitivement dtabli maintenant) la couche a haute conductibilitd dice "couche conductrice
intercalaire" (7), que V'on situe dens Ia NMntesu Supdrieur it una profondeur asset variable qui, sous lea
oceans, pourrait nitr quo de deux ou trois dizaines de kilomitres (alors qu'on Ia situe entre 40 et 100 km
en diverees regions continentales) at prdsence una rfsistivit6 aussi faible que 30 ou 40 ohrn.m (8) at (9).
Pour que lot proprietds du ride puisment se manifester, il conviendrait de pouvoir tabler sur una rdals-
tiviti au Maine dgale A 10~ ohm.. pour la couche quileI constituerait.

Le point le plus ddlicat, et to plus douteux, reste celui de l'injection des fluctuations dles~tro-
magnitiques externem A llintfrieur de la coudhe. 11 faur pour cela qu 'une Masse compacte et suffisamment
rdsistante pulsing assurer Is liaiscn Alectromagnittque entre d'assez vasteas portions du aol continental et
lea portion# intiressfes du Kanteau Supdritur, De tells* masses existent, Ia preuve de cc fait pouvant
Itre considdrde comme Etiblie par le succts mime des determinations de Is couche conductrica intercalaire
(du Manteau Supdrieu.l, obtenues par I& mdthode des sondages profonds magn~to-telluriques. En effet, si
cern sondages out pu donner des r~sultats affirmitifa c'est, obligatc'rement, que lea andes dlectromagnd-
tiques naturelles (venant de 1'extdrieur de la Terre :cavit# Terre-lonosphbre, lonosphLre, Hagndtosph~re,
etc.) qul cinstituent las signaux d'excitation utilis~s axclusivement dana cc type de sondages, avaient pu
atteindre cette couch. conductrice intercalaire, donc - i fortiori - la couches trbs rdsistantes formeant
Is guide d'onden recherche (a'l existe). Le probl~em du choix dam mites convenant A une exploration
magneto-tellurique profonde du Manteau Supfrieur et de ceux qui permettraient une injection de signaux
naturals dans cc guide, eat donc bien unique done son Principe. It y a cependant une di&tinCtiOn iMpor-
tance & fAre dons Its deux faces de cette question :lI gdophysicien qul desire mettre en oeuvre un son-
dage magnoto-tellurique profond peuc me contenter d'une Atendue relativement moyenne (domeines lin~aires
de quelques centaines de kiloobtres) pour Ia rdgion de surface de haute r~sistivitd convenint 6 la Pend-
tration de# ondes (puisqu'il capte A un mime site lem effets "aller-retour", si on peut ainsi saexprimer,
des signaux d'excitation ; eu contraire, s'il s'agit d'escompter une injetion auffisamment efficice de
cern slngs ordes done un guide sub-terrestre de grande 6tendue, de trbs larges surfaces sont cequises pour
que cette injection puisse mettre en jeu des flux gnergdtiques suffisanta. De telles surfaces, ayant lea
ordres de risiscivitts requises, existent bien en diverses regions du Globe, mais jusqu'A pr~sent, les cam-
pagnes du bathyscaphe n *ont pans eu lieu A proximitd,ce qui aurait facilicE la recherche de l'effet envisage.
Le campagne Is plus favorable A ce sujec a EtE celle dei 1967 au Japon - de vastes regions du Nord-Est ge la
Sibdrie pouvant conatituer Ia zone d'injection (avec des rdsistivitds superficiellas de l'ordre de 10 ohm.m).
Ie "bouclier canadien", le Massif du Hoggar en Afrique, de vastes portions de l'Australic, devratent pouvoir
assurer une bonne penetration, avec des rdsistivitis superficielles pouvant atteindre 3. jQ0 ohm.m . Des
zones d':njection encore plum efficicem doivent 8tre constitu~as par lea grandes carapay*s glaciares recou-
vrant le Groenland et le Continent Antarctique, avec des r~sistivicds de l'ordre de 10 ohMn.m pour las
masses de glace, qua V'on pout sgppostr raccordies directeamsnt A des masses granitiques sous-jacentes de
rdsiacivitis comprises entre 10o et 107 ohn2.m . Minis des lieu.x de plongdes coimmodes ne se trouvant
pas i proxizaitt.

4ious rdmumerons I& discussion precddence en reraarquant que l'exiacence d'un guide d'ondes pseudo-
horlikntal pourrait Stre conslddri comme le prolongement lateral de Is penetration suivant Ia verticale
des ondem dlectroiuagnitiques naturelles servant A Ia prospection magndto-tellurique profonde. A pdriodes
(ou fr~quences) Egales pour lea ndes en cause, on doit donc s'attendre A trouver des distances de propa-
gation horizontale ayanc au mains le mime ordre de grandeur que lea profondeurs de penetration verticale
atteintem,c'est-h-dire une centaine de kilombtres. En fait, on eat en droit d'espdrer une propagation dens
Ie guide horizontal sur des distan*ces beaucoup plus ileviesl d'une part, it cause des rdsistivitds plus
grandem, d'autre part, parce qua Ia propagation dans un guide - donc avec parole rdfldchissintes - donne,
A rdrnistivit~s et pdriodes dgales, des distances de propagation plus lointaines que celles imposdes par Ia
simple consideration du "skin effect", valable pour des undes planes se propageant dens un milieu prdsentant
de vastes dimensions laterales.

NIous retiendrons aussi de cette coinparaison entre no'-e probl~me de propagation at celui des sondages
magnito-telluriques profonds, des donngem utiles concernant l', rdre de grandeur des frdquences A utiliser.
On t-ouvera, en particulier, dana lea abaques itablim par H. FOURNIER ( 10), Ia d~terminstion de cas frE-
quencem en fonction des rdsistivit~s de surface admises pour lea regions d'injection,et des profondeurs
supposdes nficessaires pour atteindre It guide d'ondes sub-terrestre. On verra qua, si on laisse de c~tE
Ie ass, particuli~rement avantageux d'une penetration en surface A parcir d'un glacier, ce qul condutrait
A une friquence de l'erdre de 100 Hz pour atteindre une profondeur minimale de 70 ken, des frdquences infE-
rieurea A I Hz (c'est-i-dire des pdriodes aupdriaures A 1s. secondz) paraissent ndcessaires, Cadl samble
devoir rdduire notre champ d'action pour Is recherche d'una emission par Ic guide qui strait ddtcctde au
fond des verm, A celui des variations inagndtiques naturelles dices "rapides", comprenant tout. Ia gamace
des phdnoin~na pulsatoires plus ou moitis r~guliers dont l'enregistrement A' Ia surface du Globe rentra-
maintentnt dans I& routine d'un grand nomb're d'observatoires, Certaines de ces pulsations sont tquasi-perma-
nentes (si on consid~re leurs divermet bandes de frdquaces), d'autres seulereent dpisodiques. It convien-
drait de' lour ajoucer I& plupart des variations de plus grandes amplitudes IftEes aux perturbations nagn4-
tiques (naturelles) de toutte sortes, notatunent aux "bales" -ou orages magndtiques Eltmantaires - et aux
grads orages magndtiques mondiaux.

Si V'on ae reporte A nos expdriences pass~Es, on se rend cainpteA la lumibre dsi nos connalasances
actuollas, quo notre cnoix de bande passante - donc de plidnoen-biis - n'dtait pins parfait, l'ayant axe sur
des fr~quences trop dlevdEs (dnnc, ayant fait prauve d'un "optimisme" que. Von peut trouver maintenant
encagdrE) tnot plongfes de Porto-Rico Etalent d~voluce A Ia recherche dad pertes (toujours par le fond de
Is mar) du 60 Hzt de's vdseaux de distribution d'knergie du continent am~ricain ; calles defi campagnes
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suivAntee ont dtd orientiles - suivant une suggestion do H. FOUJRNIER (11) - our lo recherche des frequencea
r~sonance de Schumann, c'ext-W-ire sur lea possibilitds d'un couplage entre I& resonance de 14 CAVitf
oxtorne Terre-Ionosphare et Ia "cavitt" electroeaagndtique sub-terrestre dont nous essayons de mettre en
evidence l'oxistence. Coci nous a conduits At faire dexcendre en frequonce lea possibilitdo de notro appa-
reilinge, de fa~on A Stre i mime d'observer la resonance fdndamentale (aur environ 8 Hz) et lea "supdriours"
(ou poeeudo-harmoniques", sur 14, 20, 26, 32 Hz, etc.) suscoptibles de se presenter. Ceci a dt# rialisE,
en particulier, en passant du type d'enregistrem-nt cur binds magnfitique dit "direct" (qui no permit Subre
do descendro en friquenco au dessous dlonviron 30 Hiz) A un inregistremoent en modulation do friquence ("WF").
(Renrauons quo, de toute fagon, il out dtd impossible, en pratique, do prolonger lore des campagnos do
Gr~ce it do Mad~re, no. easaie de Porto-Rico axes our lea frlquences des r~seaux d'alimentation en dnorgie
6lictrique, car s'il a EtE relativement alsd - par des analyzes spectrales faitesa fu laboratoire, en France -
de rechercher In pr~sence d'un Eventuel signal cur 60 Hz cur lea bandes magndtiques enregistrdes A Porto-
Rico, ii eat Etd tout A fait Lllusoiri d'espdrer pouvoir ddcider - en continuant A faire lea dipouillements
en co mime laboratoire - i un signal cur 50 Hz avait EtEou non, collecti et enregistrd Sur ces mames
ban~es, en Gr~ce ou A Madare. It aurait done fcllu. ci nous avions voulo pouser cotte question, compl~ter
parfaitement Ia symdtrie des op~rations en faisant faire lea analyses spectrales de nos enregistremente
dane on taboratoire a'ndricain aliment4 en dnergie 6lectrique exc lusivement Sur 60 Hzt !).

Pessons flux rdsultats en ccc mati~res :En cc qui concerns le 60 Hz , ia rdporse expdrimentale a
etd tr~s nettemont n~gative.* Nos enregistrempnts do Porto-Rico no portent aucune trace do 60 Hz, ceci
jusqu'au seuil d~tectable de 2. 0-1 wfltt/ . D'ailleurs, mime en surface, 1e 60 Hzt issu du Continent
Amdricain (par sos c~tes) eat tr~s rapidement courteircuite par Ia mer 6L une distance de ces c~tes no ddpas-
cant pee une vingtaine do kilomnatres. 11 eat done gdo~raphiquement Inexact do considdrer quo Ia surface de
notre Globe soit polluka dans sa plus grande part par lea pertes d'Energie glectrique d'originea industri-
elles ou huminis, que ce Soit eur 60 Hit ou Su1r 50 Hz. L'idde contrairequi nous avions avant quo nos
mecuree no nous am~nent A cette conclusion, venait do cc quo, effectivement, Is plupart dec lieux, o5 un
expdrimentateur - phycicien , gdomagndticien, etc. - desire en general s'etablir coimmoddment pour faire see
mesures ou observations ddlicates, sont presque toujours polluds A un degre tel qu'il eat difficili d'on
prot~jer efficacement cee mecurec. Mais, abstraction faite do cia commoditde, et raisonnant dans un
concept de pure .gEaphysique, nous pou'rrions conetater que toute I- surface des mere it leur coin mimi, ci
on fait exception di quelques dizainee de kilom~tres au voicinege des cbtes, dchappent encore, ectuellement,
A ces perturbations. Ceci no veut pas dire qu'il Solt toujoure commsode d'en profitorl sane oublier que lee
expdrimentateurs eux-mgmes epportont souvent, par Is mice en oeuvre d'installetiona Electriques do fortune,
des perturbations locelisdes male d'un niveau Olev6.

Quant aux oscillations correspondent 6 Ia resonance do Schumann, let plongdes des deux cempagnes de
GrLce (1965) et de Mad~re (1966) ont dtd tout spdcialement orientigea in vue do lour detection, ainsi que lee
analyses spectralca lea plus poussdes qui ont dt6 feitec enaulte au laboratoire. Malgrd cole, i1 Oct dif-
ficile d'apporter one conclusion parfaitement nette. Inddpendanesent des anine quo nous avione donne A ccc
icesurec, deux circonstences ddfavorables rcadaient, en effet, les signaux quo V'on pouvait attendro plus
faiblee quo coux, qu'en d'autres circonstances, on pourreit essayer de captor : eljne part, Idl1oignerment
trop grand dee zones de plongdes des regions continentalce lea plus propices flux !,.ijections dlectronagnd-
tiques venent de l'extdrieur ; d'autro part, l'absence da nmesures cur fonds rocheux. Les spectres d'Onergie
obtenus i partir des enregistrements montront precque tous une l~g~re bosse entre 24 it 26 Hzt - qui pourrait
ainsi atre letrace du quetrilme hermorique do Is rdconance de Schumaann - mais l'absence du fondamental it
des hermoniquec prdcddents rend cotte conclusion incertaine. Lore des plongdes de Ia campegne du Japon,
lee circonstancas g~cgraphiquec et gdologiquec dtaient, en princips, plus favorablos, mais lea enregistre-
mints qui - pour d'autres raisons - evaient 6t6 faita en "dirict" et non en "modulation de frdquence", ont
Et6 plus difficiles a analyser avec s~rotd dens I& bande do frdquenco intdreode et, do ce fait, n'ont pas
pL nous ipporter de coniclusion plus definitive. On pout retonir di cot examen quo - en dehors do "raies"
pirturbatrices dont lorigine ertificiello eet maintonent Mein Etablie (et qui - ainsi buen connues - no
sont plus gubre ginentes pour nos rocherches, no serait-co que par leur finesee mime (leur inconvenient le
plus sErieux Oct de provoquor des saturations des emplificateurs d'entrdo si on Wea pae rdosci A lee filtrer
conveneblemont), un certain nombre do "bosses", dont l'origine paralt Itre naturille, ,eo retrouvent A place
A pea prbs fixe dens lea analyses spectralee do nos enregistc'ments, mi ceci avec des intencit~s tras
variables qui - quano ces intensitdc cont trop bacses - lea fait passer au-dess ,.e des seuila de bruit
aldatoire quo comuportcrnt dgalement nos enrogistremente (coit Ic bruit ultime e appareillagos, soiL des
bruit# naturel 1. ur leaquele nous reviondrons plus loin). Dant la mesure 00 V ut voir dane cee "bosses"
lea effete lo l'excitation d'onsemble de tout le Globe Tirrostre par cette at;, l lectromagnetique externe
d'origine mdt~orologique roapotisablo Egalement do In reonance de Schumann, oi4 ccmprendre quo - Ia
"1cavittd 6lectrcumagn~tique" interne suppostle no poovant avoir, dane aucune hyporn~sa vrcisembleble, des qua-
litds do resonance comparables A celos do Ie cavitd externe - le couplege, dirtct ou indirect, s'il exiete
entre ccc doux "cavit65". ne doit gu~re pouvoir produiro dec cignaux bien organisds den. Ia cavitd interne.
Ce cooplege reete, cepondant, une source do bruit dont 1e niveao pout Itre nettemea~ supdrieur flux seuils,
trbe bas,de bruit neturel aoxquels o~i poovait s'attondre A grande profondeur.

Bien quoen cotto mati~ro les (,valuations quantitetivec resteiit prdcairos indiquons, A titre d'excmple,
comment nous pouvons d~terminor,5. partir da, r~sultat dec analyses sectrales,les ordree de grandeur des
energies mices en jeu correspondent A Ia bose centr~p (approximativement) our 25 Hz . Lea spectres cbtenuc

donent en(gauss) 2I Hertz )a rdpartition spectrale do Ia puissance ceptde.

Prenent un r~sultat moyen do plongdes, nous trouvor'L ainsi one bosso s'Etalant entre 23 et 27 Hz
dont l'ordonnde moyenno est de ordr do

2 7 2 of uiEusel
1/ 100 do &a-.oa ) , Solt to gauss,), ( le gamma" - nt sel

des gdomasndticlens, valent 10-5 .ausn ) . Nous en ddduisons 'a valour Io- 14 x 4 x 1/8nt erg/cm 3

pour Ia densitd dnerg~tique correapondante (retnant coempte do Is bende paseenta de 4 Hz suivant lequello
e'dtale Ia *osse), valeur qu'il soffira de muitipli por 1o vitease de propagation moyenne dans l'eau do
iner. pour lea ondes de Is frdquence considdr.~e, pour -tenant compte des unitda utilisdes - obtonir le
flux d'dnergie corrospondant.

Pour In fr~quence do 25 Hz la vitesso de propazation, ddduite do Ia fonruloe
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v -(2 w/op 1 12  volable dens tout aysthme a.m. rationaliad, dens laquelle

v eat I& vitas.s do propagaion, Wu I. pulsation, W Ia conductivitd, VL Is permdobilitd (price

ict avoc 1. factour 4 nr provenant de I. rationalisation), prend la valour 9. 10~ rn/a

En exprlimant toutos lea donnies. en unitdg H.K.S.A. . nous obtenans ainsi pour le flux d'inergie
(plus exactoment, it a'agit d'un flux de puissance) correspondant 1 Ilensemble do Ia bosse, l'oxpreasion

numriuo uiant :( 10' 14 4 x 1/Bin x 10- ) joule/m 3 x( 9.13 ) / Sol 1,4 , 10- 2 watt/rn2

on volt que Ia valeur obtenue eat largornant supdrieure A l'ordro de grandeur des flux'de puissance
d~tectables par nos onregistrementa. Bien ontenduv lea conclusions prdcdntes comportent uno large port
d'incertitudes duos osontiollrnent ati fait qua - dans 1'ignorance des mfcaniarnos exacts at des causes
prdcises des fluctuations enregi3trdes - i1 n'y a pa. qu'une vote unique pour ddboucher sur dos conclusions
numiriques.

Btuits sismigues - Bruit blanc ravonnd aui voisinage di fond. La conclusion prdctdent. s'applique,
on particulier, i divers bruits quo noun avons enregistrds, moit posdasaur La fond, soit en nous approchant
du fond, qut bien quo ddpassant nettement lea anvils limites, valables, qua pouvaient: assurer nos enre-
gistremanta n'ont pu Itre 6tudits suffir~amment, Nous n.ous limiterons donc, en ce qut lea concerns, A do
brbvos donndes.

Les plus pricise. cncernent, non paj un bruit proprement dit, maie tin balancernent rythmique auquel
eot soumis le bathyscaphe posE our Ia fond (mgme quand it appuic stir cc fond avec un poids effectif de
plusiours tontaines de kilos). Ces oscillations sont pseudo-pdriodiques, lea pdriodes dtant comuprises
entro 4 at 6 seconds#. Ce phdnom~ne a d tE mis on Evidence quo lore do plongdes sur 'los fonds do Miiter-
rande su large do Toulon (profondeurs de 2000 et 2500 m~tros) pour lesquelles i'appareillaga utilsed
pormottait leur miss on Evidenco, mole it est probabloment g~nEral et attribuable & l'agitation micro-
sismiquc.

Ainsi que nous l'avons exposE lore du Symposium AGAR) do 1966 (6) - rejoignant les rimultato
donnds par E.?. SODERBERG A cetto mime rdunion - tin bruit c.mi. de typo incohdrent apparalt quand Ia
bathyeicaphe so rapprocha du fond (quells que soit I& profonditur do celui-ci) ot persist.a mom apras plu-
sieurs heuros d'iimmobilitd sur le fond. (Nous faisons abstraction, ici, d'un bruit artificial provoqui
par lea nuages de vase soulevis psr 1'approche du bathyscapho). Cit bruit, qut a lea caractares gdniraux,
plus oti moins parfaits, d'un bruit blanc, pout, dons uno cortaino mature, Itre considdrd corme le renfor-
cement du bruit qut accoupagne -d'une fig-on quasi-parmanonte Ie bathyscapho on plongde. (Bion quo ce bruit
sit tous lea caracttros d'un phinombne aliatoire, il y a corrdlation entre sos deux: composantol enregis-
tries, respectivement, par vote magnftique - sonde - et tclluriquo - Electrodes stir porches - cc qui, lee
doux voie tant traitdes en touts indipondance d'appartillage, conf irms lour carsctaroftoxterno0, natural).
11 y aurait done Ii un offet do renforcement (par example par rdflexion) par to fond.

Uno autro portion do co bruit parait avoir son origino typiquement sur I. fond lui-mome. klaus no
44velopporons pas to sujot lot, maim nouna rapp.e1erona les conclt~bions auxquelles nous 6tions arrivE. pri-
eddemmert (3), (4), A savoir : qu'uno partie do co bruit dolt Ptre imputable aux; courants marina (hydro-
dynarniques) toujoura prdsents sujr Ic fond - sinai qu o Ismat on A-videnca l'observatiot directs - ot aux
micro-tourbillons qul lea accompagnent ; qu'une autro partie pourrait vraiamblablament Itre castic par
Ilactivitd - A as fobs chimiqua, physico-chimique, et biologique - qui online l'intonfaco sol-mar, interface
part icul ifrement active sur certain. fondsasddiientairas, oi stur des fonda oo affleurent des minotrals (12).

D'une fagon globale, on peut Avaluer - en fonction des "rdsidus qectraux do caractiro aliatoiro"
explicitis par nos attalyses spoctrales - A tin niveau do l'ordre do lo- 14 A to- 13 watta/s 2

lea flux do puissance attnibuables AL ces bruits. (Dans Ia cas d'effetm dus A des gisements do minerals
ces niveaux pourraient Atro bosucoup plus Elevds).

Bruit out aurait s source dana i. masso mime des mere. C'ear UA un aspect important do notre pro-
bl~me g~ndraL at it conviendrait, en consdquence, d'Stre A mime da I'dtudier soigneusiemrt. Cepandant,
cect nous entralncrait tras Au-deli des timites do notre exposE par !e fait quo Is dincussion qui doyrait
Itro mise on oeuvre devrait aborder at tenir compte d'un nombre important de phdnombnes physiques dont
plusiours ne sont quo tnis Imparfatteument dclaircia ati stade du laboratoire. D'autra pact, nos propres
exp~riences - tine fois dlamuds cartains phdnom~nes perturbateurs dont Ia manifestation nous avait intriguds -
no peuvent pour l'instant apporter de contribution prdcise sur cc point. Los phinomncan perturbateurs
auxqucls nous faisons allusion sent lea rates fines quo nous obtenions dan5 nos analysensapectralos (y
compris cello stir 40 Hz environ). L'origina de cam raies a Et4 entiarenant dclaircie maintenant (rates d-.
risonance de diversas parties du bathyscaphe, dont Is sphtre-habitacle) ot it n'y a pas i Is rochercher
dana des offets naturels. Ceci no mignifie pas que de tale effets n'existent pas at it eat possible qu'ils
contribuent At Is constitution du bruit blanc dont nous nous smies occupda pr~cddmennt. Sans pousso?
plus loin cat examen, signalons parmi lea cause. dont lea effete aoraient ausceptibles d'Stre apprdciablas
d'une part, l'agttation mcaniqu,aliatoire,que V'on sait maintenant existar ati soin des mere (couranta de
convection, turbulence, tourbillons, etc. (13) ); d'autro part, lea irrdgularitis auxquallea pourraient
6tr. soumises des napp-,s de cottrants dlectrigue. qui - suivant 1'hypothtse do SHULEIKIN (YjhU-circuleraient
A certainoa profondeurs dans lea mers (principalemont entre 600 et 1000 mn de profondeur). Nous reviendrona
sur ca deuxi~re effot, maim A un autre point do vuc. En cc qul concorno !e premier typo d'action, it s'agit
d'affots mEzaniquas (hydrooy. oaiques), mats on sait quo, se produisant en pr~sence de Ia partie fix* du
champ rnign~tiqu* terreacra (qui, Etant continue, pout pdnetrer A toute profondeur) Usm so transforoeant par
induction en effets Electriques et 6lectromagndtiques. Les meaures diroctes, cindmatiquet., frant ellba-
mimes trds ddlicates, it se pourralt que das mesures dloctrnrnagndriques spdcialement czznues A cetto fin,
puissant les Apauter utfilemnt.

Bruit en provenance de iPinterface air mer. Nous en distin~uerins deux typos, de niturca or
d'tiporrances tr~a diffifrentes. 11 y a d'une part, Is bruit engendrd par l'intarface ell-mime, principa-
lement par route la garsme des vagues ; d'autre part, le bruit qui vient des r'ggions situdes oti-dessus do
I'interface katmospher, Lonosph~re, magnftosph~re, espace inrerpiandtaire, etc.) et quitoL travarsant de
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haut en bas pdnbtrent dans Ia mor.

Le premier do cea effets a dtE 6tud' ),ar plusiturs auteu.S dont WEAVER (15).et WARBURTEN ot
CAMINITI (16). En porticulier, WEAVER a montr# quo, dans Is cas de Ia grande houle OC44nique, l'affet
4tait plus important qu'on no l'avait ostimd prdcddement. Cependant, ainsi quo lo romarque DUPPIJS (17),
mise it*# values assez importantes no produiaent que des champs magnitiques tras faibles (d'une fraction
de gamma) din quo lion dipasse une profondeur d'une contains de mitre. 0,05 y pour des vaguecade 2,5 m
do haut et do* 8 a do pdriode. 11 convient copendant des diatinguer,dons cot oximo" do '2effet do pro-
fondeur, entre Is cas d'une descente vu-desaut d'un fond piofond et celut oa P'on rejoirat rapidoment tin
fond. Les rdaultats des calcula no s'appliquent - $out lour forme premitre - quiau premier do ces deux
coo (dant loquel on peut ndgliger l'influonce du fond puisqu'l1 reste toujours trio mu-dessous des profon-
dour. atteintos. Dana to deuxiime cos, nos retrouvono tine influence considdrable du fond (i condition
qu'uno fraction apprdciable dos aignaix lui parvienne) qui agit en ddformant considirablement Ilonde de
perturbation pour l'Etaler parallblement A lui-mlme, c'est-a-dire horizontaloment dans le cas 1. plus
simple, Dana ces conditions, tin renforcement considdrable (plusa do dix rois) do Is perturbation (resurde
lo long du fond) so manifesto gindralement. Ce cam eot important, car c'est colul. qui viondra en appli-
cation chaque fois quo des installation auront dtfi faites it mime le fond d'tine nor peti profonde :un
effet perturbateur pourra ainsi so manifester jusquAi plusioura centainos do mlttres do profondeur.

Le bathyscaphe, engin conqu pour lea grandes profondeurs, no convient pas - no aerait-ce que par
l'utilisation d~satreuae de sea budgets de fonctionnement qui en rdsulterait - pour 6tudier cog conditions
relatives otis foibles profondours. A ce point do vue dea explorations en soucoupos seroient plus indiquies
ainali quo cola a dti dtudid par DUMTS et LAIJNAY (17). San$ attendre eta possibilitis nous &vons tenti,
au cours do l'AtE 1966 , do mettre en place tine expdrimentation fixe pormettont do no initier it cos
problimes. La mise en oeuvre en a Lstd assurke par L. LAUNAY qui a pus ainai obtenir i'enregistroment
complet do l'orage magnitique mondial des 29/30 Ao~it 1966 , A partir d'un captour (tine sonde anslog-ie A
cello quo nous utilisons en bathyscaphe) immergd par environ 60 m de fond en rade do Villefranche. Quelqueb
extraits do cot enregistrement sont dornds en ANNEXE. On y romarquo. on dehors des variations importontes
(et parfois abruptes) dues A l'orago (it s'agit do Ia composante horizontale H parallil aui m~ridfen
magndtique) des fluctuations pulsdes, quasi permanentes, d'une pdriode voiaine do 7 socondes, et d'tine
amplitude do l'ordre de 0,15 )- . Un ddpouitlemeint plus ditailld portant stir lea trois journdes enregis-
trdes sans discontinuite (cellos des 29, 30 et 3t AoCK) nous montre quo IUaplittide do ces oscillations
crolt dons l'ensomble avec leur pdriode (avec cependant assez d'irr~gularitils dana lea risultats d'obser-
vationa individuelles), cc qui eat tin indice important notis canduisant A penner quo cat pulsations sont tin
effet direct, magndtique, de Ia houle do faiblo amplitude (pour les )ournee considdrdon), mais r~guli~re
et d'osscz longue pfriodo, qui so propagoait dans Io baie. Ceci eat contraire & cortaines premi~res con-
clusions (voir notaimment ia rdf. 17 , p. 17, loc. cit.) d'apr"a lesquelles 1'effet observ6 aurait dtd cr6e
par tine action mdcanique des vagues (oti do Ia houle) stir Ia sonde ... ce qui eat par ailleurs peu probable
Ia sonde ayant EtE fixde rigidement par des colliers stir un gros bloc do ciment irmmergg en mgme temps
qu'elle. D'autre part, une action micro-sismique naturello paralt excltie cair ello no pourrait donner quo
des amplitudes d'un ordre do grandeur plus faible et des pdriodon tin peti plus courtos quo cellos observdes.

..e tableau suivant rdsume, en los clas,.ant on trois catfigories, lea rdoultata do con observations,
et permet leur comparaison avec lea valeurs dkddti es der, calculs do WEAVER (15) on lea appliquant A Ia
profondeur et oux piriodes concerndes et en loa rapportant A tine amplitude nominate do l& houle do 0,50 m
Cetto demuire valeur potirra paraltro trao faible et, d-- plus, 11 eat Evident quo nous no pouvons pas
rdduire notre examen A tine relation uniqtie entre Ileffet niagndtique do Ia houle et so pdriode, tout en
supposant sor, amplitude constante. Mais, en I'absence d'enregistremnt do la houle aui coura de nos trois
journdes d'expdrienco, et tenant compte do cc quo Is mer da .Is baie Etait particuulibrement calmo (par
temps pluvieux at vent du Sud-Zst) it paralt assez valable d'admettre quo l'amplitude des effets unagneti-
quos engendrds par to houlo rdsiduelle dtait surtout sous Ia dipandanco do Is pdriodo exacte do cello-ci
et non sous cello d'tine variation d'amplitude de cotte houle. Uso diagraumnes 6tablia par WEAVER (cf.
rdf. 15, fig. 7 bin) montrent d'ailleurs clairement quo V'effet snagnidtique oat beaucoup plus sensible i
la pdriodo do I& houle qu'A son amplftude (lea calculs font d'ailleurs intervenir des relations oxponen-
tielles dons Io premier coo, at simplement lindaires dons Ie second),

VALEURS OBSERVEES VALEURS CALCULUS

pour lea mimes p6riodes
et pour tine amplicude nominate

do 0,50 m
Ld-riod4a (a) Amplitudea en auMnas Amplitudes en stammas

6,25s 0, ;o 0,015
7,14 0,15 0,04

8,33 0,20 0,11

Les amplitudes observioes sont donc trio supdrietires aux amplitudes c.,lculdes. Evidoawnent, cola pout
itre dfl A I'amplitude nomsinate adoptde arbitrairomerat pour Ia hauteur de Is houle, Copendant il serait
difficile d'admottre - pour arriver A 4galiser plus oti momns los ordres do grandeur mesurds et caiculds
pour les effets niagndtiques - que Ia houle i I'Intdrieur de Ia baie do Villefranche sit, par nor calme,
depasse lea hauteurs do l'ordre du mitre qui sersiont ndcessaires pour cela. De plus, Iea valeurs mesurees
et calculdes ne mont pas proportiontiolles lea tines aux autres, ce qui fait que pour lea pdriodes les plujs
courtes - pour lesquellss l'Ecart eat I. plus grand - il faudrait des -mplitudes do houle do plus de 3 m.
Noun pensons donc quo cotte comnparaison des deux sdries de valeuro not on Evidence "l'effet de fond" dont
nous avon. parld pricdderneent. 11 reote cependant it expliquer pourquoi cot effet ce fond strait plusmarqui pour leo courtes pdriodes quo pour les longues, A momns d'admattre quo - sans avsir recours, commennoun venions do l'envisoger, A des ordres do grandeur absolus de Ia haule netterient plus forts quo coux
quo nous avons supposds - l'amplttudo do Is houle do cotirts pdriod. sit ktE, ea moyenne (ceci nldtant pan
forcdment tin cas gdn~ral et no s'sppliquant, peut-atre quo pour Iea trois jourrndes considdrites) plus forte
qut ce'lo do la houle do p6riode plu3 longue. 11 y a IA tout tin ensem!)le do d~ductions dont certaines
peuvent conserver tin aspect paradoxal, mats qui illuatre quand mime le rate important joud par lea toads.



Cot expdriences - ou dlautrat analogues - devraient Itra reprises pour arriver 6 prdciser uao role. 11
conviendrait d'opgrer dana tame Sanme plus itendue de profondeus et - ci possible - de friqusncee.

Bruit provonant do* rigions situees ata-dessug de 1'interface lAir-mer. Ce sujet eat important, maie
coasne il me trouvo traitdi dens un grand nombr* d'articles traitant du "Magnettsme Externe" et constitue
La matibre de base des chapitres star les "variations gdoeaagndtiques" qui figuront dens Ia plupart des traitis
do Xagndtisue Terrostre, nous no feoess quo quoiques brave* remarques A son sujet. La lecteur pourra
consultor, par example, It prdcis r~cant do J. JACOBS (18) ota, sous tame forme rdsumde mats adaptde i
notre problime, I& coemrnication (19) prdaentte Ilan dernier par Ilautour, Neus tiendrons seuleanent A
rectifier tame idde quelque peu inexacte - ou tout au momns incompl~te - que V'on voit couvont exposde par
des spiciaListe. do Ol'Eectromagnetmme marin, non magndticiens, quant aux saur-.es principalee des actions
dlectromagnitiques porturbatrices pdndtrant dons e Inmar A partir de I'atmsophtre. Its rdduisent la plupart
du tempt cat sources A une seule lea "atmosphfriques" ... (ces dirniers #cant, dvidomment, envisagds
sous leurs diverses formea et coanprenant, en perticulier, lea oscillations de Schumann dant nous evans
ddjA parld). Qn reconnsit UA 1. souci majeur des spdctaLises des transmissions rediatdldgraphiques
adriennes, qui- opfrant A dos frdquences en ginkral ioplusieurs kilo-Hertz - ne sant ginda qu'exception-
nellement, dens Leurs transmissions, par lee perturbations proprement magnitiques.

Lo prob1Enae eat tras diffirent pour lea transmissions e.m. saus Is surface des mers canine il faut
alors s'adresser I& des frdquences extrimeament basses, qui atteignent Callas des variations gdasuagndtiques
dites "rapides" (disons, de t!100 Hz A too Hz), Ia pdndtration dine In mar de ca variations naturelles
doit Itre prime en considiration. Pour fixer lee iddee sur tour importance,dannons queiques ordres do
grandeur des amplitudes qui peuvent 9tre ainsi vises en iou ; comne natrc glargisceenent do sujet A partir
des frdquences radio va dens le cons des frdquences les plus snasses, c'est dgalement dens cc sent que nous
allons procdder.

Noun partirons des frdquences do rdsonance do Schumann, domain* dEjA trait*. D~s quo noun arrivons
i des frdquences me dipassant pee quelques Hertz nous peseons des phdnoeshnes d'origino mdtdorologique A
ceux plus spicifiquement gdoaagntiques. Lae frontiare entro cos deux domeines eat d'ailleurs fluctuante,
let phinombnes magndtiques montant en frdquence quend s'dlive l'activite qui lea concerne. (A noter qua
nouc n'Rvons pee retenu dens note exemen,des Emissions naturelles dens In gasmma "T.R.F." - de quelques
centeines do Hertz A 20 au 30 KiLo-Hiertz - dont lea relations avec lee "sicuat-ions gdoamagidtiques" sont
certaines, nais qui, Etant donut l'ordre de grandeur de leurs frequences, no pdnatrent pas d'une fagon
tent coit peta appriciable ata-dessaus de l'interfece air-acer), Nouc trouvons alarm route I& gamea des
pulsations "rdgulibreas" (nomenclature "pc" - "pulsations continues"- allant de pc 1 autaur de La frdquence
de I He , juequ'i pc 5 s'dtendent jusqu'ides pdriodes de 600 a ) ct celle des "irrdguli~res" (nomencla-
ture "pill, cocapronant lot pi 1 - do 1 A 40 a - et lee pi 2 - de 40 A 150 a). Lee amplitudes quo peuvent
atteindre ccc pulsations s'Etagent entre quelques centitens de gammae pour lea pi 1 (:'nilleurs peta fri-
quentes), jusqu'A plusieurs dizainos de gamam pour lts pc 5 et lea pi 2 , en passant par quelques gammuas
pour lea pitis frdquentes, pc 3 ot pc 4 . dont los pdriodes dominantes sant alors, respectivement, do
1',.rdrix It 23-30 at 45-55 secondes, En fonation der, dorindea prdcddentes, iL deviant facile - par

aj~ic~tundo I- th~orie clessique 4leatromagnitiqua (Equations dio Maxwell) - dc calculer lea niveaux
aaceptiblea a1tre atteints, dans telle outalel~ bonde do friquences, & des profandeurs danndes, par le#
vactationo Alectromagndtiques issues de variations gdmnagntiques naturelles telles quo nous lea &vons
envisegdes. On retiendra coawme Eliment favorable pour ces calculs, te fait quo Ia plupart de ces varia-
tions noun parvionnent i pertir do It tris haute atmosph~re (lononphare, magnitosphtre) doe de boune
conditions de colitrence couvrant de vastee Etendues gdographiques (organisation en andes planes); bion
que ce fait alt Eli souvent controverei it ect virifit dens La grande majaritd dec cas (19). Par Centre,
pour sevoir at telle ou telle manifestation (ou "dnawission") so produit offectivoment A -in inetant diter-
mind, i1 conviendrait do slad ,stser A des sources dlnomto spicialisfes (cleat un des rAles divolus
aux observatoiros giomagniaiques).

Em plus des pulsations , d'eutres type# de variations affectent plus ou moins frodqueament le champ
magnitique torrestre. Nous citorons notaauuent lea "baies magnetiquos" (do durdes do l'ordre de Il'hure
et dtamplitudos potavant dipaeeer 10-1 r ... ec amplitudes pouvent 1itre beaucoup plus fortes dane lea
rEiins de hautso latituded) et Is*a "orages megnitiquos" , nateimnent lea grands orages mondleux, qui
pouvent s'Atendre our plusfeurs jours et depser 1000 Y en amplitudes. Ausut bien lbsion" qu' "orages"
ant des compoitions epectrales louvent com;loxes - quo Ilan salt diterriner A partir do lour# enregistre-
monts star bonds& megntiques fait* dona certaine observatoiros; - dont it conviendra. de tenir couepte pour
ealcialer (toujtours per application des lots do Illectroagnitiaue clasaique) lour pinitration dans Is war.

Cortafnes variations naturelaes encore plus lentes (notanwuent lea variations diutnes "S." evec leur
cex particulior do V' "Eloctrojet Equtoriel") cant susceptible# do jouor un role important-,
bien qulon no pulss gufre lea considdrer coe un "bruit", aein Etent dannd leur grand* profondeur ee
pintrction dens la mar - done Illecromnegnitisme maarin ot sea applications (natamnt en co qui concerna
In mithodo do sondage "mgnto-tollurique"). Nous allons y revenir dens notro CON1CLUSION.

Cae des couranta flectrigiues marina - Hyeothtse do SHUIZIKIN. Nous *von* insist& A plusieure
reprises our Ie fait quo lea calculi do pdnttration do bruit ~a. ans lee profondeurs marines so fesiont
eulvant lea lois do l'Electromagadttaue classiquo. Ceci no vout pas dire quo tout liolt pnivisible - noue
l'evons bien vuiaon co qui concerns lee esources do bruit dusant des fonds - car Ia mime en Equation dos
ph'nomknos, parfois trhs pota cona'ut, qui so prdsontont A notre analyse, eat au mains assi important* quo
In condiat dos calculi, Cot aspoct des recherchee en dlectromagnitiom iarin oat particullimnt velable
an cc qui concerne L'influonce does courants dlectriquos an amn, tell. qulell. a it# postulde it y a tame
quintaino dummies par V.V. SHUIZIKIN at son 1calo (5 loc.cit.)(20.21) Lea hypoth~ses do SHULAIKU4 ont tme,
douable bassezp4T meontal& : d'uno part, lea anomlioc do 1& distribution de In diclinaisora magndtiqao & La
surface du Globe, anomalies qul. no persistent qta'iuparfaitoment oxpliaqudes par des causes totaltiuont intarnes
(intdrioures A La partie solid* do It Torts) , ota ionoophiriques ; datatro part, L'augimsntation trio ispor-
tout* too diffinoncos do poteantial tolluriques meatarios,i & 'horizjantalcT & occasion do plusitaurs canpage
ocesnographiques soviftiquee (csimpagnac do l"Ob" doe l06don Indian, dia "Sedav$" eN du ftlkbail Lousonooosov"
doe l'Atlantique) qua0~ on onfonco lea flectroder A des proandotans qui ont EtA comsprises antre 250 at
900 witros. SHIJLSIKOV a diduit do Ces rdsultats do meuros tolluriquos quo d'importanto npes de
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courant& flentriques devaient circuler done to plupart des oaan avec des densitta croissant en fonction
de la profondeur (tout &u moins jusqu'AL un millier de metres). Do plus, it a vu done la prisence de ces
courants une possibLILtl d'expliquer - au momns an partit - lax anomalies de 1* distribution de IS dicli-
nation. Des cartea mondialea doetcc courant# Electriquea sous-earina et des anomalies do IS dtclination
ont pu ainsi Atre exquissdca It prdsentent une certaine harmonic, Les dentitfs do gourant msts en jou
*oat de l'ordr* do 3,6 , 10- AAv.2 vera 250 in do profondeur et do 6 . 10" A/m' vets 700 in (cci
velours no aont donndes ici qu'A titre indicatif des 'rdrea de grandeur, car ii s'agit en fait do donndes
diduites des expdriences - en tenant compte Egalement des conductivitE. locales mosurdes indirectemant
A partly do I& tempdrature et do la saliniti des couches ocieniques corrospondantes - at silas sont fonction
de diverges donnies g~ographiques, Quint aux anomalies dana Is distribution de Is ddclination , cc sont
cellos qui - i partir d'. mesures en surface - figurent dans lea recueili de donnies inagn~tiques, Cepondant,
un Sucre aspect, nouveau, do to question, consiate en cc que V'on pout prdvoir que to dictinsison magnitique
davrait prdsenter, au-dessous de Ii surface des mars, une variation plus ou momns systdmatiqu* an fonction
do Is profondeur. 11 s'agirsit IA d'un fait qut - s'il s'avfrait exact - pourrait jouor un rble important
dane loe opirations do navigation, do Sdoddsie at do topographic aoua-inarinea (bien que leg compas gyros-
copiques puissant assurer, en principe, les mnlinc op~rations), Lea collaborateurs do SHULEIKIN ont fait,
Egalesent, des efforts expdrtisentaux pour Eclaicir cette question, mai* iucun r~sultat d~finitif n'a it&
publid A notro connaissance.

On trouvora dans lea r~fdrences (1) (2) (3) (4) at (6), los ineaures que nous ivons faitei au inoyen
du bathyscaphe pour essayar de r~soudre Ii premi~re partie (nappe, de courants) decto problamo. Pour
l'instant, nous n'avons relevE auCune discontinuitd nette, systdinatique, des diffirences de potential
telluriques meauries, on fonction do is profondeur. Il cit vrai qu.- de grosses difficultka expiritnantales,
on passe Vitro rdsolues, noua ont emptch~gde tirer le ineilleur parti des mesures faites au cours des
premitres containe& de mbtres do descente en plongge (lea plus Intdressantos Au point de vuc considid).
11 cat aussi possible qua l'Etude atatistiquc - non encore faite A l'hcure actuclic - du grand noinbre de
mesures analogues (enrogistrdes sout une forms digitalisde) faitas au tours do In dernitre campagne des
Agoras (par J. JMRY) not apporte quelque priciaion Zi cc sujet.

3. CONCLUSIONS

A-rivds & ce atade de notre exposE nous devons nous demander sous quelle forms it paralt possible
de rdpondre aux promesses contenuel dens son titre et do donner au lectour Io possibilitd de ddtarininer
lea niveaux: caractiristiques at lea souila do bruit (d'origine naturelle) qu'il peuit s'attendre AL trouver
au main das mers, tt'-a des circonstancas donnfes, Nous &vons soulignE cc dernier point ,zar it risulte,
d'une fs~on asset Evidante, je pence, do lexanen do toutes Its conditions de bruit que noua avons envisa-
&des, quo isassociation dos diverges circonstances possiolas pouit denner un nombre de cas tollement SlevE,
qu'ii nous Strait imatrtelleinent impossible de donner numdriquement lea seuils do bruit correspondentA
chacun d'ouic, Ccci tient, on particulier, A cc quo - un dehars do l'influence bien d~finie, an gdndral,
do Is profondeur (mais nous avons roncontrd une exception oi l0on tient compta do nappes do courant)
Is plupart des sutree donndcs saint sous I& ddpendance do divers Etats alfatoirea(6 not:-* Echolis) do to
nature. Nots &von& done cherchd avant tout A pormettre A cc lectour dleffectuer iti-tiin son bilan
numdriquo do bruit. Nous &Ilons copendant faire i cc sujet quelques dernitres remarques qui, nous
l'spdrons, telaireront mieux laxsitdhodes A employer, et devraicnt faciliter l'LTrterprdtstion dos rofaultats
at leur utilitt.

Tout dabord, relativement A Ia notion de "bruit" alle-nie, n'oublions pas qu'il a'agit dtun bruit
natural, qua I& manifestation correspondent. n'ost pas forcdcent d'un caractire aldatoire mais pout, aussi,
Ptre organiste, et qu'ello n'est pas, non plus, obligatoireient, tine chose nuisible, certaines applications

*pouvant, au contraire, lui Atre rattacties. D'ailleuri, an ce qui concerne to ditermination des scuils,
oll* pout so faire inddpendavoent de to nature nuisible, ou utile, du "bruit", stuf en cc qut concerns lea
margec d 'erreur ou lea approximationsqtui no scront pas discuties tout A fait Je I a mem fajon dane leg
deux cio.

Par contre, il sera indispensable dsna I& pr~paration des calculi, de bien sdparer les donnees phy-
siques - an g~ndral, d'originte xpdriinentati2 ou d'obsorvation -relatives aux sources (localisation, exten-
sion, cohdrance, composition spectral* do l'dmission, etc. ). do cellos relatives aux conditions dc propa-
gation. Cc eant cos dornilres quo V'on pourra confier aux mdthodes, ct aux r~sultats, de l'dlectrona-
gndtiiine "classique". Caci no veut pas dire que cc qui concern* let sources (auquol il faudrait d'ailicura
ajoutor, E~galesent, ce qui concerne lea modes de rfeaption) il faille inettre en d~faut las Equations do
Mmxwell ... , it tsuffit simplement do rsinarqucr qu'allos n'ont noen A voir avec cettc partic du problbme.
L'oxomple is plus frappant do cette distinction qut s'impose nous cot encore donnE par I'hypothaso do
SK1JJAJKIN sur loa nappes de courant soui-masrinos :on no pout prandre arguement des dquations de Maxwell
pour ddmontror qua cci nappes do courant no devraient pas exister (on particulier, le "skin-effect" ne
lour eat en sucun cas applicablo), maii il faudrait pouvoir diaontrer exp~rimenraloment qua lea divergs
conditions physiques raquises - et asset cempliqui~as - pour perinettra l'Etablisaement et Is stabilitf de
tola courants (ripartitions particuliares de Is tempirature at de Ia salinitf, donc dos conductivitts, en
fonction do I& profondeur), sont effectivamont rdalisdes.

Vanons en maintenant aux effets, bons ou mauvais, des bruits auxqucla on pout s 'attandre dent telle
ou tell. condition. Cc$ jugements de qualitf ddpendront non saulernent des buts poursuivis, maii - essen-
tiollement -(an daho,.s de l'affet, A-vident, des niveaic) do la double Evolution, spectral* at temporelle,
doetcc bruits. 11 y aura, par example, le coo, des bruits fpisodiques (A foible probabilitE d'occurence)
tala qua coux causis par lea oragos magnftiqucs, que V on pourra, en gindral~totalenint Eviter en dflpit de
laurs niveaux flevis. Cs sea aussi Ie cas des pulsations pc I (dont Is "4profoatdeur do p~irto
eat do l'ordre de 250 in) qui, pour urg Instant quolconquepont une fAibis probabilitt d'occurcnce. Ce no
sea ps It cam des pulgatiana pc 3 (une profondeur de gdnfitxation de l'ordre de 1000 A 15(,0 mn
poir des pdriodes centrees plus ou momns sur 25 a ) dont lea probabilitfs d'occurenco mont - de jour
supdrioures A 1/2 . II nous faudrait Jone passer en revueo tout la autres phjinom~nes analogues, et an
diduire - an fonction de Is profondeur - lea probabilitig d'avoir,sur tell* ou tello friquence, un niveau
do bruit donnE, Encore faudra-t-il tonir compto do 1& proximit iventuella du fond.

Enfin, pensant maintenant aux applications, nous rappolorons 1'exemple des aondagto magn~to-tellu-
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riques ,qui saront pratiquis avantageusement Apartir du fond sil s'agit de diterminer lea structures
gdologiques acus-jacentes. Cox sondages utilisant uniquement des signaux naturela, it convient qu'Ii en
arrive encore i un nivetu suffisant, pour lea bandes spectrales A utiliser (ala-mimes fonction de# pro-
fondeurs Ioui-jacentci & explorer). Cela limite dvidowuint lea possibilitda, et d'autant plus quo It fond
A paftir duquel on opiro sera situd i une pius grande profondeur. Dans le cas des grands fonda, par exem-
ple do 4000 m , c'ext une onde do pdriod. d'environ 150 a qui arrivorait #.ur to fond avec one attfnu-
ation de l'ordre do l/e en amplitude (correspnndant i ladite,"profondeur de pdnttrationa). En consE-
quence, le sondage ne pourr~it Itre fait qu'A partir d'une pdriode dont la va.Ieur ne Strait pas uric
fraction trop falble de Ia pricidentc. C'eat cii qu'une onde dix fois plus courte en periode (lS a
ti'arrivorait our Is fond qu'affaiblie environ 25 foil on implituds. Cetto limitation du c~td des courtes
pdriodos eupichera de condor efficacement lea premibres couches du ioui-aol sous-marin et ccci d'autant
plus qo' on aura 4 opdrer & one profondeur plus importante. La solution qui conslateroit - pour parer i
cot inconvinient - a opirer .. partir do Ia surface de Is mer, sertit encore momns avantageuse :on dispo-
seralt bien, aui d~part, do Ia tcotelitd des Emissions naturolles prdsentes - ccci dens toute lour bands do
frequences - Pais l'absorption dos ondes so produirait quand mime et, cette fois, aussi bien cur It trajet
de ratour quo Sur Is trajet aller. Nous pouvons conclure A propos de la mfthode magndto-tellurique, mime
mlso en oeuvre i partir do fond, qu'elle deinande Ilemploi do detecteurs extrImement sensibles , ceox jus-
tement qui soraont considirdi conmc ausceptibies d'Atre "perturbds" par le "bruit" si -dans cc cat - ce
bruit nietait pas juatement I. signal utiltis. Des premierseossais d'enregiitrements magntto-telluriques,
destinds A diterminer lea conditions expdrimontales d'une mice en pratique ultirioure de sondages, ont
dt6 faits en Hiditerrante A partir do I' "Archimbde", au coors de deux plongdes offectues i des orofon-
doors de 2000 et 2500 m , avec Is participation effective,pour l'une d'ellei,de Mme V.A. , -CSKAYA
do l'Inutitut do P'hysique du Globe do Hoaco (Fdvrier 1966).

C'egt ici ioccasion d'associer i cet exposE deo travaux: quo nous avons pu faire et aux coaclusions,
modostee, que nous avons pu tirer dans ce secteur de rocherche difficile, lea autres membres do notre
Equipe : Mme L. LAUNAY qui, A partir de Ia station et do Ia rade de Villefranche, a Pu procider A on
grand nombre de vdrifications et do calibragee de notre appareillago - aussi bien celul do nos enrogis-
trereents quoq celul do nos analyses ; Is Dr. S. W. LICHTIIAN, qul Etait A I'dpoque "Senior Scientist" A
Is Hoghes Aircraft Company on Californie et qul a permis one collaboration active Franco-Aairicain* dens
cc domains ; le Dr. J. DUFFUS, do Victoria, British Columbia, Canadat, qul a po passer one grande partie de
l'annde 1967 i Ia itation de Villefranche et y conduiro, en collaboration avec lime Launay, toute one sdrie
d'expirimentat ions do contrble dont J'ai teno compte doe cet exposE, cii que d'une enquite approfoidie
sur les possibilitga offertos par lea"Soucoupes plongeantos" pour prolonger vers lee faibtes (oo moyennoi)
profondeurs nos expdriences et nos mesuros poursuivies avec t' "ArchimLde". Ejifin, rappelons que 3. JARRY,
maintonant Chef de Ia Section Bathyscaphe du C.N.E.X.0., a assurd peracnnellement toutos lea mesures des
plongfes des cesipagnes du Japon at des Agores.
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(VLF/E LF electromatgnetic noise)

Discussion on paper !2 -A :"Highly sensitive atenna-coil and bail antenna for ELF atmospherics.
by H.L. KOENIG,

Dr. l. 13ROCK-NANNESTAD :Have you considered the use of coils with a high per-neability core?

Is Barkhausen noise ctcnsidered a more serious problem than the vibrations of the coil in the szatic
earthfield ?

Prof. L-. 57'-7ER !Aul sujet dii bruit de Barkhauser. rotrc experience des sondes h noyaiux de n'umdtal
(1 hL 2 m. de long et 1 112 cm, de dinmbtre) nous a permis die verifier que ce. bruit est ali-dessous des
culs -inats dans le cas dlusage d X-Iliaees massifs" aul lieu doejrs' Ceci, bien entenflu, n'es,

pas contraire & certaines qualitids sp~ciriques derw sondes 21 air (sans noyau perrndabie).

Dr. H. L. KOENIG :we seriously discussed the problem of using a coil with or without iron with our
american. friends3 of the University ef Rhicde-Island. Certainly a coil witii a mu-meral core has the
advantage of the smaller size. The increase of inductance using m--i-metal may be a-bout the factor 25.
Older experiments were done with coils which have an iron core, Applying the scaling law discrihed
above it could be seen that a 2 meter diameter coil is nec;essary for the signal to noise ratio and sensi-
tivy wanted for the recordings (for a given copper weighs'). The use of mu-metal has the following
disadvantages :although for a given sensitivity the ironless coil could be reduced in diameter to about
40 cm by using a, mu-metal core, there are construction difficulties in doing this (a core of 40 cm
diameter and a length of I ni or 2 m, disregarding the costs). Also. modulation by strong interference
(existing in the vicinity of the german field station) via the hirsteresxs chiaracterislics of the Mu-mctal
seemed possible. The E-field picked up by the core itself had to be con~sidered. It was also not feasible
to determine whether th- Barkhausen eftect would produce noise in the order of small signal kuvels.
The shock mount system would lie expected to be complicated. But the final decision in favor of an
ironless coil involved the idea of the two comnpletly identically equipped field stations for simultaneous
elf-measurements. The use of ironless coils ensured that the measurements can 1be compared without
any ambiguity with respect to absolute values of signals or to noise due to pickup br mu-rnetal! core.

Discussion or. R&j-- "A comnparison of ELF atmospheric noise spectra measured ahmove and in ' he
sea", by E.,F. SODERBERG.

Prof. E. SELZER :In the curve of the trailing dummy, what was the method of transmission of the
ship's vibration to the measurement channel ? 'Was it through the water to the sensor

Dr. E. F, SODERBERG The noise peaks appearing at 3Z Hx aind 68 Hz were due to the mechanical
coupling of ship's a ibration to the input cables via the cable clamps securing the cables in Flace on
the ship. The noise was niot picked up via the water path, as is seen by comparing the relative levels
of noise on. the trailing dummy charnel with the ELF noise on the electrodes channel.

Dr. J. R. WAIT -I believe it is not entirely jiustified to calcuilate the sub-s-arface horizontal E field from
the vertical E field using a simple exponential depth law. The latter assumes the turface field is
equivalent to a grazirng plane wave. it would be preferable to compare tle sub-surface field with the
horizontal E or H field on the surface.

Dr. E. F. SODERBERG I agree that it wou'd have teen valuable to have had a horizontal sensor at the
surface. but such equipment was not available. T expect that there is relatively insignificant error in
assuming that, because of the abs- rce of local electirical activity, the ELF sources were t enough

disantto e n~ary panewavs, ith a constant wave tilt, duer to the conductivity of the medium.
over tne ocean in the area- of consideration.

Dr-. A. E3SMANN Quel 4tait le type et le mon-tage des antennes ,.tilizies?

Dr.-. F._ SOD -- B ERG 2 mieters whip-antenna with bafe 10 meters above the water.

Discussion on paper 14 ±"Characteri stir levels of naturall electromnagnetic noise in tne 1-IF raniac.
in sea water. au . falction of depth", by E. SE&ZER.

Cap. Fr~g. P. HALL1-EY :Avez-vous pui l-tiliner !ex C~bles souis-ma-rins pour vos obrervattons
Far exempip celles de difftrences de potentiel cr~les par les mar~es ou d'."utes 5
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-of. E. SELZER Nor. Le professeur DUFUS (Canada) a Ima disposition un cible transatlantique
d~saffectg maim je ne muis pas au courant de see experiences. Il a fait par ailleure un rapport tres
complet our lea bruits aummi bien artificiels que naturels dont it s'occupe.

Dr. L. BROCK-NANXSTAD :At the Agard meeting in 1966 spectral peaks arotind 9 Hz were reported.
At that time no explanation was available. Can it be confirmed that these peaks were not real ?

Prof. E. SELZER :Oui k 116poque nous avons signali un renforcement k 9 et h. 14 Hz murtout h~ 14.
Aujourd'hui je ne suis ni davantage ni momse certain qulil s'agit d'une resonance de Schumann provenant
du fond.

Dr. A. ESSMANN :On connait Ilexistence des effete duo aux mardes et aux courants d'eau de mer sur
le champ magnitique. Avez-vous Pu conatater cen effets kgrande profondeur ?

Prof. E. SELZER :Nous avons trouv4 beaucoup de choses maim nous n'avonm pam eu le temps de 1ell
inclure dar.s ce rappnrt. Nous avons trouv6 au fond de la mer un eff,!t des microadismnes. Quand le
bathyscaphe est au fond de la mer il suit tr~s bieri lea andes microsimmiques.

Dr. H. L. KOENIG :Since calculating the Schumann- resonances, Schumann has also made calculzttions
of radiation from the sun as a spherical radiator. The result showed a fundamental period of the
radiation to be about 20 seconds. There may be some relation between the signals YOU Observed and
the radiation from the sun.

Prof. E. SELZER :Peut-etre.
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SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HF GROUND WAVE SIGNALS BACKSCATTEkFt , L. S'A

D. D. Crombie, J. M. Watts, arA.. W. M. Beery
Institute for Telecommunicat.on Sciences

Enviranmental Science Servlces Administration
Boulder. Colorado, U.S.A. 8030Z

SUMMARY

The phenomenon of resonant backscattering of HF radio waves fr 3m the surface of the nea is now well
known. It occurs becauug of -'-.rent scatterng from a s gatial component of the sea surface having a
wavelength of half the rarlio w. velength and travelling radially towards or awa from the radar. A char-
acteristic feature of the -ackscattred signal is that its Doppler shift is very nep.r the value w]aith would
be expected for signals backscattered frorr sea waves having the theoretical phase velocity for waves of
resonant )ength. Closer examination of t 5. pectra of backscattered signals shows, however, it there
are systematic differences from the theoretical values, and that the shapes of the spectra do nv, conform
to simple theory.

These points will be ;ilustrated using spectra observed at freqaencies betwezn 1. 7 and 12. 37 MHz,
and explanations. for the differences discussed. In addition, evidence fo" spectral lines of order higher
',an unity and other nonlineae surface gravity wave behavior will be discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION.

In t*e i-st three years tkc Tnstltute for Telecommunication Sciences has made sporadic observationi
ff the spectrum of .T F ground wave -ignals coherentl, backscattered from the sea. This work was sore

near Eglin Air Force Base, Florida. From this data i. became apparent that it might be used to obtain
considerable ;nformation , oceanographic importance. 'erification of this idea, however. required
simultaneous backscattering ;ita ana actual data on the power spectrum of the sea surface measured in
the area from which backscattering was observed.

Recently, the oppo-tunity to take data during the Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experi-
ment (BOMEX) in which measurements of sea state, power spectrum, and wind were beir g made becarne
available. The purpose of this paper is to report on some of the preliminary backscatter results o(itaind.
Urfortunately, correlation of the backscatter data with the appropriate oceanographic data must await
recei -t of the iatter.

2. INSTRUMENTATION.

The instrumentation used at Barbadoi, West Indies consisted of a modified C3 ionosphere sounder
operat-'-ng with broadband vertical monopole antennas. The ionosonde was modified to be coherent, and
provisiers for changing frequency between adjacent pulses were made by replacing the VFO with a syn-
thesizer which could be rapidly switched in sequence through eight preset frequencies in the range of 1. 7
to 12. 4 MHz. The transmitter pulse rate was 60/sec and pulse length 40 Psec. The peak radiated power
o; the transmitting antenna varied from about 20 watts to 2 kW, depending on frequency.

Two spaced receiving antennas were used to collect data concerning the azimuthal angle of arrival
of the backscattered signals. lPecaust. of this, each frequency was transmitted on two succe.sive pulses;
the receiver being switched from one antenna to the other between pulses. Daim from one ante,.na (which
is all that will be discussed here) were sampled at the ratp -f 3-3/4 samples/sac, a x. quen.. very much
greater than the maximum Doppler shift e'tpected from tb.. a.

The output of the receiver was sampled at four ranges, 2. 5, 45.0, 67. 5, 90. 0 km, -d the samp~es
were recorded using a 10-bit digital magnetic tape recorder. Rec'irdings wte -e made for 30 ninutes,
four to five times a day for about 30 days during a six-week period, on the eight frequencies.

The recorded data were then returised to Boulder where the individual power spectra for each sample
was obtained using fast Fourier transform procedures. The reLulting power spectra itave a resolution
of - 0. 002 Hz with 6 degrees of freedom.

The equipment was operated on the east coast of Barbados within 100 yard. of the sea. The nominal
field of view of the sea was - 180 degrees cente':ed on an east direction.

3. SAMPLE DATA.

Figures I and 2 show samples of the reaulting data. It should be noted that the receiving system
introduces a frequency shift of + 0. 5 Hz so that signals having negative Doppler shiftv can be separated.
Thus signals having nero Doppler shift in figures 1 and 2 appear at a frequency of 0, 5 Hz and frequencies
below 0. 5 represent negative Doppler shifts, those above represent positive Doppler shifts.

Tact. two figures illustrate the features shown by the data. They represent simultaneous recordings
taken at a range of 45 km. Figure I was taken at a frequency of 2. 90 MHz. It shows the three main
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spectral peake of interest at frequencies of - 0, 32, 0. 68, and 0.75 Hz. These correspond to signals
having Doppler shifts of - 0. 18, + 0.18, and + 0. Z5 Hz. As shown in the next section, the negativt peak
corresponds to resonant scatterin? .rom sea waves which are travelling radially away from the equip-
ment. The very narrew peal- at- " 1 8 Piz is the coherent scattered component travel'ng radatlly towards
the equipment. It is much stronger !han the negative peak, presumably because at Bar-bados 'he d-,minant
wind, and hence dominant directicns of wave tral.ei, is from the east. The third peak at + 0. 25 Hz -
,/2 % 0. 18 H. will b, discussed latee. Note that the dominant peak is about 40 d5 above the noise level.

Figure 1 also s.ws a minor peak t 0. -Hz corresponding to a signal having zero Doppler shift.
Since at a range of 4b -rn none of the iolari iih-uld be visible to tbh radar, and since this signal is also
seen at greater range*, :. is unlikely to be a rosult oi scattering from the islar.l. On ,he other hand it
is difficult to account for it as arising from the se&. particularly if one assumes only single sc.ttet ing,
or linear processes in the sea.

Figure 2 shows data taken at a frequency of 8.37 MHz at the 3me time as figure I was obtained, it
shows characteristics simila2 to those of figure I except thit the D .p ler shifts are Areater, tie l,.-
widths are greater, and there is evidence of a third poestive peak at a frequency of , 3 times that .f %f'
main peak. The zero frequency component in this case is about 3 times as ctrong, relative to the ni.'bi
positive peak as it was at Z. ?0 MHz.

4. RESULTS.

4. 1 Magnitude of Doppler Shifts

It was originally suggested I that the Doppler shift 4f of signals coherently backscattered from the sea
was of the form

Af =g/'lX= =.02 x 10 iz (1)

in water deep compared with the waveleng'h. Here g is the accelexation of gravity, X is the radar wave-
length, and f is the radar frequency in Hz. Ti result has been approximately confirmed z by many
workers o/er a wide range of frequencies.

In the present situtation, Doppler shifts could be determined with considerable precision (_ 0. 001 Hz).
Rw.qults of measurements on several occacions are al, wn in figure - in wthich the solid line represents
the thenretical value of Af versus f. The observed values of 6f for both the approaching and receding
compontents are shown. It is very clear that the Dopple: shift of the approacaing component is greater
than the x-ieoretical value, while that of the receding component is less. T: differ .nces from the theo-
retical value increase with frequency.

The cauti - of these differences from simple theory is believed to be due to four factors:

(1) Nonlinear interaction between the waves causing the coherent backccatter and the rest
of the sea spectrum,

(2) Changes in phase velocities depending on wave amplitude (Stokes' effect),

(3) Drifts induced by the wind, and

(4) Tidal drifts.

The first effeft is a resxlt of the change -n the phase velocity of the sea waves caused by the non-
lnear intezaction . The other three effects rtre a result of the waves travelling on a moving sea surface.
However, it should be noted that figure 3 shows that the discrepancy in Doppler shift is less at 90 km than
.c ?Z. 5 km, an effect which ma. be associated wit), the varying water depths at the two ranges. These
depths are very much greater than the lengths of wind-induced sea waves.

In the case of the data labelled 7/15/69, 1400 LT, the discrepancies between the observed and theo-
retical Doppler shifts could be accounted for if it is asiumed that the surface of the water was moving
radially with a velocity of approx'mately 0. 4 m/sec. This value is much greater than would be expected
from (1) above, while the second mechanism would produce an equivalent velocity which depended on the
wave frequency.

4. 2 Spectral L.:ne Shapes

Et can b- reacily shown that the signal E backscattered from a plane radio %ave by a single long-
crested sinusodal Lravity-wav.etrain on the surface of tte sea travelling in the direction of the radio
wave (or against it) :.i of the form

E ([(v+ a' t- Zkd+ 81 0ir( + 21)D I cog [(-(Y) t - Zkd -0 stnt(, - 2k)D)(5 + 2k) (B .. 2k) * (2)
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...............- - angular radio frequency', k is; the radio wave number, a~ is tils angular gravity -xvP fre -

quen,--y, tt ;e ito wave number, d is the dist.rnce between the radar and the pa~ch of sea under cor;-deraion,
and D is the eadial lecngth of the wave illurn.nated by the incidnnt pulse. Provided that D) is larga, th,- fir,'t
Lorm is negligible vtlien $ zrid k are both positive, 1. e. , vhen the incident radio wave a.,d the gravity wave
are travelling in the same d'orection. Then the Doppler shift of the backscattered signal is negative and
equal to the wave irequeney. When 85 2k the backecattered si:,%ial it; maximum, a result consistent with
eq. 1. When the two waves are travelling in opposite directions, 8 and !- have opposite signs, and then
the second term of _-q. 2 is neglivible, J3iving % etignal havt,g vusi-ve Drpt;' r shift.

Equation 2 shows that as the fpequency 'of the gravity wave is c)-.n[,e~l, thze arnp'itude of the back-
scat~ered signal varies as

8-k vhere B-zrTh~us, with a realistic sea of constant spect-al density in the vicinity of 6 2k, 110, spectrum of the

rct-i fea signal neir the resonant peak should be of the form

E2i/.' c !I - Zk)D (3)

Reference tu lipures I and 2, obtained for 0 1,& aani an's that the 9;,.pe of the peak qigna l -'s not of this
form. These and ottie. ainiilar , - --!,ate t)'at a Gaussian spectrai pvwo.h tn.~~. nech bette;.r approxima-
tion than eq. 3,

A -simple explaration cf this is that eq. 3 assumes that %6... -_-le of the see :an be decom-posed into
Fourier components which propagate~ ".',hout change of arnplitat4.- or p jurlrd.i-n the observation time (oz
through the observing region). The Gaussian form of the sp- -trurn suggest.- ha instead, each Fourter
component only persis;ts for a finite time (or has a fi'-ite length) before either ti~e amplitude or phase
changes significantly. The width of the spectral peak is much greater than would be exp .C id from eq. 3.
Thus the "coherence" length of these Fourier components is much less than the illuminated z~.Z.t% D.
Alternatively the "lifetime" of the Fourier components is much less thar. the time required for them to
mo~ve through the illuminated area.

Some data giving observ-.d t-andwidths of the main spectral peak are shown in figure 4. The bandwidth
is - I /"lifetime. " In figure 4 the band'vidth is defim.-A as being the bandwidth at a level 10 413 below the
spectral peak. The figure shows that h? b,.ndwidthe increase markedly w~th radio frequency and that the
rate of increase can vary markedly from one 0lay to another.

4. 3 Nonlinear Effects

Attention has been drawn to the presence of minor spectral peaks in fig'.ires I and 2 at angular fre-
quencies of /Irz a and va- . It was o-ig, illy suggested , before eq. 2 was eeveloped, that this was a reault
of backacattering from gravity waves ci two or three times the resonant %,.velength given by B = Zk. In
other words, it was due to scattering from waves of length L = k, 3X/Z, etc. However, r-zference to eq. 2
shows that su'-h scattering will have negligible amplitude when kD > 1.

A bttter explanation involves the fact that g-.avity waves of finite amplitude (Stokes' waves) are not
sinusoidal but consist of a fundamental component of *e.ngth L, together with higher order harmonits.
These higaer order harmnrics have wavelcng~hs -)f L f , L/3, etc. and travel with the phase velocity of
the fundamental. Thus, it can be argued that. the frequency components at /Z-, 11, etc. of the resonant
backecatter frequency arise as scatteri.g from the se -ond, third, etc. harmonic of waves having lengths
of ZL, 3L, etc. where L =X'2.

In view of thib argument, it is expected that. with sufficient sensitivity, frequenc'r peaks of higher order
than 3 should a!,.e ',)e observable. The upper limit to the.? detectability waald dopend on X and !he upper
cutoff wavelength w' the gravity wav'es.

5. CONCLUSIONS.

The data presented here show that HF ground wave signals bachscattered fr'.r the sea provide valuable
information about certain features of sea waves. In particular, the phase velocity of wavev having a len~gth
determined by the radar wavelength in use, the relative amplitude of Stokes' "harmoni-.s t and the "Jbfe -
tine" or "coherence length" of the wavetrains can be determined with considerable rrecision. Furtl er.more,
the relative amplitudes of rcceding and approaching wavy,@ can be readily obtained. None o" these properties
cant be easily obtained using more conventional approaches.
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fr~quence (entre 8, 5 et 24 KMHz) ou de deux polarisations diffdrentes (verticale et horizontale).
11 donnera 6galement les r6sultats de rnesurcs effectu~es Ii partir de bou~es our mer calme,
d'une part, et sur rner agit~e, d'autre part, avec illuminations simultan~es ii double fr~quence.
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actuellemen. en cours de r~alisation aux Laboratoires de Haute Fr~quence de 1'universit6
Technique de Hanovre, permettra de progresser dans ce domaine.

Su mm ar y

Reflections from the rough surface of the sea generate
clutter, this means a conglomeration of unwanted sig-
nals in radar receivers, which may mask the signal.s from
sirall targets.

An attempt is made to describe and explain observed phe-
niomena, of clutter signals by abstract models and theo-
ries. The results of theories are compared with measure-
ments. A summary of kniown attempts of euppression of
clutter signals with references is given in appendix 2.
For many applications the improvement of the signal-to-
cluttar ratio is not yet sufficient. Two special measu-
ring instruiments, developped at Hannover Technical Uni-
versity, are described in appez~dix 1. Results of cur
measurements and future plans of investigations are
di sci sed.
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The Reflectivity of the Sea Surface at Radar Frequencies

W.H. Schtnfeld

Technical University Haunover

Introduction

The reflectivity of the sea is of special interest in.radar applicationa, because a
sea, which is not calm but rough, reflects signals back to the radar receiver. Those
reflections (see fig.1) give r1se to a conglomeration of unwanted radar echos, which
we call clutter. This paper will deal with sea clutter, its phenomenology, its strength,
proposed methods of improving the signal-to-clutter ratio, results of measurements,
proposals for future investigations ard possible means of new improvements,

Clutter enerps versus distance

The difference between a normal target and the sea surface is that the normal target
always has the same radar cross section whereas the illuminated surface of the sea in-
creases with distance. That has been the reason why all the scattering elements on the
same illuminated surface have been put together to the sum

2

so that the radar cross section has to be replaced by the term (1). By introducing that
into the radar formula we find that because of the increasing cross section with dis-
tance the received power is not inverse to R4 but to R3.

Pr- .P G 6, (2)
( )7 3 P3

This fact has been verified by calculations of several authors, specially by Katzin
and also by MUller in my institute and has been verified by measurements which we have
made with our analog radar reflection measu.ring instrument, which is described in
appendix 1.

Fig.2 shows as results of our measurements the received power in dB as a function of
distance with the height of the waves as parameter. The exponents to the distance,
written atve the different curves, are a bit higher than 3 up to distances of between
two and four kilometers. After this the strength of the echos drops at a quite higher
rate with exponents of the inverse distance of 7.9 to 10.3. This is due to the fact
that with the normal antenna heights on ships and the height of the waves at those dis-
tances the rays become so flat that by interference and two-path propagation the ampli-
tude decreases rather quickly.

The factor 60, which is a pure figure, can be calculated out of those measurements.
Pig 3 shows measurements of Goldstein and measurements of my institute evaluated from
our echo measurements.

Inf]uence of two-path propagation

The curves of radar echos versus distance, as shown in fig.2, represent only the enve-
lope of the maximum values. Fig.6 shows such an envelope as a dotted line, whereas be-
cause of the two-path propagation the true values oscillate between maxima and minima.

We have calculated a few maxima and minima for the simplified case of a single point-
target at a height hso above sea-level. The results are plotted versus distance in fig.4.
The first minimum lies always on the surface of the sea. The target has been drawn in
a position, where we would observe a minimum, in this case the second one. If we draw
any target of a certain height at a chosen distance position, then we can read in the
chart, whether we will receive from this target a maximum or a minimum value of energy
or a value in between. A similar plot in fig.5 shows the positions of maxima and minima
for an extended target, which consists of a conglomeration of small individual scatte-
ring elements. This model corresponds in some way to the rough surface of the sea.

perimnntal proof of the two-path propagation theory

The question In, whether this description of sea clutter corresponds to what really
Lappeno. Fig.7 shows a '-scope of sea clutter. The radar aerial was fixed, whilst the
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deflection coils have been rotating at a normal speed. We exposed the photo during 50
revolutions of the antenna corresponding to a time of 120 seconds. The range was 3
nautical miles, the wind strength 7 Beaufort. You find even in this long time of 120
seconds clearly dark and bright zones, that means maxima and minima, an effect which,
because of the ever changing surface of the sea, only can be explained b- the two-path
propagation. Fig.8 shows a similar photo of a )*-scope of sea clutter w'tb a range of
1000 to 2000 m.

We have tried to check the observed four maxima at the four different distances 1210,
1378, 1682 and 1756 m and have calculated the theoretical positions of maxima with the
simple model of fig.4 at a wind strength of 7 Beaufort. All the maxima are correspon-
ding to the theory with slight tolerances in the height of the waves of a few centi-
meters.

The fact is a bit different with the minima. There are some more minima than can be
calculated with the theory with one height of waves. Fig.9 shows the spectrum of water
waves. it can be seen, that there is a sum of different wavelengths with different
heights which give an irregular surface with lower and higher waves. The maxima are
apparently coming from the highest waves, whereas the lower parts give the necessary
reflecting surface. Some of the lower waves also produce some of the other minima.
Therefore this seems to be a satisfactory explanation. We will come back to some possi-
bilities to make use of those facts of a two-path propagation in a later part of this
paper.

Doppler frequency shift

Another phenomenon of sea clutter is that there is a Doppler frequency shift because of
the orbital movement o n the surface of the waves. Fig. 10 shows as result of a Russian
publication, which is cited on fig.10, the Doppler frequency shift of the sea clutter
as a function of the radar wavelength with the wind velocity as parameter. We have not
been interested so much in making use of' the Doppler frequency shift because we have
been interested mainly in the recognition of small targets in sea clutter, like buoys,
whose fluctuations in the sea may lead to a Doppler shift of the same order. We have
no experience, whether the Doppler effect of the sea-movement may be of interest in
other applications.

Frequency dependence of clutter

The question which we want to discuss now is, whether the effect of the two-path pro-
pagation is the only effGct which we have to take account of. Maxima of reception are
to be found at different distances. Formula (3) shows a simplified model for inter-
ference action:

_A - 2 Ho Ht (3)

You can see that the different points of maxima or minima are dependent on the height
of the radar antenna, the height of the target, the distance and the radio wavelength.
By a change of frequency, that meaLe of the wavelerigth, we can shift a maximum of
a sea clutter response to another place so that a target which has a different height,
possibly a higher height than the sea waves, may appear again on the screen because of
the diminuished clutter response. But the change of frequency which is necessary is
rather high and not very practical in many cases. That leads us to the question,
whether this two-path propagation is the only effect responsible for building up maxi-
ma and minima of clutter signals. Fig.12 showa an oscillogram of the same sea clutter
simultaneously received with two different frequencies with only a moderate change of
frequencies. You see that the clutter response is not equal on both frequencies. This
effect can be explained by using a model which is shown on fig.11.

/R is the distance which is illuminated at a certain moment by the pulse sent out by
the radar station. In this example we assume 12 statistically distributed small surface
elements which reflect independently of each other, and which are distributed in dis-
tances between one and ten wavelengths. We have been able to show that such a model is
dependent of frequency, and gives maxima and minima which are quite the same as those
which we could measure with our measuring instrument.

Fig. 13 and 14 show the results of our measurements. The back-coming signals of the
two frequencies transmitted to the sea have been said to be equal, if their difference
in amplitude was lebs than 10 dB. They have been said not to be the same, it the diffe-
rence was higher than 10 dB. With less than 10 dB difference we say that there is coin-
cidence in both channels. The probability of coincidence is shown in fig. 13 plotted
versus distance. You can see that at higher distances the probability of having the
same signal in both channels is rather low. At low distances the overloading of the re-
ceiver gives no proper answer to the problem.

In fig.14 you jee the same probability of coincidence plotted vsrsus the difference in
frequency. And with rather small frequency differences you have already only 40 % to
50 probability of coincidence between the two frequencies. That gives another possi-
bility of having remedies against sea clutter by making use of a frequency diversity.
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Frequency diversity

In fig.15 you can see an A-scope of a target and clutter at the same time. We have shown
different scans, one above the other. The differences between a target and the big peaks
of the sea clutter are not really visible. On the other hand our measurements of coin-
cidence with different frequencies have shown some aspects. But in our model we have
different target elements, which reflect independently of each other. The sea surface
illuminated by the radar is rather large. The target, which we want to detect, may be
rather small. So the target itself may be part of the elements and by changing the fre-
quency to such a degree that the clutter signal disappears, the target itself may dis-
appear at the same time.

Those deliberations have led to a new series of experiments, where we have been trying
to explore the behaviour of a rough sea itseli in comparison to a target in the rough
sea at the same wind conditions and the same distance and the same azimuth. The philo-
sophie of our measurements has been the following. We have compared all signals in the
two channels which came in at the same time and have been higher than a certain thres-
hold.

Fig. 16 shows the results of our measurements. We have counted the number of signals
surmounting a given threshold under different conditions. When receiving a signal from
a small cell, defined by distance and azimuth, where a buoy has been laid out, you can-
not discriminate between target response and false alarm in the presence of sea clutter.
But if you compare the result with the one of a cell, where there is only clutter, then
you get a statistical answer. We measure for instance the probability of signals in
one frequency-chennel alone. When sending out two frequencies simultaneously, we mea-
sure both the probabilities for gptting signals in at least one channel and for coin-
cident signals in both channels.

It may be sufficient to compare in the lefthand diagram of fig. 16 only the curves b2
and c2, which show the probability to get equal response in both channels with a target
in the clutter and the clutter alone. The probability of coincidences is higher with a
target in the clutter than with the clutter itself. The differences in those curves
decrease with rising wind strength. On the righthand side you see the improvement fac-
tor which can be reached by using two different frequencies at the same time. The im-
provement shows that it may be possible to recognize a target in the clutter by using
suitable correlation methods with a two-frequency radar. As we have only evaluated sig-
nals which all have been hardly above the noise level, the value of our results is re-
stricted. The necessary observation tiwe, to get the necessary confideuce level, is
still too high for practical purposes. But we hope that, by changing the comparison
level, we may come to observation times which are reasonable and can be used in pratice.

Measurements of targets in clutter

We may state finally that we think that the comparison of recordings of sea clutter
signals to signals from targets in sea clutter has to be an essential part of future
investigations. We will use for this purpose in our future program a new digital mea-
suring instrument, which is described in appendix 1.

Life duration of clutter-signals

Another essential point in finding new methods of improving the signal-to-noise ratio
in the peesence of sea clutter is the question of the life duration of clutter stg-
nals. Fig. 17 apd fig. 18 show A-acope photos of sea clutter. Several scans are super-
imposed and show the change of clutter signals with time. Somc of them have a life du-
ration of more than 50 ma, some of them have a lower life duration.

Discussion of measuring results from appendix 1

To begin with analog peak values fig.21 shows the response of different targets in com-
parison to the sea clutter. You see that small targets, seen scan by scan, show an en-
velope, which corresponds to the antenna diagram. The distribution of amplitudes of
the sea clutter itself is quite different. That shows other feasibilities of improving
the signal-to-noise ratio by correlating values scan by scan.

Synopsis of results and proposals

My paper until this state has given a certain description of the phenomenol3gy of sea
clutter, has given some results of our recent deiiberations and measurements.
In appendix 2 of this paper I have made a synonsis of all the methods proposed until
now for improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio in sea clutter. You see that the prob-
lem seems to be so difficult that a lot of intelligent people in the whole world have
dealt with that problem without having results which are fully satisfactory. We believe
that in the next generation of radar sets, which will work with automatic evaluation
of signals, connected with computers, we have to deal with the clutter problem again.
For cercain purposes, like coaetal radar stations, we may be able to have a next gene-
ration of radar sets which are much more complicated and sophisticated. Because of the
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higher costs they may not be suitble as ship-borne equipment, but for the radar-
chaines of fixed radar stations planned by many administrations for the next future,
the improvement may Justify the higher costs.

Appendix 2 shows a comparison of what has been dono in the past with all the necessary
references and some critiocal remarks. Many authors, who have found improvements, only
gave a qualitative description. Some of the quantitative evaluations show that the re-
sults are rather unsatirfactory, because values in the nrder of 6 dB are not satisfac-
tory at all, as the whole dynamics of the sea clutter is at about 90 dB ani the sea
clutter dynamics inside a certain distance-cell is about 30 CB.

In the table in appendix 2 we have included some proposals of ours, which haven't yet
been proved to be valuable. This is rather a program than a report of results.
We think that some diversity programs may be prospective. One possibility is the an-
tenna diversity with two antennas at different heights. The second one is the frequen-
cy diversity. Polarization diversity doesn't show the same aspects following our ex-
perience.

That is why we didn't include them in this list of proposals. Prom all the results,
reported in appendix 2, a report of Mr. Harrison is most interesting, where the chirp
radar has shown real good aspects. Unfortunately Harrison has only ahown results of one
single experiment.

It has to be investigated, whether radar *ets wi".h chirp or with an inner-pulse modu-
lation system perhaps a Barker code, could impx ve the signal-to-noise ratio in the
presence of sea clutter.

First tests of a digital measuring instrument.

We have built meanwhile a new instrument with digitalisation of radar signals.
Because of the high frequencies involved, we only can digitalize video signals after
an envelope detection with a sampling frequency of 10 MHz. The measurement with this new
instrument has been described in appendix 1. Pig.23 shows POM-signals after demodulation
by a computer. Pig.24 and fig.25 show correlation functions computed with an electronic
computer. We see the main advantage of this new instrument in the fact that we can go
to the field during a period where we have the necessary high clutter. Later we can eva-
luate the signals, which are recorded on a magnetic tape, on a computer several times
with different simulated evaluation methods instead of going ot~t to the 'ield again and
again with different evaluation methods as hard-ware.

I am at the end of my report, and I believe that because of the difficulty of the prob-
lem we could not yet show aspects of final results. But we have shown methoca with
which we want to go into the field. And we hope, at least, we will get some results
which wil2 lead to improvement in the future.
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Notation

c Light velocity
Gr  Gain of the receiving antenna

Gt Gain of tha transmitting antenna

Ha Height of the antenna

Ht  HeJght of the target

41 Difference between -he direct path and the path of the wave refleated on the
Radar wavelength sea surface

Pr Received power

Pt Transmitted power

R Range

di Radar cross section of target i

60 Normalized radar cross section of clutter
T- Radar pulselength

e Antenna beamwidth
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Fig. 17 Life duration of clutter-peak values A-scope 15 msec observation time 5 V/cm,
0.5 Lsec/cm, 7 Beaufort

Fig. 18 Life duration of clutter-peak values A-scope 8 msec observation time. 2 V/cm,
I ;Asec/cm, 3 + 4 Beaufort
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Fig. 19 Block diagrwi of a measuring instrument for the strength of radarechos
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Fig. 22 Block diagram of a measuring instument for radarechos
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Description of an analog instrument measuring and recording the echopower

received at a radar from intentionally chosen targets.

Reference: Jahrbuch der Technischen Hochschule Hannover 1960/1962

W.H. Schinfeld und H. Kaune

"Entwicklung eines Gordtes zur objektiven Messun6 und Registrierung
der Reflexionseigenschaften von Radarzielen".

The instrument 1'as been developed at about 1958 for the Federal Ministry of Traffic
in Bonn. It can be connected to any zadar set, which can continue its normal operation
during measurements. Exchangeable moduls (e.g. IF-Amplifiers) are available to adapt
the instrument to the special radar set. A trigger-synchronized pulse program is used
to mark the chosen target on the PPI-screen (see fig.20 above). The "window" can be
moved by means of a simple manual control in case of relative movement between target
and radar station, to hold the chosen target inside the "window". The pulses forming
the "window" are in addition used as gate pulses. Via the gates only those signals can
pass to the evaluation part of the instrument, which are received from the chosen tar-
get. Fig.19 shows a block diagram of the evaluation part.

The IF-signal is rectified. The peak-value of the target response on each radius is
lengthened by means of delay lines without change of its amplitude. Thereafter the
pulse-amplitude modulation is transformed into a pulse-duration modulation at logarith-
mic scale. An oscilloscope is available to check the function of the equipment. Fig.20
shows in the middle three different kinds of display of the signals. A zero-pulse of a
duration of 60/usec is added to the PDM-pulses, to guerantee a ccnstant number of 36
pulses inside the window independent whether the targe- reflects energy at all radii
or not. If there is a response from the target the zero-pulse is suppressed again.
The longest pulse, representing the highest amplitude (40 dB above zero) has to be a
bit shorter than the inverse of the pulse repetition frequency, e.g. 900,/usec, if the
prf is 1 kHz. The 36 pulses are recorded thereafter on a magnetic drum. by means of a
preset electronic counter one pulse after the other is picked up from the drum, one for
each revolution of the drum. By this means the frequency is divided by 36. The pulses
then have a frequency of roughly 28 Hz, which means that they can be recorded with an
ordinary pen recorder. At the bottom of fig.20 and fig.21 you see typical recordings
of different targets.

Description of a digital instrument measuring and recording the echopower

received at a radar from intentionally chosen target areas.

Reference: Doctor-Thesis of K.A. Lothar Krisch,

Institxt fUr Hochfrequenztechnik, Technische Universitdt Hannover,

to be published in autumn 1970.

Clutter research needs such a high amount of measured values, that they can only be eva-
luated by a computer. We decided therefore to develop a digital measuring instrument.
Integrated circuits and other modern components made it possible to use a PCM-code
with 8 bits and a sampling frequency of 10 MHz. As we have the intention to investigate,
whether diversity methods will lead to improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio in the
presence of sea clutter, we have built two equal channels. We think of antenna-diver-
sity (two antennas at different heights) and frequency-diversity. The channels can,
in addition, work together with interlaced sampling pulses resulting in a sampling-
frequency of 20 MHz. Similar to the analog instrument a certain measuring area can
be chosen and be indicated on the PPI-display simultaneoLsly. The area can be rather
large in the radial direction. The limitation of the area makes it possible to use the
dead time for a frequency-band-compression by means of storage devices (see fig. 22).
The tape recorder is a normal audio-recorder.

The main advastage of this kind of recording is:

1.) The recorded data can directly be handled by a computer to evaluate all wanted
statistical data.

2.) The computer can be used as a digital-to-analog converter, to make the entire
video-signal visible by means of an x-y-recorder (see fig.23).

3.) The computer can be used aj a simulator fox, different evaluation methods. The same
set of data can be processed at home in different ways, without the necessity of
repeated measurements under different conditions in the field. Fig.24 and fig.25
show autocorrelation-functions calculated by a computer and plotted with an x-y-
recorder.

4.) With a decoder an analog bignai can be used for further experiaents.

Sea clutter measurements with thr new inutrument are planned during the storm-period
iu autumn 1970.
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Synopsis of methods and proposals to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in the

presence of sea clutter with related references.

Proposal Reference Results

1 Sensitivity-Time- Merill I. Skolnik Difficult to adjust, when
Control (STc Introduction to Radar target signal is only slightly
and logarithmic Sstronger than clutter.
IF-amplifiers Systems Compromise because clutter

McGraw-Hill 1962 varies with direction of obser-
vation.

2 Integration

2a Post detection See reference 1 Integration of n = 10 hits
integration leads to an improvement of 6 dB.

2b Digital inte- 1. Mellberg Less efficient than the analog
gration Video-Korrelator. integration method.

ENT Vol.39, No.4,1964

2. Hobbard

Digital Automatic Radar
Data Extraction.
J.Brit.IRE Nov. 1963

3. Child

Digital Data Processing
Considerations in Radar.
The Radio and Electro-
nic Eng. Jan. 1964

2c Integration by a Harrison No quantitative Information of
special two-layer Methods of Distinguishing factor of improvement.
luminiscent screen Sea Targets from Clutter on

a Civil Marine Radar.

The Radio and Electronic
Eng. April 1964

2d Integration by the Harrison Unsufficient dynamical proper-
storage capacity see reference 2c ties of vidicons. Unsufficient
of a vidicon integration with moving targets.

2e Integration on H.G. Mdller 1964 Similar difficulties than 2d,
foto-film additional delay because of
(Fotoplott of not published processing time of film.
Kelvin Hughes)

3 Correlation Boring, Flynt, Long, Wider- Improvement
methods quist 6 dB with horizontal polari-

Sea Return Study, Final sation
Report, Department of the 16 dB with vertical polari-Bureau of hips. sation.

Lower factors if the target
Georgia Institute of Tech- itself is fluctuating.
nology, August 1957 Value of this investigation is

more to the side of phenomeno-
logy

4 Fast motion effect. Crost No quantitative evaluation.

(Six storage vidi- A Motion-Enhancement Dis- Expensive Equipment.
cons energized by play by Time Compression. Mechanical Scanning.a mechanical scan-ning system) US Army Signal Researchand Development Laboratory

Fort Monmouth NJ
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Proposal Reference Results

5 Special radMrs

5a Doppler radar Rosenberg, Ostrovsky, Kalmykow Doppler shift too small in

Frequenzvevschiebung von Radar- comparison to the Doppler
wellen, die on der rauhen shift of small fluctuating
Meeresoberfldche zurUckge- targets, e.g. buoys in the

streut werden. sea.

Radiophysika, Vol.9, No.2,
1966

5b Chirp radar 1. Harrison Harrison reports that a

see reference 2c chirp radar improves the
signal-to-noise ratio by
13 dB in a snow storm.

2. Sclater Sclater mentions a sub-

New "Shirping" Schemes marine-periscop found in

sharpen Radar Returns. sea clutter.

Electronic Dusign, Vol.15,
No.19, Sept.1967

5c Pulse coded radar Proposal of W.H. Schinfeld Not yet tested.

6 Antenna speed

6a Slow antena No known reference Integration time correspon-
ding to life duration of
clutter signals.
Disadvantage:
If aztenna rotation frequen-
cy is equal or a full par*
of the frequency of the sea
wave a small target may dis-
appear always in a wave
trough.

6b High speed antenna Croney Improvement by 6 dB.

!20 to 1400 rpm) Improved Radar Visibility of The disadvantage of 6a is
small Targets in Sea Clutter. avoided.

The Radio and Electronic Eng.
Sept. 1966

7 Diversity systems

7a Jumping-frequency Gustafson No quantitative evaluation.
radar Syijtem properties of Jumping-

frequency radars.
Philips Telecommunication
Review, Vol.25, No.1, Juli 1964

7b Frequency diver- W.H. Schdnfeld, V. Mtiller, Details see this paper.
sity with two K.D. Schwarz
simultaneous fre- Report on the state of arts
quencies in sea clutter reduction.

Ortung und Navigation,
Vol.II, 1968

W.H. Schbnfeld, V. MUller

Detection of active Radar Tar-
gets in the Presence of Sea-
Return Echos.
7-2-5 VIIth Int. Conf. on
Lighthouses, Rome, 1965

7c Polarisation See references 3 and 7b Experience of author of this
diversity correlation methods paper: less efficient than

frequency diversity.

7d Antenna diversity See 7b Results not yet available.

7e Two divergent beams See 7b Correlation and other methods
of comparison arn possible.
No results yet. High costa.
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THE INTERACTION OF HF/VHF RADIO WAVES WITH THE
SEA SURFACE AND ITS IMPLICATIONS

Donald E. Barrick

The Electrical Engineering Department Battelle Memorial Institute
The Ohio State University and Columbus Laboratories
Columbus, Ohio 43210 Columbus, Ohio 43201

SUMMARY

The interaction of HF and VHF radio waves with the sea is examined using a boundary perturbstion
analysis. The effect of ocean roughness on ground-wavn propagation across the ocean is seen as an in-
crease in the effective surface impedance. Quantitative estimates are made of the added loss due to sea
state using the Phillips wind-wave spectrum. Scatter from ths sea is shown to arise from the Bragg effect.
Both the scattered signal intensity and spectrum are derived and examined. Finally, several bistatic
radar configurations for measuring ocean-wave spectra are analyzed. These involve various combinations
of ships, buoys, aircraft, satellites, and shore stations. The feasibility of two such systems Js exam-
ined in some detail, and their implementation appears possible with present-day hardware.

I. INTRODUCTION.

Winds blowing at speeds greater thdn 10 knots over the ocean excite the longer and higher ocean
waves. For example, a 10-knot wind can create waves about 20 meters in length, while a 30-hot wind will
arouse waves about 200 meters long. Since wind speeds between these limits are highly indicative of the
mcteorological conditions over the ocean, the remote sensing of the characteristics of ocean waves with
these lengths will provide valuable data concerning the weather over the sea.

Elementary physical peinciples indicate that electromagnetic waves whose wavelengths are compa-
rable to the longer ocean wavelengths should interact significantly with these water waves. Such electro-
magnetic waves lie in the HF and VHF regions of the spectrum. These suspicions were confirmed and the
interac.tion mechanism was discovered experimentally by Crombie in 1955[ 1. He observed that near-grazing
backscatter at 13.56 Hz is Doppler-shifted by a discrete increment above and below the carrter. The
velocities required to produce these shifts are possessed only by ocean waves whose lengths are precisely
one-half the electromagnetic wavelength and whose crestlines lie perpendicular to the transmission path.
Hence, the mechanism was seen to be Bragg scatter from ocean-wave trains moving toward and away from the
radar in much the same manner as a set of translating diffraction gratings. In an accompanying paper,
Crombie presents recent experimental observations of this phenomenon and interprets the two spectral
shifts in terms of advancing and receding water waves at a number of HF frequencies.

Quantitative theoretical estimates of the interaction, however, lagged the measurements by
many years. Now, however, applying the classical boundary perturbation approach of Rice[2] to a random
surface, we are able to predict the magnitude of scatter and propagation across the sea at HF and VHF.
Both high-angle reflection and scatter as well as near-grazing propagation (i.e., ground-wave propagation)
and scatter can and will be analyzed in this manner here. The sea surface at HF/VHF is very amenable to
analysis by this technique because it satisfies all of the necessary assumptions inherent in the derivation:
(i) its height, C, above a mean plane is small in terms of the wavelength; (ii) its slopes (i.e. C -
6C/bx and C - C/by) are small for these longer ocean waves; and (iii) the ocean-water medium ;a hf3hly
conducting,yand hence an impedance boundary condition can be employed.

In the next section, we show that the ocean roughness can affect a vertically polarized ground
wave propagating above it. Such an effect should be expected, since corrugations hace long been used to
guide waves along the conducting surface of antennas, wires, and other structures. It is shown that the
random roughness changes the effective surface impedance; this corrected impedance can then be used in
any of the ground-wave treatments to estimate the field strength attenuation with distance. We present
such curves based on the Phillips isotropic wind-wave spectrum.

The subsequent section deals with scattering of HF/VHF waves by the longer ocean waves. Both
near-grazing (ground-wave) incidence and the higher incidence angle regions are considered. An expression
for o, the scattering cress section per unit surface area is derived for the Phillips ocean wave-height
model. We also obtain an expression for the scattered signal spectrum, to the first order, and show
the discrete, Doppler-shifted frequencies measured by Crombie and others are predicted. The expressions
are general and can be applied to bdckscatter as well as bistatic radio geometries.

In the final section, ve discuss possible methods of sensing the ocean wave-height spectrum by
measuring the electromagnetic scattered signal and its Doppler spectrum. Several have already suggested
the use of HF ionospherically propagated sea scatter as a method of ocean-wave sensingI3l. We suggest
nonionospheric techniques here in~olving combinations of ships, buoys, aircraft, and shore stations in
bistacic modes to measure the ocean-wave spectrum. The signal processing techniques currently
available permit the resolution necessary to sort out the presence and strengths of ocean waves of
various lengths and directions; hence, such techniques can offer a valuable input to real-time global
oceanography/meteorology.

2. GROUND-WAVE PROPAGATION ACROSS THE SEA.

2,1 Derivation of Effective Surface impedance of a Slightly Rough Surface.

Much attention has been given to radiation from a dipole above a smooth, finitely conducting
medium. Somerfetd[4 1 first solved the problem for a planar interface; Norton[5] later interpreted his
results and reduced them to a convenient graphical form for engineering calculations. Others, including
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van der Pol and BreimmerL6 ] and Fock[7), obtained asymptotic solutions to the problem of radiation above a
smooth spherical earth, and Norton generated carves to facilitate the use of these results( 8 ). A thorough
review of the subject by Wait[9] is recoimmended to the reader.

Essentially, Wait['9 ] shows that one can formulate the ground-wave radiation and propagation
problem in terms of the impedance of the surface normalized to that of free space, i.e., A - Z /Z , where
Z7. is the impedance of the surface in ohms, and Z 120 TO is the impedance of fre~e space. Tfle Oquancities
aand Z are functions of the grazing angle and mterial properties. For the earth and sea, A is much less

than unity, and hence vertical polarization is favored for near-grazing or ground-wave propagation.

It was established by N~orton1l01 and WiseE 11 that vertically polarized waves propagating near
grazing and near the surface of tha ground appear to be g~ided waves locally, even though macroscopleally
they do not exhibit this guided (or Zenneck-wave) nature. Hence, we shall derive in this s,!ction the
effective impedance of a slightly rough surface, treating the propagat['n field at a mean planar inter-
face as a locally guided wave.

First, we write the expression for the planar field guided by a flat, smooth, highly conducting
surface. The geometry is showdn in Figure 1. Jordan[ 1 2 1 can be consulted for this straightforward
derivation:

EZ-F x~x.-- 6 X _ -ka _ -~ iWt) (is)

Ex Eo~cxp(ik0 /1 - A7 x - ikoAZ - islot) (Ib)

lly - L exptik0 /l -7 A x - ik0 Az - iu;,t) ,(Ic)
y 120n1

where E0 is the E-field amplitude constant, and ko is the wavenumber in free space, i.e., 211/%, where X
is the wavelength. The normalized surface Impedance at grazing for a medium below the smooth lnterfa-'e
of complex permittivity el and permeability s~ can be written as

6 . __L_ X I for el'.>c

included in Cl is the effect of conductivity, i e., el- *- I C1 /w0 , where C is the real dielectric
constant of the medium and a, is its conductivity. For se, water at 10 orz rl exmle 80 Co.

ai 4 mhos/meter, Cl - %(8O + 07200), and a- 1.18 x 10"' uxp(-irrf4).

Now, we write the total field above a slightly iough surface (see Figure 2) as follows:

EX- AE(h1,0,z) + 1) A ,E(m + h,n,z) ,(2a)
x I-. mn

m, n-

E ,_ im E(m + hin,z) ,(2b)

y Mn

E = E(h,0,z) + i C E(m + h~nz) ,(2c)zL. . an
M , n=-

where

E(m + h,n,z) aF.,cxp~ia(h + m)x + lany + ib(m + h,n)z) (3a)

and

b(h + h,ni - Vko - a2(m + hi)2 - a2 n5  
. (3b)

Thle definition of b above is such that Equations (2) satisfy the Ifelmholz wave equation. Tile
Cartesian components of the Iffll are not given here, but are readily determined from Maxwell's equations.

in the above equations, the presence of roughness manifests itself as the sumation terms. As
the roughness height approaches zero, A , 11 , C ,will vanish, and b(h,0) - -ko" ; Fqaiations (j)
then become identical with Equations (2 nte~e oe identical with Equations (1) for a guided wave over
a smooch impedance boundary.

Also, Co0 is takan to be identic3'ly zero in (2c). This choice Is possible; what it really
means is that all of the remaining constants are nocrr alized so that the 0,0 mode appearing in k2c) is
removed from the surmation and grouped with the preceding Le-tm, U(h,0,z) with amplitude Lo. Physically,
the quided-wave portions of the field appearing in ..cj'ations (2) are all terms having the E(h,0,z)
structure. Thiesc art!

E -(L~ + A 10 ) !:(h,O,?.) I (4a)

*This is analogous to the fact that a spherical wave appears planar locally. i.e., within the area of a
Fcesnel zone, but im'crofcopically it is spherical in nature.
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E
G 

- BeoE(h,O,z) (4b)
y

EG - E(h,O,z) (4c)
E

The remaining portions of Equations (2) consist of modes generated by the roughness. These
modes, to be termed the scattered field here, actually include both propagating and evanescent mides.

The guided-wave portions of the perturbed fields are given by Equations (4). When one compares
(4a) and (4c) with (lb) and (la) for a smooth impedance bour -y, one is lead to define an "effective"

or average impedance guided-wave propagation across a rough. a surface as

= (+ + Aoo>) 6 + (Aoo) (5)

i.e., the effective impedance consists of the constant .mpedance of a smooth interface plus (Aoo), which
accounts for the roughuess. The braces ( denote an average. This convenient definition will in fact
be used, and che goal of the analysis will be to derive an expression for (Ace>. if the roughness is to
contribute to the impedance, we expect this average to be nonzero. Physically, (5) says that the avera.e

wave front and polarization Lilt at the surface is

(E G)/(EG) - A+ (Aoo)
x Z

which is another way of defining the effective surfac- impedance.

In solving for Aoo, we expand the surface height itself tn a Fourier series, valid over a square
of side L:

C(x,y) - i P(m,n) exptia(mx + ny)J (6)

where a - 21/L. We can also write the surface slopes bC/?x and &C/6y by differentiating (6).

We intend to solve for A00 by a standard perturbation approach. Eauations (2) for the fields
are to be substituted into the Lpontovich boundary condition at the surface. This condition is:

E - -T); x r)

[tere, El and Hr are the total electric and magnetic fields above the surface, as given in Equationo (2)
with z - C. The quantity i is the unit normal to this surface. It is expressible in terms of the
surface slopes as

n - -- , -(7)+ (21 -

\ax) + (oy)

The determination of Ace proceeds by ordering the terms in the resulting series in order of
smallness. The following quantities are assumed to be small, and hence serve as perturbation parameters:
(I) (koC)2 << I -- i.e., roughness height is small compared to wavelength; (2) (BC/x)2, (6/y): << I --

i.e., the surface slopes are relatively small; and (3) AI << I -- i.e., the norrmlized impeddnce of the
medium below the surface *s small.

All of the above conditions are satisfied by the sea at hF/VHF.

Sparing the algebraic drudgery (the detuils of which c'n be found in Reference 13), tile above

procedure shows that to th- first order in the perturbation parameters, A00 - 0. To the second order,

______2_2___2_2_2 2_________ f'
2
m

2  
a

2 2 \
A00  lb(m + hn)D(,n) + A"m

2 
+ an - keam + koam + "/'m IP(mn) 12 (8)

A0 + D(m,n)

where
ko 2r ( +hn

D(m,n)" + b(m + h,n) L k _ ln +

Tile above expression for A, is valid for erministic, periodic surfaces as well as random

rough surfaces. For example If the surface is sinus idal in the x-direction with period L, then A00
consists of only ivo terms, the ones for m = --l, n 0 0. When Ao is then added to A, one has the effective
surface impedance of th's sinusoidal surface.

When tie surface is random, as in the case of the sea, the P(m,n) are random variables. In
th:s case, we are interested in the average value of Aoo, and the P(m,n) are related o the wave he~gh;
spectrum of the surface, W(p,q) as follows:

0.hp(m,n) ) -L-z (rq) (10)

,here p - am - 2-m/l. and 4 - ad - 2-n/L. If we then take the average of Ao0 itr "8), use (10). and
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substitute (Aoo) into (5) we obtain:
00 O

A=A + . j'F(p,q) W(p,q)dpdq (1

where

F(p,q) , PO + b'A(p' + qa
2  k6p) +d--. + koP) (12a)b' + A(b'- + 1) + 2 /

b'" o '8 - (p + k )o q (12b

The definition of W(p,q) follows that of Rice[2 ], as does most of the notation used here; this
is done to facilitate reference to his classic perturbation treatment.

As a check on (11), if we permit A to approach zero in (12) we obtain F(p,q) - p2 /b', and

= + I r t pW(p.)dpdq (13)4 fa bt

This result was derived from an integral equation technique by Feinberg[14J. If we allow A to approach
zero, Equation (13) becomes identical to that obtained by Rice(2l for a perfectly conducting surface.

To interpret the simpler form, (13), let us refer to Figure 3. We separate the contribution
to 1 of the integral iteto two parts, R and -iX The contribution R comes entirely from that part of
the height spectrumn lying within the circle centered at p/ko - -1, q/o = 0. If there are no roughness
spatial frequencies, or waves, within this region, then the resistive contribution is zero; these spatial
frequencies must thus be less than 2ko . Physically, this statement means that only ocean waves longer
than X1/2 can contribute to the resistive portion. From a study of scatter from this type of surface,[1 5 ,16]

it has been shown that waves whose lengths are greater than X12 are responsible for scetter. Hence the
interpretation of the resistive rortion becomes clearer; longer ocean waves whose wavenumbers lie
within the circle are responsible for removal of energy from the guided wave and scatter of this energy
into all directions in the upper hemisphere. This energy removal produces an increase in the resistive
term of the surface impedance.

On the other hand, if there are no ocean waves whose lengths ar2 greater than a half-wavelength
(i.e., that lie outside the unit circle), then the roughness contribution to A is purely reactive; in
addition, it is always an inductive reactance. Roughness waves of these shorter lengths do not scatter
(at least to the first order in koC, the roughners height). Hence, this higher-frequency roughness
produces a perturbation on the local field at the surface that exists only at and near the region
between the waves; since there are no scattered propagating fields removing energy from the guided wave,
this effect should be evident only very near the surface. The perturbed modes in this case are not
propagating, but evanescent.

2.2 Effective Surface Impedance of the Sea Using the Phillips Wind-4;ave Spectrum.

The presence of roughness on the ocean is due to winds blowing across the sea. The lull
growth of the longer waves (20-200 meters) by winds f10-jO knots), however, requires several hours to
fully develop. After the winds have ceased, the higher lor.3er waves do not immediately abate. They
decrease in amplitude only as they travel to other areas of the ocean and as they break at their crests.

Thus, the longer waves at a given patch on the ocean originate from two sources: (1) winds
which have blown across that patch for the several hours prior to the observation, and (ii) waves which
have been developed at other times and pLaces and which may be considerably weaker in magnitude than At
their origins; these lacter are called swell. Only in the case of the former are there available simple
mathematical models relating the wave heights to their meteorological sources, the winds.

Hence the best we can do in attempting to estimate the effect of sea state on radio-wave
propagation and scatter is to use a simple wind-wave gv.del and neglect the effect of swell. The error
involved will almost certainly bc one of overestimation. Roughness htights due to swell are bound to be
less than those dve to the recent, local winds, since "swell" is actually "sea" in the process of
lissipation. Therefore, the predictions of the effects presented here represent "worst-case" estimates,
,nd should be treated as such.

The Netaann-Piarson ocean-wave spectrum was suggested some fifteeit years ago[ 1/], and predictions
'ased on it can be found in (13). Ocean-wave data gathered in recent years lowever, have led many
cesnographers to searc h f€or a more accurete model. Ph~illips[ 
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] and MunkLL

9
J have presented convincing

•idence to show that the spatial spectrum should behave as (p2 + q)- 2 , instead of the (p2 + q 2)-0,4
c-pendence of the Netmann-Pierson model. More important, however, measurempnts show that the lowex-end
t..toff is much more pronounced than th2 artificial exponential factor attached to the Neumann-Pierson
saertrum. Slope measurements by Cox and Hunk[ 20] show that the spectrum is closer to being isotropic
th'An the cosine-squared directionality often assumcd with the Neumann-Pierson model[17

Hence, we employ the follot'ing spectrum[ 18J:

W~p~q) 4B (4

whert B - 0.005, A *.- , mis 2 (accoleration of gravity) and t" i. the 'ind speed in mis. The spectrum is
identically zero for ,'p + . < g/U2 and also in the half-spact Lrom which the wind is coming.
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We use (14) in a numerical evaluation of Equation (11), and the results for the normalized
res

4
.stive and reactive portions of effective surface imtpedance are shown in Figure 4. We divide the

spectrum, (14), by two and integrate over all p,q space, rather than only over the forwrd wind half.
This is necessary because at a given instant the sea profile will appear frozen" to a radio wave, and it
will not be possible to tell from this profile whether the waves are moving forward or backward. For tte
spectrum of Equation (14), the mean-square height is h

2 
- 1/2 B U4/g

2
. Since the curves are meaningful

only for kgh2 << 1, they can be used for frequencies up to about 50 ,11z with a wind speed of 25 knots.
The conductivity of the sea is taken as a - 4 mhs/r'eter.

2.3 Basic Transmission Loss Across the Sea Using the Phillips Wind-Wave Spectrum.

We can now employ the effective surface impedance, Z, accounting for roughness in any of the
more-or-less standard tecl.niques for calculating ground-wave propagation. In particular, we employ a
modified version of a FORTRAN IV program available from ESSA[

2 1
] for propagation over a spherical earth.

Their program is modified to the extent that it will accept the resistive and reactive portions of the
surface impedance rather than the ground conductivity and dielectric constant; the output is modified so
that it prints basic transmission loss as well as the other variables.

Basic transmission loss is a concept widely publicized by Norton[f22],12
3
] in the 1950's.

Formally, it is defined as

P
Lb = 10 Loglo/ ,i (decibels) (15)

where i' is the power transmitted by an isotropic radiator and P is the power received by an isotropic
radiatoi. In a simple communicatien problem, one must merely sugract out the free-space antenna gains
(in dB) in order to deternine the overall power loss. For example, the basic transmission loss between
two points in free space scparated by distance d is 10 Log 1o(4!d/X)2

; if tl ame two points are located
above a flat, perfectly conducting ground plane, the 4 is replaced by 2 in .ae parentheses. The pres-
entation of ground-wave attenuation in the form of basic transmission loss appears to be more readily
interpretable and useful than many of the ground-wa-e normalizations (e.g., unity electric dipole,

I kW transmitted power, field strength one mile from the transmitter, etc.).

Figure 5 shows this basic transmission loss between two points at the surface of a perfectly
smooth se as a function of range. These were computed from the program us ni, a water conductivity
o - 4 mhos/m (typical of the Atlanti'.), and effective earth radius factor oi 4/3 (accounting for
atmospheric refractivit:' in an idealized manner). In Figures 6-8, we show the added t.ansmission loss
due to sea state. these curves were calculated using the same program and subtracting the results from
those of Figure 5 for a smooth sea. In all these cases, the transmitter and receiver points are
located near the surface.

Figures 9-11 riow the basic transmission loss to various points above thc eart when the trans-
mittcr is located at the surface. The first number at each height-range grid point is the loss when the
sea is perfectly smooth, while the second represents the loss when the sea is fully excited by a 25-knot
wind. The "height-gain" effect is clearly in evidence as cne moves upuard at a given range; one first
observes a drop in signal of 2-3 dB and then a monotonic increase as he moves out of the surface-wave
region into the lit, or space-wave region. In the lit region, such curves and computer programs are
not necessary, because the transmission loss becomes simply the inverse-distance relation Eiven after
equation (15).

One should observe from Figure 6 tho.t the adoed "loss" due to sea roughness in some cases is
negative, indicating an increase in signal level. rhis effect is eXpected, because at these lower
frequencies, most of the ocean wavelengths ire still small compared to the radio wavelength. Tltis the
contribution to the surface impedance is almost entirely reactive, rather than resistive. Smal
corrugations on an otherwise conducting surface have lung been known to contribute to its reactance,
with a resulting effect of "trapping", or guiding the energy near the surface. lait[ 9

] discusses this
trapping mechanism. The effect here is not strong, however, because dhe resistive portion is already
high due to the finite 'ater conductivity. Also, it should be noted by comparing the curves at 10 10iz
and 30 MHz (Figures 7 and 8) that losses due to sea state would seem to be less pronounced above about
15 MHz. This arises from the fact that the simple increase in impedance due to water conductivity
with frequency overshado"s the increase due to roughness.

Again, it should be mentioned that the curves presented here are based on the Phillips
isotropic wind-jave spectrum. As such, the losses are believed to represent an upper I,mit, because (i)
it takes many hours for a strong wind to fully arouse the sea; (ii) the length of ocean over which an
intense wind is blowing (termed "fetc. ') tray be less than the range between transmitter and receiver, and
(iii) the gentler, ever-present swell contribution to roughness is neglected.

3. SCATTER OF A GRObND WAVE BY THE MOVING SEA SURFACE.

3.1 Derivation of the Scattered Field )ode Coefficients.

In the preceding section, we examined the structure of the ground wave piopagatin6 across a
rough sea. We represented the electric tield above the slightly rough, surface by Equatons (2).
and we saw that the influence of the roughness on ground-wave propagation ;manifusted itself in tne second-
order Aoo term of the series of (2a). In this section, we wish to examine the remaining pertt'rbed field
cocificients A , , and C . The existence of these coefficients is d,.e to the roughness on the
surface. The series reprcsena plane-wrive modi) expansions of the "scattered field, although the modes
of this "scattered" field may not be propaga'.ing. 'he, n and n are such that b(h , mn). defined in (jb),
is imaginary, the modes are evanescent, cr nonpropagatin;. When m and i. are stfficiently small, however,
that b(h + m,n) is real, the scattered modes propr ate ujward, away from the surface, ir directions
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related to m and n. In the wavenumber apa'.e of figure 3, this corresponds to p/ko (- am/ko), q/ko
(= an/ko) falling inside the displaced anit Lircle.

We generalJ-e the previous expansions at this point to include time. The slightly rough surface

v,1ries in height with time as

C(x,y,t) P . P(m,n,1)exp~ia(mx + ny) + iw~t} (16)
m, n,

where w 2I/1, T being the basic time period of the Fourier expansion. The remaining terms are as

defined in (6). The perturbed fields arising from a vertically polarized wave at grezing incidence

passing over the surface are still represented as in Equations (2), but with the added subscript I

ki.e., A , (m + h,n,l,z)). in addition, (3a) is expanded to show this time dependence as

E(m + h,n,l,z) = Eoexp[a(h + m~x + iany + ib(m + h,n)L + i(wl - wo)t) , (17)

-"rot• here the time dependence of the incident field on the carrier wo is e

The bolution of the problem here aen consists of finding A 2 , B2 , and C .. This is done

in the straightiorward perturbation minner. We again employ the Leonovich, or imped nce, boundary
condition given before Equation (7), since this condition is fulfilled by sea water below U|HF. The

- sumptions involved in the perturbation parameters are as given after Equation (7). The general

coefficients* for arbitrary m, n, and 2 are of first-order in tlese perturbation parameters, and are:

NA  NB -a(m + h) NA - anNBAmnl D (m,n) P(,,,nL) ; mnL D(m,n) P(m,n,L) ; b(h + rn) D(m,n) P(m,n,2 )

(18a,b,c)

where

A L - k /) + ian b (19b)

NB Ka Cm (19b)

and D(m,n) is as given in Equation (9).

Throughout the derivations of the above coefficients, only first-order terms in koc, C,' .

and A (the perturbation paramturs) were retaine'J. Thc sucond-Lrder cirrections have been derived
Rice [ 2 ] for perfectLy conducting surfaces, and these are complex in general and difficult to interpret.
When one reaches the point where the second-order terms are necessary to correct the above expressions.

the entire perturbation technique has been pushed to the limit of its expected validity.

The first-order coefficients of the scattered field give particularly enlightening interpre-
tations of the interaction mechanism. The direLtion of propagation uf the Scattered m,n,2 mode is directly
-elated to the Fourier Lomponent of the surface, and for propagation modes, this direction is the Bragg
direction required by a periodic surface with wavenumbers am and an.

3.2 The Far-Field ScaLter from a Sea Surface Patch.

In Equations (2) and (18), we have modal, plane-wave expansion for Li- fields above a surface of
infinite extent. We wish now to apply the preceding results to a patch of sea surface of finite extent.

In particular, let us c.,oose a square patch of side L. In most practical situations, 1. will be consider-

ably larger than the wavelength, k, but considerably smaller than R0, the distance from the patch to the
observation po'nt. It Is this situation whicb ip of interest here, i.e., X << L << k .

When the scattering patch is considerably smaller in extent than Re, the far-zor.e distance from
the patch center (See Figure 12), we can enploy the following equation for the scattered magnetic field[ 2 4 ):

i eikoR , 12l L/2 - -- E-s e 
i k 

' " _r '
P(/2 fL/ X (n X Fl

5) -X F') + , f7. k ~ - -xF

H (R0,t 4n110  L/2 -L/2 '

(20)

where i and 7 in th. integrand are the field,; evaluated at the surface element dS'. iere f is a unit
vector pointing in the desirrd observation direction, i.e., ( - sin 6 cos 90 ; + sin 6 sin c y +

cos 6 z, where the angles are as defined n Figure 12. The vector r points from the origin to the local
area I.rcrement, d3', on the surface of integration.

The perturbation approach of the preceding ..-,ction shows )hat the slight roughness produces a
scattered E-field, 5, whose thrce Cartes'" coi ponents are represented by the three summaLions of
Equations (2).It alo maku3 it possible Lo choose our sur~ace of integration as the z 0 plane by
writirg E and H in the integrand evaluated on this plane. Then dS' - dxdy, and n - 2; Hs is simply
determined from is using Maxwell's equations. Also, we restrict our inLerest at this point to the tps

*Tie method of soluLion fe.lows dircetly that of Rice1 2;. The algebra is straightforward and hvnc.

omitted here.

Im
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compcnent of i(io,t), i e., the scattered H-field normal to the scatter plane. Then the integral be-omes:

Ha(Ro,t)= i-eik---4 m J - P(min cL)f 1(m2n)e ia(m + h)x + ,any + i(wL- wo)t

4lo m,n,.t -L/2 -LI2

-ikosin e Cos Ys x - ikO sin e sin cpsyX e s dxdy , (21)

where f (m,n) is a factor containing NA, NB, and 1, determined from (20).

Equation (21) can be integrated over the square patch to give

If (Ro,t) = 4kLo Go C , where i22a)

G ~ ~~~~~in(kosin 4 cos 'Ps - am - ah 2 sin(kosin aasn's a) Xeiw
, o -_._-_a).l 0o sin. - L.I1

m,z~ n,n1,~ )~mn (kosin e~ cos (p-am - ah)~ J (kosin 8 sin 5 - an)h

(22b)

As yet, no statistics have been introduced. Equation (22) can apply for a deterministic
perf.dic surface with Fourier expansion coefficients P(m,n,A) as well as to a random surface. We could
square H4 and average at this point to obtain the scattering cross section per unit area. However, since
we will ultimately be interested an expression valid near grazing (i.e., e TT/2), we shall defer the
averaging process, and first study the effect of scatter above a plane witf nonzero surface impedance, A.

3.3 Application of the Compensation Theorem to Scatter.

King[25,2 6] has recently applied the Compensation Tneorem to the problem of radiation from a
dipole above a plane with surface impedance, A. We shall apply it in the same manner to our problem:
reradiation from a scattering patch on the surface to a far-zone point above a plane with effective
surface impedance, A. The reader is referred to King's papers for details on the technique.

The derivation shows that the general radiation problam can be reduced to the following
integral equation (Equations (6) and (7) of KingL26]):

H8 ' =H5 + iko r s'kc W siH5  6 cos Y dS , (23)

where the indicated angles are shown in Figure 13.

Here, Wp (the first term on the right side of (23)) is the "unperturbed" $a component of the
H-field at the observation point, the lift side of (23) represents the "perturbed" c component of the
H-field at the observation point, and Hc' in the integrand is the component of the "perturbed" H-
field at dS, the integration point on the plane.

The terms "perturbed" and "unperturbed" as used with the Compensation Theorem have different
meanings than used previously with the technique for scatter from a slightly rough surface. The
"perturbed" field here is the unknown quantity, and its nature depends upon the surface over which it
propagates. T e "unperturbed" solution to the problem is presumed known. Thus (23) is an integral
equation in H,', the desired "perturbed" field.

Analogous tc King[2 6], we select for our "unperturbed" field the far-Lone Il. component
reradiated from the su,-face azch when the remainder of the surface is perfectlv cond~cting (i.e., A = 0).
This is given by Equation (22a) when we set A = 0 in Equation (22b) for f (m,n). Thus, the reradiated
H-field to be used as the unperturbed solution in (23) is

a ikoL2eiko Roc
( P nR °  (24)

where Gzrepresents C of (22b) but with A = 0. This expression is doubled from that of (22a) because
of the location over the perfectly conducting plane.

Now, analogous to King[26] we define the "perturbed" or unknown field as equal to the
"unperturbed" field times a slowly varying attenuation function, i.e.,

If' a ., F -(d.z,Z) (25)

Then Equation (23) can be rewritten as an integral equation in F', obtaining:

ikOoc~e
i k o Ro  

" (e 
Ik° (R

j 
+ 

R2),

F'(d,z, ) 1 + 2II() s A O,(') Zk R1R+ ) F'(R,,O,Z) • sin 6 cos Y dS (26)
s

where G (0) is Gc evaluated at 8!;, Il and C,(Q.) is Gcevaluated at 68 . r/2, tD + .
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We now note that for highly conducting surfaces where II .< I, that F' is close to unity and the
above integral is very nearly zero. It is only i the vicinity of grazing (i.e., n1/2 - 0 o z/d - 0)
that the incident and reflected waves reradiated by the patch canccl and only the Norton Surfice wave
remains. Therefore, the integral in (26) is important only at very smallgrazing angles, typically
0'-0.5* for sea wateE (i.e., below the Brewster angle). In this region, A in the integrand is nearly a
constant, and also Gq(e;±) is nearly constant over the important region of integration near q, = 0,
Us - I/2. Also, sin v " I and cos Y " I, so that the integral equation simplifies to

F'(d,z,o) 1 + eeiko(RI+ 11) dS . (27)

The remaining solution to (27) is performed by King
[25,2 6]. Using an elliptic coordinate

system as a basis for the surface integral and performing a stationary phase integration in the YP
direction, the result is reduced to an inhomogeneous Volterra integral equation of the second kind. This
is then solved, and ' is shown to be identically the Norton attenuation factor.

The point of this section is the following: a patch of sea scattering or rradiating vertically
polarized electromagnetic energy over an imperfect surface does so in a manner identical to a vertical
dipole located on the same plane. Within the restrictions of the problem, therefore, all one must do is
evaluate Equation (22a) at A - 0 (i.e., the perfectly conducting limit) and multiply by 2F', the Norton
attenuation factor.

In terms of L , the basic transmission loss derived and discussed previously, 2F' becomes
2F' = 2koRlOlb/20 , where Lb is defined and presented on those curves in decibels. Hence the field
scattered 'y the patch of sea can be expressed as

a h1 ik . ~It c
HL (RRt) 2 P Gc , or alternately (28a)

,sR, t) . ikLe ikR°. 10 Lb/ 2 0 GC (28b)
P2n 

where F' is thS Norton attenuation function, Lb is the basic transmission loss derived in the preceding
section, and G is G 9 of (22b) evaluated at A -. 0.

3.4 Derivation of the Average Scattered Signal Spectrum.

At this point, we are ready to consider averaging over ensembles of surfaces whosc Fourier
expansion coefficients P(m,n,L) are random variables. To this end, we form H8(R,t1)H(*(Ro,ta) from (28),

(the star denotes complex conJugate) and average to obtain R (T), where T - t1 - t 2 . This implies
stationarity in the temporal sense so that R (T) depends only on the difference, T, and not upon t1 or t2.

. La
a a0 F o"F2  CO fi~c a sir(kosin 0 cos rD 1o p

co 1 . ~f (pq)(
.n~ L (ksin9 cos " ko1 - p4J

I - 5

X 'inkosn asin Ps-q) 2 W(p,q,w)e i(W - OTdpdqdw 29
[5i(kosin e s s - q)L(2

in the above, the six summations have been reduced to the triple integral by using the statistical
independence f the Fourier coefficients and the definition of the spatial and temporal surface height
spectrum:

I T LT W(p,q,w) for ma - -', n2 = -n ,

(P(minjL)P(m2,na,12)) 2 =  La I (30)

0 otherwise

Also, in the merging of series into integrals, we employ p - am, q - an, w - wL. Since all
quantities in the integrand now apply to a perfectly conducting surface, ah becomes ko, as seen from a
preceding section. The quantity fc(p,q) represents f (m,n) of (22b) evaluateG for L% - 0, am - p, an - q.

Equation (29) can be simplified further by employing an assumption we made earlier: the
scattering patch size, L, is much greater than wavelength, so that koL >> I. Under these conditions, the
[sin x/xJ functions in the integrand become impulse functions:

-sin(kosin 0 cos Qs - k - P
L s....3 2" 61; - ko(sin 0 cos cs - )1L 5

L(kosin 0 9 coi c s"- k ° 
- P) j s

with a similar expression Cor the other factor. These impulse functions permit integration over p and q
to give
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Rs(T) f 8 Icko(sin 8 cos s - I), kosin 6s sin i J W[k(sin es os s ),

kosir. 6 sin pswJ e 
i(
W - %)r dw (31)

Rather than the correlation function of the scattered signal, we are interested in its power
density spectrum; this is simply the Fourier transform of R (r), where*

5 I i --iw~rP (W) -~ R (,r)e dr

Faking this transformation, we obtain

P M ,2) l oko(sin 6 cos 1 I), kosin e sin (ps] 1

X W[ko(sin es cs - i), kosin 6 sin Ps w - uo] (32)

We now simplify fc by noting that as A - 0, NA -ip = -ik O (sin 0s cos . - 1), NB- -Bq =
ikosin es sin ps, and D(m,a) - 1. Carrying through the algebra, we arrive at the following

PMw) = (sin 6 - cos s)2 W(ko(sin 6 cos CS - 1), kosin s sin %s, W - w
O]

where H .k,, Eo . Now, the above result can be converted to a(w), the range-independent bistatic
scattering c~ogs section per unit surface area per radian/sec bandwidth by multiplying by 4nRa/L HF'

2 
to

obtain
o(w) = M40(sin e - cos Ds)2 W[ko(sin .9 s cou pa - 1), kosin 6s sin p w- , ] w (33)

To obtain 0 , the average bistatic scattering cross section per unit area, we integrate over all
frequencies to obtain

o - . a(w)dw , or
2-W

00 - r1k4(sin 6 - cos s)
2 

W[ko(sin 6 cos p - I), kosin 6s sin CS] , (34)

where in (34) we have reduced the surface height spatial-temporal spectrum W(p,q,w) appearing in (33) to
the surface height spatial spectrum, W(p,q).

Let us recall that we have in (33) and (34) the: overage scattered signal spectrum and biststic
cross section per unit area of a surface illuminated by a Lround wave propagating along the x-direction
and scattering into the direction Gs, cs. The polarization (E-field direction) retained in both the in-
cident and scattering directions is vertical (i.e., lying in the planes of incidence and scatter). The
imperfect nature of the surface is taken into account by the Norton attenuation factor, F', appearing in
the equations. Thus. if we can find W(p,q) and W(p,q,w) Lor the sea surface, we have expressions for the
scattering cross section and signal spectrum expressed directly in terms of these surface-height spectra.
Conversely, by measuring c(w) for various scattering angles and frequencies, we might hope to deduce
estimates of the ocean wave-height spectrum.

Equation (34) can be compared with previous results by Barrick and Pea|-e
[ 15

],[
161

,[
27
], where

the incidence angle has not been ta..en as grazing (i.e., ei is not 1/2 as we assume in this paper). How-
ever, one should take note of the different normalization: we itormalize here by dividing by the total
ground-wave field intensity, E, or Ito, over the acattering patch. In the cabe of sky-wave clutter

(9i r/2) discussed in the above references, the conventional normalization divides by the downcoming
incident field. At grazing the latter is one-half of Eo, the total ground-wave field. Hence, the results
for o in the above references have an added factor of 4 present in (34). Unfortunately there appears to
be more diversity than convention ca how to define scattering cross sections of surface objects at near-
grazing angles, and one must be wary in using others results because of the constant presence or absence
o( factors 2, 4, and even 16 in the definitions.

Finally, we call attention to the scattering mechanism in evidence in Equations (33) and (34):
Bragg scatter. The bistatic radar responds to only those roughness waves with wavenumbers p -
ks(sin 6s cos - 1), q - kosin es sin %s, as seen from the arguments of the wave-height spectrum in those
equations. These roughness wave crests are of precisely the correct length and orientation direction
for a diffraction grating which is to scatter a wave at grazing incidence along the x-axis into
directions 6,' Cs.

3.5 First-Order Ocean Wave-Hight Spatial-Temporal Spectrum.

To a first order, we can relate W(p,q) to W(p,q,w) for the ocean. This is possible because
deep-water waves of a given length, L, travel &t a speed vw - /giT7, where g - 9.81 m/S

2 
is the accel-

*It should be cautioned that the normalizations used here in the definitions of the Fourier transforms do

not conform to many used in comunication theory. We employ these in order to permit reference to
Rice's work(2l.
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eration of gravity. This is correct to c first order in the waveheight/wavelength ratio. Studies have
shown, however, that this ratio is always small, for when it exceeds 0.14, wave crests tend to be unstable
and break, dissipating energy and reducing the height of the waves. Hence, to this first ocder, the
temporal wavenumber, w, is related uniquely to the spatial wa'-enumbers by the following dispersion
equation:

W = ± [gv- + q]l/2 [g/a'm7 + an ]1/2 (35)

where the :h signs arise from ambiguity in the direction of travel of the ocean waves.

Therefore, Equation (16) for first-order ocean waves may be rewritten as follows:

C(x,y,t) " I P,(m,n)e ia' + iany + iw*t , (36)

m, n-
.

where w is given in (15).

We can now determine W(.,q,w) by multiplying C(x1 ,y1 ,tx) by C(x2 ,y2 ,t2 ), averaging, and taking
the Fourier transform, i.e.,

i ipTx + iqT +- iWT

W(p,q,w) aff(X1,y1,t)(x2,y2,t2)) e X y dr di dr
x y

where T = x, - x2, 7 = Y - Y2, and T = t1 - t 2 . Using the definitions of the spatial spectrum given
in (10) x the spatial-Femporal spectrum then becomes:

W(p,q,w) = 2W +(p,q)6[w + i+] + 2W_(p,q)6(w + W-) , (37)

where again the ± signs ref.r to the direction of motion of the waves, and w. is given in (35).

The above indicates that the spatial-temporal wave-height spectrum for a given p,q (spatial
wavenumbers) consists of only two possible discrete temporal frequencies, Wn+ and w_, which are related
to p and q through (35).

3.6 Radar Scatter and the Phillips Isotropic Wind-Wave Spectrum.

Let us now combine Equation (33) for the scattered signal spectrum with (37) for the first-
order spatial-temporal spectrum of the ocean. Recall that (33) represents the vertically polarized
signal scaLtexed in a direction 8, Cps from a ground wave (vertically polarized) per unit area of sea per
radian/second bandwidth.

0(w) = 2nq (sin es - cos s){W+[(ko(sin 8s cos - 1), kosin es sin (p0]6(w + tn+ -+

+W_[ko(sin 8s cos 9p - I), kosin e ain s]6(w +w. - b)} - (38)

Notice that this scattered signal spectrum consists of two spikes centered at sb, the carrier,
but shifted by an amount

W= ± v in2 v. - 2 sin 8 cos p + 1p (39)

tIhese Doppler shifts correspond to the velocities of ocean waves with the proper lengths for Bragg
scatter, i.e., L - X/[sin 2 8s - 2 sin 8s cos ps + l]1/2, where X = 2n/ko is the radio wavelengths.

The frequency shift, w,:, is zero in the forward direction, where e - V/2, 9 s - 0. It is
largest in the backscatter divertion, where Os - 11/2, cps - r Here, Ww± - ± Mog, and the lengths of the
water waves responsible for scattering becomes the shortest, i.e., L = X/2.

For backscatter at 10 Mz, for example, f :. -i w/2n = ±0.322 iz, and L = 15 meters. The
observation of such shifts in the received signal is entfrely possible with the processing techniques
available in present day receivers. In fact, Crombie clearly observed these shifts as early as 1955[l).
Here, of course, the + sign in front of the shift arises from receding waves and the - sign, from
:ipproaching waves. The strength of each spectral line gives a quantitative indication of the strengths of
ocean waves approaching and receding from the radar.

Let us now specialize these equations to the case of backscatter (Us . 1/2, ys - n) and employ
Lhe Phillips model for an isotropic, wind-driven fully developed sea. Equation (!+) gives the functional
form for W(p,q), and using this, we have the following particularly simple results:

a(w) 2BLf+,(w - uo + i2'o) + f.6(w - - 2,i-k) , and (40)

o = I - 0.005 (41)

In Equation (40), (giving the signal spectrum), f+ and f- rLpresent the fraction of spectral
energy in the advancing and receding waves, with f+ + f - I.

Eclation (41) is valid for the average bistatic scatter--ps well as backscatter--cross section per
uitL are... Bastd on thu phillips isotropir. wiid-wdve spectrum, it represents a very concise expression for
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the scatter cross section. The quantity, o0, is commonly used in radar systems analysis to estimate the
clutter power received. Expressed in decibels, Equation (41) becomes oo - -23 dB; this result has b'en noted
also by Munk and Nierenberg[19]. Values for o between -20 d13 and -30 dB have been reported for sea clutter
at HF using vertical polarization. A significant aspect of this model for 0 is its lack of dependence
on frequency. Insufficient data are available at 11F to deduce a-y clear frequency dependence, but
observations tend to confirm a relatively weak frequency dependence. Had we used a Neumann-Pierson ocean-
wave model, o0 would have varied as ko/

2 
, being -21 dB at 10 MHz.

Let us recall what we have in Equation (41) and the Phillips spectrum. We have at best a crude
estimate of fully developed ocean roughners based on the wind above the surface. The ocean-wave direction
is assumed to be isotropic, but is identically zero for wind speeds less than V o meters/second as
discussed after Equation (14). Hence, co for backscatter would be identically zero for winds below this
velocity, and -23 dB for winds exceeding this velocity. In practice, one would not expect to observe this
abrupt drop in c with wind speed. In addition, the wind-wave spectrum would appear to represent an
overestimate of W(p,q) and hence, 00, because the model neglects swell and also the finite fetch over
which a patch of ocean is likely to be fully aroused.

3.7 The Received Power and Signal Spectrum.

In (34) and (38) we have the backscattering cross section per unit area and its time spectral
density for the sea. These are related to the received signal power through the radar range equation as
follows:

4PTGTGRX2  4
PTGTGRX2 (42a b

dPR(w) - -4, - F1 F'
2 

0(w)ds ; and dPk R (42a,b)
R (0n) R K T R ( 417);R;lRR T R

where dPR(w) and dPR are the anounts of power per rad/s and power received from a patch of sea of area
ds. The quantity P T is the transmitted power, G and GR are the transmitting and receiving antenna (free-
space) gain functions in the direction of the palch, RT and RR arL the distances, transmitter-to-patch and
patch-to-receiver. FT and Fk are the Norton attenuation factors for the transmitter-to-target path and
target-to-receiver path, respectively--the target being the patch of sea, ds. The quantities G(x) and OP,
as related to (34) and (38), must be evaluated at the bistatic angles 0 , s at the patch.

The received power spectral density, P R(w), is related to the total average power in the
following way:

P . PR(w)dw (43)

Equations (42) can alternately be expressed in terms of the basic transmission loss discussed
in Section II by the following equations:

dPR(w) " - TR a(w)ds , and dPR =PT GbR cods , (44a,b)
~bl~, T T R

where

£bT =lO T/ t-]2 ' bR 
=  

LbR/lO ' R

L and Lb being the basic transmission losses in decibels over the transmitter-rarget and target-receiver

Again, several of the parameters in the above equations may be functions of the bistatic angles at
the patch, dS.

To obtain the total received signal power or power spectral density, one then integrates over
all areas of the soa. Frequently, however, such patches are limited in extent by tile use of a short-pulse
(or an equivalent time-coded) jignal and finite antenna beamwidLhs. In such cases the integrations can
often be simplified.

4. MEASUREMENT OF THE OCEAN-WAVE SPECTRUM WITH A BISTATIC RADAR.

4.1 General Considerations.

The simple relationship between the scattered signal and the ocean wave-height spatial spectrum
expressed in (38) suggests possibilities for quantitative measurement of the state of the sea surface.
While oceanographers have devised several techniques for measuring tile temporal wave-height spectrum of
the surface (from which the nondirectional spatial spectrum may be obtained), very few practical and
reliable methods permit measurement of the directional spatial spectrum, W(p,q). Hence a new sensing
technique which can measure this quantity should provide oceanographers with welcome knowledge about the
nature of ocean waves.

Where less detail about the surface spectrum is needed, the use of H1F radar in conjunction with
ships, aircraft, satellites, or other telemetry/relay devices could yield frequent estimates of sea state
on a global basis. At present there are no operable sensors which provide such data, and most proposed
schemes suffer serious deficiencies in this respect. We feel that the HF radar as an ocean-surface
remote sensor will prove to be a workable solution to this problem.

A study of Equation (38) shows that several radar parameters appear in the arguments of W(pq)
which might be exploited. By varying the frequency of operation, we change ko . A suitable range of
variation might lie between 3 and 30 Miiz since tht mor important, longer ocean wavts havv lenghtq
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corresponding to the radio wavelengths in this region. At 11F, devices with such a range of operation are
not impractical; ionosounders presently provide a continuous sweep over nearly a decade in frequency.
Probing the ocean with different frequencies will provide infoimation about the lower-end cutoff of the
spectrum, indicating whether or not longer ocean waver are present.

The Doppler shift in frequency from the carrier is contained in the scattered signal spectrum.
By observing this spectrum for a given transmitted frequency, one can obtain information about the
directional nature of W(p,q). The use of short-pulse signals and time delay at the receiver defines an
araa over which thA integration of (38) (as shown in Equation (42a)) takes place, and the impulse
functions uniquely relate the angles and arguments of W(p,q) to the Doppler-frequency shift of the
received signal from the carrier.

Finally, the use of a stationary transmitter and moving receiver, such as an aircraft or
satellite, provides another means of varying 8s, (P , and the Doppler shift to various parts of the
illuminated area. Several such schemes can be analyzed by the use of Equations (38) and (42) along with
thj geometries involved in the particular bistatic arrangement. Two different bistatic arrangements will
be considered and discussed here.

At microwave frequencies, backscatter radars tend to be more prctical than bistatic systems.
At HF, however, the implementation of a simple, stationary, backscatter radar to measure W(p,q) is
difficult. Unless one has a narrow antenna beanmidth so as to illuminate a small angular patch of sea,
one obtains no directionality information about the sea. Narrow antenna bearwidths at these frequencies,
require antenna arrays up to a mile long. Such antennas must be land-based and are thus useful only for
measurement of offshore waves approaching the beach. Size precludes their use in midocean applications.
The requirement for operation over decade frequency ranges compounds the complexity and already consider-
able expense involved in electronic beam scanning with such a phased array. Hence, schemes involving short,
single-wire antennas with (nearly) omnidirectional radiation patterns are much more practical at HF,
recommending the use of bistatic configurations to obtain directional information.*

4.2 A Bistatic Surface-Surface Configuration.

We shall examine here a bistatic radar configuration as shown in Figure 14. The transmitting
and receiving antennas we take to be half-wave vertical whips, located a distance d apart on (nearly)
stationary surface platforms. In practice, these may be ships, buoys, islands, shore stations, or
combinations of these. The spacing, d, should be less than 200-300 km; otherwise the sea surface may
vary considerably statistically between these points.

We also assume that the radar employs a short-pulse signal of duration T (or an equivalent
time-coded signal). Defining td - d/c as the time delay for reception of the direct transmitter pulse,
signals arriving at later times represent sea scatter originating from confocal elliptical annuli, as
shoon shaded in Figure 14. The foci of the ellipses are the transmitter and receiver points separated
by d. Thus by observing the received signal spectrum for a given time delay, one can separate the
scatter arising from different portions of the elliptical ring. This scatter originates from ocean
waves of the proper Bragg length whose crestlines are tangent to the ellipse. ruo...',e Doppler shifts
originate from waves moving across the elliptical ring toward the baseline, while negative shifts are
due to motion away froa, the baseline. The greatest Doppler shifts are due to the shorter waves at the
ends of the ellipse moving along the baseline, while the shortest shifts are due to waves crossing the
ellipse at the midpoint, with motion3 perpendicular to the baseline.

Nierenberg and Munk' 28 1 have examined the arguments of W(p,q) in (38) (with es = n/2 for
surface-surface propagation). They have numerically generated lines showing the transformation between
the time-delay and Doppler observables and the p,q ocean-wave spatinl wavenumbers. To show this trans-
formation, let us normalize the observed Doppler frequency to that for ocean-wave backscatter, i.e,,
f., t 1/fR, where f b - 1/27 /2g~ is the Doppler shift for backscatter. Since the observed Doppler
1 t s eatest foi backscatter, 0 : fN :r, Nierenberg and Munk[ 28 ] then define a quantity K equal
to f ; it is exactly equal to the magnitude of the spatial wavenumber of the ocean waves producing the
Bragg scatter at a given point on the ellipse divided by 2ko . Hence, 0 K ! 1, with K = I occurring for
backscatter (i.e., ys - T). The other radar observable, time delay, is also normalized, dividing by the
direct baseline time delay, i.e., S - t/td. Then I s S < -. We also normalize the ocean spatial
wavenumbers by dividing by 2k0 , i.e., U , p/2ko, V - q/2ko. Then the transformation of interest relates
K or f (Doppler shift) and S(time delay) for a point on the elliptical annulut to the ocean wi.'venumbers
U and V responsible for scatter. Since 0 . JUI, lVi : I, we would like to be able to determine the ocean
wave-height spectram for all U, V in this range by observing K and S. Figures 15 and 16 show this trans-
formation. As can be seen, there are no ocean wavenumbers that cannot be determined from some combination
of time delay and Doppler shift. The normalized ocean wavenumbers, U and V can correspord to any actual
wavenumbers, p and q, between zero and infinity; one measures the shorter wavenumbers by increasing the
transmitted frequency.

In order to show how the actual received signal spectrum might look using this system, we
employ the Phillips isotropic ocean-wave mode; we assume that all ocean waves which can scatter the radio
waves are fully arousedt. We employ Equation (44a) along with (40), (with f+ - f - 1/2) integrating over
an elliptical annulus. The radar parameters selected are the following. Tne antennas are vertical ground-
fed quarter-wave whips with equivalent free-space gains of 0.82. They are located 100 km apart. Two
frequencies are considered: 5 and 10 H11z. The signal pulse lengt'i is taken as - - 12.5 s, and we con-
sider the elliptical annulus representing a delay td + T, i.e., one pulse length after the arrivel uf the
direct pulse.

*An exception will be discussed in Section 4.3, in which a single-element omnidirecttonal antenna can be
used on a moving ship to obtain directional information about the ocean waves.

Tlence, we obtain an upper limit on scattered power in this manner.
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For this configuration the integration is best performed in elliptical coordinates, where ds 
RRRdd RR, - d/2 (cosht + cos 8), R - d/2 (coshi - cos e). Then integration over the annulus represents

nintegracton over 8 between 0 and 2f, where ts * 0.274, dgL - 0.1352 for the pulse length and time delay

chosen. The integration can be performed exactly because of the impulse functions, and we obtain:

WdbPR(w) BG k
T d s 

k intdg

L -, f (45)

S 2nbbR db db ds

where fdb is the backscatter Doppler shift given previously and f is the Doppler shift from waves at
the side of the ellipse; it is f - fd. tanhp. The free-space g~ins .bT and I are functions of it
and RR, the ranges to the part oSthc ptch scattering the frequency f. These Rnges are given in trms
of A s

d_ cash s, x 1 I - and R cosh I + 1-I - --ff)

The basic transmission losses may then be determined from the results of Section 2.

The received spectrum defined is (43) in nonzero only for frequencies in the range f -" If -
fn f fdb" Plots of this dimensionless quantity at 5 and 10 MHz are shown in Figures 17 and lS Shown
also there are the ocean wavelengths, ocean-wave directions with respect to the baseline, and wind speed
required to excite the waves responsible for scatter at the indicated Doppler shift. The "ears" near
the endpoints are due to scatter from the "stationary" regions of the ellipse, viz., the sides and ends.
The heights observed for these "ears" will depend upon the resolution of the spectral processor.

In practice, the received signal spectrum will be lower than that shown in Figures 17 and 18
for the fully developed wind-wave model. The dashed curves show more typical shapes; tne signal at the
lower Doppler frequencies is likely to be weaker because these longer ocean waves are likely to be present
less of the time,

The total sea-scattered power received from the ellipse is approximately 1.5 X 10"11 Pt at 5 MHz.
This should be compared with a received signal power direct from the transmitter of about 3.2 x 0 9 PT
Hence the sea-scattered signal is down about 23 dB from the direct signal, which places no stringent
demands on the receiver dynamic range.

4.3 A Bistatic Surface-to-Surface Configuration.

Here we consider a bistatic radar as shown in Figure 19. The transmitter is a quarter-wave
vertical whip on a buoy or ship. The receiver in this case is a nonstationary satellite, and short pulses
(or equivalent coded signals) are employed. In general, ocean areas of constant time delay are represented
by the intersection of confocal spheroids with the ocean surface. The foci of these spheroids are the
transmitter and receiver points. The intersection curves are nonconfocal ellipses. So as not to be
bogged down in mathematical details of nonconfocal elliptical strips, let us specialize here to the
situation when the satellite is directly overhead, for then these strips become circular annuli.

The principle of operation with this configuration is different from that of the preceding
system, in that here we exploit the motion of one of the antennas to separate the scatter from different
parts on the circular ring. The Doppler shift from different points on the ring varies because the
range-rate to these points is different. Satellite speeds are sufticient that one can separate Doppler
shifts due to satellite motion from the Doppler shifts due to water-wave motion (the mechanism used in
the preceding system).

Let us assume satellite motion along the x-direction with the orbital plane coinciding with the
x-z plane. Again, we employ frequencies of 5 to 10 Mz. The antenna on the satellite is assumed to have
a free-space gain, GR, of a half-wave dipole, i.e., 1.64. The gain oi the quarter-wave transmitting antenna
is, as before, 0.82. We assume that the satellite is at altitude RR - 300 kmand moving with velocity
8000 m/s. We select a pulse length T = 10 ps, yielding a clutter ring width of dRT - 3 km. Let us
also pick a time delay t - t " 50 ;s, corresponding te RT = 15 km (td is the time delay of the direct
signal from the transmitter io the satellite). We also select the Phillips isotropic wind-wave spectrum
as an example; it represents the most intense sea-scatter situation. Employing Equations (42a) and (40)
and employing the pertinent bistatic angles, 8. . 0, os = 0, we have the following for the received
signal spectrum: S

SdmlR(w) BGTGR ,=dRT

R f dm/

in obtaining the above from (40), it is assumed f - f = 1/2. Also, fdm' the maximum Doppler shift due
to satellite motion (f d fo(RT/R )v/c) is considerably larger than fdb, the Doppler shift due to wave
motion described in the preceding .,ection, At 5 MHz, this N, hift 1dn is 6.67 Hz in contrast with dbd
0.228 11z for the ocear-wave Doppler. The above equation is valid for the range -idm ! - fc dm;
outside this range, the first-order spectrum is zero.

Plots of this dimensionless quantity are shown in Figures 20 and 21 at 5 and 10 110z. Shown
also is the angular direction from the orbital plane to the point on the ring responsible tor scatter
at a given frequency. The ocean waves responsible for scatter are all of lengths 1. - -, 60 meters and
30 meters at the two frequencies. They also cross the ring rAdially; hence the angle ^ gives us the
directional wave-height spectrum at the wavenumhers p - ko cos P and q - kc .xn C. By varying the
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frequency (and hence ks) and observing the signal spectrum (and hence V), we can obtain the complete

directional spectrum of the surface.

In the system of the last section, ocean waves of many lengths were observed at a given frequency;
here, a given frequency permits observation )f waves of only one wavelength--the radar wavelength.

The total received sea-scattered power for this configuration is P -" 2.5 x 10-12 PT at 5 Mliz.

This compar'es to the received signal direct from the buoy, which is considerlbly less than 10'9
typically of the order 10-O PT This reduced direct power occurs because the satellite overhead its in
the null of the pattern of the vertical whip transmitting antenna; theoretically the direct compoinent
should drop to zero, but practically, a drop of 20 dB from the main antenna lobe might be expected. The

lower the direct signal compared with the sea-scattered signal, the better, for the dynamic range and

interference problems will be reduced.

A problem which must be recognized in connection with this system at lower HF frequencies is

the presence of the ionosphere. It may be only at nighttime that frequencies as low as 5 MHz can

penetrate the ionosphere. The favored region for satellite reception will occur when it is close to the

overhead position, since this region offers the best chances for penetration and lowest attenuation

by the ionosphere.

Several alternatcs to the satellite receiver could operate on the same moving Doppler principle.

A lower, Rtoaer flying aircraft receiver could accomplish the same task as the satellite. A second

alternative would hae the transmitter and receiver mounted on the same ship; the ship's Doppler would

be used to resolve tri! ea scatter directionally. However, the ship's velocity will lie in the same

range as the spends of the ocean waves responsible for scatter, and both must be taken into account I..

tho' equations.

The buoy/transmit, satellite/receive configuration suggested could also be used reciprocally.

However, larger transmitter powers should be available from a buoy. In addition, t!'e possibility of the

satellite selecting and interrogating a buoy, recording the signal, and then trensmitting it to earth for

processing at a more convenient point in the orbit indicates that the arrangement here is more desirable

than its reciprocal configuration.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

The longer ocean waves (i.e., 20-200 meters) interact significantly and predictably with radio
waves in the HF/VHF region. The scattering mechanism deduced theoretically and confirmed experimentally

is the Bragg effect. Th theoretical basis for this effect is developed and reviewed here. The problem

is analyzed using the boundary perturbation approach of Rice [2) along with a Leontovich boundary

condition at the surface. This approach is valid as long as the ocean wave-height is small in terms the
radio wavelength and the surface slopes of the longer ocean waves are small. Both of these conditions are
met by ocean waves in the HF and lower-VHF regions. In addition, the restrictions reluired for the

application of the Leontovich boundary condition are easily satisfied by ocean water at these frequencies.

As long as the technique is not pushed beyond its intended limits, the results and interpretation

obtained therefrom will be valid.

Using the perturbation technique, we derive an expression for the effective surface impedance of

a slightly rough planar surface. It consists of two parts: the impedance of the surface when it is

perfectly smooth, along with a second term due to the presence of roughness. We apply it to the sea using
the Phillips isotropic ocean-wave spentrum for a model. Calculations show that at 5-20 Miz, the change

in impedance due to roughness can be as much as 1007. of its unperturbed value for a smooth ocean-water
surface. These effective surface impedances are then used in a standard ground-wave program to determine

curves of added transmission loss due to sea state. The curves show that below about 2 MHz, ocean roughness

can be neglected, but at 15 MHz, the increase in one-way loss :an be as much as 15 dB at 100 nmi.

Scatter of HF/VHF waves from the sea is also analyzed using the perturbation approach. The

random ocean surface is considered a function of time as well as space, and expressions are derived for
the bistatic scattered signal intensity and spectrum. They are valid in the region near grazing (as well

as at higher angles) for vertically polarized waves. To a first order, water waves of a given length

travel at a given speed; when this restriction is used in the ocean wave-heighLt spectrum, th scattered
signal from a patch of sea is shown to consist of two impulse functions, equidistant from the carrier in

the frequency domain. These impulses represent ocean-wave trains of the required Bragg length moving at
the corresponding discrete velocity toward and away from the radar. These impulse functions have been
observed over 15 years ago in HF backscatter data from the sea. Furthermore, the use of the Phillips

isotropic ocean-wave spectrum gives an upper limit at 00 (backscatter cross section per unit srea) of

-23 dB, a value in agreement with several measurements.

The possible use of bistatic radar configurations for study of sea surface is explored. Two

techniques are briefl> analyzed: one employing a stationary surface transmitter and receiver and the

other using a stationary surface transmitter and orbiting receiver. In the first case, the observables
are the processed signal spectrum and the time delay at which it is computed; the&e are then related simply

to the spatial wavenumbers of the directional ocean wave-h,ight spectrum. In the scond system, the

receiver motion permits directional resolution of the ocean waxes, and frequency variation provides the

magnitude of tie ocean wavenu=beis. Many variations of these systems are possible, employing ships,

aircraft, buoys, shore stations, and satellites. Power requirements and antenna sizes are not design
limitations for the bistatic configurations discussed, and the processing requirements for the received
signal are within the state of the art. HF/VHF raars appear to be one of the most promising systems both

for monitoring the sea state and for detailed study of the nature of ocean waves.
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Figure 3. Effect of Various Regions of Spatial Roughn~ss Spectrum on Effective Surface Impedance.
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DOPPLER SPECTRA IN MICROWAVE SCATTERING FROM WIND WAVES

J.W. Wright & W.C. Keller
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D.C. 20390

SUMMARY

Doppler spectra in microwave backscattering from wind waves have been measured at X band (3.2
cm) and K band (1.25 cm) in a short fetch laboratory wind wave tank. The scattering can be accounted
for as low order Bragg scattering and the spectral bandwidth is proportional to Bragg wavenumber and

to windspeed.

I. INTRODUCTION.

It is now fifteen years since observation of doppler spectra (i.e., backscattered power spectral
density) of sea echo rt 13 MHz led Crombie

I 
to ideutify Bragg scattering as a primary mechanism in

radar scattering by wind generated waves. The essential correctness of this insight is stiown by the
fact that the Bragg scattering mechanism is incorporated in recent successful calculations of the
mean scattering cross sections of the sea. Subsequent measurements of doppler spectra at sea at
higher radar frequencies have been, comparably, rather less perspicuous to the scattering problem.
We have learned '4 Lnat dopple.: bandwidths may be correlated with estimates of orbital velocities
of tha wave system and Pidgeone reports that the mean doppler shift itself is so correlated. However,
successful measurements of doppler spectra at sea have, for practical reasons, been limited to low
grazing angles. Furthermore, accurate measurements of surface velocities are difficult to obtain
at sea. We have attempted to avoid these limitations by taking recourse to the laboratory and have
obtained doppler spectra on vertical polarization at X band (3.2 cm) and K band (1.25 cm) for de-
pression angles between 150 and 800 and windspeeds between 4 and 15 knots, in the short fetch tank

and scattering range described in Section 2.

Although there are many similarities between waves in a tank and those at sea , the experimental
situation in the tank differs irom that at sea in at least three important respects which are
particularly relevant to our measurements. First, due to the short range and small water wave
amplitude, the nature of the illumination pattern, including the Fresnel zone structure, is much more
important than is normally the case at sea. This requires an examination of the convolution which
is the mathematical representation of our measurement. This is done in Section 4. Second, in the
short fetch tank the mean surface drift is large compared to the RMS orbital velocity which is
qualitatively the reverse of the situation at sea. i'his conspicuous difference is delineated by the
measurements of mean drift and RMS particle velocities by stroboscopic photography which are reported

in Section 3. Finally, the value of the mean squared height spectrum is significantly greater at
short fetches than at sea

e
. We have measured the directional mean squared slope spectra by an optical

Fourier transform technique and some results of these measurements are also given in Section 3.

The main conclusion to be drawn from the results presented in Sections 3 and 5 is that the
doppler bandwidth is proportional to the windspeed and to Bragg waenumber, 2 k cos e (k the micro-

wave propagation number, 6 the depression 4ngle) while its value near grazing correlates well with
the orbital velocity as is the case at sea. This observed dependence on depression angle cannot be
explained by the customary assumption that the scatterers are moving in circ'lar trajectories as this
latter assumption yields a doppler bandwidth nearly independent of depression angle. In Section 6 it
is suggested that a more appropriate interpretation may be that the doppier bandwidth is an inverse
scatterer lifetime.

2. WIND WAVE TANK, DOPPLER SPECTROMETER, AND SCATTERING RANGE

The wind wave tank, of plywood and fiberglass construction and shown schematically in Figure 1,
is installed in an ordinary sized, air-conditioned laboratory room and is 16 feet long and 30 inches
wide. An overflow baffle at the downwind end and the inletting of a trickle of water maintains the
depth at 11 inches and permits contaminant surface films to be driven off by the wind. The wind is
produced by a centrifugal fan blowing through a wind tunnel 6 feet long, the underside of the top of
which, covered with a microwave absorbent material, is five inches above the static water level. A
grill, constructed of rectangular tubes of resistive paper (surface resistance - 377 ohms) one inch
by 1/2 inch in cross section and 3 inches long, fills the inlet to the wind tunnel. This serves the

dual purpose of increasing the homogeneity of the air flow and absorbing any microwave energy reaching
the end of the tunnel. The windspeed is varied by inserting a shutter acrosi the outlet of the blower.
The maximum windspeed is 7.9 m/sec.

The area illuminated by the horn antennas is cantured midway in the .jannel and four feet downwind
from the end of the tunnel. The windspeed at this positioa and two inche; above the static water
level, which is approximately the position of the maximum in the vertical wind profile, is measured

with an Alnor velometer, denoted by the symbol, U, and given as the measure of the windfield. However,
the expansion of the airstream upon leaving the tunnel resualts in a gradient in the windspeed which is
very nearly constant along the tank. The windspeed, U, and the gradient measured a. the same
position are given in TABLE I.
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TABLE I

GRADIENT IN THE WINDSPEED AT VARIOUS WINDSPEEDS

WINDSPEED GRADIENT OF WINDSPEED GRADIENT IN SURFACE DRIFT

U(m/sec) 1 dU - 1 dV (-l)
U dx V d dx

2.25 0.50 .57
3.5 0.38 .64
4.8 0.40 .39
6.0 0.38 .47
7.9 0.36

The microwave and audio frequency circuitry is similar at both microwavo, frequencies. The
principles and operation of the circuitry are discussed elsewhere7 for the ca te of measurements on
mechanically generated waves. The principal modification for measurements on 4ind generated waves is
the introduction of an integrator after the audio frequency filter. The integration time used is 15
seconds which is long compared to the period of any wind generated wave in the tank and about three
times the period of the fundamental seiche. The equivalent statistical bandwidth of the filter is
2.2 Hz so that the normalized standard error in the measured power spectral density as given by
Bendat and Piersalla is 0.2. Sc'.n rates between 2 Hz/min and 8 Hz/min were utilized.

The antennas are long tapered horns and are mounted on a circular arch such that the range is
140 cm at X band and 150 cm at K band. A dimensionless backscattering cross section OP and an
effective illuminated area Ai are defined in the following way. Let Ei(xy), Hi(x,y) be the complex

amplitudes (time factor ejWt omitted) of the elect=omagnetic fields incident on the undisturbed water
surface in the plane of which are situated the cartesian coordinates x, y, z (Figure 1) with origin
at the center of illumination and let E ' - Ei (0,0) and H - Hi(OO). Then:

= C I Epx,y)Hipx,y)(IAi 2 1 ~ oHo dx dy (1)

We assume that the product EiHi vanishes slowly but inexorably at large distances so that the limits

of this and subsequent integrals over the x,y plane may be considered to be unbounded. Then we define:

e M O/A (2)

where the cross section o is obtained by comparing the backscattered power due to the wind waves with
that from a target of known cross section. The measured values of Ai at normal incidence are 200 cm2

and 360 cm2 at X band and K band respectively. It was found that, for all practical purposes, the
value of Ai at other angles could be obtained from those values by division by sin 8.

3. AUXILIARY MEASUREMENTS

Two types of auxiliary measurements were made to aid in the interpretation of the doppler
spectra. First, the directional slope spectra of the wcrves were obtained by a photometric technique
combining the methods of Cox9 and Stilwell1 ° . These results will be described in detail elsewhere
but for ready reference, the upwind/downwind slope spectra as a function of upwind/downwind wave
number for various windspeeds obtained from those measurements are given in Figure 2. Second, we
used stroboscopic photography to obtain the mean and mean squared vertical and horizontal velocities
of small paraffin and polyethylene floats as well as measuring the mean drift following the methods
of Keulegani and Wu 2. Figure 3 gives the mean upwind/downwind drift velocity of a series of 1/2
inch diameter paraffin disks as a function of windspeed and thickness of disk. The abscissa, labeled
depth of submergence, is the calculated centroid of the submerged portion of the disk. The two points
plotted at very small depth of submergence at windspeeds of 2.25 m/s and 7.9 m/s were obtained with
1/4 inch squares of 2 mil polyethylene sheet. These measurements are clearly in excellent agreement
with the value of surface velocity found by extrapolation of the paraffin disk velocities. We also
made mean drift measurements at tb.j low windspeeds with 1/8", 1/4" and 1/2" diameter paraffin disks
and at most windspeeds with 1/8", 3/16" and 1/4" diameter polyethylene spheres and found no signifi-
cant dependence on float shape or size other than the dependence on depth of submergencA like that
shown in Figure 3. We therefore believe that the mean surface drift is Ill characterized by the
values and linear dependence on windspeed exhibited by the data of Figure 4. The same cannot be said
for the variances of the horizontal and vertical velocities also shown in Figure 4. There the open
squares and triangles arc the square roots of the two variances obtained from photographs taken from
the side of the tank of the trajectories of 1/8" and 1/4" diameter polyethylene spheres under stro-
boscopic lighting at a repetition rate of 20 per second. Each point is the average obtained from
8-10 tracks each 30-60 cm lcng. Only at intermediate windspeeds were the measurements made with both
1/8" and 1/4" diameter spheres and the data are insufficient to expose any significant dependence on
sphera size. However, definitely greater values were obtained from stroboscopic photographs made
locKing vertically downward of trajectories of 1/4" diameter by .073" thick pareffin disks. At
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least some of the differcnce bttween horizontal and vertical velocities is explained by the upwind/
downwind gradient in the mean drift for, under suitably simplifying assumptions, the total variance
in horizontal velc:cty,

LVt , is the sum of a term due to the (constant) gradient and the variance in horizontal

velocity, -

AVh , in the absence of the gradient:

2 12 + 2  
(3)

where &V is the change in mean drift o'.r the track. We were able to estimate the gradient in the mean
drift at windspeeds of 6 m/sec and less by averaging slopes obtained from least mean squares linear
fits to the velocity vs time trajectories, and these estimates are given in TABLE I. Though larger
than the corresponding gradients in the windspeed the measured gradients iii the mean drift are too
small to explain the observed differences in horizontal and vertical velocities. We surmise that
when the mean drift is lar3er than the orbital velocity and the horizontal and vertical gradients in
the mean drift appreciable, the interpretation of the RMS horiLontal float velocity is uncertain
and it is better to characterize the orbital velocity of the wind wave system by the variance in
vertical float velocity.

4. THEORY OF THE SCATTERING MEASUREMENT

The results to be reported here were all obtained on vertical polarization and, owing to this
and the short fetch the effecis of large scale roughness calculable from composite surface
theor? "?1

3
,1

4
,16,18 are largely outweighed by the influence of the illumination pattern. Thus, if

one calculates the backscattering from a slightly rough surface on which is incident an approximately
spherical wave one finds that the cross section is proportional to the convolution of the mean squared
height spectrum with the Fourier transform of the illumination pattern. More precisely, it can be
shown that

00 16g K ' gg* Y(K,K') - K',K') dK' dKy (4)
0 xy V2 0cs x y dK yK

-~..

where g is the function of depression angle, dielectric constant and polarization similarly denoted
and defined by Wright . Y(K ,K ) is the mean squared height spectrum of the surface displacementsx y
such that the total mean squared height, I?, is given by

S  J Y (Kx, Ky) dKx dKy (5)

and

V(KIPKy) (20)-2 1 ife.(x,y)h (x,y)ejkxxejKyY dxdyj (6)

ffI ei(xy)hi(x,y)1 dxdy

with El W e1 eJ(Kocose)x

(7)

Ili 2 hi e
j (Kocose)x

To proceed further, suppose the incident fields are given in terms of the fields in the plane of the
aperture by Silver's17 expression specialized to the case of narrow beam and assuming the aperture is
a plane of constant phase. In that case V(Kx ,K y) can be obtained in the following way:

V(K ,K) C i' v(K'.K')v(K-K'. KV-.,) dK,. dK' (8)

x y yv n y

where v(K ,K y) is itself the convolution of two functions F(K ,," ) and W(K ,.<
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2 2

"(Kx K y) e ( 2) e" 20

W(K K 5'Kxsin9 7 K e BX e

W(KxKy) u2 (10)

2 2w nere 7 = 2R /K 0 = 2Ro/K sin 3 , u a(x',y') is the amplitude of the yield in the plane of the

pei ture of the horn, and ths constant. C, may be obtained from the condition

is V(KxKy)dKxdKy (11)

Since u a(x',y') is assumed to be zero outside the aperture of the horn, W(K,K y) vanishes if

1 Kyl > Dh ; 'fex sin 61 > De  (12)

-here Dh and D are the linear dimensions of the aperture ir the II and E planes rntspactively. Since

F(K K y) and W(KxK y) are (except for a multiplicative factor, functions of Kx /sin q, V(K x,K y) at

one dep-ession angle may be obtained fr)m its value at eny other angle by a scale charge. Furthermore,
the convolution of F(KxKy) and W(K,.1,K .) tends to small ialues only for such large values of its argu-
ment that W(K xK y) spans a sufficient number of zero crossings of P(Kx K Y;. Hence, except in cases

of severe under-illumination (antenna beamw4idth small compared to (Ko/R)-i

the Fresnel zone structure substanti~lly broadens the convolv..,g function V(Kx,K y) in the expression

(equat!. n (6)) for the backscattering cross section of the slightly rough surface.

Values of V(KXO) for the cases of 70* depression angle at K band and 300 depression angle at X

band, calculated from equations (8)-(0) assuming that the fields in the aperture of the horn are
uniform in the E plane, are shown in Figure 5 together witn the measured mean squared height spectra
at max.mum and minimum windspeeds., The solid purtions of these idtter curves are computed from the
photometrically measured spectra of Figure 2 and the dashed portions, which are really only estimates,
are inferred from the orbital velocity measurements. The two representations of V(KxO) are shown

with arbitrary normalization, i.e., there is no significance to their vertical positions on the graph.
Important fertures of V(K ,0) shown in Figure 5 cen be discerned in the measure' spectra, some

oemples of w'.ich are shown in Figure 6. In order to compare 'hese reasured spectra with the calcula-
tiors given above, it is necesqary to assume the existence of a dispersion relation, U)(K), or for
small changes n and K:

(Vgroup /Vphase) (K/K (13)

'A.,re for water waves in the transition region between Lapillary and gravity waves the bracketed ratio
is near unity. Refetring then to figure 6a, a measured spectrum for K bond, 700, 2 25 m/s, we note
two main peal's, The peak ihifted furthest from zero frequency, which is indicated by the arrow at
the top ci photo and the vertical slash on the photo, is the Bragg resonant peak as cci be interred
from the pact that It is shifted by the same amcunt as is the case, X band, 30°, 2.25 m/9 shown in
Figure 6c. The cther major peak is due to the "sidelobe" of V(Kx 0) shown In Figure 5 whereas the

minor peak on the opposite side of zero frvquency I- due to reflection of the dominant water wave by
the imperfect oeach, a f.i-zt discerned by degrading the 'eacn and enhancing this minor peak. On the
other hend, the subsidiary peaks in Figure 6c are not due to either of these -auses. Rather, the peak
a, zero frequency is largei> due to toe residual unbalance of the microwave bridg, whereas the two
peakr 3paced symmetrically about it resalt from rescattering by stationary objects of energy Bragg
scattered slightly above ind below thL specular direct'on by the dominant water wave. The "sdelobes"
of V(K ,O), bela lo;'er and nearer the r-ain lobe ix, this case, are masked by the broadening of the

spectru,. On the other hand, for the comparable pair of spectra show- in Figure 6b and 6d, it is
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found that, owing to the greater steepness of the mean squared height spectrum in the region near
Kx  - 2.5, the Bragg wavenumber for this case, the "sidelobe" dominates at K band and is large

enough to be clearly discernible ar X band.

Increasing windspeed and formation of larger waves destroys the influence of the Fresnel zone
structure, which results from the phe3e differences between the spherical wave front and a plane
water surface. T!.e sidelobes, which are entirely dependent on the Fresnel zone structure, tend to
vanish and, as illustrated in Figure 5 for 700 K band, the main lobe ;ontracts toward the inner curve,
which is entirely due to the amplitude distribution or "gain function" of the horn. In this case,
the region jK over which the scattering measurement tends to average can be estimated from equation
(12):

( /2Kocos 6)horn a (De/4R o ) tan 0 (14)

At the same time the tilting of the Bragg resonant waves by the larger waves causes an averaging,
Wright13, qualitatively similar to that expressed by the convolution integral, equation (4), resulting
in a relation analogous to equation (14):

( co2Ko0Os e)ilt 6) (. )  tan 8 (15)

where (m) is the RMS upwind/downwind slope due to the large waves. In truth, the quantity,

(m) is not independently determinate because in composite surface scattering theory,
the dichotomy between long and short waves must be made od hoc. Tse total mean square slope in our

tank is not greater than about 0.1 radian and (m?)i can be only a fraction of that value so that the
effects expressed by equations (14) and (15) may be comparable. As the windspeed increases, however,
the spectral broadening due to other causes much exceeds thaL due to these two effects and the only
discernible vestige of these effects is a slight asymmetry in the spectra as seen in Figure 6e.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The examples of measured spectra shown in Figure 6 were chosen not to be "typical" nor
"exemplary" but .ather to illuztrate perturbing or distorting features. Thus in analyzing these
spectra, we first computed a mean frequency for each spectra neglecting portions of the spectra clearly
identifiable as resulting from the distortions discussed in Section 4. Then we computed two RMS
bandwidths, one using the same data as in the calculation of the mean frequency shift and the other,
almost invariably slightly smaller, using only the data for frequencies greater than the mean. The
average of these two vandwidths for both the K-band and X-band measurements for five different wind-
speods is pl..ted vs Bragg wavenumber, 2K0cos 8, in Figure 7. In cases where these two bandwidths

differed by more than 0.4 Hz, the extend of the horizontal line through the point indicates this
dCfference. From the discussion of Section 4, it i& clear thot the bandwidths for the smallest values
o1 2K0cos 0 and the lower windspeeds should be eliminated since the convolving function, V(KxO)

ti-en spans the peak of the mean squared height spectrum. They have been eliminated frum Figure 7,
though, in truth, their inclusion would make littie or no difference in the overall picture. The
straight lines through the data points in Figure 7 result from a least mean squares fit to the data
so that (with a - 24f) the doppler bandwidth may be written:

o= + 2KoV cos O (16)

Both a) and V depend on windspeed and in Figure 8, it is seen that V° is closely proportional too o
windspeed. In magnitude V0 is almost exactly equal to the square root of the variance in the hori-

zontal surface velocity measured with 1/4" and 1/8" diameter spheres which may be coincidental in view
of the apparent dependence of the latter velocity on shape and size of float. The portion of W 0
due to the filter bandwidth is 2 g x 1.4 Hz and the remainder may be due to the "tilt" discussed in
Section 4.

Most obvious sovrces of doppler broadening yield bandwidths which either decrease or, as in the
case of scatterers borne in circular trajectories, are constant with decreasing depression angle.
One exception is the gradient in the mean drift which would yield a bandwidth

(-72K ° 'Vd cot E 
(17)
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where AVd is the increment in the mean drift over the illuminated area At normal incidence and the

proportionality is to cot 0 because the total incremen t in drift increases inversely as sin 8. However,
there is no vestige of the angular dependence of equation (17) even at 150. The data for 15* are not
shown in Figure 7, because the range variation in the illumination pattern does introduce some dis-
tortion into the measured spectra at this low augle, but the measured bandwidths at 150 are very
nearly equal to those at 300, Furthermore, early in the experimental program, we measured K-band
cpectra with a thin film cover continuing the wird tunnel downwind of the illuminated area, thus
eliminating the gradient in the windapeed and drift. These measurements were made at a shorter fetch
and higher windspeed so that the magnitude of the bandwidth ia not directly comparable to that shown
in Figure 7. The bandwidth is, however, very clearly proportional to cos 8, differs little in magni-
tude from that reported for a windepeed of 7.9 m/s in Figure 7. In view of the size of the estimate
of the gradient in the drift given in TABLE I it is a little surprising that no trace of its influence
on the bandwidth can be discerned and it may be that these estimates are in fact too large.

Figure 9 shows a phase velocity computed from the measured mean frequency for wind generated and
mechanically generated waves. The solid and open points refer, respectively, to measurementa made at
two different periods of time approximately 15 months apart. The lower curve, A, is the phase velocity
for linearized, irrotational water waves, and it is seen that, if this curve is shifted upwards about
6 cm/s (curve B) rather than 10 cm/s, which is the measured surface drift, a fair fit to the data is
obtained. However, it seems likely that these wind waves should be considered to be a perturbation of
the wind induced drift rather than as classical irrotational waves. Some preliminary calculations
seem to show that the measured phase velocities at the low windspeed can indeed be explained on this
basis. At the high windspeed the situation is complicated by the possibility of higher order Bragg
scattering which would lead to a still different relationship a. Mhe dashed curve, C, is such a
relationship for second order scattering again based on linear irrotational wave m'-ition and
arbitrarily shifted upwards 25 cm/s. The determination of the true nature of these wind waves, as
well as the possible influence of higher order Bragg scattering, clearly requires further experi-
mentation.

The mean squared height spectra at minimum and maximum windepeeds multiplied by (2K0 cos 8)4 to

yield a dimensionless form and calculated, after integration of the doppler spectra, from the relation:

UP 161t K gg* Y(Kocos 8,0) (18)

are shown in Figure 10, together with the photometrically determined spectra. Actually, we have madd
soma corrections based on the more exact relationship (equation (4)) but, except in the case of thq
high angle K band points at the minimum windspeed, these corrections were 1.3 dB or less. The signi-
ficance of the open and solid data points is the same as in Figure 9. It is evident from the excellent
reproduction of the sharp dip in the spectrum near K. = 3.5 that at the low windsaeed the cross

section is very satisfactorily accounted for by first order Brigg scattering. This is also true at the
lower angles at the maximum windepeed but at higher angles, despite some scatter, there appears to be
a significant discrepancy between the photometrically and electromagnetically determined spectra again
suggesting the possibility of higher order scattering. Final resolution of this question will depend
on further measurements.

6. DISCUSSION

The fact that the magnitudes of the doppler bandwidth and the orbital velocity are very similar
at sea as well as in the wave tank does not, of course, establish a causal link between them. It
does, however, suggest that Lhe doppler bandwidth at low angles scales with fetch in much the -' way
as Zoes the orbital velocity. If this is so, then the question whether the angular dependence .f
doppler band'idth observed in the tank will also be observed a- sea devolves on the fetch depe o
of wo in equation (16). Unlees wo increases more rapidly with increasing fetch than the orbit..

velocity (which it will not, e.g., if it depends on the tilt or mean squared slope) a decrease of
doppler bandwidth on approach to normal incidence will also be observed at sea.

Of even more interest perhaps is the question of the origin of the doppler bandwidth. In this
respect, it is suggestive if, neglecting wo, we divioe both sides of equation (16) by the angular

frequency, , of the water wave of wave number 2 Ko cos e:

ad/ . Vo/V hAse(2K° cos 8) (19)

Thus, the relative bandwidth asbociated with a water wave is a maximum for the water wave with minimum
phase velocity. Now, as can be seen in Figure 2, the water wave spectrum has a partial null which in
fact, occurs in the region of minimum phase vulocity. The origin of this null can be observed in ,
simple demonstrarion in which ne slowly sweeps the frequency of small amplitude mechanically generated
water waves through the re3ion of minimum phase velocity. With proper illumination, one then observes
that in the region of minimum phase velocity the water waves are unstable and tend toward the pruduc-
tion of harmonics. This phenomenon has been discussed thooret~call, by numerous authors 1 920. Quali-
tatively it may be "inderstood as a result of the fact that whereas the Phase velocity of finite
amplitude gravity waves is greater than that for infinitesimal waves, the reverse is true for capillary
waves. At al events the null in the spectrum can be interpreted to be the result of an instability
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or decreased lifetime for water waves in the transition region. This .aotion can be retained at higher
windspeeds when the null is filled in because in that case there are sufficient capillary waves which,
slowing as they grow in amplitude, tend to feed energy back into the transition region. Of course,
the foregoing considerations do not prove that the doppler bandwidth is an inverse lifetime, but the
applicability of equation (16) to both gravity and capillary waves seems to preclude an explanation
based solely on the relative motions of a composite surface. In the absenze of more plausible explana-
tions then, this hypothesis seems well worth pursuing. Finally, it is interesting L' compare the
results given here for wind waves with the measurements reported by Meez  for doppler spectra at X band
on plunger generated, narrow band water waves in a wave tank. Mee's interpretation shows that the
component of orbital velocity along the live of sight determines the width of the doppler spectra which
is thui essentially independent of depression angle for the reported range of angles, 40*-90*. Gross
features of Mee's results are qualitatively understandable on the basis of geometries opticsa . The
difference between the cases of wind generated and plunger generated waves comes about because it is the
mean squared slope, which is the second moment of the height spectrum, and the mean squared curvature,
which is the fourth moment, that are the parameters important in the scattering. These quantities are
distributed very differently in a K wind generated spectrum than in a narrow band plunger generated
spectrum and there may be little similarity in the scattering in the two cases.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Au a result of the work reported herein, we have come to the following conclusions and specula-
tions to be tested by further study:

a. Microwave backscattering from wind waves in a short fetch tank is largely explainable on the
basis of low order Bragg scattering.

b. The doppler bandwidth is proportional to the Bragg wavenumber, 2Ko cos 0, and to the wind-

speed. The magnitude of the doppler bandwidth (in velocity units) at low angle, is very similar to
the orbital velocity and probably scales with fetch like the orbital velocity.

c. An explanation for the doppler bandwidth requiring further investigation is that the bandwidth
is a kind of inverse lifetime of the Bragg resonant water wave.
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S(M~AIRE

L'accroissoment do la rttrodiffusion radar qui accompagne les augmentations de vitesse des vents et
d'amplitude des vagues constitue un fait connu depuis de nosmbreuses an~s Ce ftet quo reccmment, tou-
tefois, quo lea th~ories ont commenc6 at apportor des explications batisfaisantes do la diffusion due a
I% mer.

En outre, les mesures par instruments a6ropart6s, de la diffusion due awN' vitessos oc vents elevees
sont r~centes. L'augmn~atiofl du coefficient de diffusion it des longueurs dondes centimetriques, avoc
des vitessos de vents allant jusqu'it 50 noeuds, samble indiquer quo l'on peut avoir recours a !i mesure
du coefficient de diffusion pour d6torminer Ia vitesso du vent. Si l'on pout effectuer ces mesures &t
yartir dtun satellite, on pourra 6tablir Ia structure globale des vents soufflant Lt la surface des oceans
et pr6dire ainsi les houles des oc&ans du mondo entier. L'attenuatiofl des ondes centim~triques pout Ztre
compens6e par Ia mesure de la tenp6rature effective vuc par l'antonne radar.

Ure th~orie quantitative des images radar de l'oc~an fut d'abord proposee au d~'oot des ann~es 50.
Cette th6orie a 6t6t r6ceament am6lior~e grace iL la mitthode des perturbations, suggE~re a 1'origine par
Rce, et ait l m6thode de Kirchoff, quo Davies fut le premier ht utilisor pour ia solution de ce probl~me,

On pout attribuor Ia plupart des divergences observtes autrefois entro la tbdorie at l'exp~rionce
at l'emploi de descriptions do la surface, choisies davantago parco qu'olles se prtaira;t a un traitement
mathdmatique que pour leur exactitude.

Malheureusement, il n'existe pas encore do descriptions ad~quatoz do la durface des oc~ans pour les
vitesses do vent itlevites et los ph6nomitnos at petite 6chelle, particuli~rement importants p.our los radars
at ondes centim~triques. Toutefois, l'emploi, clans los doux cas de la theorie, d'approximations du spec-
tre de surface des oc6ans a perznis d'am~liorer, ricemmezt, la description thitorique des images oc~aniques
rogues par l'6cran radar. L'auteur examine certaines do cen nouvelles methodes et la comparaison etablie
entro celles-ci et los r~sultats exp~rimentaux.

Ctest seulement au cours de ces deux. derniitres ann~ps quo V'on a proc~de ht des masures des imnages
de 1oc~ar reques par radar clans 1e cu2 do vents soufflant it des vitosses superieures a 30 noeuds environ
tsi l'on oxcopte quelqoes mesures antitricures effectu~es au ",oisinage du littoral ou a partir de bataaux
sous un tr6s faible angle dlnidne Des masures r~cemment effectuites par lo laboratoire do Rocherche
do Ia Marine des Etats-Unis et par la HAGA ont fourni des informations our la diffusion, pour do-, fr6-
quences allant. do 0. 0Hz at 13,3 Gliz, au dessus do !urfaces marines oiz los vents variaient do moins do
10 nocuds at envircn 50 nocuds.

Four une fr6quence do 0,4~ Gli, la forme do courbe du coefficient de diffusion vanle peu avec la
vitesse du vent. Los observations effectu6es &t la. fois par le laboratoire do Recherche Naval pour 9 GHz
et par la NASA pour 13,3 G~z r~valent quo la diffusion augmente avoc Ia vitesse du vent pour des angles
do que~.quos dizaines do degr~s avec !a verticalo par centre, les obscrvat~ons rjlatives I a frequence
do 13,3 GHz ndiquont un ef fet de vent supdrieur itcol.Xs effectu~es pour !I ;.. ien quil soit poss.7-
lie do rendrL 1 techni-p~c exp~rimentale utiliZLP. on pertie responsable do cette difference, celle-ci
soablo Ztre r~elle at montro quo Ilon devrait, pour mesurer las vents do surface, utilisor des radars it
fr6quences sup6rieuros At Ia bande X.

On a propos6 un syst~me do mesure des vents at partir do satellite ; cc systtme pormettrait do d~ter-
minor los vents sur touto lu, surface marine du globe, at des intervalles suffisamment frequents pour eta-
biun des pr6visions du temps et do l'6tat des mers it l'intontion dos mains, p~cheurs et autres usagers
do l'oc6an,

Pour obtenir des r6sultats optimaux, il faudrait qu'un tel systitme ditpende de mesures absolues, do
puissance et utilise des radars capablos d'effectuer un bon balayage latcral do !a trajectoire du satel-
lice do faqon _;' cc que V'on puisso observer uno vaste portion d'oc~an &t chaque passage do ce satellite.

L'emploi d'un r&cepteur Doppler seblablo au radiom~tre do Dick'e utilis4t par los radio-astroncmos
permettra i un systitze do ce genre de fonctionnor avec one precision satisfaisanto, maine avec des rap-
ports signal/bruit, approchant do l'unit6. Un rapport signal/bruit aussi peu 6lev6 perinttra d'utiliser
des 6mtteurs do puissance relativement faible, manme A des fr'quences supe'rieures it 10 0Hiz.

L'utilisation do ces hautes friquences implique quo le signal radar subira une atdnuation en tra-
versant d'6pais nuages ou de pluie. De r~centes mesures effectu~es &t laide des radiomzttres it micro-
cades ont montrg quo ;'on pout 'ktiliser la temp~rature effective inesurie par le radicm~tre (en granide
rartic d~termin~e par los radiations diises i partir do It rdgiorn d'attdnuation) pour etablir ltatt6-
nuation darns itatmospht-re.

u'L' association d~u radar et d'un radlomn~re sorait done plus eff-cace pour 6tudier los vents marins

Los donndes tant thtoriquos qu'expdnimontaloes obtenuos au cours do ces deux dcrniitreb ann~es indi-
quont qu'on concept tel quo celui ddcnit plus haut sera certainement 'w6lable pr-ar I& meoure des vents
si V'on pout 6tablir l"Irmage reque par l'dcran radar sous doux: angles d'incidence pour chaque rc; nt situ6
sous 10 satellite. Un tel oyst~me no pourrait pas couvrir one aussi vaste portion d'oct~an pour chaque
passage du satellite, et donnerait, pou1r les vitessos do vent observdes, on quadril-'age moxns serr6 qu'un

a szne faisant appel it des mesuros absolues du coefficient do diffusion. L~a theorie seinbl.e indiquer quo
I& technique des mesures absolues poe.t-tre satisfaisanto, main il faut procdder a ur. cormrldint d'expe -
riences, (11 so peut quo l'on dispose des rdsultato do c-jo expdriepces at Ia date do !a rion).
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SUMMARY

The relationship between radar return from the sea at 2.25 cm wavelength and the speed of the wind
disturbing the se& offers an opportunity for a satellite system to provide information for a global wave fore-
casting system. Results of measureinents over seas with surface winds of 12.5 knots to 49 knots presented
here indicate that the radar return at angles of Incidence in the 25-40" range increases rapidly with wknd-
speed up to about 25 knots and less rapidly a; higher speeds. Comparison of the observations with ccmpu-
tations based on applivation of physical optics to a new composite model of the ocean wave spectrum indi-
cates at least qualitative agreement.

The-brightness temoereture measured by anmicrowave radiometer looking at the sea is also proportion-
al to-wind speed, but the effectof atnmospheric attenuation Is much greater on brightness- calibr-tion for che
radar scatterometer is suggested. A proposed instrument uses a scanning antenna and a common receiver
fOr~the-radar and radiometer.

A examlple of the benefits to bd-gained by using the more plentiful satellite observations of wind
speed-s -preseited for the South Atlantic. Because of the-sensitivity of both the radar-return andthe wave

-spectrum to wind direction, other information, -such as that gained from satellite cloud photographs, must
e~used to-perform the -forecasts, and the radar data cannot-be used alone.

- INTRODUCTION

- Forecasts-otocean wave-spect pertnitoptimum routing of ships to allow greater-speed-and prevent
-sto -dsmge. These-forecasts, and hite6r6logcal forecasts, depend on khowledge6f the surface wind

field-over- he oceans. The felatibnship between radar backscottering and the winds permits global wind
rknigr-from a satellite, prbvided proper wavelengths are -'hosen and cloud attenuation is small. Coin-
biig afnicrowaie-radiometer-with the radar scatterometer allows use of the greater sensitivity of the radio-

-meter, to cloud attenuation for removing most of the effect of attenuation of the backscatter signal.
Fore;asting ocean wave spectr requiresknowledge of the 'ind field over a large area and long time.

Waves can-propagate to long-distances, and the effect local winds remains long after the winds have ceased.
Numerical foreca-ting depends-upon itefative solution of-the appropriate equations over a period of about a
wek prior to theorecast time. Updasting at -about 6 hour intervals permits continuous extension of the fore-
cast. A 120kin point spacing is used for forecasiing, since a finer grid would require too much-computer
-stOrge-and time W'hi widely spac-dsad permis use of a-datellfte -instrument-with resolution of 10s of km,

- whlh-inkeS de sign simpler_for theInst'ument .- " - -- - ". . .

S- - Rbdaidbseiationsof backscatt-er fron-the sea have-been made-for nearly 30-years, but recent-meas-
uetsfr6m air~rft fly !gatotoim$ areasAnntheNo~hAttic have permitted-signlficant Improvement in-th&aIlable infomation. Thedata presentei hee were obtained byaircraft of -the U. S. National Aeronautics

and-SpacdAdnii~istraton(NASA) inMarch of1968 and1969, We had hoped to present-data from-flights in
Febn'ar-ybf'1970, but-data ftdiucion is rityet dmplete. Th-1968data-were only at 13.3 GHz (2.25 cm)
-wth-,rtical polarization, and the 1969 data brefrom the same-syetainplus a ultipolarization0.4 GHz

(7s:in) -theni sam-syte exprilnta reslt maU13.3GHalon. --75m)r Syitemo The experimental results At13.31 z are compared with theoretical computations based onS ,-:nqw dOmfstt wave~spectrun.

-A scanning radar-"adiometerlis proposed as an operational system fo" space. The radar will operate
-i-ar-ICW mode, periritting use of low ignil-to-noise ratio and radiometer-like calibration. Although both
systems-may use the same receiver, the radar bandwidth is smaller, -as optimum S/N occurs when radar
bandwidth is equal- Doppler bandwidth of the signal.

- -A sample integration of satellite data into a forecast is presented to illustrate the major advantages
ofthe satellite system.

RADAR BACKSCATTER OBSERVATIONS

- -Most previous measurements of radar backscatter were (1) near grazing incidence, or (2) near coast-
-lines, or (3) without adequate information on the ocean ccnditions. Apparently the NASA measurements and
U, S. -Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) measurements within tie last two years are the first to overcome these
restrictions. The NRL measurements are reported elsewhere. Here we report primarily on the NASA measure-
ments. Various obervets have indicated some sort of "saturation" in ti,e increase of radar return with wind-
speed, and Wright- has predicted this saturation on the basis of a perturbation theory for radar scatter and
the Phillips expression for the "high-frequency tall" of the ocean wave spectrum. Apparently the validity
of Wright's approach depends on the wavelength of the radar, for the measurements reported here show no
saturation for 2.25 cm radar up to about 50 knots windspeed, whereas saturation does occur in our 75 cm
measurements. NRL's 3.3 cm measurements show much smaller variation with windspeed than found at 2.25
cm.

THE RADAR SCATTEROMETER

The radar scattero.eter used for the measurements reported here has a fan beam directed along the
flight path of the aircraft, as shown IT. Slide 1. Returns from different angles within this beam are separated
by filtering the appropriate Doppler frequencies. Iscdops for horizontal flight iye hyperbolas as shown on
the slide, so a filter of width A fd can separate all returns between 01 and 02.

Slide 2 shows a block diagram of the simple CW-Doppler radar s:stem used. A klystron transmitter
also provides a local oscillator signal, so the receiver is a homodyne. The Doppler frequencies received
are amplified in dn audio amplifier, and the results recorded on magnetic tape. On the ground the tape may
be spectrum-analyzed either in analog or digital fashion. Two channels are used in quadrature to provide
the phase information required to separate positive and negat!ve Doppler frequencies. A cilibraton signal
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was inserted with a ferrite modulator driven by an audio frequency outside the Doppler frequency band.
Since the output of this calibrator is proportional to the transmitted signal, and since it passes through the
same receiver/recorder channel as the received signal, it can provide an accurate calibration. Unfortu.iately,
the ferrite modulator is somewhat temperature sensitive and subject to remanent-magnetism errors, so an
uncertainty of about *3 dB occurs in the absolute level of the signal. A calibrate source using PIN diodes
and modulation at a different level was used in the 1970 flights, so the absolute calibration should be
better for these data when they become available.

13.3 GHz SACTTEROMETER DATA

Because of the potential errors in absolute level, the data were normalized by presenting the ratio of
differential scattering coefficient at any incident angle to that at 10.. Slide 3 shows a representative group
of observations normalized in this fashion. Clearly the 49 knot upwind return is much higher than the cross-
wind return for the same wind speed, as would be expected. Comparable results were also found at lower
wind speeds down to the 12.5 knot level, where little difference can be seen.

Slide 4 shows a more extensive set of observations for the upwind condition. The increase in normal-
ized radar return with windspeed is evident, although some other effect must also be present to cause the
difference between the 12. 5 and 13 knot curves. Repeatability between the two years was amazingly good
in the 20-30 knot range, where m,)st data were available. Other curves are not shown here because they
are so like the ones shown and would make the graph hard to interpret.

Recently an error was found in the antenna pattern used in the data reduction, so some changes in
shape of the curves will result when the reprocessed data are available. Nevertheless, the separation be-
tween curves for different wind speeds will remain exactly the same. For data presented in this way the
only change that would affect the relative postions of the curves would be a drift in the amplitude-vs-frequency
characteristic of the audio amplifier, and this is certainly a very stable characteristic--as shown by the re-
markable agreement between data taken a year apart.

For windspeed measurement, the observations should be plotted vs windspeed at a fixed angle. Slide
5 shows this. Although the variation at 15" is not significant, variatio Itth windspeed at both 25* ad,5'
is quite strong. For the upwind case, the scattering at 35' varies as v • below 25.5 knots as as v 1
above 25.5 knots (v is windspeed). For the cross wind case, the scattering at 35 varies only linearly with
v above 25.5 knots. With measurements of sufficient accuracy, this should permit windspeed determination
over this range of speeds, provided the direction is known from other information.

0.4 GHz SCATTEROMETER DATA

The 0.4 GHz scatterometer also uses the fan-beam Doppler technique, but uses a superheterodyne
rather than a homodyne receiver. Absolute accuracy should be better with this system than at 13.3 GHz.
Slide 6 shows the vertically polarized observations with this system, compared with similar observation by
NRL. All wind speeds give nearly the same results, although both the NASA and the NRL data show a slight
tendency for the signal to be lower at 49 knots than at 12 knots. Slide 7 shows the horizontally polarized
observations, and the same conclusions can be drawn. Because of this lack of sensitivity to wind speed,
this frequency is not likely to be useful for wing measurement.

THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

Various theories have been used to describe the radar b ckscatter from the ocean. Geometric optics,
of facet theories have been used in the past. Wright 2 , Fungi, and a group of Russian authors 5 have ,ised
perturbation techniques. Others have used physical optics, based on the Kirchhoff approximation that the
field on the surface is the same as it would be for an infinite plane tangent to the surface at that point. Per-
turbation techniques alone give amazingly good results when considered in light of the breakdown of the ap-
proximation involved for any surface-height variation of the order of \/2l, but we do not believe the first-
order perturbation can possibly give a true description of scatter from the open ocean. On the other hand,
the fact that this method works at all indicates that the phenomenon causing return from the ocean must be
strongly influenced by the very smallest waves, and that Bragg scatter from thesa small waves is significant.

The key point in any theory is the surface description used. The theoretical results presented here
are based on application of physical optics to a new wave-spectrum model. The elements of this model are
given in Slide 8. Region 1 is the now-standard Pierson-Moskowitz model, which gives a good description
of large-scale structure on the fylly-developed sea. In the high frequency limit this model, like that due
to Phillips, is assymptotic to k- . Region 2 is associated ,with dynajm c equilibrium between wind and waves.
In this region the spectrum is proportional to wind speed v and tok - ' . The transition between Regions 1
and 2 is at a frequency (or k) that must be determined somewhat arbitrarily on the basis of experiment; the
appropriate parameter is Y'. Region 3 involves capillary (surface tension) waves, which are much smaller
than the gravity waves of Region 1. In this region, however, the shape of the spectrum is the same as that
for the high-frequency gravity waves, but the amplitude is about 8 times as great. The 4th region is the
viscosity range, and is unimportant to this discussion.

Appareitly the significant size of structures on the ocean for a radar of 2.25 cm wavelength are those
associated with Regions 2 and 3, depending somewhat on the wind speed. Certainly these sizes are the same
order of magnitude as those cequired fo- Bragg scattering of such radar frequencies. Chia6 originally applied
the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum and physical optics to the long-crested case; he obtained results (assuming
unit reflection coefficient) much like those shown in Slide 9. With this spectrum there is little effect of wind
speed or. the backscattering. Chia also applied a spectrum like that of Region 2 and showed considerable
variation with windspeed, but his curves were the wronq shape. Now we have applied the entire spectrum
of Regions 1, 2, and 3, obtaining the results shown in Slide 10. Although this was a crude attempt (unity re-
flection coefficient and long-crested waves), it clearly is in general accord with the experimental observa-
tions previously shown.

The comparison between this theoy and experiment is illustrated in Slide 11. Because of uncertainties
in absolute ievels, the data have been normalized so that all points coincide for 25 knots. With this approach,
the crude theory seems to fit the crosswind data quite well. The increase with windspeed for the upwind data
is more rapid than the theory indicates. Since -i was selected somewhat arbitrarily for this set of theoretical
curves, thy iq,-eement is surprisingly good. Work is now in progress to extend the calculations for short-
crested wa -cs . I for the reflection coefficients appropriate to the cases of vertical and horizontal polariza-
tion.
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THE MICROWAVE RADIOMETER
Several investigators have recently shown that a microwave radiometer, although highly sensitive to

cloud attenuation, is also sensitive to winds at sea. This result is not surprising, since the microwave
radiometer obtains much of its signal by scatter from the surface of the ocean. Fung and Ulaby7 have recently
developed a theory thst explains the observations near vertcal incidence much better than the carlier theory
of Stogryn8 , The principal difference between the theories is that Stogryn used a Gaussian autocorrelation
function of surface heights in the physical optics computation of scatter, whereas Fung and Ulaby i~ed an
exponential. Slide 12 shows the comparison of the two theories with some observations by Nordberg of
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center.

Because of the sensitivity of the radiometer to the atmosphere, the system proposed here uses it to
calibrate the scatterometer, even though it could be used for windspeed measurement in its own right if the
atmosphere were absent. A relatively sinall increase in attenuation causes a quite large increase in radio-
meter brightness temperature. Wilson (Slide 13) has shown how this can be u-ad to calculate the atmospheric
attenuation causing the increace in brightness, using an upward-looking radiometer. For attenuations below
about 8 dB, this method appears quite attractive.

SPACECRAFT SYSTEM

A spacecraft wind-measuring system should cover as much ocean surface as possible in each orbit;
accordingly a side-to-side scan seems appropriate. Because of the uncertainties in the absolute calibration
of the NASA data a system that uses only one angle is still conjectural, but a system that measures the
scattering cross-section at two angles seems guaranteed of success.

Slide 14 shows a system permittirg measurementz at two angles. The spacecraft radiates at 100 and
35" incident angles, using either a fan beam or two pencil beams. The time of travel between the two po-
sitions shown for the spacecraft is only a few minutes or less, so the ocean conditions remain statistically
the same. Hence the spacecraft measures the scatter at 10 ° in its second position for the same ocean area
from which the 35 ° measurement was made at its first position. By correlating these measurements, the
wind speed at the surface may be determined, but only along the sub-satellite track.

If further measurements show, as we expect, that data are required from only a single angle to es-
tablish the wind speed, a scan like that in Slide 15 can be used. In this scan, the antenna uses a pencil
beam that moves from side-to-side of the spacecraft in a olane tilted somewhat ahead of the nadir. With
this method the angle of incidence can be kept within the region of maximum variability with sea state. A
scan for a 1000 km orbit can readily be 1200 km long, thus providing 11 points at 120 km intervals for the
forecasting computer.

Slide 16 shows a sample set of incident angles for 1000 km height of the satellite. Ordinarily the
scan would be kept within about 600 km of the gr-urnd track; so that, for a 25 ° tilt of the antenna, the in-
cident angle remains within the 30-40 * range.

RADIO-RADIOMETER SYSTEM

The radar scatterometer using a narrow beam antenna like that shown in Slide 15 can be operated in
a nearly-CW mode. Because of the difficulty with isolation, the signal is transmitted only until the first
return signal appears, and then is turned off during the receiving period. This near-CW operation permits
use of a narrow-band receiver, since the harmonics of the long-pulse fundamental rate are insignificant
compared with the Doppler frequency spread. Taus, the band width of the receiver Is determined by the
Doppler spread, which is of the order of kiloHeitz for practical cases.

Slide 17 illustrates how the post-detection signal-to-noise ratio can be made high with low predetec-
tion S/N by operating the scatterometer much like a radiometer/radio-telescope receiver. 9 Integrating a large
enough number of independent samples of signal + noise and a like (or greater) number of noise samples re-
duces the variance of each so that very small differences can be measured reliably. The equation on the
slide shows the signal-to-noise ratio improvement possible with this system. The number of independent
samples r is approximately twice the time-bandwidth product of the receiver. With this method signal-to-
noise ratio of unity or less at the Input may be used successfully in a space system, and the result is a
peak power requirement of the order ot 10-50 watts, with average power of 2-10 watts.

The rrdar and radiometer systems may share time or may operate at slightly different frequenc 'es
within the capabilities of the antenna and pre-amplifiers. A simplified version of the block diagram of such
a system is shown in Slide 18. An actual system would probably use more switches to provide the calibra-
tion signal for the radiometer, and would contain a provision to pass 3n attenuated version of the transmitter
output through the receiver to calibrate the scatterometer. The Dicke switch in the radiometer alternately
connects the radiometer receiver to the hot load (at accurately known temperature) and the antenna, with
calibration by switching to a cold load at less frequent intervals. The scatterometer needs no such switch,
since its noise calibration is provided by simply recording the output during a time when no scattered signal
is present. The noise for the scatterometer is the signal + noise for the radiometer.

APPLICATION TO FORECASTING

The output of a side-to-side _,canning system like that proposed will average about 2,500 pairs of a,*
and Tb per orbit, if only data over ocean are counted. Forecasts are normally made on a 6-hour repetition
period, and present data u~ed for the purpose consist of ship reports radioed into meteorological centers at
either 6 or 12 hour intervals and cloud information from weather satellites. Enough ship reports to permit
adequate forecasts are present only in heavy shipping lanes such as those from North America to Europe.
Even in these areas the forecasts often fail because insufficient information is available on storms moving
in from regions having little shipping. Hence, this input of ever 30,000 data points per day can have a
major impact on forecasting weather and waves. 10

Since the data must be combined with winJ direction information to provide accurate reports of sur-
face wind speeds, the operational system will need a combination of updating past weather reports and fore-
casts on an iterative basis with use cf the available ship reports and of cloud photographs from satellites.

Another proolem that must be overcome is the use of non-synoptic data. Forecasting presently is
based on measurements made by all ships and coastal stations at the same time. The satellite, on the other
hand, provides coverage in a continuous strip. The NIMBUS satellite always collects data at local noon or
or mdnight.

Computer Programs to solve both the non-synopticity problem and the wind direction problem are pres-
ently being developed at New York University.
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An example of the kind of analysis that might resilt from use of such a system Is Illustrated with
Slide 19 and Slide 20. In Slide 19 a portion of an actual surface analysis for the South Atlantic area is shown.
The dots Indicate locations of reporting ships and shore weather stations, and the remainder of the analysis
Is based on combining these data with satellite cloud photographs. Note the high in the upper left and the
two lows. Slide 20 shows a hypothetical set, f observations from a satellite pass across this region, with
the resulting modification to the pressure patt ,'ns shown. These changes in size and intensity of the main
features of the pattern are quite reasonable to expect with the improved data coverage to be obtained using
the satellite.

CONCLUSIONS
The use of a combined radiometer-scatterometer in a satellite to provide surface wind information on

a global scale over the oceans has been shown feasible, based on obsertations of radar sea return at 2 .25 cn'
and of the success oi use of radiometers to estimate attenuation through clouds. Reasonably good agieement
has been shown between backscatter observation3 at sea and predictions of a simptifled '.neory based on d
long-crested (one-dimensional) 4-part wave spectrum applied to a perfectly-reflectng physical optics for-
mulation of the rndar scatter problem.

Additional measurenneats are under way with a Doppler radar scatterometer operated by NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center, and observations of frequency dependence of the ocean backscatter are planned 9-Ith a
radar-radiometer to he used " y NASA/Langley Research Center. A radar-radiometer will probably be tedted
in space in 1972 on the Skylab to be flown by NASA.

This work was s*upported by 0te U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office under contract
N62306-67-C-0044 and by NASA/MSC uader contract NAS9-10261 with The University of Kansas and by the
U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office u, der contract N62306-70-A-0075 with New York University.
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ABSTRACT

This paper will discuss the results of two laser flight test programs conducted
over the ocean for the purpose of determining systcm operation for (1) a vertically
oriented 1.06 micron laser altimeter; and (2) a 10.6 micron optical Doppler radar at a
variety of depression angles. The experimental data for a variety of sea states for the
vertically oriented altimeter system established that the return signal wac definitely
range square dependent and that the effective target cross sections (0o) were 0.15 and
0.24 for smooth and rough surface water conditions, respectively. The 10.6 micron opti-
cal Doppler radar system established that, for a six inch spot size on the ocean surface:
(1) the probability of achieving returns decreased as the depression angle decreased, and
(2) as the sea state increased the corresponding probability of return increased.

1. INTRODUCTION.

In order to optimize electro-optical system performance over the ocean surface,
one must consider the effect of the sea surface upon the backscattered signal. Through
the years, Tjgqficant study and experimentation have been perform.ed at the microwave
wavelengths '- to determine the effective radar cross-section per unit area (00).
Additional evaluation of sea surface reflection at optical wavelengths has utilized the
sun as a transmitting source to obtain optical reflection properties and sea surface
slope distributions of the ocean(6 11 ). More recently, evaluation of ocean scattering
properties has been performed'utilizing lasers as transmitting sounces(12-13). This
paper will discuss the results obtained from two such flight test programs, one utilizing
a 1.06 micron pulsed YAG solid state laser and the other utilizih~g a 10.6 micron CW carbon
dioxide gaseous laser.

2. OCEAN SCATTERING.

The backscatter signal strength of an electromagnetic wave incident upon the ocean
surface is related to the transmitted wavelength, polarization, depression angle, wind
direction and the state of the sea surface. Environmental effects result in the ocean
surface being composed of regular and irregular waves, small ripples, spray and other
irregularities. Correspondingly the value of the ocean target cross-section fluctuates
as the sea surface changes and the number and size of the scatterers within an illuminated
region varies.

An appreciation of the ocean scatterer may be obtained b noting the ocean inter-
action effects upon signal backscatter. If one neglected environmental effects, one
could envision the ocean surface as a flat specular reflector and, as such, the laser
beam divergence would be the same before and after reflection. As wind and tidal effects
occur, the sea surface is perturbed and becomes a more complicated scatterer. One might
consider this complex scatterer to be composed of a distribution of flat facets oriented
at different angles on the sea surface. Evaluation of measured ocean wave records have
resulted in approximate Gaussian probability functions indicating ocean surface slopes
having three sigma limits less than -0.3 radians(14 ). The orientation of these inclined
facets(11 ,15)could contribute to diffusing or broadening of the scattering steradian
volume of the sea surface. However, in order for this diffusing effect to occur, several
such facets must be illuminated. The summation of the scattering signal from all illumin-
ated scatterers would then constitute the amount of energy collected by the receiving
system. For most laser systems, the spot size at the ocean surface typically is quite
small witn respect to ocean wave dimensions and, subeequently, the speculacity or diffusi-
vity of the ocean scatterer has a direct bearing upon the extent of signal drop-out
conditiuns at the receiver.
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3. SCATTERING CROSS SECTION CONSIDERATIONS.

The general equation for the received signal power PR ist

P T GT a AEFF 
L

r(4) R

where: PT a Peak transmitter power (watts)

G = Directional gain of transmitter compared to anT isotropic source w (4//8 T2)

R - System range

A EFF The effective capture area of the receiver

L = System transmission efficiency

6T  = Transmitted beamwidth

The scattering cross section (a) is defined to be 4r times the ratio of the power
per unit solid angle scattered back toward the transmitter to the power per unit area
in the wave incident upon the target and may be expressed as:

a= 471 sin (y) da (2)

where: p(y) = Reflection coefficient

y = Grazing angle measured from the horizontal

0 = Effective solid angle (of return)

da = Target area

The target cross section per unit area (a ) for a vertical path is defined as:

o a= da (3)

For a vertical path this reduces to:

o 4 o(900 )a = n(4)
0

Substituting equations (3) and (4) in equation (1), the received signal power,
at normal incidence for an extended target may be expressed as:

PT x a x AEFp x L
4RR2

Knowing tht refractive index of ocean water(16), one may cal-ulate the reflection
coefficienu utilizing the Fresnel reflection formula to be 0.021 for vertical incidence.

The remaining function 0 in equation (4) remains to be defined. It is this
function in the radar equation that is effected by the angular orientation of the
inclined facets and the size aaid number of such scatterers within the transmitter beam-
width. Should the ocean appear highly dpecular, the scattering steradian volume would
be small. Correspondingly, if the scatterer is diffuse, the scattering steradian volume
would bd large. In practice, most surfaces will have different degrees of specularity
and diffusivity and, therefore, one must be concerned with a relatively broad classifi-
cation of surface scatterers. If the reflected signal is scattered equally over a
spherical volume, the surface may be termed an isotropic scatterer. Correspondingly,
if the target causes the total reflected signal to be compressed into a smaller steradian
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volume, then the radiation versus angle becomes peaked in some directions and diminished
in others, compared to the referenced isotropic surface. This peaking effect may be
expressed as a directional gain. The reflectivity of the surface would then determine
the amount of energy reflected from the surface, whereas the directional gain expression
indicates the intensity of the returned radiation as a function of angle.

In the radar field, the scattering steradian volume (0) is referenced to that of
an isotropic scatterer (has equal radiation over a 47r steradian volume). One then refers
to a directional gain over isotropic (Gi) as:

_41r

Gi = 4- (6)

Typically, diffuse-type targets (sand, MgO), which appear as Lainbertian scatterers
(r steradians), have a directional gain over isotropic (4r steradian) of four. For a
specular target where the beam divergence remains nearly the same before and after
reflection, the directional gain over isotropic is very large.

Utilizing the Rayleigh surface smoothness criterion(1)(i.e., a surface may be
considered smooth if h sin Y - X'8, where h is a measure of the peak-to-trough irregular-
ity height, T is the grazing angle, and X is the wavelength), we may readily observe that
as the transmission wavelength becomes shorter and shorter the surface smoothness require-
ments become more difficult to obtain. To the extent that this criterion is not met over
the illuminated area, the backscattered radiation becomes diffused.

4. LABORATORY REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS.

In order to illustrate the effect of specular- and diffuse-type target returns,
a laboratory experiment was performed and the results may be observed in Figure 1. The
experiment consisted of utilizing a helium-neon gas laser operating at 6328 angstroms
which was amplitude modulated at a 1000-Hz rate by a mechanical chopping wheel. The
resulting signal was transmitted to a mirror surface and the received signal was then
collected by a photomultiplier and observed through an electronic filter on an oscillo-
scope. Figure 1A demonstrates this result. Figure lB is the same system except that
the mirror reflector was replaced by a container of water. The very narrow 5/16 inch
spot size of the laser on the water surface allowed an invcstigation of the water surface
on a "laboratory scale". By setting the water in sufficient motion to get a "rolling
wave" one may observe in Figure 1C that the return signal suffered alternate conditions
of signal return and signal drop-out for the specular water surface.

Figure 1D illustrates the effect of random turbulence on this rolling wave and
one may observe here that the signal level begins to increase in amplitude in the
previously noted regions of signal drop-out.

Having obtained an indication of the effect of specular and diffuse-type target
returns, the 1.06 micron flight test system was prepared.

5. ALTIMETER FLIGHT TEST SYSTEM.

The altimeter flight test system consisted of a neodymium-doped, yttrium-aluminum-
garnet (YAG) laser having the following system parameters:

(a) TRANSMITTER: Max peak power 1 megawatt
Pulse duration 20 nanoseconds
PRF 0.3 pulses/second
*Beam divergence 6 milliradians
Wavelength 1.06 microns
Pumping source xenon flashlamp
"Q" switch Pockels cell
Photodiode EG+G Model SD-100
Polarization Vertical

*In order to allow the flight test altimeter system beamwidth to encompass a

relatively large ocean area (and, thereby, minimize signal drop-outs) the trans-
mitter divergence was deliberately broadened by removing the collimating optics.
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(b) RECEIVER: Optical Band Pass
Filter 20A filter

Photomultiplier RCA 7102
Collecting optics 3 inch, f/2.5 objective
Polarization unpolarized

5,1. Calibration Tests.

In order to monitor the transmitted power, an SD-100 photodiode, which normally
views the rear mirror of the laser cavity and yields an output voltage which is utilized
to trigger a type "A" scope display, was calibrated. By utilizing a calibrated light
detector to actually measure the output laser energy, a calibration curve of transmitter
power versus the SD-100 diode trigger voltage was attained. Periodic monitoring of the
trigger voltage during the flight test allowed an indication of transmitter power to be
obtained.

Additional calibration tests were performed on the laser system in order to:

(a) Calibrate transmitter and receiver responses using a known ref'dctive surface.

(b) Determine the dynamic and linear range limitation of the equipment

(c) Perform range measurements against fixed targets.

(d) Assure operational functioning during the actual flight test.

5.2. Flight Test Results.

Subsequent to the calibration tests the equipment was installed in the kaytheon-
owned B-26 aircraft.

Figure 2 is a picture of the coast and geodetic map of the flight test area, and
one may observe from the lines drawn on this chnrt as to how a typical flight test was
run. The numbered lines correspond to flight test runs 1-11 and 15-21 of the second
flight test experiment. Basically, measurements were made over Plum Island Sound, the
Atlantic Ocean, the Merrimac River, sand dunes and wooded areas. We were able on two
flight tests to obtain pilot estimates of sea states varying from International one to
three(16) and to obtain calm water estimates varying from "millpond smooth" to ripple
surfaces.

During the flight tests aircraft height was determined by both an APN/22
microwave altimeter and the 1.06V laser altimeter, transmitter power was monitored by
the 2alibrated SD-100 diode, the receiving optics were masked by the aircraft mounting
fixture to a 5 cm square, resulting in a collection optics area of 2.5 x 10-3 square
meters, and the atmospheric and system losses were estimazed to be 3db. As a resul: of
the Instrumentation and calibration of the receiving system the only remaining unknown
in equation (5) was the effective target cross-section (0o).

Figure 3 is a composite plot of all of the averages (P) of the flight test data
for the various ocean situations. The diagonal lines indicate the least square curve
fit to the data. The triangles in this figure illustrate the results of the first flight
test. Data obtained during the second flight test are noted by X's. Above each of the
data marks is the International &ea state for that particular average.

The transmitter power ,,as measured to be 150 kW and was noticed to vary slightly
during the flight teits. However, we were able to maintain close iorrelation between
the first and second flight tests. This may be noted by the following data points where

the triangle at 3jOO feet (915 meters) gave a return of approximately 6 1/2 mV at Inter-

national sea state one. The two measurements performed at 3000 feet (915 meters) during

the second flight test over sea states two and three (International) straddled that point.

Analysis of the flight tent results indicated that the return signal was definitely
range aquae dependent as expected and that the target cross-section per unit area (ol
was 0.24 for calm water and 0.15 for sea states one to three International.

Figure 4 shows the standard deviation (01) about the mean for the ocean return
over the various sea states, If the measured signal voltages were due to spacular-type

4
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targets, resulting in intermittent signal strength, the value of the standard Oeviation
about the mean would be large. Correspondingly (as the laboratory experiments indicated)
as the ocean becomes more turbulent, the signal intensity becomes more constant and,
therefore, smaller values of standard deviation should be noted. Here the standard
deviations may be noted to be within a factor of 2 of the mean and, therefore, signifi-
cant variation was not concluded to exist.

Figure 5 shows the ocean return over calm water. Again the standard deviations
about the mean vere slight and not indicative of specular return or signal drop-outs.

To provide a means of understanding the scattering function, the beach sand of
Plum Island was assumed to be a diffuse-type target. By comparing the ocean returns
against the return of the beach sand, we were able to obtain a further indication as to
whether the target was diffuse or specular; and, here one may see that the standard
deviations about the mehn for the beach Rand return, were approximately the same as those
obtained for the ocean returns (Reference Figure 6).

6. 10.6 MICRON DOPPLER RADAR FLIGHT TEST RESULTS.

In order to assess the capability of an optical Doppler radar system, a flight
test program was conducted over land and water surfaces. Evaluation of some of the test
data obtained over the ocean surface near the New England coast line, Figure 7, yielded
the signal drop-out rate for a variety of depression angles and sea states. Basically
the 10.6 micron optical Doppler system had the following system parameters:

(a) TRANSMITTERs Wavelength 10.6 microns
Output power 10 watts
Beam divergence 0.1 milliradian
Transmit/receive optics

diameter 15 CM
Polarization vertical

(b) RECEIVER: Detector Copper doped germanium
Detection technique Optical heterodyne
Display Spectrum analyzer
Altitude 305 meters
Polarization vertical

The 10.6 micron single mode single frequency laser signal was transmitted through
a coaxial, 15 cenzimeter, p'2 optical system. The received backscatter signal from the
ocean surface was then collected by this same optical system and combined on a copper
doped germanium detector with a portion of the transmitted signal. The resultant Doppler
shifted signal was then propessed by suitable receiver electronics and observed on a
spectrum analyzer, which portrayed the returned signal intensity as a function of the
Doppler frequency. The entire system was mounted in a Raytheon -1-26 aircraft and flight
tested over the New England coast line. At the operating altituae of 305 meters tho
illuminated apot size was approximately 15 centimeters due to operation within the near
field of the optical system. The optical system was inclined at depression angles of
70, 75, 80 and 85 degrees and tests were performed over a variety of sea states varying
from International 0 tn 4. Sea state assessment was performed by an experienced flight
test pilot who has had much experience with such astimates. Synchronous 16 millimeter
movies were made of the spectum analyzer display and the terrain being traversed by the
laser beam to provide test information for post flight processing. The flight test data
was evaluated by random sampling of the flight test film recoldings for a variety of sea
states and depression angles. A typical film strip was visually evaluated by determining
the number of times a received signal intensity was observed as opposed to the number of
total cor scutive frames eramined, for upwind, downwind and crosswind conditions. Evalu-
ation of this data as a function of angle and sea state may be noted in Figure 8. These
figures indicate that near vertical incidence the probanilicy of retLrn signals being
obtained was quite high even for relatively smooth sea condi.ions. However, as the
depression angle decreased from 85 degrees to 70 degrecs, a significant reduction in the
percent of return signals resulted. Furtner, as the sea states increased from Interna-
tional 0 to 4, the probability of signal reception increased dramatically. Referring to
Figure 9 for a 70 degree depression angle, significant changes in the probability of
achieving a return signal is definitely noted for the various sea states, and suggests
that potential sea state indications might be obtaiwle' by monitoring the return signal
data rate at a variety of depression angles.
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7. CONCLUSIONS.

The results of 1ae 1.06 micron laser altimeter system with a deliberately broad-
ened beamwidth at near vertical incidence indicated that: the return signal was definitely
range squared dependent; adequate cont.-ols were maintained to allow a measurement of the
effective ocean target cross-section; and that a sufficient number of scatterers were
included within the illuminated beamwidth to allow continuous reception of received
signal. This appears consistent with flight test data obtained for tne 10.6 micron
Doppler laser system utilizing a highly collimated beanwidth where a high data rate at
near vertical incidence was obtained. qowcver, the 10.6 micron flight tests also indi-
cated frequent occurrence of signal drop-out conditions, due to the inclination and
limited number of scatterers ocated within the 15 cm transmitted beamwidth at depression
angles aiound 70 degrees,

Combined results of both test programs suggest that at near vertical incidence
signal drop-out conditions decrease with incieasing system beamwidths and that as the
spot size on the ocean is broadened to illuminate a homogenous erea of ocean surface
that signal drop-out conditions may be eliminated. Additional!/, these results indicate
that as the sea state conditions increase to present a more turbulent ocean surface,
received signal data rate at a given depression Ngle and cpot size increases. "his
would appear to be consistent with the wider ar .Aar distribution of inclined facets
anticipated for more turbulent ocean conditions.

Results of these two flight test cozlditions strongly suggest that electro-optical
system operation over water surfaces should take into account the scattering effects of
the ocean surface if reliable system operation is to be achieved.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD FLUCTUATIONS
IN TRANSMISSION THROUGH THE SURFACE OF THE SEA
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SUMMARY

Due to the high conductivity of sea water, propagation of electromagnetic (radio) waves across the
air-seawater interface is of practical inte:est only at relatively low frequencies (102- 106 Hz). At such
frequencies the relationship between subaqueous signal wavelengths and the characteristic dimensions of
the perturbed sea surface permit reasonable approximations in the electromagnetic boundary conditions,
which lead to useful expressions for the rms amplitude and power spectrum of the underwater field
fluctuations. These expressions contain the sea wave spectrum and are functions of the signal frequency
and the depth and velocity of the observation point. For example, the fluctuation spectrum seen by a
stationary observer is a filtered version of the sea wave spectrum, the transfer function resembling that of
a low pass filter in which the cut-off frequency and roll-off rate are determined by the signal frequency and
the depth of the observer. The approximations are shown to cover a significant regime of depths and sea
states over the given range of signal frequencies. The theory is illustrated by examples based on current
models of the sea wave spectrum.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic comnunic ation with a terminal below the surface to the sea is of practical interest
only at very low frequencies, where the skin-depth is appreciable, or at very high (optical) frequencies,
where the sea water is transparent. The interface problem In both cases is straightforward for an ideally
smooth surface, but becomes difficult - and interesting - when the actual dynamic sea surface is intro-
duced. In this paper we will restrict our attention to the very low frequencies (ELF to LF, or about 100
to 100,000 Hz) and find how the signal fluctuations at a submerged terminal are related to the spectrum
of sea waves at the surface. Related work in the past has already been referenced in the review paper by
Galejs found earlier in these proceedings (1): Wait (2) has considered the effect of a single sinusoid,
Max and Lerner dwell on matching boundary conditions at a trozhoidal surface (3), and Winter concentrates
on Gaussian processes (4). While the treatment in this paper will inevitably contain elements of this
earlier work, its major virtue is felt to be the introduction of the actual sea wave spectrum into the
fluctuation problem, thereby linking the electromagnetic phenomena to the oceanographers' characterization
of the sea surface.

It is obvious at the outset that the electromagnetic formulation of the problem will involve approxi-
mations, so the relationships Pnong various characteristic lengths will be of interest. Although the surface
of a wind-driven sea is highly irregular, it is often convenient - and instructive - to discuss its gross
features in the nomenclature of a single sinusoidal process - i.e. in terms of wave "amplitudes",
"frequencies", "wavelengths". There is usually sufficient regularity in at least the large-scale features
to give some credence to this procedure, which means, simply, that the frequency spectrum of the surface
fluctuations is rather peaked at the appropriate frequency.

While there is no uniform agreement on precise values for the pseudo-sinusoidal parameters mendoned
above, the following are derived from several sources (e.g. Munk (5), Kinsman (6)) and will be adequate
for our purposes:

Wave "Amplitude" : "A" 0.015 W2

Wave "Length" "A" '-0.64 W'

Min. "Rad. of Curv." : "p" -0.7W 2

Where W = wind speed in m/sec.

In the electromagnetic part of the problem, the parameter giving the scale of the underwater field variations
will be the "skin-depth", defined by

Tl.e approximations to be used in formulating ,ne electromagnetic problem will require this skin depth to be
greater than the wave "amplitude", but less than both the "length" and minimum "radius of curvature" of
the sea waves, thus placing both upper and lower limits on the wind-speed W for which approximate solutions
may be found. These limits are indicated in the last column of Table I for several signal freauencies f0 of
interest.
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fo 6 o 5 "A" < 6 < "p" A"

100 Hz 3,000 km 25 m W = 12 - 80 knots

10 kHz 30 km 2.5 m W = 4 -_25 knots

100 kHz 3 km 0.8 m W=2- 14 knots

Table I: Some relevant numbers

The wavel6nlgth x0 gives the scale of the variation of the electromagnetic field above the sea surface.

II. A SIMPLE MODEL FOR BIG WAVES

A very simple, yet Instructive, model valid for certain restricted conditions may be constructed by
imagining a low frequency electromagnetic field above a smooth sea surface and an observer at a depth h
looking up at this surface. The field at the observer can always be represented as some combination of the
surface fields times a propagation kernel (Green's function) integrated over the surface. The propagation
constant entering this kernel will, for frequencies such as those in Table I, take the form

k=(i- 1)/ 6 (z<0) (2)

where 6 !s the skin depth given in Eq. (1). Since the contribi-tions from surface field elements thus decay
exponentially with distance from the observer, the major contributions come from surface elements directly
overhead, while surface elements at distances greater than (h + 6) from the observer contribute relatively
little. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 1, from which it is clear that for an observer at depth h, thL.
is a "circle of major influence" o! radius

a - (2h6) 1 2  (3)

representing the area from which the major contributions arise - much in the nature of the primary Fresnel
zone in non-dissipative propagation.

0

Fig. 1

(It should be noted that by using an appropriate integral formulation of the problem these arguments can be
placed on t more rigorous basis - but there is little point in do'ng so here.)

We now observe that if the scale of the sea surface undulations is much larger than the radius of this
"circle of major influence", the effect at the observer is simply as if the entire sea surface moved up and
down overhead or, conversely, as if the observation point moved down and up under a flat surface. That is,
If

"K" a << 1 ("K" = 2 TT/"A") (4)

then

H(-h) ;- H0 e ik(h + (t)) (5)
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where k is givan in (2), Ho is an electromaqnetic field component (such as the magnetic field) at the surface,
and C (t) is the displacement of the surface over the observation point as a function of time.

This model should almost always be valid for surface "swell" (long-wavelength quasi-sinusoidal wave
components left over from distant storms), and might describe the maLor field fluctuations In wind-driven
seas for which the inequality (4) is satisfied. Substituting into (4) from (1), (3) and the definition of "A"
in the Introdtction, we find that the wind speed W must satisfy

W > 9 h11" (10/f 0 )1' knots (6)

where h is the depth in meters and fo the signal frequency in kilohertz.

For the sake of future comparisons, let us imagine that the surface displacement is a simple sinusoid

€ (t) = A cos 0 t (7)

and, further, that

kA < 1 (8)

Under the conditions (4) and (8), then, the field H (-h) can be approximated by

H (-h) A H, e +Ikh 1 1 + i(kA) cosot] (9)

That is, the fluctuation component is of order (kA).

III. ANOTHER SIMPLE MODEL DUE TO WAIT (2).

Wait's treatment of the problem as a boundary value problem using the Leontovich boundary conditions
was described in reference () and will not be repeated here. The surface was represented by a spatial
sinusoid Acos(Kx), and the application of the Leontovich boundary conditions required that the inequalities

kp>l p>.A (10)

be satisfied, where p is the minimum radius of curvature of the surface.

By appropriately introducing time into Wait's formulation, and placing the observer at x = o, Wait's
first-order approximation (kA < 1) to the underwater field can be put into a form permitting comparison with
Eq. (9) above:

H (-h) A Ho e +ikh[ + 1(kA) e "((k + K) -k] (h - A) cost ] (1)

(The frequency 0 is an app'opriate functicn of surface %avenumber K.) The new feature which emerges here
is the exponential factor multiplying the fluctuation amplitude (kA). This factor is close to unity as long as
k >> K, or as the surface wavelengths are much larger d an the skin depth. However, as the surface wave-
lengths shorten and become comparable to the skin depth, the associated signal fluctuations are strongly
attenuated; the more so, the deeper the observer. This "fiiterlng" behavior is an important feature of the
phenomenon, and will emerge again in the more complicated treatment to follow.

ll. A FORMULATION INCLUDING THE SEA WAVE SPECTRUM

In order to introduce the see wave spectrum into the problem, it is advantageous to utilize the con-
ventional Stratton-Chu formulation of the vector boundary-value problem in the space beneath the sea
surface. The geometry is illustrated in Fig. 2 below:

.S

Fig. 2
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The observer is designated as 0 and is located at the point r at a depth h beneath the mean surfac6. It is
assumed the external low-frequency field (ro, 11) is that which would exist above the mean surface S. The
electromagnetic field at 0 may be written in terms of the field quantities just under the actual sea surface S
(as well as on the bottom - but we assume this to be far enough away from the sea surface and theobserver
that these "surface" elements can be ignored.) Let us restrict our attention to the magnetic field H at the
point'?. This can be written (7)

iHij)=Aic (i'xE')* 6,7')-(i' x 'x r, 7.)-(A' ) v l,7 ')n dS' (12)

S

The prime denotes field values as viewed from below at the surface S, n' is the outward-drawn normal
at 7', and e is the complex dielectric constant e,, + c/iw of the sea water, 4) r, 71') is the free-space
Green's function for the water:

4(r, r') = e -ik I;-7'I/4n I7- 71 (13)

where -k is given in (2).

The boundary fields E' and il' will be approximated on the basis of the following simple arguments.
Under most situations met in practice, the primary signal above the water will originate from a vertical
radiator in the far distance, so the electric field will be mainly vertical and the magnetic field mainly
horizontal. Since the wavelengths (thus the scale of major variations) of the fields above the surface are
so large compared with the "circle of major influence" from which contributions to (12) are collected, the
external fields E0 and H0 may be viewed as quasi-static. Due to the high conductivity of the sea water,
the sea surface S may be viewed as a quasi-equipotential and local perturbations in S will produce local
deiormations of the quasi-static electric fieldE 0 as it attempts to remain quasi-normal to the surface. The
local distortion of the external electric field E0 due to a surface perturbation having a radius of curvature
p can be estimated by introducing a fictitious electric dipole of moment p = 4T c 0 P 3 E0 at the center of
curvature. The relevant magnetic field perturbation due ta this oscillating dipole is easily shown to b- of
the following size:

AH/Ho ko p p < a
(14)

AH/Io koa p > a

where a is given in E_. (3) and k0 = 2n/?,x. Since a is at must a few tens of meters, these perturbations
are insignificant and H0 can be regarded as uniform over the surface above the point of observation. More-
over, since sea water is non-magnetic and imperfectly conducting, the total magnetic field is continuous
across its surfavu, and we may put

H'H= 0  /IS)

in Eq. (12).

The only other field quantity entering (12) is the tangential component of the electric field, which is
also continuous across the surface. The Leontovich boundary condition can be iused if the inequalities in
Eq. (10) are satisfied, and we write

(A' xE') (A' xE,) = (k/a) (n' x A, x (16)

which casts the entire integrand in Eq. (12) in terms of the uniform, unperturbed external magnetic field Ho.
Generally the slopes of the sea surface will be sufficiently small that we may approximate the components
of the surface normal n' by the follow!ng (x' 0 , y' 0 refer to coordinates on So):

6C ac
n' 7,--* -- s ;n' (17)

Under the further conditions that

k I 1 <, kh > 1 (18)

the gradient of the Green's function becomes, to first order in k I C I

', (r, 7 ) v'O C7,ro) + C (r 0 )-v-- (r, r0') (19)

Substituting all of these approximations into the original integral in Eq. (12) produces a horrendous
expression of rather specious generality. We will not record here in detail all of the manipulations req.ired
tc wrest a useful result from this formalism, but simply outline the sequence of steps taken.
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1. Implicit In (17) and (18) is thE requirement that the perturbatlon ( of the sea surface be small
compared with the wavelengths of both the sea waves and the subaqueous signal. For this reason
we retain terms only through first order in C and its derivativez.

2. A subaqueous observer will tend to orient his sensor for maximumn signal, so if we take the external
magnetic field H. to lie alorg the y-.-:is, we will select the y-component e H (r of the underwater
signal.

3. As long as the motion of the observer is small compared with the sinal velocity in the water, this
motion can be introduced into the formalism simply by replacing r with r + Vt. Moreover, there is no
loss of generality if we letx = y - o at t = o; i.e. if we set r = - h6, , where h is the depth of the
observer:

4. Since the sea surface displacement is a random variable, and we wait ultimately to express it in
terms of Its spectrum, we replace C (r', t) by Its expansion in gravity waves:

0

C (ro' , t) =ffdke (- e "Rt' 0 ( t) (20)

where 0 is related to K by the dispersion relation for (small-amplitude) gravlt" waves:

O's m - g I K! (21)

with g the acceleration of gravity. The wave amplitude () is, of course, a stochastic variable.

5. The integrations involved in (12) are most convenientl; performed if we use the three-dimensional
Fourier transform of the Green's function:

(kP -(rGd- q 2) (22)

where k' - iw ga = - ik,1 ; comparl ng with (2) we note that k = 12/6.

When all of these representations and approximations and specializations are put into Eq. (12) and the
simple integrations performed, we find that the magnetic field perturbation may be written

Ho fH - -f ( 0- (! t) (23)

e iq, h

L q4+~2 ] [(ka K2) - qz 2

The integral on q, contains a pole that is a function of the sea wavenumber K. The behavior of this pole,
and the appropriate contour for performing the integration, is shown below

Replacing the q. Integral by its residue at the pole q, + (K 2 - K 2 ) , the magnetic field perturbation takes
the final form

6H, (-h, t) " -12 -ehfiK2+ K +(K 00)t (24)
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Amplitude and Spectrum of the Field Fluctuations

The sea surface is a random process described by a spectral density function. Therefore, we are
interested not in the field perturbation for an instantaneous distribution of surfe. heights, but rather in
the rms value of the field fluctuations for an ensembleaverage of the surface distributions. The random
variable in (24) is the (complex) surface transform e (K), and the random process is stationary. Let us first
find the covariance of 6 Hy , which is

C;m (h;) =< 6H, (-h,t) 6H; (-h,t + ')> (25)

In performing the averaging on the RHS of (25) we encounter the ensemble average <e (kd* (k')> .
Note, however, that

CC '> = <j>dKG(K) (26)

where G(O is the spectral density of the surface heights in wave-number space (the so-called "power
spectrum") which, this being the surface of the ocean, is the oceanographers' "directional wave spectrum".
Comparing with (20) we may write

(e(Ue (h>) = 6 (k - K-9 GOOQ (27)

which reduces (25) to
C, (h; )---2h Re (rik1 + Ka+) -i (28)

4 d ik + k'

This is the basic expression from which all blessings flow. For example:

<1 6H, (-h) I'> = C,, (h;o) = KdG() a21 e (29)

is the mean of the square of the f;eld fluctuations. These may now be referenced either to the surface fields
H., or to the unperturbed field H, (-h) existing at a depth h. We know that

I H,. (-h) 1= Ho2 e -2h Re (4j* 'O (30)

so by dividing (29) by (30) and taking the square root, we obtain the relative magn!tude of the rms field
fluctuations referred to the unperturbed field at depth h:

dK___ -2 Re [ik? - (31)

I H.. (-h) 12 2 -.- {ik,2 + K3 1

We see that this measurable quantity depends upon depth (through h), frequency (through k) and the state
of the sea (through G(Z).

Next, let us find the power spectrum of the fluctuations by taking the Fourier transform of the covari-

etnce (Wiener-Khintchine Relation):

S(h; o) =fdT C. (h;T) e -iwT (32)

Substituting from (28), we get

kc 2 2h Re(jlk T )S1hV.w)+ 112k,2ffdKG 6 [ -1 e (33)

This is a very intractable expression as it stands, because the 6 function says that for each value of w the
integral is performed over those values of K, and K. satisfying the equation

/'g(K. 2 ) K) ' - K.V. - KV, - w = 0 (34)
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However, the picture simplifies 3ignificantly for a stationary terminal, since then (34) simply e"elects the
magnitude of the sea wave vector K corresponding to the frequency w . To Illustrate what this means, let
us make th/e transformatioa from Cartesian to Polar coordinates in the K-plane by setting K, = Kcose, K,
Ksine, G(I0-.G(K,6) and dK=KdKdO. Putting V = 0 we now write

2coo

S(h,o;w) = - Ho' k? /ddKKG(K, ) . fkj-+ K (C (I.wle + 0(35)

0o

Here the K-Integration is trivial, since K is simply replaced everywhere by (v.'/g), and we get

21T

S(h,o:w) = ()e -2h Re )f de G(.., 0) (36)2 1 ik,2+ w

However, it can be shown that
2.Y

fdeG(Ke) = K E [w (] ? ; E (w) (37)

0

where E(w) is the frequency spectrum of the ocean waves - as would be measured by a wave staff at a

fixed location. Therefore (36) can be written

S~h'°;H)2 " °k14 (g-' 2h Re(J7

S (ho;w) =.- ti)g k e E(W) (38)

That is, the power spectrum of the field fluctuations is a weighted version of the "power" spectrum of the
sea waves producing the fluctuations.

The reader should keep in mind that (38) represents the fluctuation spectrum only; that 1s, w= o
corresponds to the signal frequency 2nfo . Moreover, S contains the unperturbed field at depth 1. as a scale
factor, so it is convenient to define a normalized spectrum

9(h,o;w) =: S(h,oW)/Ho2 e -2h Re /iklk2= T (hw) E(M) (39)

where we have now displayed the electromagnetic fluctuation spectrum as an operatton (transfer function)
T(h;w) upon the sea wave spectrum E(w). Explicitly, the transfer function T(h;w) is

T(h;w) k .j- e -2hRe [ Jk+ / 4 l (40)
T';'I ik1

2 + W'/g
2 I

The major effect of this transfer function is to attenuate the high-frequency components of the sea-wave
spectrum. That is, the intervening water acts as a low-pass filter for the sea-wave components. (The
fluctuation spectrum 9 doesn't really have a pole at w = o; the sea-wave spectrum is such that 6(w)/w - o
as w - o.)

The high-frequency roll-off point . for the function T(h;w) can be estimated by putting the argument

of the exponential factor equal to unity:

2h Re [./7 +TT4 /g2 - % 1(41)

For depths h > 6, this can be approximated by

hw.
4

(42)
,02 k g2

or

(/2n (k, g/h ) 1/4 (43)
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Another interesting result is found by substituting K.O= w' /g 2 into (42) and rearranging to obtain

,M Ajr/ (44)

where A, is the sea-wave length corresponding to the cut-off frequency w,. Recognizing the LHS of (44)
as the radius of the "circle of major influence" defined in Eq. (3), we conclude that only those sea waves
whose lengths are equal to or greater than the diameter of the "circle of major influence" will contribute
significantly to the signal fluctuations at a submerged terminal.

V. SOME EXAMPLES

To obtain some ide& of the magnitude of the electromagnetic fluctuations, let us consider the simple
case of "swell", for which the directional spectrum in (31) can be written:

GO = A 2 6 (K-" (45)

where the wave is a simple sinusoid of amplitude A and propagation vector K0 .

If we choose the reasonable parameters A = 1 m, K0 = 0.04m "1 , and f0 = 10kHz, we obtain from
Eq. (31):

<1 6H 12> 1/28e h

F0. 28 e 1000 (46)

Thus the magnitude of th3 fluctuation is not insignificant, and the dependence on depth is very weak (and
consistent with the last paragraph of the previous section.)

In this simple case we can use Eq. (33) directly, and find the spectrum for a moving terminal:

S(hH;w) - - H (kA)2 e -0.25h 6 [(Q(K,) - V ) - w] (47)

The spectrum in this case shows a Doppler shift depending upon the relative motion of the observer and the
wave. We would expect a similar shift in the components of the continuous sea-wavz spectrum in a wind-
driven sea.

By choosing a particular form for the spectrume ((v), we can illustrate the effect on the electromagnetic
fluctuation spectrum of changing depth, signal frequency and wind speed. This has been done in Figs. 3,
4 and 5 for the so-called Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum (8)

(w)=8,1 x 10- ' g 2 w,- e -0.74 %/w) 4  (48)

where 0 = g/W, with W the wind speed in m/sec. For w well above 00, the argument of the exponential
factor vanishes, and the spectrum is controlled asymptotically by u-r. This asymptotic behavior has been
sketched (relative ordinate) on each Figure to illustrate the nature of the high-frequency roll-off.

Since .1 is the fluctuation spectrum only, the complete signal spectrum would contain a 6 function
at the origin, corresponding to the unperturbed signal at frequency f0 . Since the fluctuations are essen-
tially an amplitude modulation of the steady signal, we would expect symmetric sidebands for a stationary
observer. However, this symmetry is de.troyed in a complicated way if the observer is in motion with
respect to the directional spectrum of the sea waves Isee Eq. (34); in fact, if the observer were to move
under the sea with the wind velocity above the sea (W, we might expect the unperturbed signal spike to
move Into the center of one of the spectral bumps displayed in Figs. 3, 4 and 5.
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DISCUSSION ON THE PAPERS PRISETED IN SESSION III

(kir Sea Interface)

Discussion on -aper 16 : "Spectral characteristics of HF ground wave signals backscatte-
red from the sea" by D.D.CROMBIE, J.M. WATTS and W.M. BEERY

Dr. J.R. WAIT : Have you observed zero doppler-shifted echoes on occasions ? A second
order theory would predict the existence of this . (J.R.WAIT.ESSA.Repolt.ODv2,1969)

Dr. D.D.CROMBIE : Yes but it has not yet been possible to determlne whether it comes
from the sea .

Dr. W. HALLIDAY : 1) Have doppler shifts from moving surface waves been obsorved at fre-
uencies significantly lower than those in the IHz range dealt with . The smaller shifts
in Hz) mi ht be offset by the higher velocity of tie longer ocean waves . Velocities

of 100 -200 knots are possible . However the amplitude of these lcne waves is low .

2) How do the results of radio measurements of wave size and velocity
correlate with those using ordinary physical measurements .

Dr. D.D. 'ROBIE : Use if frequencies down to a few 100 kHz would allow most wind waves
to be observed . Waves having speeds of 100 - 200 knots fall in the Tsunani range have
wavelengths of 100 s of km. ELF-VF transmission would have to be used to see these .
However they might have somme effect on the spectra of shorter waves observed with higher
frequencies .

Prof, I. RANZI : By measuring the phase variation of backscattered radio.-wavps, we obser-
ved some years ago, that the radiowaves backscattered from the coasta.j sea present no
phase variation but a periodic fading, having a frequency equal to the doppler frequency
shifted from the open, sea . We thought that this was due to a system of stationary sea
waves which is present at the coastal boundary . Did you observe anything similar ?

Dr. D.D. CROMBIE : When one looks at the total received amplitude (without frequency re-
solution) beat between stationnary echoes and Doppler shifted sea echo will cause the
amplitude to vary at the Doppler frequency . When both approaching and receeding waves
are present they will also beat giving an amplitude variation at twice the Doppler fre-
quency .

Prof. J. RAZI : An important point is the dependence of the backscattering cross section
on the seastate and its variation with the radio frequency . We observed that suen a de-
pendence, which is very strong at low frequencies (2"'Uiz) is rapidly vanishing at fre-
quencies higher than 20 z .

Dr. D.D. CROMBIE : I have one reason for thinking that for fully developed seas the spec-
tral density at short wavelengths is constant . This would account for your observations.

Dr. G. FRANCESCHETTI : Is there any hope to measure the transverse Doppler shift ? (I
suppose this is an academic question, since the deviation should be extremely small.)

Dr. D.D. CROMBIE : No .

Discussion on paper 17 : "The reflectivity of the sea surface at radar frequencies". by
W. SCHONFELD

Prof. R. MOORE : We (and others) find a frequency spacing (50/)MHz for statistically
independent samples, where D is range dimension of the target . Thus, for clutter D is
range cell of radar (cT/2), whereas for small targets D is ltheir range dimension
Question : What is pulse length ?

Prof. W. SCHONFELD We made measurements in the X band wilh frequency differennies bet-
ween 0 ard 800 MHz . From a difference of ;.80 M2z we have no significant difference in
behaviour .
The pulse lcngth was 200 nanoseconds

Discussion on paper 18 : "The interaction of IF/VHF radiowaves with the sea surface and
its implications, by j) BARRICK .

Dr. C.T. SWIFT : 1) Docs the theory you presented predict the return of signals scattered
by ocean waves of length nL/2 as suggested by Mr. CROIGIE ?

2) Have you calculated the depolarized component using a second order
pertiLrbation expansion
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Dr. D.E. BARRICK : 1) No, the first order ocean wave theory did not include this effect
Use of a second orer spectral estimate shows scatter from the "root two" component, or
:rom waves %f length nL/2 where n = 2 .

2) I have not interpreted depolarization at TF from the theory, since
veriizal polarization is much more important in ground-wave systems at the.'e frequencies.
In the microwave region, reference 15 of the text discusses dcpolarization effects dedu-
ced from this theory .

Dr. J.2. W;IT : this paper appears to be a ILndamental contribution . However I believe
the power scattered into the higher order grating modes (i.e. m and n > 0) may riot be
propcrly accounted for in the deterministic calculation for the attenuation of the total
ground wave over a rough spherical earth .

Dr. D.E. BARRICK : For the purnoses of sin,,licity in the paper, I defined the effective
surface impelance Z as A + A00 with lJtt~e explanation . Looking at the roughness con-
tribution, Ace, it is not obvious that higher-crder modes ( i.e., m, n>O) are properly
accounted for . An alternate, and perhaps nore meaningful way of defining A placcs in
e'-idence the role of these higher-order modes . This definition is based upon a fact
pointed out by Norton and Wise in 1937 for dipole radiation over a flat plane : the rotio
between tb Poynting vector downward into the surface to the loynting vector in the for-
ward direct on at the rurface fr identically thepormilized surface impedance (to the
first order) . If we employ this definition for & and iompute the Poynting vectors ave-
raged spatially over (at last) one period of the surface, we ottain identically the same
result for Z , i.e., A + A00 *
Furthermore, if we compute the total upwrd Poynting vector at the surface (representing
the comp'.ex power density scatte-ed into Ele upper half-space by all propagating and eva-
nescent mcdes with m, n > 0) an6 divide by the forward 2oynting ve-tor, the result is Aoc
In others words, the addition of the effpctive surface impedance produced by roughness is
actually the result of scattering in all modes into the upper half space, the real pr,
of Z baing contributed by the upward p-ropagating modes, while the reactive part of A
contributed oy -k'e upward evanescent modes . As a third chock on tue technique, Feynberg
(1944) deri-( .. similar result (neglecting conductivity) for radiation over slightly
rough plane, usin& perturbation with an exzcot integral equation formulation for the fields
TI I convert my A into an effective surface conductivity and allow the actual oYnic cc.-
ductivity to approach infinity in my equations, I obtain identicalay the same result as
Feynberg, indicating that two entirely different formulations lead to the same result .
I prefer my formulation because I feel it allows a clearer physical interpretation of the
local interaction mechanism with the surface

The remain'ing question concerns the use of A , or effective independence bound-ry condi-
tion, valid strictly only for flat surfaces, in a formulation for a spherical surface
such as the earth . Strictly speaking, for a sphere orly moderately large in terms of
wavelength, such an approximation is not possible and ore must use instead "modul impe-
tances" which differ for every term of the exact Mie series solution . For very large
spheres, however, (such as the earth at HF) the Watson transformation of the Mi, series
are Its ensuing asymptotic evaluation show that the modal impedances of importance in the
soi.L6ion are very well approximated by using a simple "flat-plane" impedance in place of
them (Fouad in many works by va.. der Pol, Bremmer, and Wait) . This flat-plane impeuance
is the n enp.oyed to find the poles of the integrant and hence their residues, as used
in the rcsjdAe series solution . Stated simply, for a very large sphere, the diffracted
waie i,..eracts with the surface locally (i.e., over two or three "numerical distances")
as though the surface were flat .

Obviously it would be more satisfying and correct to perturb the solution for a spherical
earth rather than that for a plane earth ; this would provide errors bounds on the "first':
order" approximation used here . Algebraic complexity has thus far precluded my uolution
to this more exact problem .

Prof. R.K. MOORE : 1) What is effect of ionosphere ?

2) How about Doppler shifts on through ionoqphere or ionosphere-reflec-
ted waves ?

Dr. D.E, BPltRCK : 11 The ionosphere will uefinitively pose limitations on propagation
to a satlli;e, especially in the lower HF region and during the day time . I discuss
this further in the written text .

2) We irvestigated Doppler broadening due to through-ionosphere propa-
gatior. and fouzd it to be negligible compared to the expected satellite-motio-i-induced
Doppler shifts . lorospl.rically-reflected waves can be a problem, and one would hence
use short pulnes and gatine techniques tv eliminate this mi ltipath problem '.

rr. A.W. biGGO : lave you compared your paper with similar studies by Yabroft (S.R.I.)
aboi 4 - 5 years ago ?

Dr. D.E. BARRICK : I have c'-m.m.red my results with other theories appearing in the open
liteioture and comparisons of these results are found in the wrritten paper, and also in
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reference 13 of that paper . I am not aware of the abovTe work, and if I can obtain the
pertinent report, I shalL be most interested in making such a comparison . Thank yon for
calling attention to this work .

Discussion on paer 20 "Worldwide oceanic wind and wave forecasts using a satellite ra-
dar radiometerWTby FX. MOORE and W.J. PIERSON .

Dr. J.W. WRIGHT : Data obtained both with radar over the sea at 400, 1200, 4400, 2900 MHz
and 9300 and 24 000 MHz in a wave tank show that cross-sections at a given Bragg wave num-
ber are the same for dep.ession angles less than 700 . Thus the wind speed dependence of
the cross-section at 13,3 GHz and 550 depression angle should be much like that at 300 at
8.9 GHz . For the latter oase NRL resultp in the North Atlantic and Puerto Rico show a
wind speed dependence of about (V wind) .u for wind speeds between 10 and 50 knots

Prof. R.K..MOORE : (from the magnetic tape)

According to wbat I know about the two systems, I am more confident with the data 13.3
than I am of the NRL data 8.9 .
However I believe that if the phenomena are quite frequency sensitive, it seems reasona-
ble to consider that , then we must consider going to the sho~ter wavelength of cour-
se we don't know what is the best two and a quarter, two one and a half or 2.75 centime-
ters . But it does not appear that 2.5 is the best , 3.3 could be the best using the NRL
data . On the other hand if I look the NRI data I can go to the conclusion that the wind
speed dependency is of -ne hall power of the velocity.

Dr. D.E. BARRICK : It would seem that unfortunatly the higher sea states and wind speeds
would be ofter. accompanied by heavy cloud covers and rain . is two-way propagation from
a satellite through rain to the earth a significant system limitation ?

Prof. R.K. MOORE : No . The number of hours year with rain, heavy enough to cause atte-
nuation more than, says 5 dB, is at worst less than IOC and is far less in most places
Most of the interesting effects are in cloud-covered areas but cloud attenuation is not
important at near vertical angles of transmission proposed here .

Discussion on paper 22 : "Blectromagnetic field fluctuation in transmission through the
surface of the sea", by L.B. WETZEL .

Dr. D.E. BARRICK : In the perturbation approach you employed, does the ocean wave height
have to be small compared to the radiowavelength inside the sea water ?

Dr. L. WETZ3L Yes . As indicated in the first slide, this condition is satisfied over
a rather large range of wind speeds for the span of frequencies from E.L.F. up to L.F.
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SUMMARY

Determining the salinity of sea-water samples from conductimetric measurements
raises the problem of the contribution of each ionic species present to the overall electric conduoti-
vity.

Experimental results indicate that this contribution varies appreciably with the nature
of the electrolyte, which implies a certain amount of uncertainty regarding the salinity values
obtained through routine measurements when Dittmarts law is not strictly checked.

The experimental law used leads to determining the partial equivalent conductivity of the
main ionic sea-water components, even in the case of hydrated or thermally. unstable salts.
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DlE L'INFLUENCE DES ECARTS A LA LOI DE DITTMAR

SUR LA CONDUCTIVITE ELECTRIQUE

DE L'EAU DE MER

A. Poisson et J.* Chanu
Laboriatoire d'Oc~anographie Physique

Pacuit6 des Sciences de Paris
9 Quai StBernard - Paris 5 &me

Laboratoire do Thormodynamique des miiieux ioniques et bioiogiquos
43 rue Cuvier - Paris 5 bme

La d~terznination de ia eaiinit6 de chantiiions do i'oau
do nor A partir des mosures conductim~triques soulbve le pro-
bi~me do la contribution do cheque esp~co ionique pr~sente,
A ia conductivit6 6iectrique giobale.

Les r6SUitats expdrimentux obtenus par addition dtun,
6iectrolyte A I'eau. do iner inontrent quj cette contribution
vanie notabieznont avoc ia nature de i'6iectroiyte, c0 qui
pormet do pr~voir uxie incertitude sur is valeurs de in en-
iinit6 obtenue dens lee mesures do routine iorsque la ioi de
Dittnar niest pa rigoureusosent v~rifi6e. La m6thodo expdri-
nentat, utilisde conduit A d6terzniner les conductivit6a 6qui-
valentos partieiles des principaux: constituents saiine de
i'eau de nor, mime dens le ces des eils hydrat6s ou thor-
miquenont ins tabies.



1 . INTRODUCTION

La ealinit6 SO/oo doeure i'un des paranI~tres fondarnentaux: our lequel repose
encore l'identifioation des masses d'eau de llec~an mondial ot l'6valuation de la densit6
utilisde on hydrodynamique marine. Actuollement les salinombtroo bas6s our l"i d~termina-
tion de !a conductivitb x saint universellement employ~s dan3 lea meures de routine,
car cette grandeur oat 6troitement li~e A la composition ionique du milieu.

Si la loi de Dittmnar 6teit rigoureuse, ii exiatorait un rapport constant entro lee
concentrations des diffdrentes eap~ces ioniques ot la alinit6 ; lee anciennes nesuree
do chlorinit4 auraient aiorp pormia dlestimer la aalinit6 avec uno grande pr6cision. Mais
cette 10± nleat qu'approch~e et la oonductivit6 lej beaueoup plus 6troitornent corr~l~e A
la salinit6 quo lu ohiorinit6 (Cex et coil. 1 962.1 ). Teutefois Ia correspondanco
X -4 30,0 S/oo4 X n'~tant pans biunivoque, des 6ohantillons do salinit6a diff~rentes
peuvent avoir ngme conductivit6, do m~no quo des eawc no pr6sentant pas exactemtent la A-
me conductivit4 pourraient avoir la mane saiinit6.

Afin do recueillir des informations pr~cises A. partir do ia mosuro do ia conductivit6
x , ii &at dono do premibre n6cossit6 do d~torminer avoc exactitudo Ia manibre dent ols

vanie en fonction do la tenour do lloau do mor on sea prinpipaux constituents. Le travail
pr68ent6 ici a trait A i'6zude do cetto inportante question.

Dana 11hypoth~se ota Von consid~re un 6chantiiion dtoau de nor artificiolleoebtonue
par dissolution do j 6ioctrolytea dana i'oau en pout, avoc Lewid?(,introduire la conduc-
tivit6 nolaire partiollo du aol i par

co L d~signe la conductance do i'oau de nor ot n 1e nombre do melee do sos divers
constituenta.

La conductivit6 molaire partiolie du censtituant oau slexprime dane coo conditions
par

(2) Aea

Cos grandeura repr~sontent 1e taux do variation do la conductance do l'4chantilien

consid6r4 rappert6 A une mole do chaque comatituant.

2 . CONSIDERATIONS THEORIQUES

Dane l'6tudo des comductivit6a nolainee partiolles le cas des syst~mee A constituants
multiplos peut 8tno extrapol6 A partir do conoid~rations sur lea aystbmee binaires.

D'uno part on 6lectrochimieoen d~finit la conductivit6 molairo A 6iect. d'une nolu-
tion aqueuso d'un aol ind~pendamment do la pr6cence du solvent par

1000 X

(3) A~61oct C

oQi C d6signe la concentration nolairo du ael.

D'autre part en pout d6fimir par la nmbm solution In conductivit4 melaire thermodyna-
mique A par

(4) A= L~na

oan et le nombre de moles do chacun des 2 con~tituante.

Si L eat la conductance mosun~e aur un volume V(cin3 ) dt4lectrolyto plac eontro
2 6lectrodes pianos do grande surfitce distantos do 1cm, on a

(5) L=KV

et L eat uno grandeur extensive au aons thermodynamique.

Il s'ensuit quo

(6) L =n, A.6100 + (in a )A

et (7) A Ni .A-ic
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si N -- eet la fraction molnire du oel.

1 eaU

En utilisant lee d6fin-jtione des conductivit~a molniree partiollee (6q.(1j et(2))
on obtiont d'une part(5 )

) ~~( -A - N '

(8) J_+ N9 a\

G NNeau

et dlautre part

(.I =A 6 ect 4' (1 - N, ) (1 - Neau) A 00

(9)au( 0 N )2 2A6lect

eau

Si in concentration. eat d~finie en Balinit6 par

n 1M Ix 1000

n M +n
1 1 eauoea

M 6tant in ma88e molaire de chacun des 2 constituante, on obtient

(Ao+ m, (;1 000 - s)a

-eau eau 1000 1 s-

et

AA4 0 + s (1000 - s) a6e~
(ii)1 A6et 1000 d

(11) = _ M AU S2  b ,ic
-7\-eaU 1000M1  a

L'6chantillon dleau de iner 6tant consid6r6 connie un systbmo A J+1 constituants (so-
lution aqueuee do j eels), lee conductivit~s inolaires sont alors donn~es par

(31) A610 0 t = 1000 x

o'a C eat in concentration molaire du eel i , ot

(4)A = ni + n o.

de sorts quo

(6') L = JiniA 6 1., =(~n, -rne )A
et

(7') A =X± N P'A6 1e0 -

Un calcul. identique A celui d6velopp6 pour lea wiilanges binnires conduit &

v1- au =A +(1 - N~ e) be

ot A ~ A 6 10 ct + (i - N )(I - N )LAak t

=(1 N )2 aA6ioct
oeu o Fueau

Ces relations montrent quo, conforn~nent nu. iddeo do Gibbs, l'4chantillon onvieag6 on
tant qus ayet~rno A conetituanto mnultiples 00 comporto coma un in~lange binairo.

Si on utilise in d6finition do la salinit6
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S =I niMi x 1000

InjMi+ noeau 11eau

lea relations obtenuos saint tr~s complexes et peu maniablos.

Le problbms quo nous noue sommes pos as rambne donc A Is d~termination des conduc-
tivit~s partiolles et lee valoure obtenues seronT donn6es dane le paragraphe 4.

3 , 1'3T!ODE EXERIMENTALE

3.1 Montage exo~rimdntal

Nos meoures do conductance ont 6t6 faitos A l'aide d'un pont de Kohlrausch gui,
dons le domains do concentration explorA pr~sonte une sensibilit6 de l'ordre de 2.10-2(,0f
Cetto sensibilitA nous impoeait uris stabilisation do la temp~raturo de l'ordro de quelques
millibmes do degr6 C. Four attoindro co r~sultat un bain thormostatique A deux 6tageD a6t
r6alis6. La r~igulation du premier 6tago, soigneusomont calorifug6, est. obtenue p~ar chauf-
fago intermittont, commandd par un thormom~tro A. contact, du liquide de circulation. Co
dernior oat soumis on pormanenco A un apport continu do froid.

Lo premier 6tage assure la stabilitA thornique d'un r~cipient on laiton rospli d'hui-
lo do faiblo constants di~loctrique contonant la cellulo do rnesure et qui constitue lo se-
cond dtags du bain thormostatique.

Ce proc~dA assure avec uno officacitA suffisanto I'amortissoenent des oscillations
thormiquos A l'int6rieur de la collulo do mosuro.

La collule utilis6o dont les 6lectrodoc 6taient pl~tin~es suivt: ' la in~thode do
Jones et Bollingor(1935)(4), a 6t6 associ~e A un erlennoyor do un litre formant r~servoir
(r". paragraphs 3.2).

3.2 Technique do mesuro

Nous avons dons un premier tempo v6rifi6 la m6thode do Connors et Weyl (1968)(5).
Pour obtonir la conductiv~t6 6q-uivalento partiello .A. de l'6lectrolyte i , des masses
connuos du eel dissous dons lleau do mor do r6f~ronce oont succeosivenent ajout6es -4 un m8-
no 6chantillom do cette eau do nor. Dos variations Ax t correspondant au mormbre d'.6quiva-
lents An i ajout4, on d~duit alors Xipar la formula

(13) A = m :i + v( -i) niI

o v et somt roopectivenent le volume massiquo de l'eau do nor do r~f~rence et le vo-
lume Squivalont partial duseli la cette eau do mner. Leo volumes 8ont calcul~s par la n6-
thode do Duodall et Woyl (1 963) 6).

La m~thode do Connors no va pa sans inconv~nients, notamont lorsqulil faut fairs
appel aux sols hygroscopiquos ou therniquement instables. Nous avons pr6f~r6 introduire des
masses connues d'uno solution aquouso pr~alablement doede drun sel (solution prisaire) dons
uim nme 6chantillon dloau do nor do r~f~rence, ce qui revient A ajouter a n~ quivalent du
eel i et ain ea quivalent d'eau par granmme d'eau do 'nor do r~f6rence.

La conductance d'un gramme dleau de mor s d6duit de la relation (5) et slAcrit

(14) = X

A preasion ot teinpdrature constantee on a

dt =-aldn I -- dn
bn n eauea

et

d= d(xv) =v dft + Pt[-dn, + v -Xd r.J
1. eau

dlo L l'on tire

(is) Iti ="i i + [Pt eau Aeau] dn i

De la m~no mani~re on trouve

(16) A. V +-
at. Vdn Oau eau
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Si (m) est la molalit64 ce l.a solution du eel i dt&lectrovalence z. e jout5 A
lleau do mer, on a

din. 1000

eau 1

et l'6quation (15) deviant

- 1000

(17) = v +vi + LKx:loau - Aeau (mi37*

Len yaloure de v at V et ont 6t6 d6duites des r~eul tate do Duedall et
Weyl (1967)k6). on a 6galemen'uutiliS6 la m~thode de Millero 1i969)1~7) pour estimer lee
valeurs do v

Lteau de mer artificielle ernploy~e dave lee exp6riencee , a 6t6 pr6par~e suivant le
proc~dt r~ccnis6 par Ke~ter et roall. 01967) k8) salon la formnula do Lyman et Fleming
(1940 )' 9). Lee salinit~e ont 6t6 d~termin~ea & l'aide d'un "thermoetat salinity meter"N.I.O.

4 o RESULTATS ET DISCUSSION

Dane le tableau I noua avone renobembU. lee r~sultate obtenue dane la, d~termination
des conductivit6s 6quivalentes partiellee J'% de principaux 6lectrolytee qui entrent dam~
la co):,poition do l'eau de mer artifi cielle,

Table ku I

6etoye : 2 V- 2L

Dueedolyt 1 ±er (6q.17) (6q.17)
-~~~Dudl -ueal Milr . Millero

Jcm 2 (C1"4q-1 cm2 n 1 6q-1

NaCl 18,90 16,60 79,0 78,9

Na~r 23,50 82,3

NaF -2,30 35,5

NaHCO 3  27,07 21,70 40,0 39,8

Kl 29,20 26,80 100,s 100,7

KBr 33,70 104,7

KHCO 3  37,38 31,90 61,7 61,3

MgCl 2  9,81 7,25 63,9 63,8

CaC12  11,00 8,85 67,9 67,9

SrCI 2  8,95 167,4

N a S 41 0 , 5 2 5 , 7 4 4 , 7 4 4 , 4

K2S04 20,82 15t95 j67,9 67,6

MgS4  T4 -3,60 j29,0 J 28,8

Lee volumee 6quivalent8 partiele qui int~rvie~inent dane noe calcule (cf. 6q.(17))
figurent dano lee colonnes 2 e43 ot perinottent, our la base de noe donn6es exp~rimentaloe
dtatteindre lee veleure des des colonnee 4 at 5.

L'onsemble do ceo r6oultate appalls plusieure remarques

a) Une imprdcision relativenent grande sur 1'appr6ciation des volumes 6quivalente
partials des 6lectrolytee (cf,. colonnes 4 at 5) ne retentit pee d'une mani~ro notable our
lee conductivit6o partiellea et ne d6paseent pas an importance leaoerreure do rnure.

b) D'une maniare g6n~rale, l'errour comniine sur lo adtorminati 9fl exp~riinenta~es
domeure de l'ordro do grandeur do cellos quo aignalent Connore et Weyl 5) dano lour propre
oxpdrimrentation.

a) Uno comparaloon significative do nos r6eultato aveg enoomble des travaux effeoc-
tune done le mOno domaino, noreament ceux do Connore at Weylt'5), ou dane dee dorainee
connexee no pouc Stra onvisag~e quo dane lo cadre d'une analyoo d6taill6e der, resuree
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directes lie A l'6tablissement do formules do lisage. Cotte question, qui ne pout 6tro
abord6e ici, Sera pr6sent6e dane une publication ult6rieure.

Dane le tableau II on a calcul6 les diff6rences des conductivit6o 6quivalentos
partielles des 6lectrolytes posedant un ion commun. Pour chaque couple d'ions compar68,
on obtient un ordre de grandeur bien caracteristiquo de ce couple, lequo! constitue tune
fraction souvent tr~a conse6quente des conductivit6e 6quivalentoo partielloes propros dee
6lectrolytes envisag6s.

Ce resultat important justifie ilint6r~t quo lon doit porter A i14tude du probl~me
que nous avon' abord6 ici, A savoir do l'influence dee 6carto A la loi de Dittmar our la
conductivit6 globale mesure eu 6gard aux info-mations quo l'on a prie l'habitazdo d'en
tirer our la composition de l'eau de mer.

Tableau II

_+O,56q. +0,54q.
Vi Duedall . Millero

f (K+-Na+)Br" 2204

A,(K+-Na+)C-l 21,8 21,8

.,(K+-N*)20 2- . 23,2 23,2

A(KC-Na+)HCO 3 21,7 21,5

+ + ).g -Na )Cl -15,1 -15,1

'k(M+ Nr.)S02 - -15,7 -.15,6
-4-

A(SO -- Ol-)N. -34,3 -34,54
A(30 2-_ci)x+ -32,9 -33,1

4 9 34,9 -35,0

.A(HC0;-O-Cl)Na+  -39,0 -39,1

.AO(HcO3-Cl-)K
+  -39,1 -39,4

Notons pour torminer quo la comparaison effectu~e ici our des couples de grandeurs
exp~rimentales sembl, aux erreurs dlexp6rience pros, beaucoup plus significative quo cel-
lo faite & partir de grandeurs .ssuee de formules de lisoage (Connors et Weyl)(5), Toute-
fois ce travail n'est on fait qu'une 6tape dane l'6tude du problame pos4 car il est 6vi-
dent quo c'est au niveau des conductivit6a ioniques partielles, probleme non encore r6eo-
lu do mani~re satisfaisante dana lea m.langes & composants multiples, quo lea renseigne-
ment8 quo l'on pourra recueillir oeront lee plus instructife.
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Th aious types of waves which can propagate in any media depends on the typesofergstre

mcdes which the media can support and on the physical mechanisms available by which energy can be ex-
changed between the different energy storage m=des. A different type of wave is supported by each com-
bination of energy storage modes lor whiih two-way energy exchange me~chanisms exist. The great-r the
number of differept energy storage mcdes which can interact the more complex the wave.

Tn the ocean madium the energy storag- modes available are the:

1) electric field, 2) magnetic field, 3) mass density velocity field, 4) pressure field and 5) gravity
field. The simplest types of wav.;s consist of dual energy interchange between onl~y two typer of enerkgy
storage modes. The dual interchange of energy between the electric field and the magnetic Vield via
electromagnetic cn~a magnetoelectric induction comprises an ordinary electromagneti.c wave. The dual in-
terchange of energy be~ween the pressure field and velocity field via Newton's law constitutes an or-
dinary sonic wave. The simplest HIMi waves, Alfven wraves, consist of the dual interchange of energy bet-
ween the mass density velocity field and the magnetic field via action described by Am-re's law,
Newton's law, Ohm's law and Far&.day's law.

Simulteneous trz.,,sfereuce of energy between pressure, magnetic and kinetic energy storage modes
constitutes magnetic icnic sound waves or magneto-hydrodynamic sound waves and between preasure, elec-
tric and k,-netic energy storage modes constitutes electroionic sound waves Dr electrohydrody.mic waves.
Simultaneoum interactions of all four enerCy modes zJvus still n.ore generitl magnetoelectrohydrodynamic
waves.

In normal ocearn type conditions the gravitati-onal enturgy storage mode interacts signi ficantly at
a surface. Hence an even richer variety of surface w~ave's a-re possible.

This initial phase of this paper will present the energy storage mode interaction mechanisms in a
form WhiLh graphicallv ijiustrates the process~s occurring in wave propagation in each case. The second
phase vill be concerned wth the wavelength and attenuation frequcncy characteristics. The third phate
is concezned vith methods of generation and detection.

S(IMAI PL

Les divers typos d'ondes susceptible* de se propager dams on milieu quelconque d~pendent des moda
d'aCcumulmtion d'Cnerg;-e que ce milieu pout abriter et des r.~canismes phyniques existants permettant des
6chanrges dl~nergie entre lea diff~irents modes dlaccumulati-on d'6nergie. Un type d'onde different eat
port6 par chaquc combinaison de modes V'accumulation d16nergie comportant, des mecanismes d'6cbtrige d16-
nergie dana les deux sens. Plus le nambre de nodes diff~rents d'accumuilation d'6nergie suscteptibles
d'interactions est 61cv6, plus l'onde eat complexe.

Lea formes dana lesquelles 1'6nergie ze rmanifeste dans le milieu manin sont les suivantes

1) champ 6Iectrique, 2) champ maen6tique, 3)1 champ de v*iterse de la densit; de mati~re, 4) champ de
pression et 5) champ de gravit4-. Les types d'ondes 125 plus simples consistent en ooble 6change W&s
nergie entre deux types seulement de modes d'accumulation d16nergie. Le double 6change d'energic entre
champ 6lectrique et champ mugn6tique, par l'interm6diaire de l'induction 6lectromagn~tique et magnito-
electrique consti tuc one onae eiectrona~n6tique ordinaire. Le couble 6chanre d16nergie entre le champ
de pression et le champ de vitesse, par l'interr.Adiaire de la loi de Newton, conoGtitue une onde sonique
ordinaire.

Les ondes magn~tohydrodynbmiqueG les plus simples (ondes Alfyen) consistent en un double 6change
d'i6ncrgie entre le champ de vitesac do densit6 massique et le champ ma~netique par l'intcr.6diaire du
processus d~crit par Ia loi d'AmpLrc, la ioi de Newton, !a loi d'Ohr. et la loi de Faraday.

Le tranafert. stnltan6 d'dnergie entre lea modes d'accumulation a'energie pax pression, magr.~tique et
cinftique, donne lieu ht des ondes sonores magr.6to-ioniques, 00 msgnctohyaroaynamique:. ; le type (le trans-
fert, entre les modes d'accumulatjon d'einergie lectrique et cinitiquc don~ne lieu it des ondes sornorea
,1ectro-xoniqu . ou 6lectro -hydrodynamiqoes. Jcs interactions simultankes dc ces q-atre rodes dl6nergic
donnent naisat.ce a des onaes magn6tot-lectro-hydrodynarkiques encore plus r'-nerales.

Dana les condit2ons oc6aniques normales, le mode d'accumulation d'6ncrrcie gravitationnelle eat
caracterise pr des inte~actl-ons consid6rables en aurfacr.. Il est donc possible de trouwer one gamre en-
core plus ternduc d'ondes ce surface.

Au cours de Is premis-re part~e de cot expose, l'auteur presentera 1L mecanlbme & interaction des
rodes d'accurmulation d'6inergis soun une fcrm-e qjui illustre graphiquemcnt lea ;,rocessus survenant, dana
chalo'e cas, so ecors de la propacatior. des ondes. :,& seconde partie sera consacree aux caracteristiques
de frequence des longueurs d'orndes et du ph~nom~nc de l'attrnuation. Au cours de la tro,-s-'=e partie,
l'euteur exposera les r.6tlodcs de pridoction et de d~tection.
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1. Thtroductjoi,

Thie waves u 4ch can propagate in a media depe. on the types vf energy storage modes which the media can
,upport and or the physical mechanisms available by which energy can be exchanged between the different
energy' stirage modes. A different type of wave is supported by each combination of energy storage mode&
for which ti-o-way energy exchange mechanisms exist. The greater the number of different energy storage

modes which zan interaci the sore complex the wave.

In the oceun medium the energy storage modes available are the: 1) electric field, 2) magnetic field
3) mass density velocity field, 4) pressure field and 5) gravity field. The simplest types of wavesIcorsist of dual energy interchange between only two types of energy atorage modes. The dual interchange
of eviergy between the electric field and the magnetic field via electromagnetic and ssgnetoelectric indULt-
ion comprises an ordinary electromagnetic wave as depicted in Fig. 1. The dual interchange of energy
tetwL-. the pressure field ard veljcity field via Newton's law constitutes an ord nary sonic wave. T'
d31iipjesL :411D %aves, Alfven waves, consists of the dual interchange of energy between the mors density
vel~city fLeldi and the argnetic field via action described by Ampere'8 avm, Newton's law, Ohm's law arkd
,'arpday's law.

Simulthneoun transferenice of energy between prcs're, magnetic and kinetic energy storage moles
csrnstit aten magnetic ioi.Lc nound w-vea, or magnetohydrodynamic sound waves as depicted in Fig. 2.
!;.ultitieou, tran, ier vf energy bcftween pressure, electric and kinetic cnergy storage miodes conrtitutc--
Siectr ion~c round waves, or electrohvdredynamic waves. Simultaneo-.s interaction.,, of all four energy modei
give sill more general magnetoelectionydrodynamic wares.

The objective of thin paper is in part tutorial and in part to broaden the conference scope
(cr.aider-t~on of electromagnetic waves in the ocean mediur.) by considering the broader variety of waves
w .ich can h- generated by the interchange of eaergy betweez, a greater vari.ety of energy 6torage modes.
Physa.csl descritp,.ons of the basic interactions that provii, a qualitative coprehension of the wave
y-henaorena are gi. on in the next two sections for the wlort basic '41W wave types. This is followed by a
more quantitative .Javelopment of the properties of the morro general MilD wave.

2. Alfven Waves

Idealized Alfven waves can on]:- exist in a perfectly conducting inco-mressible media immersed in a
DZ magnetic fiald. If the media is hzghly conducting and relatively inco'pressible a good approximatioin
Lo the idealized Alfven wa..e can exist. In this type or wave there is a mutual ii'.erchange of stored
cnergy between the AC magnetic field and the mass velocity field. If the fluid mr,,ium were com,ressible,
a sonic type have may also exist, in which case a more involved magnotohydrodynamic wave would result.

An understanding of the waves can be provided from a n:umber of different viewpoints, of which two are
stresses here. Comprehenbion of cause and effect on an intensive or local basis is facilitated by the
ilow graph equatha.n fe-mat depicted in Fig. 3. Phytnical visualization of the extensive phenomera comprising
Alfven wave propagation is facilitated by the sequelcp of sketches in Fig. 4.

Alfven waver, (Fig. 3) can be explained by two cauam and effect loops which have Ohm's law as their
cominon causal link. Although the explaination Lian start at any point, consider first the current density
and tlhe upper loop. The applied magnetic field, 110, exerts force on the 2.urrent density. This electric
r,otor type force accelerates the fluid, thereby giving it a velocity a. The, corlu~ting fluid moving
thru the applied magnetic field creates i Icra'.tn farce (rio-.ionally induced electromaotanze intensity) en
the charge carrie-rs in thc condu~ting fluid. This electric generator type distributed voltage, tix B0,causes part of~1 the current density, as described by Ohm's l.aw. Next consider the lower cua op h
current density,xL, I luces a variable magnetic fi~ld , B31, as dictated by Ampere's law. The time-varying
magnetic field prodL.. s Sr. electric field, E, as described by Faraday's. electromagnetic induction law. This-
electric lield causes anotiler part of tl.e cue'rent density, ar dencribed by Ohs's law. The idealized A'fver.
wave occux s if the condictivity is essentially ininite. In this case a negligible fraction of the 4nducod
eluestromotance intensity is conaui.ed ty thec ohrr, droo ana hence the electromagnetically generated electric
fieid intensity is e-sentidlly equal and oppoiite to the r onally induced electromotance intensity.
Applying rmall sina., theory in the simultaneour, solut .cn for the monochromatic plane wave gives the Alfven
wave as propagating iii the direction of the applied magnetic field with speed

ir _rmc of the inductivity u, mass dens3ity n, and applieO magnetic field B 0. For the case of sea water,
wth a mass 4denisity ,of approxirratel 1,000 kg per m3 and the earth's field of approximately Y Gnuss

1i X~ 10 O .eberm 2 ,t)'e Alfver speed is blightly greater than one mm per Second. It should be
noted that the conductivity of ra water is mod -ately low, approximately 4 shos/m, heiice the ocean
does no, provide the c-ditions for idealizO~ Aifven waves. Nevertheless the idealized case provide6 a
very instructive bas is for comprenending the ore. complicated cases.

The flow graph only provides an intensive type explaination of Alfven waves, i.e., in tcrri, of Csimu-
ltaneou ~ rolatiorshipe betwe!en fic-11 qt.ar.tities- at a point. An extensive explainat~on is r#equired in order
to virualize how the fie! propagates. ThiE i:, facilitated by Fig. 'i. To accomplish this explanation
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with a reasonable economy of figures and words, the volume of space is subdivided into thin parallel slabs
which are perpendicular to the direction of propagation, which is upward in Fig. It. Of the variety of
ways in which the wave can be initiated consider mechanical displacement of the lowest slab, slab-i, as
depicted in Fig. 4b. The motion of slab-i thru the applied magnetic field generates a Lorentz force on
the charge carriers which produces a current in slab-i (Fig. 4b). The applied magnetic field exerts a
force on the current in slab-i, which opposes the applied driving force. The induced current in slab-i
varies with time and hence the time varying magnetic field it produces in slab-2, generates an electric
field in slab-2, which drives a current in slab-2 in the opposite direction to the initial curreat in
slab-1. The current in slab-2 produces a force on slab-2 which drives it to the right as depicted in
Fig. 4c. The motion of slab-2 to the right generates a Lorentz force which bucks the electric field and
hence reduces the current in slab-2. This varying current in slab-2, as well as that in slab-i, produces
a varying magnetic field which extends into slab-3 and generates an electric field there. This electric
field produces a current in slab-3 which produces a force on slab-3 thereby causing it to accelerate to
the right as depicted in 7ig. 4d. This is the manner in which the fields propagate along the direction
of the applied magnetic field. In the course of propagation the currents produced in successive slabs
have also reacted back on the previous blabs to decelerate their motions and cause them to be displaced
in the opposite direction. Thus, the propagation phenomena is oscillatory.

The Alfven wave has been classified here as only involving two energy storage modes. The average
energy stored in the variable magnetic field is equal to the average energy stored in the kinetic energy
field. Since the Alfven wave requires an electric field for its existence, and since energy is stored in
an electric field, it might appear reasonable to classify Alfven waves as a three energy storage mode type.
However, the average energy stored in the electric field is negligible since it is smaller than the kinetic
energy by a factor equal to the square of the ratio of the Alfvens wave speed to the speed of light,

A
2

(2) w. = wk
c

Hence Alfven waves are classified as a two energy storage mode type of wave.

3. Transverse Magnetosonic Waves

Magnetosonic waves can be supported by a conducting conrescible media with an impressed magnetic
field, Such waves involve the interchange of energy between three types of energy storage modes: magnetic,
kinetic and elastic. Magnetosonic waves cax be considered as sonic waves whose characteristics are mod-
ified by the presence of the magnetic field and the conductivity of the media. The flow graph for sonic
waves is given in Fig. 5. The speed of small amplitude monochromatic waves is given in terms of the bulk
modulus K and the density o by

(3) c F P/
The flow graph for magnetosonic waves is the compositeof Figs. 3 and 5 obtained by supArimposing the

velocity in Fig. 3 on the velocity in Fig. 5. Understanding propagation of a magnetosonic wave by first
considering propagation of an ordinary sound wave as provided by the slab model depicted in Fig. 6. The
space is divided into parallel slabs which are perpendicular to the direction in which the wave propagates,

wh.hini .6isto the .riwhtTn illustration in retricted to the case of propagation perpendicular to the applied magnetic
field. Understanding the magnetosonic wave is easily achieved by examining how the magnetic field modifies
the ordinary sonic wave. The sonic wave can be considered as being initiated by applying a force to slab-i
which siightly compresses it, giving a velocity to the mass in slab.-I, as depicted in Fig. 6b. The pressure
increase in slab-i exerts a force on slab-2 moving its material contents to the right. The pressure in
slab-2 is thus increased. As slab-i expands its pressure decreases, Fig. 6c. The increased pressure in
slab-2 exerts a force on slab-3, and in turn slab-3 becomes compressed, Fig. 6d. This mode of pressure,
velocity and density propagation is a sonic type wave.

Now reconsider this sonic wave in a conductive medium with an applied dc magnetic field as depicted
in Fig. 7. The velocity, density, aid pressure propagation picture is essentially the same as for the pure
sonic wave except that the magnetic field produces a Iorentz force on the charge carriers. The force exerted
by the applied magnetic field on the resulting current in the moving slab opposes the driving force,
thereby making the slab appear stiffer than that due to compression of the material alone. The induced
current in slab-1 produces a magnetic field in slab-2 which varies with time. This time-varying magnetic
field generates an electric field in slab-2 which causes a current as shown in Fig. 7b. The applied
magnetic field exerts a force on this current which acts in the same direction as the wave is propagating
and acts in advance of the arrival of the kinetic pressure. Thus the magnetic field impressed on a sonic
wave in a conducting medium makes the wave propagate faster.

The spatial relationship between the field components for an Alfven wav and a transverse magnetosonic
wave are depicted in Fig. 8.

B
3B

Fig. 8 Orientationk0
of Field Components
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4. ManetotydE9od Waves

The field equations for aapetohydrodynaaic waves are solved for all directions of propogation of the
waves with respect to the emthte magnetic field, in Appendix A. There are three types of MHD waves which
exist that are slight modifications of the elementary acoustic shear wave, acoustic compression wave, and
the electromagnetic eddy current wave. The speeds and attenuation factors for these waves are distinguished
by the use of the subscripts a, c and e respectively. The dissipation mechanisms have a greater affect on the
speeds and attenuation factors of the various modes than does the earth's magnetic field. As a consequence
the first tuo terms in the power series expansion of the Alfven wave speed, A, of the phase speeds and
attenuation factors provide adequate accuracy.

For graphical representation it is convenient to plot the two terms on separate graphs. The first
term represents the particular mode in the absence of the earth's magnetic field and is designated by
means of a subscript '0'. The necond term gives the contribution to the MHD mode resulting from the
presence of the earth's magnatic field and is designated by the subscript 02' since it is proportional to
the square of the earth's magnetic field. For the acoustic shear type MHD wave (a91) and (A92) give

(4) Vso 2D

V 2  A2 cos 2

Vso Qc2-D

(6) = ° JL

and

eO _ A2 cos2(7) 8 =
aeO 2 _D

where

0 is the angle between the direction of propogation and the earth's magnetic field
A is the Alfven wave speed
Q is the electrical quality factor of sea water
D is the viscosity dissipation factor see (A33)
c is the speed of light in water
C is the speed of sound in water

For the acoustic compression type MILD wave (A93) and (A94) giveI 1+( D- 2 D,)
(8) VCo = /2 ] )

c2 A 2 in2el 2 + ( _2 2 i
V co 2 C 4+ (4c22D2 L /2 +1

39 -i-2)

(1) V
C2 _2

andF1
() c2 A2ni2c 2+( 2  11+D (2.D' +1!

cO~~ 2 D),(a2) L37)
at 2 2D2 t2CD(L223
c2 C co +(c - siO jc - I c- -

2 2 F (2a-

_______C
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(14) ' eO

and

(15) 0'
.2 _ A2  CosA- (Qc .5) C sin A (Qc _2D)6c _ T +-s sin)

%0 c2D) E Q 2D~)?]
In sea water the lossees and the speeds of the unmodified modes have only moderate ranges of values,
consequently the primary independent variables over which graphs are desirable are the frequency and
the propagation direction. As shown in Appendix A

(16) D eQc
2

and

(17) 2D < for f < 10 terrahertz
3C(

hence the above expressions for the acoustic shear type MHD wave reduces to

(18) V9o f2/'

V A
2
cos

2
A

(19) 2 2
0s 2Qc 2

(20) o' s (11

O'2 A2 o2

(21) 0_8 ACos2
O'O 2Qc 2

the a:oustic compression type MHD wave reduces to

(22) Va [C+ 3(2D N2]-2

V 2  A2 ,in 2 @ C
(23) . -  c

c0 : -"'-c +Qc

(2) o +

(26) vt i-D,=D
0

V2 A2  c4cos2e Qc2 C2 2  Q2 4

-' C + e co4

(28) ve 0 ,/-c 2

and

(29) e2 A2  C4cos2n - Qc2C2sin
2e + q2 c4

O'e C4 + Q2c
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Expressing the mode parameters explicitly in terms of the frequency for nominal value of sea water
parameters and the earth's magnetic field gives, for the acoustic shear ty" )MD wave

(30) V80  Ow3.5 x 104 rT nsec

(31) Vs2  1022 cose
so

(32) %o 1.6 x ioT db/m

(33) C o 22 Coe 20

for the acoustic compression type MHD wave

(3 4) V o  o C i/sec

(35) %o M 5.2 x 10 15f2  db/m

(36) Vc2 5 x 102in
2 A +4.4x10

15 f2V-7 . , 028n 12103f2  ,

eQ -1+5x1015f 2

(37) -c2 5 5 x 1" 2 2sin2 n 1+±5iO1 f2

"co 1+2x103

and for the electromagnetic eddy current type MHD wave

(38) Veo 1.4xiO4,IT m/sec

Ve2 5x10 "30 cos 2O + 44f ain 2A + 2x10 3 f2
(39) 1+2x0 3

(40) '0 3.8xI0!f" db/m

(41) *e2 Wo "30 cos 2 A - 4f sin 2 + 2x0o3f2

yeQ 1+2x10)3 f2

These mode parameters are graphed as functions of the frequency in Fig. 9 thru 12. The effects of the
earth's magnetic field on the properties of the various waves are extremely small.
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APPENDIX A: MHD WAVFS

A.l Field Fuations

The six vector fields

M velocity
f current density
B magnetic induction
E electric field intensity
ID electric displacement
If magnetic field intensity

an,! the three scclar fields

4& pressure
p mass density
r charge density

are interrelated by nine field equations, four of which are constitutive relations. There is an additional
conntraining relation imposed on the magnetic induction field making a total of ten field equationn in the

set. The constitutive paramoters are

K bulk modulus
11 viscosity
C capacitivity

ainductivity
( conductivity

The motion of the ocean fluid continum is approximated by the Mavier-Stokes equation

(Ala) pO(U tta ut) v4', +4M2 tL+1 r- +f ,X

Conservation of mass is ex>. essed by the equations of continuity

(Alb) Ytp # v7pia 0

Relationships between the electromagnetic fields are:
Faraday's electromagnetic induction law

(0ic) 7 x E t 1

Maxwell-Ampere's magn.etoelectric induction law

(Ald) V x 1 = + At ,

Gauss' law for the electric displacement fields

(Ale) . B = f"

and Gauss' law for the magnetic induction field

(Alf) VB 33 0

The constitutive equations interrelating the fields are:
Hook's law

(Alg) KIP

the generaiized Ohm's law

(Alh) U = (+ ietx Z)

the electric constitutive relation

(Ali) D E

and the magnetic constitutive relation

(Aij) IB tlUl

This set of equations,(Al! describe the wave phenomena involving energy interchange between the four energy

storage modes: elastic, kinetic, magnetic, and electric.

A.2 Restriction to MUD Waves

If the enerby stored in tae electric field is negligible compared to the energy stored in the other
fields the phenomena logical description is reduced from magnetoelectrohydrodynomic (MED) to magneto-
hydrodynamic (HMD). This is the case if the net free electric charge density is negligible

We2) P 0

and if the dioplacewent current in negligible

Th) conductivity of sea water is sufficiently high to cause any net free charge density to rapidly diffune
%o a neglgbible level. The conductivity combined with the restriction to moderate frequencies causes
th- dtselarecent current te be negligible compared to the conduction current. These restrictions reduce

ti:c Navipr-Stokes equation toI Z-AB - ,.,, , 2 .,

hr. .-. ..zre equation to Arpere's law to

A'b) - X R1
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and Gauss' law for the electric field to

(A3c) V.J = 0 ,

the other field equations remaining the same.

A.3 Reduced Set of Field Equations

It is convenient to reduce the number of field variables and field equations by using three of the
constitutive equations to eliminate 14 I), and 0 from the other equations. The remaining set of equations
is

(A4b) to + 7. b- i 0

(Alc) V x E : - t B

(A4d) v x B u 31

(Ade) j x C 0 0

(Adf) V. 3B 0

(A4g) a = (E+tix33)

A.4 Linearization

The fields can be expressed as the sum of a known part (designated by a subscript 0), and an unknown
part (designated by a subscript L). If the magnitudes of the products and powers of unknown parts are
small compared to the magnitudes of the unknown parts the field equations can be accurately approximately
by the following set of equations which is linear in the unknowns:
A~ a ) (P O + P j)( 1t Uo + 7 %" ~ ) +  P o ( At U l + u , * ' o + -b " -3 )

PO v~~t,+7 ( ., 0  0  1 0 0

(A5b) At(Po + PI) + v (Po + po + potim) 0

(A~c) T7 x (1;0 + ) - - t(BO + 1 )

(A5d) T • (B 0 + B) = +

(A5e) " • (Bo + 3) 0

(A5f) r, (CB + o 0

(A5g) AO+1io 7E + E+ Mx1 0 + it1 x B 0+t&0 x 11

A.5 Homogenization

The considerations are further restricted to the case for which the constitutive parameters and the
known portions of the hield are homogeneous in space and time. With this restriction the temporal and
spatial derivatives of the known portions of the fields vanish thereby reducing the field equations to

(A6a) PO t1it+ UO. VI) = K17V + 2k1 + * + 1
PO 00 1 0 4 1 xB 0 t 0x B 1

(A6b) 301i + "0 "Pi + P0  0

(A6c) x E, B

(A6d) 17 x 131  (, 0 )

(A6e) T7 0

(Af) T-yB 0

(A6g) .0 + f a 0 0 F, + to xBO 4'l x ]B30 4 x B,

A.6 Streamless Case

If the magnetic field has a known fixed part

(A7) B0  / 0

but there irn no dc fluid flow

(AS) 110 0

and nco dc current

(A9) 0 : 0
0

there will al.so be no dc electric field intensity

(Al0) E0 0
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Vithout. dc streaming the field equations reduce to

(A'sa) =r "I + 17, + I M + 31 XB

(Allb) atp, +po 1  0

(Alic) D x E I = 11

(Alde) vxB El

(Alle) f, 1 1 0

(Alir) 0. - 0YEI x30

A,,7 Steady State Waves

The transient solution can be c-atainev ,,, superpositions of steady state solutions which are mono-
zhrom~tic plano waves. The phasor representa~ion of the steady state solution i characterized by the
fact that

t time
r Position

only occur in the linear comination.

WA2) phase = n't + r

where
S the angular frequency

the complex phase factor

The cmx.plex DhaAe factor can be expressed in terms of

phase facor

0 attenuation factor

To ex-. ,.e the basic propertie of the bteady state waves only the positively traveling wava need be
:onsidered. With p~iasur representation the time derivative operator is replaced by jen

(A14) t---4

and the gr~uient pqrator is replaced by j

(A15) 4?.

This reduccs the set of partial differential field equations to a set of algebraic field equations

(A'16a) jmip 0 k (L K~p 0 L+~XB

0

(A16c) =

(A'.6e) ts E - 0

U1A~) B 01
36 0

A.8 Relativ- Diract-onb of the Fi'nlds

The LIebrair f-Irm ci' Ge-isa ieaw for the electric field, (A16e). and for the magnetic field, (A16f),
abor' that the Alecir r J . magnetic fields of the wave are perpendi 21ar to the direction of propagation.

ldgebra~c forn of 'radayls e.Lec''on 'tic induction law shows that the agnatic field is perpend-
.r to the elec ;rlc i"jeld. Thus, the -jectric field, magnetic field and direction of propagation are
~i~''vorthog--ial jiz& as for an elersn.e~ , plane electromagnetic wave in free space. The algebraic form

o.f F=-Aro a -A1F:I), s)-ows thai. the current density is perpendicular to both the maguetic field and
trtin o.- propsa.'..n Consequent!, , the current density is in the sawe direction as the electric

zin wzn:.y z£in%; rm zvrrent density and electric field intensity aire in the tame direction, Ohim's
sr'y I:" both the ac fluid velocity and the dc magnetic field ere in the plane perpend-

7zz-t 7te elez-rr fie'Ld -ntentsity. Consequently, the do magnetic field and the ac flu'id velocity are
1- vgn'*tic field axid the direction of propagation. T)'ea. special relationships are

~~~~ A ' patia!. Relations lB

aa HD Wave F-ieldj Coffonp-ta A
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A.9 Separation of Variables

Among the set of field variables f0 uto t 4 ,& B Z 1 the most convenient variable for expressing
the others in terms of is tL * The continaity %quation diruetlygives the variable mass density in terms of
the fluid velocity

(A17) pP

Using the algebraic form of Faraday's law to eliminate the variable magnetic field from the algebraic form
of Ampere's law givesV

(A18) px(ix E) = 4Q

Expanding the triple croso product and using the algebraic form of Gauss law for the electric field givesv2 mf
(A19) P r- Ijwuf

Using this equation with Ohm's law gives

(A20) IEJu a j u o x ILl

JMO+ P?
(A21) 0 1 2and v2

jtuoa +l

The variable magnetic field can now be expressed in terms of the velocity

(A22) 3 = L
jr~u a" +

A.10 Dispersion Relations

Eliminating the variable mass density and the current density from the algebraic form of the WNvier-
Stokes equation of motion gives v2Y, V 2 'n V, V t n1o0x (Io0xtL I

(A3) " = 1 'a1- 1 ' 1 + 2

Expanding the last term and factoring out the 2velocity gives

(A24) (JOI0 + TI -. + - &+ CIP - 001 ILo

For & nontrivial solution to exist the determinent of the :oeflicients of the components of the velocity
must vanish, B21 - J

(A25) (.'no + 2)1( -  + j K ) +o v2 o2 0 0
1 P + 31u

Expressing the verlor complex phase factor and the dc -..,gnetic field in terms of their magnitudes and
directions gives -ore appropriate form for the dapersion relationship

,42) K V 28B 2 0BB+ (.1 ' + I -- -_B
(A26) (Jni ,- + M IF ' 2 1 1 ueB 0

A.11 Velocity Parameterization

Alfven waves and sonic waves are actually specialized cases of the more general category of 14HD waves.
Consequently it is convenient to eliminate the dc magnetic field and the bulk modulus in favor of the
Alfven's wave speed BO

(A27) A = -

and the sound wave speed

(A23) C f FIO

thereby giving the following expressions for the dispersions relationship

(A29) 1~- (.- _ C2) -2 'B
2 B

-fWo/ I- 0

Along with the proceeding characteristic speeds it is also convenient to use the electric quality factor of
the medium

(A30) Q
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anc the speed of light

(A31) c

which occur in the combinations

(A32) QC2

It is also convenient to represent the remaining constitutive parameters bunched with the viscosity asa single factor

(A33) D =
PO

The dispersion relation can now be expressed in terms of the more conveniently used parameters

(A34) W ) ~ 2) -
2 -133B

A. 12 Scalar Divpersion Relation

The spacial relationships between the vector fields, depicted in Fig. A-1, make it convenient to use
a rectangular coordinate system with the x-axis oriented along the electric field and the z-axis orientedalong the dc magnetic field. In this case

(A35) 1B D = 1D

and

(A36) Ir ,o sin A
The dispersion relation can now be expressed in the form

(A37) '2- j D) 1._ (~Cz - z j.~ cc 2 A + 0 Y+ I .cos Asin 0+ I sin2) -A2  
0

I - jQc2  .yy}

Since there are no cross terms between the x-corponents and other components the conditional equationconveniently splits into two simpler conditional equations

2 2(A38) - jD - - 0
_ jQc2 A

and I(~y- z)ii z 3 ~ -( ) JasnA+~~ + z~ in cose0+ I Cos 2 
- a

Epressing the aecond dispcrsion relation in terms of scalar quantities only gives
"2 2 A2JD - (Ca - jR)sin n -C -.- J.-( - -)ain 9cos 6

Sl 
.- 022 D

(C2 c8C)ain cose- -(C4

A. 13 Longitudinal W aves

Because of the general complexity it is denireable to consider selected simple cases first. Forpropagation in the direction of the dc magnetic fi3ld

(A41) 0 0

the dispersion relations reduces to
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(A42) - JD A2 j D -2

1 4 -j1_

The waves which can propagate have complex phase factors given by the roots of
m2m 2D 2

and
.2 A

2

(A44) =JD 0

The first of these represents an ordinary sonic wave, whose complex phase factor is

(A4.5) +

The phase and attenuation actors are given by

(A46) 0 + radians/m

2 1 (kP)

and D ipesr
M _ 1

(A47) nepers/m

2D2

For small losses

(A48) (2D 2 <<

the phase and attenuation factors reduce to

(A49) -t - [I . radis/

and

(A50) et "' 3- rwpers/m3C3

For water the viscosity is the ordez of one centipose (10
-5 N-wton sec/n), the density is the order of one

thousand kilogram/m3 and the speed of sound is the order of 1500 m/sec giving

(A51) 2"D 2 x 10"14 f

Hence the approximations for 8 and o' are valid up to terahertz frequencies.

The other factor in the disersion relation represents waves traveling with the complex phase factors
VI -A2 _JD - iqc2 + V(. AF ,iJD . ,jQc2)2 . 4,Dqc

(A52) P = + (01c 2  22
+2+ j2 c"

If there were no losses at all the dispersion relation, (A14) would directll give

(A53) p = mA

in which case the phase speed is

(A54) V A

and wavi is ar ideal Alfven wave. However, in sea water the conductivity is approximately four mohe per
meter, the relative capasitivity is apprc uately 81 and consequently

(A55) Q 2 1 108f
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which is enormous compared to

(A56) D 6 x IO 8 f

which is enormous compared to the square of the AlfVen wave speed

(A57) Ar2  _ 2 x 10 n m2/sec
2

As a result the longitudinal MHD waves which exist in sea water have phase factors accurately given by

(A58) p = *JJD

and

(A59) p

The attenuation factors for these highly damped waves are equal to the phase factor

(A60) 0 = t 2 x 101F m

and

(A61) 8 6 x 1o4f- M

The phase speeds of these waves are

(A62) V = 3.5x1O-/f mvsec

and

(A63) V -F 1.4 x i04(T s/sec

The second of these is the ordinary eddy current wave in the conducting sea water that results when the
displacement current can be neglected compared to the conduction current.

A.14 Transverse Waves

For propagation in a direction perpendicular to the dc masnetic field

(A64) A = w

the dispersion relation reduces to

(A65) j (, D 2 A

The first factor represents the same highly damped uncoupled wave found in the longitudinal direction
represonted by (A58), A(60), and (A61). The seLond factor represents waves whose complex phase factors
are given by .-

2A6 2 
- ~ 2  2D -,f + A2  2 2  

12D 2_ j4qc2 (C:? . 2D+,66 iC - A -" Qc - it - A . .. . .. .
j2Qc(C -2D

If there were no losses at all the dispersion relation from the secon.d factor in (A64) would yield
(A67) m

TC? + A2

hence the magnetosonic wave speed is given by

(A68) v = c 2

With the Alfve'n speed small compared to the sonic speed this reduces to

I A )
(A69) V = 1+ 2C

With the nominal strength of the earth's magnetic field in sea warer the difference between tne sonic speed
and the magnetosonic speed would not be discernable. If the Alfven speed squared is neglected compared
to the other terms the resulting waves are the same as the sonic waves anO the eddy current waves discussed
for the longitudinal propagation case.
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A.15 Waves with Arbitrary Propagation Direction

To simplify writing it is convenient to introduce the abbreivation

(A70) j

in terms of which the dispersion relation can be expressed as

(A71) -JD - C sin2 - JD - c - c0mm m

Rearranging the eupression sc that all like trigonometric functions are grouped together reduces the
dispersion relation to

(A- J + = 0

0 j 1 _jQC2!1.

Since the square of the Alfven speed is small compared to the other parameters, for waves in the sea, it
is convenient to group together all terms multiplied by A2, giving

MP JD- e' co32 e9
.2 f2 2~m

(A73) j )(-- C~ JD) -A- = 0
12 m QC2A

For extracting the roots it is more convenient to reexpress the dispersion relation in the form

2 (2 2 (22~2(A74) (-JD) 2 - -JD~j Ajc -q ~Cos 9- j 0

If there were no magnetic field present the dispersion relaticn would reduce to

(A75) ( j D)( - -?

(A76) Yj-D

the uncoupled acoustic compressicn wave

(A7?) = 4 + JD
c

and the uncoupled electromagnitic eddy current wave

(A78) - "

e

The subscripts, a, c, and e have bee., attached to designate that the complex phase factors are respectively
for the acoustic siear waqe, the acoustic compressional wave and the electromagnetic eddy current wave.
The earth's magnetic field causes coupling betu-ten these three types of propagatinn modes giving rise to
the MHD modes. However, since the square of the Alfven wave speed is small the coupling between the
basic wave types are a-mall and kence tie resulting MNlD modes are very similar to the three basic modes in
the absence of coupling. The small coupling allows an accurate solution for the MHD mode characteristics
in the sea to be obtained with the first two terms of an expansion in powers of the Alfven wave speed
sqred, where the first term -epresents the mode in the absence of the coupling dc magnetic field.

Solving the disaersion relatlon is facilitated by letting x be the variable n
2/P , Xlc x I x3 be the

coupled roots, and 61, 6_, 63 be the corrections due to coupling. With this notation cha he disper-
*ion relation has the fofm

(A79) (x - xQ)(x - x2 )(x - x3 ) ex(x - ) 0

whrre e .5 a small nuant.ty, AP , and a t C2 cos jD reernre!;ni. t:.e cubc equation, in the fora

(A80) (x - x, -6)(x -x 2 . 4.2)(x - x3 -63 ) 0

giver ex (x -k)

(A81) g i ve(x i xi.k i j k / i

Ihis giver
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A2 Cos 2(A82) 2 JD A+ c--

12 2 A2 sin2

(A83) V = Cm + JD + . .

C + JDm

and 2 2 C2Cos2 + jD - JQo2

b ~ ~(84) " -- c mQ ' c T -T
(A84) ~ A2 C2 o 2 + JD - jQc

PC Qc

Consequently

0 4A
2 c. 2t

(A65) + =" 2 s.n'

1 .A2.2 it

(A86) PC +:IAsn

6P =' 2 C
2 + MD- jQ

an 2 C2cos2r.
fn i A I JD-jQc

(A87) e = 7- 2 2
C L -D C M+ jD JQc

Considering only the positively traveling waves and preparing . ons for seporaien #f the atten-
uation end the phase factors givesf--" J)[ A'o
(A88) As  j) 2.Aco.

and-

cIji A2 2~? 22 +32  
-~c _ 2D2)

(A89) +(['2'2' .~2-. 1 AsinfC 0 jQ T--
C .2 Q 2  4 +,22~~ 2 21

and ~~~e = [1 I Jalo1 - Cli~~iCos

The phase speed and attenuations of the !CO'lstlc .~mhenr~o ye!'F1pae .i mven esb

2D 1.2Ac2  C ]

cfz f 3C) 3

and tt t' o D) ctro2ag1tj 2 rc2  2D) 2 2D D en
(A90) e (1- J) +: A 2 - - 4+ 2 5]D

F2 ~ Q Q7 Iq DCT

The phase speed and attenuations of the 11')U0t1 c -e Miypae -5I o regiven by

(A91) V f2 D [ 1+ ~ ?V .1n~ (Qo 20s 2

and r( i 2 2 )22
- 11- *9 Q 2 2D2I

The phase speed andJ attenuations of theacOUctsgtIc edyp uren tyo dDw are gven by
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Col 2 D2 2.,2 (c 2 D D 2(A95) v =4~~ ~~;cCae+(c ~Cn~f XQ' ~)Qc2 s+in e
9# + ? 2D,2C + (Qc -

and

(A96 % A2  Ccosn -(Qc
2  

D 2,, 2p + (Q2  2D+

L Q c-D c (Qc
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R1DIO ROND TABL DISCUSSION

Chairman : Dr James WAIT

Reporters : Drs Albert BIGGS and Pierre DIEGAUQUL

SMM4Y DITIW BY 0AINMtN

WAIT The key point of Dr. Galeja' review was to identify the sources of the ELF waves and how
they propagate. The ionospheric models were also of interest. Maybe he could have further
comments.

(PAIXJS I have very little to add - Dr. Wait and others may have some.

WAIT A great deal of work has been done by Dr. Galeja and others on situations where the anten-
nas are buried, or above ground, and where the signal propagates via the earth ionospheric
waveguide. People should be aware of this relevant work.

ESSMANN We have natural noise originating in thunderstorm centers. The wavelength is so large at
ELF that we cantt use the earth-ionosphere waveguide. What mechanism can we use ? Is the
wave mode a surface wave or a svace mode 7

GALEJS If you start near a source, you can use ground and sky waves. As you move away, you have
more of a sky wave. Only one mode is present in the sky wave is you move away. The others
attenuate rapidly.

WAIT Dr. Galejs is saying that a mode series is a more rapidly convergent representation at great
distances from the source, but it remains valid at all distances. At short distances, it is
more convenient to use wave hop series where the first term is the ground wave.

LOKKEN Do man-made signals verify these theories for the first few hundred km ?

GALEJS Only California to New York paths were used. in France, distances were verf short.

WAIT : The next teic on mixed paths was covered by Wait and Biggs. It is important to consider
the inhomogeneities in any path, such as coast-lines and pronounced topographical features.
This is true even when the major portion of the path is over the sea.

WETZEL : We would like more measurements on the theoretical subjects discussed above, but funds are
low for supportinC such investigations.

BARRICK : What is the effect of sea wave distortions on cormunications above and below the surface -
digital and voice ?

WETZEL : This is a problem depending on the channel used - at low frequencies, lower distortion
occurs - it rises with frequency.

WAIT : In the present context, what is the "hammer and tong" manner referred to by Dr. Wetzel 7

WETZEL : It alludes to a blacksmith - in hamerir.g the problem to fit the solution.

WAIT : Use of pressure sensors might be worthwhile. Recent unpublished work has shown that close
correlations exist with electromagnetic fields in the ocean. 'ossibilities exist for noise
cancellation if such correlations could be established.

BROCK-NANNESTAD : Most papers deal with deep water effects - but the sea bottom should also be consi-
dered. huch of the continental shelf is in shallow water and the sea bed influence is si-
gnificant (e.g., at depths of the order of 150 meters).

WI1GIN : Isn't this a multi-layer problem ?

BROCK-.NN2NTAD - Not entirely. The sea bed itself is irregular and sub-surface layering provides
further distortions.

WAIT In Brock-Nan.estad's investigations in the Kattegat, rixtures of Baltic and North Sea
waters are also present. These have different characteristics. Is this a problem 7

ESSMAHN In our measurements, signals from bnu-ied dipoles near banks resulted in minor changes.
Only effects were near the bank.

PROCK-KANNESTAD : Was only one component measured above, or the total ? Some components (i.e., ver-
tical I1) are affected more than others.

WAIT We would like Dr. Barrick to talk about the physical mearing of his boundary perturbation
approach. Can he explain the significance of his effective surface impedance ? Also, is it
proper to u-e this in a deteiminittic description of what is actually a random rough surface

BMICK I will discuss aome alternatives. I looked at a guided wave over an impedance plane. It
looks like a Zenneck wave. 'We used a plane wawe above a field with and without roughness.
A series expression was used to cover roughness perturbations. How does this relate to
spherical modes ? I used a method! like that of Rice in 1951. The justification is that a
sphere looks locally flat. This is only vulid for amplitudes small in comparison with
spatial "awelengths.
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WAIT A surface impedance can be used ,ith ground waves. But, how is energy scattered into the
higher grating modes accounted for in the present problem (see also discussion after
Barrick's paper) ?

BIGGS : What do we mean by modes ?

WAIT : Different things I

BARRICK : We retain only the ground wave becauae of the high attenuation of the HF sky waves. No
ionosphere is present in the analysis I

WIRGIN : You can use a perturbation technique for a spherical earth.

BARRICK : The perturbation technique could be used uith a MIE series and the Watson transform.

SWIFT : It is easier to deal with flat surfaces.

WAIT : Rayleigh treated the sinusoidal surfaces in 1902 - and this is the starting point for munh
of the current work on the subject. In principle, Rayleigh's method can be applied even
if the mean level of the surface is curved.

WIRGIN The perturbation method used by Barrick does not seem valid for non-sinusoidal profiles
such as a trochoid.

BARRICK Any prof.le can be treated, provided it has a valid Fourier expansion ; however, the
process breaks down for high sea states.

CRC%4BIE The sea is a sum of sine waves of infinitesimal amplitude - do we go from sines to trochoids
as the sea gets rougher ?

WIRGIN If we use Fourier series$ we have sines and cosines. Barrick uses Fourier series and he
only uses sinusoids. How does Barrick justify this procedure ?

BARRICK I used the sinusoidal form (or superposition thereof) because of restrictions on trochoidal
surfaces.

LOKKEN What about internal waves 7 These have been observed in high density areas, like the Straits
of Georgia.

SCHONFELD We don't know much about the theory. Small rivers flow on the surface of the oceon.

WRIGHT Oceanographers can learn many things from radar people.

CROMBIE Backscsater can measure sea states a few hundred km from coastlines. Relatively low frequen-
cies must be used. Nonlinear interactions between waves need to be studiec. Only ve.. tank
experinents have been used to demionstrate this, but it is possible that nonlinear effects
can be observed using coherent backscatter.

MATTERN Subsurface ships need to know about subsurface waves. Can we detect these 7 They have impor-
tant applications - like crushing submaines.

WAIT MHD or Alfven waves can be supported in conducting media. A paper by Cohen on this subject
was not presented. In my early work on this subject, I had found that the classical skin-
depth calculations are only modified by MHlD effects if the wave periods exceeded hours I
Thus my interest in the problem dropped.

HODARA In 1956-1957, I made calculations of these effects. The results were worthless because of
such slow velocities. I know of no associated work.

WAIT Any other wavy interface problems ?

SWIFZ How do we feel about monitoriig Sea states ?

CROBIE I think resonant backscatter measurements at appropriate radio wavelength3 can be used to
measure sea state, I think this is a much more direct method of finding waveheights, etc.,
than by inference drawn from guesses of the local wind velocity and history. Thxs iv parti-
cularly the case since recent observations of wave growth with distance, under fetch limited
conditions, show results which are much greater than theory would predict.

MOORE Oceanographers use wave forecasting programs - the U.S. uses them for the North Atlantic
and stves travel time and cargo. Not enough wind data is available. With better forecasts,
ships stay away from high wind areas - so the data drop3 with better forecasts - a dilemna.

CRO4BIE Is wind decided by pretsure gradient ?

MOORE It's easier to measure wind. You want to know about ocean waves. We looked at rtdar systems
to do this. The waves seen depend on wavelength. The longest feasible from satellites is
75-80 cm - longer have ionnapberic trouble. At 13.3 GHz, we apparently see small waves,
which are proportional to w::.d. The best "avelengtn for waves depends on your likes - for
winds, centimeters, and for waves, meters.

WRIGHT There is no evidence to shYr that small waves are proportional to wind. Temperature effects
and other factors are complicated problems. I think that the problem of winds will be solved
in my wave tank. We don't know enough about short gravity waves.

MOORE z As Wright says, there are many complications that must be investigated ; but although wave-
tank measurements are important, the will not settle what happens with real seas for winds
above 20 knots or so. Mr. Crombie's measurements cover a different problem. Other (than NASA
and NRL) me.surements exist on wind and b~ckscatter data, and often show the effects sven in
NASA data. The NDL system ii accurate to - 2 dB, and tlh NASA system is accurate to -!! dB
for relative measurements.

RIU.LLE*" The small surface irregularities are izrortsnt, and they have a temporal taturt. Differencea
in water characteristics can occur over even a short distance.

END OF SESSION
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SOMMATRE

On a mesurg I& cohdrence spatia~e du rayonnement emis pa.- un laser I argon, I oxide
continue, apr~s propapation IL traverc Iteau. On a ditermxing expiriment.emernt a -.al~ui 6t%
degrd normale de cohdrence en calculant la visibilitd de Ia configuration des -.!angetu par un
faisceau laser loreque, aprls csltre propagic k travers l'eau, il frappe dcii' ouvertures ponc-
tuellec

On a proidE6 I des mesures en laltoratoire sur un dchantillon d'eau du robintt, et deux
dchantillons d'eau iiaturelle, frarche. Outre I& cohirence, on a mesur6 pcur c'-izue dchan~lb n,
It coefficient d'attinuation du rayon, cur deux des friquencec que P'on ptut c'otenir avec le iasir
hargon.

Lee ricultats obtenus Sidi'uent que Ica pxnpri~tds die cohdrence cpatiale du rayon lacer ne
cont pas digradfec t, facon mlort&nte par la pronagat~on du rayon X traver e i dchantillons
d'eau 6tu .As. du moins pour dec longueurc die trajectoire de propagation atteignant 12,25 Ion-
guourc d' attinuation.
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SU1VARY

The spatia: coherence of the radiation from an argon la.er after propagation through water has
been measured. Measurements were performed for one sample of tap water and two samples of natural,
fresh water. The rer-11Aa indicate that the spatial coherence properties of the laser beam are not
significantly degraded by propagatinn through the water samples considered, at least for propagation
path lengths of up to 12.25 attenuation lengths.

1. INTRODUCTION

The propiagation oi "'Iht in water has -en a subject of continuing interest for many years.
Duntleyl has presented a ver' complete account cf the optical nature of ocean water, the distribution
of light intensity in the field of underwater inctndescent light sources. mid 'he propagation of
collivted beams ot 71ht from incandescent underwater sources. Duntley has also r"-ortd underwater
,.casurements of the i. ,diance distributton in the field of a pulsed, neodymium-doped glass laser
operating at a wave length of 0.53 microns. Since one of the exciting properties of laser signals
is spatial coherence, a stud% of this property under various propagation conditions is h~ghly
desirable. Such a study would contribute significantly to Duntley's investigation of the propagation
characterisr,ics o: laser radiation in water.

Measurements of the spatial coherence of the radiation from a pulsed, frequency-doubled
neodtium-doped glass laser operating in lake water were attempted by Gilber, Stoller, and Jernigan3 ;
however, no reliable conclusions were drawn from their data inasmuch as they failed to observe any
i.terference fringes that could not be attributed to noise. There is, however, little reason to
expect much spatial coherence in the output oe such a laser because of the wave front distortion walch
recults from the signal passing through the frequency-doubling KDP crystal 2 . Hodarat reported
measurements of the spatial coherface of radiation from a helium-neon laser in tap water- He reported
.hat no degradetion in the spatial coherence properties of the radiation was detected for water path
lengths of up to four attenuation lengths in the clear tap water.

It is well known 5 '6 ' 7 that the spatial coherence properties of a laser signal propagat.ng
through the Atmosphere are degraded by random fluctuations in the index of refraction of the atmosphere
due to turbulence. Hodara,' has pointed out that due to the relative incompressibility of water the
refractive index fluctuations of clear water and the resultant loss of spatial coherence should
be negligible compa'ed to those encountered ii air. In natural water, however, suspended particulate
matter and marine biologicul organisms in the water cause refractive index discontinuities along the
propagation path resulting in scatt.ring of the incidtnt radiation . The measurementb reported here
were performed in order to determine the ef.'ecta of the suspended particuWae nrttter and marine
biological organisms in the water on the spatial coh- nee properties of tile L.o.uz pa.ding through
the water.

2. THEORY

In order to adequately represent a wave field produced by t. partia,.ly coherent source, such
as a laser, it is necessary to introduce some measure for the coryelations that exist between the
field components at difAerent points in the field. Porn and Wolf o have formt atea these correlation
functions in turms of the complex analytic signal rapresentatio', of the field emplitudes. Uting
this representation the normalized degree of coherence between two points, PI an( P2, is defined 4s

Y(P I P ; ) = T) 2 (1)

vher Vj is the complex analytic signal associated with the field at Doint Pj, Ij is the irradiance
of the :,el.d at point P, T is the time delay between observations of the fields at point P1 and P21
end the angular brackets denote a time. average, The siatial coherence of the radiation field is
found by taking T 0 0 in Eq. (1)9.

*Th s work was sponsored in part by NSF Grant GZ974. Sandia Laboratories participated by lending the
researchers an argon laser to use in the measurements.

+S. 0. Varnado is now with Sandia Laboratwiies, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115.
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The experimental determination of the manitude of the normalized de',rea of coherence can be
accompliohed Dy analyzing the r -tvts of a suitably designed interference experiment 8 . In such an
experimealt, the radiation Ir. c.~ to fall upon two apertures, usually olits or pin!iolits. 'oested
at points Pl and 2o. Inteiference fringes are then foilmed in the )Lield of the apertwees, all. the
visibility of the fringes is an indication of the spatial coherence of the radiation incident upon the
epertures . If a point Q is taken guch that it ~s locbuted in the field of the apertures equidistant
from ft~ and P2 , the magnitude of the normalized degree ,.f coherence betwuen P1 : _d P2~ can be expressed
in terms of rneasu, -ble quaantities as8

= + I(12; +] (2)

Here I and Imin are the maxima and the minima of ira ,n r-r point Q in the Interfer~nce pattern,

and x(70(~ is the irradiance at point Q due to radiation fP.xm the aperture as poit P alone.* '&-'
expression in the first bracket on the right-hand side of Fq. (2) denotes the vis~boi1Y of the
interferenite fringes. Eq. (2) is the basis for the experimental work described in this paper.

3. EXPERITA EQUPMET ANfD PROCEDURE

The experimental arrangement used to study the propagation characteristics of the spatial
coherence of laser radiation in water is shown schemt-cally in Fig. 1. The wa~.er tank was constructed
or plywood and fiter glass c, dimensiolls 3.C 0t eters x 0.610 meters x 0.610 meters andi having a water
capacity of approximatelY 350 gallons. The laser signal entered the water by means of 4 'movable
periscope which allowed the water path length to be vtxied as eesired. A plate glass window served
as the exit port for the laser bean. A maximr ;-tev' path dlstance of 2.5 meters was obtainable vith
the equipment shown.

The laser used for the mesa. =ments reported here vas a Spectra-Physica Model 141 continuous
wave argon-ion laser. Thr- two primaxi e output wavelengths (4880,1 and 5145 1) of this laser are
located in the blue-green portion of thc. Prequency spectrum 'Oor which the absorption of light by water
is a minimum. The beam diameter of this ".:qr was 2 millimeter..

The pinhol e apertures used i.n these oieazurements were 400 microns ir diameter and were mounted
in a micrometer pc-sitioner which alltvad the pinhol es to be placed in the center of the 1.eam. Yor
each measurement the pinhc'les were plato!d a close to the plate glass windowi of the tank as possible.
TWo pinhole assemblies were constructed w14.h ssparai3on distances between the pinholes of one
mi1.liL.cter arid two millimeters. Two mirrors, Mj1 and ME), Ftg. 1, were used :- ir'.reaae the path length
between the pinhol: a and the photomultiplier to allow ?or proper formation of tha frringe pattern.

The frini;e patterns were recorded using an "'CA 5819 photumviltiplier which was equipped with an
ndjustahie alit aperture. in all cases the slit width was much smaller (-a./50) than the width of the
interferenca e ringes. The photomultiplier war smetnted on a linear translation stage to allow
sceuning of the interference pattern. The photomil~tiplier voltage, which is a direct measure of the
light irradiance, was recorded on the y-axis of an x-y recorder while the x-axis of the recorder was
driven by the voltage from a potentiometer which Indicaced the position of the photomultiplier In the
fringe pattern. A typieal intErference pattern recording is shown in rig. 2. The pattern e'hown was
obtained for propagation over an all air path with a pinhole tsepax-ation distance of one m1Ul,.etter
and the pinholes located a distance of 0.2 meters in front of the laser. The discontinuit'.es obser ed
in the pattern at a photomultiplier position of -6.0 mil-limeters sare due to noise iv the x-aAs
potentiometer of the x-y recorder. The normalized degree of coherence for the ar-, laser for the
stated conditions can be obtained fri..:! the curvea in Fig. 2 in accordance with .zq. I:,

Hai'iation at z ptical frequenciett ex'eriences exponential attianiation with distance in water.
The rate of attenuatioa, varies for different bodies of water and depends upon the amount of particul-).e
matter and marine life in 'be waterl. The power remaining in a laser beam after propagation through
a wa..er pl~th of length z is givcn by

PTPLC b (3)

where Pt is the tranbmitted power, and b is called the beam attenuation coefficient. The coefficient
b includes the effects of both scattering and absorption. The q *stity 1/b Is termed the attenuation
len,,th of the water.

The measurement of the beam attenuation coefficient for each water sGAmle reporced here was
accomplishe. by measuring the power contained in the laser beam after pr opagation through various
water path le-igths. The measurements were performed with an EG&G Zodel 580 Radiometer which was
placed at the posi~tion of mirror MIn Fir. 1. The rallometer, with a -cs',r4 ttiru; .perture tinec '

in front of t! '- t- - r ,, .tecp Qut a..Ltte;:ed ligria., intercepted aLli of the main beam so that the
total attenuation coefficient was measurre and no correctiog was needed for beam spreading loss.
Measurementr of b rere made at the two vavelength~s of 4880 A and 5145 A for each wat-r sample.
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'Ilhe degree of spatial col.erene of the argon laver signal was x(-aaured dr. a Aictlrin of water
rath lengvh for eact of thrto vati e suaples. The spatial coherence mcasuremeats were ii.dc t a ;;iglluJ.

"Ieigth of 51?t5 A.

.T',c -tnnimu water path distance at which spatial coheronce measur3mentr were made waf, i,, actorv,
whi'Le t;oe =%ximm water path distarice was limited by the attenuation o~f the signal for a g lven iw'.tor
sample and; tnerei'cro varied from water sample to water sample. In the lake watc ., for example, the
maximum phv's~cal water nlath distance over which Epatial cohei:,nce meatsurements could be made was 1.57
meters; howezer, this is a distance of 12.25 attenuation lengzhs.

For each water sample, the qIatial e~herence was meoaured ffir~tt at thle mirsirun *.ter path
dista&:-e for pinhole sepsira4.:on distancer. of one millmeter and two mi. i~meters. Thle watei path
distance wixt: t;,.'i incrcase4 by sliiing the periscope towzwrd the last" prcscriboid dist3,'ce, usually
0.2 meters, and V-ie inamrei-&nt&. vrcaieO. This procediure was r-;.ected intil th attenuation o: the
water reduced the signal to the pof nt whcre, photc~~iltiplie. 's precluded any further iii ren-se ia
water path length.

Due to the expone,,tal attenuation fc2 th, signal by the water, argo, variations in the power
incident 1-pen the pinhole a,~iertures upre exp~i1c!.,ced as the wate,. pnth ~' ztence was changed. To avoiG
saturating the photemultiplier az. short water path dlistances, net.tral denE..tv filters were inserted
in the beam as needed prior to the beam entry Into tii- periscope. These i'ilt.-- had no effect onl the
adherence pioperties of the beam, and their use made it possible to mainrin the photomutiplier slit
width at a zonstant value as the water path distance increased,

4. DESCRII-TI0N OF TRE WATER SAMPLJY3

Measurements vcri performed Z'or three diff'- .. t-.ater sampler.. Tli. first sample investigated
was ordinary tap vr.ter. ... .. t.'.LVn~gh .b, for tl, -4 I, as -utained from thc radiomieter
data in - .. 3, was 3.vl meters n" 4~830 A and 3.4 meters at 5141.

In addition to tile tap r-V.rqt; 'O~~,wvv -t~mples of natural, fresh water wtfrv od The
primary causes of light scattering in nai.r'I -a"tr Pre mar^ne biological orgasill-is said particulate
matter in thc water1 . Tyler and Richardson 10 have 1A.L -.j out that l arge cl- r.res in. the rmari.e
population occur in samples of ocea~n or lake waters uon ru ..ovc, :. taeIr atural habitat, anl th y
have emphasized the desirability of performing in sit-,. mr.zurments- of' tht: c al properties of natural
water. In situ. measurements are, however, diffi,.ult to make and requize cc aidfora'ble logistic Puppovt.
In order to approximate the actual conditions f and in natural water, two preca ftio'r. wire taiken in
carrying out the experiments reported here. First, the water samples were collecte.. ',on bodies of
water located near The University of Texas at Austin to insure thot measurements zould - n~ shortly
after collection of the sample. Secondly, large isamples (2000 gall.ns) were collected tc ir.sure
min~murm disturbance of marine ee' logy. In the twc- cases reportedI, measurements were made within ti.
to four houra of sample collecl .on. .he two samples. were obta!.ied from tne Colorado River and from a
spring-fed creek, both at Austin, Texas.

Attenuation measurements fir e"::h ssmpl% gere mode at the time of delivery end : zain several
days after delivei-y. Fig. 1, is a j1c., of the radiometer data obt~kinecd for the Colorado Mver water
at three differtl times. Measiu.,amcrts i'ere made at th, time of dellver of +!-e je~"., forty-eight
hoars after delivery, and i- days aifter delivery. The decrease in n-t cuton with ti -- . Hiue to
tqe settling of particulate ma.ter and the decrease in the ponulation of ' ---' .:.-i'2 0,: -'r -::.
The attenuation coefficient decres'ied by 36.5 per cent in thle first 463 hours enou py K-0 .*

the nine day period.

Fig. 5 is a similar Vic. fit the .yuring-fed creek samnple. The a~tenuation coefficient for tt~tO
sample was less than that of the Colorado River water by a factor of siproximatelY 3 at the time 0o'
delivery. The change in attenuation coefficient over the first forty-CL q,1t h'nnr period was 21.4
per cent indicating less particulate matter in this sampnle then in the rive:r walevr s~p,(,.

Irn~all vater samples studied, the attenuation was slightly less at the 5145 A wave.(,,,-t h then at
the 4880 A wavulengtth.

5. RESULTS AND C01'XMSIONS

With the equipment arrangea as shown in F. 1 end the tank empty, measureme::ts were made of
the spatial coherence cf the argon laser M:gnai altor it had pasbed through the verioscope enci tlh,
plate glass window. S.ie purpose Of thiE set of measu.-ements was to dvtermine tl,, effect, If any, o).
moving the ppriscope on. the coherence prop-.'AIes of tht: laser signcl. Fig. 6 is a plot of thle
measurem~ents .ehich shows that the magnituide of the normalized ~r:of coherence was constant as
the perisc'ip was moved from one cna of t~he tank to the other. Varia-tions obtained in the degree
of cob'wrcnce aire well within the cxperimr~rtal error. In view of thle above results, anyv change in
the dfegree of cohirence with distance uhcn tht. tank is filled with water can ue attribi2;ed to the
effect of the water.

The nortrailted -1.2gree of coherence was found to be approximately 0. 94 for thle orne :niJllinactcr
pinhole separation dists.ince end E-pproximately 0.86 for the tx-:o millimeter pinhole oepa '.tion dictae
for m~ost of the measurements reported. The exact valve, however, depended upon the: svttl g or' ll.e
wavelength select!-'n privai within the laser cavity11 and was slightly diffcrent for each waxter '-unq.le.
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71g. 7 is a 4plot of the coherenci meaaurewsnts for the tap water. As expected from the results
reportea by toa no do'gradation in spatial rc hience is evident over the 2O&.5 meter path (0.725
attenuati1oa 13.e)thsS. The scatter in the data poirns 1-9 within the experimental error and is due
primrtly to vibrt *tons o.C ti- 'sirrors 1%. and X2of 2' 1g. 1. Figu. 8 and 9 show co) erance meas'urementa

f~or U. two sample:- of natural voter. These measuements t-re made after each sample had been in the
tak ror torty-olght hoirs. Xni..ial meaav~vements made im.~wdiiately after delivery of the water samples
&homed the same coherence as the later 'neas%&ements. Measurements at distances greater than 10
attenuation lengths were difficult to make due to the signal being attenuated to the point where the
photow~ltiplier noise was a problem.

In the ~Wo samples of natural 1ate,, thfi light vas severely scattered by particulate matter
and mau*1.,e life, however, this apparently haa rn effect on the coherence properties of~ the signal.
Attempts were mae. to measure the degree of coherence of the scattered light near the beam axis;
however, no conglusions could be drawn from the measurements.

'"he results of this study show that any deterioration in thte spatial coherence of the argon laser
signal, for transmission through the water samples considered, is lean than the experimental error.
The mwdium ',ter path length considered was 12.25 attenuation lengths.
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MONTE CARLO CALCULATION OF LIGHT
TRANSMISSION THROUGH WATER*

Kenneth R. Hessel** and Alfred H. LaGrone
Antennas and Propagation Laboratory

The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712

ABSTRACT

The transmission characteristics of laser light through water have been determined using a Monte
Carlo method of photon tracing to predict the irradiance distribution on a plane perpendicular to the
main beam of light at any distance from the source. Anisotropic scattering of the photon by the
scattering particles was assumed. The calculations required a knowledge of the mean absorption length,
the mean scattering length and the scattering probability for the water.

Calculations were made for two water samples at two distances for each sample and are reported.

Laboratory measurements show excellent agreement with the computed values.

1. INTRODUCTION

Multiple scattering of a photon must be taken into account in any study of the transmission of
light through water. While analytical methods have been developed for radiative transfer [1] , it is
extremely difficult to calculate numerical values when the scattering function is strongly anisotropic.
The Monte Carlo method r2] , on the other hand, permits the use of anisotropic scatter functions in
predicting the distribution of irradiance on a plane perpendicular to a oaam of light at any distance
from the source.

2. METHOD

The Monte Carlo method is formu3ated on the assumption that the propagation characteristics of
any homogeneous, isotropic body of water can be described in terms of a mean absorption length .- , a
mean scattering length 1 and a scattering probability, f(B), which is a function of the angleameasured

from the arrival path. Te scattering probability is derivable from a volume scattering function 0(e).
Further, the water is assumed homogeneous with scatterers large compared to the wavelength of light yet
small compared tu the beam diameter.

The parameters required in the Monte Carlo method are directly measurable, or, as noted above,
are derivable from a measured function. The quantity (a + 0) is obtained by measuring the decrease in
the on-axis irradiance of non-scattered light with increasing water path length. The absorption
coefficient a is determined approximately by using a large apertura detector, a short path (so that
back and angle scattering losses are negligible) and by measuring the decrease in irradiance of the
combination nf both scattered and non-scattered light with increasing water path length. With a and 0
determined and the irradiance distribution known at a given distance, it is possible to determine the
scattering function G(O) using the Monte Carlo method and an iterative technique. Basically the method
ronsists of varying 0(e) systematically from an assumed scattering function [4] until the irradiance
distributions determined by the computer coincide with the measured irradiance distributions.

2.1 COMPARISON OF COMPUTED AND MEAbrED IRRADIANCE CURVES

The absorption coefficient M, scattering coefficient 0, and volume scattering function c(e), as
well as irradiance distributions across the beam, have been measured by Duntley [3, 4] for various
water samples. Fig. 1 shows a scattering function measured by Duntley NJ for a water sample taken
from a local lake. Using Duntley's scattering function with his measured a = 0.73 nepers per meter and

= 0.606 nepers per meter for the lake water, the distribution of irradiance perpendicular to the beam
was computed at many distances using the Monte Carlo method. The irrdiance distribution computed
at distances of 3 and 9 meters is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. The path of 4000 photons
wa4 traced in obtaining each distribution curve. The irradiance scales for the two curves are identical.
Tn both Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 fluctuations characteristic of the tonte Carlo method can be seen. The
amplitude of the fluctuations, of course, could have been reduced by tracing the path of a larger
number of photons but with a corresponding increae in the time required.

The computed irradiance distribution shown in Fig. 3 compares very well with the irradiance
distribution measured by Duntley [4] for the same water at approximately the same distance. Duntley's
points are included in Fig. 3 for comparison. Duntley's measurements [5] were for a constant distance
from the source (the angle was varied), whereas, the calculated values reported in Fig. 3 are in a
plane normal to the path at a distance of 9 meters from the source. This would mean that the computed
curve would have a steeper slope than Duntley's measured curve. There were no measured irradiance
distributions available for comperison with the computed distribution shown in Fig. 2.

This work was sponsored in part by the National Science Foundation under NSF Grant GA 767.

**Kenneth R. Hessel is now with Sandia Labcratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115
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Figure 4 shows a scattering function derived for an impure water sample having a = 3.6 nepers
per moter and 0 - 2.0 nepers per meter. Measurements at 1.07 meters and 1.57 meters were used .n
deriving the scattering function. Fig. 5 shows the irradiance distribution computed by the Monie Carl-)
method with the measured irradiance distribution at 1.C7 meters. The agreement is good, which simply
neaa that the Monte Carlo parameters for the problem were properly evaluated. Fig. 6 shows the
measered and computed Monte Carlo irradiance distrit: ions at 2.17 meters using the parameters obtained
by measurement at the shorter distances. The agreement again is good. The good agreement in this
ccse means that the Monte Carlo method, despite the large a and 0 measured for the water, enablf.s one
to significantly extrapolate measured data to useful distances beyond the last measured point.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The Monte Carlo method of predicting irradiance distributions and determining water parameters
is quite effective and should contribute significantly in the evaluation of underwater systems designed
to operate in the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Once a, 0 and o(e) have been determined for a given body of water, it should be possible to
accurately predict i-radiance distributions to distances at least an order of magnitude longer than
the longest measured distribution distance used in the iterative technique.

[1 Chandrasekhar, Radiacive Transfer (Dover Publications, New York, 1960).

21 K. R. Hessel, "Theoretical and Experimental Study of the Transmission of Laser Radiation
[2 Through Water," Ph. D. Thesis, The University of Texas at Austin, May 1969.

[3] S. Q. Duntley, "Light in the Sea," J. Ott. Soc. Amer., Q, 214-233, Feb. 1963.

1 ] S. Q. Duntley, "Underwater Optics," AD No. 631033, 12 March 1966.

[5 S. Q. Duntley, unpublished letter to Mr. Frank B. Isakson dated 12 March 1966.
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SUMMARY.

The paper described an extensive programme of work which has been carried out by the Electronics
Research Laboratory of the Plessey Company to determine the attenuation of a oollimated light beam
propogating in sea water.

Initially the factors which affect the attenuation of light are discussed; these are absorption
scattering, wavelength and beam divergence. The necessity to carry out a series of measurements on the
attenuation and scattering properties of water arises out of the consideration of theso factors. The
design and construction of the equipment necessary to make highly accurate measurements of the
attenuation of a Collimated beam in situ in sea water is presented and followed by details of the
measurement progra me. This p.*orawme was designed to obtain the attenuation profiles down to depths
of approximately 300 metres for a range of sea water turbidities and other conditions.

A selection of the results of these measurements are presented and it is shown that they are
related to other environmental factors.
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1 I;TCDUC'TION.

The general requirement which initiated the tork described in this 1-*per was the determination
of the total attenuation of a collimated :ight beam when rasslv, through sea water; tis should be
determined for a wide range oC s-a conditions, geofgraphical locations and dertis.

1.1. Aims.

The initial aim of the programue of work was to investigate wh -ti er iI:' requirement could be
met by tLc use of results obtained hz, other workers. It was fP:nd tLat though ,aun workers had studied
and measured the attenuation of day liht diffusin. down through the sea frnn the -urface, the results
obtained were, at that stage, no real help in predicting the attenuation of a srall collimated bean of
light. Such measurements of collimated light attenuati-.n which exibted were too restricted to meet our
full requirer.ent.

It therefore became necessary to rake the main aim or the work the reasure.ent of collimated
ettenuation in sea water areas and conditions, which would, as far as nodsil le, be representative of
more extensive areas. An additional aim was to atterpt, on an empirical basis, to correlate the
collimated and diffuse attenuation measurements so that the col imated attenuation coud be redicted
wherever diffuse measurements had been made.

1.2. Approach.

The protramme of work to be carried out over a three year period was as follows:
Ws) An investigation of the causes of light attenuation in sea water.

b) Ahe highligliting of the theoretical difference in the attenuation of dif'tse and
collimated light.

(c , The design and construction of equipment to measure both collii;ated and diffuse
attenuation.

Sd To carry out measurerents in reasonably representative sea waters.
To analyse the results and attempt the prediction of collimated attenuation from
diffuse attenuation results.

1.3. Conuients.

After three years work there is a considerable amount of detail and infcrnatinn which could be
disseminated . It is necessary in a paper such &s this to reasonably condense the information and for
this reason onlj the collimated attenuation equipment will be described and ',e presentation of results
will be a sumawry of the total results obtained.

2. T1(E ATIUATION *ASURU 2ET PR(;BIM;.

Basically the problem is: what measurements should be made? How and where should they be
carried out for the greatest effectiveness? The factors which can affect the attenuation of light are
wavelength, absorption, scattering, beam divergence, location, depth, environment and season.

'he determination of the optimu wavelength to use was not difficult as information was
readily available in the literature that a fairly wide transmission pass band exists for clear ocean
water centred on 0.46 micro metres. The other factors were investigated in the measurement prorame
in a reasonably controlled fashion with the exception of variations due to the season which was
determined b, the availability of a suitable ship.

2.1. The Attenuation Mechanism.

Figure (1) shows a simple diagram of a collimated beam and the total attenuation coefficient
(a) can conveniently be split into two components the absorption coefficient (a) and the total or
integrated scattering coefficient (b). In the case of the attenuation of diffuse light a considerable
proportion of light scattered out of a path is replaced by light scattered into it, and the total
effective attenuation coefficient (d) will approach the value of the absorption coefficienL in the
collimated attenuation expression,

2.2. 'the Required Measurements.

Obviously a direct measurement of the collimated attenuation coefficient (c) should be carried
out as this is the prime requirement; however, an important subsidiary measurement is the determination
oi the diffuse attenuation coefficient (d) under similar conditions, to allow for comparison. As a
possible check it was thought worthwhile to obtain an estimate of the collimated beam scattering
coefficient (b) are compare the validity of the assumption that:

C --d + b.
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The Measurement Areas.

Ideally measurements would have bad to be carried out on a world wide basis at all times of the
year; this was obviously impossible and a choice of what was thought to be reanonebly representative
waters in the proximity of Europe was made. The sea conditions which it was thouht would best fulfil
this requirement were coastal wters, shallow sea, deep sea inder different environmental and geographical
conditions and continental shelf waters. The actuial areas and the relevant sea c, ditions are outlined
in the section on results of measurement (Section 4).

3. THE IEFASbRF2I,,T EQY1FM;lT.

The measurements to be made were as follows:

Total collimated attenuation coefficient (c)
Total scattering coelfictent b
Total diffuse attenuation
Depth
Temperature

The last three measurements are comyrativel; standard and the methods will not be described here;
however, it is worthwhile mentioning toe principle of' the methods adopted to determine the first two
measurements.

3.1. Principle of 1gethods.

Collimated attenuation coeff3 4lent.
Fig.2 shows tne collimated path. For a measurem-nt path length o" one metre under entirely

uncontamminated mter conditions of some 100 db/Km attenuation the ratio of light intensity (12/1) is

approximately 0.98. To obtain a reasonable degree of accuracy the measurement of 11 and 12 has to be

made to + 0.1 -. This is an ii'possible stability requirement for an equipment which has fixed ositions
of light source and detector and is calibrated before the meaeurement. However this order of accuracy
can be obtained by physically moving the detector through a distance (A.X) and accurately measuring the
maximum and minimum values of light intensity. The method is independent of long term changes in
source lower, detector senditivity and window transmission as such changes affect both readings
proportionately, and the distance (A X)) need only be known to an accuracy of a few per cent.
7'jtal Scattering Coefficients

An estimate of the total sct.ttering coefficient can be obtained by making two measurements of
the scatter coefficient 0 (d) at - 350 and 180 and fitting the standard Jerlov (1) scatter curve to
tbe. The value of the total scattering coefficient (b) can then be obtained by integrating the curve:

b = 1 
)ir

-- (r 9 )sin 9 d 9

3.2. Equipment.

A pho.ograph of the measurement equipment is shown in figure 3. The light source is mounted
vertically at *he top of the framework and the collimated beam is projected down to the main beam
detector mounted within the trolley structure, which is caused to traverse alone the beam by a toothed
belt drive powered by a fully im:,ersed induction motor. The 350 forward scatter detector is mounted
vertically to the left of the source and views the main beam via an angled mirror. The back scatter
detector can be seen facing outwards next to the source unit and views a subsidiary beam projected
outwards in the same direction. All the detector units contain optical filters centred on 0.46 micro-
metre.. In addition to the optical measurements a pressure transducer monitoring depth and an
indicator of uaximum and minimum traverse of the rain detector trolley is provided.

In uae the equipment is suspended from a ten core cable connected in the ship to control,
powering and monitorin equipment. The measurements can be made ranualiy from a dipital voltmeter, but
for normal o.peration both a numeral print out and a punched paer tape outp2t. ar utod.

Viotal diffuse attenuation is measured using a separate photo multiplier photometer equipment to
determire the illm ination profile wi h depth under dayliht corditions. Sea temperature profiles were
also obtened using a standard bothythermo_-raph.

4. RES U'S OF KEASURVltz0TS.

Figure 4 is a rap showing the positions of the measurement areas. In general the procedare
carrie.i oiut was to make a series of measurements, usually along a straight line, in the area of interest.
The results presented here show o-- de:th frofjle for each area wfich as far as !osoible is representative
of the area; nowever, in some cases, notably the coastal areas, very considerable varzations in averago
al.te'ation "nd profile were experi-nc-d within comparatively short distances.
Are., A. - Coastal waters of the Western English Channel ap. roximately 1) Km from a comparatively lightly

populated coastline. Fi-ure 5 sa ows no si.,nificant structure in the attenuation nrofile and
the water is undoubtedly j.)xed and contains river contarzination.

Area B. - Coastal waters of the "asterr ;ntih C.hanrel ap roximcately 55 Km from a heavily poplated
"oastllne. Fi-'ttre 6 shows fairly heavy attenuation at all derthu, which even at this
distance from the (.ast is ccmrparativeli neavily cnta.,"znated. Nearer the coast a constant
attenuation of 3, WO db/Fz -was recorded.

Area C. - Shall -g sea (l-orth -ea) srne 1 j im frou the crast of C'cotland. F'i-ure 7 shows an intcresting
rofile with an exce" i nal:. low atteniati,,n trou,,h .t 45 ,etres de.ftn for "c,ich we h.ave no
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reasonable explanation, though it occurred for other measuremerts in the area. Tne average
attenuaticn was less than expected as there is both conaiderable contamination and plankton
activity in the North Sea.

Area D. -Deep sea East of Iceland with cold i:eenland currents mixing in. FiL-ure 0 shows a very high
surface attenuation dropping below the thermo'liine to a very low value. The high attenuation
in this area is undoubtedly due to the plankton concentration which in this area is above the
thermocline. A surface attenuation of 5,000 db/Km was recorded at one position in the area.

Aria E.- Leep sea south of Iceland with iarm Gulf Stream currents. Figure 9 is sowe~hat similar to
Fig.8, though in this case no ther-iocline exists.

Area F.- Deep Atlantic Ocean some 300 Km west of the Straits of Gibraltar. Fig. 10 shuws a profile
which appears to be typical of many oceanic areas. The surface layer attenuation is not z-reat
but at a delth of some 70 metres, ju:;t below the therioclin., it :eaks up, inoicatin_ a heavy
plankton layer. The peak is usual)y not much more tnan a few tens (f metres deer and oplow it
the attenuation falls to an exceptionally low value sonetimes a,,: roaching that of distililed
water.

Area G.- Atlantic continental shelf water of some 600 metres depth west of the Straits of Giraltar.
In Figure 11 the profile shape is similar to that in the dec.: atiantic waters but the attenuation

peak at 70 metres is considerably larger due to mcre Ic.vourable plankton condit;,ns.
Area H.- Deep Mediterranean waters south east of the Balearic Islands. The profile in figure 12 is

almost identical with the deep Atlantic measurement of fi.,ire 10, the peak being about 20 metres

hbIher correlating well with the thermocline whieh is also a coires ondinZ anount hiher.

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

The principle aim of the measurements carried out in this proraiTae wa,. to enable a reasonable

prediction to be made of the collimated attenuation in various sea waters ol' the world. This can be
achieved in three ways: the direct results obtained for reasonably representative areas can be extra-

polated to other areas; a relationship with diffuse attenuation measurements can be estab'isned;
lastl-', if a relationship with plankton density can be established a knowledge of plankton behaviour

would enable attenuation predictions to be made.

In the measurement programme diffuse attenuation measurenents were made at all the positions,
though full depth profiles were only obtained at some of them. A comirson between averaged results

for collimdted and diffuse attenuation is shown in figure 13. From this curve it can be seen that above

a diffuse attenuation figure of 150 db/Kn the collimated attenuation coefficient is twice the diffuse
value. Below this attenuation the factor in smaller. An attempt to confirm the assum.-tion that the

collimated attenuation was nearly equal to the sum of the diffuse attenuation and the total scatter

coefficient met with only partial success. on average the calculated collimated attenuation fin-ure was

25%o greater than the measured one but there was a considerable spread in values.

The correlation between collimated attenuation and plankton density bas been cited dxr~n, the

presentation of the results in section.4. By way of illustration it is helpful to compare a result
(Figure 14) obtained by Menzel and Ryter (2) of the phytoplankton density off Bernuda under similar
thermocline conditions to our Atlantic and Mediterranean results.

As a result of the work carried out certein conclusions can be reached:
The collimated attenuation of sea wter can be predicted to a reasonable degree cf accuracy if

diffuse attenuati n measurements are availal-e. Also, with a lesser degree of accuracy, predictions car.
be made for waters where the plankton ecology is understood; this is particularly relevant to open

ocean waters. An interesting rasit to come out of the work was that at depths belou 100 metres in deep

ocean the clarity of the water closely approaches that of distilled water; this situation exists down to
at least 300 metres which was the limit of our measurements.
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SUMMARY

The degradation of light energy in seawater can be dire tly investigated by surmerging
"photometres" and measuring the oubmarine remainder of daylight at various depths. While
they are relatively simple, such experiments are difficult to interpret in view of the complexity
of the existing natural conditions : infinite medium, multiple scattering, large size source (sky).
superimposed on a variable incidence source (sun). Exp,.riments conducted with an artificial
source are easier to interpret, and in particular the possibility of producing an almost parallel
light beam allows one to obtain conditions not too remote from thetheoretical ones, in which the ma-
gnitude absorption and scattering, which cause the attenuation of the initial flow, are defined.

Absorption and scattering are dependent on wavelength. The various studies dealing with
absorption coefficient variations in the visible and near ultra-violet range will be reviewed,
discriminating between what is ascribable to water, mineral ions, and organic substances in
solution in seawater.

In natural seawater, scattering predomirates over ansorption (except in the infra-., ' range);
scattering itself is the result of rmolecule scattering and suspended particle scattering.

The spectral dependence of molecule scattering which is theoretically known, has been expe-
rimentally established. The direct study of scattering selectivity by particles is delicate, as it
involves extremely accurate measurements as far as absolute values are concerned ; one of the
indirect methods developed in our laboratory consists in studying selectivity for a given scatte-
ring angle, and checking whether the shape of the scattering indicator varies with the wavelength.

The results obtained can be confirmed, at least in the case of sufficiently turbid water, by
effecting attenuation measurements in the same spectrum range,and deducting absorption.
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EXlAEN DE RESULTAnS EXPERIMENTAUX CONCERNAZNT IA DIFFUSION

DE LA LUMIERE PAR LES EAUX DE MER.

Andr6 MOREL

Universit6 de Paris,
Laboratoire d 'Oc6anographie physique,
Villefranche-sur-Mer France.

RESUME

Sont pr6sent6s lea principaux reaultats obtenue, rolatife At la diffusion do is lumi~re par lea eaux
de mer. Ils concernent !a d~termination de Ilindicatrice, aux an.'.es rioyens et aux petits angles, 1'6tu-
de des variations dc cette indicatrice et une interpr6tation de celleB-ci, compte tenu du r~le jou6 par
ia diffusion nol~culairc ; l'influence de la lonsgueur d'ondc 'ist 6rale ent exazsinge. Quelques applica-
tions font indiquges qui ant trait au calcul ou A la mesure du coefficient total de diffusion, ainsi
qutaux relations entre proprift~s; diffuinentes et abondance du materiel en suspension.

Cette communication a pour objet de presenter 1e programme des recherches effectu6es dana notre is-
1--ratoire, qui concernent la diffusion de Is lumiare par lea eaux do ner. Lea principaux r~sultats obte-
nus aont briavemnent pr6sent~3s, ou pour certains rappel6s ; un aperqu eat 6palenont donni6 des orieatationa
actuelles de cc travail. Cependant, il ne slagit pas d'un stat de Ia question puisqu' en fait noua nous
sommes -antonngs a un expos6 de nos propres conclusions.

Ce programme a pu 8tre ex~cut6 en grande partie Price At l'aide financip're do Is Direction des ~Ie-
cherches et Moyens d'Essais (contrats 63/63, 12/65), At qui nous exprirnons ici nos remerciemants.

MESURES A AUIGLI FIXE BT DETMUIATIONl DE L'INDICATRICE DE DIFFUSION.

L'Stude de la diffusion de !a lumi~re par lea esux de mer a d~but(- par lea riesurea syst6matiques de
A. Ivanoff pour lesquelles il a d6velopp6 une instrumentation adept~ e au travail ht la mer (1) :le dif-
fusiomhtre at angle fixe utilis6 perriet is, mesure de l'intensit6 de la lumi~re diffus6e At 900 du pinceau
incident ainsi que le taux de polarisation. Ce type d'appareil a 606 par Is suite calibrg de fagon que
ia mesure puisse Stre exprim~e en valeur absolue :B 90 (ceci grice at l1appareil mentionn6 ci-dossous).
Dars le cadre d'4-tudes deacriptives des oc~ans de telles mesures sont toujoura pratiqu~es (2) (3) (4').

Les premiares d~terminations d'indicatrice de diffusion, entre 300 et 1500, ont 6t6 ex6cut~es en 1962
at laide d'un gonio-diffusiomhtre llippler Scheibling (5), modifi6 par Is suite. 11 a d'abord 606 constat6
(6) que rnoyennant certaines precautions (absence de tranavasement, ou tranavaserient sans pollution, agita-
tion de l'6chantillon, rapidit6 de I& mesure... ) lea indicatrices obtenues in vitsw 6taient aignificatives
et comparables at celles obtenues, inAi&tu par d t autres auteurs (J. Tyler, 11. .jerlov) (7) (8) ; Ia pollu-
tion lorsqu'il s'agit dt6chantillons tr~s "lismpides"' recueillia At grande profondeur eat 6videmment ai re-
douter surtout si V'on songe que de telles esux sont plus pures optiquement que Is plupart des esu:% dis-
till6es pr~par6es en laboratoire.

Des mesurea syst6matiques (ait l longueur d'onde 546 nm) effectu6ea sur des eaux trets vari6es en Man-
che et en 16diterran6e ont montr6 que lea conclusions faitea ind~pendeament dhs 1963 par Nl.G. Jerlov et
S.Q. Duntley (9) (10), au vu des preniitrea indicatrices pubii6es, devaient itre nuanc6es ces auteura en
effet notaient que les diverses indicatrices 6taient trees voisipes pour lea angles inf~rieurs R 900 (dif-
fusion avant), mais pouvaient notablenent difffrer pour lea angles sup6rieurs At 90' (diffusion arri~re).
En r6alit6 les meaures prises en consid6ration 6aient toutes relatives At des eaux superficielies oai is
teneur ea~ particules eat toujours relativement glevi~e, or ii a 4t6 constat6 que dana le cas des eaux trits
claires de Irofondeur, ia partie "savant" pouvait 6tre, elle aussi, nodifihe, is dissym6trie de l'indicatri-
ce 6 tant dana ces conditions consid6rablenent r~duite - ef fig. 1, ref. 11 ou fig. 15, ref. ~4 _.

La prezniire interprdtation des variations de forme obaerv6es conaiate it invoquer le raie plus ou
moins important jou6 par Is diffusion nol6culaire, r8le qui pout ne pas 6tre n6,gigeable n6me pour !a par-
tie "avant" dana le cas des eaux parriculitre'nent limpides. Conatatant que Is forme de i'indicatrice pa-
rair~ait pratiquement dkterniin~e par l'ntensit6 m6me de la diffusicn, ou en dtautres tormes, que Is forme
de Is courbe variait 940460o rodo r6guliirement avec ia "limpidit.j"des Achantillona, on a cherch6 (11) i
verifier l'hypoth~se, selon laquelle i'indicatrice r6suitanto pour Ileau de mer ob6irait en queique sorte
at une loi de rl6lange, cleat it dire at l'sddition de 1'indicatrice constante et syn6trique de l'cau p~ure et
de Ilindicatrice dae aux particules, invsriable en formic en premi~re approximation, nais variable seule-
ment en maignitude, proportionneilement At la concentration.

5' il en est sinai, des relations lin6aires doivent 6tre trouv6es lorsqu'on porte pour divers 6ckkantii-
iont lea coefficients de diffunion pour un angle 0 donng en fonction du coefficient pour 90' par exemple
ia r6partition des points ex6prir.entaux scnble bion tradujire l'existence do telles relations linC-ires
- Lf fig. 2 et 3, ref. 11 -. Les pentes des droites fournissent, pour lea particuies seules, lea coeffi-
cients de diffusion relatifa (arbitrairement 1, pour Q00) qui permnettont donc de tracer l'indicatrice
"n-oycnne" des particules. !iotons que cotte m6thode eat indirecte, car il nleat pas n~cessaire de connaltre
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la valeur de Ia diffusion molficulaire (celle-ci au contraire en est tir~e, ou au rcoins estin..e). La va-
riabilit6 de l'indicat~ice des particules peut aussi itre appr6ci~e :elle t.pnaratt seuleriont notable
pour lea grands angles (9 > 1200). Cette relative constance de fomne est assez surprenantc, ni~anrnoins
lea exp6riencea faites depuis en Atlantique ou en oc6an Indien l'ont confim6e ; les seules exceptions
nettes ant 6t6 observ~ea dans le cas d'eaux tr~s rortenent charg6es dtapports terrig~nes.

A peu pras imultan&ment den mesures in 6itu, de la partie avant (l?5 - 1140) de l'indicatrice de
diffusion ant 6t6 effectu6es (X n 550 nn). LT auEsi, et en d6pit de conditions tr~s diff6rentes rencon-
tr~es en Manche ou en M6diterran6e (jusqu'A la profarndeur 800 n), cette partie d'indicatrice slest r6-
v~lge peut variable (12). Dans ces exp6riences, lea courbes peuvent 6tre directemcnt compar6es, car Ia
diffusion mol6culaire eat toujours n6gligeable A ces sngles.

Ces exp6riences aux angles moyens et aux petits anples permettent de penser que la notion de courbe
moyenne pour pr6senter l'indicatrice-type des particules marines nWest pas d6nu6e de signification. Cette
indicatrice maoyenne a 6t6 trac6e entre 10 et 1500, en utilisant pour le danaine non couvtrt par nos me-
aures (1140 - 300) celles effectu6es par H.G. Jerlov juuqu'li 100 -cr fig. 9, ref. 12-. Plusieurs consi-
quences ant 6t6 tirges de l'adoption d'une telle courbe mayenne, elles seront 6voqu6eb Plus loin.

INFLUENCE DE LA LONGUEUR DIONDE.

Etude aux angles noyens (de 300 iL 1500).

Pour diverses longueurs d'onde (578, 54~6, 436, 405, 366 nm) on a cl'"r- *n6 lea indicatrices de dif-
fusion d'eaux de mer trt-a variges quant a la teneur en particules.

Il eat apparu rue pour un 4chantillan donn6 la valeur des coefficients angulaires, rapport6e & ceux
lu benzane optiquement pur, diminue r6gu3.iarenent lorsque la longueur d'onde d~croit. Ceci implique danc
pour lea particules une s6lectivit6 de la diffusion inf~ricure A celie du benzane aptiquement pur ; la
seconde 6tant connue il eat possible d'6valuer par canparaison la premire, sans qu'il soit n6cessaire
de connattre la diffusion de l'eau elle-mime, qui intervient comme une conatante (a titre rA'exemple, voir
la figure 1).

1l ressort de cette 6tude (13), qu'au mains pour lea 6chantillons ftuidigs, la d6pendance apectrale
de Ia diffusion par lea particules aerait exprim6e par une loi sensiblement en A1; cette loi mal viri-
fi6e pour le metro-diffuzion (0 > 900), peut itre appliqu6e dana le domaine 900 - 300 ; ceci serait une
cons6quence du fait que l'indicatrice des particules conserve, au mains dana ce domaine, I& m&me fome
aux diverses longueurs d'onde (ce qui a pu itre 6tabli en utilisant A diverses longueurs d'onde, le prow
c6d6 d6crit dans le paragmaphe pr6c6dent).

Larsqu'ont 6tS dgtarminkes lea conatantes de diffusion de l'eau de mer optiquement pure (voir pars-
graphe suivant), lea points prfic6denta s6lectivit6, variation de forme de l'indicatrice, ant pu itre
repria selon une m6thode directe, clest 9 dire en saustrayant des v&leurs observ6ea pour lea divers
6chantillons, lea valeura de Ia diffusion mol6culaire (tous; lea coefficients ftant expriisa en valeur
absolue). Ce procWd demeure d6licat pour lea caux tras pures oa1 l'erreur exp6rimentale se reparte in-
tigralemen4 aur la diff6rence et devient en valeur relative tra grande. Lea r6sultats obtenui dana le
premier tempa de l'6tude ant 6tg approximativessent corrobor~a de cette maniare (114). Lea figures 2 et 3
en fournissent l'exesaole.

Etude aux petits angles (10 - 250).

...6tude de l'influence de la longueur d'onde a aussi Rt6 6tendue au donaine des petits angle. ; leb
mosures 6tant effectu6es en valeurs relatives, lea conclusions ne portent donc que sum la forne de cette
partie de l'indicatrice. Les principaux r6sultata de ce travail sont pm~sent~s ici m&me p~x F. ?lyffelem
(114) ; ils ant kt6 obtenus sait inf hZit avec ltappareil dont il a 6t6 fait mention pr~c6demment (12), soit
inf vit~to avec des sources lasers.

Il a kt6 trouvb que I& relative invariance de forme d~jA constat6e, pour Ia pa-,tie de 11irndicatrice
correspondant eux angles 900 - 300, subsiste aux petits angles. Cette invariance 4au romns apProximative)
expliquerait que la silectivit6 observ6e pour lea coefficients angulaires se reporte sur le coefficient
total de diffusion comme W. Burt a pu le montrem en tragant des spectres d'att6nutation dre particules (oo
\.a diffusion jaue le plus .1rand r~le) (15). Un autre exemple eat fourni par la figure 14 oal le spectre
d'att6nuation des particules r6v~le une 16gt-re s6lcctivit6, taut h fait co'rparable & celle ohserv~e pour
la diffusion.

ETUlDE DE LA DIFFUSION MOLECULAIBE.

Afin d'6viter d'avoir mecoarr A des proc6d6s indimects, cercac ceux pm6c6derment d6crits, pour d6ter-
miner exactement lea r~leGr. espectifs de la diffuuion par les particules et do la dffusion molc'culaire,
il1 a paru utile de meprendre Viud de cette derniaire, De plus, si lea valeurs concernant l'eau 6taient
assez controvers6es, celles con.cernant l'eau de ner, th6oriquement plus 6lev6es, n'avaient jamais Ct6
mesur6es.

Les proc6d6s de purification de ileau, des solutions de Cl11a, de Ileau de nar rnaturelle ou artifi-
cielle ant 6t6 ddcmits (16). Le fait que l'indicatmi'ce de diffusion nesur6e se confonde avec l'indica-
trice th6orique cat pris iorrme irit( rc de puret6 optique -voir figure 2 Ct 3, ref. 16-. Lea valeurs des
coefficients de diffsion d6temin6es pour l'eau sont triam voisines de ceiles pr6vues par la th~oric des
fluctuations (17) ;potr lea solutions de chlarure de i laccroissoment tic diffusion dO aux fluctua-
tions de concentration eat confommc aux pr6visions iai't.U .. rtir des masses mol6culaires des solutes
Ia diffusion 'ar 1'eau de mar coptiquement pure est de 0 ,ur~rieure A celle de 1'eau -voir fig. 1,
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ref. 17- (et environ de 6% sup6rieure a celle d'une soluticn de Cl!;a de ni~ne concentration en ion C1-).

CONSEQUENCES DE L'ADOPTION D'IRE IIIDICATRICE MOYEUUE.

Puisque l~a plus grande partie de l'6nergie eat diffus~e aux petitu anicls -voir fig. 10, ref. 12-,
un appareil recevant toute la lumihre diffus~e entre 00*5 et 10' par exemple, niesure une fraction impor-
tante du coefficient total de diffusion b. Cette fraction eat 6valuce en uti-lisant 1'indicatrice mayenne
(e.Lle eat de 75 %, pour les angles cit6a). Les fluctuations des indicatrices r6ellea autour de 1'indica-
trice moyenne adopt6e sont assez faibles (12) (l4) pour qu'au moins tine bonne approximation de b soit
fournie per cette m~thode ; tin appa~reil utilisant ce principe a 6 mis %ui point (18).

tine autre cons6quence concerne lea relations entre coefficients angulaires B(O) et coefficient
total b :ce deznier risulte de 1'addition du coefficient relatif A la diffusion nol6culaire bo coni'tant
et connu, et du coefficient b, relatif a la diffusion par lea particules ; b? oat variable, nais nteat
plus fonction que de l~a concentration en particules d s lora qu'on a adoptA6 une indicttrice royenne. Avec
cette hypothae, on peut calculer m lea relatioras lin6airea lVant chacunA des coefficients 8(0) aui coeffi-
cient total b (19) ; en raison de l~a variabilit.6 de "l'arictre" de l'indicatrice, ces relations sont en
pratIque surtout applicables aux coefficients relatifs aux angles inf~rieurs A 900 (630s B45 par exemplet
ou ia rigueur 690).

Des v6rificctions satisfaimantes de ces dcxix n6hodes ont pu itre faites en conparant pour lea n~rtes
eaux lea coefficients b obtenia A partir soit de l~a mesure B30, soit de l~a meaure faite aver l'appareil
int~grant entre 015 et 100 -9 titre d' 'xeinpl!, voir Isa figure 5- ; on pout noter que dans le cas des eaux
lea plus clares oit b eat de l.'ordre de 111) Im , l. aiffusion mol~culaire intervient pour pras de 20
(0.17 10-2ms1 A 54~6 pnn).

AUTRES DEVELOPPEMERMDU PR0GA'M9.,

Sand pinner des aspects th6oriques qui ne font pans l'obiet de cette comunicatian, parmi les pro.
longements du programme cn peut citer lea deux points sui-ants:

Pour appliquer au probl~me de l~a p~n6tration de la 1=wi~re du jour lea theories du transfer-. radia-
tif, simplifi~es ou non, i eat n6ccssaire de connaitre l.'indicatrice de diffusion (et 6ventjzellerent
aussi le r~le de Isa diffusion moleculaire). Lea r6sultats n'm~riques qui concernent 1'indicatrice, peuvent
scit Stre repris dans tine formulation math6matique. soit itre utilia6a directement ; clest cette seconde
voie qu'a choisi L. Prieur qui pr6sente ici mime (20) quelques r6sultats de calculs relatifsaA cette
question.

Si lea mesures de diffusion constituent a coup s(Ir un node d'eatimation dit .jat~riel en suspension,
elles ne peuvent Itre r~el.1ement utiles dana cette perspective, qu'A I. condition de fournir tine 6%&Ia~i-
tion quantitative. Des 6tudes AL l~a fois pondgrale, chirmiqi'e, et granulom6trique des particules en suspen-
sion ont 6t6 entreprimes correlativement. aux nesures de diffusion -voir par exemT haI figure 6-, dana le
but de determiner si lea reiltiona trouv~en (dana le cas des eaux du lar-ge au m'oina) ont un caract~re
suffxsammer~t permanent et g6n6ral pour itre suaceptibles d'une telle application.

* tne arreur num~rique s'est ghiaauie dana l~e calcul pr6sent'i ref. 19 : a valeur de l'int, grale norrna'is~t
n'est pas 22.5 maim w x 22.5 ;cette omission se ri~percute sur toutes lea valeurs num-'riques pr~sent~cs
ensuite ; un rectificatif s.!ra prochainement don,6.
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Figure 1 r d~signe Ie rapport de l'intensit6 diffusge par 1'6chantillon A Ilintensit6 di1ffusi- par le
benzane optiquement pur ; ;e graphique eat relatif uniquement a des rnesures de diffusion a
angle droit (indice 90). Pour chaque 6chantillon, on porte lea r obtenus A diverses longueurs

d'onde (rgo X) en fonction du r obtenu A A 054~6 nri (rgO 546 )- Si Ila iffusion par lea parti-
cules eat ipectralement neutre, lea points exp6rimentaux s'aligneraient sur des droites dont
Iea pentes sont pr~visibles :ce sont lea inverses des nombres qui caract6r-sent la s6lecti-
vit6 de l& diffusion mol6culare du benzane (ef. 16). Lea droites de regression calcul6es
pour lea points exp6rim~entaux sont en r~alit6 diff6rentes, et de Ia diff6rence des pintes on
en d~duit Isa olectivit6 de la diffusion par lea peaticules, qui pour ces mesures serait Ia
suivante:

A 'm 578 54~6 4.36 4.05 166

(BA /8546 )particu1es * 0.98 1 1.36 1.1.9 1.5.

Sur Ia figure, lea aignes blancs correspondent a des 6charitillons prdlev6a en Manche, les
noira en Mkiterran~e, (do-no le cartouche ograndi, lea rieaures a 1.05 nn. ne sont pas port6es
par souci de clart6).
Des graphAques somblables ont 6t6 htablis pour d'autres angles de diffusion.
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Fiue2: Coefficients de diffusion 1 300 pour es particules seules (apr~a soustraction de le diffu-
sion mol~culaire) *, pour cheque 6chantillon le coefficient a 36 rnm est 1ot6 en fonction du
coefficient A 56 nm ; lea drotes trac~ea correspondent A une diffusion spectralement neutre

(bissectrice) ou A une s~lectivitg en A-1
.

Mesures ffecu~es durant la campagne Hydratlane II (octobre 1968) dens Is zone Portuga-
Mad re, & des profondeurs allant de 0 a 4 000 m.
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Figure 3 Irdicatrices relatives aux particules seules (dduction faite de la diffusion isol6culaire)
normalislies g 900. Pr~litverments faits, aux prafondeurs indiqu6cs, At la bou~e laboratoire
mouill6e approximativement At 50 nautiques au sud de Toulon (Juin 1969). Les valeurs num6ri-
ques (i 9u0) correspondates sont

10in A M5146 nm 09o)p.aicules * .8104-

A - 36w ri=f-4.10 t

300m A m 546 = t 0.83 o

x a 36 nm 0 0.99 of

d7
0.2-

Normolisation

4 100 5 100 6 100 70

Figue 4 Spectres d'att6nuation de particules inarilies normalis~es At A 550 nn les mesures sont ef-
fectu~es sur des eaux de la Manche avec un apectrophotomittre Deckmai, DK 2 A, en cuves de
10 cm, le blanc 6tant constitu6 par Ia r&me eau de mer filtr6e* Les points figurent les va-
riation s pectreales de la diffusion mezur6es sur leo r.;'145 6chantillons (normnalisation at

, 546 nxs,.
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Figure 5 Campagne Hydratlante III (octobre 1968) pour diverses stations, profils en fonction de la
profondeur du coefficient total de diffusion b d duit de la mesure in vtA.O de 030 -partie
gauche de la figure- ou de la mesure in Zita a V'aide du diffusiomtre int6grateur -partie
droite- (ces derniares mesures ont 6t6 effectu6es par D. Bauer).
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Figure 6 Campgne Ilydratlante III lea mesures dui coefficient de diffusion A 300 sont effectuge, our
le pr~l~vesient qui eat ensuite filtr6 pour d~terininer la, concentration en mati~re particulai-
re (ugIlitre) (meaures effectu~es par G. Copin); lea pointo entre pearenthases correspondent
a des filtrations probablement, affeet~es par des pollutions.
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SUMMARY

Light scattering in seawater near the propagation direction of a light beam has been studied
by meant of conventional and laser sources. Measurements ware carried out at various wavelengths.
Angular scattering coefficients are not measured in absolute values ; nevertheless, it is possible
to compare the shapes of the scattering indicators obtained at various wavelengths over the angular
area considered.

Such experiments have been carried out in situ with a device especially designed for this
purpose (conventional source), and in vitro, with lasers. In situ, it is practically impossible
to consider that the indicators obtained for three various wavelengths j459, 555 and 599 nr
are significantly distinct. In vitro, a slight difference is noted between indicators determined
at 488 and 632, 8 nm. (It should be pointed out that, in this case, measurements.are carried
out for both wavelengths on the same sample, as opposed to in situ measurements which have
to be made successively. )

A comparison of the various series of measurements shows that the seawater scattering
indicator shape, for small angles, is practically independent of the light wavelength
used ; it does not depend either on light coherence.

The indicators obtained correlate weliwith those presented by other researchers, and mea-
sured either in vitro or in situ by instruments operating at various wavelengths. Therefore,
instruments designed for measuring seawater scattering properties could be equipped with laser sour-
ces in so far as such sources improve their performance.
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ETUDE DE LA DIFFUSION DE LA LUKIERE PAR L'EAU DE MER.

MESURES AUX PETITS ANGLES A L'AIDE DE SOURCES CLASSIOUF.S E DE SOURCES LASERS.

par F'ran~ois IIYFFELER

Laboratoire d 'Oc~anographic physique
de la Facult6 des sciences do Paris,
Quai de la Damse
06 - Villefranche-sur-Mer, France.

SOMMAIRE

Une onde 6le.ctrums~gn6tique est 13erturb~e par le m~ilieu dens lequel elle se propage, l'importance
relative des divers ph6r~nnes entratnant cette perturbation d6pendant des caractfristiques optiques du
milieu et g~n6reuiement de la longueur d'onde de la luniare. Dana cet expos6, nous allons rappelar briave-
ment quels sont lea ph~nomanis qui interviennent de manie're prdpond6rante dens l'eau de Pier, et pr~sonter
des rgrrltats rolatifs A Ia mosure cOe l'indicatrice de diffusion obtenus in situ a l'aide de sources cias-
siques, et iL, vitro, 9 l'aide de lasere.

Cett et'-ide - t4 en partie r~alis~e grico- au support financier do la D.R.M.E., dans le cadre du
contrat 12/65.

INTRODUCTION

En suspension dens la solution ionique quo constitue l'cau de mer so trouvent ce quo nous appelerans
des "particules marines" dont la concentration vanie d'un endroit 9 l'autrc do -l.oc~an. Cos particules
sont min~rales (a:)ports goliens, poussiares m~tCoriques, apports fluviaux, etc..) ot organiques (microor-
ganirmoB, r~sidus do dficomposition, etc**), leur taille pouvant attoindre plusieurs dizainos de ui.

La propagation dtuno onde 6lectromagn~tique dans un tel nilieu staccompagne do plusieurs ph6non-.nes
quo l'Qfl pout ranger on doux groupos :d'une part, ceux qui entralnont unc dininution de flux, et d'ur
part ceux qui perturbent l'onde luminouse, modifiant a& direction do propagation, s phase ou sa polari-
sation.

Les ph$nomanes du premier groups eng~obant Ia transformation do l'6nergie luminouse en 6nergie thor-
mique, en 6nergie do rhaction chimique, cu on 6nergie lumineuse r46mise 9 d'autres longuours d'ondo par
effet RAWA ou pax fluorescence, pormettent de d~finir lea propri~t6s absorbantos do l'eau do mor, alors
quo coux du second groupo concernont lea proprift6s difusantoa do l'eau do nor. Formollemont, l'interstc-
tion d'une ondo 6lectromagn6tique avec son milieu do propagation Eo razsano A une modification du vectour
ilectrique, quo V'on pout reprhsentor (1) a l'aide d'une matrice do transformation -,los 616ments do cette
matrico sont des fonctions 'iathgmatiques dont lea paraznarea dependent des propri~th caract~ristiques du
milieu, notamment de Ia t.d.lle, do Ia forme et do l'indice des particules en suspension. La connaissance
do cette matrico do transformation pernettrait de calculer en tout point l'6tat "actuel" d'une ondo A
partir de son fitat initial. Copendant, 6tant donn6 Ia naturo des centres diffusants contenus dens l'eau
do mor qui sont do tail3es, do formes et d'indice fort divers, il eat difficilo d'onvisager Ia solution
du problmo do la diffusion par Il'au do nor sur un plan th6oriquo. Pans la plupart des 6tudes entropri-
sea, l'aipect expfrimental eat pr6pond6rant ; ces travaux visent g6neiralement A d~terniner lea grandeurs
les plus caract~ristiquos du ph~nomane do diffusion soit :la porte do flux apparente relativement a la
direction do propagation, la repartition do l'6nergie diffuade ou 6ventuellenent d'autros grandeura at
rattachant directement com~e par exemplo la part relative do Ia diffusion mol 6 culaire. On trouvera chez
JERLOV (2) une bibliographie complate do ces diff~rents travawc.

MOTIVATION

Rappelons quo 1e ph~noma!ne do diffusion pout itre d6crAt en introduisent les notions do coefficient
Lngulsire do diffusion (et corralativoment d'indicatrico de di IffL-Sion) et de coefficient
total as diffusion

Le coefficient angulare de diffusion 0 (0) eat ddfini par Ia relatioi,

dI (0) - 8(e) F dV
dI (0) intensitg diffuas~e danz In direction faisant un angle e avoc la direction initiale do

propagation.
E 6clairement sun la face d'entr6e du volume diffusant.
dV 616nent de vclume diffusant.

L'indicatrico do diffusion oat une reprdsentation plane de Ia r6partition do !'6nergio entre lea df-
f~rpntes directions do l'ospace, obtenue en portent, dens chaque direction d'un vecteur

En sommant dana l'engle solide correspondant lea intensites relatives a chaque direction 0, on obtient
la porte apparente do flux par diffusion qui s'oxprinm' 4 l'aide du coefficient total do diffusion

b -V fi Js(0) sin 0 do

L16tude do l'indicatrice de diffusion do la lumi~re par l'eau de nar a 6t6 noursuivie par plusiours
auteurs ;comparant l'onsemblo des r~sultats obtenus, DUflTLEY (3) et JErFLOV (Ii) rel'.tvent quasi zimultan6-
mont en 1963 qua pour lea petits angles la forme do Ilindicatrice vanie peu d'une eau do mor a trio autre,
8 (0) croissant rapidenent lorsque 8 tend v~rs 00 ; cette observation a 6t6 confirm~e ult6rieurement per
la travaux de D. BAUlER at A. MOREL (r') qui ont procWd Ai des nesures systdnatiques dana diff6rents typos
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dleau, pour des angles compris entre 105 et 1h* ; mantionnons 6ge~ement les r6sultats de KOZLIAJNINOV (6),
d'OTC1{AXOWKI (7) qui arrivenit h la mSme conclusion et enfin ceux de KULLENBERO (e) qui utilise un dif-
rusiomatre 6quip6 d'un laser.

Cette invariance de I& :orme de l'indicatrice W'est toutefoiu effective que si Is diffusion mol6cu-
loire de Ileau pure peut Itre n6glig6e devant is diffusic' due aux particules en suspension, ce qui eat
le cas pour lea angles 6 20' environ ,au dclk, Ina diffusion mol4cuiaire intervient, de faqon d'aut.'t
plus sensible que l& teneur en particules eat faible.

La forme ucs indicatrices observ6es montre que cleat au voisinage de la direction de propagation
quo 1R plus grande partie de l'6nergie eat diffus6e. Or, si l'on examine 1'ensemble des travawc: cit6s
ci-dessus, on coibs ate que lea meaures aux petits angles sont peu nombreuses et que lea longueurs d'on-
des utilishes sont diff6rentes. NJous avona donc entrepris deux s6riea d~exp6riences dens le but d'exaasi-
ncr d'une part si "a forme de l'indicatrice do diffusion aux petits angles vanie avec la longueur de l&
lumi~re, et d'autre part si cule eat modifi6e par l'utiliaation de sources coi6rentes. Les meaures en
lumiare classique ont 6t6 r~alisfies in situ a trois longueurs d'onde A l'aide d'un diffusiomatre d~crit
pr6cdemment par D). B3AUER et A. IVhIiF T at par D. BAUER et A. MOREL (5). Par suite des difficult~a
rencontr6es dans Ia misc en oeuvre des lasers, lea exp6riences a l'aide de sources coh~rentes ant 6
r6slisies in vitro.

MESURES

Lea exp6rience5 "in situ" ont Wt ex6cut6es dans des eaux c8tiares. Bana la m6thode utilis6e, lea
meaures aux diff6rentea longucura d'onde sont effectu6es successivement et correspondent A des "gohan-
tillons" diff6rents. Il eat donc n6ceasare dappliquer une n6thode statiatique pour d6terminer si lea
indicatrices moycanes obtenues pour chacune des longueurs d'onde sont significativement, diatinctes.

Lea mesures en lurci~re cohfirente ant 6t6 rgalis6es "in vitro" a l'aide d'un dispositif comprenent
dcix lasers, une cellule de mesure, et un photomultiplics7tSeur. Ces nesures ayant 6galcmenz port6 sir
des 6chs.tillons aleaux c~tiares. lea r6sultats peuvent Stre compar6s directement A ceux obtenus in
situ.

RESULTATS

Les indicatrices obtenues a 459v 555 et 599 nm bra des meaures in situ, sont tras voisines de
celles d6terminges par D. B3AUER et A. MOREL a ltaide du m~me appareil pour X~ - 550 nm. L'analyae atatia-
tique de nos r6sultats nontre que lea trois indicatrices moycanes (cf. fig. 1) relatives respectivesent
a l'ensemble des mesures a cheque longueur d'onde k-Y neaiures A chaque A~) ne sont peas significetivement
distincte au niveau de probabilit6 P a0,95. On peut donc consid6rer qu'en moyenne, la forme de ltindi-
cetrice de diffusion me d6pend pas de In longueur d'onde de ia lumi~re. -

L'exsmen des mesures r6alis6es en laboretoire a l'eide de lasers conduit a la mgme conclusion. Dis-
posant de deux: lasers (LO8 et 632,8 nm), nous avons par contre pu examiner l'influence de Ie longueur
d'onde non plus seulement d'un point de vue atatistique, as en cosiparant des mesures ex6cut6es alter-
nativement aix deux longueura d'onde sur un mie 6chantillon. On constate (fig. 2) que In d6croissance
de B (0) en fonction de e eat lfigarement plus rapide A 632,8 n= qu'A 4.88 nm ; cette diff6rence reste
cependant tras foible. On peut d'autre part remarquer quo lea mesures sont entach6ea d'une certaine in-
certitude d6coulant de la variabilit6 du milieu 6tudi6. A titre d'exemple, nous pr~sentons sur la fig. 3
trois indicatrices d6temmtin6es sur un m~me 6chantillon a 6 h d'intervalle ;, lea diff6rences observ6es
entre lea courbes (qu~i saint du m&me ordre de grandeur que celles relev~es pour deux inesures cone6cuti-
yes) donnent inc indication de le variabilit6 du ph6nomane.

Considgrant quo la forme de Ilindicatrice de diffusion ne d6pend pan de Ia longueur d'onde, nous
avcns alora compar6 lea deux indicetrices moyennea relatives respectivemont A lonsemble des mesures en
lumiare classique (51 mesures) et a l'enaemble des meaures en luiasire coh6rente (15 nesures), entre 10 et
.150. De la similitude des courbes obtenues (cf. fig. 4.) on peut d6duire que l'utilisetion de sources
cob~rentes ne scable pas modifier Is fame de l'1indicatrice de diffusion de l'eau de mer.

Use disposition diff6rente des 6l6rients du montage de laboratoire nous a pemiis d'effectuer des me-
surca entre 10 et 250, et sinai de comparer nos r6sultats avec cciii d'autres euteurs pour in doaine an-
gulaire reletivement, 6tendu. Sur la figure 5, lea indicatrices sant normaliages en posant 0 (20)w 1. La
concordance entre notie indicatrice noyenne et celles propos6e~par divers auteurs s'ev~re satiafaisante.

CON1CLUSIONS

Dana la m6thode utilis6e. lea coefficients angulaires de diffusion sant d6temnis en valeur rela-
tive, et l'on ne peut tirer de conclusions en ce qui concerne leur veleur absolue six diff~rentes langicura
d'onde ;d'sutre part, le variabilit6 du milieu linite In r6solution des grandeurs mesurgea. Tenant comp-
te de ces restrictions, nous avons cependant 6tabli quo pour lea petita angles, les variations evec 15
longueur d'onde do Is fame de l'indicatmice de diffusion sont n~gligeables. Il apparatt que cette fame
ntest pas non plus inodifi6e lorsque V'on op~me en lumiare coh6rente. Ainsi certsins appareils destin6s k
Ia nesure de Is. diffusion de la lumi~re pourralent 8tre 6quip6s de lasers dans I& mieaure o 1 do telles

sources pemettent d'en am6liorer les performances.
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SOMMAIRE

On a mesur6 "in situ" la fonction de diffusion de la lumnibre h l'aide de deux instruments
diffdrents. L'un d eux emplo-e un laser Comma bource lumineuse, ce qui pelmet de rneourer
I& diffusion mourn angle faible (0, 5 - P). Deiix lasers aux longueurs d'ondes respectives de.
632, 8 et 488 tim ont A6d utiliads. Le second instrument eat un inetrument clasaique Four cou-
ches auperficielles.

Lea fonctions de diffusion, qui correspondent bL des eaux marines extrimement claired
(mer des Sargasses) at des eaux c8ti~res troubles (Baltique) ant des formes aemblables mais
des valeurs diffirentes. Une grande partie de la diffusion me trouve concentrde en un lobe
4troit, aituA vers l'avant ; on voit ainsi que Isa majeure partie de la diffusion eat cr64e par des
particulem dont la taille eat aupdrieure h la longueur d'onde de Ia lumnibre. Dans les eaux
claires, la diffusion mol6culaire exerce une influence importante our la fonction de diffusion
de Ia rigion bleue. On peut observer que b diffusion crdge par la matibire me ardsentant sous
forme de particules dipend lgrement de la longueur d'onde pour des angles de diffuaion
importanta (40').

Le rapport entre la diffusion totale sous un angle de 45 * et le coefficient de diffusion
total eat quasi constant au large mais vanie de facon significative dans lee eaux troubles.
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University of Copenhagen

SUMMARY

In situ measurements of the light scatterance in the Sargasso Sea and in the Baltic are
compared. The total scattering functions are similar in shape, with pronounced forward
scatterance. In the Sargasso Sea the molecular scatterance has a significant influence which
is not the case in the Baltic, proving the Sargasso Sea to be extremely poor in particles.

The particle scatterance is between one and two orders of magnitude stronger in the
Baltic. The intense small angle scatterance there is probably caused by large, transparent
particles of biological origin. In the Sargasso Sea the particle scatterance is virtually inde-
pendent of wavelength, while it in the Baltic is strongest in the green part of the spectrum.

An attempt is made to determine discrete particle-size distributions by using the observed
scattering functions and calculations by means of the Mie theory. For the Sargasso Sea the
distribution N(r.) = const. r 2 ctnforms nicely with the observations. For the Baltic no definite
result can be g ven at present.

INTRODUCTION

The light scatterance has been measured in situ in the Sargasso Sea, where the %ater
is extremely poor in particles, and in the central Baltic, where particles are abundant. The
two areas represent extreme conditions encountered in the sea.

Tho primary aim of the investigation was to determine, and compare the volume
scattering functions in different parts of the spectrum. The volume scattering function P(e) is
defined by

dI(0) = P(0) . E dV (1)

where dI(8) is the radiant intensity scattered in the direction 0 from the incident beam by the
volume element dV irradiated by E. The total scattering coefficient b is given by

I.

b = 2,- P(0) sinOd0 (2)
0

Instruments used, calibration techniques, and measurements are described by Kullenberg
(1,2), and are therefore only summarized here. Principally two different instruments were
used, the P-meter and the laser-instrument. The P-meter (3) utilized a conventional incand-
escent light source, and optical filters (Schott and Genossen 2 mm BG12, GG5, VG9, RGI; photo-
multiplier tube with S20 response ) ver-. used to isolate the scattered light. The scattering
function was measured in discrete steps from 100 to 1650 scattering angle. The instrument was
used to a maximum depth of 25 m. It is calibrated in the laboratory. The calibration involves
uncertainties, and the maximum error is estimated to 20%.

The laser-instrument utilized either a He-Ne laser, A = 632. 8 nm, or a Ar+ lasee,
dominant A = 488 nm, as a light source. With this instrument it was possible to measure the
small angle (0. 5 - 10, 2. 50, 3- 3.50) as well as the large angle scatterance from the surface to
500 m depth. The small angle scatterance was measured by means of a special optical system
(Fig. 1), yielding well defined angular intervals, and effectively eliminating stray light. The
instrument was in principle calibrated in s it u.

In the Sargasso Sea the observations were carried out while the ship was drifting at about
27 0 N, 63 0 W, during a 3 weeks period in Marh 1966. The P-meter and the He-Ne laser in-
strument were used, but unfortunately the Ar laser would not function properly. En the Baltic
the observations were performed in June 1967 with the ship at anchor for several days at 3
diffe-ent stations around 55o30tN, 16 0 301E. In this case the whole equipment worked well, even
thou .: the Ar laser was unreliable.

DISCUSSION OF THE OBSERVATIONS

The observaticns are presented here only as curves of the scattering functions (Figs. 2,
3,4), since they are given in a more complete form elsewhere (1,2).

Total scatterance. Fig. 2 shows total scattering functions obtained with the He-Ne laser as a
light source. For the Sargasso Sea the mean values of all observations in the surface layer
(10-75 m) are used to determine the scattering function for this lays.c. For the Baltic the mean
values of all observations at station 3 around 10 m and 40 m depth are use#;. All the functions
are smooth, typical of polydispersed systems, and the forward scatterance is very pronounced.
This is in general agreement with other results (4, p. 3A). The very strong small angle scatter-
ance is also in general agreement with the measurements of Bauer and Morel (5) in the
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Mediterranean, even though these authors report a considerably stronger small angle scatterance.

The similarity of the curves representing two extremas encountered in the sea is obvious.

The scatterance in the Baltic is between o.ae and two orders of magnitude larger than the Sargasso

Sea. The forward scatterance is more pronounced in the Baltic indicating that there are larger

particles present.

Although the function obtained at 4J0 m in the Sargasso Sea, also shown in Fig. 2, is in-

complete, it is evident that the scatterance decreases considerabiy from the surface to this

depth. In vitro measurements on water samples from 500 'n and 1000 m depth indicate an

increase of the scatterance at these depths.

In Fig. 3 the corresponding curves for the blue to blue green part of the spectrum are dis-

played. For comparison the function obtained by Morel (6) on water distilled three times without

boiling is also shown. These measurements were carried out at 546 nm, but have here been

transformed to 460 nm, assuming a dependency on wavelength as Lr molecular scatterance.

Also in this case the curves show a striking similarity, but the forward scatterance is

considerably more pronounced in the Baltic. In the Sargasso Sea the molecular scatterance has

a significant influence on the shape of the total scattering function in this part of the spectrum,

which is not the case in the Baltic. For 900 scattering angle the molecular part amounts to 87%

and 38%, respectively, in the two areas. The importance of the molecular scatterance in the

Sargasso water is further stressed by comparison with Morel's measurements. The close

agreement at large scattering angles is striking, and suggests extremely low particle content.

Nevertheless at angles t 600 tha particles determine the scattering function. The molecular
part of the total scattering coefficient is only 10- 11%. An effect of the molecuiar influence is

also that the total scattering functions are dependent on wavelength.

Particle scatterance. Next the particle scattering functions will be discussed. These (Fig. 4)

are obtained by deTcting LeGrand's (7) theoretical values of the molecular scatterance from the

total scatterance. The wavelengths 510 nm, 525 nrn, and 632.8 im for the Baltic, and 632.8 nm

for the Sargasso Sea are shown. For comparison a function obtained by Tyler (8) around 522 rim

in coastal water is incorporated.

The very strong forward scatterance shows that in both areas the particle scatterance is

determined by particles larger than the wavelength of the light. While it in the Sargasso Sea

seems to be virtually independent of wavelength, this is not the case in the Baltic. There the

scatterance shows a distinct maximum in the green part of the spectrum, while it is similar in

the red and blue parts. This could probably be caused by the abundance of particulate matter of
biological origin in the Baltic, and due to selective absorption by this material. One should note

that the color of the Baltic water as determined by irradiance measurements is 510 -540 nm in

the surface layer (4, p. 149).

The ratio of total scatterance at 450 to total scatterinj coefficient is practically constant

in the purely oceanic region with a mean value of 3.3 * I 0-. The approximate constancy of

this ratio was pointed out by Jerov (9) for ocean water, and by Tyler (10) for prepared su-
spensions. In the Baltic the ratio is fourd to vary considerably, but is generally lower than in

the ocean. The ratio has different values for different suspensions (1), and the lower ratio in

the Baltic is consistent with a large concentration of biological material. The variation of the
ratio further ineicates that the suspension in the Baltic contains a wider distribution of particles,
both regarding size and origin.

COMPARISON BETWEEN OBSERVED AND THEORETICAL SCATTERING FUNCTIONS

Itis well known that scattering measurements on a polydispersed system, ubually combined
with determinations of the polarisation ratio at at last one angle, can be used to investigate the
particle-size distribution (11). The technique is advantageous when the particles cannot be
collected for direct observation, which is the case in many astronomical, atmospherical, and
oceanographical applications. It is not advisable to use only water sampling and in vi t r o
tecnniques in studies of particles in the sea, since many particies of primary importance are
very delicate and easily break up during 'he process of sampling (12).

PAP.T'CIE-SIZE DISTRIBUTION MODELS

The present obserations have been used for investigating several possible models of the
particle-sii.e d.stribution. The Mie-theory (13) is the t'ieoretical foundation for these calculations.
The tables of Abhley and Cobb (14), supplemented with those of Gumprecht and Sliepcevich (15),
have been used since they seem to be most appropriate to the present problem. The u3e 'A these
tables implies that the particles must be distributed in discrete sizes. The relative refractive
index m used in the tables is 1. 20, which is somewhat higher than the average value of m - I. 17
for minerals in the sea given by Pavlov and Grechushnikov (16). This value could be employed
for the Sargasso Sea, where the scatteracce is determined by minerals such as quartz, and where

the particulate matter of biological origin plays a minor role, (I). On the other hand the m-values
in the Baltic prob'bly covers a rather large range due tv the presence of biological material. In
this case it must be regarded as a rough approximation to use a constant value of m = 1.20.

The range of radii (r.) is limited to the or-values of the tables. The following values of
Of - 2.r/A have been used, 'a = 10, 15, 20, 30, 35, and 80, with A = 632.8 nm. The value of
80 is found in (15), but only for 0o to 30. However, it is in this region that a few, large
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particles can play a decisive role, which is the reason for incorporating the value in the caicul-
ations. Guided by the present results and by other observations as summarized by Jerlov (4, p. 25),
it is assumed that particles smaller than I hm in radius do not contribute significantly to the
scatterance. All evidence so far is in favour of such a view.

The total number of particles to include in the models has been estimated by means of the
equation

bp- ,-4iN. KZ •r z  (3)

p I I

where N. is the number of particles with radius r. and efficiency factor K., and b is the particle
scattering coefficient. The value of b is known from the observations, and thui N i can be
found if K. and r. are known. DespiteP thorough analytical discussions (15) and relevant measure-
ments (17t,(18), ' it is difficult to assign an exact value to K.. It is well known, and borne out
by thL measurements mentioned, that the value is approximately 2. Since not much seems to be
gained at present in using a more refined value, K. has been given the value 2 for all radii used
in order to simplify the calculations. Even if this 1is a defect of the models it is not believed to
be a serious one. It should be stressed that the values of r. used in the computations are those
corresponding to the a-values given above, supplemented witl a few radii deemed necessary to
incorporate for the sake of completeness.

As regards the choice of distribution functions, there is no strong evidence in favour of
any particular distribution to be used. Particle countings (4, p. 27; 19) usually show more or
less well defined intermediate maxima. Therefore two different forms, namely normal and power
law distributions, have been used.

First the noirmal size distribution

I r e2ri - 2F 2]
"= exp [- ,(. } J (4)N Ti = )'2 ir"

is discussed. Several values of the mean radius (r) and the standard deviation (Tr) have been
tried. The best fit is found for r = 3 and (r-- 1.2 when comparing with the scattering function of
the Sargasso Sea surface layer (Fig. 5). The total number of particles used in the model is
360 per cm 3 , in the radius range 1.2 - 4, 3 #zm. The agreement bi.tween model and observations
is fairly good, but this only shows that the scatterance -eally is determined by this range of
particles. The distribution is narrow, and probably not too representative of oceanic conditions.
The total number of particles is low, corresponding to a dry weight of 0.12 mg/I, using the
rather high average density 2.5 g/cm 3 for the particulate matter. This mass of suspended matter
is considerabiy lower than the oceanic average of 0. 8 - 2. 5 mg/1 (4, p. 26). It is low compared
to direct estimates in the Sargasso Sea as well (20). The conclusion is that a model of the type
of eq. 4 is not representative for the Sargasso Sea surface layer.

Next a particle-size distribution of the form

N(ri) = const. - r. (5)

is discussed. Several values of the exponent f have been investigated. As regards the Sargasso
Sea a model with f = 3 is compared with the observations in Fig., 6. The total number of particles
with radius larger than I u m used in the model is 1560 per cm', corresponding to a dry weight
of 0.08 mg/I, which is a very low value. Although the general agreement between model and
observation crnnot be denied, the forward scatterance of the model is weaker than the observed.

In Fig. 7 a model with f = 2 is compared w,'th the same observations. The number of
particles larger than I uim in radius is 960 per cm', yielding 0.24 mg/I dry weight in rather
good agreement with other estimates (20). The resemblance between observation and calculation
is by far the best in this case. It is noted that the model yields adequate values of the forward
scatterance. This model also conforms with the observation that the particle scatterance in the
Sarganso Sea is virtually independent of wavelength.

Thus several indications found in the measurements are consistent with this size distrib-
ution and it is suggested that it is fairly representative of conditions in the surface layer of the
Sargasso Sea.

In the Baltic the scatterance is considerably stronger than in the Sargasso Sea, but the
scattering functions are similar in shape. In the Baltic the scatterancc is wavelength dependent,
there is an abundancy of biological material, the rn-values therefore probably covers a large range,
and one should expect the particle-size distribution to be wider. The problem thus is more
complicated in this area.

The model scattering functions presented above have been compared with the Baltic observ-
ations, using a larger numbcr of particles as found from eq. 3, but the agreement is not con-
vincing. Two other models are also investigated. Fig. 8 displays a model with = 1. 5 together
with the surface layer observations in the Baltic. The number of particles larger than I A m
.ncluded in the model is 7240 per cn13 . The distribution is in the present range very similar to a
particle-size distribution found by direct counting in the Gulimar fjord (18). Generally agreenent
between model and observations .s good, but there are deviations in details. This is to some
degree du3 to the fact that only part of the lager particles, which are much more abundant here
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than in the Sargasso Sea, can be included in the calculations because of the limitations of the
tables used, as well as to the fact that the calculations are limited to one m-value only. Thus it
is not possible to state at present whether or not this model fits for the Baltic, even if it in a
general way conforms with observations.

Hinzpeter (21) argues that in certain areas of the Baltic the particle-size distribution cannot
be given by a power law because of the dispersion shown by the scatterance. Thus it is of in-
terest to apply a different type of distribution function. This cannot in a convenient way be done
with the tables used so far. Deirmendjian (22) has published a complete set of tables using
several continuous models with different particle ranges. With modifications these could be
applicable to the present problem.

The continuous size distribution (27, p. 75)

dN(r) = a. r .exp(-d, r"' ) d r , 0 :- r -' (6)

is called a modified gamma distribution. Depending upon the particular values given the constants
a, , d, and a' , different models are defined. The calculations are performed for several wave-
lengths, of which 700 ni suits the present observations at 632. 8 nm best.

Fig. 9 shows one of the models, demoted C1 with = 6, ( = 1, together with the Baltic
observations. The range of radii is I - 14 4i m with maximum at 4 4 m. The observed small
angle scatterance is somewhat stronger than that of the model, while the observed backward
scatterance is much weaker than that of the model. Despite this there is an evident general
agreement.

In this comparison there is a serious difficulty, since Deirmendjian uses m= 1. 33, which
is not representative for the particulate matter in the Baltic. How does a change in the value of
m affect the shape of the scattering function? An indication of this is found when comparing the
scattering function given by Deirmendjian for another of his models, denoted C3, using m = 1. 33,
with the scattering function for the same model as calculated by means of the tables of Ashley
and Cobb for m = 1.20 (Fig. 10). Evidently the general shape of the two functions do not differ
very much, but there are considerable differences in details. It is interesting to note that the
values of the small angle scatterance are identical. It must be stressed that Deirmendjian uses
continuous distributions.

The intense small angle scatterance observed in the Baltic has probably several causes.
Some very large particles will give rise to strong scatterance at small angles. With an in-value
larger than 1. 15 this scatterance is determined by diffraction. As m approaches 1,a departure
from the diffraction occurs for large ae-values. Not diffraction but the more refraction determines
the scattering function at small angles (11, pp. 172-191; 23). Interference between the refracted
and the diffracted light will become important, and the phase difference, determined by
9 = 2a(m-l) becomes significant. Constructive interference will cause anamalously strong
forward scatterance.

As regards the backward scatterance the value of in probably also is important, and possib-
ly this part of the scattering function can be used to obtain a better understanding of the nature
and form of the particulate matter. The discrepancy between models and observations for large
scattering angle (6 7 900) is probably an indication of the deviation of the form of the particles
from the spherical. A further study of this phenomenon would need more detailed observations.

Finally it should be mentioned 'hat mreasurements of the polarization ratio have to be in-
cluded to obtain a complete picture of hp scatterance as well as the size distribution and compos-
ition of the particulate matter.

CONCLUSIONS

The measurements decribed above are far from complete, and the results in the last
section must accordingly be regarded with caution . In the Sargasso Sea the molecular scatter-
ance has an influence which means that the water is extremely poor in particles. This is in
accordance with the view that the Sargasso Sea is an art of convergence, implying that the water
is relatively old. Nevertheless.b the particles present, determine the shape of the scattering
function for angles less than bu

t . The particles are larger than the wavelength of the light. It
is suggested that the wavelength dependency is veiy weak. It discrete particle-size distribution
of the form of a power law shows a scattering function independent of wavelength, and in close
agreement with the measurements.

The scattering functions in the central Baltic are similar in shape to those in the Sargasso
Sea. Small angle scatterance is more pronounced, showing that the particles on an average are
larger than in the Sargasso Sea. It seems probable that the very intense small angle scatterance
is caused by large transparent particles. The intensity of the scattered light is much higher, and
the molecular scatterance has no significant inflence. The particle scatterance is found t' be
dependent on wavelength, with a pronounced maximum in the green part of the spectrum. This
may be caused by biological particulate matter, acting through selective absorption.

The scattering functions of different discrete particle-size distributions have been compared
with the observations, but no definite results are obtained. This is probably partly due to the
incomplete character of the calculations. To be able to describe the scattering function of such a
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complicated polydispersed system as that in the Baltic by theoretical calculations a larger range
of a-values is needed for several different values of m., More detailed measurements of the
scatterance, and polarization ratio, are necessary to arrive at true values of the particle-size
distribution.
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SUMMARY

It is interesting to know, either for their own sake or for biological and human purposes,
the properties of daylight after it has propagated through seawater over valious distances. Such
properties are relatively well known on the surface, but they undergo considerable modifications
as daylight penetrates through the water, due to the interaction of the electromagnetic waves with
the medium. The two optical characteristics of seawater which essentially describe such interac-
tion are selective absorption and scattering. As a result, the spectrum and space distributions
of daylight are modified. Therefore, a perfect knowledge of the light energy available in the
ocean would require determining these two distributions in each spot ; however, this involves
difficult time consuming measurements.

This paper will attempt to demnnstrate that partial, however valuable knowledge of the
above mentioned phenomena, can be achieved by means of simple and easily handlet instruments.
With this purpose in view, first the relationship with the spectrum properties of the measurements
already carried out with instruments specifically designed for investigating daylight penetration,
will be discussed. Then, in connection with space properties, the "boundary distribution" of lum:-
nances and its prediction bazed on the optical properties of seawater will be considered.
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SOMMAIRE

La r~partition de i'6nergie solaire, au sein de la ner, d6pend de Is r~partition de surface et
des carsct6ristiques de l'eau travers6e :absorption et diffusion. Aprits avoir rappel6 la nature de is
lumiare du jour en surface, et examin6 lea propri6ths optiques d~crivant i'interaction des ond.-s 6lec-
tromagn~tiques avec le milieu marin dana le domaiine du visible, nous d~raigerons queiques parsn~tres qui
caractirisent I& p6ngtration de is li'i(re dans in ner Ccoefficientq d'extinction). A des tprofondeurs
suff'samment grandes, le r6gixne lunineux tend vers one forne linite ind~pendante do r~in'e de surface et,
dws~ ce cas, existent des relations pius ainpies entre les coefficients d'extinctions et lee caractgris-
tiqoes optiques ;ces relations sont pr~sent~es et v6rifi~esaus moyri de qtuelques donn~es exp~rimentales.

1.* INTRODUCTION

L16nergie solaire atteignant is surface de :a mer, poaasde une r~partition 9 is fain spectrale
et apatiale, qoi change avec la n~bulosit4 de Is voote c~leste et Is hauteur do soleil. Lorsqo'iele p~flA-
tre en profondeur, Is repartition eat modifige par lea caract~ristiqoes optiqoca do milieu que sont l'ab-
sorption et is diffusion. Les mesures de d6croissance de l'6nergie rayonnente pour le spectre visible
saint effectuges cooramment en Oc~snographie, mas cues ne pr6sentent jusqu'a pr6sent qu'un caractare
descniptif ; en effet, bien que 1'4qoation de transfert. de l'p4nergie soit connue, ii n'existe pas de re-
lations simples, suffisamment ind~pendantes de 1'6clairement en surface pour qu~elles soient g~n~ralCB,
entre lea coefficients d'extinction, qui d6crivent is diminution de i'6nergie d'une naniare globale, et
lee caract6ristiques optiques, qui sont lea facteora physiques responsables de cette diriinotion.

Cependant, lorsque is profondeur consid6rge eat suffisamment grande, llfe de is luniare de
surface devient trhs faibie, et i'6tat lumineux ine d6pend que dos carsct~ristiques optiqoes. Dana ces
conditions, ii est possible de troover par le calcol, slors eimplifi4, de telies relations.

2. RAPPEL DES FACTEURS INFLUAIT SUR1 LA PENETRATION DE LA LUMIERE flU JOUR

(Dans toot cc qoi suit, on inc tiendra pas compte des ph~nomdnes de polarisation).
2.1. La source

On Is considare en g6ngral cozmme Is superposition de is lumi~re solaire directe (provonnnt
d'une source infiniment gloign~e). et de ceile r66mise par Is voilte c~l':ste (provenant d'n source 6ten-
due). Ind6pendsz±ment des variations d'hnergie en valeur absoioe, l'infloence respective de ces deux
cow~poaantes change dana le temnps avec is n~buloait6 et Is hauteur do soleil. Ceci entratne one modifica-
tion constante ot parfois importante de Is r~partition spectrale et spatisle de is luniare do jour (ciel
clamr, ci~l coovert, etc..), et doric l'impossibilit6 de sch~matiser celle-ci sans faire d'hypothhses
tras simplificatrices, telies que celles de supposer le ciel oniformgment eclaire, oo de faire abstrac-
tion de Is vo~te c6ieste.

2.2. Caract6ristiques optiqoes

Les deux principalts raract~ristiques sont i'absorption et ia diffusion, Elies sont d~finies
pour on pinceao coliimat6 et caractgrisent le nieu mrsin dana son int~ractian avec lea ondes 6lectroi-
magn6tiques.

Le coeffiuient n~p~rien d'absorption "an" symbolisa l'sptitode que posade le milieu A capter
1'6nergie 6lectromAgn~tique et a is transformer en one autre forme d'6nergie. Cette grandeur intervient
surtout pour modifier is r6partition spectrale de Is lunirre, car cule depend beaucoop de is longueur
d'onde. Lea radiations de longueurs d'ondc sup~rieures A 650 rim sont absorbges, sinon dana lea premiers
centim~tres, do mains dana le prenier mh*re, par suite de Is forte absorption de llee'i cule mgsie ; et
celles de longueurs d'onde inf6nieures A 350 =i disparaissent plus ou noina rapidmrients scion is concen-
tration des matiares dissoutes.

La diffusion dana i'esu de rner (caract~risge par son indicatrice angulairc, tr~s pointoc vera
1 avant, et le coetffic tent n~pgrien total "b") redistribue dana tout i 'espace lea radiations provenant
d'one direction et modifie doric aortout is r~partition gF=r6trique de ia lumit're. rn outre, puisque le
milieu consid6rg eat pratiquement infini, cc phroriane intervient on g'rand nombrc de fois dana is p~n6-
tration de is lumi~re do Jour :c'est ie iso dea diffusions nultiples.
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En fait, ii faut se gardcr de consid6rations troy simplistes, car la diffusion, p~ar Se. s6lec-
tivit6, intervient, dana la modification de la repartition srect rale ; la repartition g6om6trique est
aussi modifi~e per i'sbsorption, puisqu'une onde diffusge W'est pas, pour autant, soustraite A~ 11nlu
ce de ce ph~nomnt.

3. PARAMETRES DECRIVANT LA PENET1ATION DE LA LL141ERE DUi JOUR : COIMiFICIEMT0 D'EXTIIICTON

Ces coefficients, ais~ment calculables A partir des nesures photom6triques classique,, carac-
t6risent expfirimentalement is d6croissance de l'4nergie solaire dans Ia mer. 115 d6pendent k'idenment
des facteurs pr~c6demuient cit~s, mais souvent. d'une mani~re conpiexe.

3.1. D6finition

Si G est la grandeur photori6trique dont on 6tudie la d6croissa~nce, le coefficient n6p6rien
d'extinction reistif A cette grandeur eat:

()K 1~ dG
G dz

C'est susui It pente en coordonnhes semi-logsrithmiques de la courbe repr6sentative des varia-
tions de G avec la profondeur.

3.2.

De is dgfinition, ii ressort qulii y a autant de coefficients d'extinction qua de grandeurs
photomitriques mesur~es (1). Lzs plus utiles sont ceux relatife A

- 1'6clairement plan ou sph6rique a une longueur d'onde;
- l'~clairr-ient. plan ou sph6rique 6nerg~tiqt'e ou photonique dams un intervalle large de longueurs
d'onde ;

- Is luminance dans una direction et pour une longueur d'onde.
Cern coefficients varient en g6n~ral avec is profondeur et avec le temps. La figure 1 repr6sente

a gauche ia d~croissance de 1'6nergie photonique dams le visible, en uric station pour deux p6riodes de
l'ann~r., et a droite lee coefficients dlextinction. Mgme lorsque les esux sont homog'pnes les coefficients
dependent en principe de is profondeur par suite de ltintervention des diffusions multiples.

Le3 coefficientr ilextinction sont doric commodes pour caract~riser is n6n6tration de is luniare
du jour, r:.ia leu' i--te'rrtation eat rendue d6licete par laurs variaticris svwc is profondeur, ia nature
de l~lirmn in surf a: e at aussi le type de r~cepteur photomtrique utilis6. En outre, lea relations
qui lea lient. au.% .aract6ristiques optiques ne sont pas simpiea, bien que l'Oquation de transfert de
l'6nergie au sein du milieu marin diffusant at absorbant soit connue.

14. EQUATION DE TRJJ1SFERT

(Dams tout ce qui suit, is, longueur d'onde eat fix~e).
On sait qu'uw forme de l'6quation de transfert des ondes glectromagn6tiques dans un milieu

absorbant et diffusant sl~crit pour lea lumit,.sices et pour une longueur dtonde dams le visible :(II)

(2) Cos * dL (z,,1 _ cL (z,8,cf) + b L (z.,e,) BWee,,~)dj

c 6tant le coefficient d'stxgnuation

(3)caa+b

L (,Oq) eat ia luminance dana la direction (0, ) consid6r~e et a la profondeur i. 0
B(e el,y,y') repr~sentant le coefficient angvulaire de diffusion en valeur relative pour l'angle qua

fait is direction (01,11) avec ia direction (0,T) conrid6r6e. Il existe de plus is relation

M~ f (00 dw. - 1

Piusieurs auteurs out dfij& r6solu l'6quation (2) pour des cas vaisins de l'eau de mar (III, IV:
V), maim lea m~thodes restent Svidemment assez complexes et sont toujoui's apprcchges.

Ii existe cependant un cas oil la r6solution eat grandement facilitfie :loraque ia r~paztition
des luminances ne varie pas avec la profondeur at prend la forme

(5) L (z, 0,eT 1 (e) exp (-kz)

k 6tant ind6pendant de z, 0,.

L16quation deviant alors

Cette relation eat valable dams le cas de l'eau de mer pour le r~girm. asymptotique~qui existe
lorsque I& profondeur consid6r~e eat suffisasent grande.
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5. REGIME ASYMPTOTIQUE

5.1. Existence

PREISENDO.FER, en particulier, a d6montr6 son existence du point de vue th6orique (VI), tandis
que plusieurs auteurs en ont apport6 lea preuves exp~rimentales par des r~sultats obtenus soit en ner,
soit our des milieux artificiels analogues Ai l'eau de mer (VII, VIII) ; aur la rimue 2, tir6e de l1ar-
ticle (VII) sont pr~sent6es lee courbes repr~sertant en coordonn6es semi-logarithniques, lea variations
des lumsinances avfc la profondeur pour deux milieux horiogenes artificiels difr6rents (b/c). On renarque
effectivement qu~elles poss~dent la m~ie pez'ne, dane les deux cas, pour la direction vorticale 0' et
celle 6loignfie de 300 de cette derni; re.

5.2. Paramatres caractgristiques

L'16quation (6) montre que, pour une indicatrice de diffusion donn6e, le rdgin'e asymptotique est
cozspl~temcnt dkermin6 par le choix d'un des trois paramL'tres, !.(6), k/c et b/c. E~n particulier ii existe
une relation biunivoque entre k/c et b/c qui, d'ailleurs, a ddjii Wt rise en 6vidence par divers auteurs
pour des indicatrices de diffusion parfois e"sez diff6rentes de cellos de l'eau de Mer (VII, IX, X, XI,
XII). TIMOFESVA (XI) propose une relation expgrimentale de la forme

()k/c &VPX (l-X) X
dans laquelle X a b/c et P eat un facteur qui d6pend de l'indicatrice de diffusion du milieu.

5.3. M~thode de calcul utiliage pour trouver la relation k/c, b/c

Aprae avoir choisi l'indicatrice de diffusion, on fixe le rapport x4c et on proct'de par itA-ra-

tion pour trouver la valeur de b/c. On d~finit donc une double suite:

(8) 
1 n (e) ff w fn-l ( o) 8 Wqe ,1 ' fw n-l (e) n-l ()

1 -k/c cos e 1n-l (0)

11 Ce) est pria arbitrairement et cette suite converge vers une lirite C e). Alors

(9) b/c -(l- k/c) ff a (0') s (eell du'

5.4. Cas de l'eau de mer

La diffusion de l'eau de mer est Is r6sultante de la diffusion due aux particules et de la
diffusion mol~culaire do l'eau. L'indicatrice de diffusion mol6culaire est connue et fixe, celle due aux
particules eat pratiquement ind6pendante du lieu considgr6 at de la longueur d'onde (XIII, XIV). Seule
change la part respective de la diffusion mol6culaire et de Is diffusion particulaire, c'est At dire le
rapport b m/b .

Nous avons choisi comma indicatrice de diffusion due aux particules celle 6tablie par NYFFELEP
(XV), et canmme incicatrice de diffusion mol6culaire:

0p.o) 0 Ce) u 0 (90) (1 + 0,835 COa20)

Pour trois valeurs du rapport b /b couvrant tous lea cas qu'i±L est possible de rencontrer en
mer, nous evans calculer b/c & partir de m P' k/c et avons port6 lea r~sultats sur Ia figure 3.

L'examen de cette figure appelle quelques remarques:
- toutes lea courbes passent par lea pointe b/c a 1, K/c = 0 ; et b/c - 0, k/c - 1, qui correspondent

respectivement a un milieu parfaitenent diffusant (sa.as &booption) et a un milieu parfaitement abacrbant
(sans diffusion).

- L'influence de le. diffusion mol6culaire dans lteau de mer se fait peut sentir aur la relation k/c,
/c (ellm eat beaucoup plus importante our la r6partition asymptotique des lumninances non montr~es ici).

- Les par~in~tres o (Eq (7)) sont voisins de 0,25 alors que TIMOF'EEVA (XI)indiquait 0,23 pour des mi-
lieux laiteux.

- hous avona port6, en outre, des points de meaures offectu~ee aur des eaux naturelles ; PREISEflDORFER
(XVI), JELOV (XVII). Lea meaures fournice par TIMOFErVA (XI) correspondent A des nilieux artificieis
d'indicatrice de diffusion proche de cello de l'eau de mcr. La concordance de ces points exp6rimentaux
avec lea calcuis theoriques eat dono bonne.

- Le3i calcuJls ont 6t6 mengs sans prendre en consid~ration lea phknom~nes de polariatetion. Cependant
dana le cas des eaux de mar leur effet doit 6tre faible our lea relations 6tabliea (VII).

6. CONCLUSION

Dana lea eaux de nor, et dr~ns le cas particulier du rdgine asyraptotique, nous avons -iontrA6 le
lien iui existe entre lea coefficients d'extinction caract~risant is pdn4tration de la lwei~re du Jour
et lea coefficients relatifs aux caract6ristiquea optiques dese aux de nor.

Le coefficient d'extinction en r6gime asymptotique eat &:inai une caract~iristique antique atA
ce titre eat ind~pendant de 11clairement source qui engendre le r6gime. En cone~quence lee rdsulta.s
trouv~s s'appliquent non setlement A la p6n~tration de la lumi~re du jour mais aussi Ai la p6ndtration
des lumi~res artificiefles.
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SUMMARY

Within the framework of the general study on the exchanges between the sea and the atmos-
phere the infra-red radiation of the sea has been measured with a radiometre in the 8-14
range.

Divergences between the radiometric surface temperature and the internal temperature,
as measured within the first metre, are revealed.

The causes for these divergences are discussed. It is concluded that there exists a cold

superficial layer, the temperature of which is at the outside different by 0, 3 ( from that of the
sea mass, in cold and clear weather.
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HESURE DE LA TEMPERATURE DE SURFACE DE L*OCEAN AU MOYEN D'UN
RADIOMETRE INFRAROUGE.

DESCHAMPS P.Y., LECOHTE P., VANHOUTTE J.C.

C.N.E.X.O., BATIMENT P5, B.P. 36, 59 - LILLE - DISTRIBUTION

SOMMAIRE

Un radjomdtre infrarouge de bande passante 8 - 13 microns a dt r~alis6. Sa
jpr6&ision est de Vordre de 3/100* C.Des campagnes de mesures ant gt effectudes sur la
Bouge-Laborat,ire du L.N.E.X.O. Au cours de ces campagnes on a mesur simultangment za
tempgrature apparente radiative de 1'eau, as temperature r~el1e, et Ae rayonnement du
ciel. Les r~sulcats semblerajent indiquer 1'existence d'un Lras 16ger 1~'~cet~
perficiel (de 1'ordre de 0,1 a 0,3* C).
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I/ INTRODUCTION

Lee mesures de tempgat'ri du surface de la mar effectufies au cours dec campa-
pies de Juillet 1967 et Dficettbre 1967 au mayen d'un radiom~tre infrarougo av&.icnt motrfi
que ia "temp6rature apparente" de surface 6tait en gfingra1 infarieure de quelques dixia-
ms de degris A Ia tetrpirature mesurge done la masse de 1'cau * Ref. I

Cat 6cart eat Hi6 A Vl'it du ciel at il semblair qu'il pouvanIt sx,-qu- o~r
partie au moins jar Ia r~flexion du rayonnement du ciel sur la surface d'a Dcer qui n1'
eat pas un corps noir parfait.

Ce point important m~ritait une 6tude plus complate, pour laquelle naus avons
entrepris 2 campagnes dea mesures, en Novembre 1968 at F~vrier '969.

2/ PROGRAMQ

Nous pr~senterons ici les mesures effeactuges en FgvrLer 1969.

La btut de la cam1'cPzie 6tait Ia d~ti.-minatiun du coefficient de corr~lation en-
tre AT - dilffirence antre 11a tempfirature axist; rt dens Ia masse d'eau at la tempgrature
apparente de surface relev~e au radiomatre at AW - difffirence d'ifnergie rayonnfie par le
ciel et par la mar afin:

1' ,comparer ca coefficient de corr6lation au coefficient thfiorique obtenu par le cal-
cul r jur une rfiflexion spiculaire sur .~ surface de l'eau afin de voir si cettr, r6flexion
explique complitement le AiT obsorvii ou si une couche froide existe en surface.

2*/ d'6tudier l'influenca de l'agitation de l'aau sur le AT et sur ce coefficient, notam-
ment en fonction de la vitesse du vent, ce qui sembl~it suggfr4 par lea travaux de COX et
MUNK . Ref . 2.

3*/ de praciser la correction A apporter par suite de Ia r~flexic. sur une 6%entuelle me-
sure de la tempfirature de surface de la mar par avion, afin de n'avoir plus A tenir compte
qi,7 d'una coirection de transmission sur le trajet atmosph~rique.

31 DISPOSITIF EXP'ERIMENTAL

Au cours de Ia campagne de Fivrier 1969, nous L~sposico'. d'ua radiom~tre infra-
rouga 8-13 ps, ayant uwe r~solution en tempgrature de 0,020 :, v'".ant er. peruae ,Qnf. is mar
sous une incidence de iS0 mesurant done une tempfiratvz.. ;ipw, .,,te. Cot appareil i~s qua
lea m~thodes d'fitalonnage ont EtE dicrits pr~c~de..nett, R~ef. 3.

La tompfirature interne de l'eau Eitait obtenue par une sonde de plo, ie m~ntfie
our un flotteur et raccord~e A la centrale de mesures mise au point par J. GOI!1 LLA at J.
MARTIN. Ref. 4.

De plus une thermopile permettait de mesurer le rayonnement du cial. La descrip-
tion de cette thermopile at son Etalonnage Bont donnfis en atinexe.

4/ RESULTATS

A titre d'exemple la figure I montre des enre.4strements simultan~s de Is tem-
pfirarture apparente df' l'eau mesuree au radiomrtre, at de AW ai lion peut remarquer une bon-
ne crirrfilation entra les daux ph~nan~nes lora des passages nuageux. Mais Is trio 4rande ra-
piditE des variations dans ca cas mantre Is cdifficultd dun d~poujillement syst~mstique.

Las risultats lea plus int~ressants portent sur la p~riode du 20 au 73 F~vrier o0
des conditions lentement variables d'Etat du ciel at de le mar ant permis d'obtanir ine ban-



tie obat' zi.on des phfinomanes.
Sur la figure 2 on a reportf la tempgrature appa~ente radLomfitriqua, et Ia tempfirsture
interne de 1'eau. On retrouve qualitativement aur cette figu.re les mimes types de varia-
tions qu'au courp. ep, capagLer pric~dentes. On a porti 6gaeement fur I& mime figure tiW
expriml en di,' ian% de L'enregistreur.

5/ DISCUSSION DE LA REFLEXION P)~ CIEL

s/ Rappals thlorique

Au cours de l'Italonnage, le radjoindtre mesure le l-ayonneinant I fimis par tin corps
noir I tempgratur-, T, dana un domaine spectral oO Ui a tine .ranamis0sion -r... Nou. Pppelle-
tons I X (T) la luminance fnergftique monochromatique du corps noir a Ia tempfrature T.

i oA (2)

paIT(2

oil p cat le coefficient caractfirlsant la fonction filtre et qui d~pand faiblement de la
tempgrature T. Ref. 3.

Loreque V'on vise is mar qui eat un corps noir imzparfait ayant une gmissivitg
c, le rayonnement requ eat

EX TA Y(T) d)X + (I-C X) r A I A dA()

to J A I IA(T) d), + Jo (I-cQ A B X) dX (4)

oi0 1 eat Is luminance finergfitique mono chromat ique du rayonnement Imia Pat le ciel et
reguXI I&s urfac, de Ia mer. i

Nou. difinissona une tempdrature apparente T a, telle qua Y' p p
cettec tempirature obtenue lora de la meaura radioit41rigg pr~sente don(; un ic.:'. pa*. rap-
port I la tempgrature rItlle de 1'eau

AIT * T - T

or noup pouvons Icrire dana I& limite des approximations faaites, Ref. 3

VI' a- T 4+-! 4 aT 3I (,)
IT IT

d'oi nous obtenona en comparant lea expressions 2 , 4 at 5

AT -p i_( C)T (I -I ) dX (6)
p 4aT 3  

10 A A X X8

Si Von' d~sire obtenir cetta correction sur I& tempfirature radiative I partir
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den moesures effectudes, i: faudrait en toute I~gueur mesurer (I- ,ce qu,' suppose urge
rrtsure 9 :ctra'e, puis efrec uer le calcul de l'int~grale fiuitat 6 En fait, la
seule don"5 e qui soit :2ccesj '-e a.-sez facilement Aux meaures eat la difference AW etitre
lea inergie. respectivement 6mis,-s .'r 18 mer et le ciel, c'est A dire

AW-VW-W s x d IXsIX(7)

Remarquons qu'en dcrivant cette formule, nous as, imileron , ia me-, A un c2orps noir, Cptte
approrimation ect justifi~e pour le calcul dt. tense correctif AW. Dans la fcmaile 7,
T st Ia mame foncticn filtre que prfcfdezient sZ le mgme radiomtre sert A mieaurer a

lai foir 1'6nergie en provenance du ciel et celle Cmise par la mer.
Danc nos exp6riencer, nous avons utilis6 pour mesur-r LW, Is rhermopile d~crite en annexe
et le filtre dont eRle 6tait munie durant cette campagne avait une transmission iduntique
au filtre fiquipant le radiomatre principal; ce n'6tait pas Re cai lora de Re campagne de
No'vembre 2968, ce qui m'idifie un peu Re d~pouillement des r~sultats.

Nous allons difinir un coefficient moyea c teI que

J(I - x ( -I Xs) dX - (1-0 i"I'A;) & -(1-0) AW (3)
o Jo

11 *-at fivident qiie cet (ddpL-ezra ees rdpprtitions spectcales6 de I, qui se modifient tris
l~girement avec T, et surrout 6 tl tr~s variable selon 1'6tat du ciel. L'introduction
de c ne prfisentera fividerament d int-rit que si ces variations sont assez faibles, cc que
nous verrons plus loin.

b/ D~oilmnt des resures

cncme nous l'indiquons en annexe. la therm~opile vicant 1c cies. oat dtalonn~e CA
visant un bac d'eau dont la surface a une ft-ssivitg sup~rieure A 0,97 entre 8 et 24 ji.
L'erresr introduite en l'assimilant i in corps tioir est inf~rieure a la pricision des me-
S.'rep.

Pour taie d~viaticn de I dcirL-ion, ncus avons une variation de K* C de la tempfi-
rature du bac au voibi~age de la tempdrat'ire T de Is uer. La dgviatio d'yje division cor-
respond donc 5 une variation di l'dnergic re~t'e pqr la thermopile de 2 .GK. Lor~que
V'on vise alternativement Ia spn et le ciel une ddviation de n d~visionsal 'Lr.-&po,.d A une
variation d'Anergie

'pW .W 4p aT 3 nk (9)

De 6 , 8 at 9 nious obtenons

LT - p4ro (I-C) AW - (2-E) nk (10)

En portant s,.n un graphioue AT en fonction de r, ou de AW on doit *lor.c trouver des droites
dont la Dente va donner le coefficient

Sun la figure 3 , on a portb L7 en fonction de LW exprimr6 en ciicro watts cra'
sr pour l'cnsemble des mesures du 20 au 23 F~vrier 1469 en as'arant lea rtisultats en

4 cat.
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- meer nqitfe :ver~t > 22 noc,.tds
- mer peu &i;!tde vent 10 a 12 no-,ids
- mer peu agitge VCzit <5 !0eUla
- ca12mw plat.

Le cz du calme plat comprend tiop ppu d, , 'aures i'our conciure. Nair. dans lea 3 autres
cas, lea points s'aligner remarquablament '-s droites comme le -'vo~t la relation
10.

D)e 1a pe,.te de ces droites oni ddduit
-mer peu agite, w~nt < 5 noeuds i - r, 0,0192

m-r peu agitge, vent 10 A 12 noeuds I - c - 0,0167
- a citG, vent > 22 noeLds - *a- 0,0147

Pat :alna plat, le petit noeibrc de mesures obtpenues semblerait donner I - r do 1'ordre
de 0,021 . Ce coefficient varie notablcenent en foncrion de I '6tat ie la mer. En outre, iI
semble so ccafirmer tr.voisinage de !'incidence r'ormalio, ~'~n~idde 1'eau t-ac-
crott lorsqu'elle e~t aj'r .,te des rffexionh aruitipie- ' a ttirf,;e de l'eau1
Ref. 5.

c/ Calcul thiorique du 4T dii :tfc.ir

Le coefficient (I-r) peut itre calculg thicriqu'.nent A parLr 1,E Furrnule 8
si on se fixe la temprature de la mer et le rayonnernent I dsiu ciel.
CVest ce que nous avons fait ici pour une mer A 2850 K, ce qui correspond d peu prc.R ai-x
conditions de nos mesures, et pour divert modaleh de cizl que nozs discutons en annL.

Nous avons pris le cas d'une r~flexion parfaitement spC~cuzaire sur une surface
plane; ce cas eat dvidemment i .emer, fictif, mais constitue une premiere approximeation.
Le coefficient do rdflexion mo-,iochromatiqua nz us a 6t6 comari~qu6 par L. PONTIER, Ref. 6

Nous avons obteiiu lea r4su~t.ats suiv, -t
-Ciel clair T a.Lbiante - 270* I'_ I c - 0,0135

11 - 285 * .. - . - 0,0121
if - 30:' K. I - (.- 0,0108

-Ciel couvert T aznbiante - * K.1 - c - 0,0127
1. 2850 K.i - c - (1,011

On conatate quo, sauf danf. le cae d^-jn cie: couvert avoc une tamp~ratn.e ambiante tris 6-
Iev~e, que nouL n'avons past rercnwr6 aux cours de cette campagne de mesura, le coefficient
1-c vanie peu avec le type du ciel et a une valour de 1'ordre de 0.012.

On retrouve donc bien thioriqueirent une relation lingaire entre AT et AW, mais
avec une valcur de I - c inf~rieure 5 cello dfJuite des mesuros. Cette courbe th~crique a
6t tracge suy la figure 3 elle donne -n fonction de AW, Ia correction Ar A apporter
aux mesures. Pour un LW et un 6tat dc mer donn~p, la diffference d'ordonnfies entro Cette
courbe et la courbe kxp~rinmentale, rppx~sex.te le AT reel qui existe entre la Lemp~rature
de surfac(o et la tempirature inter.,e; Lin voit q i'il est pratiquernent toujours infdnieur
0 ,25'.

Les rdsultats du calcul peuvemr f're pr~sentds sous une autre formte :sun Ia
figure 4 (n a portd le AT diV a la r~liley,*>n calculi per les forrnules 8 et 1C en
fonctioii 4c La temp~rature de la mer et pour leet oivens modA'e': d ciel consic.,Sri~.

6/ DISCUSSION DES~ RESULTATS

Le coefficient I - r t'clculi pour Lune surface plane ost do l'ordre do 0,012 a-
lora quo le coefficient rmesur6 vanie entre 0,021 pour une mer caizee 0,0147 pour urc mor
3git~o. Comnont interprdter cetze diff~rence?

Pour le radiom~tre, lea principales causes d'orreur ont CM4 discut~es en !.ftail
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par P.Y. DESCH.NMPS? Pef. 3 .Ajoutons t.itit de mime qua lea v.sures en mer sont mains ai-
sfies A eff'ect%2r et qua dt nouvelles causesu d'erreurs a'ajoutent aux erreurs instrumenta-
lea proprement dites. L'4talonnaeo -.'a*'ait pas pu itre effectud avec le corps flair utili-
s6 d'habitude, mais aui mayen d'un Lba. V'ean convenablenent agit6. Ceci peut introduire
z~ne erreur de quelques centiames de degr~s, maja cette erreur n'affecte pas 1a pente des
droiLaS trac~es A la figure 3.

La thermopile du ciel avaiL 6t6 itplonnge as d~b%:t de Is campagne mais avait
pris accidentellement l'humiditE au couts d'une averse. 11 eat passible que sa sensibili-
tS en ait 6ti l~garement modifige. Un italonnage fait apras le retour de is misision in-
dique une baisse de sensibilitE de Vordre de 5/100 ce qui eat encore acceptable.

Pour lea calculs, uls ant effectues A partir d'un coefficient de riflexion don-
n6 par PONTIER, Ref, 6 . Ce coefficient eat dfiterming avec tine pr~cision de 1 lrdre de
5/100, ce qui entraine tine erraur sur Is dfitermination de e, de 1'ardre de 7/10o.
Lea ~.zefficients de transmis.,ion des filtres des deux appareils ont 6t6 ineauria A i'bide
d'tin spectre) PERKIN-ELMER modZle 457, aui ratour de la mission de Ffivrier. La prEcision de
cet appareil eSL de 2 k V/IG0 et naus avans trouvd des caurbaa absolument identiques.
Les calcuis sort effectu~s A partir d'wi modale cee ciel dont on a discut6 en annexe 1'E-
tablissement. On petit Evidez i-nt Etudier en d~tail i'infiuenca de Ia formea choisie stir le
c calculd.

7/ CONCLUSION

On a retrauvE aui caurs de cette campagne tine temp~rature apparenta de surface
inffirieuire ai temipfracure interne, mais il semb1le que ia diff~rence s'expiiqug pour tine
p.-ande part par i'effat de rayonnainent du cial rgflgchi.

Si ota effectue Ia cor:ection avec tin caeffcient de rEf~axion de 0,012 qtii Car-
respone th~oriquemeat L un&' surface plane Ve oti pur.:., on trnluve :: rc,.e --ii diff~rence
de temp&v.-Lure entre Is masse at Ia surface qtii ec t nu azii de 0,3C' C par tcmps clair
at de. O,0C5o C A O,20* C par temps cc.r,

Pour expliquer totalcmsit is tempirature plus iroide de surface par Is rEflex~on
du rayanneinent du ciel. il faiudtc.ic :dmettr.: ur coefficient de r~flexian variant de 0,020

par calme plat A 0,014 a er mar fortemant agitg-e.

11 resta donc pour conciure d~finitivement A raprandra 1'Etude du coefficient de
r~flaxion pour Is mer et AJ±13i A xiceir plusietirs siries de Ceastrea stir dat(ECrentes p6-
rioda de V'ann:?.

Acttiellernent nous nativons seulmant afiiimer que 00'j c;;eo tine couche froide
de surface, I'6cart de temodrattire ave- la masse eat s maximnum de 0,30 C par ciel clair
at froid at inf~rieir en genital.
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ItabHosment d'un modil. de ciel

11 aerait int~resau do counattre, an mane tans qua Is tempfrasture meSurge
au radiomltre, I* sotctre d'imission du ciel. Ceci W'est pa~s encore possible et nous
davons nous conteut~r d'une asure global* du rayonnement da ciel dane la bande do trans-
mission du filtre ut4 .isfi daun Is radiom~tre.

Pour calculer Is coefficient c dfifini par 1& formule

1EA)(A A X X- 0-0) Jo (I X XSA~ dA (1)

nous avons dti nous fixer un. peu arbitrairement des modiles de ciel dfifinissant I A et
nous lea avona ajust~A pour que

dIA1 s A dX-A (2)

AW Stant uesur6 ou moyo do la thermopile du ciel.

Rappela sur 1t raynnem..at du ciel

Las principales itudes relatives I l'Smission du rayonnement du ciel entre 8 u
et 20 U ont &t effectuges par SWAN~ at COLL (7), OETJEN et COLL (8), BRUSTET at COLL (9)

Tenant compte qualitativement de ces itudes nous &von@ biti des modtle& trio
grassiers, l'un pour ciel clair, l'autre pour cial couvert, oft le Saul paramatre eat la
tempirature au Sol.

Pour un ciel clair, et une tempgrature Ta au Sol, on a prim pour X < 7,5 ,

I A 0 x I tant Is luminance du corps noir A Is tehhp~rature T a.Catte zone correspond

A la tras forte absorption de la bande 6,3 u de H 20.
Pour 7. p A < 9i po I "IVX;I est Is. luminance maximal* du corps noir A i& tern-

6s 6 MAX

piauT . Ceci correspond au dibut de la focItre atmosphdrique. Pour 9 ui <A 10 ui,
1 n :quoi qu'&tanL dans Is fen~tre atmosphlrique, ii fout tenir compte de 1'absorp-

I~ ~ MAX A X

Pour 12 U < A - 13,6 u, Ix - -3 : fonitre atmosphirique avec quelques raise de rotation

do Is vapour d'eau at 1s d~but d& la bands d'abuorption de CO 2 1 15 u et enfin pour

A 13,6 , A I IA forte absorption atmosphdrique due A Is bande de rotation de 1& vapour

d'eau at AI&i band* 15 Pz du Co 2.

Pour un ciel couvert, Is rayonaaent dans la fenitre atmosphirique proviont essen-
tielloment du nuage ot non plys~js haukes couches froldos. Pour X de 8 A 9 U at de 10 A
12 u, r9nLvons pris I X - -. Pour A do 9 A 10 u at 32 A 12,8 va, nous avons pris
I As . 3 -. En dehors do cos valeurs, 1, . TA

Catto ripartition spectralz eat fivideament arbitraire as doit slapprochor as-
s: bien de Is ripartition rnell* &voc uno li4m. aurestimation do l'influence de Is toupi-
rature dana is fenitre atmosphirique at avoc une sous-estimation de L'influonce do I& con-
tonance en vapeur d'eau, donc de Is tosqpirature pour zone de noyenne absorption de I& va-
pour d'eau.
La figure 7 , montre, pour diverses tempiratures ambiantes. ,S an fonction do A pour lee
mod~es choisis.

11 oat slors possible do tabulor, pour divtrsos tempgratures aubiantes, pour deal
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clair ou couvert at pour diveries tompgraturea de mer,au moyen tdo 14& formule 2 Is dif-
ffirence AW entro lei Anergis reipectivefent Amii par I& mer at le ciel. Ceci eat non-
tri 1 la figure 8.
La comparaison avoc lta qutlquea points expirivientaux dont nlow disposons aemble indiquer
un, assa: bon accord sivoc lts calcula, cc qui justifle en partie Ie choix des modiles. Ce
choix eat d'autre part justifi6 par le fait qua c flO vanie que leatement avec le ci.al et
qu'un modile trAs atpproximatif eat suffisant pour le calculer.

ANNEXE 2

Thermopile du cili

Cotta thermopile eat fabrlqufe par "KIPP". Ella eat constitute de 10 couples
manganine - Conatantan. Un filtre aysat exactent Ia mine bands phisante qua le filtre
plact dane It radiamitne a 06& utilis* au cours de la compagne de Fivrier 1969, La figu-
re 5 montre i& transmission du filtre fonction de i& longueur d'onde. La thermopile

: . hamp cie 20% un. paiu plus important qua Is champ du radlomktre principal (140). Cot-
tiu eat la plus faible possible compatiblot avec lea exigences de seaibilit6 do V'

*.pwel L'encowble a tine constants de temps de plusieurs secondes, du tshie ordre quo le
r~d. xtro. 1.s siral (on volt) Courni par cetta thermopile sous une inp~dance de 20 fl
tot *n-repptr cur Is~ seconde vole de l'enregistreur utiliol par le rauionatre.

Ltilonwige de Is th- rnopiie

Lorsque la thermopile du cAio, port~e A uric texpirature fixe Te, vise la surf&-
co d'un bac d'eau partF ak l& teupru~rure de Is glace fo ~tsnce, ella regoft wie finergie

Dana cotta formula, c A eat I1#Eisbiv~t6 do I& glaca fondant*, 1~ o) at la lumi anic mono-
cbrootatiqua du corps noir A cette m'mwo tompgracure, T. eat U& transmission dui itre A
'.a longuaur a'onde . Cotta fnergla gap,,-s tranfrme on chaleur at provoque Iap.pik-
ition d'un signal

S 0- kW 0+ C (2)

Si on fait varltr la temptrature du bac d'eau, Is thermui i* regoit une fnergie

IItant Is luminance du corps noir A Ia tempgrature de I& masse dVows. Cotte Anergie
provriqie un signal

S T*kH * +C (4)

La valeur de W,~ - W 0pout itre tabul62 on fonction de T; Ia courbot obtewit eat
portfe our l& figure 6 .

En coobinant 2 at 4 , on pout Icrire

VT -w 1 S~ (5)

Par Icetje formula, nesurant S i t So$ calculant W at WU on in diduit k expninf en Volt
W_ cm .sr.



Au cours d'un premier Stalonnage, on a fait varier T entre 273* K et 303* K. vt -in
rifig la constance de K .Ans la formule 5 ; lea points expdrimcntaux reprisentant
(W.,-W ) obtenus A pertir de 5 et des mesures, ont 6t port~s our Is figure 6

,0

Notts avons choisi de t~availler toujours avec des differences d'6nergie (W I-W
plutat qu'avec des valeurs ibsolues (W T' car d'assez faibles vaiiations de la terep~ratu-

resmiat ,T, d~placent Ia drite S T k W_ + C, alors que sa pente k reste constante.
L'fitalonnage itj n~antmoins itru renouvel6 fr&quemment.

Hesures

La mesure est effectige suivant le mime principe que VCetalonnage :la thermo-
pile vise le cie. pois une rif~rence. Cette rifrence, nous avons tout na~urellement
songg A utiliser la surface de Is mer. Dana ce cas, la thermopile regoit une diff~rence
d'finergie tiW - (11-1 )T dX et donne une variation de signal AS - k.tAW. Vans cette
f1orwule I xest 1a ltm2nance d'un cotps noir a ia temp~rature de l'eau et I ASest la lumi
nonce du ciel. En 6crivant cette formule, nous faisons l'approximation de consid~rer la
surface de l'eau coimme un corps noir. Cecl introduit une erreur de 2/100, inf~ri,,ure hi
Ia pr~cision des mesures.
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DISCUSSION ON PAPERS PRESFAPPED IN SESSION VI
('Experimontal Results)

Discussion on gaper 27 1 "eiasurements of the spatial coheronce of a loser beam propaga-
ting througb water", by S.G. VARNADO and A.H. 1.3RONE .

Dr. A. WIiRIN i Could you give some more details on the piysical proces:,3s assumed in your
Monte-Carlo technique ? Do you assume sw:all sphere inhomogeneities and geometrical optics
interaction with the spheres ?

Dr. A.H. LAGRONE : The Mante-Carlo teohnioue assumes total scattering of a photon in a
direotion deterusined by a scattering probability function .
The answer to the second question is "t" for both parts .

Dr. K. PIECH i C, What was the diameter of the beam at the pinhole-, where the complex
degree of coherence was measured ?

2) Were any measure. nts jf degree of coherence made at Pjiy points outside
the beam ?

Dr. A.H. LAGRONE : 2 mm (pinholes were 400/in diameter)

2) No

Discussion on paper 30 : "Examei de r6sultats exp~rimentaiu: conoernant la diffvzion J3 la
lumibre par les eau: de mer" ppx . MOREL .

Dr. G. KUIMENBERG i (from the magnetic tape) I would like to ask you 1.f you don't thirk
there is differences in nature particles, relative refractive index of particles as re-
gar4 to clear oceanic areas where you have not very much particle material and areas of
higher production, where you have a high mass . Don't you think chat is difference in the
scattering functions and in the backward-scattering ?

Prof. A. HOR 'L t La plupart des rdsultats qui ont 06 presont6s :%ci correspondent, en g6-
n6ral, h des mesures effectudes dans des eaux du ?Arge, 4 l'exception de quelqaes mesures
de Manche . Nous av~ns par ailleurs observd effecuivement des differences notables sur des
eaux fortement chargdes en apports terrigbnes ov opdciaux . Nous avons trouv6 des diffd-
rences dans les eaux h la sortie d'un fleuve ou duns lea Bahamas sounds . Par contre, en
Nanche h condition de ne pas prendre de prAMh.'ements h la plage, mais tu peu au large,
curieusement, nous trouvons que l'indicatrice est quand m~me tres semblable h cello que
nous trouvons dans lea ocdans ouverts . Nous somes nous mnmes trbs surpris de ce rdsul-
tat o Il semble que le sjour des particules dans l'eau alt tendence h uniformiser l'en-
semble de la population dea p-,rticules en suipension, qui ont finalemont h peu prs la
mAo distribution de taille et finalement h peu prba las mAmes indices *Quand nous parlons
d'indicatrice moyenne, pour une longueur d'onde donnde, ou quand nous parlons d'une inva-
riance de forms lorsque la longueur d'onde varle, nous n'expooons que des lois de premire
approximation

Dr. A. WIhGIN : Esct-ce que vous avez dtudid la polarisation de la diffusion 7

Prof. A. MOREL s (extrait du ruban magndtiquo) Je n'ai pas prtsent6 d'indicatrice en lu-
mibre polarise, mais des mesures ont dtd faites entre 300 et 1500 des aeux composantes
verticale et horizontale de la lumi re diffusde o Le rdsultat eat le sui-ant : Le delta
"polprization effect" eat minimal au voisinage de 900 ou 1000 . Ii est do l'ordre de 15%
en ce qui concerne los partimules . Le rapport varie suivaut limportance de la diffusion
moldculaire dans l'dchantillon .

Cette d4polarisation crolt fortment vers 300 oh la lunire eat complbtement d~polarisde .
Le delta eat 4gl h environ 80,c.

La courbe de delta en fonction de l'angle eat relati;ement syritrique par rapport h 1000 .

Discussion on paper 32 t"Observations of light scattering in different water masses", by
G. KULLENBERG

Prof. A. IVANOFF t Some years ago our knowlcge on he volume scatterinb function was very
poor indeed, bat increase tremendousi.y during the lant years . Your results enow that the
particles scattering function may vary from one water to another one and var es greatly
especially in the Baltic * We have f:md more or le3s the same volume scattering function
in older water

-1
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Dr. G. KULLENBERG 3 If I oompare two extremely areas the Sargasa sea and the Baltic, the
difference is not so much on the shape of the scattering function but probably on the in-
te:15±ty

Prof , A. MAJEL : On constate que la oourbe NO 5 cqui. concene l'inidicatrice des partioules
pour 3a me. des Sargasses eat trbs nettement differente des autres (NO It 2, 3 et 4), en
particulie-~ pour la partie arribre's
Est-co-que Vous no ponsens pas quo ayant retrsnchd la diffusion moldoulaire h uzie valour
observ~e petite la. diffdrenoe apparente entre lea cuurbes eat aimplement dife h l'errewr
expdrimentale

Dr. Go KULIJENBERG : I don't think its only experimental . I think because these very dif-
ferent water masses you are due to expect different intensities in light scattering . Of
course there is a danger in subjecting the relative scattering in this case 1. 1 definitly
think that the different particle distributions end different major particles you have
in Sargass Sea and in the Baltic will affect tl,, scattering intensity and in scme way the
form of the function Oo

Discussion on Paver 33.t "Mesure de la tempdrature do surface do i'oodan au moyen d'un
radiombtro infra-rovgt14e, par P.Y Deschamps, P, Leoomte, et J-4C. Vanhuutte.

Dr. S. DOINATI t What is the reason for the choice of the 8 - 14/vwindow for the tempera-
ture measurement, and not of, for ex., the 2 - 5 ,..Mrgion where the most thermographio
equipement operate ?

Dr. P. LECIMTE : (extrait du ruben magndtique) En fait, nous avons choisi la fenbtre at-
mosph~rique parce quc nous avons voulu rester dans une zone dens laq ielle 11 y a beaucoup
didnergie . On aurait pu travailier h une longueur d'onde plus faible ; miis alors il au-
rait fallu developper une technique do detection pour laquelle nous n'4tions pans encore
6quipds . Pour nous c'6tait une question do technologie.

Dr. J. ALjBRECHT : Referring to the gtneral field dealt with in t~io paper, some more in-
fuxrnation may perhaps be obtained from "radiation balance" iirrestigations conducted by
atmuspheric research workers for the last four decades . This resT~i4,s in two questions

1) Reforing to th precordings showing sky temperature end sea surface temperature, has
any analysis beone on coriation characteristics reiaiced to th* fine structure and
cloud denizty efects ?

2) The recsponse time of the equipment should certainly limit the usefulness of results
obtained with agitated sea,.

Dr. P. LECCMTE t (extrait du rubaai magndtique)
1) Loa rdsultats prdsentda sonz relativement enciens . Aprbs avoir eu pas mal d'onnuib
techniques dift aux temp~tes, nous avona arrWt la a rie dos assures . Cependant nous avons
recueilli uno masse do 6000 h 7000 meawsur.qu±i sent tranlocrites our bende perfor6e, en vue
do lur analyse statistique oompibte . Ywiheureusement lee parambtres dont nous disposiona
sont tle rayonnement du ciel, bla tempdra ture apparente do surface, bin tempdrature r~$oibo
die surface, l'humidit6 ot la tempdrature do b'atmoaphbre.
Pour lea rdsultats quo nous avona dpouin114 do fagon vraiment ostdmatique h l'aide d'un
ordinateur, la seuls corr~laticn quo V'on ait trouvde concerns Ie A T ot 10 A W e Cetto
corr~lation oat relativement bonne . Mie eat ind~pendante do ba diff~rence ontre 3a
tempdrature do ia mom et la temp~rature 4Pi i'air . Bile eat dgalement inddpondante do
1'humiditd ambiante . Bile no ddpend qut; Ase 1'4tat do la mer.

2) Votro seconds observation eat valable danc le cas dos ph~nom,)nes qui varient trbs ma-
pidemont . Lea ph~nombnesaen cause no sont pas oxceasivement rapi4es . Hous avions uno
consants do Tempo do l'ordme do 10 aecondes
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Abstract

Multiple scattering of light by particles suspendled in iquid can be a
cause of der,:'-ed optical resolution. This is especially significant when the
particles are relatively large and numerous, but most of the scattered power
is deflected through very small angles owing to a near match between the re-
fractive indices of the particles and the medium. Formulas which convert the
volume scattering function to an image modulation transfer function have been
derived and interpreted for this case. This conversion allows one to calculate
image degrad,%tion given the scattering properties of the medii.m. The conver-
sion from scattering function to optical transfer function is evaluated for one
published scattering function measured in sea water. Graphs of image degra-
dation and beam decollimation are given.

The inverse transform is also derived so that one can calculate the
scattering ?)roperties given the loss of resolution. The latter is best mea-
sured by imaging a set of paralled bar patterns having a wide range of spatial
frequencios. We have built and tested a scattering meter~ based on this in-
verse transform. Preliminary results are presented.

SGI4AIRE

La diffusion multiple de la iumiare par des particules en suspensio. dans un liquid* pout Itre
& ia base d'un szroindrisaeent dui pouvoir aeparsiteur. en particulier dona i. cao oit lea particules
sont relativemont importantes et nombreuses. C-~endant, la plus griinde partie do la puissance diffusfie
eat diviie suivant de tras faibles angles, car lea indices de refraction des particu~ es et dui milieu
sent tras proches. On 6tablit, pour cc cas, Qcs formulas do conversion de la fonction de diffusion
dui volume en fonct~on de trazisfert de modulation de litimoe.

Cette conversion permet d~e calculer lea propriftis diffusantes si l'on connatt 1% Zorte do
pouvoir s6parateur. L& meilleure fagon do mosurer cc dernier consists a tracer us group: do 4eais
repr~sentant des barres parallel..s poss6dant une gSm 6tendue do fr6quonces spatisles.

I& courersion do la fonction do diffusion on tonction do tranafert optique eat interpr6t6e on
g~niral ot ivahuhe pour une fonction do diffusion masur6e dens l'eau de nor et &%ant fait 1'objet,
d'une publication.

Lee r~aultats nunfripeso sont comri aux assuros d images publi6os, a t on rows"l des g~raphiqii1a qui
sont relatifs & l'taloweint du faisceau ou al 1% dcollimation. lis sent pr6aent~o en fonotion do I&
distance our Is fstisceau.
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When particles having dimensions larger than optical wavelengths are suspended in a liquid that
almost matches the refractive index of the particles, then the distribution of scattered light peaks very
strongly in the forward direction. In these cases some of the rays which scatter in passage between an
object and its image are still useful in image formation, although with degraded resolution. The ex-
ample of interest here is scattering by transparent organisms in natural waters, in which case the re-
fractive indices nearly match, because the organisms consist mainly of water and organic matter of
similar density.

The multiple scattering theory of this case is treated in Reference (1). This theory does not
derive the angular distribution of scattered light for a class of particles, but rather regards the dis-
tribution as a given (measured or derived) function and applies multiple scattering theory in a form
that yields an optical transfer function for images. The inverse transform is also given. The latter
provides a means of measuring babic scattering processer indirectly by measuring the loss of reso-
lution in images of bar patterns.

Review of Basic Theory .

The light scattering properties of water are usually expressed as a volume scattering function
(VSF), a(e). The VSF gives the fraction of the power in a beam that is scattered by angle 8 per stera-
dian per unit length along the beam. Improved instrumentation (bmell-angle-acattering meter built
by Visibility Lab., Scripps Institute of Oceanography under Contract N62269-3097, NADC. ) has re-
cently extended the measurement of small-angle scattering to angles as small as 0. 20. Such data
significantly improve extrapolations of the VSF to zero angle and allow more accurate predictiGns of
the loss of angular resolution as a result of multiple scatter.

Loss of resolution is best expressed by the point spread function or its Fourier transform,
the modulation transfer function (MTF). This paper uses the latter with notation F (* , R). The precise
meaning of this function is best explained with the aid ox a hypothetical plane target oriented perpendi-
cular to a line-of-sight from an observer at range R. The target has black-grey-white linear stripes,
so that the diffuse reflectance of the target varies sinusoidally at the spatial f2 equency v , i. e., v is
the number of black-white pairs per meter, Reference (2). The function F (t, R) measures the attenua-
tion of the angular frequency *= v R (cycles per radian) relative to the attenuation of a uniformly white
target. That is. F is the ratio of two attenuations observed as a function of range, the attenuation of
the sinusoidal component of apparent target radiance divided by that of the uniform component.

In the small-angle approximation (sin Oft tan e s.e, etc. ), the thr-3ry of the MTF permts the
result of all orders of multiple scattering to be expressed in closed form as given in Reference (I1).
The explicit results are

F (,, R)= exp ,[Q(,1- RJ , (1)

where ( )=2T u ()30 (2-,y )de, (2)

u () o (t)dt, and (3)

St= 0() dw = Zii J (; (sin ed e. (4)

Eq. (4) expresses the total small-angle scattering constant at as the integral of the VFF over the
solid angle (dw) up to a limit (0) defined by a cone of half-angle e. The limit e is the maximum
acceptance angle of the optics (or other limit as discussed in Reference (1)). The constant a t is
the fraction of power scattered at all small angles (< e) per unit length along a light beam. Eq. (1)
can be multiplied by xt-4 1-aR), where ain the attenuation constant (absorption and large angle scat-
tering). This would convert relative attenuation of the spatial frequencies to absolute attenuation.
This separation of exp (-a R) is possible because all rays have the same length in the srmiall-angle
approximation.

The transformation defined by Eqs. (1) through (3) has a wide range of validity within the small-
angle restriction already discussed. The VSF is unrestricted with regard to microscopic (unresol-
vable) correlations and particle interactions. The medium is assumed homogeneous and the particles
without preferential alignment (unless it is along an axis paralled to the line-of-sight). Finally, the
derivation of the transformation calculates the MTF as though the image were in best. focus, which
Ma, differ significantly from focus at infinity. That is, of all the rays that emerge from the scat-
tering medium, we have combined the intensities of those that appear to radiate from the same point
in the blurred sou-ce distribution, ,iot those rays that emerge parallel, nor those that strike a plane
at the same position. An exception is the case of an object at infinity viewed through a slab of scat-
tering medium. In this case rays from the same apparent source do arrive parallal.
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Interpretation

The interpretation of Eqs. (1), (2), and (3) is straightforward. Q (t) is a monotonically decreas-
ing function,

Lim Q (t) = 0.

Also in the high frequency limit the MTF expresses the simple exponential decay of the unscattered
beam,

Lir F (t, R) = exp (-otR).

This limit indicates that all scattered light is lost, insofar as the imaging of the finest detail is con-
cerned. The factor exp (QR) restores soir.e of the scattered power, namely that part which is useful
in imaging lower spatial frequencies. Consider again the hypothetical target with sinusoidal stripes.
The exp (QR) factor indicates that some of the scattered power is not lost, namely the portion scattered
through an angle that is too small to blur the stripes. In the limit of zero frequency, all of the power
is restored, i.e.,

F(O. R) 1.
whi :h follows from

Lim ) st,
t-0 0

which can be provcn. This limit merely restates the fact that our MTF is normalized to one at zero
frequency.

The modulation transfer function at any fixed range will always approach the value exp (-s R)
is the limit of high frequency. This of course represents a portion of the light that has not beert
scattered at all, i.e. rays which by chance miss all the discrete scatterers. These unscattered
rays always exist in scattering systems that have finite total scattering cross-sections, even though the
Jifferential cross-section may have an integrable singuiarity. The non-zero limit of the MTF corres-
ponds to a delta function at the center of the point spread function. In any real optics or transparent
medium the delta function must have a finite w;dth, and the MTF will drop to zero at the corresponding
spatial frequency. But this is due to phenomena having an infinite total cross-section. which means
that every ray scatters at least once. For example, optical imperfections and turbulent non-unifor-
mities in fluid media give rise to infinite scattering cross-sections. In a full analysis of any real
imaging system, the MTF for these phenomena multiplies the scattering MTF to give a resultant
MTF that decays to zero in the high frequency limit.

Eq. (1) is easily generalized to give the HTF of a scattering slab, i.e., a scattering medium
that begins at a distarce R 1 from the target and ends at Rz >RI.  n this more general case Eq. (1)
is replaced by

F(v , R I, R 2 ) exp {-COr(R 2 - RI) + R;Q(vR 2 ) - RIQ(vR 1 ) . (5)

The following -wo analytic forms (and linear combinations of them) are convenient for fitting
a 'e) for transformation to Q.

S() Ae " /T 180 1 } (6)

IOr 2vT ( M +nT

S2 (8) Be -(l+)

(e)= T;, B)(-~ T r((I-u )/2)

Conve-sion factors r/180 for P (and T) it. degrees and * in cycles/rad. are shown explicitly, so they
can be easily changed for other units.

Evaluation ot MTF with an Experimental VSF

Ref ,rence (1) evaluates F (t. R) for a set of experimental VSF dat taken by Morrison (Refer-
ence 3) in sea water near the surface at Argus Island near Bermuda on 22 August 1966 with the Scripps
small-angle-scattering meter. The water temperature was 28 0 C, salinity 36. 3 to 36. 40, absorption
length 2r  :asters (=I/a). There is some discrepancy, in estimates of the scattering length (I/(t Z 5.0
to 5.6 re,) and the attenuation length (I/a= (ct + a) ' .

Pecall Eq. (1) and the function Q (t) which acts as a negative attenuation constant to restore
scat'rr.d power at low frequency. This function calculated by Eq. (2) is shown in Fig. (1). For the
f' wame"ical" curve, the Hankel transform was performed numerically using a graphical fit to the ex-
perimental data for e - 0. The "aralytic" curve was added for two reasons. The first is to siow the
effect of a different extrapolation law, within the experimental uncertainty, namely C (P) _ 6 -1. 4.
This arcounts for most of the discrepancy between the two curves at high angular f.equency where the
-nalytic fit or e -1.4 is probably the better of the tw3. The second reason for the analytic case was to
show that the dependcnce on a computer is not essential for calculating MTF. Fig. (Z. shows experi-
mental points fitted to
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i. e. two terms of the form of Eq. (6) and none of the form Eq. (7). This iunctiox goes negative beyond
e= 2Z, as no physical Ocan, which accounts for most of the discrepancy between the curves of Fig. (1)
at low frequency, where the "numerical" is the better of the two. (More terms in Eq. (8.) for a better
fit at large angles would eliminate this discrepancy).

Fig. (3) shows the same results exc ,t that a - Q is plotted on a linear scale. This ordinate
is lot the MTF, but may be converted to it by 'he e~pression F = exp (-R X ordinate). For example,
a sinusoidal target with 1. 47 cycles per meter observed at a range of 10 meters would have 14. 7
cycles per rad-an. The relative attenuation of this frequency at this range is exp (-0. 1 x 10) = e l

from the numerical curve.

Fig. (4) shows the decllimation of an initially collimated beam as it passes through the water.
W'e can represent this case in our imaging formalism by taking the point object that be at w , but the
scatterers are situated in a finite slab of width w. We obtained these decollimation distributions
by performing A numerical Fourier transform to convert the MTF to a point-spread function, which for
a source at cois the angular distribution function. The MTF is

F (,, w) exp {[0 ( t- twI

which follows from Eq. (5) when RR_ -. while R - R = w. Note that Fig. (4) gives the angular
spread of -ays at distance w along a cgillimated bean, nbt the lateral displacement of rays from one
another. Also note that the curves are integrated angular distribution, e. g. the 50% curve shows
the angle (as a function of w) which encloses half the power in the beam. This curve clings to the w
axis for some distance, because the light travels a ways befo.-e half has beeii scattered through any
argle.

Inverse Transformation

The transformation from MTF to VSF is easily derived by using Hankel transform theory to
inver* Eq. 2. The result is

The expression for the complete transformation from F(v, R) to s (e) then becomes

s () 2r _ 0 ___ Ij~ [n F Q, R)
0 0 j (9)

- lnF(w, R)]J 0 (2niO ')d(,J.

This expression can be useful in correcting the results of measurements taken with a small-angle-
scattering meter. The problem is that any specimen of a scattering medium has a finite length in
which some multiple scattering occurs, but the VSF and the basic scattering properties of the particles
are defined ir the limit oi a thin slab specimen in which multiple scattering vanishes.

Note that the e: "stence of the MTF -4 VSF Lransformation opens the possibility of moasuring
small angle VSF 's indirectly by the relatively simple technique of scanning images of test patterns
that consist of black and white stripes viewed through a specimen of scattering med:um. The pattern
would include a wide spectrum of spatial frequences. Coltman (Reference 2) has shown how resolu-
tion measurements taken with ordinary black and white stripes can be corrected to achieve the same
result as if they ware taken with sinusoidally graded stripes. The latter provides a direct measure
of the MTF. Eq. (9) then gives the final conversion to the VSF. Recall that the VSF is the more fun-
damental quantity since it does not depend on the experimental geometry, i. e. , on R, or more likely
R and RZ if a scatter:ng specimen is bounded on both ends. Thus the indirect measure suggests a
good consistancy check to track down sources of error; viv. take data with more than one set of RI
and R 2 values and see if they transform to the same VSF within the expected limits of error.

Instrumentation

We designed and built an 4.strument to measure VSF indirectly through MTF as discussed above.
It measures the square-wave modulation transfer function, of a one meter water sample in-situ. A
schematic diagram of the instrument is given in Fig. (5) and the instrument which we delivered to
the U.S. Naval Undersea Research and Development Center is shown in Fig. (6). As Fig. (5) shows,
it is divided into two pressure housings separated by the one meter sample cell. One housing
contains the light source, the optical filter, the MTF pattern, the scan motor and collimator. The other
pressure housing contains the camera lens, the analysis slit, the photomultiplier detector and its
power supplv. Although it is not necessary to have a collimated beam in the sample cell, we icluded
collimation to eliminate any dependance of the M'IF on the refractive index of the sample medium.

Both housings connect to the control electronics and oscilloscope "top side", i. e. out of the
water, through the high pressure penetrLt-rs and the wr.ter proof cables. The top side electronics
contaii.s the low voltage power tupplies and controls or the lamp intensity and photomultiplier gain
and motor power. The output of the photomultiplier is fed directly tc the verticle channel of the os-
cilloscope. The sweep of the osc~lloscope is triggered by a sweep trigger detector which senses the
beginning of a MTF sweep.
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Frequencies scanned by the square wave pattern are from 0. 11 cycles per radian to 8. 2 x 10 3

cycles per radian. The frequency varies as

n= -- 0. 035

where f and f I are the angular frequencies of the nth and (n-l )st bar in the MTF test pattern. I he
square tlave p~tern was generated as a circumferential pattern of transparent bars on a black back-
ground as can be seen in Fig. (7), The MTF pattern which contains 90 cycles, (one clear and one opaque
space) occupies the full circumference at a radius of 38mm. For an analysis slit height of 2mm the an-
gular frequency error is only fire percent at all measured frequencies. The analysis slit is one of four

transparent slits on an opaque background. The slit widths available are 3 Y 10-4, 10 - 4 , 3 10-5 and
10-5 radian. wide. The system MTF without water was maximum for a slit width of 3Y 10"Sradian so
this slit was used in all measurements made in the laboratory.

Figure (8) contains sample data run on the MTF meter made for the U. S. Naval Undersea Research
and Development Center. The first column was run in air and subsequent columns are run in tap water
and various mixtures of spunk water (green water taken from a fish pond, not irom a hollow stump in
the grave yard as in Reference (4)). From the data it can be seen that there is no degradation in the
MTF due to the refractive ind-x or the suspended matterin Los Angeles tap water. The pond water,
which is relatively clear, shows a marked amount of scatter at small angles as is evident in the data
samples. The synchronous scan motor takes 1.66 seconds per revolution. This means that the con-
version factor from time scale to angular scale is 3. 8 radian/sec. The top photograph in each column
of Fig. (8) shows the complete MTF scan. Subsequent traces were made by using the oscilliscope sweep
delay to expand the scan at its high frequcncy end.

Note t.,at the traces have an upward tail at the high frequency end of the trace. This resulted
from the fact that the minimum bar width obtainable from our reticle m-.anufacturing technique was
0. 03mm. for reliable reproductio i. When the bar width reached this dimension it was held constant
to the end of the trace, Consequently the average transmission instead of approaching 50% in the limit
approaches 25% (for a bar width of 0. 030 mm and a line width of 0. 010mm).
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Figure (6) Photo,;rapn of the Packaged MTF Meter

Figure (7) Pattern wheel for IMT' meter, analysiag Alit wheel, and houings for

the camera len , and motor/collimator
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and
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SUMMARY

Light is scattered in the underwater environment by particles and
turbulence. This scattering causes a background radiance at the
detector azid a substantial loss of resolution over any distance.
Absorption strongly attenuates the radiance at a distance.

We have developed a general, potentially complete, model of
underwater visibility based on a semianalytic Monte Carlo computa-
tion using phenomenological volume scattering functions. A theoreti-
cally based paramezrizaticn of the volume scattering function providrs
a saape fit by only two parameters, but capable of tescribing both
turbulence and particles.

Because there was a dearth of experimental information available,
the behavior of resolution for different parameter values was studied
systematically. A general lnw or scaling rule for resolution was
found.

I
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THE THEORY OF LIGHT SCATTERING IN THE SEA

WHY MODEL VISIBILITY?

The value of a complete (computer) model is its ability to predict the outcome of an experiment, fully
instrumented or otherwise, Pt a x-duced time and cost from *hat required for the actual experiment. The
results can be treated exactly the same as the results of experiments to yield "laws o! na 're" or more
restricted predictions.

Our model of underwater optical visibility depends on two components. First, we characterized tte
single scattering of light in a general %ay, consistent with both theory and experiment, hut so that local
or future variations could be accommodated. Second, this model of single scattering is used In a Monte
Carlo computation of multiple scattering to yield a model of undersea visibility. The detailed treatment
of the model is the subject of Reference 1.

SIhGLE SCATTERING

The parameters characterizing the radiance are the scattering length, s-; the absorption length, a-
and the attenuation length, 01 =a -I + s-1 In our moel, it is convenient to scale all dimensions in terms
of e-1 , the mean free path and to replace a a~id s by *he relative parameter +=." (s- +a'). That visi-
bility in tha ocean is generally very poor is best illustrated by noting that i, .visibility out of the
ocean requires say, 07X >> ten mil,:s. However, in the ocean visibility is considered good if d-l > ten
meters. A typical value for C is .6 for the ocean.2  We have used that value in o'-r model although there
is no commitment to it. Modification of the value of C would not chapge the qualitative results at all
but would change the distance scale for quantitative results.

The source of scattering in seawater is small particulate organic and inorganic matter and that turbu-
lence which alters the index of refraction (salinity and temperature). There ts a wide distribution of
the sizes of the particulate matter and of the size parameter of the turbulence. The ,l'jme scattering
function (or differential cross section) is generally sharply peaked in the forward direction. As this
is a result typical of diffraction about absorbing or translucent bodies, it is consistent with the fact
that a substantial fraction of the particles or cells of turbulence are large compared Aith optical wave-
lengths. In this paper, we will usi the term liffraction, as in tlementary-particle physics, to designate
any scattering that is sharply peaked in the forward direction.

The variations of particle-size distribution and turbulexnce from one location to anothpr and a general
lack of knowledge of shape or composition make undesirable a purely theoretical derivation of the volume-
scattering function from the formulae of Mie and others3a- for scattering from spheres.

Our approach used a phenomenological volume-scattering function, based as firmly as possible on experi-
mental measurement-. However, the volume-scattering function has never been measured to angles small enough
to be useful In image calculations. It has never been measured even to angles small enough that the radi-
ance is known with certainty to be as much as one tenth of the extrapolated radiance in the forward direc-
tion. The difficulty lips in measuring scattering to the sufficiently ravll angles required (:.10"3 rad).
Only the collimation and radiance available with the laser make the experiments poss.ble. Unfortunately,
since the image is the bright spot that survives multiple scattering, measurer.ents of the volume-scattering
funvtion to will within .he half-maximum radiance angle are necessary for precise caiculations of imaging.
This requirement of small angles for meaningful statements about Imaging is reinforced by the realization
that the resolution of the eye and of many optical instruments is of the order of 10- 4 rad. Meaaurements
made with worse resolution detect mostly 'blur photons" and few "image photons."

Excellent experimental data are availablee for the volume-scattering function for angles greater
than 1 . For smaller angles, we asbume that diffraction is the dominant mode, for which a rather general
form of the volume-scattering function is expZ-j(1- i)j, uhcre P - cose. This expression is characteristic
of the zeroth diffraction maximua .n many different situations. For examole, it precisely describes dif-
fraction phenomena In. high-energy physics.' Further, it closely fits the black-disk diffraction formula
I2Jl(kR9)/kR!a up to the first zero, if we set J= (kR)2,'2. The models of scattering by turbulence de-
scribed by ratarski4 also have a (kR)2 (l- .))/2 dependence and a diffraction appearance. In any tvent,
until experiment permits determinatihn of Ltore than one parameter with precision, otr parameter will pro-
vide a good characterization.

,Note that wnilc small-angle scattering does not distingulsh particles from turbulence, the frequency
dependeney, radiance fluctuations, and polarization degradation are more sensitive.

The volume-scattering function ue have used in the piece-%ise-continjous function
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d Fld) = C e1-0 ) l C 1 exp(-To2/2) (9< 1) (1)

dF/dn = [C2/01- P) b 1(8> ), (2)

whore th~e angle c is the dividin3 point between narrow- -nd wide-angle scattering. Morrison's datasa are

w 11 fivted for p 2t 0 by b = 1.08. The constants C1 and C2 are determined by requiring continuity of

dF/dQ at 0 = e and by the normalization
d(dF/d)d' = 1

2nC1 = x[- G o + expc-q(1 - Cos C) I

X (..Cos6)1 - C G - cos 0)/2]b-1  (3)Sb-1

b r

C2 = C I (1- cose)b cxL-) (2COS))

Som e ang volume-scattering functions are shown in Figure s.

The obvious method of evaluating cnsxtrapolaton of the data of Duntloy2 and Morrisont failed. De-

pending upot the method of extrapolation chosen, values of q can be found ranging from 102 to 107. Such
idprecsion in an exponent is strong evidence of the lack of experimental information an small-angle scat-

toring. Analysis of some photographs taken under water by Duntley suggests q-106. Measurements of the

particle-size distributions in fjord watec2 can be interpreted tV, jive a calculated value of 1. Since dif-

fractiot. from a sphere is much like diffraction from a disk at sm,.Ll angles, 
s '
? we assume that the scatter-ing from the particles will be the same as from a black disk. In this case, =(kR)2/2, where k = 2/

and R is the radius of the particle. Averaged over the particle-size distribution, the value obtained isI ( c b 103.

Prellminarv measurments of sma-aungle scattering i the sea by R. Honey, G. Sorenson, and G. Gilbert

of our laboratory have given q - IXIO
8 

in several different environments. This value has two important
implications. First, it is much larger than the value obtained from a particle size distribution. Note
also that the expectation value of s would be heavily weighted toward larger particles, which are easily
visible in the size distribution measurements . Second, this value of c is of the same order as the resolu-
tion of optical equip uhnt (and the human eye). This suggests a steep diffraction peak that will always
have measured p values of the order of 10s

The mechanism to account for such hgh values can only be turbulence. Particles that could cause
suc1 a high q would be ovious.

In any case with our model we have explored visibility for a wde range in 0. A more meaningful
parameter than F is what we call frac the relatlve fraction of narrow angle (< iseatterings. The quali-
tative behavior of the scattering distributions depends on whether the scattering is narrow angle- or wlde
angle-domnated. Figure n shows the ratio of narrow angle to wide angle scttring and lgure 3 shows
frac for a variety s of te or

VISIBILITY MODEL

Our model was based on somuanalytc Monte Carlo calculaton of the multile scatterng. The analog
Monte Carle method has tie attractive feature of grvn[ an exact modeling of multiple sctteing of small
numbers of photons and thereore an exact modelng od nature if the volume scattering functon is correct.

The swmoanalytic Monte Carlo method is an improcment over the analog Monte Carlo method. Semianalyt

refers to our performing the integrals over the distance into the r-A'tum analytically for the first few
collisions. This makes the first faw collisions equivalent to a new distributed source and improves com-
putation time and accuracy for a given number of photon. insiderably. We regularly calculated radiances
and angular distributions out to 25 mean free paths, with a standard deviation of less than 5%, a prohibi-
tive task if we had been using an analog Monte Carlo *nethod, Further, backscattering is included in the
calculations with na additional effort required.

A detailed oxposition of the bemianalytic Monte Carle method in our model is given in Reference 1.
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RESULTS

Radiane. The radiance of light passing various distances into seawater is given in Figure 4. The
distance iL given in total mean free prths, d-. Radiance for several different values of for c=lo is
exhibited. Figure 4 shows that the more narrow anglo-dominated the scattoring ,, the closer it tends to
-az Also evident is the fact that only at great distances is it possible to distinguish between finite
q and purely forward scattering. For example, at 10 mfp only an order of magnitude separates the radiance
caused by wide angle-dominated scattering (=10 3 , frac=O.l-) from that caused by narrow angle-dominated
scattering ( l0s , frac=l ) . Further, the radiance becomes insensitive to changes of I, for values greater
than -10s (frac=l) and for I less than _104 (frac=0.25). As the radiance continually decreases with dis-
tance, the error of measurement increases. |tene, radiance measurement alone is a poor way to try to de-
termine any information about the details of light scattering in seawater. Conversely, to predict anything
other than simple radiance, as for imaging, knowledge of the narrow angle portion of the scattering dis-
tribution is critical.

Mean Angle. A strong desire to reduce our results to some simple laws or scaling rules places an em-
phasis on the various moments of the angular distributian. In particular, the average cosine a appears to
have simple properties as a function of distance into the medium.

For wide angle-dominated scattering, P(z) is presented in Figure 5 for a large range of different
values of 11 end e=1e . The dependence on z is quite smooth, becoming linear for z'3 (after a few colli-
sions).

For I >10
s (frac=l), the scattering is completely narrow angle-dominated. When this occurs, it is

more convenient to plot 1(1-a) as a function of z, as is done in Figure 6. We then find that all curves
fall on the same straight line. This appears to be a general property of the diffraction type of scatter-
ing. An analytic derivation of this result, with certain approximating assumptions, is given in Reference 1.

We have tried computations in which the wide-angle scattering of Eq. (2) was removed, i.e., c=180° .
Even for T=10 2 , q(l-P) vs z was a straight line, differing only slightly from the universal curve of Fig-
ure 6.

The above curves all have the unscattered flux included in the angular distribution. Because the
usual oceanographic experiments on light scattering exclude the unscattored beam, we have examined this
situation also. Curiously, removal of the unscatt.red flux from the narrow angle-dominated scattering
still produces a straight line plot cf 1(1-4) vs z, but with a different slope.

Angular Distributions. The angula distribution (radiance flux) of the collimated beam is plotted in
Figures 7 and 8. It is obvious that the mean cosine, hale angle, or some similar parameter is a sensitive
function of q and frac, much more sensitive than radiance alone. Whijo Figure 7 dramatically demonstrates
the needed precision for angular measurement, it also suggests the difficulties.

LAWS OF VISIBILITY

As is often the case wits Morte Carlo calculations of complicated processes, the model is complicated
but the results and implications ar- simple. We can interpret our results to give laws or scaling rules
for undersea visibility.

Radiance. Figure 4 deminstrates that the radiance is an exponential function of distance. This func-
tional dependence holds provided that z>3 for all volime scattering functions and appears to apply for z>O
for narrow angle-dominated scattering.

The value of the exponent depends on the scattering distribution but not in a sensitive way. For
narrow angle-dominated scattering, the exponent approxima:os the abso-ption parameter, a.

Angular Distribution. The angilar dependence of light scattering in the sea also has a simple func-
tional dependence. The mean cosine is the best way to express it.

For the narrow angle-dominated scattering (TfIlOs , frac=l) the rule is particularly simple:

R(z,q)=l-O .62z/q. (4)

Further, this rule appears applicable right up to the origin.

The wide angle-dJome:.kted scattering is also characterizable by straight lines in z, providing that
z>3 (that is, after a few collisions). The equatin for these lines is, from Figure 5,

a(z, f)lJ).83+,1.3xl1-O"T-0.007z, (5)

for <2.OX1O4
(frac'0.5).
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We know also that angular distributions such as shown in Figures 7 and 8 are nearly exponential in

terms of the cosine, at least at small angles. For back scattered light, we are not yet certain of the de-

pendence. We expect to Investigate this point further.

Conclusions. We find that the laws of visibility in the sea have a surprisingly simple form consider-
ing the complicated scattering from particulate matter and turbulence that is the cause.

The general form for the rad r o and for measures of resolution such as 5 have been given. The be-
havior of back scatter has not oeen fully resolved, These rules can be used for a wide variety of pre-
dictions of undersea visibill for any situation that does not depend on the temporal properties of tur-
bulence, Specific versio if our visibility laws will result when more measurements hove been made of
volume scattering functi ns In the ocean.
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SUMMARY

We investigate the application of the singular cigenfunction expansion technique to the solution
of the underwater radiative transport problem. The scalar transport equation is solved by the singular
eigenfunction expansion technique for a plane wave incident on a homogeneous half space characterized
by a highly anisotropic scattering distribution. An experimental sea-water volume scattering function
is treated by a high order expantion in Legendre polynomials. Results for reflected radiance are pre-
sented for a 9th order polynomial fit, with undersea radiance distribution given to a Sth order fit.
The preliminary results agree qualitatively with experimental measurements of underwater radiance
distributions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The propagation of electromagnetic radiation in the undersea environment has become a topic
of considerable interest. Detailed analyses are made difficult by the fact that the undersea
mediun constitutes a random, optically thick medium, with highly anisctropic scattering properties.
Some success has been obtained with similar propagation problems in other areas 1,2,3 by formulation
in terms of a radiative transport equation. This approach, basically from a flux conservation
viewpoint, can yield a significant degree of physical insight and understanding to a problem, frequently
enabling one to draw conclusions of a more fundamental nature than otherwise possible.

However, solutions to the radiative transport equation are quite difficult. The equation
is basically an integro-differential equation containing a source term expressed in terms of the
unknown radiance or flux distribution. Attempts at solutions of the radiative transport equation
can generally be classified into three types:

1) approaches applicable to a particular problem or set of conditions -- such as diffusion approxi-
mations or small angle scattering approximations,

2) statistical techniques -- such as Monte Carlo, and

3) systematic approaches of an applied mathematical character with varying amounts of analysis --
such as the discrete ordinate or the singular eigenfunction expansion approach.

Each of these approaches has its advantages and disadvantages. Approaches ta;lored to a single
problem can yield rapid solutions, yet are difficult to general more complicatcd and interesting
situations. Statistical techniques such as Monte Carlo MS are is the best iay to handle complex
geometries and inhomogeneities, buat these techniques are difficult .. use for deductions of a general
nature, and are also difficult to use in regions where statistics nre r jr (as in the backscatter
direction of a highly forward peaked scattering function). Technioues such as the singular eigenfunction
expansion approach, while promising and allowing physical deductions of a general nature, are, however,
somewhat difficult to apply in practice because of their high degree of mathematical complexity
and difficulties in developing the necessary numerics.

It is our feeling that this latter approach -- that of singular cigenfunction expansions --
has developed to the point where it now promises to be a useful tool for undersea propagation analyses.
In this paper we thus consider undersea propagation fron the viewpoint of the radiative transport
equation formalism, and the singular eigenfunction expansion solution technique. lie investigate
the usefulness of this approach by considering the description of underwater radiance due to solar
illumination. This problem allows a test of the eigenfunction approach in predicting radiance for
a highly anisotropic volume scattering function (VSF), as experimental underwater radiance measurements
exist for comparison. Since VSF measurements are difficult at small angles, the program also allows
a possible determination of effect of small-angle VSF forms on the radiance distributions.

We formulate this problem in terms of the tine-independent scalar radiative trarsport equation
with a plane wave incident on a homogeneous, anisotropic scattering ,ajf-spaco. The resulting equation
is analyzed using the singular eigenfunction expansion technique. , The anisotropy of the scattering
distribution is treated by a high order expansion in Legendre polynomials. In this manner, we can
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systematically investigate the effect of the anisotropy. Similar problems are involved in quantitative
aerial remote sensing of water pollution 9. The importance of transport phenomena to these problems
has recently been discussed by Feinstein and Piech. 10,11 To check our numerical techniques, 12 we

compare our solution for several low order polynomial scattering laws with those given by Chandras ckhar. I
Fimally, we briefly discuss comparisons of our preliminary theoretical calculations based on a scattering
law suitable for the undersea environment, with measured underwater radiance distributions. 13,14,15

The outline of this paper is as follows: In the next section, we formulate the appropriate
radiative transport equation, discuss the analytic solution in terms of the singular eigenfunction
expansion, and briefly describe the numerical procedures used for the calculations. In the third
section, we present the results of these calculations. The final section summarizes the results
and conclusions and discusses possible generalizations of the radiative transport formulation of
the undersea electromapnetic propagation problem.

2. SOLUTION OF THE RADIATIVE TRANSPORT EQUATION

A. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM

The radiative transport equation for radiance, 7(rn) , in the medium is

where we have written the VSF in the form 0(r) 4  with--Jp(,, nd ')=1. In Eq. (l) T(r)
is scattering per unit length and K(r) represents absorption per unit length. We assume Z(C,4)
represents radiance of a given frequency, and that energy exchange between frequencies can be neglected.
dfl(09is a differential solid angle about h' . Rigorous derivations of Eq. (1), toge 1 7with
a discussion of the range of validity of this equation may be found in the literature. P

Our intent here is to investigate the solutions of Eq. (1) for a homogeneous half-space with
a VSF corresponding to that of seawater. The incident illumination will be assumed to be planar,
coreesponding to illumination by sunlight. A number of experimental measurements of underwater
radiance exist (see for example Ref. 13) together with measurements of the VSF down to small angles.
Radiance values can be calculated by extrapolating the measured VSF to zero scattering angle, and
a comparison of calculated and measured radiance values can be made. We thus assume the medium
under consideration fills the half-space z - 0 , and with the homogeneity assumption write Eq. l)
in the form

where X is the optical thickness

X= fZ z (K +()d ' Z%'-a) (3)

and the single scatter albedo a. is

eO - (4)

In Eq. (2)/A- G050, the cosine of the polar angle. The scattering phase function, )v has also
been assumed azinuthally symmetric.

Unless the sun is at the zenith, I will depend on(z,,es, F) ; hence we have made the usual
expansions:

Since the e 'P are orthogonal, 1:q. (2) holds for each m with no coupling between different
values of m . Eq. (2) thus represents a set of equations describing rudiative transport within
the model sFace.

B. METIIOI) OF SOLUTION

We briefly outline the singular eigenfunction solution technique as applied to Eq. (2). For
more details, the reader is referred to the literature. 7,8,12,18 We first Pssumc that the scattering
phase function can be expanded as

Sbo S )= . P~ (Cos 9)()

where 0 is the scattering angle, and P are the Lecendre polynomials. we note that tha expansion
of p(co50) in Legendre polynomials is not the only possible procedure. Other basi.; functions could
be utilized, or one could deal directly in the compttations with p(cos0). Use of an analytical expression
for-pcos$such as (5), however, allows the analysis to be carried further than in a purely numerical
treatment.
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Use of the ansatz

(6)

yields the equation for the eigenfunctions, ,

(- ,(7)

where j plays the role of an eigenvalue, and

In the above P (,a) are the .associated Legendre polynomials divided by (1 . / 2 ) and ...

e( -

We have also introduced the notation

The singular eigenfunction approach is similar to the standard techniques used to solve ordinary
differential equations. One just seeks the solutions or eigenfunctions, '(V,IA) , of the homcgencous
transport equation (7). The solution for I is then expanded In terms .,, ese eigenfunctions
with the expansion coefficients determined by the boundary conditions, The technique is fundamentally
no more difficult than that used in ordinary differential equations, but the mathematics is somewhat
less familiar because of the singular nature of the eigenfunctions. In general, one may distinguish
between two types of solutions of the elgenfunction equation (7), continuum solutions and discrete
solutions.

(i) Continuum Solutions

For V (-1,1) there corresponds a continuous set of singular eigensolutions

0'" (-".,) = -L 3 ., P "M (I( - d)"( (8. ) c)

where P denotes Cauchy principal value, and

-7 rI y (4a) m C,/) (9)

N2cy)0) () , (60)

M (10)

(ii) Discrete Solutions

For / 0(-1,f) there may exist a set of discrete eigensolutions

(12)

which are the roots of the dispersion relation

A 'M (z) 0. (13)

The number of discrete roots may be found by the arguzent principle

0-" 7

where tM is the ntumber of discrete roots with positive real parts and
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~~61

In lq. (14) [ a A2(,) is the change in the argument of A+() as A varies continuously
from 0 to 1. o-

It can be shown that the number of positive roots is limited by
6

Ml ! N -m ? I

with N the highest order Legendre polynomial occuring. We see that there is at least one real positive
root at m - 0 . As Z, increases, the root tends to infinity and, in general, additional roots
appear at i al moving off toward infinity. We also note as the order of the polynomial fit is
increased, there is the possibility of additional roots.

Once the eigenfunctions, (8) and (12) have been found, it is necessary to establish the completeness
of the 0 1 , so that an expansion ofr '"in terma of the 01 can be -roperly made and interpreted.
Completness of the 0"' follows from a theorem 6,7, which states that an arbitrary IIdlder continuous
function on [0,1] can be expanded in terms of the 0 's as

z eA,,a) z f ' ) (.,,) e ,'. (16)

The proof is constructive in that once completeness is proven, it explicitly shows how to calculate
the expansion coefficieots zT and A"')). For details of the proofs, the reader is referred
to the literature. 6,7, We simply quote the results relevant to our problem.

The expansion coefficients may be written terms of the adjoint etgensolutions as

V T J/,0) r(Z) (17)

I ~ ~ /0 0 H" u)(l 2) (8
A N)) 2i X .1(j) v H"()

X V "(') A",.)(19)

The adjoint eigensolutions are given by:

(20)

and

+2 _ (/_ -= -' (2:)

The It functions are given by

H.J )) -/ 1 (22)

The 8m(",)are given by

where the B zre determined by solving the polynomial equations

L (zz'z (25' /,)L
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t~~~i -s tl A,

AS (26)

where AS means we keep the dominant terms as j)-o

With the above results, we can write down the final result as

) (-(27)

+8/ ) / °  - - (2-6) cos n -

where(,o, ~,)specify the incident wave direction.

The calculations, although quite involved, are actually reasonably straightforward. ilowever,
considerable care must be taken to evaluate both the discrete roots and the integrands entering
into the calculations of Eq. (16). As roots appear at V I , the integrands vary quite rapidly near
/u- f, and much finer grid spacing is required for evaluation of the integral in this region, with
accuracy better than one part in 1010 necessary to 'rsure correct results. In addition, calculation
of Eq. (23) is difficult for large values of the discrete roots, V. . The magnitude of '; increases
with Z. . Additional roots, v), , appear as N is increased. Hence, the calculations become more
difficult as either N or Z. is increased. The dctaits of the calculation can be found in ReferenLe
12.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIGN

Our ultimate goal is to use measured values of the VSF to predict both reflected and underwater
radirnce distributions, and to investigate the sensitivity of these distributions to the form of
the VSF. In this section, we present some numerical results for radiance reflected from the infinite
half-space, and the radiance distribution as a function of depth in the half-space.

The first step in performing the numerical calculations is to fit a polynomial to the VSF.
lWe use the VSF as measured by Tyler. 13 In Figure 1, we show the measured vsr dith two polynomial
approximations. The VSF is peaked in the forward direction by about four orders of magnitude. lie
see that the "4=3 curve, where N is the order of the fit, is peaked in the forward direction by about
a factor of 10, while the N=9 fit is peaked in the forward direction by a factor of about 150. Out
computer code for the reflection from the half space presently is operative to N-9, and for the
radiance as a function of depth to N=S. We are now in the process of modifying the code to handle
arbitrary orders. Wie feel that to suitably represent the VSF, an S of SO to 60 v'ill be necessary.

The actual form of the VSF is, of course, not well known for angles Z 0. 1* because of
experimental difficulties. The solid curve of ligure I below such angles is thus an ext.apolation.
Various approaches to such an extrapolation procedure exist alons, with several suggested forms for
ie small angle VSF (cf. Mlorrison, 1 Welts, ZO and Chilton, Jones and Talley4 ). The VSF need not
even be finite at O. 0. 20 Extension of the polynomial fit to N-S0 will hopefully allow determination
nf the sensitivity of radiance distribution to small angle form.

Although computational time is minimal, the numerical cod.zs are quite involved, hence some
verification of the codes is desirable. Before discussin' the reflection calculations, let us briefly
mention several such checks we have made. Chandrasekhar uses the discrete ordinate technique
to solve the problem of reflection from a homogeneous half space for an isotropic, linear, and quadratic
(R;.ylei.h) scattering phase function (analogous to the "SF). The present singular cigenfunction
computation reproduces Chandrasekhar's results to the five figure accuracy he has published. I As
an additional check, one can shoti from the reciprocity relationship I that the eigensolutions must
obey the following symetry laws

This relationship is satisfied to at least five figure accuracy for polynomial fits to N-9.

In Figure 2 we display backscattered radiance (i.e., A z , Y' - .- 5r,, ). Hienice, e. 18O0
cerresponds to radiance returning normal to the medium surface.) for the 3rd and 1th order fits
as a function of the incident direction with an Z. - 0,721 (correspondinr to ryler's experimental
conditions 14.15 ). We observe that the backscattered intensity for the 9th order fit is much less
sensitive ro angle of incidence than the 3rd order fit ,except near gra-zing incidence). 'Ne also
observe that the radiance for the 3rd order fit is about 2 112 tines that of the 9th order fit.
This may be attributed to the fact that the ith order fit is a better approxination by a factor
of 15 than the 3rd order fit to the strongly forward peaked V,1 As a result, many nere scatterings
are necessary on the averare for listht to be reenittd fr'n the half space. flhe average optical
path is thus lonper and considerably more at.-orption occur% fnr tnis preater path length.

In iicure I we present reflected radiance di-zri..stitons for various int.ident angles for tne
3rd order fit to the V';l'. and tin I iurc I the ith order fat to trie \k1 . -c again observe the reduction
.n radiance from the 3rd to the n.th or,!er fits. %it'i t'ie ird order fit, we observe maxima ,nd
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minima as a function of 0 This behavior is also observed by Chandrasekhar I for low-order
polynomial scattering laws. The results for the 9th c.rder fit in Figure 4 still exhibit the extrema,
but the amplitudes of the extrema are not nearly as large, indicating that the radiance emitted
from the half space for a highly forward peaked VSF is quite diffuse and relatively insensitive
to angle of incidence. We also note that for b-th the N-3 and N=9 fits, the reflected intensity
tends to rech a maximum and then (!ecrease as e approaches 90° . this phenomenon is anclogous
to lirli darkening, and is alo observed by Kaper 18 in his eigenfunction solution for the slab
for an azimuthally symmetric boundary condition.

In Figure S we show the radiance distribution as a function of optical depth, :e , from e -1
to 8, for a plane wave incident at 60 from the surface normal. Here, N5. The curves represent
only rhe scattered radiance at 50 = 3". , i.e., in the plane of the zenith, and the incident
ieave direction. The unscattered radiance is a decaying exponential in x at 600. As expected for
small optical depths, a maximum occurs about the incident direction. At greater depths in the medium,
this maximum moves toward 06, and the radiance distributieon becomes independent of angle of incidence.
The observed maximum becomes more pronounced for a given depth as the VSF becomes more strongly
peaked in the forward direction, and one must go to larger optical depths before it diffuses. The
rate of measured decay of the maximum about the incident angle, coupled with the ability to compute
decay as a function of degree of forward peaking, may thus offer an indirect measure of this peaking.

The shift of the maximum to zero degrees is in agreement with the observations of a number
of researchers. 13 The general structure of the radiance curves of Figure S is also in qualitative
agreement wilh the experimental data of Tyler 14,15 . More detailed comparisons with this data
necessitate a better fit to the VSF. This will be reported in a future paper.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have approached the undersea electromagnetic prepagation problem from the
point of view of the radiative transport for'alism and the singular eigenfui,.tion expansion technique.
Our reasons for adopting this approach weie detailed in the first section of the paper. While the
singular eipenfunction technique is very complex mathematically, we nevertheles," feel this approach
has developed to the point where it is a useful computational tool for the opt.cil physicist studying
undersea pr'pagation phenomena. In addition, this technique possesses the important advantage thac
it is fundamentally analytical, ;s opposed to numerical. This characteristic promises to allow
a more direct investigation of the physical importance of the various parameters of the problem.

The singular eigenfunction technique was applied to the problem of plane wave illumination
of a homogeneous, highly anisotropic, half space. This problem is of interest in a number of fields
such as oceanography' and remote sensing of environmeatal pollution. It is also a useful problem
for assessing .ie utility of the singular eigenfunction technique --as measured values of undersea
radiance exist for comparisoi , along with measured values of scattering phase function down to small
forward angles. The results of these calculations were presented in Sectijn 3, where the radiance
distribution was calculated for reflection from the half space for 3rd and 9th order polynomial
approximations to the VSF, and as a function of depth in the medium for a 5th order fit to the VSF.
When the polynomial approximation is improved, it will be possible to compare the depth distributions
more closely with, for examl.le, the measurements of Tyler. 13

The above pro'len corresponds essentially to passive source sensing configurations. Active
source systems such as lasers are frequently ol great utility, and consequently consideration of
this group of problems is of considerable interest. In addition to the vastly different boundary
conditions associated with such problems, the coherence characteristics of the types of problems
differ significantly. Garrettson 21 has recently solved the pencil beam problem in a homogeneous,
isotropic half space by a Green's function approach similar in spirit to our singular eigenfunction
tcchnique. The pencil beam approach is fundamentally an intensity transport approach and thus only
contains coherence effects implicitly through the optical parameters of the transport equation,
such as the VSF. As a rusult, it does not completely contain or describe interference effects.
Piowaver, we are presently considering modifications and extensionr of the methods presented in this

per employing te formalism developed by Garrettson.21 With these techniques, one shouIld be able
.j analyze some aspects of such coherent systems from a radiative transport viewprint.

In this naper we have formulated the undersea optical propagation problem in terms of the radiative
transport equatiorn and investigated tl- applicability of this approach. The radiative transport
quation was solved using the singula eigenfunction expansion technique. Sample calcularions were

preoented for ref'ecte raliace and radiance distribution in the half space, and extensio:i- of
the work were discussed. The results indicate that the radiative transport approach offers a useful
analytical techniiuc for investigatior of undersea optical propagation problems.
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SURMARY

One of the most fundamentally limiting optical parametois of
sea water is the volume absorption coefficient. In typical oceanic
waters in which the absorption and scattering coefficients are
roughly the same, it has not been a simple matter to measure the
attenuation coefficient independent of scattering. A new instru-
ment has been developed to do just this. Basically, it consists
of a point source of light and an irradiance detector at a known
distance from the point source.

Another parameter in addition to absorption and particulate
scattering that can limit the performance of underwater imaging

systems i due to fluctuations in index-of-refracrion, or optical
turbulence. Such fluctuations, resulting from fldctuations in
temperature or salinity, occur in the ocean due to a variety of
natural causes. Several techniques have been employed to demon-
strate the phenomena, including very-narrow forward-angle scattering
measurements, propagation of small laser beams through sea water,

and motion pictures of back-lighted resolution targets.
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OPTICAL ABSORPTION AND TURUILENCE-INDUCED
NARROW-ANGLE FORWARD SCATTER IN THE SEA

Underwater visibility is limited by absorption of light by the seawater and by the particles in the
water and by the loss of resolution resulting from scattering by particles in the water and from refractive
index inhomogeneities in the water. These two limiting factors are the subject of this paper.* The authors
gratefully acknowledge the support of the following agencies for portions of the work reported:

1. Naval Undersea Research and Development Center, San Diego, California and the U.S. Navy Deep
Ocean Technology Program.

2. Advanced Sensors Office, Adv.aiced Research Projects Agency, Washington, D.C.

ABSORPTION

General

Absorption is apparently a fundamentally limiting factor. Light absorbed by the water and by
particles in the water is transformed to heat and is lost as information. Absorption mean free paths
for blue-green light range from a few tens of centimeters or less in dirty harbors to tens of meters
In very clear ocean water. At other optical wavelengths, absorption mean free paths are much shorter.
The fundamentally limiting nature of absorption Is often overlooked. For example, if a 1000-Joule
pulse is transmitted through very clear water (absorption mean free path = 30 meters), and no scattering
whatever occurs, then only a single photon will remain at a range of 1.5 km. Each tenfold increase in
transmitted energy adds only 70m to the range. Imaging requirements and signal-to-noise considerations,
as well as target characteristics and scattering in the water, increase the energy requirements of real
systems by many orders of magnitude, even In the clearest ocean waters.

The Absorption Meter

Since absorption is the most important single optical characteristic of water, we have developed
a simple instrument with which to measure it. The principle of the absorption meter (a-meter) is shown
in Fig. 1, a plot of the logarithi.. of the detector power as a function of range as would be measured by
a hypothetical transmissometer or o-meter consisting of a collimated beam source and a receiver with a
variable acceptance angle and an aperture very much larger than the beam diameter. As the acceptance
angle e closely approaches zero, the measured power is shoun by the lower curve, e-r, where or = a + s,
and s is the conventional scattering coefficient. As 6 increases, so does the measured power. When e
approaches 180, the power will closely approach e0-_.r, because all the unabsorbed, forward-scattered
photons are measured. The difference in slope between the 6 = A and e-r lines represents the fact that
some back-scattered photons are not collected and that the forward-scattered photons travel further than
r to reach the detector. These photons, therefore, have a higher probability of being absorbed than if
no scattering took place. That is, if no scattering took place, the 6 = t the e0-r and the e' r lines
would coincide.

The a-meter itself may be visualized as a spherical system consisting of a point source of light at
the center and an irradiance meter positioned as a small section of a sphere of radius r around the source.
(The use of a flat, cosine detector instead of a collector shaped as a section of a sphere of radius r
introduces negligible error if the area of the detector is very small compared to 4ar2 .) The power at the
detector will be approximately proportional to the power at the source (within the bandwidth of the de-
tector and filter, which should be narrow compared to the bandwidth of a water column of length r), pro-
portional to the area of the detector, inve.sely proportional to 4nr 2 , and proportional to e'.r,

There will be a small error due to the scattering in the water, which increases the effective distance
traveled by the flux to .he detector. Mlat increase in distance depends upon two factors: the scattering
coefficient (i.e., the fraction of the flux likely to be scattered between the source and the detector) and
the volume scattering function (i.e., the angles over which the scattered flux will be scattered). With
reasonable instrument dimensions, this increase in distance and, consequently, the error in the measurement
of a are low. For r = 0.5 m, the error in the measured value of a due to scattering is less than I percent
for likely values of P (s ! 0.5 In m -l or 2.2 dlB/m) and less than 10 percent even in waters with a
scattering coefficient as large ab 2 In m- or 8.7 dB/m. (Appendix A of Ref. 1). It should be pointed
out that these are only errors if they remain uncorrected. They may also be considered as second-order
corrections that may be applied to obtain more exact values of a. However, it seems likely that errors
of even a few percent can be tolerated in most normal uses.

A third limiting factor commonly dominates underwater imaging system performance: the loss of target
contrast that results from the veiling luminance (in the case of daylight illumination) and from back-
scattering ol source light into the detector by the water and particles In the water. Contrast-limiting
phenomesin and the potential ways of overcoming this limitation, hile interesting subjects, are not
treated in this paper.
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In summary,
Pd = Pc A (41tr2) -1 o -a

r  
,

where

P = Power incident on the irradiance detector (within the bandwidth of the detector and filter)

Pc = Power output of the point source (within the bandwidth of the detector and filter)

A = Area of the detector

a = Absorption coefficient (in units of reciprocal length).

This instrument has the important chtracteristic that it can be self-calibrating. By keeping the
light source constant and by simply changing the range, r, of a single detector and noting the new power

Pd, the device can be calibrated using the expression

P
r

2 ln I + In I
r2 Pd2

r2 - rI

Physical Realization

The second generation a-mete: system consists of a rigid underwater frame, on which are mounted two
detectors and two self-contained light sources and a deck box for controls. The underwater frame is
constructed of square-cross-section black-anodized aluminum tubing fastened at the corners with bracing
plates (see Fig. 2). The frame, triangular-shaped for minimum weight and maximum rigidity, is 7 ft. long
on each side. The frame rigidly supports two identical froe-running pulsed light sources and two photo-
diode detectors. The bottom light source (Fig. 2), used for the a measurement, is positioned between the
two detectors to give a precisely-known path difference. If increased sensitivity is required, this path
difference is lengthened, rhe top light source is positioned exactly equidistant from each photodetector,
allowing changes in detector characteristics to be closely monitored if they occur. The presence of fish,
seaweed, etc., is also indicated by variations in the signals from the upper light source. Pulsed light
sources are used in thIs instrument because they can be much brighter thar. CW sources, (hence can operate
in brighter background conditions), and because they attract far fewer fish. Each light-source system
(Fig. 3) consists of an aluminum pressure vessel and an aluminum wad with the xenon strobe lamp supported
by polyurethane. The input to the lamp is about 20 J/pulse of 0.5 ms length. The pressuie vessel houses
the light-source battery power supply, high-voltage pulser, and pulse-frequency oscillator. This circuitry
is internally mounted to a rigid framework attached at one end to the pressure-container cover.

The photodetectors are United Detector Technology PIN-1O silicon photodiodes. Each detector is
covered with a Lambertian-scattering opal glass diffuser, a blue-green Wratten #61 spectral filter, and
a Corning #1-56 infrared blocking filter for calibrations in air. The photodiode and the filter stack
are potted in trancparent polyurethane, bonded both mechanically and electrically to waterproof male
electrical connector (see Fig. 4). The resulting photodiode is strapped to an aluminum plate that may
be moved along the side of the triangular frame. The photodiodes have been statically tested to pressures
equivalent to 1000 ft. with no damage. Electrical connection with the Deck box is through a single coaxial
RG-58 U 50-0 cable. A female waterproof connector terminatas the underwater end of this cable and connects
directly to the photodiode. Diode bias voltage supplies of -15 Vdc and 1000- output load resistors are
located in the Deck Box; the coaxial cable carries bias to and signal from the photodiode. The two coaxial
cables for the photodiodes are the only electrical connection between the Deck Box and the underwater frame.

The Deck Box (Fig. 5) contains the photodetector circuitry and the preamplifier, logarithmic, and

digital-logic module circuitry necessary for the real-time signal processing of the absorption coefficient
data. The absorption coefficient analog voltage is measured by a digital voltmeter (DT.) with a digital
readout display. The signal may also be used to drive a chart recorder to obtain a grdahic display of a
versus time or sore other parameter.

The instrument has been tested in the relatively turbid waters o Monterey Bay and the clear oceanic
waters of the Pacific (Hawail) and the Atlantic (Bahamas). Its use will enable realistic astimatej to be
made of the maximum underwater ranges various optical systems can achieve in the various different ocean
waters, and will enable comparisons to be made among instruments and systems tested in different waters,
or at different times in the same waters.
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SCATTERING

General

The second topic of this paper concerns the scattering phenomena that result in less of imago
resolution: scactering by the water and oy particles in the water, and by refractive index Anhomo-
geneit,es in the water. The narrow-angle forward scattering by the water molecules is negligibly low,
so only scattering by particles and by refractive index inhomogeneities are of present interest to us.
Scattering by particles has been well described by M1e 2 and others.3 It can be measured at narrow
angles by an instrument that we describe later in connection with optical turbulence.

Fluctuations in refractive index (optical turbulence) are commonly present in the atmosphere pro-
ducing, for example, the twinkling of stars. In the atmosphere, optical turbulence is caused principally
by temperature differences associated with individual (mechanically) turbulent eddies. We have nos' found
that optical turbulence also occurs in the sea.

Measurement of Scattering

Figure 6 illustrates a portable, relative short path length version of an apparatus designed to
measure very narrow angle forward scattering, It consists of a helium-neon laser (% = 0.7p) and a long-
focal-length camera focused to infinity for the laser wavelength. The laser and camera are mounted on
a long, rigid underwater optical bench pointing towards each other. The instrument is quite flexible:
Two beam diameters or beam divergences are available from the laser and two focal lengths are availqble
for the camera. Table I summarizes these characteristics. The optical bench can be suspended from spar
buoys on the surface to minimize coupling to surface waves. Optical scattering that occurs between the
laser and the camera broadens the image oi the film plane of the camera. Microdensitometry of the de-
veloped film provides intensity profiles across the images, from which scattering angle distributions
were calculated. The resolution limit of the system in water was about 50 prad: this was measured both
in air and in a clean, thermally homogeneous swimming pool.

Significant very narrow-angle scattering, as shown in Figure 7, was measured in experiments made
with the instrument. In San Francisco Day the path between the laser and the camera was 68 cm; in the
offshore test the path was 183 cm. In both cases the instrument was suspended horizontally, about 1.6 m
below the surface (where water well mixed by wave action would be expected). In both cases the scattering
was found to be about 100 *'rad. Subsequent measurements have been made in a variety of waters over path
lengths to about 5 meters.

TABLE I

Characteristics of Narrow-Angle Forward Scattering Devce

Laser beam Camera Min. Spot Size U/W
divergence focal length (full width to Angular
(full width (mm) 1/e2 points) Sensitivity

to l/e2 points) Air U/W (mm) (mm/mrad)

0.8 mrad 400 535 0.32 mm 0.53
1200 1605 0.96 mm 1.6

0.08 mrad ,400 535 0.032 mm 0.53
(10x telephoto) 1200 1605 0.096 m 1.6

Single scattering from large particles of diameter d produces scattering angles of the order of
Va radians; therefore particles of about 7-mn diameter are needed to produce the measured 100-prad
sattering. lowever, this is at least an order of magnitude larger than the size of the largest par-
ticles observed to be present in the water. (Actually only a relatively few particles in the sea are
in the range of 10-100 pm; the remainder of the particles apparently increase logarithmically in number
with decreasing size. 4) It was hypothesized that, since the measured scattering was not produced by

particles, it must have been produced by refractive index variations in the water.

Optical turbulence in the ocean can be expected on the basis of thermal gradients normally present
in the water (as near the surface), salinity gradients normally present in the water (such as due to
evaporation or rainfall), the mixing of different water masses, and the slow thermal and saline diffusion
rates in water. Changes in temperature or salinity can be simply related to changes in index-o-refraction.5
Adequate modeling of these effects to describe optical turbulence has not yet becn achieved. (In fact,
fully adequate modeling of optical turbulence in the atmosphere has not yet beon achieved.)
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We have recently photographed optical turbulence in the ocean. One technique photographs a back-lighted resolution target. The movies were taken at a range of 1.35 m in waters showing extreme opticalturbulence in Hawaii, and much more moderate conditions in the Bahamas. For calibration, the widths ofthe bars in the middle of the left-hand column correspond to about I milliradian. The other techniquephotographs the image of a small-diameter laser beam incident on a diffuse calibrated target. Thesequence in the movie shows the beam from a small Holium-Noon laser (1.4 mm wido to i/e2 points) overa path of 1.1 m in the extremely turbulent conditions encountered in Hawaii. In addition, some scenesshowing typical underwater layering and turbulent mixing as made visible u ing dye tracers will be shown.
We fave thus shown that optical turbulence can limit the resolution achievable by undersea imagingsystems. Our present investigation involve measurements of the size aistributions and refractive indexgradients of turbulent eddies in typical oceanic waters, and modeling the effects of this optical turbu-lence on optical imaging systems. 6
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DISCUSSION ON PAPERS PRESENTED IN SESSION VII
(Theorical considerations)

Discussion on paper 36 1 "Loss of optical resolution in sea water by multiple small-
angle scattering", by W.H. WELLS .

Prof. TYLER : I would like to ask a question regarding the extent of scattering funotior.
Can you measure the scattering function to zero direction ?

Dr. W.He WELLS 8 The testing diagram we used, has some of the highest frequencies, some-
thing like the reciprooal of 25 seconds of arc . But this, is limited only, by the manu-
facturing cost of the testing diagram . There was not any other limitations as we expe-
rimented with this new instrument .

Discussion on PaPer j7 : "The theory of light scattering in the sea", by R.0. HONEY .

Dr. W. CONDELL : What was the dimensionality for your Monte-Carlo calculation ?

R.C. HONEY a The memory could extract the angle of propagation of a very large number
of photons propagating in the same direction, to determine the difgerences of direction
in function of the distance from the axis

Dr. W. CONDELL s Have you determinate experimentally this parameter "dta" ?

Dr. R.C. HONEY : Yes, I did in every point I

Discussion on Paer38 : "Transport analysis of optical propagation in undersea environ-

ment", by D.L. FEINSTEIN and K.P. PIECH

Dr. A. WIRGIN i - Whet are the boundary conditions that you used ?

Dr. XP. PIECH t - In addition to plane wave illumination at various angles, we allowed
for no refractive effects - i e the infinite half-space above the scattering and absor-
bing-half space was assumed to have the same index of refraction, but with no absorp-
tion or scattering allowed .

Discussion on aper "Optical absorption and turbulence induced narrow-angle forward
scatter in the sea" by R.CX HONEY and G.P. SORENSON .

Dr. A. WIRGIN : - I have two questions : I - How do you filter out to have tha embiant
daylight in your recepter . 2 - You show a recepter in case in plastic . Do you use a
synchronous detection system ?

Dr. R.O. HONEY : - Ambiant daylight is a problem . There are two ways a One of course
uses the rolative narrow band filter but that cuts down the amount of energy . The
second one uses a pulsed source, much more brighter than the sun . Then the noise is
out . Down to 50 or 100 m depth we used a o.w. light source much less bright than the
pulsed source and we still had noise problems
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SOMMAIRE

Lorsqu'un objet situ4 sous leau eat vu I4 travers un systbme optique immerg4
formint tine imase, la quaiit4 de 1imirne obtL)nue eat toujours d4grad4e par cormparai-
son avec une invoge (16 g4o-ie'trie situ4e dana i'eir. Cette d4gradtqtion e.;,t l~e r4sultat
cou.pLexe de la. diffusion cr6 nar i'eau, Ae.%o partioules en suspension dens cet 414-
went, tie i'abeorntion de ia luiire le long de la trajectoire de propagation, et de
la geomnttrie du lieu dtoboervptiono Au cours de ces derni~res anndes, on a consacrd
une attention oonsid4rable & l'expression et h~ la pr4diction do cette d4gralation
du point de vue de la thdorie des communications plut8t que de celui de la physiolo-
ate de l'obaervateur.Loes auteurs retracent l'introduction en optiq-ue hydrologique,
des id~es relatives h la thdorie des comiunicutions,et comparent lee divers r4sultato
exp~rimnent-ux et th4oriques dont ii eat fait dtab dans la litt4rature scientifique.
lie consacrent une attention particu2libre h~ troia communications r4centes traitant
dP- lan irddict ion th~orique de la fonction de tranofert do li modulation par l'eau de

rir:J.R.V. Zaneveid et G.F. Beardsley Jr., Josa 59 (4) ; W.H. Wells, Jose 59 (6)
et P'. Chilton, D.D. Jones et W.C. Tailey, Josa 59 (8). Ces trois -~roupes de -.her-
cfeurs ont eu recoltrs -1 des techniques analytiques, num4 riques, et a la technique
nie Monte Cirio. Les auteurs coirrarent ces diverses m'uthodes, leurs limitations ainsi
Plie lee r4sultata auxquele ellba ont aboiti, et exarninent leurs possibiiitds d'appli-
cnitton 4i des problbmes typiques do visuai'3ation sous-auuine.
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IMAGE DEGRADATION OVER SEAWATER PATHS - A REVIEW*

by

J. R. V. Zaneveld, R. Hodgson, and G. F. Beardsley, Jr.
Dept. of Oceanography, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon 97331 U.S.A.

SUMMARY

When an underwater object is viewed by a submerged image forming optical system, the
quality of the image is always degraded in comparison with the same geometry in air. This
degradation is a conlicated function of the scattering of the water, the particles In
the water, the absorbtion of light along the path, and the geometry of the viewing situation.
In recent years considerable attention has been given to expressing and predicting this degradation
in the concepts of communication theory instead of the physiology of the observer. This paper
reviews the Introduction of the ideas of communication theory into hydrological optics, and
compares the various experimental and theoretical results that have appeared in the literature.
Pafticular attention Is given to three recent papers dealing with the theoretical prediction
of the modulation transfer function of seawater: J. R. V. Zaneveld and G. F. Beardsley, Jr.,
J. Opt. Soc. Amer. 59, 378(1969); W. H. Wells, J. Opt. Soc. Amer. 59, 686(1969); and F. Chilton,
D. D. Jones and W. K. Talley, J. Opt. Soc. Amer. n, 891(1969). These three papers utilize
analytic, numerical, and Monte Carlo techniques. The methods, limitations, and results of
each paper are compared and the applicability of each approach to typical submarine viewing
situations Is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The behavior of light in seawater Is governed by Its electromagnetic properties. This
behavior cannot be predicted on a theoretical basis due to the extremely complicated electromagnetic
structure of the materials suspended aid dissolved in seawater.

Therefore, any prediction of light behavior In seavator Is based on some empirically defined
functions which can be considered known. These functions, the volume scatterialg function and
the extinction coefficient, are known as the inherent optical properties of seawater as they
are independent of the actual light field. In the ensuing discussion the volume scattering
function will be denoted by 3t') . Jerlov (1568) defines /3(e) as the radiant intensity from
a volume element in a direction per unit of Irradiance on the volume and per unit volume.
The total scattering coefficient b is then given by:

de4 r

0

where L Is a solid angle.

The extinction coefficient, c, is the internal attenuance of an Infinitesimally thin layer
of the medium normal to a beam of light divided by the thickness of the layer.

)he scatterers in seawater fall in two classes; those of biological origin and those
of geologic origin. The biological particles have a refractive index very similar to that
of seawater. A significant fraction of these particles are usually much larger than the wavelengths
of visible light. In such a case scattering tends to be peaked very strongly in the forward
direction. The particles of geologic origin have refractive indices substantially different
from water, but are usually smaller than the biological particle3, and hence exhibit scattering
that is less strongly peaked in the forward direction. (Duntley, 1963; Pak et al., 1970).
PLre seawater, free of all suspensoids, exhibits a volume scattering function approaching
that of pure water (Morel, 1966); the backscatterlng is almost as important as the forward
scattering. The intensity of light scattered by pure seawater in the forward region Is only
a small fraction of that scattered by a typical seawater sample containing suspensoids.
The light transmission properties of seawater thus depend greatly on the number, size and
type of suspensoids present.

A point source of light is the most elementary light source. If the response of an imaging
system in seawater to this light source is known, then the response to ill other light sources
can be predicted, provided the lighr source is Incoherent and assuming that seawater acts as
a linear operator with respect to contrast. Thus, a target may be broken down into several
parts, and each part can be acted upon Independently by the seawater. The final image will
then be tne sum of the several parts. The quantity which may be summed Is the contrast.

AThIs work was supported by the Office of Naval Research .ontract NOOOII-67-A 0369-0007
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The problem of the theoretical prediction of image degradation in seawater then is to
relate the inherent optical properties to the degradation of a point source of light which
In turn can be related to the line source response function and to the modulation transfer
function.

THE POINT SOURCE RESPONSE FUNCTION

If the quite reasonable assumption of linearity of contrast is made, the problem of describing
the Information carried by light In seawater is greatly simplified as linear theory may then be
successfully applied (O'Neill, 1963). Basic to this theory is the response of a linear system
to an elementary source. This response Is in various fields called the impulse response, Green's
function, or spread function. in this Daper we will call the image degradation by a seawater
path to the elementary point source of light the point source response function, or more simply
the response. If this function is known, the response of seawater to all light sources may
be predicted by convolving the object with the point source response to obtain the image.

In our discussion, we will use the following viewing situation (figure I). Let the coordinates
In the object plane be given by x' and y'; and denote the distance from the object plane per-
pendicular to the object plane by z. In the case of rotational symmetry about the Z axis the
distance from the o1Igln in the object plane is denoted by r.

An observer located at a point B on the Z axis when looking at a point in the object observes
a light Intensity. This observed intensity varies with direction of observation, where each
observation direction corresponds to a location in the object plane. Rather than use the local
coordinates at the observation point, we will use the coordinates, of the object plane. B(x,y,z)
then Is the light intensity observed a distance z which appears to come from a point
x1, y' In the object plane.

The point source of light, PS, Is defined by:

S else w"ltl-ft

The response at a distance z from the point source is P(x,y,z).

We then have: 00

Where A (x',y',o) Is- the objcct, ana B(x,yz) is the Image.

THE MODULATION TR.'LISFER FUNCTION AND THE LINE SOURCE RESPONSE FUNCTION

When testinS a linear optical ;ystem if a test pattern is used which has spatially sinusoidel
variations oF Intensity, it is found that the cutput is usually a sinusoldal pattern also,
but with changed amplitude and phase (Coltmn, 1954). Thus, when a sirusoidal Input is used,
a strict analogy holds between optical systems and electrical transducers. Clearly, once the
response of the system to all spatial frequencies is known the output of the system can be
predicted tiv analyzing the Input into its sinusoidal Fourier components and multiplying by
the known response and summing the results.

W2 define the modulation transfer function, M1"F(k, z), as the amplitude of the sinusoidal
response to a chart with sinsusoidally varying spatial frequency k and unit amplitude at a
distance z from the observation plane. We must realize that the MTF doer not take into account
any possible phase shift of the response w;th respect to the target.

For most Image transmission systems, the NTF is dependent on the wavelength, and seawater
systems are no exception. For reasons of notational convenience, the explicit dependence of
the various optical properties upon wavelength Is not shown in the discussions which follow,
However. the reader should keep this dependence in mind and realize that the HTF is not defined
for a non-monochromatic case. Note also that the HTF of a seawater system is unaffected by
the presence or absence of scattered daylight (spacelight). This spacelight may, however,
affect the performance of the final Image-detecting eqipment. For this reason it can be
useful to compute the penetration and the scattering of submarine daylight in the same water
types for which the MTF's were calculated, as in Beardsley and Zaneveld (1969).
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One previous method of predicting underwater visibility (Duntley, 1960) requires only two
measurements of the optical properties of seawater, the beam extinction coefficient c and the
diffuse attenuation. With these two values, the range of detectability of a target of known size
and contrast can be determined. It is not possible to apply theso charts (in their present form)
to optical systems other than the human eye. This method also fails to provide Information on
the resolution of image details. Both of these shortcomings are eliminated when the MTF Is known.

Instead of using slnusoidal bar charts to obtain the MTF, it is possible to use the response
to a line source of light. The line source of light can be represented by a sequence of delta S

functions along x',o In the object plane. This Is denoted by 6 (x') The line source response 4
function, L(x, z) is the observed Intensity at Z which appears to come from a point x' In
the object plane. We can use the fact that the delta function contains all spatial frequencies
with equal amplitude, so that its Fourier transform is 1 for all frequencies. Multiplying
the Fourier transform of the delta function Input by the modulation transfer function then
gives the Fourier transform of the line source response function. We thus have:

Where S (x) is the delta function defined by:

and L (x,z) is the re, ponse to the delta function Input.

The Fourier transform of a delta function is I for all k so that:

This may be Inverted to give:

L (-.7-) (5
This equation is basic to the prediction of underwater visibility. Since the response

to a line source of light Is a function only of the volume scattering function and the extinction
coefficient of seawater, It then follows that the MTF of seawater is also only a function of
these Inherent optical properties. Simple geometry then permits us to relate the line
and point source response functions as follows (Jones, 1958):

This equation can be Inverted:

"-(~z l j ( LCzr' , cLI, (7)

If we now replace L(x,z) in equation (4) by expression (6) and reverse the order of integration
we obtain an expression for the MTF in terms of the point spread function:

f 

7

where J a Is the Bessel function of the first kind and zero order. Equation (8) has the form
of a Hankel transform, and so may .e inverted:

..- F (k,-).-,-ykr

From the above development we see that optical image degradation may be entirely spocified
by any one of the three functions: MTF (k,z), P(rz) or L(x,z). Once one of these functions
Is determined the other two are also specified. The six equations relating the three functions
have the relationship shown in figure 2.

Equation (7) is not easy to ube in practice. Marchand (1964) has shown a more practical
graphical method to obtain the point spread functioh from the line spread function.
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DISCUSSION OF PAPERS

We will nI review the methods of three recent papers which hive calculated the Image
degradation of seawater by either obtaining the MTF or the point source response. The papers
will be reviewed in chronological order:

paper I J. R. V. Zaneveld and G. F. Beardsley, Jr., Opt. Soc. Amer. 5,, 378 (969).

paper 2 W. H. Wells, J. Opt. Soc. Amer. n, 686 (1969).

paper 3 F. Chilton, G. D. Jones, and W. K. Talley, J. Opt. Soc. Amer. §. 891 (1969).

Paper I uses a numerical method to solve the equation of radiative transfer for a plane
parallel ocean. This Implies that the iightfield at a given depth Is Independent of location.
In order for the method to be useful for the IhTF calculations, it must be assumed that the target
Is locate4 at z - - o . The seawater system then occupies a volume extending from z - 0 to
Z woo ; .o<A<- - The observing system is located on the z axis at z -z
(figure 3).

The solution for the lightfield as a function of depth is obtained by conceptually dividing
the ocean into thin slabs. It Is assumed that each slab is so thin that multiple scattering Is
not Important In the slab. For each case of single scattering, a transmission operator T()
can be calculated. When T (- ) operates on the lightfield entering the thin slab, the lightfieid
leaving the thin slab Is obtained. Thus, if the ocean is divided I.to N thin slabs, the final
lightfleld Is then approximately given by operating T( . ) N times on the Ilightfield incident
at the sea surface. For the purpose of calculations, the icident light field was taken to he
an edge gradient I. e. a target which is half white and half black. The line source response
then Is the derivative, of the edge gradient response. When viewing the edge gradient through
a 3eawater path, it Is Sound that the response ca:a be closely approximated by an arc tangent
function when looking at the response close to the Z-axis. The derivative of this arc tangent
function is the line source response function. The fourier transform of the derivative of the
edge gradient response then Is the MTF. if the edge gradient response is an arc tangent, then
one finds: -k/ko(z)

MTF (k, z)0
Where k. (z) depends cn/3(y and c as well as depth, ko(z) can be calculated from the edge
gradient response.

Using the method outlined above, computer calculations of kO (z) were made for various
shapes of (), and different values of c and z.

faver 2

The paper obtains an analyticai expression relating the ITF and the volume scattering
function. This relation is derived by considering the change In the point source response
function when a slab of scatterers is added (see figure 4).

The resultant equation is in the form of a convolution which may be solved using two
dimensional Fourier transforms. rhe result is extended to the case of many thin slabs, which
after some manipulation gives:

tMTFr(k.z E -L --

4-

op)

0

W

Where T* is the solid angle corresponding to a cone with helf-angle '
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n kz Is the angular spatial frequency in cycles per radiance as observed at a distance
z from the target, #- is a limit set either by a restricted field of view or by the small
angle approximation. In seawater 16(j) is highly peaked in the forward direction so that the
errors In St and will probably be small even when using the small angle approximation.

Equation (12) shas that the MTF for any frequency decays at most lf e . This decay
is due to all light scattered between the angles o4-O as can be seen from equation (15).
The light scattered at angles greater than -*6 is ignored. Some of the scattered light still
retains Imaging properties if the scattering angle is not too large. This part of the light
is restored to the MTF through the term . Q (.-W) is a monotonically decreasing function
going to zero for high frequencies and going to St for zero spatial frequencies. Thus for
high spatial frequencies all light scattered loses Imaging properties whereas for zero spatial
frequency tTF(O) - I, so that the function Is normalized in that manner.

Paper 3

Here again an infinite homogeneous medium with a point source of photons at z a 0 is
considered. Given the cosine ot the Initial flight angle of a photon . , the probability,
Po (z,/A.) of a first scattering occurring in the interval (z, z + dz) Is

Then for a certain flight path, I. e. a sequence of 2M scattering events, each with a flight
angle characterized by Its cosine ./ , the probability density for an (n + 1) st scattering
at Z. Pn( 2 1/,. 1A, . . ), given that for the nth scattering is given by:

10 - Z

this equation may be solved:

Aere the 0 1 n and 8 - are functions of the flight path/A. , . The P are calculated
at a particular depth for many flight paths, the scattering cosines beTng drawn ranlomly fr.m
an appropriate distribution, and the average over these paths Is Pn(Z), the probability density
for the (n+i) st scattering at z. The to'aI scattering density at any position is the sum over
all On's.

n0

The flux of photons J,(z)and the scattering-density functions are related by:

and

The angular distribution, Z(z). as a function of position is then found by:

iL (7?'

Thus the cosine after the ith collision is weighted by the flux of photons that have suffered
i collisions, the weighted cosines are sumeme over N collisions, and the total is thon divided
by the total flux at that position. Those photons undergoing more than N collisions contribute
an Insigrificant amount to the total flux and are ignored.
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DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

Each of the calculation methods outlined in the previous sections has Its theoretical
and practical limitations. The viewing situation in paper I will not often by encountered
in practice. For large distances from the origin the approximation of a target a z - c should
be less troublesome. Farthermore, the edge-gradient response in the near-forward direction
was approximated by an arc tangent function. Although this function fits the data well, it
essentially corresponds to a small angle approximation, as for angles greater than 20* from
the forward direction the approximation becomes inaccurate. A proolem with tile comparison of
these methods lies in the lack of experimental data. Until such data is available, no real test
of these methods is possible.

The limitation In paper 2 lies in the use of the small-angle approximation. The error
this approximation introduces probably is small, but cannot be accurately piedicted until a
comparison with experimental results is available.

A limitation of both papers I and 3 is that a seporate MTF must be calculated for each
range, whereas paper 2 predicts the behavior of the MTF as a function of z.

A problem with the prediction of underwater visibility is the necessity for accurate measure-
ment of the volume scattering function especially in the near-forward direction. Although
visibility In general is deteriorated by scattering, near forward scattered light still retains
some Imaging properties. Thus It Is imperative to know the small angle scattering properties
of seawater. This makes comparison with experimental results extremely difficult. Only a
few attempts have been to directly measure the MTF or the line source response in a seawater
viewing situation. (Replogle and Steiner, 1969; Replogle 1966). These results cannot, however,
be directly related to the theoretical prediction of visibility due to insufficient measurements
of the inherent optical properties.

A theoretical prediction of visibility can now be made only on the basis of an experimental
measurement of the volume scattering function, but any prediction is linked to the experimental
difficulty in measuring near-forward scattering, On the basis of a Mie - scattering model, Plass
and Kattewar (1969) have used a volume scattering function that corresponds to those measured in
seawater for the larger angles. This mndel might be fruitful in predicting forward scattering
in seawater. It may well be that eventually visibility will be easier to measure experimentally,
from which near-forward scattering can then be predicted.
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OJIMAG PLAA4i-

Fig. I Underwater viewing Situat!On
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Fig, t onCual reilationshiPs of the m~odulaition transfer function cMTF). the~ point sour-e
response function (P), and the lifle soujrce response function(L)
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o'jeC,6 Pla~ne

Z=O - .o,

image planf

Pig.3 Geometry of the viewing situation used by Zaneveld and Beardsley (1969) for
modulation transfer function calculations. The edge gradient target is

visible in the object plane

Fig.4 Geometry for derivation of the modulation transfer function from the volume scattering
function a~s used by Wells (1969). The point source response function P,(r,z)
(narrower of the two) spreads to give P (r,z) when additional scatterers are

added in the slag of width A
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UNDEWATER OPTICS

V. A. Seifert
Naval Photographic Center
US Naval Station
Washington, D.C. 20390 j

SUMMIARY

The Naval Photographic Center has sponsored underw-t.er optical studies ani the development of a num-
ber of Concentric Dome lenses for 16m motion picture, 35m and 70m format still picture cameras. 
This report describes validation tests of these develpv.ents. Tests were run on an Underwater Cali-
brator at the Naval Photographic Center and compared with the plane parallel window with an air e,.js
and the Corrector approach. Design criteria are discussed for lens selection depending on the partic-
ular application. Test results indicated that lenses designed specifically fur underwater photography
ouLperform air lenses adapted for udervater imaging. Resolution and distortioo for water lenses was
superior for wide angle coverage. The Corrector and 'oncentric Dome approach resulted in similar 9
results. The Concentric Dome has be'.ter structural strength than any plane parallel windov or
corrector.

INTROD .jTXON

Recent advances in the development i. underwater photo-optical instrumentation required a closer
investigation into the design concept, testing and selection criteria for application. Theor. has
long nveceded the actual design and construction of undarwater optics and their component "arts.
This development has resulted in three basic approaches for underwater lmagitu: the plane parallel
window with an air lens, the Ivanoff Corrector with an air lens, and the Concentric Dome Window with
a lens designed for underwater photography. Along with this developmant, several questions have
arisen; how cousld theory be verified in the laboratory prior to actual use and how did the results
deterane the selection of the system? This pxcsentation revie.,d some of the theory of primary
concern to tha optical Oasigner and consequently verified these theories under actual laboratory
tests with cousideration given to the method of testing, final performance, and design consideration
for the selectiou of a particular optical system.

INTRODUCTION TO THEOQY "'

Oblique rays of light refract at the interface of two media with different indece3 of refraction.
The refracting angle varies with the wavelength of light cau3ing color dispersion or color distortion(Pig.l)
Where o' is a function of x "wavelength). Now let us consfder an object y and image y'(Fig.2)
In order that the object y and the image y' are in an analogous relation to each other,the ratio
between y and y' is to be constant:

x c. tan et . constant
y tan 0

;sin a , tan el
bu snc ine 6 r constaantbut sincesin stat constant, according to thd law of refraction, 7en e

canot be constant but will vary with the angle 0 . This variation means that the larger the
incident angle, the more distorted will be the image. This linear distortion, increasing with larger
anfles of 6 , results in color fringes due to the var.*.ug index of refraction of white light as
a function of A (wavelength). By observing objects towards the edge of a color transparency,
there is a red fringe on the inside, and L blue fringe on the outside of th, picturst with the reet of
the spectrum in between, On black and white film, this will appear as a blurre" 1.Qage with lo;.& if
detail or resolution; consequently, the higher the chromatic aberration of . n.§.o-optical under-
water system, thq lower the overall resolution. This is analogous t.a &i systems.

Angular coverage of an air lens is reduced due to the index of refraction of water. Water
attenuation and particle scattering limits underwater photography to close-up work. Most undLrtater
photography Is done at distances not exceeding 30 feet (10 aeters) except where water is quite clear.
In order to get any amount of coverage, wide-angle underwater optics are preferred. On the other
hand, the wider the angular coverage, the more chromatic aberration, distortion and image plane
curvature resulting in loss of information. In general, it can be stated that some distortion of the
image wilh any air lens is unavoidable.

THEORY

A. CHROMATIC DISTORTION (2),O)

From the law of refraction:
nwaia3Ow - ngsinOg - easinOa

or nainOw = nasin~a
The subscripts w,g, and a stand for water, glass, and air respectively. A glass interface,

separating water from the air lens does not cause any problems as long as the object is at infinity
or the object is far and the thickness of the glass is thin. -

However, at finite conjugate distances, we have to consider the following relationships:

nwrsinOw - sinOar
or nwbsinOw " sinOab

where subscripcs b and r refer to red and blue light. This differeutstion between colors is
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necessary because n, - f (A) therefore sin6 ab - sintur - (nwb - nwr) sinw
-wt Ich indcate-that thisrelatonships-depends-on 0 in water; thusly, the-larger . .;19 0
the larger the chromatic aherration.

B, DISTORTION

Looking at a subje.t y, ?ig. 2 at on angle a , it will refraer fn a direction e' forming
an 4.mae y'. If tin e i 'troportional to tan e' as in Fig. 2, the apparent size will be analo-
gous to aculal esie.

sin0
tan" u P = sinG' coaS

ta"6 O sin6 coe

h ow er, previously we said that: nwsinO - aiz'

thereforo: tan'" cosO < 6a
Ctane coseO' w G

n- = constant for given water temperature, pressure and salinity, but 0 and O' change
due to the equation nsin0 - sinG1

therefo-s c "8, 4 constnt
Cosa

and, tan 6' is not proportiotal Yo tan C . The distortion of the subject is proportional
to cosO , which changes with A

Distortion can be expressed as:

10 Cosa - .oo 'm
100% If:- > 1 Then: -1>0

which neans that distortion Is elways positive.

C. PICTREM ANGL0

1he angle 4, incidetce is reduced by the index of refract-wit of the media. Some Immediate solutions
to the above mcntioned problems would be to replace the glass window by either a concave lens to keop

e = e' which would ke the angle the same but would have structural deficiencies, or use a
spherical boundary surface with its center coincident with the princlipal point or the entrance pupil
of the lens. Then there would be:

No refraction
Same Anglo
No distortion
Uo chromatic aberration

Since a cu~vad surface gives a curved picture and the entrance pupil is not a point but of finitei
physical size, the len- will still have to correct for those problems.

Let us consider the individual opt,.cal dexigns presently used for underwater Imaging.
1. Plane Parallel Port

The advantage of such a system is t'at conventional photographic equipment
can be tsed with some sort of housing to separate camera from water. The angular coverag ie r-isced
to approximately 3/4 of the original lers 4ngle. This systam has 1. e or no distortion as long
as Cs 1 chromatic aberration will also be lom,.

cose' However the useful picture angle would he limitad Lo leis than 200. Larger
angular coverage would result in chromatic aberration, distortion and loss of resolut4on.

2. Plane Parallel Port, using an achromatic window of two types of Cglue with
the same inuex of refraction but different color dispe-sion. The cemented surface has to be properly
curved such that 0'ed - 61lue If some distortion is permissable, a sharp image can be obtained since

there is no chromatic aberration. This system, however, cannot correct for dibcortion. Angular
coverage is still reduced by approximately 0.75.

3. Concave Lens
This approach with proper glass selection can correct for distortion and

chromatic aberration if the lens is re,.4.esigned. The physical construction of such a system is
however very impractical due to high ,nderwater pressure.

4. Lens system in combination with a Telescope System.
The picture angle 0' is reduced by nw getting e in water.

Mathemat~tally the angle reduction is:

Tana - l'Lcs0'-tan0'
nw.coSO

Therefore Is we use a telescope with a magnificat!on of
I -cosa , the picture should be the same as in air.
nly - cosO'
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The-telecope itself nteeds a magnification of L.and- a distorzion of S080e

A Galileo type tf ies-.opa is ouggestad because of sivole construction an4 eari~1'
correction for aberration#. Even though the Pagaification will be slightly different for I.L

ow
the distorcton tan psrobably be eliminated.

This system led to the Iva'noff Corrector whi.ch at present time Is the most widely
used corrected *ystem..(See : 1g. 2A1)

5. Conc-'tric Lens
When 0a front nodal point %if che taking lens Is brought to the center of tht

concentric lens, rays direcLed5 toward the center of the dome are normal to the concentt .c surface and
theretn,'e are not refracted, dispersed or distcrted, also, the angular coverage of the taking lens
Joss not change. This pet-mits extreme wide angle photography. The concentric lens produces a virtual
and spherical Image which Is recorded by the taking lens on film. 'qea Fig. 2B.

In practice, tbot entrance pupil which in ot comse . icldimension, must be
at the center of the dome radius. the taking lens must be able to zor-pensate for the e1 .her',cal Imiage
before recording on film. The degree of curvature of the image is proportional to the rsdius of the
concentric dome.

Prel~unary Conclusions

For underwater photography covering msore than 20 degreec, come changes have
to be made for optical aor:ection, it actually is preferred to have the optical systen designed only
for underwater photography, not air photograph, includmd.

TESTS AND P.ESULTS

Three basic types of underwat,,r lens system were tested fe co'mparative analysis along with lenses
used :'n air (4), (5), (6). The three approaches were the plane. narallel port, the Ivanoff Correotor
and the Concenttic Dome, In addition, the V ;-kins 45mm f /4.5 urderiater lens was evaluated since it
was specifically denigned for underwater 10sotogr~phy using the plant parallel port approach with the
tiking len designed to compeneate for this prob'sa%. All tests were performed under controlled
laboratory conditions.

The instrument used to test underwater caustras was so underwater camera calibrator. See FiX.2C. The
Calibrator (7) is a precisian Instrument that provided a known angular array of t.:gots to be photo-
graphed by a vamera under test. The, Images of the targcts vare then read and mentured to yield the
necessary data for the determination of focal length. d4.storvon, and resolut.on. G~enerally, the
targets of a c~u.era calibration itbtrument are locat%*A at opticel irfinity; however, ,-i 4mages pre-
sented to the capera by the UJnderwater Camera Calibrator may be set for any distance& frot .5 feet to
infinity. Thus, a camera focueed at 10 feet can be tested with a ten foot object diatance. The sngles
between tha targets were 7 1/2 degrees at all object distances.

The purpose of the Csmara, CAlibrator 4an to provide preciae reference direction angles of Its targets
whereby the interior otientation of a camera ay be determi-med from the measurements made betwden the
redorded Images of the targets. Resolution was determined from resolution targets in each collimator.
The film distance between the image of the central rtference point and the Image of any other refer-
encis pairit divided by the tangent of the correspondirg anglt was equal to the image distance.
Distortion can be calibrated as in Fig. 21). When the collimators were net for infinity the !ocal
length was determined.

In thie first series of tests, resolution (a) and distortion was measured for air lenses vhfh"'
subsequently were used In the Underwater Comer,: Calibrato.~ with an optical flat simulatlug &, %10
parallel port. The air lenses were tested In an Air Camera Calibrator based on the same priv~ple
as th2 Underwater Comera Call'irator.

TABLE I

Resolution (L/m.)

Scmmicron 35,. f/2 Super-Anaulon 21mm f/3.I.

AngleAIR R 2 1 0 TAIR 12

- 0.' 56 5--- 56 51 68 68 53 53

1539 33 21 66 66 -~33 43
22.5- ~ (1) "or 35ffA Format 53

MA It'dia and Tangential
TABLE 11

Hopkins 45r= f/4.5
H2 0

Angle
Off-Axis R T

65 65
7.5' 65 65

W5 5741
22.50 61 38 (1) 35mm Format



Table I gmra roli ond tangential resolution of two off-the-shelf lenses In ai' as well as
in w.er. Exposures wt.ie rade -ith a Leica M-2 ccaeV4, using Kodak Paruttomic X panchro-4atic film at
ASA 32:, n.01. developed accrding to manufacturers specifications. The angles were measured from tle
optical axia cut towards the edge of the- pieture format. Table I shows re.dily that thet air lens did
not perform well In water. It was also noticable that air lenses developed strone astirpatisc itt
water. On exis, resolution should have been the same but due to dispersion of thr' Interface between
water. glass, and air there' was a slight loss. Micio photi~graphs showed the effect of chroinatic
aberration.

The first picture was the target an 9xis, 4Atrear picture-number two was the-tar::t 3.' de~treen off-
exis. The coor fringes were quite apparent tnd sci-rdinRp to theory. Ad itf"..ally, the image was
distorted to form An approvionte ell ipse and theor.atleally nhould 1'ave hztn cirtular as the target
on-saxis. Picture No. 3 was a blow up micro -pit -to rvph ,f .the cross stction of tf.e naet ring of
Ir'nure No. 2, anci presented to the viewtr the complete viNhLi. spectrum because at -9" atsi;ng refrac-
ti~e Index as a function f iw-'velength. 1Picture No. 4 !ms a fuicher deronstratfoi, t~o'. even the
mosi: highly corrected air lenses did not perfoiii satisfactorily I:% water. This pltwre %en~ taken
,witth a 66=m c/2 apochromat v*dch the targat ornly 7 1/2 deprees off-aris. No mat:ter how weli --: air
lens, ir. ci-mbtiatign with a parallel pot, was co~rrected, ,'here will alWays be thrometle dIstoction.

Table II ' stec. -h -'esolutivn of the 1iopkizis 45mm f/4.5 un-derwater iens. Resoluti',n was Sood for all
prarticai purposes out this lens developed some astipmatisn towards the edge of the picture forr.t.
If, howevue. t*-ii. focal length and aperture is satis;factory, this lens .ul'have been preferred o'ver
the air counterparts.

Fig. 3 was the distortion characteristic of the Fune:-Angulon in air and In -.3L with thc Iistortlin
curve of the Hopkins lens. The dop1'' lens wi r'icl-t out to about 13 degre t l:j n by a
sudden neeative distortion but still reasonab*7 0z~r comP-Wtti :. air lenses.

The next series of tests were to compare the plano parallel port to t:, ch"centric dome wind. ', 'Ilie
two lenses selected covered 90 degrees, one detnipned for air and the 4other 'ot s4ir-t!r pt' .ography.
Table III gave the resolution data. The C 88 air lens was used witis a 1(r 28E 70.rn U.nta t~era and
a plano parallel port; the C 201 was used with an underwater Hasselblai. Exposures warcC if.e or.
Kodak Panatoanic-X film and developed according to manufacturer. apecifications. Again thu dif~erence
was quite apparent. Astigmatism towards the edge of the format caLqed complete loss of resolution
the tange~itial direction.

TABLE IT

0_____ Resolution - .(Llrna)60
Angle Off-Axis 150E7*

Position ._ f-I . 7 R T
Elcan US 29 29 T.40 3 55 2-_ j 2920 3 O0
Tl.anC20lt 77 77Jj (5 43 49 3 ? 4
(1) 70rrn Film Format

Fig. 4 gave the distortion characteristics andl Pictures 5 through 10 showed the differeTr"l-tr.
recording of the two systems out to 30 degrees off-axis.

The last series of tests was to compare the Ivanoff' Corrector with a Concentric Dome systems approach.
In this case the optics of the underwater camera was specically designed for underuater photography
takiag into considcireolon some of the adverse opticul effects In water. it order to avoid any
limitatton of performance put on the lens by either the choice of' film or camera, it was detulded to
test the lensen independtly using Kodak High Resoluition Plates. The focal lengths of the lenses
were calibrated prior to resolution and distortion measurements. The Ivanoff Corrector was used
with a 10.2 ff1.6 Switar and the Concentric Dome Window lens was the 8.9en, f/2.4 Elcan manufactured
by E. Leitz, Canada Ltd.

TABLE T7

_____ -~~ RESOLUTION lr)

Angle Off 'Axis 0* 75 - 15*- 22.5* 30 -

Elcan 8.9sm f/2.4 206 238 386 -434 405 _______

Switer 10.2mm ff1.61  210 232 405 ,'.A. N.A.
_1) 15 mm Motion Picture Format

TABLE V
____________RESOLUTION (LItun)

Angle Off-Axis 00 7.50 150___

Elcan 1C~m f/2.4~ 96 129 176
(1) 16mmnMotion Picture Format

1?ablc]V ga..e the resolution. At this time figures of resolution beyond 15 degrees of f-ayla were not
available because the mechanical configu'ration prevented measuretenti; further out. Hlowever, in ren-
eral both systems performed very much alike in resolution and distrotion, Fig. 5.

Table V' gava resolutian of another concentric dome system using Kodak Micro-file lilm witn ar N~-9
camera in a system. Resolution wair .ccellent and pictures 11 and 12 showed the esff.'rece if, recod-
Ing of the concentric dome versus a standard air lens wich a piano parallel port,
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DISCUSSION uF R-SULTS

In gunic.l It -an be said :hat the praclical teats followed the thrcry. The difference of air
systems alopted for 3nderwater ',hoto ,caFhy as comptred to designez underwater optics is obvious.
Distortion srA loss of resolution for air uystems covering more than 20 degrees limits the applica-
tion of those system. As a matter of fact a total angttlar coverage of 10 de.rees is mAre realistic.
Opt!-, developed specifically for underwater imaging showtd results correspording to air lens per-
formarce, Ths Ivanoff Corrector and the Concentric Dome appraach are sound as far as optical per-
formance is concerned. However, before coming to ,' ras'" decisinn it is necessary to look further
irtu the design of che three basic approaches before aetlding on a final choice of optics.

DESIGN CONSIDERATION FOR LENS SELFf ION (9),(10)

For general underwater amateur photography with limited pictu-e angle, an air lens combination would
be suitable in most cases, However, as soon as the underwater photo system was used for photogrsm-
metric purposes or where image size must be correlated to object size, a standard air lens would he
insufficient, We know that the index of refraction of water varies with wavelength, temperature,
pressure and salinity, for example, see Fig. 6.

low does the varlab.lity of the water refractive index affect object to Image size correlation' We
Know that undsr certain circumstances the refractive index of water can change up to 2%. It alco
can be seen from tl.z general equation for a thick lens composed of two surfaces

n in" ni-n ni"-n' nln n"-n' t
*"~r' " r; r 2 r n

Where f - first focal length
' second focal length
n - refractive index of ohJect space
n's refractive index of lens
n" refractive index of im.ge space
rl- radius of first surface of lens
r',, radius of second surface of lens
t w axial thickness of lens

that the secor'i focal length varies witlh a change in the refractiw index of water except where the
first surface o: the lens is planar or infinity. However, If a water lens is focused at a finite
object distance, u variation in the refractive index of water will cause a change in the object dis.
tance focused upoi ¢-s-n though the first surface of the water lens is planar.

The following equation d L.zmines the revised vertex object distance for a variation In the icractive
index of water

so n + n-nn
Sn r1

sihere So - vertex object distance for a water refractive index of
Sn - vertex object distance for a ater refructive xrex of
ri - rxius af first surface of water lens

The vertex object distance is deEned as the distance Exom the first vertex of the water lens tc the

object.

When the first surface r1  becomes infinity and
so ,M nSn

n

Theu So  and S. hava the ratio of their respective refractive indeces. Furthermore it
can be seen that if r1  and Sn are equal to infinity, So  is also equal to infinity, there-
by indicating no change of focus.

The point of this discussion is to Ahow the drastic change of the vertex object and nodal object
distance of a dome lens system with changing index of refraction.- For a planac first surface, under
the worst chasvie of the refractive index, the vertex object and nodal object distance change t'o
percent, whc'h means about 20m for an object dirtanci of 5 meters. On the other hand let us assume
an object rndal distance of 5 meters or 5O00mnm 'rith a dome radius of 50mg. Do ib the object nodal
distance.

'in DO - rl
Substituting Sn 5000 - W- mO

Nov riapare the difference of object vertex distance for sea water with an index of 1.343 and dis-
sre.ed veter with an indem of 1.333 by subs'ituting the numbers into the formula for vertex object
d'nance

so - 1jf 3 3  s 2828m
495o 50 -

The revised nodal object distance is

Do - So + rl
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Substituting

Do " 2878mm

This example shows that when an underwater camera with a dome window as part of the lens system is
focused for a nodal object distance of 5 meters in seawater, the object focus will shift to almost
half uhen operated in distilled water or water of similar refractive index. The following graph
Fig. 7 gives the relationship between vertex object distance and refractive index for various radii
of the dome window.

If it is important to minimize the object focus shift, the radius of the first surface sl,.,uld be in-
creased; the least amount of shift .ccurs when the radius of the first surface is infinity or close
to it. Examples of a system using a first surface radius of infinity is the Ivanoff Corrector, the
Hopkins f/4.5 underwater lens and any plano parallel, port in conjunction with an air lens.

This shift of object nodal distance can become a serious problem for photogrametrid purposes using
fixed focus underwater cameras. It will be necessary to know the environmental conditions and the
amount of magnitude of the refractive index to arrive at proper data reduction. One simple way to
solve this problem is to use short focal :ength lenses which tend to have a great depth of field or
have variable focusing on the camera.

Now let us consider the nodal image distance. The first and second focal lengths vary with change in
the refractive index. However, for a dome window lens system the image nodal distance does not
change with varving refractive index as long and the first and second nod.l points ar- located at the
curvature of the first surface of the lens, see Fig. 8. This is referred to as the concentric condi-
tion. This is of particular significance because as long as the image nodal distance remains con-
stant, no mathematical corrections have to be made for analytical calculations.

-he camera can be calibrated in any type of water. For an analysis let's investigate the planar
condition. The second focal length f' of an underwater lens with a planar first surface remains
constant even though the refractive index changes. The first focal length f for index n is

f-nf'

Then for no  fo - norf

The difference in first focal length is

174o . 1' (n-n.)

Sincp. ft is constant for the planar condition, the difference in the first focal lengtt.s is
directly proportional to the difference in the water refractive index. The difference in nodal image
distances of d and do  is approximately equal to the difference in their respective first focal
lengths. Therefore, if the refractive index changes by 2% then the image nodal distance and there-
fore lateral magnification changes by two percent.

Therefore, for a planar condition the object nodal distance does not change but the image nodal dis-
tance and lateral magnification changes; for a concentric lens system, the nodal object distance
changes butthe nodal image distance does not. This alone could establish a criteria of selection of
either type of lens systems. Another important criteria is the versatility of the optical system.
Plano parallel port systems can be used with any type of lens as long as the picture angle is small.
With an Ivanoff Corrector, the versatility is somewhat reduced in that the Corrector has to be made
large enough to cover nimerous focal length lenses and numerous apertures. This becomes difficult
for lenses with large apertures because of the physical size of the :orrector. Also, i. is desirable
te, use the Corrector with highly corrected air lenses. Concentric dome windows if properly built can
be used with a large variety of lenses, either specifically designed for the camera or standard of-the-
shelf systems. One camera presently on the market, handles lenses from 7.Smi to 135mM in focal length
lenses for a 35mm format. Additionally, there is the versatility of having a turret behind the dome
window for a different angular coverage. Since the virtual image is located at a certain vertex
object distance for a given situation, all that is necessary is to make sure that when the lenses are
mounted on a turret that their respective entrance pupils fall atthe center of curvature of the first
surface.

The Concentric Dome has the best phycical characteristics especially for deep ocean photography. The
itrch cross section is an ideal structural shape to withstand the pressure of external fluids. Glass
excels in compression and is Inferior in tension. Since the stress involved for this shape is com-
pr-sion, glass performs an outstanding task. In contrast to this, the plano parallel port and Ivanoff
Corrector is under tension since the front elemen. is flat.

CONCLUSION

Laboratory tests confirmed the theory that lenses which are designed for underwater photography will
outperform lenses designed for air photography ard later adapted for underwater imaging. The choice
between an Ivanoff Corrector and a Concentric Dome is left up to the individual and their application
Ocean bottom photography would prefer a concentric dome window because of its structural shape. The
Concentric Dome offers versatility as far as angular coverage is concerned. For hand-held operations.
the Ivanoff Corrector and the Concentric Dome offer equal photographic advantages. For photogrammetric
work, the concentric approach Is recommended. Underwater phototmaging systems should Le tested prior
to actual usq.
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Figure 1
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Picture No. 1 Picture No.2

Picture No.3

Picture No. 4
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Picture No.5 C201 on axis Picture No.6 C88 on axis

Picture No.7 C201 2A~ degrees off-axis

Picture No.8 C88 22Y2 degrees off-axis
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i~j%

Picture No.9 C201 30 degrees off-axis Picture No.10 C88 30 degrees off-axis

Picture No.11 Concentric dome 15 degrees off-axis

Picture No.12 Plano parallel port 15 degrees off-axis
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SUM.ARY

The measurement concepts that have been developed by theory for the p'rpose of describing the pene-
tration of radiant energy into +he ocean are discussed briefly, end now ins.rumontation which has been
developed at the Scr!.ps Visibility lAboratory for the neasurement of the"-, concepts in tte ocean is
described. Some of the specific measurements dis .asses are the messureme,:t of scattering qv partclle in
the ocean, the measurement of the beam transmittance of a unit path length, and the important measurement
of radiance distributiri around a fixed point underwater. In the case of radiance diptritioni, the opti-
cal properties that can be derived from this masurement will also be outlined and instru .ntaticn fcor the
independent measurement of some of these deri"ed properties will be discussed.

The program in opt' oceanography at Scripps Institution of Oceanography is based or. the general
theory of scattering-absorbing media. Application of this general theory to the interaction of radiant
energy with large bodies of water is, in turn, based on experimentally observable phenomena.

The water volumes used in maxing neasurements of the optica] properties of the ocean are g-nerally
much larger than the size of the scattering particles in )*he water and thus the circulation of particles
through the measuring volume is not ordinarily detected. Only statistical averages of the mi roscoplc
light field are detected. On the other hand, the water volumes employed are generally swxll compared to
many ocean features which are of interest in physical oceanography. This latter fact ,omplicatea the
application of our optical data to the description of large ocean features.

Within this framwork, and specifically for monochromatic light, the theoretical model deftines the
signif.!cant optical properties, shows the relationships between them, and indicaten the various instrumen-
tal methods for their measurement.

A major interest of our laboratory is the design and construction or instrumentation capable oif

accurately measuring the ocean optical properties that are srcified by theory.

Beam Transmission Meter

The optical system of Scripps' beam transmissometer produces a cylindrically restricted beam of
light between the projector and the detector. All rays within the irradiated path fall within the cylinder
se ined by the projector aperture and thie image oi the eild stop at the detector. A change in index o"
refrac.ion ol the optical path r.'om that of air to that cf water causes the skew rays to converge on the
photocell and thus prevents errors that might otheraise be present due to clipping of the beam at the edges
of -he receiver field stop.

The instrument, Fig. 1, has a one meter folded path. The light source and receiver are both con-
tained in a single water-tight housing. This feature, together with an appropriate shutter mechanism in
front of the silicon voltaic cell, permits the operator to t indardize the lamp output and check the dark
current while the instrument is submerged.

A fundamental difficulty arises in measuring the total attenuation coefficient by means of a beam
of light. To properly measure the total attenuation coefficient it is necessary to determine how much
image-forming light remains after the Light has traversed a water path. Image-forming light is the resid-
ual light which has been neither absorbea nor scattered by the medium. In practice, some of the light
scattered by the medium appears as forward scattered light within the beam.

Preisendorfer has shown that for this method of measurement oi' the beam attenuation coefficient the
percent error is given by the equation

100 -100 ' (

Thus the measured valuc of a approaches the true value of a as th., ratio r/L approaches zero. Figure 2
illustrates thw form of the error function. Unfortunately the amu:nt of energy in the beam als. depends
on the solid angle of acceptance of flux from the light source, thaz is, on r /L2, ani it thus iecomes
necessary to accept a compromise design. The Sc"ipps transmissometer uses a beam diameter of 20 mm and a
pathn length of I meter.

llq-Balance Transmapsometer

For measurements at greater depth we have designed vii built a null-balance transmissometer with a
depth capahility of 2000 meters. The optical principle is substantially the bame as described previously
but thee Inisrument features a null-balance mechanism consisting of a rotating sector mirror arraniged so
that the light travels the water path and the reference path alterrately as shown in Fig. 3. The instr-
ment is continuously batanced by a servo mechanism that drives a circular neutral-density wedge until the
optical density Lf the wedge is equal to the optical dt.n3ity of the water path. The length of the water
path can be adjusted to 1/2 meter, one meter, or two meters to accomodate it to a wide range of water types.
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erradiin ee Meters

The most ccmmonly measured optical property of ocean water is the diffuse attenuation coefficient
for downwelling radiant energy. This property is obtaired from measurements of horizontal downwelling
irradjance in accordance with the equation

H2 = -KAZ
H1

the quantity }12 (or HI) being defined by the equation

H =JN cos e dw

The integration indicated in this latter equation can be performed by an optical integrator of suitable
design. And since there are additional ocean optical properties that depend on the accurate measurement
of irradiance for their cvnluation, it is a wc; .thwhile exercise to design an accurate optical integrator.

Figure 4 illustrates a cross section of a simple optical integrator for measuring irradiance. A
cap of white diffusing plexiglass is cemented to a clear plexiglass base, and the unit is strrounded by a
circular light shield that preverts light at a'ngles of incidence of 900 or' more from reaching the collec-
tor. The dimensions a, b, and c are empirically altered to control th- collecting properties of the device
and repeated underwatzr test., are made to determine the acsuracy of thu cosine form of the collection.

Figure 5 gives the analytical results of a typical collector.

As an additional check this optical integrator with an angular response designated as f(O) has been
mathematically integrated with experimentally measured radiance distribittions and a comparison has been
made between

f . f(O)dw

and

fN cos 0 dw

The results of this comparison are shown in Fig. 6.

We have built instrumentation using optical integrators of this kind combind with optical filters
to achieve s.n.:.vity within specified bandwidths such as the photopic bandwidth of kraman vlion.

Marine Adviver's Transmissometer and Illuminomete:

The design ccrcepts for the beam transmissometer and irradiarce meter have been incorporated int,
a general puros6 instrament capable of measuring the totl attenuation coefficient, the diffuse attenua-
tion coefficietit, and the reflectance function.

Spectral irradiance Mater

The equations describing image transfer through scattering-absorbing media contain both the total
attenuation coefficient and the diffuse attenuation coefficient.

The accepted way of evaluating the response of p..oto detectors in connection with the observation
of images through scattering-absorbing media is to integrate the products of detector sensitivity times
energy available Lt each wavelength. Spectral values of the total attenuation coefficient are available
in the literature and it is of considerable interest therefore to have spectral values of the diffuse atten-
uation coefficient.

During the last four years our laboratory has te ,., rfstematically obtaining spectral data on the
diffuse attenuation coefficient of ocean and lake wate-, The imtrument we have used was built for us at
Johns Hopkins University but has been extensively altered aid improved by our own laboratory. It consAsts
of a photo multiplier tube that observes an irradiaihce plate through a double-grating monochromator. An
early configuration is shown in Fig. 7 which provided for double-beam observation. Prior to 1966 the lower
beam shown In the figure was blacked out to provide a means for evaluating the dark current of the photo-
tube, and the upper beam w a provided with an irradiance plate.

The bandwidt) nf" this instrument is approximately 6 ni as indicated in Fig. 8, and the internal spu-
rious light is abL,,, l0-7 of the input flux as illus' -atd In Fig. 9.

This instrument and its performance have beep tescribed in deta.'l in the book "Measurements of

Spectral Irradiance Viderwater" published by Gordon ;'d Breach, Science Publishers.

Scatterinr Function .!eter

Our interest in the measurement of the volume scattering function has led us to consider many dif-
ferent instrument ideas.

Most recently we have built a small angle scattering meter and a general angle scattering meter.
The small'angle scattering meter was built after a design by Dr. S. Q. Duntley and is shown in Fig. 10.
The projector provides a collimated source of light. Directly in front of the objective lens is a rtop
which blocks the central portion of the collimated beaa leaving only a thin-walled, hollow cylinder of
light. At the detector end of this coaxial system the thin-walled, hollow cylinder of flux is blocked by
a seocnd stop. By appropriate design of the stops and lengtn o the water path, the rngular spread over
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which the instrument collects can 1-e controlled. An instntent of this kind was built by our laboratory
and used by Dr. R. E. Morrison in connection with his doctoral thesis. Morrison obtained values of the
scattering function at four angular settingo between 0.1260 and 2.860.

The general angle scattering funotion meter is shown in Fig. 11. The optical system ie illustrated
in Fig. 12. This instrument is optically similar to an earlier instument built for exploratory work in
very deep 4ater. In mechanicel design, however, the more recent instrument is more compact and simpler to
handle. It utilizes a 100 watt tungsten-iclne cycle lamp and an EMI 9524A photo multiplier. The scan-
ning arm ";ravels from 1700 to the 00 position. Data is obtained between 1700 and 100 and at the 00
p:sition a measurement is made on the attenuated direct beam. This latter measurement gives a measure of
the total beam power at the end of every scan. The !ark current signal and ambient light signal are also
recorded. Figure 13 shows a typical data record. Caleulation of the volume scattering function from these
data requires correction for changes in the scattering volume with angle.

The total ",atte ,ng coefficient and also the back- or forwardscattering coefficient can be obtained
by integration o. the scattering "unction in accordance with the defining equation

S f (O)dw

o="

S = 2nfo(0) sin OdO

Measurements of the scattering function at small angles show it to be continuously increasing with
decreasing angle. Since sin 0 = 0 at 00, it is of considerable interest to determine the peak value of
a(6) sin q. Several attempts have been made to do this but the difficulties associated with obtaining
accurate 'aiues of (0) at small angles and the errors associated with extrapolation to 6 = 00 have left
this function i n doubt. Morrison obtained a peak value of o(O) sin 0 at about 0.10, but more recent opin-
ion suggests that as measurements of a(0) in the forward direction become more accurately known the peak
value of a(0) sin 6 tenus to rve closer to 6 = 00.

Instruments for Measuring Radiance Distribution

A detailed knowledge of the distribution of radiant energy around each of two or more points at
different depths underwater is the riost broadly useful information for documenting the light field under-
water. From such data it is possible to compute the vector and scalar irradiances at the various depths
and from them obtain the diffuse attenuation coefficients for the up- and downwelling stream of radiant
energy, the distribution functions, which are a rough measure of the geometrical form of the light field,
and the absorption coefficient.

Some time ago our laboratory built a submersible scanning type radiance meter and obtained detailed
measurements in lake water of the underwater distribution of radiant energy at various depths under clear,
sunny sky lighting and under completely overcast skies. The instrumentation was adequate for the stable
operating conditions prevailing at the lake site, but it was hopelessly cumbersome for ocean work.

Within the past year or two our laboratory has designed and built the radiance distribution camera
shown in Fig. 14 and 15. As the name implies, this instrument employs photographic film to record and store
the radiance information. The instrument uses two 8 mm, f/, fish-eye Nikkor lenses, one of which observes
the upper hemisphere and the other observes the lower hemisphere. This fish-eye lens is ideally suited for
the application. The lens has a hemispherical field of view. The projection of the lens conforms to an
equidistant projection to within 5 0/o, i.e.,

r fe

(where rI is the radius coordinate in the image, 0 is the zenith angle of the object, and f is the focal
length) and the film irradiance is related to the field radiance by the factor sin 6/6 as compared to ord-
inary lenses which obey the cos4e law.

The instrument is further equipped with two photocell sensors designed to measure the up-an down-
welling irradiance. This information is used to determine correct film exposure and to provide the infor-
mation necessary to normalize data taken at various depths at the same site.

The operations of the cameras and the exposure of the film are performed by remote control. Two
gravity sensing devices located in the submersible unit are included in the film exposure circuit. Their
purpose is to prevent exposure of the films if the instrument is out of level by more than a predetermined
angle. The instrument also contains a pressure transducer for recording depth.

The radiance distribution camera has been operated at sea several times and we are currently working

on the techniques of data reduction

MeaWu:ement of the Absorption Coefficient

One of the most interesting results of theory has been the derivation of an equation for calculating
the absorption coefficient independent of the scattering. This equation has been called the divergence
equation and is given as follows:

a = 1 [dIx + d~ - d~z1
hr I[ dy dzJwhere ii = 1(+) - -)
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If radiance distribution data is available at several depths for homogeneous water and lighting con-
ditions, the dbsorption coefficient of the water can be immediately calculated f-om this equation.

We are currently engaged in research involving the determination of the absorption coefficient of
water by moans o" this equation and can say several interesting things about it. The equation is valid
for any light field, artificial or natural. However, in a laboratory experiment involviig even large tanks
of water, the measurable values of irradiance needed to determine the differentials in the equation are all
very much alike. Measurements must consequently be made with great accuracy if their ditferences are to
have significance.

Ocean water is uniformly irradiated by the sun and sky over large areas of its surface. The under-
water light field can thus be described as horizontally stratified. Under these conditions

dx dy

and the divergence equation simplifies to

a = I * d _z
h dz

The simplicity of measuring the irradiance components of d'Rz have already been discussed. To measure the
absorption coefficient, it is only necessary therefore to devise a simple means for measuring h, the scalar
irradiance. Theory tells us that scalar irradiance can be obtained from measurements of spher~cal irradi-
ance with a uniformly diffusing sphere. Efforts to do tnis have so far not been satisfactor because a
transluscent diffusing sphere is not a good integrating sphere, and there is no way, at present, to know
how good the sphere must be to give a satisfactory result.

Our on-going research will, we hope, give us an opportunity tc calculate the absorption from radiance
distribution information. This can then be compared with values of the absorption coefficient obtained by
the use of the best optical integrators we can devise. By measuring the total attenuation coefficient and
the scattering coefficient at the same time we hope to check our results by means of the equation

a =a+ a

Descriptive Oceanzoranhy

Another major interest of our laboratory is to describe the underwater light field, both qualitatively
and quantitatively, and to confirm the interrelations between the optical properties that are predicted by
theory.

Beam Transmission of Ocean Water

The beam transmittance of distilled wate- as a function of wavelength has been investigated in the
laboratory by various workers and the results from several such investigations are combined in Fig. 16,
which gives a spectral description of the total attenuation of distilled water from .21L to 2.51L. Our
immediate interest lies in the portion of the spectrum between about 300 and 800 mn, and since distilled
water represents a boundary condition for all natural waters, we are especially interested in knowing if
the beam attenuation coefficient has been accurately determined.

Figure 17 exhibits two laboratory determinations of the spectral beam attenuation coefficient. In
both cases the work has made use of long path lengths thrugh the water (132 cm for Sullivan, 364 cm for
lulburt) and a short cell of identical materials has been used as a standard. The value, obtained by
Sullivan are lower than Hulburt's in the blue region of the spectrum being only 67 O/o of lhzburt's. in
the red region of the spectrum Iulburt's values are lower than Sullivan's being only 73 0/0 of Sullivan's.
Unfortunately, there is no way to rationalize these differences. If forwardscattering had been present in
either experiment it would have resulted in lower values of the total attenuation coefficient. On tne other
hand, if the distilled water used had been contaminated in either case it would have led to higner values.

We have no immediate plans to undertake distilled water measurements but do plan to measure spectral
values of the total attenuation coefficient in ocean waters and will use the data of Hulburt and Sullivan
for comparison purposes. On the basis ofpresent information, the minimum expected value of the total
attenuation coefficient appears to be .03/m and occurs at about 475 rm.

In addition to measuring transmittance, a beam transmissometer can be used to describe the vertical
structure of ocean water and record temporal changes in that structure. Figures 18, 19, and 20 illustrate
this usa of the beam transmissometer.

Irradiance Transmission o Ocean Water

In ocean water irradiated by sun and skylight only, spectral values of the diffuse attenuation cc'-f-
ficient 3hould be smaller than respective values of the total attenuation coefficient. This statement is
bared on the fact that the total attenuation coefficient measures losseb from absorption and total scatter-
ing, whereas the diffuse attenuation coefficient measures losses from absorption and backscattering but not
from forwardscattering. The statement can be tested by means of recent data we have obtained for the spec-
tral diffuse attenuation coefficient in exceptionally clean lake water. Figure 21 compares our data for
the dilffse attenuation coefficient with values of the total attenuation coefficient obtained by Hulburt.
The twc sets of data do not conform entirely to expectations, however they do suggest that tne difference
between a and K will be smaller in the red region of the spectrim where absorption is predominant. This is
an effect that can also be surmised from theory.
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Measurements of spectral irradiance in various types of water have revealed other interesting fea-
tures of the underwater environment. Deep water acts like a monochrometer. This is iliastrated in Fig. 22,
which exnibits spectral irradiance curves for various depths in a bingle water body down to 600 muicrs.
The curves clearly show the spectral compression due to high attenuation coefficients in the red and near
ultraviolet regions of the spectrum. If the integrals of these curves are plotted as leg-total irradiance
against depth the typical urve in Fig. 23 is obtained. The slope of this curve is steep near the surface,
indicating strong, average attenuation near the surface, but after substantial elimination of the red nor-
tion of the spectrum the slope becomes nearly constant.

Spectral irradiance data on different types of water show other interesting features of the light
field. In the clean water lata of Fig. 24 can be seen the relatively high water transmittance between
350 and 500 nm. At about 520 nm, a minor absorption band of water can be seen. This has been previously
undetected because of insufficient sensitivity. In water containing large amounts of chlorophyll and yellow
substance, the spectral data exhibits strong absorption in the blue and violet regions of the spectrums
and at about 670 nm exhibits an absorption bend of chlorophyll, Fig. 25.

In waters containirng relatively large amounts of chlorophyll, curves of spectral upwelling irradi-
ance show evidence of the red reflectance of the chlorophyll pigment.

Scattering Function

During May and June of this year, Mr. Austin was able to obtain a large amount of data on the volume
scattering function of various water types ranging from Sargasso Sea water to water containing about 1 micro-
gram of chlcrophyll per liter. Examples of this data have been shown ito a previous section.

Most of this data is not jet in final form. However, it ir expected to demonstrate the differences
in magnitude of the scattering function for different types of vater and perhaps will also confirm the sug-
gestion made by Dr. Duntley that the shape of the scattering function is nearly independent of water type.

Radiance Distribution

Measurements of radiance distribution have revealed many of the important optical features of the
underwater light field.

As a result of Snell's law, daylight arrives at a point underwater through a 920 cone. If the sky
is overcast, the opening of the cone will appear overcast as in Fig. 26.

In Fig. 27, the sun was low in the sky and the zenith was dar:. The radiance (6.b ° cone angle) oz
the zenith was measured as a function of depth. It will be seen that for the first 5 meters of depth more
flux was being scattered into the zenith path than was being lost by attenuation. In the direction of the
sun (the upper curve), flux vas being lost at a more rapid rate near the surface than at the greater depths.
In the nadir direction, the only cbservable change is the uniform attenuation with depth.

The data in Fig. 28 was obtained on an overcast day by making four scans in the same vertical plane
but at different depths. The first scan (A) was made in air and shows the skyline and other features as
noted on the figure. The second scan (B) was made from 2.5 cm below the surface. The edge o, the Snell
circle is clearly shown at 46.8c, together with the bright ring at 800 to 900. In scan C the edge of the
Snell circle is nearly obliterated by scattered light, and in scan D no further evidence of these surface
effects can be seen.

Complete radiance distribution data in the plane of the sun is given in Fig. 29. These data reflect
the angle of refraction of the sun's rays, the edge of the Snell circle, the rapid changes in shape, and
the trend toward a distribution that is symmetrical about the vertical axis, as well as being symmetrical
in azimuth.

These rapidly charging features of the underwater light field with depth support the prediction that
the shape of tne radiance distribution becomes fixed and that this shape depends cnly on the scattering and
absorbing properties of the water. Figure 30 is another experimental verification of this trend. In the
same water the ratio of NZ/NN is plotted as a function of deoth for both overcast and sinny conditions.
It can be seen that the ratio in both cases is approaching the same constanrt.

APPLICATIONS

Biolo.ical

In addition to the use of optical data to detect spacial or temporal variations in ocean water and
to suppo:t the theory of radiative transfer, we would like to use optical data to quantitatively spe-ify
different types of ocean water.

One way to do this is to calculate the trichromatic coordinates from the spectral irradiance data
and use the C.I.E. color coordinate system to determine the dominant wavelength, brightress, and purity of
ti.e water color. Current research at our laboratory includes work along these lines. We hope to be able
to relate the color of the ocean to other ocean variables such as the chlorophyll concentration, amount of
yellow substance, etc. In this connection we are also interested in the remote sensing of surface cnloro-
phyll frcm aircraft or satellit. and are currently cooperating with scientists at the Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution in a program of study that measuc'es the optical signal available from different types
of ocean water and studies its transmission, first through the air-water interface and then through the
atmosphere.

We are also interested and active in research on the interaction of radiant energy with oceanic
phytoplankton, in the resulting primary productivity, and in improving the techniques for estimating the
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primary productivity of specific ocean areas.

A continuing interest of our program is the application of ocean optical data to problems of image
transfer through ocean water. hImage transecr" in this context refers to human vision, fish vision, pho-
tography, or television. In all of these cases the general treatment is the sawe, but becauise of differ-
ent spectral sensitivities of the sensors, the specifics will differ. To simplify the discu sion, I will
limit myself here to human vision. This limitation means, of course, that all the ocean pr, 1 rties involved
must be measured for the photopic bandwidth.

The phenomena of contrast reduction is illustrated by an experimLnt in which sever.l white sticks
are arranged along a track at different distances from the observe,. Each stick is partially covered with
black cloth. When observed horizontally underwater it can be seen that as the observa'ion distance increases
the white portion of the saicks appears to become darker, whereas the black portion appear" to become
lighter. Ultimately, both black and white portions will melt into the background radiance and disappear
from eight.

A colored object may behave in a somewhat different way. For example, a red object is high reflect-
ing, and therefore similar to white, in the red region of the spectrum but low reflecting, ad therefore
similar to black, in the blue region of the spectrum. As illustrated in Fig. 31, as the observation dis-
tance from a red target increases the red reflectance will become darker and the blue reflectance will
become lighter. The change in contrast therefore follows a vezy different pattern than for a plain white
target.

The equation for contrast reduction in a scattering-absorbing medium is

CR = CO e(a+Kcose)R

w.-.~e. CR is the apparent contrast of an object seen from a distance R and CO is its inherent contrast as
if the dirtance R were zero. In this ecuation we are dealing with contrast against an infinite water
backgroumd, and contrast is specified by

C=N Q- N

N B

where No is the photopic radiance of the object and NB is that for the water background. NB can be obtained
directly from a knowledge of the radiance distribution at the site of the object, but N0 is the radiance
of the obje.t itself and must either be measured directly or calculated from the gonioreflecting properties
of the object in combination with the radiance distribution surrounding the object.
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APENDIX I

Table I

CONCEPTS AND SYMBOLS IN OPTICAL OCEANOGRAPHY

Vis Lab IAPSO
Units Symbol Symbol

Volume scattering function m-1 - I  G(8) ()

Backward scattering function m- i  b bb

Forward scattering function m f bf

Total scattering function m-1 s b

Radiance at depth Z in direction (9,) watts m- Il N(ze,) L

Scalar irradiance (Vownwelling (-), from the watts m-2  h(Z,-)
lower hemisphere)

Scalar .rradiance (Upwelling (+), from the watts m-2  h(Z,+)
upper hemisphere)

Tutal scalar iriadiance watts m-2  h(Z) E0

Irradiance on a horizontal plane from the watts m-2  H(Z,-) Ed
upper hemisphere@

Irradiance on a horizontal plane frcm the watts m-2  H(Z,+) E
lower hemisphere 02

Distribution functions (ratio) D(Z,±) -

Reflectance functions (ratio) R(Z,+)

Diffuse attenuation coefficient for irradi- m-  K(Z,-) -
ance from the upper hemisphere

Diffuse attenuation coefficient for irradi- m-1  K(Z,+) -

ance from the lower hemisphere

Absorption coefficient I a a

Ratio of the radiance at the end of a path r (ratio) Nr/No Lr/Lo
to the input radiance

Transmittance (for specified path length) (ratio) T T

Total Attenuation coefficient m a c

O Called Itrradiance Ratio" by IAPSO

Called "downward" and "upward" irradiance by IAPSO
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PORRD PRISM & APERTURE FIELD LENS
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SILICON
FIELD STOP I DEICO

OBJECTIVE LENS SHUTTER
& APERTURE

WATER PATH

Fig. 1. Transmissometer (or beam transmission meter) designed by T. Petzold and R. W. Austin, S.I.O.
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BASED ON MODERATELY CLEAR

NEAR-SHORE OCEAN WATER.
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I1/00
1/100 1

1/50 1/25 1/12.5

r/L
RATIO OF BEAM RADIUS TO LENGTH

Fig. 2. Error due to the presence of £orwardscattered light within the beam of a transmissometer, (after
R. W. Preisendorfer, S.I.O.).

Fg 3

Fig. 3 Optical system of the null-balance tranmissometer designed by R W. Austin, S.I.O.
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TRANSLUCENT (ULTRAVIOLET TRANSMITTING)
PLEXI GLAS

CLEAR PLEXIGLAS
(ULTRAVIOLET TRANSMITTING) C

Fie. 4 Cross section of an irradiance collector.

COSINE COLLECTOR ERROR
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ANGLE OF INCIDENCE
+15
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ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (FROM NORMAL)

PLEXIGLAS LIGHT SHIELD SM Ff () -COo 0 X100

PHOTOVOLTAIC SENSOR 6(%)o COS o .1
WESTON 856 RB

Fig. 5. Illustrating the performance characteristics of a typical irradiance collector, data obtained
from underwater experimental tests.

DEPTH M)ERR

E (Z,-) E (Z, +)

4.2 .25 % -.88 %
10.4 .16 - .88
16.6 -.27 -.93
29.0 -.52 -.89
41.3 -.44 -.94
53.7 -.25 -.92
66.1 -.36 -.93

Fig. 6 Illustrating the performance characteristics of a typical irradiance collector, data obtained by
computation.
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GRATINGS A-MG

B .MINUS BLUE FILTER

EMI 9558A

Fig. 7. Optical system of the Scripps spectroradiometer. The two objective lenses at the left in conjunc-
tion with the rotating sector mirror, m, provide for double-beam observation.
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I '1 I 1 I I I ,
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WAVELENGTH (nm)

Fig. 8. Typical recordings of spectral bandwidth at four wavelength settings for the Scripps spectroradio-
meter.
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101 BAND WIDTH AT HALF [HE PEAK VALUE
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LUJ

C= 101-
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'\ [nm]

Fig. 9. Direct recording ol .he stray light present in the blue and red regions of~ the spectrum when the
input to the Scripps spectroradicmeter is a broad epectral band in the green region (550nrn), as
would be the case in typical coesta1 water.

WATER AIR

- ""-GLASSI--- 6"WIN DOW PHOTOTU BE
-- LAMP

Fig. IC. Uptical system of a narrow angle scattering meter, after . .Duntley, S.I.U. The objective lens
of thu projection system Is centrally stopped to yield a thin cylinder of radiant energy - shown
cross-hatched over the water path. It is the small angle forvariscatter- from this thin cylinder
that is collected by the phototubq.
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Fig. 11. General-angle scattering meter, after R. W. Auvtin and T. Petzold, S.I.O.
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Fig. 13, Data recording from the general-angle scattering meter. Lamp reference level is recorded at the
left and ocean ambient light at the right. This data must be corrected for changes in the scat-
tering volume.
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SPHERICAL IRRADIANCE

WINDOW COLLECTOR

~~~LOWER ""-'

t; CAMERA ELECTRONICS
UPPR HOUSING UNIT 29 cmCAMERA a t HOUSING

HOUSING -.--.-.. .

PLASTIC PRESSLIRE UPWELLING
SPHERICAL TRANSDUCER IRRADIANCE
WINDOW COLLECTOR

Fig. 14. Diagrammatic arrangement of the radiance distribution camera.
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Fig. 15. Radiance distribution camera, after R. C. Smith, J. E. Tyler, and R. W. Austin, S.I.O.
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Fig. ]6. Laborn,at.r " _St:efl.,nt'. h'. fpe:'ai 4beam attenuiation eceffiCent of distilled water.
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Fig. 17. Laboratory measurgments of the spectral beam attenuation coefficients of distilled water.
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Fig. 18. Beam transmittance vs depth in the Pacific Ocean.
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Fig. 19. Beam transmittance vs depth in Pacific coastal watar.
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Fig. Xv. Change of beam transmittance with depth and time in the Gulf of California.
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Fig. 21. Spectral values of a (after sulburt) compared with spectral values of K (after Tyler ndi Smt ).
The fact the K is greatesr than a between 510 and 700 mD trobably reflects the fact that the waters
were different.
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Fig. 26. Photograji from underwater showing the Snell circle.
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Fig. 27. Radiance in three directions as a function of depth. Clear sunny sky with sun low in tho sky and
zenith direction consequently darker than sun direction. Note the way the scattered light from
bright areas fills in the dark areas as depth is increased.
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Fig. 30. Ratio of zenith radiance to nadir radiance (NZ/NN) plotted as a function of depth in the sae water
for clear sunny sky lighting (right) and overcast skylighting (left). Both curves are directed
toward the same asymptote.
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Fig. 31. Change in color of a red object as it is moved horizontally away from an observer. The red object
is chazacterized by the solid curve showing no reflectance in the blue or green regions of the
spectrum. The dashed line shous the apparent reflectance when seen through water having strong
scattering ar absorbing properties. The nearly horizontal solid line shows the reflecting pro-
pertie3 of an infinite path of water.
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SOMMAIRE

La vision sous l'eau est limit~e par los ph~nombnes dtabsorption et de diffusion de la
lumibre. L'absorption entraflie une diminution de l'intensit6 de la lumi~lre qul est fonction exponentlel-
le do l'augmentatior. de la distance, tandis que la diffusion crde un dtalement des faisceaux lumineux
en meme temps qu tun brouilago des images. On esp~re amdliorer la visibilitd en ayant recours A la
technique des portes r~glables en distance.

Cette technique s 'appuie sur l'utllsation d'une source dclairante dmettant de courtos
Impulsions lumineuses (par exemple, un laser commuld) associde A un dispositif d'observation
dquipd do porte (par exemplo un tube convertisseur dtimage). La s~loctlon temporelle do la lumiibre
recueillie par le dispositif d'observation dquipd do porte permet do rejeter la lumilbre amblante et
d'accepter totalemont la lumiL~re utile dmanant des objets observds. Afin d'dvaluor llamdlloration do
la visibilltd sous lleau quo Vton pout obtenir grAce A la technique des portes reglables on distance, nous
avons calculd 1e pcuvoir s~parateur angulaire et le contraste d'une sctno schdmatique placde A
divorses distances. On pe'Jt ddcrire le phdnom~ne do la propagation commo un processus do diffusion
multiple, puisque les distances do visibilitd sous lleau correspondent A quelques longueurs d'attdnua-
tion. Le processus do diffusion multiple a dt6 6tudid A l'alde do la m~thode do Monte-Carlo. La
trajectoire des photons dans ltospaco ost ddterminde par s~lections stochastiquos des sdquences suc-
cesuives do diffusion, suivant le profil transversal diff~rontiel pour le procossus do diffusion 6l6-
mentaire. On pout ensuite dvaluer, pour diversos distances, la luminositd, le contraste et le
pouvoir s~parateur angualre d'une ciblo standard, illumln~e ou lumineuse par elle-m&ome. On obtient
l'augmentation do la distance do visibilitd par une comparaison avec los courbes do visibilltd pour
11ceil. On a effectu6 des calculs pour une longuour d 'ondo X z 0$,48 14 correspondant A la r~gion
bion copnuo d'absorption minimale. On a supposd quo los polds relatifs do la diffusi on et do l'absorp-
-tion 6taient respectivemont do 60 et 40 76. et quo la fonction do diffusion, pour le processus 616men-
taire dtalt la moyenne des mesures effectu~es par plusiours autours et rapportdes par Duntley, qui
a soulignd Ia grando similitude des rdsultats obtenus par diffdrents chercheurs on d~pit des diffdrences
do condition do travail. Los r~sultats do notre analyse montront quo lton pout attendre des systL~mes
de portos r4glables avec r~ponso lindaire (par exemple convertissour d'image) une amdlioration par
2 ou 3 do la distance do vislbillt6 ; do plus, s1 P'on insbre un seull dans le canal do l'iraage (par
oxemplo, dana le signal TV d'un systL~me A trame), on pense obtenir une amdlioration supdrioure.
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EVALUATION OF UNDERWATER VISIBILITY

IMPROVEMENT BY RANGE GATING SYSTEMS(*W

S. Donatl and A. Sons
Laboratori CISE

Milano, Italy

SUMMARY

The underwater propagation problem, Including the time dependence, has been studied by
means of the Montecarlo method with the aim of evaluating the visibility improvement achievable with
range gating techniques. Results are presented for various cases of observation, taking into account
powers required from light sources. The different modes of operation are compared and expected
performances discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Underwater visibility is strongly limited because of absorption and scattering, which
reduce apparent radiance, contrast and angular resolution of observed objects. Backscattered light
gives the major contribution In contrast loss, and can be almost entirely eliminated with observation
systems making use of range gating techniques.

To evaluate the effectiveness of these techniques in Improving underwa:er visibility, the
problem of light propagation in presence of multiple scattering mustbe faced, since the underwater
visibility range amounts to about four attenuation lenghts (loosely speaking). In addition, also the time
distribution of scattered light must be taken into account to evaluate the performances of range gating
systems.

We have chosen the Montecarlo method to treat the multiple scattering time-dependent
problem, with the feeling that it was the only method capable of giving practical results of reasonable
accuracy without requiring the solution of involved Integral equations. As the input data for the Monte-
carlo calculations we have utilized those from the authoritative work of Duntley'1). The relative weight
of absorption and scattering has been assumed to be 40% and 60% respectively (at 480 nm) and the single
scattering function has been assumed according to fig. 12, Ref. (1), averaging among the quoted diagrams
and extrapolating linearly between 1650 and 180, where the original diagrams are interrupted.

2. MONTECARLO CALCULATIONS

In a Montecarlo calculation it is important to look for the simplest model of the problem at
hand, In order to shorten the computing time as much as possible and meanwhile to obtain numerical
results easily utilizable in more complicated cases with few straight supplementary calculations. For
this reason, all the symmetries of the propagation process have been fully utilized to settle the model of
the problem. As a model, we have chosen a scattering space enclosed In a spherical surface, at the
center of which a photon is assumed to start, at time zero, in a "zero angle" direction (Fig. 1). The
photon then makes Its random zig-zag path and, whether not absorbed, finally reaches the spherical
surface where Its story comes to an end. The polar coordinates & with respect to the starting direction,
the angle Ou at which the path crosses the spherical surface and the total lenght of the path (I. e. the
time spent) are the results to be recorded. The Montecarlo computation Is made by sorting out In
sequence the lenght of path between successive scatterings and the change of direction at each scattering
point according to the appropriate probability density functions, so as to build the photon path In space.
About 30000 photon paths have been computed in this way, and for each path three results were computed
at a time for three different sphere radius, namely R - 3.83, 7. 66 and 11. 5 attenuation lenghts. The
results, stored in three records of 40 x 40 x 40 memory positions, represents In a sampcdway the
probability P (0, u, t) that a photon starting at time zero at the center of the sphere, will intersect at
time t the spherical surface with the angular coordinates 9 and %. As an example of the Montecarlo
results, P(O9, "9u, t) is plotted versus 0 in fig, 2 and versus t for some values of 09 in fig. 3, after an
integratior on the other variables not indicated. Starting from the P('69, -%, I) which represents the
response to a delta source, It is easy to calculate, by means of numerical convolutions, the response to
other types of sources, such as a beam giving a uniform illumination over a fixed angular aperture or a
Lambert radiator.
Furthermore, if we consider a scene placed on the spherical surface which encloses the propagation
space, ano viewed by an observer placed at the center of the sphere, it Is possible to calculate the
radidnce received by the observer when the scene is either self-luminous or illuminated by a beam

starting from the observetion point. In the first case the results are obtained from the Lambert radiator

response, in the second through a convolution of the uniform beam and the Lambert radiator response, as
discussed in earlier papers (2) and (3).
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As an Illustrative example, we report some results relative to the case of an Illuminated
scene. The scene Is assumed to consist of a sequence of ten concentric rings, alternatively black and
white, and covering and angular field of view of 45" (fig. 4). The black rings are assumed to absorb
the collected ilght, the white ones to re-irradlate the light according to Lambert law with unity diffusion
coefficient. The scene Is illvminated by an uniform beam of 45* angular aperture and viewed by an Image
forming optical system.
Since the Image of the scene has a circular symmetry, It suffices to consider the radial distribution of
light intensity, In fig. 5 we have reported for three scene distances, namely 3.83, 7.66 and 11.5
attenuation lenghts, ihe intensities of useful light coming from the illuminated rings together with the
backscattered light Intensities (the sum of the two terms gives the intensity of light actually received).
Fig. 5 a refers to the case of no gating: note that the backscattered light, nearly constant for the three
ranges considered, becomes very large compared to the useful light from the scene as the distance
Increases, so that the useful light from the scene soon becomes masked by the background. Fig. 5 b
shows the effect of a gating from half the scene distance onward: the Intensities of light from the scene
are not altered, whereas the backscattered light Is so strongly reduced to have still an arr)litude
comparable to that of the useful light from the scene.

3. VISIBILITY IMPROVEMENT AND POWER REQUIRED

The results obtained through the Montecarlo calculations give the radiance of the viewed
scene at the observation point as a function of the angular direction of observation.
They have been analyzed on the basis of visual criteria, since we only consider Image-forming systems
which display information to a human observer and neglect the problem of pattern recognition or parameter
estimation.
Data m"asured by Blackwell (ref. WA) and preceeding works) are the appropriate starting point: they
give the contrast c required for a circular target of given angular diameter O( to be resolved when the
target is superposed on a uniform background of luminance B. To compare visual data to our radiance
curves, we have calculated from the latter the contrast c as a function of the angular resolution cx,
according to the method discusseo in ref. (2). The Intersections of the contrast curves with the visual
curves give, the angular resolution as a function of the illuminating power. Results for some interesting
cases of observation are reported In fig. 6-8; all the results presented in the following refer to the
visibility of perfectly diffusing objects on an absorbing background.
Fig. 6 shows the angular resolution oc of an illuminated scene, plotted against the distance of the scene
from the observation/illumination point, measured in attenuation lenghts; the curves are given for some
values of the power-parameter GP/L 2 11 , in which:
P - radiant flux of the illuminating source (W),
.- - solid angle of the emitted radiant flux, assumed equal to the solid angle under which the scene is

viewed (stered),
L - scattering lenght (m),
G - radiant gain of the observation system (for example image converter gain) (dimensionless).
The left-hand diagram of fig. 6 refers to the case of no gate, i.e. shows the result of an illuminated
scene viewed by the unaided eye; It is apparent that the visibility is lost, even for high illuminating
power, a little before five attenuation lenghts, However, the resolving power quickly deteriorates
already at about four attenuation lenghts.
The right hand diagram shows the effect of two different gating Intervals; here the parameter RET stands
for relative excess time of the gate with respect to unattenuated light propagation time tu, that is
RET - (t - tu)/tu. For the case RET - - 0.5 -00 , I.e. for a gate from half the distance of the interesting
scene up to Infinity, it is appearent the strong improvement in visibility. An additional gain is obtained
by gating from the scene distance to infinity (RET - 0 -o ) as it is shown in the diagram, whilst a
narrow gate (RET a 0-0.05) give only d s'ight further improvement (this case Is not reported in fig.6).
In fig. 7 are reported the visibility curves of a self-luminous scene, that is one in which the object radiates
its own light according to Lambert cosine law. Here the symbols used have the same meaning as in fig.6,
except foraIl which now represents only the solid angle under which the scene Is viewed. By a comparison
with fig. 6, one can see that the visibility of a self luminous scene with no gate is better of the illuminated
one, even gated, at least for equal power-parameters GP/L 21" .
Gating of the self luminous scene (results not reported in fig. 7) provides only a minute additional improve
ment in visibility.
Fig. 8 shows the results attainable with the raster technique. This technique basically consists in a
range-gating system employing a narrow-angle Illumination beam which is deflected so as to scan the
whole scene, while a single detector is made to receive only the light coming from the illuminated spot.
To make the estimation of the required power, we assumed that net angular aperture of the illuminating
beam Is equal to the obtainable resolution, so that thp number of point scanned is determined by the
operating conditions. By comparing fig. 6 and 8 It is clear that, for equal power-parameters, the
resolution achievable with the raster is slightly worse than that corresponding to the range gating system.
The time dependence of the signal received by the desector when the light source emits a light pulse of
short duration is reported in fig. 9; in this figure the backscattered light and the useful signals from three
target at different distances (3.83, 7.66 and 11.5 attenuation lenghts) are separately plotted. Note that,
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though the backscattered light and the useful signal amplitude decrease almost In the same w.dy, the
signals are clearly detectable even at the largest distance considered.

The raster techniques allows to exploit sophisticated methods for processing the output
signal from the detector, which can be a very sensitive one, like a photomultipller . For example,
non linear techniques may be used to improve the scene contrast by means of background reduction and
could allow a reconstruction of the relative Intensity of objects at different distances by time dependent
amplifier gain.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The validity of above-quoted Montecarlo analysis relies on several hypotheses, which must
be kept In mind when making a comparison with experimental results:

a) propagation space is assumed to be homogeneous, with a relative weight 60% and 40%
for scattering and absorption; the single scattering function (fig. 2) was assumed as an average between
measured one,;

b) the viewed objects are perfectly diffusing targets on an absorbing background;

c) the observation system is linear and displays an Image directly to the eye.

On the basis of qualitative arguments, the effect of slight deviations from these assumptions
may be predicted. For example, were larger the relative weight of absorption, the power required would
increase and the angular resolution become better. An Increase of backward Intensity of the single
scattering function would reduce the visibility range of the Illuminated scene, gated and not-gated, possibly
of the same amount, since amplitude of the corresponding signals have a rate of decrease with range not
very different.
Assumption b) was made for characterizing a well-visible. non-cooperative target; however, in an
experimental setup the choice of retroreflectors or Scotchlite tapes greatly assists to obtain Increased
signal amplitudes. In this case, the ranges of both gated and not-gated Illuminated scene should increase
of the same factor, and when backscattering does not predominate the matter should be that of an additional
power gain equal to it times the reflectivity (in 1/sterad) of the reflector.
Hypotesis c) has been selected to assess the performance *of simple range gating systems with direct
visualization of Images to a human observer In real time. Therefore, performances of non-linear
photographic films were not studies, even because a comparison with the visual properties of the eye Is
not straighforward and would require a special analysis.

Some experimental analysis on underwater range gatlng have been made. Angular resolution
and range from the results published by Heckman and Hodgson( 5 ) are shown in fig. 6 as H's. An exact
determination of power-parameter is not possible from the photos they have reported, however the compa-
rison would be loose since the target was a Scotchlite tape; at any rate, from published data GP/L 2 .1

is estimated to be In the range 20-150.

As a concluding remark we note that, from results reported In fig. 6.7 and 8, the visibility
range can be improved over a factor of 2 depending on the angular resolution required and/or the
available power. The self-luminous scene visibility can be attained, and even overcomed If adequate
power or radiant gain is provided. From this last point of view, the raster system is attractive, though
it starts from a slightly worse angular resolution, since it enables to obtain a very large gain.

0) Work supported by the Contract CNR-CISE no. 17.8. 3. 1. for Development of Technology and Electro-

nics Instrumentation.
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Fig.i The model of propagat4-'n iassumed in the Montecarlo calculation. Scattering space is
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lengths). At the sphlere center a photon is assumed to start at time zero,
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counting. About 30000 Montecarlo paths were calculated.
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Synchronous Scanning
By

H. Hodara and W. H. Wells
Tetra Tech, Inc., Pasadena, California

The performance of underwater viewing systems is limited by scattering and absorption. Forward
scattering contributes to loss of resolution while backscattering reduces contrast () or more exactly
signal-to-noise ratio (2). In this paper we concentrate on backscatter reduction; forward scattering is
treated in a companion paper (3).

Synchronous scanning is based on the old photographer's principle of separating light source and
camera to reduce Lackscatter from the volume of water which lies at the intersection of the light beam
and the viewing beam. This is illustrated in Fig. (1). Fig. (a) shows how a slice of that volume (cross-
hatched) intercepts a light ray intended for the target, scatters it back into the camera and fogs film. The
photographer's way to reduce backscatter is to increase the base line separation between light and caniera
Fig. (lb). This approach makes the system unwieldy if we want very large backstatter reduction. A
more practical approach though more complex to implement is shown in Fig. (Ic). There the base line
is cut down to its original dimension, but the beam width is narrowed. The beam now no longer encompas-
ses the entire target and we must scan the light and the camera beams bynchronously to cover the target.
Hence the name synchronous scanning.

In comparing synchronous scanning with conventional illumination we note that the same field of view
is covered by the broad beam instantaneously and by the narrow beam during the scanning time. However,
the total backscattering volume is much smaller with the narrow scanning beam as illustrated in Fig. (2).
The total backscatter for the static flood beam illumination is the large triangle bounded by the heavy lines.
The backscatter for each position of the narrow beam during the synchronous scan is the small cross-
hatched triangle. Note that the total area (volume in space) enclosed by the cross-hatched triangle is
much smaller than that of the large triangle.

Fan Beams and Pencil Beams

Until a few years ago, synchronous scanning was done with pencil beams, which requires two-dimen-
sional scanning. In 1967 W. Wells proposed using a fan beam. If backscatter is mostly caused by single
scattering, approximately the same increase in viewing range is attained with either pencil or fan (4).
This is easily demonstrated as follows. Fig. (3) is a strip s of the target illuminated by a fan beam
imaged at s' through a fanned angular field of view. The cross section of the two beams labeled I and
I' are the same cross sections shown in Fig. (2). In Fig. (3) we see that the backscattering volume
which contributes to fogging of the image element s' comes from a pencil beam illuminating the cor-
responding spot s of the target. In short only thos4 rays contained within the cone embracing sA and
which scatter only once within the cross-hatched volume of base s 2 , contribute to fogging of the image
element s',. If multiple scattering is predominant, the majority of the rays within the cone subtended
by s cros over to some other cone such as the one bounded by s. and fog the image at so.. This is
illusrated in the side view of Fig. (4).

We would like to know the viewing range at which multi scatter becomes significant in degrading
the fan beam performance relative to a pencil beam. In Appendix A we estimate the ratios of fractional
energy singly and doubly scattered, F, and F We find

z.

F /F e.-.Z x 0 be' I (I)

._QzAi abe-2 0x ob;
8 r

Some of the symbols are best explained by refering to Fig. (5). The fan beam has a narrow angle
0and a wide angle c . The base line separation between source and receiver is b ; the attenuation of
the water is a . The beams cross over at a distance x beyond which the water backscatters light into
the receiver. The distance x is useful for describing the performance of a syi.chronous scan. Referring
to the geometry of the Fig. (5) we normalize the parameter x with respect to target range, R.

: x/R - (I+i /b7" I  (2)

J= Rgis the width of the strip illuminated by the fan bean at that range, 6 is the backscatter coefficient,
a measure of the fractional energy scattered in the back direction (over 2- steradians) from an elemental
volume of water. The volume scattering function, ti is highly peaked in the forward direction. but drops
down several orders of magnitude and remains essentially constant at large angles particularly in the
back direction (2). We indicate its constant value in that direction by , b so that

e= 2-r b  (3)

Typical values for p are usually given in terms of

-2 310"21 to 10 (4)

and we shall use these numbersi in our calhulation. The ranue at whi.h multisatter begins to degrade the
Ian beam performance in relation to a pencil beam is obtained by demanding I- I/ not Iuo below unity, 3
i.e. FI/F 1. Let uis choose tvpical value, for long range in 1Ziood waters. - 2lni. - / 10-

I'. ,
- I 0, r b I. Multi s,,,ter then becomes significant at approximately six attenuation lencths

(6 R) and beyond it.
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Signal-to- Backscatter Ratio

As long as the absorption limit is not reached, the performance of a systemn is best described in
terms of the signal-to-backscatter r'atio ES/EB1 derived in Appendix B.

ES 22 exp[-2o R(l- 1)] )(-)
EB pR j (u-I) exp[-ZaR(u-.)] du (5)

The integral i.a .he denominator can be expreesed in terms of exponential-integral functions, Ei, but
it comes out in such an awkward form as to render its interpretation useless. The term exp [-2o R(0-F)]
in the numerator of equation (5) brings out the backscatter rejection feature of synchronous scan: the
effective two way attenuation is smaller than 20 R by the factor (I- F ). The parameter 0 v, 1 in cquation
(2) is the fraction of the viewing range where the beams cross over. Therefore, we call F the figure-
of-merit of synchronous scanning . Obviously we want F to be close to unity in order to reject as much
backscatter as possible. If we break up the backscattering volume in slices, Fig. (5), only those close
to the receiver carry any weight. Although the slices get larger at range, rax their contribution to
receiver backscatter diminishe rapidly on account of the relative exponential attenuation, i. e. exp[-o (r-x)].
As F approaches unity,

ES /EB1 #. = p2b/R 2P. (6)

The range increases as the inverse square root of the fan beam angle, l/11 , assuming signal to back-
scatter ratio agd baseline are unchanged. This is confirmed by observing that the average scattering
thickness is R' p /2b, (Fig. 9) and signal-to-backscatter ratio is inversely proportional to it.

We have computed and plotted E /E as a function of the number of attenuation lengths o R for
several values of the parameter F. TAe 1Amily of curves is shown in Fig. (6). The ordinate is nor-
malized in terms of the target reflection p, and q=$/a, the ratio of backscatter to attenuation coefficient.
These results are self-explanatory.

Depth of Field

A basic limitation in synchronous scanning is depth of field. By that we mean, the range over which
the illuminated target remains within the viewing angle of the receiver as illustrated in Fig. (7). The
limitation is inherent to this form of scanning if we note that the locus of the points where illuminating
and viewing beams overlap 100% is a circle passing through the source and receiver, Fig. (9). We
distinguish between front depth of field, 6 F in front of the locus and back depth of field, 6 B behind it.
The respective expressions are readily derived,

a 6 (a R) 2 P
F ab~aRe (7a)

(a R) 2

B crb-aR@ (7b)

As expected, depth of field increases with range but decreases with beam width. Also 6 1 6 for all
ranges. Obviously when the illuminated spot of size 1= Reequals the base line, b the bick cdepth of
field becomes infinite at R b/P. The situation of infinite depth of field is not likely to be reached ,n
long -ange systems. Thus even with a narrow fan beam 8= 10, and good backscatter rejection a b=l,
the range to target would have to approach a R=180/r -60 attenuation lengths! We have plotted depth
of field in Fig. (8) for a base line ab=l, and a beam width P = 10-" radian, (a little over Zo). Front
and back depth of field do not differ by much. Back depth of field becomes infinite at 100 attenuation
length in this case.

On the samt figure we have also plotted the depth of field when the fan beamwidth is ten times
as large, P = 10- radians. For this case 6 B is infinite at ten attenuation lengths; the result is of
academic interest; with such a broad beam the signal to backscatter ratio would be too small to "see"
beyond four or five attenuatior. lengths.

Photographic Synchronous Scan System

We have developed and built a portable operational photographic system based on the synchronous
scan principle. The lamp and the camera are 4' apart, (bz4'). The camera has a wide angle field with
a focal plane slit and scanning optics. It was built by Photogrammetry, Inc. and loaned to us by the
U.S. Naval Photo Center. The source is a 500 watt lineal Xenon flash lamp which radiates 30 i sec
pulses spaced 8Usec apart. The lamp is fixed while the beam fanning cylindrical optics scans over a
120o angle at a rate of 200 0 /sec to match the camera's rate. The lamp and camera have illuminating
Lnd viewing beamb of 2) in the narrow angle ( = . 035 radian).

Tests were performed in a swimming pool with controlled quantities of diatomatious earth for
scatterers. The pool dimenbions are ZO' by 40'; the target was hung approximately halfway down the
pool ard the synchronous scan system was located at one end of the pool. Results in clear water are
shown in Fig. (9) together with the geometry of the beam. Only the target and the sides of the pool
show. The geometry below explain5 it since the locus of intersection of the viewing and illuminating
beams is tangent to the target and the sides of the pool. This is confirmed by the calculation of depth
of field using Eq. (7), '} R2I'h.-R ^). The back depth of field is 4. 3' which added to the 10' radius is
just abo .t the length of the diagonal connecting the ceuter of the circle with *he corner of the pool. The
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corner of the pool is thus at the extreme of the depth of field where hardly any light reaches the camera.
Note that as the beam starts sweeping down, the left side of the pool, the pool's ladder enters the depth
of field and becomes visible. The "banding" or stripes are caused by pulsing the xenon lamp. Pulses
were used in order to raise the color temperature to 7, U00°K with resultant higher efficiency of 12%
in the water transmission band.

Figureslo to 12compare photographs taken with our system and a conventional Nikonos underwater
camera in more turbid water. The same light source was used but the shutter in the Nikonos was left
opened for the duration of the beam sweep. The backscatter rejection achieved with synchronous scan
is well illustrated in those figures, particularly in the last one, Fig. (12). There the target cannot be
seen at all with conventional system while still distinguishable with the synchronous scan. The range
in this last photograph is between three and four attenuation lengths as determined from a- meter
measurements. The improvement is significant if we bear in mind that visibility with a wide angle
system is not more than 1 to If attenuation length. It is worth while at this stage to dispel the old
rule of thumb that visibility with conventional systems extends to as much as 21 attenuation length.
This is only true under diffused lighting condition such as daylight. With a conventional lamp situated near
the camera, the visibility is limited by loss of contrast at 1* attenuation lengths.

Adaptive Synchronous Scan

To conclude this paper w.e would like to propose an adaptive TV synchronous scanning system which
eliminates the shortcomings of the present systems. There have been several attempts, none too succes-
sfu., to design scanning systems that are not depth of field limited. Since the locus of intersection of
source and viewing beams scanning at a uniform rate is a circle, an arbitrary shaped object requires one
of the beams to sweep with variable speed if that object is to lie at the intersection of both beams during
the scan. A typical solution is edge tracking of onethe beam via a servo loop. Systems based on thip prin-
ciple require either excessive 'bandwidth or are easily thrown out of lock by discontinuities in the field
of view.

The system we propose conceived by one of the authors (Wells) does not rely or edge trackingthus
gets around these difficulties. In order to explain its operatcn consider the receiver to be made up of
discrete detecting elements with respective field of views labeled I to 5 in Fig. (13a). The narrow ligi.t
beam shown by a ray in the figure scans from right to left and the light received within each discrete field
of view is integrated until a threshold preset by the operator is reached after which the detector cuts off.
In the absence of an ob)ect, the intensity vs scan angle for each individual detecting element looks like the
curves of Fig. (13b). If an object is prcsent within some of the field of views, say elements 3 and 4 in the
figure, the intensity in the corresponding detecting elements reach the threshold very sharply at threshold
angles earlier in the scan, '-A and B • For each elementary field of view there is a specific one-to-one
correspondence between range and scan angles determined by the system geometry, so that knowledge of
the threshold scan angles '4A, VB determines unequivocally the range to the object within these elementary
field of views. A detailed analysis reveals that the principles discussed above apply as well as when either
right edges or left edgesarebeing imaged. As a matter of fact this technique only handles reflectance dis-
continuities (no continuous tone reflectance) and edges of objects.

In practice, the receiver rather than being made of discrete detecting elements is a TV equipped
with adaptive erasure features. To implement the scheme, one measures integrated light intensity in many
subdivisions of the field of view by retaining a low resolution memory of the last TV frame of the same
scene. In each image increment that is brighter than threshold in the last frame, the integration is cut-off
earlier in the new frame; in each increment that was too dim, the integration goes on a longer time. In
essence an error loop is set up that feeds cut-off commands to the TV receiver from information received
from the low resolution image memory and from integration cut-off times of the preceding frame.
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Appendix A

Calculation of Single and Double Scatter

Single Scatter

The geometry is shown in Fig. (A-1). The illuminating beam is narrow enough that we only
need to represent it by a single ray. The fraction of energy scattered, FI is given by the probability
that a ray will scatter at a distance x , over a path length, through the scattering volume and within
a solid angle AfQ subtending the receiver aperture of diameter, D

6Flo b 60E-se - 2ax (A-I)

a , the probability of scattering at large angle is also the volume scattering function in the back R2e
di'ection, and is approximately constant in that direction. From the geometry MI =T D2 /4R 2 ; S=b
and

S nD-2 2axFl=b b 4 (A-2)

As a check, we calculate the signal-to-backscatter ratio based on single scattering using for the single
scattering using for the signal energy Eq. (B-i) in Appendix B.

-2aLR D2
Es/E = pe "2  R -2

The ratio of these two expressions give the signal-to-backscatter ratio,

Es/E = 2- e "2ULR(-) (A-3)
B R 2e

where + (A+/b) " and = a2*b (A-3) checks exactly with Eq. (6) in the text as -.

Double Scatter

The geometry is shown in Fig. (A-2). The illuminating beam is again represented by a single
ray. The probability of double scatter is

AF 2 = a 2dsls d AO (A-4)17 13 2
2  

( 2S3d* ¢Cs2From the figure, , -2= a -, dO, = 2 As 3 - , b=s 3 sint.
2  53

The total fraction that is double scattered,
2

F 2 =Ij> tp -- Z d*ds (A-5)

which reduces after a few manipulations to

F D 2 D 2  e/1/2 tanlb/s1  -cb/tan d*IdSl(A-6)
2 2 b b jo

where t/2. If we make the change of variable t=(tan 17')
we have for aba 1.

F2 2 e D2 O e 0 I ' e'Qbt t dt (A-7)

We have assumed that we can integrate * from 0 to r without too much error since for abz 1 the
absorption limits the contribution of that integral 'In the range r /2 : *: n . Then

r 0  R L r'L -. e- abt dt (A-8)F2 b P bb 2 -' L Ca b J O l+t 2

An upper bound to F2 is given by the first term in the brackets,

2 D 2

F2 - b2 D2  (A-9)
24 b (a )
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Single-to-Double Scatter Ratio

Taking the ratio A2 to over A-9 and using 0 = 2r ob we have

F1  a e-OF I = a ZT- (a b) e'2X(a b 1) (A-10)

which is Eq. (1) in the text

For cab<<l, it can be shown that

F I a 2r -2axF2 aT a (b <<l) (A-1l)

Appendix B

Derivation of Signal-to-Backscatter Ratio

Calculation of Signal

The source energy is E. The target is lambertian with reflection coefficient, p , The energy
reflected at the target per unit solid angle is p E exp(-aR)/rr. The energy reaching the receiver
within the solid angle snbtended by an aperture of diameter, D whose area in , D2/4,

EsR/E = oe'2aRDZ4R2 (B-1)

For reference purposes, we may want to know the energy density at the detector, =Es /A I. A I is the
image area on the detector; for a camera it must exceed the film threshold density,

e =1.2X 10" 7 "oules/cm Z B2
efilms (B-2)

f
Let A be the target area, f the focal distance to the detector, and F L the f-number, thenD

p E/A T oaRE/ e (B-3)
4F2

Calculation of Backscatter

From Fig. (5) in the text we see the fraction of energy backscattered at distance, r within
the detector's field of view is

Ab R r-x (B-4)

A() = r R-x

The corresponding energy per unit solid angle is

dr E e- 2  Ab(B-5)

qo. the volume scattering function in the back direction is approximately constant over Zr solid angle,
is related to the backscatter coefficient 0 = Zno • The backscattered energy reaching the detectors

within the solid angle subtended by its aperture, Ib'in

dE Ab E -2c r nDZ dr (B6)
B A -r) C 42 Z(-

The fraction of energy backscattered at the receiver is

EBr R r-x e- 2cr dr-= ~ ~ - T : -x "-ZB7
E 8 x r

where x is from Fig. (5),

S (l+=/Fb) (B-8)

Combining (Ls-l) and (B-7) we get the signal to backscatter ratio after normalization

ES L expf-2aR'(I-!)] I l- E (B-1)
E B I (u-!)exp(-2cR(u- )]u-3 du
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Fig.5 Fan beam synchronous scanning geometry
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DISCUSSION ON PAPERS PRESENTED IN SESSION V!II
(Imagery)

Discussion on paper 44 : " Evaluation of visibility improvement in sea water by range
gating systems", by S. DONATI and A. SONA .

Dr. D.L. FEINSTEIN : Could you give us some idea of the computer time necessary for your
Monte-Carlo calculation .

Dr. S. DONATI : With our computer (IBM) 1800 a photon story took about 1/3 of second of
calculation time .
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OPTICS ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

Chairmen :Prof. J. TYLER1 and Dr. If. HOLMAR
Rapporteur C.F. (hI) Pierre HALLEY



47

Plan des discussions

1.- Sur l'application a l1optique ocdanographique des mnthodes gondrales intdressant

la propagation des ondes.

2.- Sur la cmunication du Dr. t4 JRL "Rdsultats expdrimentaux sur la diffusion" (papier 30).

3.- Sur la fonction de transfert de modulation (IMF) et des effets non-lindaires.

4.- Sur la diffusion sous petit angle, et de la limite de la fonction de diffusion (VSF)
pour un angle nu).

S.- Sur un systtme de notation international propre A 1'optique ocCanographique.

Un progranme de recherches a 6 pr~sentd par le professeur J. TYLER (papier 43).
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OPTICS MOUM) TALX DISCUSSION

Chairmen :Prof. J. TYLE and Dr. Hi. IK)UIM
Rapporteur :C.F. (11) Pierre WILLEY

1.- Prof. TYLER I have several questionb I want to discuss, but I am sure :'ou have plenty also.

-C.F. HALLEY Merci, Mlonsieur le President. Je voudrais commencer notre table ronde par tin peti
de philosophie. J'ai essay6 a propos du milieu marin, de reunir des radie-electriciens et des
opticiens, ceci parce que j'ai constat6 que dana bien des cas il 6tait fructuetix do Mettre en
parall~e leos cientifiquos de la radio-6lectricit6 et de l'optique.

Je constate les difficult~s consid~rables qua vous rencontrez en optique dans le milieu marin.
Nous somes, nous lea radio-6lectriciens, lea hdritiers de l'optiquc. on a fait tine th~orie solide
6lectro-magnitique de la radio-6lectricite, et, partant des concepts de l'optique et de sea prim-
cipes on a construit tin outil tr~s puissant qui pormet de r~soudre lea probl~mes de propagation
des ondes 6lectromagn6tiquea dana ltatmosph~re coimme dana la mar oti dans d'autres milieuix. Et je
conatate que ces m~thodes qui sent des ddmarches assez naturelles do l'esprit, qui partent d'6-
quations de la physique auxqtielles on applique lea math6matiques ne sent pas, en co moment tout
au moins, praticables dans le doisaine de l1optique. Je crois que ce ncat pas dQ & IS, nature 6lec-
tro.magnitique du champ. MI. WIHOIN nous disait l'autre jour que, dana tin milieu constitu6 de stra-
tifications avec tin interface irre~ulier etun fond irr6Zulier, il pouvait faire la theorie de la
propagation d'une vibration quelconque, qu'elle soit m6caniqie ilastique oti qu'elle soit ilectro-
magn6tique. Je dirai la m~zse chose pour ce qui concerne liatmosphare. On petit faire Ia th~orie
d'tine vibration mfcanique 61astique, c'est-a-dire d'une onde de pression oti de perturbation de
proasion, qii s'agisse de la bande sonore, acoustique oti de gravit6. On part des 6qtiations do
la physique, un certain nombre d'6quationss par exerple celle des gaz parfaits, cello do 116quili-
bre hydrostatique, cello des forces appliqu~es aui volume 61imentaire do gaz, etc.. Sept, huit,
neuf. On en 6criv autant qu'il y a de variables du champ qu~on puisso concevoir .. Ayant ces 6qua-
tions, la premiare des choses qu'on fait, en gdn6rals cleat do linuariser, en' supposant que l'onde
dent il slagit, qu'on no connait pas encore, eat tine onde faible qui ne modifie pas le milieu
apra quoi on fait tine hypothe'se, par example du genre W.K.B., et on arrive finalement sous forme
matriciello par exemple, & tine 6quation do compatibilitd, qui eat ce quo nous appelons tine equa-
tion do dispersion, et avec tin peti do chance on aboutit aussi & l'indice de refraction. On arrive
m~me, a condition de so donner tin peti de paine. hL d~finir tine fonction potentielle. On en derive
*les scalaires et lea vocteurr du champ. Par example, Ia proasion, la densiti, !a vitesse du gaz,
etc.. On d~finit tin rayon, c'est-h-diro tine direction do propagation do l'6nergie. on pr~ciae quo
1e milieu eat ani-sotrope, orn pr~sence du champ do gravit6 et du champ magn~tique terrestre, etc.
Ainsi, cea excursions lo la pens~e ne sent pas particulit-res & l'onde sonore ou & l'onde 6lectro-
magn6tiqie, cc no sont quc des d6=arches cotirantes. Jo m'apergois donc quo bien quo los theori-
ciens do llilectro-maen~tismo soient lea h6ritiers do l'optique, l'optique no petit pas appliquer
ces m6thodos, sans doute parce qu'il a'a(;it do petitos longuours d'ondo, !e milieu no petit pas
etre consid6r6 comme compos6 do stratifications homog~nes, il n'ost pas question d'utiliaer les
m~thodes "full-wave', (toute onde). Il oat vrai quo le milieu auquel vous avez 6, faire vous riser-
ve totia lea d~sagr6ments poasibles. 11 oat turbulent, il oat diffusant ot la diffusion at* aniso-
trope. Cn comprend alor3 quo vous soyez obliges presque d'abandonner lea concepts usuels et aussi
W'en d6gager d'autres, comma ce qui a 6t6 fait ce matin, jo crois par .1. HONEY.

Je vous demande 21. le Pr6sident, s'il n'est pas convenable a tine autre 6chelle, par example L tine
6chelle -icroscopique, d'essayer de d6gager des 6quations fcndamentales pour retrouver des th6oriea
qtii, & l'aide des math6matiques, vous pormottraient d'obtenir ies r~aultats tr~s solides, cormse
ceux quo nous obtenons par exemple dars l'atmosph~re. :4erci. 14. Ie President.

-Prof. TYLER Have you any comments on this ?

-Dr. HODARA Well, I think~ it is a philosophical question you are asking, actually. I'll answer
it in that style.

What makes the problems alik or different is detcrminod by scale sizes, wavelength, X and refrac-
tive index fluctuations, <An >. A good example is to compare these quantities for optical waves
in atmosphere and water and VHF radio waves in the ionosphere:

6 2 -9optics sea six 10, <An > 10
1(3 2 -12(. )troposphere SA/= 10, <6n > 10

3 2 -12
VHF Ionosphere s/)X - 10) <An > '~10

(300 M11z)
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Optics in the atmosphere and VHF in the ionosphere encounter the samne types of irregularities so that
similar mathematical techniques can be employed. On the other handj scale size to wavelength ratio for
undarwater optics Aind sea water refractive inh'omogeneity fluctuation are far enough apart to call for
different techniques so what makes the difference is not whether one uses optics or radio but the fact
that sea water does not look the same as air to optical waves. There tias been in -the past a basic dif-
ference in the mathematics of optics and radio because optics could only deal wth ii.tenn~.sies, Since
lasers came out a complete merging of classical electromagnetic techniques into ojpt~c ..-,a taken place.

*Now we have a whole field of so-caliled coherent opitics which puts all problems of radio &nd optics on
the same common basis, Anyway , why don't we continue this discussion later on Saturday, O.K. 2

Dr. CONDELL :Do you think it would be safe to say that when the radio physicist solverthe sporadic E
problem, the optical physicist will have solved the problem of propagation in water?

-Dr. HODARA :Never. The scales we deal with in the water are live ones '.Planktons. etc ... Although
a counterpoint exists in the atmosphere. We get radar returns from birds and butterflies, you know.

-C.F. HALLEY :Oui, sans doute. Toutefois jo persinte & penner que lea 6tuden dams un domaine en appa-
rence spdeial, comme celui qui nous occupe, participant aux grands courants du progrds de Is. physique
et em d~pendent.

2- Prof. TYLER :Are there any questions in connexion with the talks we have had today? Are there any
topics you~ wouzld Like to discus.?

I was very much interested in M. MOREL's talk, particularly in some of the questions that were asked
him. I think Dr. WIRGIN asked him about polarisation in this gathering and I wonder whether we could,
perhaps, spend a few minutes in discussing this point since it may have some very interesting features
from the aspect of plankton behaviour.

- PleasejH-. MOREL.

-Dr. MOREL :Noun avons surtout fait des mesures de polarisation a l'angle de diffusion de 900 dans un
premier temps, parca que cleat 4i et angle que V'on obtient l~a polarisation maximala pour lia lumi~re
diffus~e dams le cas des aaux de mer. On a charche L savoir 3i lea taux de polarisation itait correld
au coefficient de diffusion :Lana des eaux turbides, par example, la ddpolarisatiom 6tait de 20 ou
25 % et ddcroissait souvent vers 10 % lorsquil s'agissait dteau tri.s claire, on a cherch6 a savoir
si c'dtait une loi g~ndrale. Il semble qu'& 900 ce soit une loi asses gendrala Donc en premi~re
approximation. 20 % serait la ddpolarisation caractdristique des partioules marines et lorsqua !as
eaux deviennent limpides la d~polarisatiom ddcroltrait ven 10 % qui eat caractiristique de la dif-
fusion moi~culaire par lleau (axactamant 9 %, ce qui correspond hi une polarisation de 83 %). Ensuite,
on a cherch6 A savoir s'il 6tait possible dans certains cas, clest-&-dira dams lea eaux profondes,
d'observer quilquefois des particules plus polarisantes, c'est-a-dire des particules tr~s petites qui
d'apras l~a th~orie de Mia par-exemple, donneraiant des polarisations tr~s importantes i 90 %Z. En inda-
lit6 on n'a ja-mis trouv6 quelque chose de tras significatif, on n'a jamais 'rouv6 de cdhpolarisation
infdrieure a 10 %. Ensuite, sur den indicatrices de diffusion, au lieu de faire la masure de l'imdi-
catrice de diffusion antre 300 et 1500, en luiire naturelle, nous avons fait con mesures, d'une parv,
en mesurant l~a composanta vorticale, d'autre part, en mesurant l~a composante horizontale. J'ai fait
pas mal de mesures, mais je n'ai pas de isdultat aL prdsenter de fagon statistique.

D'une fagon gdndrale, en essnyant de noustraire ce qui ravient & l~a diffusion mldeulaire, et an con-
si ddrant ce qui reste, ii semble que la particulas marines aient uzn facteur de depolarisatiom asses
syls~trique autour de l'angle 900, 1000, & cot angle la ddpolarisation eat de l.'ordra de 15 ou 20 %
uniquement attachde aux particules. La lumiare est pratiquement complL~ement depolarisda a 300, (le
taux de zipolsrisation est de 85 %). Vera 1500 on a une valaur a peu pras semblable.

Quand on cherche a interprdter th~oriquement cas rdsultats on eat exactement confronti au probl ,me
d'interprdtcr i'indioat~ice do diffusion des particulas marines en lumiare naturelle. Ctest lea m~eme
probl~me. Notre premiare conclusion, au vu. des courbes de distribution de particules tellas qua celles
qui ont Wt obtenrues par M. BAD~r A "lInstitut of Marine Science" de Miami at d'autras courbes de
distribution de particulas obtenues; dans notra laboratoire avec un apparaillage samblable, eat que
cetta distribution des particulen marines prdsante une courba croinsante wars len petites tailles
at ceci d~n fagon continue, Si on veut utiliser complatement ces courbas at chercher I&a bonne ex-
plication a l~a forma de l'indicatrice cala implique d'additionner des indicatrices obtenues par l~a
thgoria de Mie dams un intervalle de taille pour lequel la tables me sont pas calculdan actuellement.
Er particulier, il faudrait jusqu'& dos valeurs du paramatre do taille -2;R/A supbrieuros h 100 ou
150. D'autre part, les tables actuella. ont 6tt6 calculdes ayac des incrdments d'indice qui soot trop
grands et des incrdments de taille aussi trop grands pour 6tre utilisds dams lea can d'une courbe da
distribution continue comae cella trouvde expdrimcntalement. En conclusion, si l'on vout rdnoudre
compl~tement le probl~me, il 1'aut d'abord gdndrer des fonctions de Mie, en beaucoup plus grand nombre
quo cellos qui sent disponibles actuellement. Cola reprdnenta un tr~s gros programme de calcul qui
me sara sflmenont pas fait pour len particulen marines, car on n'obtiendra jamais d'argant pour lea
faire.

- Dr. HODARA Have you made measurements of depolarisation versus angle 2 Can you get them on the
board 2

Je do's dire quo contrairement par exemPle ai des expiri..nces our la forma g~inrala do l'irdicatrice
da diffusion en ±umi~ro naturalle, ou Sur l~a juestion de selectivit6 de l~a diffusion pour laquelle
j'ai beaucoup de manures expdrimontales. sum Isa polari.iation jo n'ai pan un nombre tr~a grand de va-
leurs expdriznentales qui permettaient an traitcment statintiquc de con donndes.
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- Dr. HODARA : If you have depolariation, does that mean that you have multiple scattering from this

particle 7

Dr. MOREL : Non, en g6nfral si vous 6clairez un milieu diffuwant en lumiare naturelle, quand vous
i udiez la lumiare diffus6e, en diffusion premiare, elle eat seulement partiellement polarisde.
Dana le cas de la diffusion thiorique de Rayleigh, vous auriez effectivement une polarisation complete
& 90 et seulement a cet angle, mais en r6alit6 cosme lea mol6cules dleau sont onisotropes, la lumi~re
n'est pas complatement polarise a 900. La d6polarisation eat de 9% par exemple dana le cas de l'eau,
ella eat dana le cas du benz ne de 43 %, si Slai bonne m6moire, c'est-a-dire qua la lumiare eat rela-
tivement peu polaris6e dans le cas de la diffusion molgculaire du benzene. Et dens le cas des parti-
cules, c'est ausi un ph6nomane de ce genre, si vous 6clairez en lumiare naturelle, vous observez
dans la lumiare diffuse un certain taux de polarisation et par example, la thiorie et l'experience
l'ont montr6, vers lea petite angles la lumiare diffuo~e eat tras peu polarise at a Ia fin ne 'est
plus du tout. C'eat-a-dire qu'a partir des angles de 100 par example, pour des particules suffisament
grosses, la lumi~re n'est plus du tout polaris6e. Beardsley a fait beaucoup de mesures je crois Sur
la polarmsation de l'indicatrice.

- Prof. TYLER : If one considers the form of the various radiance distribution curves on a sunny dayj
for example, the maximum of the distribution curve would be slaiting towards the rays which are refrac-
ted from the sun, and this then becomes a beam of light which is entering a scattering nedium. Polari-
sation will occur at right angles to this bean. Observing this from beloj the water you will see at
least in two directions the angle of polarisation tilted. Nov if you go deeper in the water, the same
water, and presuming it's homogeneousjthe maximum radiance moves towards the zenith, so that all these
polarization factors will tend to become horizontal, and, in fact , from this sort of heuristic ar-
gument 7 would expect polarisation to increase with depth on an overcast day. Do you agree?

- Dr. MOREL : I don't know exactly because I have not done any measurement of this kind of polarisation

in water.

- Prof. TYLER : Are ther- others who would like to make some comments on polarisation?

Could I ask you about your origintl thought, did you say something about the activity of plankton ?

- Dr. CONDELL : I presume thint it would have to do wit, the activity of plankton, yes, whether indeed
this might not be considered as some type of polar structure which did orient itself for instance
according to temperature gradlance, to lightto radiance, and so on.

- Prof. TYLER : Weli, I would like to say that research has been done on sea weed fucus, and it was
found that a larger than expected number of plants oriented in a certain direction under polarized
light. With no polarized light, they did not grow this way at all. I think Waterman at Yale has
also found some orientation effects with marine aniuls under polarized light. But somehow I think
these effects imst all disappear at great depths.

- Dr. HODARA : Has anyone made measurements at any recent date of scattering lengths at great depths
who he any values to report ? Measurements of a and o at great depths ? Has any one made measurements
recently and would he like to report on them ?

For example,)on scattering coefficient and attenuation coefficient ?

- Dr. MOREL : We have done some measurements of total scattering coefficient in deep water, but.)unfor-
tunately)not of the attenuation coefficient. Total scattering coefficient in deep water (it means
at thousand meters depth or more) in the Medterjanean and also in the Atlantic Ocean (near 1ladeira
and the Agore Islands) is often around 1.10- m

It means that the molecular scattering n &he total coefficient makes something like 16 %, because
molecular scattering gives 16 or 17.10- m (at 550 sm).

- Dr. CONDELL : This seems to be a very low number. There are some data from the Atlantic t greater
depths. If my memory serves me, I think these numbers are about 0.027.

- Dr. MOREL : For us the minimum value was 0.01, or sa'methizng lke that. By two ways, the first one
is with a small ang)e integrating apparatus which is calibrated against the beam itself, and the other
method is an indirect method measuring the scatteriLg function at 300 - andconsidering thatjthe ratio
between 8 300 and b is a constant. And it gives us almost the same valuL.

- Dr. MONATI : Are there some results oncireular polarination of light in water propagcta-n 7 That is)
I heard of a method concerninq the improvemen. of visibility that dea.s with circula- p,,larisat~on.
I was interested in knowing what improvement does it yield in water propagation ?

- Dr. HODARA : I have some results. I don't have them all in v7 head, but I can send a report. The im-
provements in reducing backscatter in artificial water, water I rae turbid, ware of the order of 8
1-something like that. These were experiLents in a water tank done with a laser and a photo-nultiplier
so we could get electronic measurements. A year earlier Gary Gilbert measured backscatter improveent
with polarisation photbgraphically. We found this method of backscatter reduction very unreliable-
because of what Morel sai4, we get lot of depolarisation. The principle of the method is based on t.,e
fact that a target is most of the time depolarising, while the scatt.ring elezents supposedly ao not.
Although measurements were made with linear polarization circular pciarisation gives tne sar.e result
because circular polarisation is nothing else than a linear superposition of 2 orthogonal linear pole-
risations.

The )nly advantage nf circular polarisation is that you do not need to maintain a fil relative orien-
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tation between the source and the receiver.

: Did you note any difference in the amount of the extinction ratio between the cross-
polariser and the circular polariser as a function of separation angle; angle between the source
and reoeiver?

- Dr. HODARA : We made detailed measurements but the rejection of that Ecatters by polarisation ...
is a function of the angle at which you would look at the return so that 4f you are within a 20 - 30'
angle it is quite different from if you were, sayat 90?

: Is there any difference between circular and linear polarisation ?

- Dr. HODARA There is no differenc-. There should not be any.

: But you made no measurements, though ?

- Dr. HODARA Just a couple to satisfy someone, else that there's no difference. There is no sense in
making those measurements. Linear polarisation measurements should be sufficient to establish the re-
lative improvement in backscatter reduction.

3- Dr. WIRGIN : I have a question about the MTF modulation transfer function. I don't know who mentioned
that you could indifferently under the hypothesis of a linear transformation between the ;mage and the
object consider the impulse response or the sine wave response to evaluate the image quality. I was
wondering if this might not conctitute a valid tent of the linearity of the ocean medium as an image-
forming system. In other wordstakej2or Jnstance.the impulse response with the point source, measure
the image and from that derive the sine wave (i4TF) response. Then operate the other way round, see If
yo, come to the same results. I was wondering if a test like this had been made already, because it
does not seem to me obvious at all that the ocean medium c~n be considered as a linear transformer of
the images.

- Mr. ZANEVELD : Yes, I think it would be a good test, but it has not been performed. I should say that
as far as linearity is assumed this is only linearity in oontrast. In ether words, if you have
two point sources, then the intensity received a distance away will simply be the sum of the intensi-
ties received from these two sources. This is all you can say if the linearity of the sea water goes
as far as contrast, and I think this is a reasonable assumption. if you have coherent light sources
you will probably get some interaction but you won't get the same intensities. So assuming incohe-
rent light sources, you can say that the contrast adds linearly.

- Dr. WIRGIN : There is another reason why it is not so obvious. It seems to me that the radiation cha-
racteristics of a point source in water would be very different from that of a beam, because when you
reason on a sine wave response, I suppose you are concerned with an infinite wave, whereas in practice
you have to consider a beam in water.

Intuitively it seems to me that the scattering characteristics in water would be very different, spe-
cially would be a function of the particles that you encounter and so forth.

- Dr. CONDELL : Perhaps I am a little bit confused.

Whether the light is so-called coherent or incoherent, as long as the index of refraction is not depen-
ding on the intensity of light oer the range you are using, I don't see how it is possible not to have
an MTF meaning in the sense of one-way transmission. Now whether it's a pactical use in terms of three
part networks or something like that, I think is something else again, but have I missed the point here?

Dr. WL : ell, I quite agree with Dr. CMLL. It seems an though the linear refractive index
prinoiple ho3da.-as you certainly expect it to for weak interaction of light and medium. Maybe we dontt
mean the sawe thing by linearity. I have the feeling that there is some communication problem. (Voir
note compl6mentaire 2.)

Dr. HODARA : I don't think that is what they meant. Somebody brought that up a couple of years ago. It
has nothing to do with the change of index of refraction, but I think it has to do with the superposi-
ticn cf the slices when you calculate your modulation transfer functions, some other form of linearity.
I know it has nothing to do with what we call usually in electro-magnetics non-linear interaction : the
change of the constitutive parameters of the medium with the excitation of the wave.

- Mr. ZANEVELD : But, I think what you are talking about is the medium itself changing due to interaction
with light ; what we are talking about is simply the fact that the Fourier type mathematics holds when
you are talking about the images in seawater. All this means that you can breakY it down into its
Fourier components, and treat each Fourier component independently. And when you have calculated how
each Fourier component decays over a certain distance, then you can add them. and this is what
you mean by the linear systim. Any linear mathematical system will permit this.

- Dr. WIRGIN : But there can be a difference from the practical measuring point of view btnause in a
point radiating in a scattering medium you can have a situation in which some of the fields are scat-
tered out of the receiver ; it is not effectively received at the position of the receiver, and this
will give you a different type of response. In the situation in which you have a beam, which is called
plain uave, as an excitation in the medilm, it will give you different scattering characteristics and
you might have less probability of the fields scattering out of the receptor. So you might bc measu-
ring two different things in the end. It can be a factor.
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- Mr. ZANEVELD I think what I mentioned before is that you assume there is a point by point oorres-
pondence between the object planghe image plane. In othei words, when you are in the image plane
and look at the object plane, you will see a point from whxch t;.e light appears to come , which means
you are looking in one direction only. So if you are talking abo%.t a praotical problem when you are
raoeivig a signal, the angle might be wider in oneoce then in some other case. In a theoretical
problem you are simply considering a point to point conversion ana then the mRohematics ) oks fine.

- Dr, HODARA : I think this is a semantic p.oblem. I'd like to ask another question.. What are the la-
cent measurements that have been made on she narrow angle of scatterinW? Does anyboay care to report
on smaller angles and also, on how this scattering function should apprcach the axis, the ordinate
axis, as the angle becomes smaller and saller ? Maybe somebody would like to comment on that ?

Dr. HONEY : In trying to make this kind of measurements and looking back on the data with a clearer
understanding of the kind of effects that index of refraction turbulence have on these instruments,
I have come to the conclusion --whatever instrument you build, whatever its minimum resolution is--
that you will find under conditions of index of refraction turbulence a peak with that resolution.
And of course that kind of reso'.ution is only relevant if you are using it to predict the performance
of an optical system with compexable resolutions. But, for instance in making these measurements that
I briefly alluded to in the paper, many times we would see no narrowing or forward scatter at all in
well mixed surface layers of th- oceanfor instance. And where we did find measurenerts that were
greater than the systen of sensit.4vity, where we did detect these kinds of very narrow angle forward
scatter, it was in the regions of, s ., 10 miles off the Golden Gate where you would expect or you
have reason to suspect that there is e mixing of freskh water with salt water of thermogradient, etc.,
and the picture seems to be false altog,-ther after the fact that you get measurements ard some very
narrow angle scatters on some occasions and not on others.

- Dr. WELLS :All ie volume scattering functions which I play around with as discussed this morning want
to be singular at the origin to about the 8 -3/2 power of the angle, which aid not particularly bother
me since this is an integrable singularity. In other words, in any finite solid angle that t..e deteo
or subtends you always get a finite scattering probability, which is conforting. We have been compu-
terising the Hankel transform which converts the UT? to volume scattering function or back, whi,:hever
way you want to transform it, and these are a little difficult near the singular areas, but you can
still perform vhen all right. I tried to invent a species of particles which would have tnis aingulox
property and was unable to do so, but I don't really see ,xky reason why the sattir~ig ,,ncion. shou:,!
not be singular at the origin, not as a result of any one zpeoies of particles, j,_ Irom the distribu-
tion of different species. I don't see any reason why there can't be an ever decreasing density of aver
larger particles which scatter stronger and stronger in the forward direction, starting with the diatoms
adoing to thi large turbulence&. Maybe somewhere inbetween these sizes there is scattering from

cal excretin from minute organisms. 1
- Dr. HODARA : If this is correct, that issthe approach to the origin as 0" 7 or 0

3 /2
, it means that

Chilton's calculation will take eighth power, it means that he would have to change this "6ta" for
different angles at the approach of the origin. These two types of functions that were used to fit
the volume scattering function are entirely different near their origin, and I woulc. be very curious
to know which one is right, if we are interested in narrow angle forward scattering. ecause the two3 /2
functions obviously don't approach the origin the same way, and -. erhaps if he was approaching as -
it would explain why in Chilton's curve fitting he has to chanGe (6ta) to C 2NI /A value, depending
on, what type of waters he is in. I noticed this could be anywhere from 10 to the 1/3 to 10 to the 1/8,
and it is difficult to adjust an explanation on this. Maybe you have some commsnts on that ?

- Dr. HONEY : It's true that he picked the symbol "6ta" to characterize what happens in a very narrow
angle forward direction. He did qualify that, and it is true that it is very easy to pick two
or chree or whatever number of parameters you want for that purpose; but lacking any better knowledge
than there is now about what happens in that forward directionone seems to be more than adequate and
maybe it still is.

- Dr. HODARA : Truly speaking that A would be a function of "6ta". it might be, but than you might want
to pick a different function.

- Dr. HONEY : The function that they chose is based on the kinds of thinjp that happen in many, many dif-
fraction problems in which narrow angle scattering is important and so it sems like physica-.ly a
very reasonable choice. But if there is some reason for picking another function, that too is a rela-
tively minor perturbation of the computer program that has been set up.

- Dr. HODARA By the way, what's the closest narrow angle scattering measured ?

- Dr. HONEY 50 microradians.

-Mr, ZANEVELE : Yes, I think you probably adree that the scattering due to particles is probably sin-

gular at the origin. Now I was wondering whether somebody had some ideas on the scattering due to
turbulece ? Perhaps that would be flat at the top and when added in real sea water s then perhaps
it would remove the singularity.

- Dr. HONEY : Velljit is not really siigular. I don't think any of These things we are talking about

are singularities. They are diffractions limited by the size of the beams, of the objects of the ins-
trumants you are using to meature thempand that is not a singularity. It just sets a limit to the
resolution of the instrument,

- CF. HALLEY . ons~iur le Frsident, je signale q'ie le d6pouillement do l'enreg'strement magnetique
sera A peu pres impossible si les orateurs no donnent pas leur nor, avant d'exprimer leur opinion.
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5 - Dr. M"WDEL:Could. anybody clear my' itorance about the international notation which has been adopted

- Dr. 140h!* L :I think Prof. TYLER is wall placed to answer this question.

- Prof. TYLEn :I have with me a table which has listed the optical components followed by the units
followed by the IAPSO notation which is the organization which adopted the evaluation units, note
A translation in Prench of this IPSO terminologyr is given by A. Ivanoff, A. Mlorel, in each
Qeeanogr. XOII, 5, 457.468', and I also have put into this table symbols which were adopted by the
Optical Society of America some years before that, and which, T am sorry to say, we use ourselves.
Also on the second sheet of those notes, ',here is a diag3ram v-hic:h we use to illuawrato the program Ae~roi
following. You notice in large outline blocfto the three princi.pal measurements wninr we feel are
needed parti-cularly to document ocean water, '.hese are the scattering function, the raditnoe dis-
tribution and the transmission. An4 then below and above these three are neited the conitaints and
projerties which you can derive from each. (voi,2 papier 43, pages 43-7 et 43-8).

- Dr. HODA7V. Would any one of you care to eal by pointing out or reoormnding what future work
should 'e cerried out,what experiments shou-d be done, what problems- perhaps theoretics-. or ckie-
ririental reaults-are needed to be so.ived. 1 think it would be good to bummari2.e thinatiJ giing
Borne direction to the meeting by pointing o~ut future areas of~ research.

-Prof. TYLER Does anybody feel there mighlt be a way to combine optics and micxowevesjfor exampleas
Captain HALLEY suggested, any common f3.,any common ground that we could stand or, ?

- Dr. WELLS :I think you can see a similar complexity --maybe I should c-3l it confL,.nion, or at leat
argumnrt amonegst peopl( - in the case of the scattering of radar froir the sea a:cewith zu

consistent, well defined theory.

- Prof. TYLI2 : lefore we close the round table disousnar,1 I would lIke~ '.o nay that a, lot of very
inti)reating and new information haai re'n W my attention diwing this meting. Al1so, I have been
impressed by the rr~y tha interproter.3 hasre managed 2n pitec or' the fact that oome of us talk too fast
and othern Ue.k vitb 2, a oeit. 'vc been highly imprenstd by the organization of the auditorium.
j. w,,ul UMk to say "Thank You" to Captain HALLEY and to others here, a3 well, who have made this
maeeting possible. Thank you very much.

NOTE COMPLEENAIRE 1 par A. 11CI.3M

Pour cet 6chantillon pr6lev6 en flanche, ease.- turbide (2.e 7 juililet 1965), (6 90 -- 7.107 m ) la
diffusion mol6culaire .joue un ZSle raible, et la polarisation do la lumi~3re diffus6e observ6e peut 8tre
pratique.ent regard6e comme caractbristique des particules rurines. La mesure est efftctude, le polari-
seur 5Stant dispoad nur le faisce,.u incident ; nont port6es en fonc~ion de L'angle lea composantes hs-
rizontales et verticales (donn6es en valeur absolue) salon wit 6chel-le logarizhmique. Sur la 22me figure,
toujours pour le m~me 6ichantillon, le facte~.r de d~polrcrisation (clest-a-dire le rapport Il/V = 6) eat
port6 en fon-tion de 0. VJallure do ces courbes est generalc ; pour la retrouver dana l.e cas des ernux
claires ;_' at retrancher lleffet de la diffusion mol~culaire ; cette soltraction, ainsi que Isa pirte
de sinsibilitd due & 11nrduto du polariseur, font quo dana le cas des eaux tr~s limpides, 1,s
r -sultats caeviennent hasardeux. (voir firuree 1 et 2)

NO0TE COMPLEI'.EITAIIIE 2 ;ar P. HALLfEY

En 6lectromegn6tisme clasaicjue, pour r6soudre un probl~ime, on ecr2.+ lr 6qu.ations ' obppp qui sont,
primo lea 6quations de Maxwell,. secundo d' au%.res equaz ions supp6 -..,w- quil bent entrL: --.A len vec-
teurs du champ. Si lea milieux physiques qul remplianent le ..omai, au champ sont tels quj'on puase
6crire en tout point des relations lindaires, telles que:

D = L, f B et J = aE

c u et o 6tant lea constantes caractdristiques physiques du milieu au point conaiddr6, on Leut dire
que lea milieux sent lin6aireo.

Ces caractdristiques peuvent Utre exprimdes sous forme tensorielle. Dana cc can, chaque composante
d'un vecteur du champ peut htre repr6sentde par une fonction lincaire des composantes d'un autre vpctezr.

De toute mani~re, 3i Ie syst~me des equations, dcvant lequel on so trouve plac6, ne coaporte que
des 6quations lin6aires, diffdrentielles ou non, on peut dire que llo considarc des effets lineaires.
Il en r6sulte que,, en r6gime sinuaoTdal entretenu par, lea noubres qui nesurent lea "intensit6s" d'un
des scalaires ou d'un des vecte~rs du champ aux diffdrents points du domaine considdre &ent ind6pen-
danta du temps et constituent ur. ensemble de nombres proportionnels entre eux, dont les proportions sont
ind6pendantes do lintensit6 du rdgime entrctenu.

De plus, dana certains probit-mes. on r6Gime sinusordni. par, on peut dofinir en chaque point du
domaine un vecteur d'onde K, par 1-*., un 'ndice .Ie refraction do phase et imn indice dlextinction line-
aires. Bien entcndu, ccci W'est plus le cas loraque l'une au woins des equations n'cat raa ii,..aire
.1" exemple, lorbquc l'oxpression J.= a E doit atre remplrucde par l'cxpression plus approebde

j -,c1 E + ou par tovito autre expresEion non-lincaire. :uand on parle d effet non-lin6aire il

faudrait prdciser quelle 6quation n'est pas lindaire.
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